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Whether the Nation's measurement system'
should be changed is a question still un-
resolved. GAO has looked into the subject
of metricotion--conversion to the Metric.
system ti measurement. This report-. prb-
vides the Congress, the Administratioci, the
newly formed U.S. Metric Board, and in,
turn all Americans with a better
standing of the issues involved.
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20548

To the President of the Senate and the.
..- Speaker of the House of Representatives

-4-This report discloSes- the implications if the United
States converts to .the metric system of weights and mea-
Cures: Also, iit diSCusses the conversion experiences of
other 'countties.

We macle ()lir ,review pursuant to the Budget and ACcount-
g /Nct,. 1921 (31' Ui:S.C. 53).

a-- We -are .p,:eritUng copies of this report .t6 the Chairman
of the U.S. 'Meefic, Boatd; 'Director ,. Office of Management .
and Budge.t;;theSectefaiies of Commerce, Transportation,*
Treasury, aneHe4a1:th; ,Education, and Welfare;other Federal
and State' giiiientosnt officials; and offiCials of Associa.,.-
tions, and pritecoillpanies.
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS

DIGES.T

.GETTING, A-BETTER UNDERSTANDING
OF THE METRIC SYSTEM-
IMPLICATIONS IF ADOPTED BY
THE UNITED STATES

THERE IS A LOT INVOLVED IN A CHANGE

With the exception Of the Onite'd"Sates, and a 4

few small countries, the rest of the world has
adopted or is in the process of adopting the
metric. system._ So why shouldn't me, as a,
Nation, join the' rest of the world adopting
this logical Measurement system? sounds rea-
sonable! But is it? Let's take a look. at
what is involved.

Metrication is much more than simply learnin4
and using the metric system; related ramifica-
tions include

-7determiding the best time to convert in
order.to minimize costs;

-agreeing on metric sizes;

-designing, producing, and building in metric
dimensions;

- -training personnel in metric;.

- -obtaPqing metric supplies;
\--

- changing laws, regulations, brdina'nces, and
codes to accommodate the metric system;

-informing customers about metric products;
and

,--remaining,coMpetitive in the marketplace.

Converting to the metric system would
mean'thinking, heaiing4 and seeing things;
in metrics--such as distances in terms of
meters, volume in terms of!jiters, weight in
terms of grams, and tetperatures in Celsius.,
It would mean new sizes for screws and bolts;
new diStances on maps; new weaghtt.on scales;
new speed limits on highways; new tools to

Tear S t. Upon removal, the report
cover date should be nor hereon.
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repair automobiles'anp other products;, new
sizes for beverages food, and clothing; new
recipes in the kitcfien; andrevised educational

. Materials. Of. course, it does not mean that
. all sizes, distances, and .weights actually
would change (although a great many would); but
the termOology and numbers used to express
them would. The change would not necessarily
be:sUdden and completel

AetriCation would. affect Americans at work,
in school, at home, in shopping, and in their
leisure activities. Every organization, firm,
industry, and level of government would Teel
-its impact. 'mpact would surprise. many
Americans and affect them all in maqv and
varied ways. No.country:with an economy. and .

population anywhere near .the size of the United
States has converted to the metric system.

A DECISION HAS NOT BEEN MADE

Many believe a dedision.has.already been made
to adopt the metric system in the United States.
In fact many think conversion is mandatory,
.66Pedially small buiinesses and the general
public. ReSponses to GAO's questionnaires

showedthat 42 percent of the :sMall.businesseS
and 30 percent of the building and constructio

41.,

'aesocia 'ohs, and, 23 percent of_the people
contact in. a public opinion pollconducted
for 'GAO, believed conversion to the metric sys- ,

.tem is mandatory. Less than 20 percent knew
what th'b national policy is. The.passage of
the Metric Conversion Act of 1975, with ,its
provision of establishing a U.S. Metric-Boafd,
is cited by many as being.-.an official national ..

commitment. Just the name'of the act connotes
conversion. 'Despite.opinions and statements
to the contrary, it is not ,the,Current-United
States policy to convert from the present cus-
tomary system to the- metric system. -

The 1975 Act and its legislative history show
the national policy is,not to,prefer one system
over the other but to provide for either to
be predominant. on the basis of the voluntary
actions of-those affected.

The Metric Board's responsibility under the
act is to devise and carry out a broad Kogram

'7/
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of planning,. coordination, and public educa-ion,
_consistent with other national policy and inter-
ests, with the aim of implementing the policy
set forth in the act. It is to serve as a
focal point for voluntary conversions to the
metric system.. The Board is not to advocate
metrication but is to'assibt various sectors
when., and if, they choose to convert. At the
time this report went to print, the Board had
/not become fully operational.

THE. INEVITABILPTY.tYNDROME

There is insufficient evidence to support or
refute the belief by. some that conversion to
the metric system by the United States is
inevitable.

A majority-of the large and-Atall bueinetSes
and building and construction associations
responding to GAO's questionnaires believe
conversion to the metric system is inevitable
for their industries.. Also, a majority of
State governments believe metrication is
inevitable: for themselves.

,These beliefs, as much as any perceived bene--
. fit, have been a principal impetus for conver-
. sign activity.in the United States. However,
as more people believe in inevitability. and
convert because of this.belief, conversion to
the metric system accelerates.

Several factors and beliefs have contributed
to this inevitability syndrome including:

-- Passage of the Metric Conversion Act of 1975
and its major provision for a U.S. Metric
Bodrd. The name of the act connotes conver-
sion.

--Actions taken by some Federal agenCies;.such
as the 'Federal';Highway Administration which.
attempted .to require conversion of highway
signs, the National Weather. Service's plan'
to use the metric syste*fcrweether. report--
ing, and the suggestion by the Department
Of'Agriculture to convert meat and poultry'
labels.

i ii
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--The decision to convert by some of the
"giants" of industry and the effect on cus-
tomers and supplies.

--The 1971, National Bureau of Standards report
which stated that there was no Question that
the United States should convert within a 10-
year period.

--Proposed legislation -in the early 1970s which
called for a pre6sminantly metric. America with
in'10.year.

--Publicieyu about m rip
ties and the is ,

tioh and chat.t.S.
. eddyA0 '644'

--Theitipreas .nalr.etekc instr.uction in school
_pkbgrams tic hout"the country with many
setting,-arg,

,
es--1980 for 13 States--

when thel,. sYstems are to be teaching
theMetr",ice'sy em as-tile predominant system._ ,

,r1o1 -

VOLUNTA13,14CONVOS,ION'
I

The.;,United.Stateshas a olicy of ai'iowing
fofyokuptarY 6nVersion--a choice of con-

ojeOs and,activi-
ioetric informa-

.

. -. yecting or not converitng. This has been
.

. the policy since16'86 when the metric sys-
tem wag authorise. During the intervening

< :\t
'V.e. 9 l'earsi use of t metric system has increased
-- 'spmewOat.A..

The ei.ric Cohversion Act of 1975 provides
',for a continuation of the existing voluntary
policybut the current policy has been mis-

...,-, interpreeed, and within this context, attempts
. k have been made to convert to the metric sys-

tem'. It would seem that as a minimum, before
volUntarily deciding tO convert, there should

--a clear understanding of the policy,

--knowledge of the costs and benefits in-
volved,

--an assessment of the impact on the sector
involved and any related sectors, and

--a determination of the impact on consumers.

iv
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Any attempts to arbitrarily increase
metrication activity could Reriously under-
mine existing policy and leak to unnedesaary.
.metrication. Due care, therefore, must be
exercised in carrying out the policy.'

SUPPORT/OPPOSITION AND ,

OVERALL ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES

Responses to the questionnaires sent out byj
GAO showed that the strongest support for
converting to the metric system came from
State education. offici41s, State government
officials, and the Fortune 500 industrial
companies. Building and construction atso-
ciationssupported.conversion but not as
widely as. the above groups. Small .bOsi-
nesaes were divided in' their. opinion but
more were opposed to metrication than sup-
ported it. The public opinion poll conducted
for GAO showed most people in opposition to
metrication.

The respondents' support for-conversion is not
based entirely on the belief that they will
gain some advantage frOm converting. In all
cases more supported conversion than saw ad-
vantages for themselves. Large businesses
were divided on'whether advantages outweigh
disadvantages for their firms.. Small busi-
nesses believe the disadvantages outweighed
the advantages fdr thefr firms.:

However, when asked about the advantages and
disadvantages for the United States overall,
both groups shifted to a more positive opinion
on advantages.

Thus tie question arises as to just who bene-
fits to make: -it worthwhile for the United
States to convert to the metric system.

_BENEFITS ARE i)(JESTIONABLE

Most of the ascribed benefits are,gbals, such
as standardization and rationalization, which

,*have always existed and have been achieved to
varying degrees under the customary system.
Metrication is being viewed by proponents as
the opportunity to achieve these goals (to a
greater, degree). Inorder to achieve



improvements or benefits sought, the conversion.
most be a hard convers,ion--a change in prod-
uct 'dimensions, rather4than a soft conversion,
using metric equivalents. However, actually
achieving 'the benefits is questionable, and
their value is generally undeterminable.

The often ascribed benefit that the metric aVs-
tem is easier to use and results in fewer errors
is generally but not universally accepted.

Some view metrication as an opportunity to im-
prove production efficiencies, facilitate tech-
nological advances, and make other Worthwhile,
changes. Respondqnts to GAO's business ques-
tionnaires generally disagTee with such

kir

views. While metrication mig t provide ,the
opportunity or vehicle for suc .changes, there
is no assurance of achievinq't em.

Present sizes have developed ov r the years
in the marketplace to meet deman . For some
products, industry officials believe that
-most of these sizes meet their needs. Substan-

s.
tial standardiation and rationalization
have been achieved under the present customary
system and is a continuing goal. \

There is little doubt that increased standardi-,
zation and rationalization could result in
benefits, although this objective could be.
achieved using the customary system. Proponents'
viewmetrication as an opportunity br vehicle
to achieve.the results, but the cost involved
is unknown. Metrication would result in dual
inventories' of customary and metric sizes for
a coniiderable number of"years. This would he
a very critical problem for many industries,
suppliers, and retailers and would cost an
undeterminable amount. Only after the period ,
of dual inventories has elapsed would it be
known whether increased standardization and
rationalization had resulted and atwhat coats.

Some persons claim that consumers will benefit
because price comparisons will be easier to make
with the metric system. The .premise depends
oh the willingness and ability of producers
to change to rational series of sizes. However,
it ds quite likely that, changes to government
laws and regulations would be needed.

vi
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It. may be that the increased use of unit pricing
would be of gteater benefit to consumers than
converting many sizes to metric. Unit pricing
would facilitate, price comparisons, be easier
to understand, is not dependent on the use of
standard or rational sizes which can be dif-
ficult and costly to achieve, and would per-
mit producers to make their products in sizes
relating to their needs.

For most consumer products and for activities,
such as sports (except, those involved in inter-
national records), no major benefits would
occur to either producers, consumers, or par -
ticipants and spectators by converting to
the metric system. Many consumer products
are not exported to other couhtries; producers
of those that are seem to have little prob-
lem with the measurement system used. Other
countries. exporting products to.the United
States chrige the sizes of their products
to U.S. sizes when necessary.

COST WILL BE INCURRED

The total cost of metrication is undeterminable
in spite of various estimates that haveibeen
cited in the last decade by various organizationS.
and'individuaks. These estimates vary widely
and often are loot based on-detailed analyses
of the factors involved. They generally are.
low or high depending on the conversionexperi-
ence of those providing these figures and
their position'on converting or not converting
to the-metric system.

Some of the major cost areas include training
and educating people; converting computer-sys7
temS, data bases, and standards; changing laws,
regulations, ordinances, and codes ; maintaining
dual inventories;' purchasing hand tools; Chang-
ing product sizes; and familiarizing Consumers
with metric terms.

However, based on .the limited cost data that
was available to GAO and the input from
various.representatives from a wide spectrum
of organizations throughout the country, the
cost will be significant--in.the billions

O



of dollars. But whatever the cost, it appears
it will be passed on to consumers.

BEVERAGE CASE,STUDY .

The beverage industry provides a unique,early
opportunity to lOok at metric conversions ih
the United,States, particularly with respect
to the effect on consumers. Some segments
are totally converting, some partially and
the remainder are inactive.or simply placing
metric equivalents on their' product labels.
Some conversions made by the beverage indus-
try may haye benefited consumers and the in-
dustry. But other conversions and related
actions have been harmful to consumer interests.

The wine and, distilled spirits industries are
totally converting their products to metric,
sizes formarketing reasons. The conversion
period for wines will be complete by January 1,
1979, and for distilled spirits by January 1,
1980.

Following the favorable sales experiehces by
one soft drink producer, several other major"
producers have introduced metric sizes in-
many areas of the country, usually. when new
containers are introduced: The soft drink
industry had not planned an overall metric con-
version in the near futOre.

The beer industry sells all its products in
.

customary sizes and did not plan to convert
to metric sizes. Some brewers, however, show
metric equivalents on/their labels. The, in-
dustry sees no conversion benefits, only costs.

Most milk containers show metric equivalents,
but all lfilk is still sold in rational custo-
mary sizes. The industry has no Plans to
convert to metric sizes and sees no benefits
in doing so.

While further adoptiOn of rational package
sizes is a laudable objective for beverages,
it is one that could be achieved without con-
verting to the metric system, as with milk.

Metric proponents have stated that consumers
will benefit if rational metric sizes are

viii
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adopted which would make 'Price comParisons
easier. However, GAO's study of the beverage
industry showed that this would not necessarily .

be.

Most wines and distilled spirits that were
converted to metric sizes experienced unit
price increases of up to 11 percent greater'
than those that did not convert. It was in
the metric sizes that price comparisons are
the most difficult to make that the highest
price increases took place.

While the impact of the wine and distilled
spirits conversions on consumer prices has
beep largely detrimental so fart it remains
to be seen whether the practice of increasing
prices of converted products continues through
the rest of the conversion.periods. It must
also be .kept in mind that GA,0 conducted its
price study in locations where there is some
price control.

On the other hand, the soft drink industry has
begun marketing some of its products in rational
metric sizes. If this trend continues and .0
cqmplete conversion is made to metric sizes,
-Oice comparisons should be easier for consum-
ers. It has been stated, at least in some
instances, that prices were not increased
when conversion occurred. lifgever, GAO'was
unable to.independently verify the actual pric-
ing of soft drinks.

EFF5CT ,ON TRADE IS UNCERTAIN

Because most countries use or are converting
to the metric system, the United States cannot
deny the existence of the system or prohibit,
its use. However,, a multitude of factors'
affect world trade; and the business respond-
ents to'GAO's.questionnaires and exporter
and importers contacted by the National Bureau
Of Standards in its study considered the meas:- Ir
urement systerkused to be of minor importance.

A majority (60 percent) of-the largest U.S.
industrial businesses--the Fortune 500--who
responded to GAO's questionnaire believed'con-
version would facilitate trade through a common



measurement language, but over 80 percent
indicated they did not expect,aqrsignificant
change in either exports or imports as a
.result of conversion. A majority of the
firms responding cited factors, such as com-
petitiye prices, high-Quality, superior
.technology, and good-reputation and reliability,'
as being of major significance 41 promoting
exports. Engineering standards and the design
and manufacture of.products in either metric
or customary bpits were copsidered to be of
major significance in promoting trade by-rela-
tively few of the respondents. Less than 5
percent of the respondents considered measure-:
ment units to be of major significance in
deterring trade.

American firms have been trading for centuries
with countries that (1) use various'imeasurement
systems, (2) have different requirements and
laws that must be complied with, and (3) speak
different languages. Information was not
available on the extent that other countries
have adopted and use the entire international
metric systm,. GAO found no evidence to Ishow
that the Nation's trade would be significantly
affected by-converting to.the metric system
or remaining with the customary system.

THE DECISION TO BE MADE

A 'thatter to be considered is whether the use
of the metric system throughout the world
warrants the effort and expense needed td'con-
vert our day-to-day affairs, such as highway
speed limits, consumer products, and weather
reporting, into metric measures.

There is no question that one systeKshould
be predominant because the existence of a
dual system for any length of time is.imprac-
tical, inefficient, uneconomical, and confus-
ing. It is not too late to make the decision'
as to which system is to be predominant. The
decision is not an easy one because valid
national conversion costs and the value of any
benefits are not available.

Since a decision will affect every American for
decades to come, GAO believes the decision,
which is to continue with the current policy

x
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or change it, should be made by the
representatives of the peoole--the Congress.---/

GAO believes that this report will-provide
valu'able information on metrication and the
issues involved to the Congress., the Adminis-
tration, the newly formed U.S. Metric-Board,
and to the American people. The results of
GAO's work is contained in a det'ailed report
(CED-78-128) and is summarized in an Executive
Summary (CED-78-128a).

AGENCY COMMENTS AND GAO'S EVALUATIONS

In commeriting'oVGAGIN report/ the U.S..
MetricBoard's'Ad-Hoc Committee stated that .

the rp-portcontaine0,detailed information
on the sta6A of voluntary conversion in
many sectors ofthe economy which will be /

used by the Board. However, the Board,dis-
agreed with some aspects of the report which
are discussed in detail in the Executive Sum-
mary and in chapter 31 of 'the baSic report.

The report contains recommendations to. the U.S.
Metric Board and the Office of Management and.
Budget to help implement the current, national

epolicy.in accordanc with the Act ct and.itS
legislAtive history. The'report also contains
a number of recommendationa regarding other
specific measurement activities.

xi
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Meter, liter, and gram. ,These 'terms are appearing . more
.

and more in,thee.United States, sometimes alohe but often with
%theirs"cousins," the foot, quart, and ounce.. The Latter terms

,,,,-., are the most familiar to Americans and are part of what is
' tommlinlir referred to as, the. customary system of weights and

measures._ Meter, liter, and gram are part of the met sys-
tem. 'When you hear or 'See-temperature in degrees Ce sius,
it,i°also part of the metric system. Use 'of th c.sys-
teM is increasing, but the customary system is the most ,/,

- '-

r''.
predominant' in the United States .

, ,

'A-MoveMent4s-underwayi-howeverfito chang
weights and measures to the metric system ; Th-
is-voluntary by -.law. in the -United,Etates
to as metrication- There are two types Q

. and soft. Soft Conversion means replacin
ment units with equivalent metric units-m
in the sizespf'products; materials, or ructures. One quart,
'for instance, becoMes 0.95 liter. Hardeonversion means a
change,in the 'actual dimensions of the product, material,. or
structure to metric dimensionS--1 quart becomes liter,which

' is, 1.06 quarts. Generallyhard c'onvereion:resultS in rounded
metric-numbers which are pabler, tO'WorkWith. (The metric
systeM is' explained in detailln ch.

our system GT
change, which'

S'often referred
conversion, hard
customary measu;e-
thout any changes

METRICATIONWHAT IT WOULD. MEAN

Mafty Americans have had some contaCts with the metric
system. Many-have worked in or toured metric countries, par=
titularly in Europe, amd others were' born in and lived a good-
part of their lives,in metric countries before coming too the
United States.

In this country, the scientific =ninety, for the most
part, uses the metric system. Foreign- ade-automobiles are
metric, and individuals and mechanics, wh work on them have
metric tools. Metr.ic unitS' are appparing on food products
and other items Aext to customary measurements. Skis are
measured in centimeters, and 35-millimeter film is common.

gFor severs years, students in such c e as chemistry have

10
worked wit the metric system. Toda ny public pchools .

are teaChin the system to their pupt 2. Weather reports'are
often heard in both Fahrenheit and Celsius (formerly known as
centigrade). Nonetheless, use ofthe metric system is small
in comparison to that of the customary system.

1 -1
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.

Converting to the metric sy,sterrt, would eventually. mean
thinking, hearing, and seeing distances in.terms of meters,
volume in terms of liters,, weigh* 'in, terms of 'grams, and tem-
peratures in Celsius. It would.mean new sizes for screw's and
bolts, new distances, on.,maps, new weights on scales, 'new speed
limits .on highways, and new tools .to' repair automobiles and
other products.- It would also mesail.-neW sizes for heverag4s,
food, and clothing; new recipes in the kitchen; and revisions
in educational materials. Of ,coursel it do not mean 'that
all sizes, distances, and weights' would actually'lly' change; but
the -.terminology and. number's used' to express them would.. -Met-
rickeion would probably be a combination:of soft and hard con's
version. The change' would' not .necessarily,.be sudden andYcorn, a.pieta. ., .1. -., .

. /
A hange to the metric system Wc(ulicr be signitic,ant.-. ret-.ricat n'would affedt Americand at work, in school, at borne-0v

in _shopping, and in their leisure leatiiiitties. Every organiz4,..
ation, firm,' indusEry, and levelof ,government would feeli,*Its t.
impact. Theqmpact could surprise many Americans. :7

,, ... .

% .. , - -
,We have looked into the subject of metr cation to ddter4

mine the status and trends in the use of th metric system;
,its' implications for .government., 4ndustry, a a, the American
people as citizens and 'consumerpr# and leSso s that cpn be

A. learned;,4from' the experience Of countries t at are converting,or have recently converted. The Congresa* the Administration,
and, in tdrn', all Americans should be fully aware of the rami-
fications of metricakior. ' .

.r.

EVOLUTION OF,nifIE METRIC SYSTEM
.

In: 1790 the Ffench National ",Assembly"ap-ked the Par:is Aca:-
demy of Sciences to deyelop a.neW .system of-; weights and mea-
sures for France. Great Britain was asked to join .in this
fort but declined in favor of ilipr,pving its'lown system, .AT
new ystem was desired fqr France primarily because the large
numb r of units that had come into everyday use was confusing.
Qf ten several maws were tgiven \to he same unit, and units
varied from proyince. to prove an from. city ,to city. Some
French ,units differed in value from .;the English- units.

1

After -considering ;several propod;als; the Academy decided .

that the ew, system, should. b ed entirely on one unit of
length. ,urthermOre, the sydt would be decimalbased on
10 - -by adding Prefixes such as milli J1/1,0001., centi 4/I00),
deci (1/101:,11eka (10), necto;. 00) and kilo (1,000) to the'
units to form the ,larger and -Sm llerVersid,ns of each unit..

The unit for length was to- equa -l' one ten-millionth of,

the length of a quadrant 'of the Ear th' s' meridian; that ,is,



one ten-millionth of an arc reprebenting the .distance be-
tween the Equator and the Nof0 Poae, The Standard for the

,:unit was. determined by meaturing.an arc of meridian between
Dunkirk,'Tratice, and Barcelona, Spain. The unit was later

. .named the Metre (meter). 1/the
.

.

The unit of mass (weight), called the grdm, was defined
as the. mass of .1 cubic centimeter(a cube that is 1/100 of

'a meter on each aide) 'of water 0 its temperature of maximum
derisity: The cubic decimeter'(; cube 1/10 of a meter on each
side), which, was named the liter, 1/ wa's to be the unit of

,unit of area was to be the
qbupdation on the, meter, the-c.
eme Metri ue (metric szatem)4.

:the French Government and a iong,,
,

old irv-France, the use of the
headily spread from one country to"
ons had officially accepted the syS-

uOtries-hadfollowed suit by 1900.
ept the United States and several.

LI;

(lithe m tric system or a4F committed,
manant. easurement system.

fluid' capacity or volume. T
square meter. Because of
.system .became known the

,

After its acce
Stormy peridd'be
'metric system
another* By 1
tem.. An add'
Tddak 141
small 4*

a te14,11a

to it

e

IN THE dNI ' a e 4it.. ES, A CONTINUOUS
FLIRTATION 147, kr:MBE-METRIC SYSTEM

A -
).

)u.S.t, ilersion to themetric"Sytem has been an issue
almost.ai 4-1 e Creation of the Nation. Numerous bills t

. recidired.
rr version have been introduced in the Congress ove

. the degi*des,,but; none passed. Metricationjs still'an issue.

A
Al

,ThdJefteison Plan

The Nation!s founding tethers recognized in theU.S:
"tonstituti4n the importance of uniform weights and measures
by giyinti the Congress t e power to fix the standards of
weight and measures (ar , 1, sec. 8). Thomas Jefferson was-
tequbsted ,1790 todev Op a plan to establish uniformity

.

, in currency4'WeAghts, and measures for ,consideration. by the
ouse of Rbpresentatives. In his report, Jefferson noted the
ed for an- invariable standard of length. ,He proposed two

-altexnative plans. One was to retain the customary system of

1/SoMe codtrovex$Y _exists in the United States as whether
--;these*ire-.#0,:tst:shauld be spelled with an "er".or "re" end-

1bee ch.-1):: In- this report, we. have used the er spel-
ling, its aCordince with the U.S. Gdverhment Printing Office
.StyleManual.
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weights. and measures but standardize it-on the basis of a new
standard of length. The second proposal was_anew system
-based on the sage proposed standard. Jefferson believed the
new:system should be deCimal. He-was aware that the metric.

.

system being proaosed in France had the-basic-characteristics
he desired in the new system; however, he rejected it because.,
'the/basic measurement standard could not be reproduced in apky'
cduptry except Frabce.

The weights and measures plan was debated in the Congress
for several.years but no action was taken. Iff 1795 and 1796,,
the. Congress also considered,but rejected a suggestion from

French Government that the .United States adopt 'the metric
.system. A plan for a decimal money system based on the dol-
lar; which. Jefferson helped-develop, was later accepted by
the Congress.

The Adams-RePori

As regdired by a U.S. Senate resolution,=Secretary of
State John Quincy Adams n 1821 submitted. his "Report Upon
Weights and Measuree.t%,the Congress. Adams concentrated
his effort on international developments, existing Weights
and measures regulations in_the States, and the available._
means for obtaining uniformity bf the regulations. An impor-
tamt part of Adams', report' was a comparison of the English
and metric systems and the advantages.jand disadvantages of
each for the United States. Adams_concluded in his report
that the Congress should not changethe existing system but
shobld fix the.Atandards for the units. His surv.v of the
existing situatiN1 'Fn each of the 22 States found that sub-
stantial uniformity already existed. He believed that the
time had not yet';arrived in which he could recommend

"* * * so great and hazardous an experiment * * *,
as that of discarding all our established weights
and measures, to adopt and legalize those of France
in their stead."

Adam's was also concerned that the Constitution 'hay not have
given the Congre'Ss the power to change the whole system of
weights and meadtres when it said td fix the standards.

Use of the metric system is made legal

In 1866 legislation was enacted that made it legal to
use the metric system for the transaction of any and all
business in theUnited States. In the proceedingS leading
to the act, the House Committee on Coinage, Weights, and
Measures surveyed the status of the metric system in other
nations. The committee's report recommended that the metric
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system be legalized to giye Americans the opportunity to use
it. The committee believed that the' country would soon be-
come familiar With its convenience. The report further stated
that:

"* *'* When this is attained - a period, it
hoped, not distant - a futher Act of-Cong ss can
fix the date for its exclusive adoption =s a legal

.system."

On July 27, 1866, when the bill was passed, the Senate also
passed a resolution to distribute metric seandards to the.
States. .The President-Signed the bill the next day. A ma-
jor factor in the decision by -the Congress to pass this leg:-
islation was an earlier decision in 1864 by the United King-
dom to make use of the metric system permissable.

Although some in the Congress assumed that use of the
metric system would spread in the United States and become
the dominant system, it did not. The, 1866 act was neither
mindatory nor promoted the system's use. No target date for
its adoption was established. The metric debate continued..

The United States signs
the Treaty of 'the Meter

The United States, on May 20, 1875, was 1 of 17 nations
that signed the Treaty of the Meter- -45 nations have now
signed it. The agreement provided for a permanent Interna-
tional Bureau of Weights and Measures under the control of
a committee of 14 members from different countries. Both of
these are under the auspices of.the General Conference on
Weights and Measures which consists of ,delegates from all the
countries that have signed the treaty.

The International. Bureau's primary mission was to con-
struct and verify the accuracy of new, more precisely defined
measurement standards for the meter and kilogram. Metal bars
representing the length of .a meter and metal cylinders rep-
resenting the weight of a' kilogram were constructed and dis-
tributed to the member countries to serve as their national
measurement standards. The Bureau was responsible for main-
taining the meter bar and kilogram cylinder which were to be
the international standards. To ensure the continued accura-
cy and uniformity of measurement standards, the Bureau was to
periodically check the international standards against the
standard6 of the member countries and comparetthem with the
different standards of nonmember nations.

The International Bureau and the General Conference on
Weights and MeasureS are still in existence. They serve as
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the mechanism. for recommending and, considering refinements
and other changes`in the metric system on an .international
basis.

In 1890 theUmited States received and accepted its two
meter-barS and. logram cylinders. .Three years slater these.
were declared to be the Nation's fundamental standards of _

length and: mass (wei0t) by an administrative action of the
Superintendent of Weights and Measures and sanctioned by the
Secretary of theTreasury. The meterlang kilogram became the
fundamental standards for defining the yard and the pound.
The administrative action is commonly'referied to as
denhall Order.

the Men-

1960metric becomes an international system

Over the following 'yearS, several bills were ,introduced
in the Con4ress to convert the United States to the metric
system, but they were unsuccessful. HoViever, the United
States, as a member of the General Conference on Weights and
Measures, had been involved in redefining the metric system
and its units in an effort. to correct some inconsistencies
that had developed.

When the metric system had begun, the most pressing need
was to standardize units of measure used in the exchange pf
goods and services. Later, world growth of science and tech-
nology led to the requirement foradditional-measurement units
other than the meter'and.the kilogram for length and- weight,
respectively. The new units were sometimes establishedpy
different scientific methods, and this often resulted
than one metric unit for measuring the same. pnyeical.

in more

Thus, in effect several metric systems wire used'aro
grntity.

the
world.

The General Conference decided that an international,
system was needed to standardize the metric system on a° world
tgide basis. To meet this need, the General Conference., in
1960, adopted en extensive revision and simplification,0f the
system'. This new metric system was formally given the name
"Systeme International d'Umites" (International System of,
Units). Thus, a modernized international measurement sys-
tem became available for use by all countries. However,
many nations have been slow to adopt the new metric system
in its entirety.

The General, Conference also decided to abandon the meter
bar,. which had served as the international standard of length,
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and substitute a wave length of light. 1/ .This was a return
to use of a measurement standard found in nature, and it
could be produced with great accuracy by a well-equipped
laboratory.

d

The U.S. metric study

After 10 'years-of similar bills being considered in the
Congress, the Metric Study Act (Public Law 90-472) became
law in August 1968. The act directed the Secretary of Com-

..merce to .

- -determine the impact 4n the United States of the in-
creasing use of the metric system;

-TcOnsider.the desir.4bility and practicability of in-
_

creasing its use in the United States;

--study the feasibility of retaining and promoting engi-
neering standards on the basis of the customary system;

- examine the effects on international trade, foreign
relations, national securPty, and also the ,practical

sdifficulties of,greater use of the metric system; and

--evaluate the costs and benefits of alternative courses
of action that the United States might take.

The Secretary of Commerce delegated responsibility for
conducting the study to the National Bureau of Standards
(NBS). NBS generally used questionnaires and hearings sup-
plemented by individual investigations of the manufacturing
industry and nonmanufacturing business; consumers; the Depart-
ment of Defense; Federal civilian agencies; and the areas of
education, international trade, engineering standards, inter
.national standards, commercial weights and measuizes, and the
history of the metric system controversy in the United States.
The results of each area were published in separate volumes.
The public hearings were summarized and analyzed in another
volume.

As the metric study progressed, the study group conclud-
. ed that the. United States is already increasing its use of
the metric system and that sooner or later the United States
will probably become predominantly metric. Thus, the study's

ti

1/The length of a meter was redefined as
lengths of the orange-red line produce
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major thrust chAged from whether,the United States should
convert to the metric system to -how--planned or unplanned.

In July 1971 the Secretary of Commerce issued his report,
RA METRIC AMERICA, A Decision Whose Time Has Come." The re-
port stated that eventually the United States will join the
rest of the world in using the metric system as the predomin-
ant common language of measurement. The basis for this con-
clusion was that the United States is already metric in some
respects, that it is tecoming more so, and that the great
majority of businessmen, educators, and other informed
participants in the study reported that the increased use of
the metric system is in the best interest of the Nation. The
specific recommendations in the report were:,

- -The United States should change to the international
meftic system deliberately and carefully through a co-
ordinated national program.

-The Congress should establish a central coordinating
body .to guide.the change.

- -Detailed conversion plans and timetables should be
worked out by the sectors tl'emselves within this
framework.

- -Early priority shoUld be given to educating school-
children and the public at.large to think in metric
terms.

- -Immed to steps should be taken by the Congress to
fos er U.S. participation in international standards
activities.

- -Any conversion costs should'"lie where they fall."

- -The Congress should establish a 10-year time frame for
the United States to become predominantly metric.

- -There should be a firm gov rhment commitment to con-
vert.

The report's recommendatio s did not settle the metric
question. Bills to implement t recommendations were de-
bated in the Congress for the ne t several years; none\were'
passed. Although the advantage and disadvantages of metric
conversion for the United-States were still an issue, a. major
area of controversy was the impartiality and completeness of
the NBS metric study. The critics, which included former mem-
bers-of the study group and its advisory panel, contended that
NBS was biased' in 'favor of-conversion while performing the
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study and repgrting the'results.. The critics did ,not-helieve
that the study -adequately addresSed.the. costs and benefitS
oft converting.

Metric conversion legislation was passed in the Senate
in 1972 providing.for a:ptedominantly metric America within
a 10-year period. It was introduced in, the House where no
action' was taken. , In the following years, ,various unsuccess-
ful legislative piroposals were discussed.. Further pjogress
was not made until 1975 when. the provision for a predominantly
metric. America within 10 years was dropped:

Inthd meantime, the Education AMendments Act of'1974
was enacted. It included a section authorizing $10 million
a year for a 3-year peniod to encourage education agencies
and institutions to prepare students to use the metric sys-
tem. In each of fiscal years 1976, 1977, and 1978,_$2.1 mil-
lion was appropriated for this purpose.

THE METRIC CONVERSION ACT OF 105

On Decem ber 23, 1975, the Metric Conversion Act was
acted. It declared that the policy of the United States
to coordinate and plan the increasing use of the metric
and. provided for the establishment of a United States
Board to coordinate voluntary conversion to the metric
The act neither provided a firm commitment to convert no
time frame to go by and left unsettled the question of who
should bear the conversion costs. ,No financial assistance was
rovideT for under the act.

The act did not stipLlate whether the customary or met-'
ric.system should be the predominant measurement system for
use in, the United States. *The national policy, therefore, is
not to prefer one system over the other but to provide for
either to be predominant on the basis of the voluntary actions.
of those affected.'

The Metric Board

More specifically, the act provided that the Metric Board
be comprised of 17 members appointed by the. President with the
adVide and consent of the Senate. The members, with the ex-
ception of the chairman, ar% to represent the following sec-
tors of U.S. .society: engineering, scientific and technical,
manufacturing,, commercial and retailing, labor, State and 10-,
cal government, small business, construction, education, and
standards-making. In addition, four at-large members are to
represent consumers-and other interests considered suitable
by the President.. -Labor and small-business are to be repre-
sented by.two member. The other sectors are to each have ne
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representative. The members are to serve staggered terms of
from 2 to 6 years. -All may be appointed to an additional
6-year term..

The Metric Board is to devise and carry out a broad pro-
gram of planning, cOordinatiol, and public education, consi67
tent with other national policy and interests, with the aim.
of implementing the policy set forth in the ac -t. It is to
serve as a focal point for vbluntaiy conversions to the met-
ric system. It has no compulsory powers to require any sec-
tor of the economy to Convert. In this regard, the Board is
not to advocate metrication but is to assist various sectors
when and if they choose to convert. The act, however, pro-.
vided that the Congress could give the Board ,such powers at a
later date.

In carrying out the prograM, the Board-is to,

- -consult with and take into account the interests,
views, and conversion costs of commerce and industry,
including small business, consumers, labor, government
agencies at all levels, metric conversion groups, and
such Other individuals or groups as are considered
appropriate;

- -provide for appropriate procedures to obtain the views
of affected'groups;

- -publicize proposed conversion programs, and provide an
opportunity for.interested groups or individuals to
submit comments;

- -encourage activities of standardization organizationi
to develop or revise engineering standards on a metric
measurement basis and to take advantage of opportuni-
ties to promote'rationalization, improvements of de-7
sign, reduction of size variations, and other opportu-
nities;

- -encourage the retention in metric language of those
U.S.-standards which are internationally accepted or
of superior technology;

- -consult and cooperate with foreign governments and in-
ternational organizations to gain international rec-
onition for metric standards proposed by the United
States and, during U.S. conversion, to encourage re-
tention of equivalent customary unites (usually by way
of dual dimensions) in international standards or rec-
ommendations;
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c--assist he public, through information and education
) programs, to become familiar with the meaning and Ap7
plicability of metric terms and measures;

-- collect, analyze, and publish information about the
extent of usage of metric measurements;'evaluate the

'costs and benefits of metric usage;. and make efforts
to minimize any adverse effects resulting from in-
credsing metric usage; and

--conduct research.and surveys, publish the results,
and recommend to the Congress and the President
appropriate actions to deal with any unresolved prob-
lems, issues, and questions associated with metric
conversion or usage.

The act mentioned several areas that the Metric Board
may study, but to which it was not limited. These arethe
(1) impact on'workers, such as cost of tools and training,
and'on different occiipatiOns and industries, (2) possible
increased costs to consumers, (3) impact on society and the
economy, (4) effects on small business, (5) impact on the
U.S. international trade position, (6) appropriateness and
methods for using procurement by the federal Government as
a means to implement conversion, (7) proper conversion or
transition period in particular sectors bf society, and (8)
consequences for national defense.

The Board is required to submit annual reports to the
Congress and the President on its activities and the statds
and projections,for the conversion process. These reports

"may include recommenditions for legislation or executive ac-
tion needed t9,implement conversion programs accepted by'the
Board. Not fat'er than 1 year after the Congress appropriates
money for the. Board, the. Board is to submit a report .on the
need to provide an effective mechanism for converting custom-
ary units to metric units in laws and regulationston a coor-
dinated and timely basis in response to voluntary conversion
programs adopted and implemented by various sectorsof the
economy.

The Metric Board is to be independent of any departmenl
or.agency. It can establish an executive committee and other
operational committees it considers desirable, has contract

Y authority, and is authorized to conduct hearings as 'appropri-
ate. The Board is to operate through an executive director
and necessary staff personnel.

The'17 members of the Metric Board were nominated by. the
President and confirmed by the Senate during the first half
Of 1978. Although the Board has met several times, it had
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not become fully operational at the time this report went t
.print.. In the Senate Committee report on the 1975 Aft, it
was estimated.that.the' Board would need $2 million for the
first year and $3 million per year thereafter. The BOard re-
quested $1.8 million for its first full/year of operation:

METRIC ORGANIZATIONS

. There are two major. metric organizations: the-American
National Metric Council (ANMC) and the_ _U.S. Metric Association.
AMMC, a nonprofit organization;. was established in 1973.by -
prive sector initiative under the auspices of the American
NatidEal Standards Institute (ANSI) to assist all segments of
the U.S. economy in Plahning,.coordinating, and implementing
the. voluntary change to the metric system. On July 1;1.976,
ANMC became an independentlyincorporatedorganization. It
is located in Washington, D.C.

The core of the ANMC is its sector committees which
coordinate the metric activities in their respective segments
of the economy. The sector committees are mad.* up of repre-
sentatives. of industry, government, labor, education, and
other groups as .deemed appropriate. The more khan 30 sector
committees are grouped under 5 coordinatingcommittes: ma-
terials, engineering industries, construction industries, con-
sumer products, and education and industrial training.

ANKC expects to playa key role in providing input and
assistance to the U.S. Metric Board when it becomes active.
It does'not foresee being absorbed by the Metric Board but
continuing to serve as the focal point for conversion
activities in the private sector, possibly with some funding
from :the Metric Board.

The'U.S. Metric Association, founded in 1916, is a non7
profit Organization. Its,main goal has been advocating and
PromOting the use of the metric system as the primary measure-
ment system in the United States. This has been carried out
primarily by means ofpublications, meetings, and the indi-
vidual activities of its members.' .Its membership through the
years has. consisted mainly of scientists, engineers; and edu-
cators. The Association is located in Boulder, Colorado.,

SCOPE OF STUDY

We discussed metrication. with numerous, officials of trade
associations, individual companies, Federal and State govern
ments, and other organizations in the various sectors-of U.S.
society. Questionnaires were mailed to 1,400 small business
es- -over .70c percent responded; the 500 largest industrial cor
porations-,-bv.er 80'percent responded; all State governments
and State education agencies--92 and 100 percent responded,
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respectively; and 400 associatio in the byilding and con-
struction industry--over.70 perce t-responded. The question-
naires used are appended to their respective chapter in this
repOrt. We contracted with a public Opinion polling organi-:.
zation to.conduct a survey of consumer views on the metric
System. Relevant legislation was also reviewed.

We also discussed metrication with officials of Canada's
metric commission and the'United Kingdom's metrication board
as well as with several Canadian and British inddstry-
representatives. Pertinent, available-documents on metri-
cation in Australia, Canada; New Zealand, and the United
Kingdom were reviewed. The-data we obtained was not evaluated
in detail for its validity.

Furthek; we had a group of consultants knowledgeable in
various fields but having different views on metrication re-
view our tentative findings and, conclusions. The positions
taken in this report, however, are those ultimately arrived
at by the General Accounting Office. Following.is a listing
of these consultants and their affiliation at the time we
consulted with them.

- -Dr. George Ecklund, Director, Office of Economic
Research, U.S. International Trade-Commission

- -Mr. Thomas A. Hannigan, Administrative Assistant to
the International Secretary, International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers

- -Dr: Robert Johnson; Vice President Engineering,
Burroughs Corporation

- -Dr. Lee Richardson, President, Consumer Federation .

of America

--Mr. Roy P. Trowbridge, Director, Engineering Standards,
General Motors Corporation

--Dr. Robert C. Turner, Professor, Graduate School of
Business, Indiana University

We wish to express our appreciationto those, both in the
private and public sectors, that helped us during the course
of our study., They are too numerous to thank.personally. The
associations, companies, organizations, and governmental agen-
cies who contributed information for this report are listeM
in Annex I.
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CHAPTE

THE METRIC 'SYSTEM

'Although many Americans have probably heard ot seen.'vef-
erences to metric terms or units, they are probably unfamil-
iar to a large extent with the metric system and its units.
The degree of knowledge of any measurement system will vatV
by individual. Accountants, homemakers, police officers, or
lawyers in their day-to-dav,activities.probably use only a
few measurement units. On the other hand, chemists, physi-
cists, asttonomersj and engineers are concerned with a much
greater number of units, many of which would seem complex and
technical to large parts of the population.-

The first section of this cjiapter.is a discussion of the
metric wilts that the majority of the general public may use
and see du'king tkeir day-to-day activities if the United
States .converts fo the metric system. .The second section is
a brief description, of the system's general structure.

METRIC UNITS FOR EVERYDAY USE

If metric becomes the predoMinant measurement system in
the. United States, most Americans probably will be concerned
with only a few of the units. The more commonly used units,

- would be the meter, liter, gram, degree Celsius, pascal, and'
joule. Also, the prefixes milli (1/1,000), centi (1/100),
and kilo (1,000) would commonly be used with some of the,
units to form multiples and subMultiples of the units.
For example, kiloitcould be added to gram to form kilogram
(1,000 grams). 136low is a discussion of how these units com-
pare to the customary units that they would probably replace.

The meter would replace the yard as a measurement of
length. A meter_ is slightly longer than a. yard, about 1.1
yards or about 39 inches.. The figure below shows the compar-
ative sizes of a yard and a meter.

a

1 YARD

(COMPARATIVE SIZESARESHOWN)
2-1 .
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Millimeters and. centimeters would be used instead of
inches and. feet. A millimeter is about the diameter of the
wire Used-in a paper clip while a centimeter
is a little more than the width of a paper clip;
or about 0.4 inch. About 2.54 centimeters, or 25.4 millime-
ters, equal an-inch. A foot is slightly longer than 300 mil-
limeters, or 30 centimeters.
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1 2
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1111111111111111111
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(NOT TO SCALE)
Kilometers would be used for distances in place'of miles.

A kilometer is somewhat further thac half a mile, or about
0.6 miles. Speed would be eixpressea in kilometers per hour.
The national 55-miles-per-hour speed limit, for instance,
would probably become 90 kilometers.per hour; which is about
1-mile-per-hour faster. In the example illustrated below, 80
kilometers per hour is equal to about 50 miles-per hour..
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The kilo4ram and gram would be the, units for weight in-.
stead of the pound and ounce. .A kilogram equals:about 2.2
pounds and would be used for larger items. Gram,would be
used for weighing smaller items. There are slightly more than
28 'grams in an ounce. One gram;Weighs about the same as a

1WGRAM 1POUND

Liters would replace eogallons and gdarts for volu A
liter is about 6.percent more than a quart. A tankfu o'. gas

that may have been 20. gallons would be.76 liters, k
..,

-iter of
milk would probably take the place of the quart:::ContAne.A
gallon of paint would probably be supplanted by 'a 4-lit0 can
Milliliters would, be used for smaller voluirie. A haltpin.t
container may be replaced by a 250-milliliter ..qpnta!inerp.

1 LITER
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Temperatures would be given 0 degree Celsius (formerly
centigrade) rather than in degree Fahrenheit. Water freezes
at zero degrees Celsius and boils at 100 degrees Celsius.
Body temperature is 37 degrees rather than 98.6 degrees.

0CI
(Celsius) (Fahrenheit)

100 212'

BO

160

60

37 I [
98.6

20 8°

0 I 32

-20 0

CU
-41U

MEI

-9U

water boils

L

I

body
.temperattne /-

4

-1"'"4"7.'" water freezes
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A temperature of 20 degrees Celsius wouldPbe a-mild day
(68 degrees Fahrenheit). A temperature of 10 degrees CelsiuS
would be about 50-degrees Fahrenheit. Forty degrees Celsius
would be heat wave conditions (104 degrees Fahrenheit). The .

following depicts the difference between 25 degrees in Celsius
and Fahrenheit.

25 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT 25 DEGREES CELSIUS

Degrees Celsius can be converted to degrees Fahrenheit by
multiplying the Celsius temperature by 9/5 and then adding 32.
Degrees. Fahrenheit can be converted to degrees Celsius by mul-
tiplying. degrees Fahrenheit by 5/9 after subtracting 32,

Kilopascals would replace pounds per square inch for
pressure.. A .tire with an air pressure of SO pounds ver square
inch would have about ,210 kilopascals of air pressure. Pounds
per square inch can. be converted to kilopascals by multiplying

, pounde per square inch' by a factorof 6.895.

.Joules would be counted rather than calories. Converting
to metric would mean that a piece of pie with 750 calories
would.have about 3,000 joules. Calories can be converted to_
jbules by multiplying calories by a factor of 4.19.



METRIC CONVERSION FACTORS

Approximate Conversions to Metric Measures

Symbol When You *Iom Multiply' by TO Find Symbol

LENGTH

in inches 2.5 centimeters cmft feet 30 centimeter cm
yd yards 0.9 meters ' m
mi chiles 1.6 kilometers km

AREA

in2 square inches 6.5 square centimeters cm2

ft2
'square feet 0.09 square meters m2

yd2 square yards 0.8 square meters m2
mil square miles

acres
- 2.6 stillere kilometers

hectares
km2

ha

MASS (weight)
.

.

oz ounces 28 grams g .

lb pounds 0.45 kilograms kg
short ions 0.9 metric tone t

(2000 lb)

VOLUME

tsp teaspoons 5 milliliters ml
Tbsp tablespoons 15 milliliters ml
fl oz fluid ounces T30 milliliters -ml.
c cups 0.24 liters L
pt pints 0.47 liters L
qt quarts 0.95 liters L
gal gallons 3.8 liters _ : L
ft3 -cubic feet 0.03 cubic meters m3
yd 3 cubic yards 0.76 cubic meters m3

TEMPERATURE (exact)

Fahrenheit 5/9 (after Celsius °C
temperature subtracting temperature

32)

Note: This chart ii based on National Bureau of Standards' publications.
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GO

Approximate Conversioni'from Metric Measures

Symbol When You know Multiply by To Find Symbol

LENGTH

mm milliliters 0.04 inches in
cm centimeters 0.4 inches in
m meters 3.3 feet ft
m meters -, , 1.1 yards yd

km kilometers 0.6 miles mio

AREA

Square centimeters/
square meters
square kllometeri
hectares (10 000 m2)

5

0.16 square inches in2

1.2 square yards ' yd2

13.4 square miles mil
2.5 acres

MASS (weight)

0.035 ounces
2.2 pounds
1.1 short tons

g /gams

kg kilograms
metric tons (1000 kg)

ml milliliters
1. liters
L liters
L liters ,
m3 cubic'cubic meters
m3 cubic meters

VOLUME

OZ

Ib

0.03 fluid ounces fl oz
2.1 pints pt
1.06 quarts qt
0.26 gallons gal

35 cubic feet
1.3 cubic yards yd3

TEMPERATURE (exact)

°c Celsius 9/6 (then Fahrenheit
temperature add 32) temperature

OF

40 0

} ? r
40 -20

0,c

32
Il40lile

0 20.

t
OF

98.6
80ill 120 160viirillie

40 60

Ili
80

212

200
1.11

100
,37 °C

Note: This chart is !red on National Bureau of Standards' publications.
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THE METRIC SYSTEM

metric system specified by the Metric Conversion Act
of 1975 i the International System of Units (SI), established
by the,Gene al Conference on Weights and Measures in 1960 and
interpreted or modified fox the United States by the Secretary
of Commerce. The General Conference has made some changes in
the SI system since 1960. Further reguirethents or chap.ges
are anticipated as the need arises. The Assistant Secretary
of Commerce for Science and'Technology, who was delegated by
the §ecretary of Commerce the responsibility for interpreting
the 0.0I system for U.S. use, in carrying out this responsibil-rk,
ity has incorporated these changes and made some other slight :
variations. . y.

The general characteristics of the system have remained
the same. All units are derived from seven base units, and
there is only one recognized unit for each physicsl guantity--
the meter for length, the kilogram for mass, etc. A major
characteristic is that the SI system is decimal--based on-10.
The multiples and submultiples are formed by adding any 1 of
16 prefixes to the units, resulting in such terms as the mil-
limeter and centimeter. Each unit and prefix has an interna-
tionally agreed symbol which, accbrding to the acirement, was
to be the same in any language.

General structure of the SI system

The SI system is made up of three categories of measure-
ment units: base, Supplementary, and derived. The 16 pre-
fixes indicating decimal multiples and submultiples are used
with these units to move up and down the scale of measurement.
Currently, there are seven base units, two supplementary
units, and nutherous derived units. In addition, some non-SI
units may be'Used with SI units. However, not everyone has
to be .concerned with all these units or prefixes.

Base and supplementary units

The base units serve as the foundation for the SI system.
Base units are not more basic or fundamental than the other
SI units but rather are considered to have independent dimen-
.sional or measurement properties. They form the base from
whilb the other units can be mathematically derived. For ex-
arrille, a meter--the base unit for length--multiplied by a meter
is a square meter, the unit for area. In addition to the sev-
en base units, there are two units about which the General
Conference is undecided as to whether they should be base
units or derived units. They are called supplementary units
and may be treated either' way.

-2-8



RELATIONSHIPS OF SI UNITS WITH NAMES ,

BASE UNITS DERIVED UNITS
..
WITH SPECIAL NAMES

Malmo newton (kr m/s2)

kg _____

'

10111.1.11D
AREA

.... pay (.1/11) usual (11/m )

ABSORBED 0 FORGE

DOSE PRESSURE, STRESS

.

.,.

' Mule

m2 1
(Nm)

WORK,

OF HEAT

Uhlgr...0

,

mmr

MASS

second

_..............00.1

-
'I

II°I ...

0
VELOCITY

0
ACCELERATION...

ENERGY,

Wows, (1/s) hurt: (1/s)
QUANTITY

/ ACTIVITY
I/ (OF IONIZING FREQUENCY

I RADIATION SOURCE) II 1--- " --------- J.._ -----
coulomb (As) find

.O
(C/V) lb0

LENGTH

mule

TIME

It'oc

r.;
CulsIui

CELSIUS

TEMPERATURE

'rig...

polio POWER,

HEAT FLOW

ELECTRIC CHARGE CAPACITANCE %...

demean 11/17) ' ohm (V/A) %. %

`,.. N. volt
CONDUCTANCE ..of RESISTANCE

.G ..... . .. . ... .
henry (Wb/A)

H OTENTIAL,
ECTROMOTIVE

'-1 INDUCTANCE
FORCE

(K) I
weber (Vs)

0 1 teals (wANZ)

I CO 0 ,

I MAGNETIC MAGNETIC
273.15 I FLUX FLUX .... .I DENSITY

en (a's') lax (lm /m2)C-

RATE

.

(W /A)0

i
I

I

MOI

AMOUNT

sow.

OF SUBSTANCE

ELECTRIC CURRENT

kelvin

THERMOOYNAMIC TEMPERATURE

co/ale
cd

LUMINOUS INTENSITY

SUPPLEMENTARY UNITS

Wien

. ...

LUMINOUS FLUX ILLUMINANCE "'......

SOLID LINES INDICATE MULTIPLICATION;. ..
BROKEN LINES, DIVISION

PLANE ANGLE
similar,

K

SOLID ANGLE

to
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The base and supplementary-units-with their symbols are
listed below.

Base Units

Quantity Base Unit name Symbol

length meter

mass

time

electric current

thermodynamic temperature
amount of substance

luminous intensity

kilogram kg

second

ampere A
kelvin

mole mol

candela cd

pplementarylkiis
Quantity Supplementary Unit Symbol

plane angle radiaq.

solid angle steradian

rad

Sr

DerMd units

Measurement units for all other quantities are mathema-
tically derived from the above nine units according to the
rules of algebra. Eighteen of the derived units have been
given special names rather than being expressed in terms of
other units. These special-named, derived units are shown
on the following page.

2-10
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SI derived units with special names

Quantity .

.S1 unit

Name
Sym-
bol

Expression
in terms
of other

units

Expression
in terms

of SI base
units

frequency ,

force
pressure, stress
energy, work, quantity

of heat
power, radiant flux
quantity of electricity,

electric charge
electric potential,

potential difference,
electromotive force

capacitance
electric resistance
conductance
magnetic flux
magnetic flux density
inductance
Celsius temperature

luminous flux t
illuminance
activity (of 'a radionuclide/
absorbed dose, speCific

energy imparted, kerma,
absorbed dose index

hertz
newton
pascal

joule
watt

coulomb

volt
farad
ohm
siemens
weber
testa
henry
degree

Celsius
lumen
lux
becquerel

gray

Hz
N
Pa

J

C

N/m2

N m
J/s .

A s

V W/A
F C/V
E2 V/A
S A/V
Wb V s
T Wb/m2
H Wb/A

s-1
m kg s-2
m-1 kg v2

m2 kg 5-2
m2 . kg 5-3

sA

m2 kg s-3 A-1
m-2 . kg-1 . s4 .
m2 . kg s-3 A-2
m-2 kg-1 s3 A2 .
m2 kg r2 A-1
kg 1S-2 A-1
m2 . kg r2 A-2

oc K
Im cd sr
lx Im/m2 m-2 cd sr
Bq s-1

Gy J/kg m2 r2

The newton, for instance, is the force required to accelerate'.
1 kilogram,) meter per second squared.

The numerous other derived units are expressed in terms
of other units. Examples of these are given in the following
tables. 4



Examples of SI derived units expressed by means of special names

Quantity
SI 'unit

Name Symbol
Expression

in terms of
SI base units

.0, .

dynamic viscosity pascal second Pa s m-1 kg r1
moment of force newton meter N m m2 kg s-2,
surface tension newton per meter N/m kg s-2-
power density, heat flux

density, irradiance watt per square meter W/m2 . kg s-3
heat capacity, entropy joule per kelvin, J/K m2 kg s-2 K-1
specific heat capacity, joule per kilogram

specific entropy kelvin --. J/(kg K) m2 s-2 K1
specific energy joule per kilogram. J/kg
thermal conductivity watt per meter kelvin W/Im K) m kg s-3 K-1
energy density joule per cubic meter J/m3
electric field strength volt per meter V/m m kg s-3 A-1
electric charge density coulomb per cubic meter P/m3 m-3. s A
electric flux density coulomb per square °

meter C/m3 m-2 s A
permittivity farad per meter F/m m-3 kg-1 s4 A2
permeability henry per meter. H/m m kg s-2 A-2
molar energy joule per mole ,, J/mol m2 kg v2 moll
molar entropy, molar heat.

capacity joule per mole kelvin J/(mol K) m2 kg .s-2 K1 mor1
exposure (x and Trays) coulomb per kilogram C/kg kg-1 s A
absorbed dose rate gray per second Gy /s

Examples of SI derived;units'expressed in terms of base units

Quantity
. SI unit

Name Symbol

area square meter
volume cpbic meter
speed, velocity meter per second
acceleration meter per.second squared
wave number 1 per meter
density, mass density" kilogram per cubic meter
current density - ampere per square meter
magnetic field strength ampere per meter
concentration

(of amount of substance)
specific volume
luminance

mole per cubic meter
cubic meter per kilogram
candela per square meter

m2
m3
m/s
m/s2
m-1
kgm3
A//m2
A/m

mol/m3
m3/kg
cd/m2

Prefixes

The metric system is decimal because prefixes are used
to indicate multiples and submultiples of 10. For example,
kilo 114000) can be combined with meter to form kilometer
(1,000 meters). Milli:Al/1,000 or 0.001) also can be used
with meter to form millimeter (1/1,000 of a meter). The 16
approved prefixes are listed on the following page.

2-12
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SI Prefixes

Multiplication Factors Prefix

1 000 000 000 000 000 000

1 000 000 000 000 000

1 000 000 000 000

1 000 000 000

1 000 000

1 000

100

10

0.1

0

0.0014r

0.000 001

0.000 000 001

0.000 000 000 001

0.000 000 000 000 001

0.000 000 000 000 000 001

= 1018

= 1015

= 1012

= ;109

= 106

= 103

= 102

= 101

= 10-1

=.01 10-2

= 10 3

= 10-6

= 10 3

= 10-12

-- 10 15

= 10 18

t.

exa

peta

tera

OP

mega

kilo.

hecto

deka

deci

centi

milli

micro

nano

pico

femto

atto

SI Symbol

'k

It should be noted that the kilogram, rather than tde gram,
is used asthe SI unit. It is the only SI unit with a pre-
fix. Because double prefixes are not to be used, the'above
eget, of prefixes should be used with the gram rather than the
-kilogeam. N,'

'Approved non -SI unIts

.

Certain units which are not part of the SI system are
used so widely' that the Assistant Secretary of Commerce con-
siders it impractical to abandon them. The minute (of time),
hour, day, liter, metric ton, and hectare; and the degree,
minute, and second of angle are acceptable for continued use
In the United,States with SI units. These are often consid-
ered more Practical, for. everyday use. For example, since the
second is the SI base unit for time, 1 hour would be 3.6 kilo-
seconds'(3,600 seconds). Obviously it is more practical to
use hour'.

2-13
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The use of 10 other non -SI units is accepted for a
limited time in the United States, subject to future'review.
These include the internationally used nautical mile (1,852
meters), the knot (1 nautical mile per hour),-and the bar (100

'kilOpascals). Under the.SI system, these would be replaced by
the kilometer, kilometer per hour, and the kilopaboal. NO
time frames have been established for phasing out these units.

Interpreting and modifying
the SI system for .U.S.' use

The Assistant Secretary published the initial in erpre-
tatioh and modification of the SI system for U.S. use in the
December 10, 1976, "Federal Register." 1/ This was later
amended slightly in the October 26, 1977, "Federal Registet" to
adhere to recent changes approved by the General Conference on
Weights and.Measures.A The. National Bureau of Standards first
published guidelines for use of the metric system on June 19,
1975, before the Metric Conversion Act, at the request.of the
U.S. Commissioner of Education. ..The Education Amendments Act
of 1974 (see ch. 24) also had specified for U.S.bse the SI
system as interpreted nd:'modified by the Secretary of Com-
merce. The Secretary delegated the4.tekiponsibility to NBS.

;

The Assistant Secretary has om17714..ghtly modified the
SI system for U.S. use. For examplethe'hectare.is am an_-.
proved.nor)cSI unit: which can continue to be used with S' W ,

units. The General, Conference on Weightb and Measures con-
Siders the hectare to be a non-SI unit that is approved for a

..-limited-time subject to further review. This is a.small
vchange becausethe General Conference established no time
-frame.for phasing out the hectare. Other modifications-were
to specify, use of the "er" spelling of meter and liter rather
than the international ."re" spelling and the capital "L" ra-
ther than the internationally,agreed lowercase-111" as the sym-
bol for liter.

These modifications have been controversial. Some would
prefer that the United States adopt the SI system in its en-
tirety, with the internationally agreed spelling and symbols.

1/The "Federal Register" is a document published daily, Monday
through Friday, by the General Services Administration. It

. provides a uniform system for making regulations and legal
notices issued by Federal agencies available to the public.
These include Presidential proclamations and Executive or-
ders, Federal agency documents having,general applicability
and legal effect, documents required to be published by act
of Congress, and other Federal agency documents of public
interest.. .
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For example, the automobile industry prefers the re spelling
of liter and meter. OtherS believethat such changes are

if .the system is to be used in the, United States.
For example, the-'Assistant Secretary determined that the er
spelling for meter and biter would be used because, it would
beArlore-famiIiar-to.mostAmericanS.. The capital was spec-
ified as the symbol for liter because the loWerdaSe 1 on the
typewriter and in print is little or no different from the
number "1: This could cause confusion. The script "1," a
possible alternative, is not on many typewriters and would
cause difficulties in typeset-material, electronic data pro-
cessng, and teleprinting.

Desirability. of some SI units

Some disagreements are developing overithe desirability
of certain SI units. The pascal, the SI.unit for pressure,
appears to be the major unit of controversy: Some groups
prefer other metric 'units for.pressure, such as the bar, mil-
limeters of .mercury, and kilogramforce per square' centimeter.

wit
Thep or objection to the pasCal-is that it is too small

of a unit ich to work. It takes about 1,000 pascals to
equal 1 pound per square inch. A bar, for instance, is equal
to 100,000 pascals or about 14.5 pounds per square inch..

Another objection is that metr units, such as the bar,
are more internationally accepted than the pascals because
many metric countries use them. The.bar and millimeter of
mercury are also used to some extent in this country. In
addition, some believe that a change to.pascal will increase

. confusion and the chance for error. The expected confusion
would result because new units are being used and the pascal
is considered too abstract.or difficult to visualize.

-2-15.
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CHAPTER 3

THE DEBATE

Whether Xhe United States shoulddconvert to the metric
system has been debated almost since the.Nation's birth..
The debate has centered-basically around the advantages and
disadvantages aMany Of these arguments are as old as the de-
bate itself.

The following is.a brief description of the generally
ascribed advantages and disadvant es. We have not evalu-
ated these on an overall basis;.7.wever, they are addressed
in the following sections of, is report as they relate to
the various segments of our conomy.

ASCRIBED ADVANTAGES

Proponents of U.S. conversion to the metric system
generally support conversion because of the following cited
advantages.

The metric system is &better
measurement system

The metric system was developed by scientists. It is
a planned, more rational, simple, and coherent system.
There are only a.few,basic units--one for length, one for
weight, etc.--from which all other units are derived in a
coherent manner. Prefixes allow expansion and contraction
of all units to fit the full measurement range'with a base
number of 10. In addition,'metric has a more fundamental re-

.lationsship.to human anatomy. People have 10 fingers and have
long learned to count on them.

Because the metric systemr.1.sbased on 10, it is easier
to compute numbers.. In many cases, a zero is added or a
decimal point is moved. For example, to calculate the num.-
ber of meters in 187 kilometers, simply multiply by 1,000
which moves the decimal point three places to the right.'
On the other hand, calculating the number of yards_in 187
miles requires the knowledge that 1,760 yards are in
1,76.0 is then multiplied by '187.

Calculations are made easier because there is no need
to 'remember hOw manyinchesare in a foot; feet, in a yard;
cubic inches, in a gallon; or whether an ounce is fluid or
avoirdupois. The metric system also distinguishes between
mass (the kilogram) and force (the,newton)- which has confused
students for many years under the customary system.

3-1



As a result, the metric system ip easier to teach, learn,
and use. It results in fewer errors. Schools would haye_more
time to teach other subjects; engineers, architects, and-oth-
ers'Would save time and make fewererrOrs.

The United States would join the rest of the
world in a common measurement language

Nearly other coUntries.have-adopted or are Oooting.
the metric system. The United States has remained customary
,primarily because it trades mostly with English-speaking rpoun7,
tries. NOW, they are converting to the metric systeM.

If the United States converts, its scientists:, businese-
men,,educators, and:government officials speaking a common.,
measurement language could better communicate not only with
each other but with their counterparts in other countries.
As it is now, American'scientists use the metric system while
engineers use the customary system. Transfer of data and
technological advances would be facilitated.

The United States would fortify its position as a lead
er by joining the rest of the world in,a common measurement
language. There would be one less hangup in relations with
other nations; fewer obstacles would help in setting interna-
tional standards. Conversion to the metric system should,
help the United States win acceotance of its ideas.

U.S. military allies are either metric or committed to
metrication. Therefore, if the United States converts, mili-
tary coordination and logistics would be simplified.

Travelers and other. U.S.'citizens who have dealings
abroad are handicapped to the extent that they are unfamiliar
with the commonly accented measurement language.. Metrication
would eliminate conversion problems.

The United States can better do its part to aid the de-
velopment of other nations'if it adopts the measurement lan-
guage that is familiar to 'almost all of them. The use of a
simple and practical metric system by all nations would a
great contribution to civilized life.. If the United St tes
'does not convert to the metric' system, it will be "an sland
in a metric eea."

Conversion would improve or help maintain the
U.S. foreign trade position

The U.S. economy.today, as never before, depends on'trad-
ing raw materials, manufactured products, even technological
ideas with countries that have changed to the metric system

3-2
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or have committed themselves to lo so.; .The United States
puts itself at a competitive, disadvantage by using a.measure-

. ment. system different from that of the:World market. U.S.
exports may not be as acceptable if they are in the customary
system. Customers would be unfamiliar with fhe'SYsteM and
may be concerned about, replacement parts. International
standards, that are increasingly metric', haVe been cited as
potential nontariff barriers which could hamper the export of
U.S. goods abrOad.

The United States is placed at a competitive disadvantage
with other industrial nations which are writing trade agree-
mentS, on the basit of metric measurements. The emerging,na-
tions of Asia and Africa--representing Vast new markets - -also
deal primarily in metric units- AlthS. exchange of its mea-
surement system for that of otherftetric countries would help
insure the'suCcess of its future trade..relationships; there-
fore, conversion becomes advantageous.

U.S. companies that want to make metric products fOrsale
in the United States or forpign markets may find it advanta-
geous to build the plant abroad and employ foreign workers
familiar with the metric system. Exporting of jobs to metric
countries is already a problem.

Conversion would provide opportunities
for worthwhile changes

The processes involved in a .Changeover to the metric
system would provide Opportunities and possibly the impetus
needed to examine how things are done and to "clean house."'
Many changes would probably go beyond what is necessary.
Faced with the task of doing things differently, cifttive
people would take the opportunity to do things better. .Met-
rication could stimulate invention and innovation. It is a
"once in a lifetime opportunity."

During .adjuStments to the new measurements, many of the
varieties,of nuts and bolts could be eliminated.and the number
of product sizes reduCed. This would in turn reduce the num-
ber of different items in inventory.

,

An opportunity would'exist to_improve the technical
quality of building codes and other engineering standards.
Schools would have an added reason to revamp textbooks and
curricula.

Many of these opportunities maybe available under_the-
customary system but are unlikely to be taken advantage of
becauserof a reluctance to make changes unless necessary.
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These changes could result in significant cost savings and
product improvement. -7

Conversion would stimulate the economy

The new economic activity involved in a changeoversto
the metric system would be a stimulus comparable to the ac-
.tivity which took place several years ago in the space pro-
gram. This would include purchase of me.tric tools, eqUipment
scales, micrometers, books, conversion charts,.and the serv-
ices required to adjust or adapt scales and other equipment.

Conversion is inevitable and would
cost more later

U.S. conversion is inevitable because nearly all other
countries are metric, and many large U.S. firms are converting
or will be converting. The "ripple effect" of their conver-
sion will eventually bring about metrication of -the Nation.
Thus,' the Nation is already heading toward conversion in an
"unorganized way. Conversion will never cost less than it' will
.fight now Postponing the decision to change transfers a
greater burden to future generations of Americans,

Small businesses and self-employed crafts 'Auld beher
fit frot a coordinated conversion program. As 4, hey" are
being left-behind -by some'big firms that have t
staffs and international connections to adapt independently
to the' increasing worldwide demand for metric gods

ASCRIBED DISADVANTAGES

The disadvantages frequently attributed to metric con-
version generally fall into one of the following categories.

The customary system is a better
measurement system

The U.S. customary system is tailored to meet practical
everyday needs of human beings. It is firmly established,
and it is not obsolete or complex. It came into being by
natural 'selection. Although use of the metric system has been
legal in the United States,since 1866, the customary system
survives because it meets a need. For most purposes, the
inch, foot, ounce, pound, and gallon are the most satisfactory
units. No metric units are comparable, and equivalent metric
measurements involve, more digits and thus are less convenient
and offer more chances for errors.

Customary units are related to everyday experience. Fpr
example, a person's foot is about a foot long. Customary
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.qUantities are moreunderstandable. The meter, about 4 inches
:JOnger, than the yard, is too great a length for general appli-
cation, and the gram is too small to be practical. Metric
names are more difficult to say and remember.

The'human mind through the ages has resorted to binary
division (divid. *Ives) as the easiest form of division..
,Next to halVesv;, for Simplicity, and from the combi-
nation of these, ,: ,.

derived the common multiple 12, which is
found. in thedivisi.- of time and the circle. Thet.e common
and simple foi'M's of division and Multiplidation are not found
in the metric system. France, the bithplace of the metric
system, recognized the logic and convenience of binary divi--
.sion and adopted a modular unit of 1.2 meters, a deviation
from 10, because it is divisible into subunits of 200, 300,
400, and 600. millimeters..

The metrie.system is not as, simple as proponents claim.
It consists of 7 basetits; 2 supplementary units; numerous
derived units;. 16 pre ix multiplication factors; and many
rules .of application, seleCtion, combination units, usages
of selected'guanaties, equations, ConVersion, rounding, accu-
racy, significant digits, interchangeable partS, toleranCes,
and terminology. The purported logic of,the metric unit names
is violated by the use of the kilogram, rather than the gram,
as the base unit for mass.' The.basic objection to metric
units isethat they Come 'in the wrong sizes for people.

Conversion would be enormously expensive

Metric conversion would entail costs. for such items as
tool and-die changes; equipment adjustments; retraining;. dou-
ble inventories; metricating of standards and building codes
and other such regulations and laws;and purchases of metric
tools, thermometerS, scales, and so forth.

Everybody would have to pay for conversion because indus-
try would have an excuse.for higher prices; 1pbor, an.excuse
for higher wages and government bureaucracies, an excuse for
.higher appropriations.

People would have to be retrained, and during the re-7
training period, they would be deprived of invaluable
expetience7-the intuitive' feel for measurements on 'which

1#

craftsmen, mechanicS, and engineers depe . The result would
be a temporary loss of productivity.

.

If the United States decidesAo go metric, it is likely'
to'pick the wrong time. No one can guarantee what the. econom-
ic conditions would be throughout the transition period.

3 -5
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Conversion would cause confusion

The simplest measurement system is the one that people
presently Anow and understand. Changing measurement systems
would cause confusion. Consumers-would not know Whether they
are getting their money's worth for things sold by length,
volume, or weight. 'They may not be able to recognize price
increases. During the transition, the Nation would be part
metric and part customary. Buyers and sellers could get badly
out of phase with one another as to the availability and de-
mand for parts.

Dealing with unfapiliar qUantities may increase response
time and mistakes. This may result in safety hazards.

Conversion would hurt the U.S."econoMy

Planning and'coordinating the conversion of a large, com-
plex, industrial economy, such as that of the United States,
would be extremely difficult. Conversion costs would inten-
sify inflationary pressures in a strong economy and would
impede and possibly preclude recovery in a slack economy.

The need to redesign, retool, and retrain in the metric
system couldAelay or cancel needed projects. Large amounts
of energy may be required to replace or adapt prematurely ob-
solesfnt equipment, meters, scales, buildings, etc. Capital
to finance metrication and dual inventories would compete with
other needs'for scarce capital. Small- and middle-sized busi-
nesses could not compete with large international corporations
for this capital.

Some firms have proposed changes ih antitrust laws to
allow them to get together for the purpose of planning metri-
cation. Such changes could result in greater economic concen-
tration of firms with less competition.

Imports of metric products would increase because metric
products required for U.S. conversion would have to be obtain-
ed from other countries. Furthermore, due to the additional
costs of conversion, . U.S. productp would be more expensive
than imported products that are already metric. Foreign coun-
tries would benefit from broadened markets and new economies
of scale due to increased production and lower operating
costs. The United States would also be flooded with customary
product's produced by other countries to meet the continuing
demand by the public fOr goods durinj the conversion period..

Conversion could be a contributing factor in the prema-
ture obsolescence of U.S. manufacturing plants due to the
need to,retool or replace equipment. Multinational firms may
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locate.the new plants in foreign countries to take advantage
of:lower' constrUction costs, lower labor. costs, and tax ex-
emptions. The end:result would be the loss of construction
and production, jobs.

Thete,.is. no need to convert to
"the metric system

The United States should not risk its industrial success
obtained under the customary system by changihg to a new sys-
tem.: The system of measurement is not a significant factor
in. international trade. The factorS which influende exports
are price, quality, availability, credit, and technology.
Other considerations are competition with-foreign'cartels,
government-subsidized industries, and U.S. diplomacy and
treaties.-

It is unlikely that/any country would prohibit U.S. im-
ports on the basis that they are not designed-and engineered
in metric units because of a fear of rec4procal action by the
United States. The U.S. export trade is small compared to its
gross national product. Much of the exports are not measure-
ment-sensitive. Foreign considerations do .not warrant disrup-
tion of the whole economy. 'Worldwide usage of U.S. customary
standards is still much greater-than that of metric standards.

Several different national metric systems are in use in
the world today. The International System of Uniti is mate-
rially different from the metric system of other nations.
There is much evidence that these nations intend to protect
their interests and thus are reluctant to adopt Si in it's
entirety. Even if the United States' converts to SI as pro-
posed, still no single worldwide system of measurement, would
exist.

Many of the advantages of metric conversiomare.optior-"
tunities for change. These exist under the cuseomary system.
Many improvements in our way of life have'been made in the
past under the customary system.

3 -7
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CHAPTER 4
y.

IMPACT ON U.S. TRADE UNCERTAIN

The extent to which. U.S. trade will be affected by the
United States_becoming predominantly metric_or_remaining_pre-
dominantly customary is uncertain. However, at this time the
effects of metrication in promoting or deterring trade are
considered to be relatively insignificant, and!the companies
in the forefront_of metrication appear to be pursuing conver-
sion for reasons other than a possible Avorable impact on
trade.

To examine the effects of metrication on U.S. trade, we
sent questionnaires to-the Fortune 500, discussed the impli-
cations with officials of selected industries and Federal
agencies, and reviewed applicable literature. This chapter
summarizes the results of this examination. Additional com-
ments on the impact of metrication on trade of specific com-
panies are included throughout this report.,

IMPACT ARGUMENTS
ftL

Proponents of U.S. conversion have spoken of .the United
States a s being isolated in an incrpasingly 'metric world.
They poidt out that most countries of the world are presently
using the metric system or are converting to its user They
note that the continued ,acceptability of. U.S. products is
necessary if the Uniteld'I.States is to maintain its stake in
world trade. As the weld becomes increasingly metric, they
state, so .do international standards of measurement. While
standards can be constructive and necessary, they can some-
times impede international trade, having the effect of pro-
tecting against import competition. Consequently, proponents
of Metrication have argued, U.S. products are or will be dis-
criminated against because they are produced to customary
rather than metric standards. In short, if the United States
is to maintain a. favorable balance in international trade,
metrication is necessary. This was the conclusion of the 1971
National Bureau of Standards metric study report.

INBS surveyed exporters and importers of measurement-
sensitive goods and estimated that, had the United States gone
metric by 1970, e ports of measurement - sensitive, products in
197511iWould have i creased by $600"million while imports of
such4oroducts'wou have ripmained about the saMe4, Another
estimate of,the United States losing as much as. $25 billion
annually on the world market due to its not being on the met-
ric system has appeared in various pieces of literature on
metrication. ($25 billion is about 22 percent of the $115
billion total U.S. exports in 1976.)
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Opponents of metrication, or at least those opposed to
the Government encouraging or mandating metrication, are like-
wise concerned with-its effects on international trade. Rep-
resentatives of organized' abor believe metrication wouldut
the United States at a distinct trade disadvantage. They ar-
gue that generally goods flow from low cost to high priced
areas.. Thus, conversion would be an additional_burden.for
U.S. goods, since'the costs of conversion would have _to be
.added to U.S. produCed goods. , On. the other hand, foreign
countries which are already metric would not incur this cost
and would also penefit frokbroadened markets and new econo-
mies of scale due to increased production and lower operating.
costs.- Also, foreign-made.metric tools, instruments, and
equipment urgently needed by U.S.. industry would flood the
country. The end result would be a mass influx of foreign
goods to U.S. markets, resulting in the loss of hundreds of
thousands of U.S. jobs.

The increase in domestic pOduction costs due to metri-
cation will, according to organized labor representatives,
contribute to the premature obsolescence of many plants.
They also maintain that given lower foreign construction
costs, exemption from fair labor standards, minimum wage reg-
ulalLion's, _unemployment compensation, health and safety regu-
lations, environmental standards, etc., and lucrative tax
loopholes which' make it more profitable for multinationals
to relocate and produce' abroad, it is very' probable that
many,U.S. companies will relocate in foreign countries.

- Thus, they sax, _hundreds of thousands of American jobs will
be.lost, and consequently, metrication will contribute to
the."acceleration of the deindustrialization of the. United
States."

The argumeht put forth by representatives of organized
= labor is based.largely on the assumption that the costielpf
conversion will be substantial--or at least substantial enough
to. make foreign goods relatively cheaper and/or cause plants
to closedown. However, the costs of metrication for the
UnitedStates have not been determined, and it appears that
valid estimate will be difficult to obtain. Few companies
have determined the cost of converting and those that have
consider the information to be proprietary. One company, how-
ever, told us that the actual costs of.conversion were consid-
erably less than originally anticipated. Of the large busi-
nesses responding to our, guestionnaiie (see ch. 5), 67 percent
believed that conversion would be costly. In considering the
long-term effect of conversion on prices, however, only 25
percent saw any increase in the price of their products. Of
these, only 2 percent believed there would be a major in-
crease.
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the estimates. of exports lost are equally
nebulous and their extreme range- -the $600-million estimate
of 'NBS to the. $10- to $254-billion estimates.appearing,in var-
ious Publitations--futthet add. to the uncertain effects of
metrication.

While the .1971 NBS study wa based on substantial analy-
tical data,.the $600-millicin increase in.exports projected
in thatetudytesulted from,weighing estimates of questionable
reliability. Commetce Department official. noted that little
reliability haS been ..attached to. estim
He lso believed

i
th0to.undertake a similar study at present

wpul an'exercise in futility'

It should be toted that Our:review of. the VHS study
,showed that importS wouldhalid,idtreased by about $100 mil-
.lion, t us'partially offsetting the $600 million reported
increase in..exports. While this figure is probably no better
than the- $600 mIllioniAt-further.points outthe uncertainty
of the effette of metrication.-

According. to anoffic4a1 with:the Office of the Special
Representative for Trade Negotiations, conversion:to the met-
ric system would facilitate tradeby providingaylommon mea-
surement _language, but measurement hasnot:been ..4majot factor
.affecting tilde. It has .beenoe'rshadowed by-many other fac-
tore such as price,. teliabilitandreputatidn.'H Future
metric-requirements and standrsof foreign-coUntriesmay
have an impact on the marketability of U.S. prpducts. Whether
they.will_or not depends on .what:thie other countries.do.

One American National*Metric Council official stated
that the impact of metridation on international trade consti-
tuted,a very "nebulous area," and officials of the U.S. Metric
Association have'said that nobody knows how metrication will
affect trade.. We-would agree with those conclusions. It is
difficult, if ntst impossible, to validly calculate the effects
of metrication on U.S. balance of trade when many other fac-
tors appear to determine the flow of goods. Nonetheless,
given the many.allusions to the impact of metrication on
trade, it is important to put the various arguments in their
proper perspective.

TRADE AND.THE U.S. ECONOMY

The significance of the trade issue can be placed in some
perspective by. noting the following statistics for 1976.

p.
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Exports
as percent

Gross of groSs
national national
product Exports Imports product

United States 1,692

European Economic
Community 475

Japan 549

Canada 1714

(in-billions)

115 119

399. A40 27

67 65 12

39 39 23

Source: International Economic Report of the President, Janu-
ary 1977.

Thus, while trade cannot be considered. to be an insigni-
ficant factor in the ecOnay, the U.S. economy as a whole ismuch less dependent on trade.than other major industrial
nations.

The measurement factor in U.S. trade

It appears that no:dramatic.increase in measurement-
sensitive exports would occur as. a result of metrication;
Perhaps the most valid conclusion of the 1971 NES4tudy orl,. Z'
trade was that the measurement flair is relativeYYjms1400
ficant in 'promoting (or deterring ither export's' tlk impopt.§..
That conclusion was. based on a survey ofexportersand i0Poret.

..',!!

goods
.

'ers of goods. U.S. SxporterS'of-su.ch.: :.,,I.'goods indicated reputation and reliability, superioi-fsOna-
logyi and high quality of,products as the three:most importSni\
factots promoting sales abroad; while noncompetitive.pricet,. '''')strong local and third country competition, and high tariff
duties and shipping costs were indicated. as impOrtant deter
ring factors...U.S. importers regarded competitive pricesas..
the mostjmpOriant',factot promoting imports, while'impOrtante
deterring factors included no technological advantage, nib'.

..quality"advantage,'and high prices.
.$

.
. i

.

. i
4

Out survey of business (ch. 5) showed that the jortOS :.
500 coMpanies had essentially. the safe opinion. Although 'j

,about 60. perCent of the, respondents. believed that conversion.
to the metric system. would facilitate trade thrOtgli,a Cchilmop.

'measurement /language, the respondents did not, as thownin,the
.following chart, expect a significant change .in exportt-ot
iMpOrtsas/a result of conversion.

.
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Fortune 500
Factors Promoting Exports

'Factor.
Significance No basis

to judgeMajor Moderate Minor

(percent)

Competitive prices 77. 13 3 7

High quality 75 ,15 3-

Good reputation
and reliability 75 14 3 8

/

Superior tech-
nology 56 20 .12 12

Good product main-
tenance and
servicing 47 21'. 16 -16,

Growing foreign
market 42 30 .14 14

'Vigorous.company
'export promotion 31 '27 25 . ;17

Design/manufactilre
of products in
metric units and/
or engineering
standards 6 18' 48 28

Design/Manufacture
of products in
customary units
and/or engineering
standards 4 12 56. 28

Noncompetitive prices and strong1 local and/or third
country competition were considered of major significance in
deterring exports. Again., as the_ following chart shows,
fewof the companies considered the desigm and/or manufacture
of products in customary or metric units and/or engineering
standards to be of major significance in deterring exports.
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Fortune 500
Factors Deterring Expofts

Factor
Significance No basis

to judgeMajor Moderate Minor

(percent)

Noncompetitive prices 68 14 7 11

Strong local and/6f'
. third country
competition 61 '19 10 10

High-tariffs 51 :23 12 . 14

High shipping.costs 44 28 16 12

No technological
advantage 34 22 26 18

No quality advantage 32 ,28 '25 15

NOntariff barriers
other than measure-
ment standards 25 -25 24 - 26

Designlmanufacture of
produCts in metric-
units and/or engi-.
neering_standards 4 11 56 29

Design/manufacture of
products in cust6-
ffiary. units and/or
engineering standards 12 58 27

Other countries' metric laws, regulations,
...and practices

In the years since 1971, a-practice has.grown among the
countries.with which the United States has major trade rela-.
,tions to require imported products to be packaged; labeled,

-/and documented. in metric units: The Office of International
Finance and Investment within the Department of Commerce has

.

prepared a handbook for U.S. exporters whiCh describes metric
laws, regulations, andAaractioes of various cOuntries. Of
special, interest are those. deal.ing with Canada,^the.European.
Economic Community,and Japan, theinajOr trading partners of
the United States.
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Current Canadian regulations require that declarations
of net contents of all packaged consumer goods be stated inmetric units and any other declarations be voluntary. Ingeneral, Canadian metricAtion planners seek to maximize theshift to approved metric packaging sizes; but at the present
time, the use of metrically dime ioned packages is mandatoryonly for certain products.

The European Economic COAIMunity issued a directive in
October 1971 which establish604.he International System ofUnits as the basic system of weights and:measures for allmember states. Under the present schedule, after April 1978,all products destined to Commtinity markets must be describedboth on labels and shipping dOcuments in SI metric units oracceptablet alternatives as specified in the directive. Thedirective does not prohibit dual labeling in both metric andnonmetric units; however, the use of dual labels may be re-gulated under national laws.

A 1974 directive on packaged liquid foodstuffs estab-
lished metric container sizes and tdlerances for certain pre-packaged liquids. Another directive established full toler-ances and marking regulations in metrics for various products,
including foodstuffs, cosmetics, detergents, polishes, ferti-
lizers, herbicides, and paint. Member states, however, will

bbe allowed to accept imports in other container sizes fox itsinternal domestic use only. Additional directives now under
consideration on foodstuffs and-common consumer products are
designed to prescribe the use of. specified metrically sized
containers for some products, upon implementation. Directivesnow in effect on measuring instruments specify the sole use
of SI units for the 'calibration' of certain instruments.

A Commerce Department official informed us that at pres-ent there is little evidence as to how the various European',
'

Economic Community countries will implement the directivesand,
that enforcement may vary from country to,..country and from
product to product.' Thus, in considering Community requirements
and teir,impact on trade, three things shquld be considered:
the specific product, the country involved, and the importers'
requirements which will reflect commercial piaCtIces as well
as country and local laws and ordinances.

Japan, which officially ado ted the metric system in 1951
and completed ,its changeover in 1 6 requires the emgausive
use of metric units in the measureme and description of
domestic products traded within the country. Japan does not
require, however, that imports be packaged, labeled, or other-
wise denominated in metric units. Nonetheless, to be eligible

r retaiL sale in Japan, canned, processed, and bottled food-
,uffs must be labeled solely in metric units. At the present



time, regulations do not require that measuring instruments
b calibrated solely in metric units.

In conclusion, the only standardS mentioned above which
require packaging in rounded (hard)metric units are those
Canadian standards, for certain products. Otherwise, import
.regUlations requir_e_only tffat packaging,_labeling, and dbc7
umentation include metric units.

Our survey of large busineSses showed that the majority
of those responding believed that the import.regulations of
Canada, the European Economic Community, and Japan, relating
to measurement standards, had little significant impact on
the export of their products. The following, chart shows the
businesses' views of the impact of these regulations.

Fortune 500 Opinions on Impact Of Foreign Countries Import Regulations On Exports
PERCENT
100'
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JAPAN

PREVENTION OF HAMPERING OF NO SIGNIFICANT NO BASIS TO
JUDGEEXPORTS . EXPORTS IMPACT

Overall, the measurement system is neither considered to
°promote nor deter foreign trade; nor is it considered to be a
Major factor for locating a plant overseas.

Fox 80 percent of the companies, the measurement factor
is of do significance in influencing the decision to locate
a plant overseas. It was of minor significance to percent
of_the companies, and only 4 companies, or 1 perceht,felt
thatit was of moderate significance. None viewed it as be-
ing of major significance; 9 percAt had no basis to judge.

64
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An overall summ9ry.Of the, Fortune 500's posture by each
industry on selett metric activities, including foreign trade,
is contained in appendix IX 'of chapter 5.

Role. of the multinational corporation in
metrication--the farm and industrial
!214212121.!2Sta

The farm and industrial equipment sector has been gener-
ally recognized as taking a prominent position in converting
to the metric system. An offidial of one company has advanced
several characteristics of thisindustry which perhaps have
placed it at the forefront of the movement toward Metrication..
First, the industry is heavily involved in international com-
merce. Many of the industry's firms have manufacturing faci-
lities abroad, in countries where international standards are
being developed, and these standards are metric "standards.

Second, the industry is 'a.highly integrated one; that is,
within the industry a. large proportion of the manufactured,
components are produced. Consequently; internal change to
.dustry products can be incorporated with less involvement of
other industries.

Third, industry products use many components of somewhat
arbitrary and unique shape and dimension, allowing the freedom
to use metric dimensions in all areas except thoseof critical
interface with components dimensioned in inches. Several
other characteristics of the indUstry are also mentioned by
this official in explaining the sector's activity in moving
toward the metric system, and these include the heavy involve -
ment of the industry's firms in the development of standards
through technical aocieties.

As in other indUstry sectors, the distinction has been
made between the two major types of conversion, hard and soft.
Major.firms within. the industry vary as to whether they are
approaching metrication from primarily "soft conversion" or
"hard conversion."

9.
As stated. previously, the jarge producets of farm and

indUstrial'equipmant are heavily engaged in international
trade,and oft.6n-tii.ey have manufacturing and marketing Oper-.
ations throughOtthe'world.. Significantly, however, none of
the*ajor firma4a contacted believed-that metrication would
mak.e.much difference'as far. as.expotts.ate concerned.. Our sur-
vey of large businesses elicited essentially the same opinion
flow some 40 farm'and industrial.firms thIat responded. Al-
thoUgh 27 of'therespondents.believed that conversion to the
metric system w91d facilitate trade, the respondents did not
expect a signif nt.change in exports.,
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Twenty-five respondents believed that their exports would not
change as a result of me;Fication, 13 saw a slight increase,
'and the remaining 2 were equally divided in their opinions
between a significant increase and a significant decrease.

As did the 'Fortune 500 in general, the farm and indus-
trial equipment companies respond

k
g to our survey considered

other factors as being more signi cant than measurement units
in promoting or deterring exports. As the following charts
show, only.a small percentage 'considered the measurement
units as being of major significance. A grepter percentage
of the farm and industrial equipment compyties considered
measurement to be of moderate significance than did the For-
tune 500 in general, . Their views on the factors promoting
and deterring exports are shown on the following tables.
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Farm and Industrial Equipment Companies
Factors Promoting Exports

Factor
Significance

Major Moderate Minor

(percent)

Cqmpetitive prices

High quality

Good reputation and '.

7.7

79

.2

reliability 85 15 -

Superipr technology' 71 '26 3
/,

Good product main-
tenance and
servicing 79. 21. -

"Growing.foreign
market 0 38 51

Vigorous. company export
promotion 32 ,45 18

Design/manufacture
of products in
metric units and/
or engineering
standards. 33 38

Design/manufacture
of products in
customary units
and/or engineering
standards 8 21. 55

4-12
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Farm and Industrial Equipment Companies

Factor

Factors Deterring Exports

Noncompetitive prices

Strong local ,and/or
ihird country
competition

High tariffs

High shipping costs

No technologicql
advantage 39

No quality advantage

Nontariff barriers
other than measure

Standards.

Design/manufacture of
.products in metric
units and /or, engi7.
fleeting standards

Significance No basis.
to judgeMajor Moderate Minor .

(percent)----

3

13

63

62

29

22

5

3

54 35 '8- 3
A,

S-8. 43. 16 . 3

19 . 28 14

33 28 28 . 11

25 39 .22 14

.

3 22. 54 22

14 62 19

.Design/manufacture.of
..products in custo-.
mary units and/or
engineering stand-7
'aids

'According to one major producer, measurement is of no
consequence in'its product sales; and no increase in the com-
pany's exports is foreseen due to metrication. The majOr
reason for that company going metric is that it is easier to
operate. in one measurement system, than in two. The company.
is confident that it can go metric without having any,bearing
On.its customers.

A high official in.the'overseas division:of another major
producer noted that metrication would not have much effect on
exports. It may ;:make the exchange of goods more convenient,
especially SfteiAorldWide standards come. into use, but
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"foreigners will continue to buy the company's pro-
ducts for the same reason!, namely that they were
reliable, or that the price was right."

Another official, the metric coordinator of that same
company, believed that measuring the impact of metrication
orLinternational trade was guesswork:

CONCLUSIONS

Companies in the forefront of metrication appear to be
purguingconversion for reasons other than a possible favor-
able impact on trade.

The frequently cited dollar losses in exports due to the
'United States not being on the metric system are often, based
on assumptions and estimates with-questionable validity or
reliability.

.the effect of metrication in promoting or deterring trade
woald 'appear tobe relatively insignificant:. Reliability,.
technology, quality,, prices, and tariffs were factors cited
asbeing much more important in promoting or deterring exports
than the measurement factor.` As far as we can ascertain at
.this'time, the extent to whiahU.S. trade will be affected,
eitherin the short or long term, by a U.S. decisiOn to become
predominantly metric or remain predominantly customary, cannot
be determined.
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CHAPTER 5 .

SURVEY OF BUSINESSES' OPINIONS ON METRICATION

To gain some insight into the opinions of business on
the impact, and extent of metric conversion, we mailed ques-
.tionnaires (See apps.'I and II), which we pretested, to 1,900
, businesses in the United States. One folloWup letter and a
mailgram were sent to encourage greater response.

The 1,900 businesses co prised three groups as follows:

Group Descriptign

I--500 large corporations Corporations listed by
Fortune Magazine- -The
Fortune 500.

II - -.400 businesses. Businesses selected
randomly from a member-
ship listing provided by
the National Small Busi-
ness Association.

III--1,000 businesses Firms taken from a listing
of small businesses pur-
chased from. Depeddable
Lists, Inc., a commercial
firm.

About 83 percent of the 500 large firs responded while
84 perLcent and 72 percent responded from the sample of 400 and
1,000 small businesses, respectively. (See apps. III through
V for a discussion of samples and response rates.)

In the small business area we also contacted a number of
small business associations and the Small Business Administra-
tion to obtain their views on the impact of metrication on
small business.

THE FORTUNE 500

The Fortune 500 ,list is compiled by Fortune magazine.
It is comprised of, the 500 largest industrials that derive
more than 50 percent of their revenues from manufacturing
and/or mining. The.list excludes privately held companies
that do not publish financial statements. &he criteria for
"largest" is determined by a company's annual sales.

The fist is further broken down by industry code as
shown in appendix III. For a selected number of these
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classifications, a more thor9Ogh analysis was undertaken;
these are discussed more fukrli in their respective chapters.

Position on metric conversion

it

Most Fortune 500 companies are aware that the national
policy is presently one of Federal coordinating and planning
of voluntary conversion. However, 53 companies thought the
national policy was to have a mandatory conversion to the
metric system.

(--

Most of the companies (76 percent) su U.S. conver-
sion to the metric system. However, as sho,' A by the follow'
ing graph, the majority of those who support conversion sup-
port it somewhat.

PERdENT
90

70

60

so

40

30

10

0

Support/Oppose Metrication

SUPPORT

9

STRONGLY
SUPPORT SUPPORT

SOMEWHAT UNDECIDED

A

OPPOSE

IMVABISOMM
SOMEWHAT STRONGLY NO BASIS

OPPOSE OPPOSE TO JUDGE

The largest companies in each industry usually support
conversion. Most of the companies (86 percent) believe that
conversion is. inevitable; less than 9 percent feel that it
is not. The majority of-companies in all industries viewed,
metrication as being inevitable for their respective indus-
tries.
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PERCENT
90'.'
80

70

so

so

40

33

20

10

0

I nevitabilitx Of Conversion

DEFINITELY
YES

PROBABLY , UNDECIDED PROBABLY DEFINITELY
YES NO NO .

If the perceptions of the Fortune 500 companies are cor-
rect, metrication will at some time take place--be inevitable.
Additional work was done in three selected,industries--petro-
leum, aerospace, and food--to determine why they believed
metrication was inevitable. (See chs. 14, 15,.and 27 respec-
tively..)

Thereis a strong relationship between .a company's
fee ing that conversion is inevitable and its support for con-
vers n: Of the 174 companies that stated conversion is defi-
ni ly evitable for their business, 96 pcycent support con-
ve sion for the United States; the remainder were either
un ecided or had no basis to judge. On the other hand, the
majority of those who believe' conversion is definitely not
inevitable oppose it. 46

Even though the majority of companies view metrication
as inevitable for their industry and are' supportive of U.S.
conversion, only 10 percent responding' view themselves as
leaders. Instead, most companies (55 percent) either view
themselves as meeting the demands of customers or as following
the lead of others (26 percent).

Eight percent o the companies either believed they were
unaffected by metri.caltion or had some other view of themselves.
Only 1 percent of the companies are attempting to block or
postpone metrication. These companies are not concentrated in
any one industry.

5-3
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, The motor vehiples.and.industriar and farm equipment
%4nduS'triesare two in.dustekes 'in, -which the majority of larger
-,lanles_A,-tc5p 02b0 pacent4 consider themselves leaders in

, .,."(-eidetgicatibneolleetively, the Fortune 500 companies, in
cAldii estita,tion,,,art,not.." eaders" in metrication; rather,
A:oliay a -Oman: cirtion are to ng the lead.

. ,.
'1A.4

. . ,.

T, , '.- : filost.p.co.pan s,'ge llttl0,, e Arlo change in the prices.of
their pr ucts, as shbwn in2the f llowing chart. Some did
feel that onver4On:would cause an increase in their prices.
Very. fey felcthaf;: ,

there would be any decrease.
. ,

.

Impact Of Metrication On Prices

MAJOR SOME LITTLE OR SOME MAJOR
DECREASE DECREASE NO CHANGE INCREASE ,INCREASE

4

Status of metrication in business

NO BASIS
TO JUDGE

About half of the companies are involved to some degree
in th following conversion activities. About half have noVans The following table shows the status for each of the
riblle activities. a,

5-4
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Status of Metrication

Activity

Status (note a)
No plans

for 4

Plans
for

In prd=
gress

Com-
pleted

Coordination with

(percent)

industry 30 17 42 4'

Metric coordinator
or committee 35 ,

7 14 42
Metric policy

statement . 42 14 9 29
Employee training 47 24 23 2
Coordination with
Government ' 49 15 20 1

Cost analysis 50 15 17 11
Supplier surveys 53 13 17 9
Consumer inforMation 54 11 16 2
Customer surveys 59' 9 12 9
Timetable for.
conversion 61 13 1.2 6

Funds budgeted for
conversion activity 66 10 9 4

a/Will not add to 100 percent because a number of respondents
indicated the activity did not apply or they had no basis
to judge.

, .

/ Companies involved beyond the planning stage in any of
the above activities are usual y supportive of conversion and /

feel that it is definitely ine 'table. Companies that are
less supportive or'less sure th t conversion is-inevitable
usually have no plans for conversion activities.

. .
.

Advantages and disadvantages

The companies. were asked the 'extent to which metrics were
itged in engineering drawings. Most companies (75 percent) use
ttustomary units for products manufactured in the United
States. Eleven perceilt use. dual dimensions on their drawings,
and 2 percent.use separate customary and metric drawings.
Only 2,percent use metric-only drawings. Ten percent of the
companies responded that this question did not apply.

For' products manufatured abroad, 33 percent use metric
units only in their-engineering drawings,' 19 percent use
customary units only, and 16 percent use dual dimensions.
Twenty-eight percent of the_ companies sponded that this did
not apply.

5-5.
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The companies were asked whether they thought that each
of a number of often cited advantages of conversion was an
advantage for their business. The following table shows the
respondents' views.

Frequently Attributed Advantages (note a)

Does not No basis
Agree Disagree apply to judge

(percent)

Advantage

Conversion will4rovide
an opportunity to
standardize products 61 18 16 5

Trade will be facili-
tated through a
common measurement
language 59 19 10 12

The metric system is
easier to use and
would result in
fewer errors 55 28. 4 13

, Conversion will provide
an opportunity for
improving product
standards 36 43 11 10

Conversion will increase
or protect the present
amount of exports and
work overseas 27 ' 32 23 18

Use of the metric system
will increase produc-
tion efficiencies 20 54 11 15

Use,of the metric system
will facilitate tech-
nological advances 13 57 ...) 14 16

Conversion will stimu-
late your industry 7 66 12 16

..

a/May not add to 100 percent because of rounding.
p

.

'A summary of how each advantage was perceived by each
industry is contained in appendix VII.

The companies were also asked whether they thought that
each of a numberof often cited disadvantaOs of conversion
was a disadvantage for their business. The following tabl
shows their views.

51-6
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Frequently Attributed Disadvantages (note a)

Does not
Disadvantages Agree Disagree apply

a

No basis
to judge

Conversion will result..
in dual inventories '6,B 23

ipercent)

4 5
Conversion will be
costly 67 26 2 5

Training employees
will be time con-
suming 65 31,

Product-standards will
2 3

t have to be changed 60 27 ., 60.4 7
Customers will be con-

fused by the metric I

I)
system 52 36 4 8

Conversion will in-
crease the prices
of products 31 50 4 15

Conversion of products
will require retest- 25 57
ing

9 9

Conversion will result
in safety hazards
and, errors , 13 68 14

Sales will be lost to
foreign imports 6' 7.6

May not add to 100 percent because

7

rounding.

12

A summary of how each disadvantage was perceived by each
industry is contained in appendix VIII.

Many of the. Fortune 500 companies evidently believe that
eone, n themselves will benefit from conversion.
y . percen.t elt that conversion would be an advantage to

eir businesses; however, 66 percent felt theflpit would be
vantageous.for the Nation overall.

4,
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SIGNIFICANTLY 13%

NO BASIS TO.
JUDGE 6%

Weighing Of Advantages/Disadvantages

BUSINESS UNITED STATES

SIGNIFICANTLY 7%

ADVANTAGES OUTWEIGH DISADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES OUTWEIGH ADVANTAGES

SLIGHTLY 6%

The Fortune 500 companies' support for conversion is only
partially based on ttair perception of the advantages of con-

As the folteWing chart shows, more companies sup-
ported conversion than believed its advantages outweighed the
disadvantages for their businesses or the country.

PERCENT
100

90

80

70

60

60

40

30

20

10

0

11

MM.

More Suppo' Conversion Than See Advantages

ADVANTAGES
GREATER

THAN
DISADVANTAGES

SUPPORT

Th

ADVANTAGES
GREATER

THAN
DISADVANTAGES

FOR THEIR BUSINESS FOR THE COUNTRY FOR THE COUNTRY
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When asked if large and small firms would gain or lose
from metric conversion, 43 percent of the companies felt they
had no,basis to judge. Of those that did make a judgment, a
slight majority felt that both large and small firms would
gain. However, of those that felt that someone would lose,
more felt that small firms would lose.

PERCENT6o-

50

40

30

20

'10

Will Large Or Small Business Gain Or Lose From Conversion?

immarms
SMALL GAIN
LARGE LOSE

BOTH GAIN BOTH LOSE SMALL LOSE NO BASIS TO
LARGE GAIN JUDGE

The companies were asked to give their opinions on the
impact of metric copVersion on U.S. exports and imports.
These views are presented in chapter 4.

The .role of Government

Forty-one percent of the Fortune 500 companies felt' that
no laws or regulations currently inhibit conversion to the
metric system. The most often cited laws or regulations are
listed in the table below.

Inhibiting Laws. and Regulations

Law or regulation. Percent

State and local laws: 17
Building codes 15
Other Federal laws. 14.
Federal antitrust laws 12#
Federal or State procure-
ment regulations 10.

Other 7

5-9
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If metric conversion occurs,.tHe role of the Federal
Government.as Viewed .by:the companies would genetally.be to
provide assistance in_ coordinating activities, counseling and
adviSing interested parties, and/or establiShing target dates.

Role. of the Federal Government

Role Percent

Coordinate activities 53
Counsel And advise,interested parties 52
Establish.tirget dates 46
Plan the overall- conversion 20
Make conversion iandatoty 14
Legislate the conversion process 9
Other 8
Enforce the conversion process 5
NOne Of the above 6

Even though mot companies feel that the F"ederal Govern-
,ment should not make metric conversion mandatory, they do
feel that it should'encourage conversion by purchasing items
designed or desCribed in metric terms. There was some strong
disagreement with this opinion as shown below; however those
who support-conversion-generally 'agree.

PERCENT
70

SOL

Conversion Should Be Encouraged Through Federal Procurement

AGREE

DISAGREE.

STRONGLY AGREE UNDECIDED DISAGREE STRONGLY
SOMEWHAT SOMEWHAT 'DISAGREEAGREE

Time frame for conversion'

The following chart shows the respondents' views on the
shortest ('irmandatory) time frame and the optimum time. frame
in which t y could convert.
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Fifty percent of the companies felt that a 5- to 10-year
conversion period would be the shortest time frame in which
they could convert if.conversion were mandatory.. Nearly 32
perCent'felt. that less than 5 years would be suffiCient.
Combined then, 82 percent,felt that a time frame not in excess
of 10 years would be adequate.

PERCENT
60

40

0

Time Frame For Conversion

SHORTEST *-
OPTIMUM

emomattte r."1/M1 mM
UNDER 6 5-10 k-15 16-20 21-25 26-60 OVER 50 NEVER

YEARS

When asked what the optimum time frame would be, the
5- to 10-year time frame was again the-most popular per -
cent). Neaily 15 percent felt they needed leSs than 5 years.
The two periods combined-- within 10 years-'-woUld allow for 62
percentbf the companies to convert in an optimbrntime frame.
ApproXimately the same percentage can convert in an optimum.
period. of 15 years or less (83 percent). as can convert in a
mandatory period of 10 years or less. (82 percent).

If the United States should convert .to the metric system
on'a planned basis, someone would haVe to establish the date
by which each industry would COnvert: The Fortune 500 com-
panies were evenly split between having the U.S.- Metric'Board
(in consultation with industry) and the industry associations
establish the conversion dates. The next most popular oppon
was to have individUal firms establish the dates The least
.popular was to have the Congress do it.



PERCENT

.20

10

IMIND

Who Should Establish Conversion Date?

US. METRIC INDUSTRY
BOARD ASSOCIATIONS FIRMS

INDIVIDUAL

SMALL BUSINESS

OTHER CONGRESS NO BASIS
TO JUDGE

In addition to the Fortune 500, we also surveyed 1,400
small businesses selected from the membership listing Of a
small business. association and a listing of small businesses
from a commercial firm. 4_

Responses were received from firms crassifying themselves
as manufacturers; retailers; wholesalersr, services; profes-
sionals; miners; and'in the areas of agriculture, transporta-
tion, construction, and finance. Responses (about 5 percent)
were also received from businesses'that did not consider them-
selves in any of these classifications.

The largest number of the firms fell in. the $1-million
to $5-million gross sales range and had between 5 and 24
employees. (See app. Iv fox detail on respondents.)

The businesses responding to our questionnaire May or
may not be representative of the kinds.and sizes of small
businesses throughout the United StateS. In 4ct, we ques-
tion the existence of a universally' accepted definition of
small business. Hence, we did not attempt to project the
results of our survey to all small businesses. What follows
are the results of a polling of 1,000 small businesses and
400 members of a small business association.-

5-12
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Position om metric conversion

lgational policy

Few of the respondents knew the U.S. policy on metric
conversion:. As the followin4rchart shows,almost half of the
respondents believed conversion to'be mandatory. 4

Understanding Of MetricaPolicy,
tecio SAMPLE400 SAMPLE

NO CONVERSION 2% .Nq.0 VERSION
.7. 4%

VOL L. ARY 21%
DON T KNOW

22%

DONT KNOW'.
26%.

MANDATORY
OVER 10YRtir

A

Support or ..opposition

Small, businesses respondinig,-were-diVid0 in Heir support -.
or,oppbsition to.metric donvetsron. However,,most: of thdse --
who opposed conversion stronglY.opposed it whilq_md.&fif tlIcIse'
who supported it, supported it only somewhat. : A sollgideratiTe
numberind:icated they were undecided on the'.4uestion: 0:'i r



Suppaqppose Mertication

SUPPORT

OPPOSE

.0

1000 SAMPLE o

NO BASIS TO JUDGE 11%

The responses to the'sample o£ ,1,000 businesses indicated
that a considerable number of respondents were undecided on :

theit support or opposition to conversion or that they had no
!psis to judge. of those who took'a position, `respondents in
retail', agriculture, and-fingance oppbsed conversion by about .

.a.2,to .1 ratio. Wholesalers Were almost evenly divided, while'
manufacturers tended to support conversion. Those in ser-
vices, transportation, andconstruction tended to oppose it.

inevAability

A majority of the reSpondents believed that metric con-
version is inevitable or.probabl14inevitable for their busi-.
nesses.-

N



, ;

Is Conversion Inevitable?

400 SAMPLE

P RO8 ABLY
NO IS,9(3 DEFINITELY NO

7%

O

1000 SAMPLE

DEFINITELY NO
12%

1NEit11)4BLE

, . t
Price change,

.1

The largest segment, of respondents believed that metric
conversion' Would result in little or no price changes in their
products. 'A con,siderable nuMber,, howeverc'thought there would
be. an,increase', )elthough most believed it would not be major.

cr. -4.4

"k4

JPSIIIC ENT
41.°

Impact Of Metrication Ortitrices

400 SAMPLE

1000 SAMPLE

;; ;
.4;--;:5;

_ 111111111
DECREASE

w_\.

LITTLE O ,)NO
CHANGE

's.V.1410,

INCREASE' NO BASIS TO
JUDGE
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Financial assistance

Considerable speculation exists over whether small
bus iness-will- need-assistance -to-fin-ance-conversion to the
metric system.

Respondents' Views On Need For FinanciarAssistarre

.4" 400 SAMPLE
EFiler ELY DEFINITELY

NO 12%YES 9%
...COLOMMIIII411,11

4111111111111
1111111111111

PROBABLY 11:
YES 18%lememimmaass.mom.

DEFINITELY: :
YES 8%

-.PROBABLY
YES 11%

1000SAMPLE

DEFINITELY_
NO11%

NEED Slb

NOTE: MAY NOT TOTAL TO 100 PERCENT BEekti0E OF .74

.:

Pt.

Status of metrication

Although majority of t
'is inevitable or probably inev
following chits show they have
fot the activitie's cited.

.

O
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. Status Of Metrication

CONVERTOR DEVELOP PRODUCTS
LN METRICSIZES

NO PLANS'FOR,62%
_ -

N DOES NOT APPLY 6%

COMIOIETED 2%

IN PROCESS 11%

&

f.

COMPLETED 1%

V

CONVEAT OR OBTAIN EQUIPMENT
IN METRIC SIZES

4

IN

PROCESS 11% DOES NOT APPLY 4%

' COMPLETED 1%
-are

t2 .

Advantages ;'and disadvantages

PLANS 6%

' IN PROCESS 6%.

COMPLETED 1%

Thelbusind'sses were asked whether .they agreed or dis-
agreed 'Oat each of a nuinber of 'often cited advantages of
conversion was an advan'tage for their businesses.
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.

RelgoridtLfttOpinions on Often
Cited Advantages (note a)

(samPle)

The metric sYstem
is easier to use
and would result
in fewer errors 34 28 43 40

Conversion will
increase or pro-
tgct the amount
or exports and/
or work overseas 27 22 25,

Conversion Will
Provide an Op-
POrtUnitY to
40tandardize pro
ducts 41 39 31 27 14 13 14 21Use4bf the metric
system w3.11 in-
crease prod4c-
tion efficiencies

Conversion will
stimulate bqs_
iness r

Use of the metric-
system will fa-
cilitate techno-
logical advances 17 14 46' 37 '11 11'f7

_
a/MaY not ,tatal to 100 percent because of roundio

Agree'

400 1,00U

ty
Does not

Disagree apply

400 1,000. 400 1,000

(percent)

6

No basis
'to judge

'400'1,000

17 23

20,. 20 29

10' d0 56 41

11,'

10 .14 24 34.

1 '.
'it The b.uaine'sse,S.w

dissigrfted that each
cdnikesiori Was a. dig
40.

.
e Also asked whether, they agreed or
'number of cited disadvantages of
tage for theirbusinesses.



,

Respondents Opinions on Often
Cited Disadvantages (note 0,

Disadvantages Agree

4 (Sample) 400 1,000

..-

4r
1

Conversion will
be costly 73 64

Training employ-
ees will be time
consuming 79 69

Conversion will
result in dual
inventories /56 52,

Customers will be
confused I* the
metric system, 67 68

Conversion will
increase the
price of your.
business pro-
ducts and/or ,:,.,,
services 52':!- , 52 40

Conversion-44111,-:::
, .

result-iiii.safe-
ty hazards and
errors 25 , 25 ,

Sales will be
lost to foreign
imparts '- ' 6, .4q,,w- ,

Codes and stan&,'
'L ards will have

Does not No basis
Disagree apply to judge

400 1,000 400 1,000 400 1,006'

(percent)

r,
Jo

9 2 9 12 17

14 2 9. . 5 10

21 18 12 16 .11 14

it .

18 10 3 9 . 12 13

7

< t

24 24 5 ,1.1 19
:.-

14 2 27

AP
)

50 41 21 22' 23 430

to be Changed -,; 81 697 6 7 4 8 -9 16
J

-

"WS6
. . . / 6.4.121'.1

a/May not total to 100 percent because of rounding;
-.

The respondents were asked, to weigh the overall advan-
tages and disadvantages of conversion for their businesses ,

ana Als. o for the country. They expressed a generally negative
,opinion on the advantages of conversion for their businesses,
but ellibressed a:more positive opinion on the advantages of '"--',,

canversion for the country Evidently, they believed someone ,-

other than themselves would benefit. The respandes tio views
.

are shown on the folloiyins Charts.
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NO BASIS 12%

SIGNIFICANTLY
6%

400 SAMPLE

Will Advantages Outweigh Disadvantages?

FOR THE BUSINESS

SLIGHTLY 13%

1000 SAMPLE

SLIGHTLY 9%

SIGNIFICANTLY
6%

NOTE: MAY NOT .TOTAL TO 100 PERCENT BECAUSE OF ROUNDING
- .

. SLIGHTLY 6% 4.. .!
FOB TI4ECOUNTRY

. 6I 3NiFICA
1'9%

1110 BASIS 23%

, SAM g 4296

SIGNIFICANTLY
SIGNIPICANTLY

LIG Yii9

GEC UTWEIONADitANTAGES

..4QyANTAGES OUTWEIGH ,r:.-Altl..TAGES °

'1$'4",Y 1.4r

e+ 110itit:. ear $
0'

$$$$, TV.
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The largest percentage of respondents indicated that
they .had no lapis to judge whether small or large business M'
icould gain or,'lose'from metric conversion. As the following

/-
chart shows, however, a substantial number of the respondents
perceived that large business would gaill,;wtile small business
would' lose.

PERCENT Will Large Or Small Business Gain Or Lose From Conversion?

40
400 S MP L E

1000 SAMPLE

LESS THAW VERCENT

10 Ji
C'

* *
SMALL GAIN
LARQE LOSE,

. .

BOTH GAIN BOTH LOSE

Role of Government -.

Gdneially, the respondents believed,the Federal Govern-
ment's role in metrication should be that pf-coanseling, ad-
visingty planning, and establishing target==dates for conver-,
sion.'-Few believed the, GoVernment sholild legislate or,enforce
conversion.

, SMALL LOSE
LARGE GAIN

NO BASIS
TO JUDGE

The businesses.were asked what laws_or reguations current-
ly make it difficult for them to.converti:to' the metric.system.
The vast majority of the respondents eithO did not-know or
Aid not believe any laws or-regulations-Would make conversion
diffiCult. -Those who did cite some laws, or regulations most
frequently identified buildihodes,,Statift,arld.local
and Federal laws.

,
More of the respondents disagreed than agreed that the

Government should encourage metric_ conversion by purchasing
items designed or described in metric terms.

D.

.40



Conversion Shouicl Be Encouraged Through
Federal Procurement

---400 SAMPLE

UNDECIDED
18%.-

DISAGREE
SOMEWHN

18%

mSTRONG Uti

STRONGLY
DISAGREE 32%

tr.

1000 SAMPLE

UNDECIDED
-23%

AGREE

DISAGREE

.

NOTE: MAY NOT TOTAL TO 100 PERCENT
BECAUSE-OF AROUNDING

z 44.2

Time frame for '"conversion
r,,

As thefollowing chars. show, about 90 percent of the
respondenile belki,,ied they could convert within 15 years under
a shorteatitime.etawyconcepi.*If conversion were not Manda-
tory and in Yhe4t4mam time frame rather than the-short-
est tilO'Jframe,'the percentage that could convert within the
-15-;yeareVeriod'would decrease to 77 percent. Also, in the
nonmandatory optimum time frame situation, the number of re?1,:-,:_

spondents indicating the' would never conveetincreased.

:w.



PERCENT

90

80

70 m

10

o

Shortest And Optimum Time Frame For Converilon

UNDER 5

PERCENT
*100

70

400 SAMPLE

SHORTEST TIME

OPTIMUM TIME

*LESS THAN 1 PERCENT.
2zi

'-- --

11--(77 r-P773
6-10 11-15 16-20 21725 26-50 OVER 50 NEVER

1000 SAMPLE

SHORTEST TIME

OPTIMUM TIME

LESS THAN 1 PER CENT

4 1.

YEARS

Aril IN 'Off/
UNDER 6 . 5-10 11-16 AO-20 21-25 ...,26-50 OVER 60 NEVER

,5 2 3
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The respondents believed industry and industry
aesociations- should play a role in establishing conversion
dates. The following table_shows_their-views-on-who-sbouldestablish the dates.

- Who. Should EltabliSh Conversion Da'fes

Sample of

, .

/0.

4i small business has generalllt n little thought:to metrica-
tion! Small businesses basic efl.ect the views of their,

le4.0.-e/Iiigstomers. In his regard he7117ot -t t for- the sthall m:
facturer which the supplier::, a rge corpbration, m
cation ;night not be a matter of choice. If that large car-.
poration converts to metrics, metrication may be a necessity
for the: small manlifacturer.

4 The Congress

dons atidn with
U.S. A c Board inph

the. industry

Industry associations

Individual firms

Other

No basis to judge.

1

Views of small business associations

400 1,000

--- (percent)` -

16

37 33

28 21

18 11

-2

7 17

!:

a-.

Discussions with several, associations indicated that the . .

their membewhip.
question of metrication was hoe a pressing issue with4the associations, or the-

P. \).

An official of the National Federation of dependent .,4
Businesses doted that small business is not a un fied commun--
.ity but rather a community of varied segments; th efore, the
reactions of one segment toward metrication might e quite
differen't from the views of a ther. However, he said that)

specifications because small'businessld
beti',104?042 af-

The association would oppose any Federal law,,qA
tion that would require Government, procurementibeltvpetric

gected. The association would favor*thg,Avall*O1 , Fed-
eial loans for metrication activity.

5-24



The official noted further that only a small prop6rtionA.,
of the small, businessed ire involved in foreign trade; con-
sequently, they may_laveJliffiCulty iri_rerating_to_the_argu-
ment that conversion by the United States would assist its
trade, position.

An official of the National Small Ausiness Association
also believed that small business, and or that matter, all
'business had little awareness' of what is going on in metri-
cation. In his opinion the inroads metrication has made in
businesware in the large corporations. He did believe,
howiyet, that smallu business would benefit from conversion
to the metric system through simplifying computations in the
manufacturing process and through standardization. He also
favored some form of Federal loans to small business to help,
them cope with conversion.

-N Views of the Small Business Administration

An official of the Small Business Administcation also
believedsmall business has little awareness of metrication.
He ,believed that*isliall business does not have the time or the
resources to plan for metric conversion, particularly when
convecision is not immediate. As metrication increases in the
United States, he believes small business will, through neces -.
sity, become more concernecLand will' need financial and mana-
gerial assistkEe-to,acccoffplish the conversion.

Currently, the Smalq Business 1dMinistration has no pe-
ciai programs to provide assistance to small business--eith
financial/or managerial--for metric conversion. However, tie
Small Business Administration official said, small businesses
can obtain firidncial assistance for metric conversion' under.
eilstitgkSmall Business programs.=Wehey are otherwise quali-
fied. He did-ot knovt- whether ahytirpe have applied for such
assistance.° Thus far, technical.iddliAance has been-timited
to the preparation and,distribution*f a booklet on metri
conversion.

The Small.Bueiness Administratkon is'also attempting t
develop an autaiated.listinVof small businesses and their'
capabitities, including anT mAiic caipatair. 'A-

:11

CONCLUSIONS
/

Most of the small business respondents did not know the
U.S.' policy on metric conversion; most.large budineSs respond-
ents,did khow. Over 40 perCeneof the small businespes.and
0 percent orthe large businesses believed incorrectly teat
conyersion.is mandatory.



a.

Ttle,largett Percentage of the respondents, both largeand amalA, saw little or no price changes in their products
as a_fetitIlt of metric-conversion. A considerable number did
see some price increase, however.

. Most of' the:cesPOndents believed that the Federal role
in conVe.reiOn ahouldbe.thatof coordinator, planner, and
counselor,;:rather than enf6rcer. The large business respond-.
ents bOlie ved the Government should encourage .conversion
through Purchase.of metric goods .E)4the small business re-
spondents expressing 'arloPinionmost,opposed thisqposition.-

Moet°i)f tOessespondents belieVed they could convert to
-''-' ithe metric systeM Within _10 years; ,a considerable number .10nr-4,0--

e_.,,Aicated they ceuldOanv&t' tn-lees than 5 years. An over ,.,-.0
, .,

-4--.tiAns frem'of 15-years would allow about 80 percent of the f.c.,.t.,
'firMP we quittioned to convert within an optional period of

."qimpv..- Mo4t respondents also believed that the industry should
be involved in establishing target dates for conversion.

More of thq small business espondente believed they
-;'.ii :4".Wduld not need assistance to finance metric' conversion than

they would. Aowever,4a considerable number did not
'" knovi.

.,

Pew respondents indicated little conversgion activity
beyond Pl4nning and coordinating.

, The laige bup.ineesrespondents generally supported con-
verOion ,tp the metric system while the small business regpond-
ento Wet4,divided in their support or opposition; both be-

: lieved 'Conversion to be inevitable.
L

/11 Qt1th 9,psess morel3f the respondents s-supportea conver-
sio0 thall perceived the advantages as outweighing the. disad-;
vantaSeosof conversion foi thefF business. Tpe large pusineas
resp610ente'were divided over the relative advantages and
disadvohtagep afcahversidn, and more of the small businest.
respondqnte believed eonversion,to be disadvantageous than
adventa0ous: however, when considering the-relative advan-
tag and disadvantages.of conversion for the 'United States
oveiaegll, both groups shifted to a more positive opinion of
the advantages. A majority of the large business respondents
now beLieved the advantages to' be greater .than the' dibadvan7
tages. and more of the small business fespondents believed
-conversion would 'be advantageous thin disadvantageous.

.Thus:It'seeme that the'resPOhdents believed that someone/
other than, tbemseiveg- would .gain; the advantages of inetricationi.
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C

APPENDIX/ II

U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

METRIC TASK FORCE

SURVEY OF LARGE CORPORATIONS

INSTRUCTIONS:

Please answer each of the following questions
as frankly and oompletelyes posiible for the pro-
duct line representing the greatest volume of
sales for your company. Mims* interested in your
°amp:lily's views whether or not your oompany is
active in the area of metric) oonversion. -

We have made the following assumptions so
that all respondents will, have a mown basis for
answering:

-

--Conversion meansphymioal 'changes,: not just
sdbstitutingmetrio measurement units for
Englieh-or customary measurement units .

(i.e., inch; pound, luart, eto.).

Conversion does not apply to items already
produced or in production.
During the oonversion, metrio supplies and
servioes will be readily available.

There is space at the end of the question-
naire for any oomments you may wish to make
oonoezmizwr these assumptions, the questionnaire,
or any other related topioe.

The' quertioanaire is numbered only to. permit
us to delete your oompany's name from our lilt
when we receive your oompleted questibmnaire and
thus-avoid sending you munneoessary f011owup
request.

Throughout the questionnaire there are numbers
printed within parentheses to assit our keypunchers
in ooding responses for oomputer Analysis. Please.
disregard these numbers.

M2/=MBISTI011e

'
IMAMEDNE: ( )

.(Area oods) (Number)

A. National. Policy

1. What is your oompany's understanding. of the
national polioy ooncerning'oonverting to the
metric) system? (Please oheok one.)

1 1= No stated-national polioy
/

2 2:::7 Mandatory oonversion within
10 yiars

FeLral 000rdinating and
planning of voluntary oonversion

4 2:::7 ihndStoXy gradual oonversion.
//(1.e., more than 10 years)

5 Q NO oonversion

6 0 Don't know

7 2:::7 Other (Please specify)

3

(6)

4-92

2./ Does your oompany support or oppose the United-
,' / States oonvezting to the metric system?

(Pleadb check one.)
(7)

-1 1= Strongly support

2 1= Somewhat support

3= Undeoided

14= Scion/MO:Rose

5 4(= Strongly oppose

6 Q NO basis to Judge

5-27

97
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'#

3. Doe your Oamplary believe that oonversion to
the metric system is inevitable for your
industry? (Please check ans.)

Definitely you

Probably you

Uhaeoided,',

Probably=

Definitely no

1

(8)

6. MO you agree or disagree that tg. Federal
Government aced onoourage =version to the
matrio-system by purchasing its designed or'
described in metric terms? (Please cheek ans.)

4. Which of the following laws or regulations,
if any, ourrently inhibit conversion by your B.

oompany to the metrio.system? (Fleas, check
all 'that apply.) 7.

1.L:=7 Federal antitrust laws (9)

2 i= Other Federal laws ' (10)

3 j= State and looal laws (11)

4= Building codes (12)

5 g Federal or State pro,
murement regulation,.

( 1 3 )

'6 Q Other (Please specify) (14)

7 =7 None, (15)

8 = No basis to JUdge'. (16)

5. If metric oonversionacours, whioh-f the
following roles, if any, shouid6the Federal
Government assume? (Please cpeok,all that
EIPPlY.)

) 1 4=, Plan the overall oonversion

',u2 i= Coordinate activities

3=
'4 g
5 1.73

6 p
7=
8.=
94,

Establiih target dates

Counsel and advise
interested partioit

Legislate the oonversion (21)
process

Make conversion mandatory (22)

Enforce the =inversion process (23)

Other (Please specify)

None of the above

No basis to judge

X24)

(e)
(26-27)

=
4=

Straggly agree

Agree ameWhat.

Dgdectided

Disagree ameWhat

Strongly disagree

Status of Metrioation

(28)

Which of the following Mai Characterizes the
way your oompany views itself with reepeot to
metrioation? (Please oheok one.)

Ej As a leader in metrioation,
i.e., influencing the decision
of others to go metric

2 Z::=7 Following the lead of others
. in going metrio

3EJ
4E7

=
6 ,C7

Meeting the. demands of oustOmers

AtteMpting to blook or poet-
pone. metrioation

Unaffeoted by metrication

Other (Please speoify)

.

8. 4hat is the ourrent status of each of the
following metrio =version activities'in
your =Gummy?. (Please oheok one bor for
each row.)

(29)

. 7

-6.-.7-r-..7.-1.--
1- '2 3 4 5 6

a. Metric'pOlicy'statement
b. Metrio coordinator or

committee .

c. Customer Burial* .

d. Supplier surveys

'e. Cost analrsie

f. Employee trAining

p. Consumer information
h. ftnde budgeted for metrio

cortversion activities

i. Timetable for convention

J. inCoordinationdUetry
with

k. Coordination with '
government

.

5 -28.

(30)
(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)

(36)

(37)

(38)

(39)
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. For products Manufaotured in the United
States, how are yourocespany's engineering

-drawings primarily written up?. (Pleal.

. &scions.)

1 Z7:7 Invustammrunits

2 2:::7 In dual dimensions (with or.
without conversion tables)

3 0 In metric units

4= Separate drawings in customary
and in metric units

5 .DOes not apply

(41)

10. For products manufactured abroad, how are

your oompanyliengineeringdrawings primarily,
written up? (Please check one.)

1 Q In.custOmary units
(42)

2 Eif In dual dimensione,(with or
without ooniersion tables)

3 f:=7 In metriO'Units

4 L:::7' Separate drawings in'oustomary
"sad in metric unite

5Q m6es cot apply

11. Por%0Osiuotial in'your overseas plantii what
meleuredenehodifioations,if any, are made
to prodUcts .manPfactured" in your U.S. plants?

.(Ileasytobellt*G1 that apply.).

1 2:=7"Hod.f.ficationi in design

2 1:::7',14CdiAcations in packaging
and/or labeling

. ,,r

3 2:::7 mrct Modifications

4 2:::7, Doss not. apply

APPENDIX I

C. Trade Implications of Matrioation

13. How signifioant are each,of the following
factors in promoting yout exports? (Please
check one box for each,row.)

FACTORS 2 3 4 .

a. Competitive prices

b. High cuality .

.

o. Superior technology
d. Good reputation and

rep.abilitz
e. Good product maieten*

ante and servicing ",

f. Growing foreign market
)g. Vigorous ocggiauur..export

promotion IP"

h. Design/manUfabture of
products in Ostomexy.(or
Fngl shpunits and/or
engineeiftgiatanderds

i.-Deeign/Manufacture of
products in metric units
and/Or engineering ,.

etandirdi -

j. Other", ease specify)
,

,

.

(51)

(52

(5

n (5)
(55Y.;-

(5W
(57)

(58)

14.: -.Bow significant are each of the following

. tiactorein deterring your exports? (Please

...'check one box fir each row.)

(45

12. For grOducts manufactured in your IL& plants;
for domestic sale, what-measurement modifi.
cations, if any, are required to sell thd
prOdUate abroad? (Please check all that

apply) 3

1 2:::7 Modificationi in:dedign

MOdifioationa in packaging
and/or labeling

3E3 NO modi,fioations

4 2:::7 Does not apply

(55)

(60)

FACTORS 1 3 4

a. Nonodmicetitive Prices
b. Strong local end/or

third country oom-
petition .

o. No quality advantage
d. No technologioal

advantage

e. High shipping costs

f. High tariffs
g. Nontariff barriers

other than measure-
mentfitfindards

h. Des f.&/manufacture of
.

products in customary (or
English) units and/or
enginearing,standards

i Design/Manufacture of .

products in metrio unite
and/or engineering
standards

3. Other (Please specify)

5 -29

99.

(61)

(62)

(63)

(64)

- -(65)

(66)

(671

(68)

4--h)

(70)
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15. Would you expect any change in your oothpany's
exports as a result of conversion? (Please,
ohedk. one.)

(71)

Agmlficatht
*-1

Slight increase

No change

Slight decrease

Significant demeee

' 16. Would you expect any change in imports into the
United States by''your overseas oompetitors as a
result of conversion. (Please check one.)

(72)
1 /7 Significant increase

2 L::=7 Slight increase

3 17 /No chaileg '

4 f:=7 Slight decrease

5 Q Significant decrease

17. Do any of the fallowing countries' import
regulations related to measurement standards
have any'impact on the exportation oP..your
products? (Please cjleck one box for each row.)

,

1 2 3'

"a. Canada

b. European Economi
Community (Co

- Market)

0, Japan
d. Other (Please'.

,specify.) (76')

18. If your company converts metric system,
would you expect any change the importation
'of fasteners and/or other components for your
company's products? '(Please check-one.)

(77 )1 = Significant increase'

2 Q. Slight increase

3

4 Q Slight decrease

5,0

No change 0

Significant decrease

APPENDIX I

19. How siguti:,.,_ant to the measurement factor
n influencing the decigiOn of your company
to locate,a plant overseas? (Please eneck
orie: )

(7d)

I

Of major significance

Of moderate significance

br Minot significanceI
Of no significance'

No basis to judge

D. Potential Impact of Conversion

20. Listed below are Several ADVANTAGES, frequently
attributed to conversion to the metric system.
Please indicate whether your company would
agree or disagree that each would be a
significant advantage /or YOUR COMPANY.
.(Please check one box for ec17X7---7.

ATTRIBUTEL ADVANTAGES 1 2 3 4
a."Themetric system is

seater to use and would-
reeult in fewer errors

.

IV. Conversion will increase
or'prostdct-the present
amount of exports and
':Ork overseas.

c. Conversion will provide
ax opportunity to stan-
dardize products.

d. Trade will be faCiltated-
through a com'aon measure-
ment language

-

e, Csi.of the metric system
will increase production'
ieffictencies.

,

f. Use of .the metric system
will facilitate.techno-
logical advances.

g. Conversion will jrovide
.an opportunity -for improv-
ing product standards.

hi Conversion will stimulate
your industry.

(6)

(7)

(9)

(10)

(13)
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21. Listed 'Lim/ are several DISADVANTAGES fre-
quently attributed to conversion to the metric
system, Please indioate-whether your company
would agree or disagree that each would be a
eignifiCant disadvantage, for YOUR CO)PANT.
(Flame check one box for each row.)

rfuNv.r.a..,..L.

ATTRIBUTED DISADVANTAGES 771iit
.

a. Conversion viii be costly. .

b. Training employees will
be time consuming..

o. Conversion will result
in dual inventories.

d. Customers will be oonfUsed .

by the metric System.
e.Conversion will 'increase

the pryle of your
oomoanY's products.

.

f. Conversion will result
in safety hazaxds.and
errors. .

g. Sales will be lost to
foreign imports.

h. Conversion of productd
will require retesting.

i. Product standards will
have to be changed.

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

22. For your company, would the advantages of
conversion to the metric) system outweigh the
disadvantages or vice versa? (Please cheok

one.)

1= Advantages significantly
outweigh disadvantages

2 L:=7 Adiantages slightly .

outweigh disadvantages.

Advantages would be'about
the-same as dilladV4gtages

3 O
4 L:::7 _Disadvantages slightly

. outweigh'advantages

5 L:::7 Disadvantages' signifioantlY
- outweigh 'advantages .

6 0 No basis to judge

°

(23)

APPENDIX I

23. For the United States overall,.pould the
advantages of oonversion to the setrio system
Outweigh the disadvantages or Vios versa?
(Please check','One.) ,

(24)

Advantages signifioantly
outweigh disadvantage,

Advantages slightly
outweigh disadvantages

24.

2

3 L:::7

4 f=
5

6 Q No basis to judge

Advantages would be about\
the same as disadvantage.

Dieadvantages slight \

outweigh advantage. .

1

Disadvantages signifioantlY
outweigh advantages

With respect to small and large aria,
wbuld gain or lose from metrio oonversi
(Pieria check one.)

5-31

01

L:= Small firms would gain
laige firms would lose

1:::7 Both small and large firms
would gain*

31:::7' Both small and forge firms
would lees

4 L:::7 Small firms would lose'and-
large. firms would gain

5-2:7 No basis to judge

25. In the long run, how would setrio_oonvexsion
influence the prioesiof youroompiny's
ptOducts?' (Plesee,oheok one.)

(26)

1 Q Major deoreaas

2 D Some deoxease

3 Q Little or-no °hangs

4 2:::7 Some increase

L:= Major inoreace

6 41:::7 No basis to judge
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E. Schedules - Time Primes
;or Metrio Convereioq

26. If the United States converts to the metrio
system, approximately what would be the
shortest time frame for Your company to

convert? (Please check one.)

1 =
_2

3 =
4 4=
5 =
6

7 ==

Less

5 - 10 axe

11 - 15 years .

16 - 20 years

21.- 25 years

26 - 50

More than `60 year.

Never

(27)

27 If conversion is not made mandatory,
would be-the optimum amount of time yudt"
company would need to convert? (Please,
check one.). 4

;".2'.

1 2:::7 Less than 5 years

5 10 years

11 - 15 year,

16 - 20 years

21 - 25 years

26 - 50- years

More than 50 years

Never

(28)

28. If the. United States converts to the metric
system, who should establish the date(e) by
which your industry would convert? (Please.

,obeck one.)

1 Z:-7,7 d93281am

U.S. Metric Board
(in consultation with industry)

Induitry asemistions

Individual firms

Other (Please,upeoify).

6E.Dr No bisii,to jUdge

( 29 )

APPENDIX I

29. If4you have additionalcomments on any of the
item' within the questionnaire or related
topics not covered, please feel free to express
your views in the space below or attach
additional data. Thank you very such for your
cooperation in completing this Questionnaire.
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. U. S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
METRIC,TASK FORCE

SURVEY 'bF SMALL BUSINESS

INSTRUCTIONS: I

- 4
V ,S

Please answer each of the foliouing questions
as frankly an405omplitely ai p ssible for *he r

product line iepresentkng, g ea .I1.1Pf
sales; for your company.. We fi=g "":",,-. s ....,ottyr.Lf -,

company's views whethef off note " rif.

the area of metric cOnvers
Aar-.

b.

e have e,fel.low ng Assump-

tionS so that tee ents will have
a common basis f wi fng:

..,. ..,

....,..

COtiyexs Ji, Mean* 'physical
.

.. ,.
chengyKnotpust substituting

1

,..ottric ma's trent units for
1.-:.,,t stomery,oe ngiish meesuie7, l

(ice.,r anent unite (1 inch. pound'. i.
e

quart, lit 4

. .

APPENDIX III

1. What is your type of business? '.(Please check
one. If you engage in more then one type of
business, answer for the one4Which currently
provides the gieatest gross income.)

1. / / Manufacturing (including
dairy proespor, printer;
pvblisher) etc.)

--614ersien clots not apply ter
items AlrnAdy4iroduced or in'

lg.-production,
/7

During the conversio4-pur-
.

chased parts wi be available
in metric s

ere-is-space 'at t e end of the questionnaire

. for a 'comments.you may wish to make concerning
eae assumptions., the questionnaire, or any other

religed topics.

The questionnaire is numbered only.to permit

. us,to delete your company's name from our list
when we4Aceive your completed questionnaire and
.thus avoiE lending you an unnecessary follOw up

request. .

''

Throughout this questionnaire, there are
numbers printed withinparentheses to.e.4S: our
,keypunchers in coding re for Computer

Analysis. Please disregard these numbere,

RESPONDENT INFORMATION:

NAME:

TITLE:

TELEPHONEtlim75I7

2. / Altai' (Please specify kind)

(6-7)

3./---7 Wholesale (Please specify Ikind)'

c-

4, / / Service (auto repair, beauty
salon, motel, hotel, etc.)

5, / / Professional service (doctor,
lawyer, etc.)

.

'6. Z:::7 Mining

7, /---7 Agriculture (farming, logging, etc.)

R. i---7 .Transportation, communication,
electric, gas or sanitary services

9./77 Construction

10. Z:::7 Financial (insurance, real estate,
-- bank, savings and loan, etc.) 4,.

U. Z:::7 Other (Please
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(^2. Approximately what was your business gross income
(sales) for calendar year 1976? (Please check
one.)

(8)
1. 2_77_ Less than $50,000

2. $5040. to $99,000

1:::7 $100,000 to $249;000

4. =7 1250,000 to $499,00d

5. /---7 $500000 to $1,000,000

6. fm-7 Morethan $loop,000

3. Approximately how many full lime employees are
currently on your payroll? (Please check one.)

(9)1. f...77 Less than ,5

2. &7 5 to 24

3. /-7 25 to 49

J. 4. =7 50 to.99

5. 100 to 250

6. im-7 More than 250

4. How much thought have you given to the impact on
your business of converting from the customary
system of measurements to the metric system?
(Please check one,)

(10)
Much thought .

2. /---7 Moderate thodght

3. 1---7

4. /77

Little or no thought

Not concerned for a very griod reason
(e.g., metric is not here yet,
more concerned with getting
the work done., no direct impact
on my business, don't believe the
U.S. will convert, etc.)

5. What is, your understanding'of the national policy
concerning converting to the metric system?
(Please check. ones.).

1. /=...77 No state national Policy

2. 217... Mandatory conversion within 10'years

3: Federal coordinating and planntng of
voluntary conversion

4. =7 A mandatory, gredUal conversion (i.e.,
more than 10 years)

.5. imm-7 No conversion

6. Don't know

7. imm-7 Other (Please specify)

(11)

6. Which of tht following laws or regulations, if
any, ,currently make it difficult for your

--
business to convert to the.metric system?
(Please check all that apply.)

.

:1. t---77 Federal antitrust laws (12)

Other'Fideral laws (13)

cm-77 Stake and local laws (14)

4. = Building torres (115)

5. /7 'Federal or'State procurement (16)
regulations

6. /777 Other (Please specify) (17)

7. /---7 None

8. /7 No'basis to judge

7. Do you agree or disagree that the Federal.

Government should encourage conversion to the
metric system'by purchasing items designed or
described in metric terms? (Please check one.)

(18)

(19

1. v---7 Strongly agree

2. / / Agree somewhat

3. /7 Undecided

4. / ---7 Disagree somewhat

5. /7 Strongly disagree,

8. If metric conversion occurs, which of the
following roles, iL any, should the Federal

'Government assume? (Please'check all that
apply.)

(20)

1. /---7 Plan the overall conversion. .(21)

2. /---7 Coordinate activities (22)

3. /---7 Establish target dates (23)

4. /7 Counsel and advise interested '(24)
parties

5. Legislate the conversion (25)
process

6. /----7 Mal mandatory (26)

7. / / 2'EnfOrc'e the conversion
process

(27).

8. Other (Please specify) (28)

9. ./= None of the above (29)

10. / / No basis to judge (30-31)

5-34
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9: Does your business support or oppose the.United
States convorting.to the metric system?
(Please

1. /---7 Stro gly support

2. / / Somewhat support

3. /Undecided

4. /---7 Somewhat oppose

5. 1-'7-Strongly oppose

6. /---7 No basis to judge

(32)

-10. Do you believe that conversion to the metric
system is inevitable for your industry?',
(Please check one.)

(33)
1. Definitely "yes

2. /---77 Probably yes

3. Undecided

4. /-7

5.. /77
Probably no

Definitely no

APPENDIX II

'12. Listed beloW are several ADVANTAGES ficnvently
attributed tc con'eision to the mctric ,vstem.
Please indicate whether you agree or .4.sagl,.1
that each would be a significant advantaae for
YOUR BUSINESS. (Please check one box for each
row'.)

As tee

-The metric system
is easier to use
and would result'
in fewer errors. / /

Conxersion will
increase or pro-
tect the amount
of exports and/or
work overseas.

Conversion will
provide an oppor-
tunity to stan-
dardize products.

Use of the metric
system will in-
crease production
efficiencies.

Conversion will
stimulate
business.

Use of the metric
system will fa-

\\ cilitate tech
nological
advances.

11. What 1.3 the current status of each of the
following metric conversion activities in your
business? (Please check one.)

Estimate
cost to
convert

Convert
or develop
products
in metric
sizes

Convert
or obtain
equipment
in metric-,
Site*

In
Plans Plans Pro-
Far For cess

Does--

Com- Not.

212.1111

1 2 3 4 (34)

-0

1-7 1---7 1.77 ---7
1 2 3- 5

Dis-

ARISe.

No
Does Basis
Not to

Apply_ .'edge

2 3

Jri f...77 7 LI (=5)

1-2 (39)

7 ( 4P)

1---7 1---7 7 ( :'. )

/7:7.7 ( )

13. Listed below are several DISADVAN'fAgES
quently attributed to conversion ";

:\ system. Please indicate whe .1.er you agree or
\disagree that each would Le a signifi;A:..

. disadvantage for YOUR BUSINESS. (Nal.==
One box for each row.)

Conversion will
be costly.

Training employees
will be time
consuming.'

Conversion will
result in dual
inventories.

Customers will
be confused by
the metric
system.

Conversion will
increase the piice
of your business

(35)
products and/or
services.

Conversion will
result in safety
hazards and errors. i---7

Sales will be lost
to foreign imports,

Codes and standards
will have to be
changed. r--77

1-777 2 1-3-7 4 '5 (36)

5-35

1()

No

.Doms n&s's
Die- Not to

agree. LT.PlY 19.5111
2 3

L.777 17..7 ")

1-7.7

r--7 r-7 /1-7

1.7-7. (77
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4. For YOUR BUSINESS, would the advantages of
conversion to the metric system outweigh the

'2- disadvantages or'vlce versa? (Please check
one.)

1. L:::7

2. /---7 Advantages slightly 'outweigh

3. /-7

Advantages'signIficantly '

outwelgh.disadvantages

disadvantages

Advantages would be about the
same as dL3adVAIltAge!

(51)

4. /-7 Disadvantages slightly outweigh
advantages

5. /-7 Disadvantages significantly outweigh,
advantages

6. /---7 No basis to judge

5. For the UNITED STATES OVEfALL, would the
advantages of conversion to the metric sytem
outweigh the disadvantages or vice yap's?
(Please cheCk one.)

152)
Advantages; significantly
outweigh disadvantages

Advantages slightly outweigh
disadvantages

3. 2:::7 Advantages would be about the
same 43 disadvantages

4. /7 Disadvantages slightly outweigh
advantages

5. .="7. Disadvantages significantly
outweighs:advantagea

6. /"777 No basis to judge'.

16. With respect to small and large firms, who would
gain or lose from metric conversion? (Please
check one.)

1. /7 Small firths would gain
and large firma would lose

2. =7 Both small and large firms
would gain

3. 2:::7 .Both small and large. firms would
lose

.11: L= Small firms would lobe and lerie
firma would gain

5. L= No basis to judge

17.

APPENDIX ,II

If the United States converts to the metric
system, who should establish the date(s) by
which your ihustry would convert? (Please
check one.)

(54)
1. /7 Congress

2. /---7 U.S.;Netric Board (In
consultation with the

1N,
3. / -7. Industry.essociationi

4. /7 Individual firms

5. /---7 Other (Please specify)

industry)

6. /7 No basis to judge

18. In the long run, how would metric conversion
influence the prices of your busines-products
or services? (Please check!,one.)..

1. /7 Major decrease

2. /---7 Some decrease

3. / Little or no change

4. /7-'7 Sekte increase

5. /7 Major increase '

6. /---7 No basis to judge

. (55)

19. If ,the United States converts to the metric
system approximately what would be the
shortest timeframe in which YOUR BUSINESS
could convert? (PleaSeCheck

(53) 1. /7 (56)
Less than 5 years

2. /-77, 5 - 10 years

3. /-7

.'

11.- 15 years .

4. /-7 16,- 20 years

5. /-7 21 - 25 years

6. 26 - 50 years/ /

7. More than 50 years/

8. /7 Never



APPENDIX II APPENDIX II

20. If conversion is'not made mandatory, what
would be ,the optimum'amount of time your
company would need to convert? (pease
check one.)

(57)
1. y---7 Less than 5 years

2. L77 5 - 10. years

3: I---7 117. 15 years

4. =7 16 .20.years

5* - .25 years

6. =7 26 - 50 years

7. Z:::7 More thag 50 years

'8. /:::7 Nevei.

0

21. Would you need assistance to finance the
conversion to the metric system? (Please.
check one.)

r:1 (58)
.1. L Definitely yes

'2. /:::7 Probably yes

3. L:77 Don't know.
.1i

4. L:7,77 Probably no

5. =7 Definitely po

If you checked
one of these,
please skip to
question 23.

22. Whit type of financial assistance would you
favor? (Please check one--the priLry lne.)

(59)
1. /.--7 Bank loan

2. =7 Federal loan

3. L-7 Other (Please' specify)
0

23. If you have additional comments on any of the
items within the. questionnaire or related
topics not covered, please feel free to ... .

express your views in the space below or attach
additional data. Thank you very much for
your cooperation in completing this question-

.

mate.

.
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APPENDIX III APPENDIX III

THE FORTUNE 5004INDUSTRIE

Mining, Ciiide Oil Production
Food
Tobacco
Textiles, Vinyl Flooring
Apparel 1

Furniture
Paper, Fiber and Wood Products
Publishing, Printing
Chemicals
Petroleum Refining
'Rubber, Plastic Products
Leather
Glass, Concrete, Abrasives, Gypsum
Metal Manufacturing.
.Metal products
Electronics,.-Appliances
Shipbuilding, Raltoad, Trans. Equip.
Measuring, Scientific, PhotographiC Equip.
Motor Vehicles
Aerospace
Pharmaceuticals

-... Soaps, Cosmetics
Office Equip. (includes computers)
°Industrial & Farm Equip.
Jewelry, Silverwargr
Musical Instumemt-§, Toys, Sporting Godds
Broadcasting &. Motion Picture Prod. & Dist.
Beverages

5-38
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APPENDIX IV APPENDIX

SMALL BUSINESS PROFILE OF RESPONDENTS
...

Type of businets: -400 sample 1,000 samPle:

Manufacturing-. .., 287. .

,,,-
, 175,

Retail 8, 119
Wholesale. 1, '1_07
Service .2 24
Professional -
Mining 2 2
Agriculture 2 0 24
.Transportation - 23
Construction 4

-'9 ' 67
Finance 100
Other 11, 45

Total (note a)

Gross sales:
,

Less than.$100,000'
$100,000 to $499,999
$500,000 to $999,-999
$1,000,000 to$44999,999
$5,000,000 to $10,000,000
More than $10,000,000

Total (note a)

Number of employees:

Less than 5
5 to 24
25 to-49
50 to 99
100 to 250
OVer 250

,Total (note a)

333 - 688

20 ,.35
66. .91
41 . 74

132. 291
35 :120
35 . 62

329 673

30 45
94 253
73 168
60 142
50 65
25 17

332 690

a/Some respondents did not provide this information: hence,
totals do not. necessarily agree.

5-39
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APPENDIX V APPENDIX V

SURVEY OF, BUSINESS RESPONSE. RATES.

,Fortune Small business
500 ''400 sample 1,000 sample

Questionnaire's sent 500 .400 1,0d2

Undeliverable/out of
bUsiness - . 4 41

Potential reponses 500 396 961

,Usable r rises 413 .334 693

4 ,

Response rates:

Usable responses 413= 82.6 334= 84.3 693=72.1
*Potential responses n'T per-

cent
36 per- T67 per-

cent ,cent

4

ro
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APPENDIX VI

NOTES TO APPENDIXES VII,VIII, AND IX

APPENDIX VI

CROERIA FOR TABLES

pendixes VII, and VIII

The possible responses to the questions on advantages,and
disadvantages were agree, disagree, does not apply", and no ,

basis to judge. The positions shown on the tables were deter
mined by using the following criteria:

Agree--gieater than 50 percent of the respondents agreed.

Disagree--greater than 50 percent of the respondens dis-
. agreed.

Split--neither the agree br disagree responses total more
than 50 percent but their combined total was

,

greater than 50 percent.

A blank space means that'the combined total of agree and
d)Lsagiee responses was less than or equal.to 50 percent.

Appendix IX
,

For the possible. responses to the questions contained on
this table,,see the discussion of each question in thik,chap-
ter. Where the answers to the questions contained qualified
responbes; i.e., somewhat suppport,\Istrongly support, etc.,
the qualification has been dropped and the responses combined.
For example, somewhat support plus strongly support equals
support. The last three questions on the table all had possi-Y
ble answers of no plans for, plans for, in process, completed,
does not apply, and no basis to judge; the plans for, in
process, and completed were combined and represent the "yes"
response on'the table.

A
Theibositions shown on the table were determined by using

the following criteria.'

--Stated position=:IThe cited position_had more than 50
percent of the ,total response. Note:
the word position asused here means
any response other than does not apply
or no basis to judge.

--Split7-No.one position 'had greater than a 50 percent
response; but of those- taking a position, their

e.

4

5-41
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APPENDIX VI APPENDIX -VI

combined total was greater than .50 percent 61'
the total r'esponses.

A blank space means that the combined total of those
taking a position was less than or equal to 50 percent.,

5-42
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FORTUNE 500 - -ADVANTAGES --EACil INDUSTRY'S POSITION
4

Opportunity Common Easier Improve Export Increase Facilitate. .:,, i pl,
to standard- measurement to product and work pioduclion ,technolo*al Stimulate, HIndustry ize

...___products Language
. use standards overseas efficiency ^ advances industry

Mining, crude-oil production
Split Split

.', Siit'Food
Split Agree ,-./Split Disagree Split Disagree Disagree

. ,

DisaareeTobacco

Disagree , DisaareeTextiles, vinyl flooring Agree

Agree, Split

','Disagree
Agree' Split . Disagree I Disagree DisagreeApparil

'. Agree
Agree : , Disagree Disagree Split.'

. Split.Furniture (note a)
.

, , ,1,--
and wood

Agree Split Split Disagree' Disagree Disagree

Paper, fiber, products Agree
.

Publishin , rinting Splits
'"

SplitC emits s
Agree Agree 1 Agree Sp l i t Sp it Split Disagree Disagree

Agree

Split Disagree
,

Aaree
Disagree Disagree ' Disagree,

Petroleum refining
Agree . Agree

Rubber,,ilastic'producis
Agree Disagree Split Split

. ,
Disagree Disagree

,

Leather (note a)

t-,. . Glass, concrete, abrasives,
kr!

Agree

Metal manufacturing
.'

Split

Disagree

Di aa7e:

Disagree

Dpaaree.
Agree

Split Agree

Agree Agree

Disagree '. Split
gypsum

Metal products Split Agree Agree Disagree Split Disagree Disagree
:4 Dr

Disagree

`" Electronics, appliances Agree Agree Agree Agree Split Disagree Dia
Shipbuilding, railroad .and

transportation eqpipment (note a)

Measuring, scientif#, Aohoto-.

jrap(ic equipment
, ", Agree Agree

IA.garreeee:.

Agree AgreeAgree Disagree Split

....1=1

Split ,. Split

Agee Agree Slit Split

!Tee 41" Disagree Slit Disagree '.. Disagree
Agree

Split ',Agree
Agree

Disagree Disagree , Disagree " RisagreeS
Split' Split

Motor vehicles
' ',"''.

Aerospace
.t,

Pfirmaceuticals
1 -..

ows, Cosmetics '."

Disagree
Split ', Agree Split Split

Office equipment'(includee

computers)

Industrial and full), equiiient

Jewelry, silverware
, k

Musical instruments,. ',toys,

sporting goods_Inote. a)

'Broadcasting, motion

Agree Agree Agree Agree Agree Spli Split,
Agree Agree Agree Split Split Split

No respondents in this industry

Disagre, Disagree

.1

picture

c
production and distribution

Split l'

Beverages ' Agree Split Agree'. Split Split' Split Disagree Disagree. >
hj

a/Because of the small number of companies in this industry, a breakdown,

not shown to protept confidentiality.
of information 01J

H
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FORTUNE 500 -- DISADVANTAGES- -EACH INDUSTRH POSITION

Product Shaaleatryd'', 4
.. Prodnci..

,

, ':

'ntandOds Cbstomers Increase

.k.w Industry
inventories clstly Training chancre'd

confused ! prices:
.-f use
retesting .and_erroril

:Mining, crude -oil production

I
1

''Split '
Agree . Agree ' .

split. Split
Split 1..

.

Food i, 4_ Ave !! Agree Agree ,, -Agree. , Agree . ', Split !. Split .'' Disagree; 'Disagree

. Tobacco
1 * Disagree "JAgree Agree .

1_ Disagree ',..' .
. Split, Disagree Disag/ee IDisalir4

iiRrreTilnyl flooring,.
Agree_ ,, Agree, Agree N:Agree Agree, .. 1. Split ' Disagree , Disagree

Apparel .'
,

Agree f Agree Agree. stitagree_ Agree ''' Disagree Disagree Disagree ' Disagree

':--;Iiirnitace (note al

. t. ,..
, ... ,. !. .; ,

f

Japer., fiberrwood produgts . Agree Agree Agree''!' Agree 'Agree% ''Split. 'Disagree Disagree isagree

igrte . Split ' , Agree .Agree .0 Split ... Split, Disit;re.e. '',

Disagree
nplissaaggreee:

.
Publishing, printing

Agr e' ...
Agree

° CImicals
,

_Agree ,A reel Agree, Agree diree .
Split ' Disagree Split

Petroleum r fining

Rubber, ;p1 tic products
Agree ..' : A ree Agree' Agree . Disagree Disagree. ' Split Disagree, Disagree

,

Leather note .a) .

0 Olass7*.concrete, abrasives,
1

i
4

1

s (I IIL_..,jjAree Agree
1
, eFtryithwi6ttiii 14 , 7 ,,:- Agrto '. A ree '

',4 Metal. roducts

,

Po ,

H
I

H.

Sales `.<4

lost tai H

molts H

ectron ca a

Agree Agree Agree" v, Split

Agree ' " Agree Slit, -
lisa.ree

lances

ree Are

Disagree

Pisa pee' 1

it " Disa tee Disa

A re Suit Disagree Split Disagree Disa

Sb pbuilding,' railroad add

transportation equipment hotel).

Measuring, scientifit, photo- ,A

graphic equipment
r Agree -.Dis

Motor vehicles '
Agree, . Dis

Aeroipac0
Agree

.Pharmacebticals
split

Soaps, 'cosmetics '
/Agree'

Office equipment (includes

tompoters) °
;Agree

Industrial and farm ,equipment I,Agree.

!Jiver .silverware
\

Mum Cal".nstruments, toys, a

sporting goods (note A)

Broadcasting, motion picture.,

production add distribution ,Agree

Beverages
dogree

.4.
4

a/Because of the small numbei
Of4ompanies ill this industry, a breakout. of inforgabion.

Inot shown to prdtect confidentiality, r

,

ree Disagree Split , Disagree 'Disagree ' Disagree. Disagree Disagree

gree Disagree , Agr,ee Disagree. Disagree' Disagree Disagree, Disagree

Agree Agree , ' Agree Split . Agree ) Split Disagree ,Disagree

Agree 'Agree . Agree ,

Agree ". Disagree Disagree Disagree Disagree

'7Agree Agree, ,Disagree Agree Disaaree. ; Disagree Disagree Disagree

disagree: Disagree Agree Disagree cDisagree." a 'Disagree Disagree Disagree

Agree ' Agree Agree ." ,Splt . Disagree Split Disagree Disagree

No res ondents in thislindustry%

Yl



Indus tri

Mining, crude-oil production e04

Ned

To acco

Test es, v nt oar ng

urn

/Per,

ure note a

bet, wood products

In12.

Cliesicalt

Petro sou to n

Rtibber,iistic products

Wader (note a)

Glass;, concrete, abrasives,

onus'

Metal manufacturing'

Metal products

electronics, appliances.

Shipbuilding, railroad and

triniesttation equipment (note a)
LO

NetliusinvecientificAphoto-

graphiC,eguipment Support

Motor vehicles Support

Aactt support
arspcu u pot

etpitsacs
Office. equipment 'includes

prenatal

a farm e ui tent 'Su ort Yes

Nola, silverware

Musical instrupente, toys,

sporting gods 4note_al

Broadcasting, notion picture

oduCtion and distribution Su rt Yet

Position

7iiigri7171
advantages/disadvantages

iiii;ess

FORTUNE Sid -- OVERVIEW BY INDUSTRY

Advanteiges(Disadlletages

.

Changes inSupport/.

Rae. Inevitable

Advantage

-lcagantage

Exports Imports

Support Yes split No No ,

Support Yed tqsadv -No No

uppor es an age 0 '0

p es p it No

Support Yes Split liovanIige No No

Support Yee Split -Advantage No 10
Slit Slit No No

Support Yes Spl t vantage No No

uppor sa v. van age 0 0

. Suppor es twat( ge ; van ge- Sp it

Support

Support

Support

Support

Prices

I

No

No,

Status

metric Metric Cost

leaders coordinator Training analysis

None

ThreeThree

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No No

No No

Spit Split

S S lit

Sp t Yes

one es

Spit

fro
Two Yes

One Yes

No

No

No

Two

None

Four

Yea

No

Yes

0 one Yes

ne Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes , Disadv.' Advantage No

Yes Split; Advantage" No

Yes Advantage No

Yes Splitl Advantage
. No

Yes Advantage Advantage

Yes Advantage , Advantage

Yesp Split Advantage

No

No

No

No

NO

No

No

No

None

Onm

Two

None

Split

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes P. Split

Split ) No

No 'Split

YRS Yes

Yes sprit Ad4antag

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Split

No

Two t- Yes Yes Yes

SIT-------TE---Yes

None Yes Yes Yes

Two No Slit Slit
None Yes No Split

Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes a

uppor es t van

Support' Yes

age No No No

'Advantage Advantage Split Jo No Two
Slit . Advanta e No No No Seven

reopen en In s In wiry

No No Slit None No

yBecapse, 0 the small number of companies
in this industry, a breakout of, information is

not shOWn to protect confidentiality.

4
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CHAPTER 6

SIGNIFICANT EFFORT REQUIRED IF ENGINEERING

STANDARDS ARE CONVERTED

What engineering standards are and what
they do

bevelopment.process for engineering standards-
'How yoluntaty engineering standards become

,national or international standards
Time required to develop standards(..

_Views vary on need.to.convett standards
Metric terms used internationally

Page

6-

.6-

6-,

6-

6-
6-7.-

1

5

6

7

7

8

.International standards can be source of
metric standards .

Standards. conversion in othet countries

Number of engineering standards and the.,

6- 9

metric .impact 6-10
Few U.S. metric standards exist 6-12'
Advantages and disadvantages 6-13

Cost to metricate standards 6-14

Views df.standards writers. 6-14
ANSI ' , 6-15
American Society for Testing and Materials 6-1

I
American Society of Mechanical En4ineeta: 6-15
American Society of Heating, Refr1igeratI'ng,

and :Air-Conditioning Engineers 6-16,
InstitUte.ofElectrical and Electronic. ,

Engineers ..

. .

6-17
..

Underriters Laboratories, Incorporated 6 -18

Society of Automotive Engineers, 6-18
Federal. Government' standards 6-18

Conclusion 1 6-19
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CHAPTER 6

SIGNIFICANT EFFORT REQUIRED:IF ENGINEERING

STANDARDS ARE CONVERTED

Engineering standards serve as the keystone to industrial
and:prodtivt development.. Broadly speaking; engineering stan-
dards are agreopents that specify characteristics of things

.

or the way we dO tngs. Engineering standardS bring order to
the marketplace; without them there would be inconvenience"
And higher costs, and mass production'would not be feasible.

.Standards use in,The United.States is essentially a vol-
:untary matter. Companies or industries which-decide to metri7,.
"cate will have to review their engineering standards to deter-

,

mine whether to metr.icate existing Standards;develop new
:metric standards; or. adopt. metric standards of other indus-'
trie? organizations, or countries

P

. Measurement. is'an integral part of'about one-fourth of.
allengineering Standards.. The overall cost to convert or
develop.Metric standards hae-not been eStiMated,:but:is be-
lieved to be significant by those involyed in standards devel,
yepment Universal adoption of existing foreign metric. Stan-.
dards is not necessarillea viable alternative. However, they
can be adopted in some instances (see ch. 7).. The time re-
quired to convert or develop new standards varies by the in
teiest of the partiesand the complexity of the standard.
Some standards'would-not be converted because the change in
sizes is not practical-

The ascribed benefits anticipated by metricating engi
neering.standards are increased standardization, revision or
elimination of out-ofdate.or seldom-.used standards, and the-
use of improved technology. 'However,'these are only addition-
al opportunities because they could be achieved without metri-
cation, .and their achieVement is not assured.

We discussed metrication of standards with U.S. stan-
dards writing organizations and various industry representa-,
tiVes. We also reviewed National Bureau of Standards'publi
cations covering metrication and standards.

- -

'WHAT ENGINEERING STANDARDS
ARE AND:-WHAT THEY DO.

Engineering standards var m a simple_one-page chart
to a thidk. volume. 'withmeny complex lormulas. Standards are
used to describe a large variety of items, such as the diam-.
eter df 'wire, size of.bolts, wattage of light bulbs, size of

r..



highway signs, .technical basis for building codes, tire_ sizes
and' purity of aspirin. Below is an example of a standard
for the interstate highway shield, and on the following page
is a standard for a hex-headed bolt. The bolt standard is
more complex than the ,highway 'sign standard.

Design Standard for Interstate
Highway Shields

24

24

.A D

24 x 24 15 .16 5 4.

30 x 24 .17 24. 5 %

36 x 36 22% 22% ..735 VL.

45 x 36 26% 36 73

48 x 48 30 30. 10

60 x 48 34 48 10- 1

6-2
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0.604

0.302
0.378
0.455
0.531

0.03
0.06
0.06
0.06

0.01
.0.02
0.02
0.02

.1.250 .'' A 9;1,500 r

1.300 .45730
- 1.7 :2,000

2. '92.250
'T' 1.0000

1-1/5. 11230
1.1/4 1.2500
1.3/5 1.3730

1.022
1.149
1.777
3.404

1.172
1-11716
1,7/5
24/16

1500
1.688
1.875
2.062

1.450
1.631

'1512
1.994

1.732
1.949
2.165
2.382

1.653
1,539
2.066
2.273

43/64
3/4
27/32
29/32

0700
0.7,50
01176
0.940

0.391
0.655
0749
0.510

0.09
009
0:09
0.09

003
0.03
0.03
0.03

;-......, 500

I 2. 000.-
2

1.1/2 1.5000
1.3/4 1.7500
2 2.0000
21/4 2.2300

1.531
1.755
2.029
2.305

2.1/4
2.5/8
3
3.3/5

1250
2.623
3.000
3.375

2.175
2.538
2900
3.262

1595
3.031
3.464
3.597

2.450
2.593
3.306
3.719

f
1.5/32
1.11(32
1.1/2

1.036
.1.196
1.354
1.548

0.902
1.054
1.175
1.31/

0.09
012
0.12
0.19

0:03
0.04
0.04,
006

'... 3. ?T. -!.
',IA; 3.7 'I

'''. ,4.250
'14.750'

2.1/2 2.5000
2.3/4 2.7500

.3 3.0000
3.1/4 3.2300

2.559
2.827
3.051
3.333

3.3/4
4.1/3 .

4-1/2
4-7/5

3.750
4,125
4500
4.575

3625
3988
4.330
4.712

4.330
4.763
3.196
3.629

4.133
4546
4.959
3.372

1.21/32
1-13/16
2
22/16

1.708
1.669
2060
3.231

1.479
1.632
1.513
1.936

0.19
0.19
0.19
0.19

0.06
0.06
0.06
0.06

I. 5
/ 3.:7) '

.., 6.230
'; 030

. ;
. '-.6:111561-

'.:6450,
. 4404 i.

3.1/2 3.5000
3.3/4 3,7500
4 40000

3.589
3.555
4111

5.1/4
5-5/5
6.

3.230
3.625
6.000

5.075
5,437
3.500

6.062
6.493
6.928

5.756
6.195
6.612

2,5716
2.1/2
2.11/16

2.380
3.572
2764

2.037
2.241
2424

0.19
0.19
0.19

0.06
0.06..
0.06

lf.r"250
L ,750

.: 35250

7.60C
. 11.100::.

84.044.
See Z.17 7 4
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Lee 1.2=visatat. Illeie thee Indicates
andwith

madam welled era.
adder Ceneellen standards.

2. Surface Condition. Bolts need not be finished on any surface
eosin Meade.

3. Top of Had. Top of head shall be full form rd chamfered or
rounded with the diameter of dumf er circle*, start of rounding
Damp Spool to the Waltman width across hats, within toler,
weed mires 15 per cent.

4, Head Taw. Maximum width acrose flats shell rot la 'made!.
trasame section through the heed amain 25 and 75 ow

cent of actual heed height sa mastoid from the baring su
face shall be less Met the minimum width across flats.

5. Barra Surface. A die seam =Os. the bewiro surface is
Deniable. Baring surface shell be Perandicalw to the see
of the body within a tolerance of 3 deg for 1 in. Mat and
sailer, and 2 deg for sees large than 1 M. AnelladtV me.
roamer( shall betaken st a location to amid Intenerence horn
a die seam.

5. Concenoicity of Heed. The ails of the heel shell be conc.t
Inc with the ails of the bcdy (determined by one diameter
length of body wile heed) within tolerance ewe to 3 per
Cent 05 ow cent NM of mama width across flats.

7.'Sody Manner, There may be a reasonable swell or fin Under
the had of die seem on the Do* not to exceed the basic
Dolt dame by the folloanlb

0.030 In for dies uo to 1/2 in.
0.050 blew ekes 5/8 and 3/4 in.
9,060 in. toe YEN over 3/4 In. to 1-1/4- in.

so In. for sizes over 1.1/4 in. to 2 in.-
0.120 in. for ass over 2 in. to 3 in.
0.190 in. for sizes over 3 In,

5. POIM.;13olls need not be painted.
9. Macanese. Shanks of bolts' 'OM be straight within the Id.

lowing 11011,0 for bolta.veith nominal lengths to and including
12 In./the masiram antler shall be 0.005 Iry or inch of
boll length and la Dolts with nominal length. over 12 In.
to and Indiana 24 In. the malram amber shall be 0.005
In. or Inch of length. A suggested gas and gaging procedure
for ducking Dolt staglitness Is given on Page A -23.

10, Lzirl2t. T:ilerentez.k!olt 1=,:jolerenc:t: are igivenly.on Peg*

11. Dead Length. The length of thread on bone shin be controll-
ed by Me. grip wing length 41 was Of Bet foal In the fol.
Mane
Gee Gaping Lino* LG nen, le the distance, measured

to diethe axle of bait. from the underside of the heed to the
lace of nonmounterbored or nerecountersunti standard GO
thread fin] awe assemble! by and as far as the Mood 0011
Deal The thinintinel pep gaging' length; el calculated and
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winded to two dad 0 place., ex we Doll -144891 shall bea thwl to e nominal Wage arils the bileatlead I
900 length of the PRI and shall be used as tilialterl5
inspection and for determine; 'thread wailabighr arm.

. mar L nom -x-L91. II noresente the nahrent d

Ira
three 00744.

Dolt lengths eve" though.usieble Meets Tee ,,,betetel
.

All Dolts of nominal lengths soul to Or shorteribter the bask
thread length, Ly plus a loop of 2-1/2 threads. foCaigss
to and including frit, and 1.1 Pus 3.1/2, thread", for au
larger than inAshel be threaded for full lngth. Theridetance
born the beanro stutace0.1he had for Melba garners
)full lorml thread. lal Maenad 'witb GO threat dna gala
assembled by had /plat ai Medusa will perniV.shall not
acted the Wroth-of 2.112' encode 1or Ilan up to
ing I in., and 3.112.9hreedi for ate larger Ma 1,41.11I.
Bmic Thread '140559.1.9 A. a reference dimenskeZ,:beerded
10' aculation purposes only, which reoreants the'distanCe
from the extreme eip d the Doll to the last oentieze !full

12, Incomplete Thrac001amest. The mew darner" 031m:wales
'thread dal nol exceed the octal mbar diarnearc4;the. full

13. Threads. Theeta When rolled. sha be UOlied coma,: fine
or 8 dyad HOW 1UNRC. UNRF or 8 UNR Series4'.Clete2A.'
Goad. orodueed Oche method. may be Unified Cowie,
fine or 13 dreidatienelIUNC, UNF Or 8 UN Class 2A.

. .
14. Reduce! b omely:Body. Bolts ma be obtained in!' reduced

dierater body"; mere "refaced dimmer bode I. 501011itd
the body dime's, may he reamed to approximately the pitch
Penner ,Of Weaved. A shoulder of full body diamete'brde
the heap* besualled at °pion of the malachite. -

15. IdentincleoeSerhelle. Identification mating Sernb011 nee
too, of ads for Dolt ass 5/ 5 and smaller shall omiect not
test than 0.005 tn. above the suffice nor more than 0.015
I an 15/331n..shell mese rot less than the welveret

the specified marnum head height and for bolt age

In r ear:40.0075 times the basic Dolt diameter awe the
surface we more Dun 0.030 In. over the specified marniel
had :height ASTM 'and SAE suede nein*. for sue baits .'mean On Page N-20.

.

16. Material. Unties otherwise seedfled, chemical and mechanize
Peewees 03 steel Dohs shall *redone to ASTM 4307, Grade
A. ISee 'Page N-201. Other material. shall be as Weed ..
Loon by manyfecturer and purchaser.

17. Naidinal Size: Where mecifyiro nominal size In *times, zera.
of eceeng the *mime and In the fouith decimal Pecs shall be...
omitted.

15. See Introdbctory Now and General Data on PAK r4-3.
19. Weigtas. *eights given on Pape N-90,

,. .

'

lows thread, : :
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The use of engineering standards.which leads to stan-
dardization greatly simplifies commerce in a highly indus-
trialized society. -:The absence of standards would greatly
complicate the tasks of the buyers and producers in satis-
fying their needs. Standards provide

--improved communication between buyer anciseller;

-- greater confidence in the commodity purchaSed;

--better understanding of how to use the commodity;

--greater public safety in'the use of the, commodity;'

--better quality control;
a

- -lower inventories for both producer and user through
eliMination of unnecessary sizes, styles, and grades;

-.-earlier, deliveries because of ability to 'stock common
items;

- -better performance at lower prices through reduced
need for negotiations and more efficient inspection
and testing; and

- -loWer prices through.more rational basis for compet-
itive bidding.

For example, a consumer buying a lamp for home use usually
assumes the plug will fit the electrical outlet, -a lightbulb
will fit the lamp socket, and the lightbulb will not immedi-
ately burn out or explode when the switch is turned'on. The
consumer can take these things.for granted, for the most part,
because the producers of power generators, electrical trans-
formers and wiring, wall sockets, electrical fuses, lamps,

,and"light bulbs all use engineering standards which ensure
the consumer that the'laMp will mork and work, safely.

When manufactuEers produce similar items using different
engineering standards, the result.can mean added costs and in
.convenience for the consumer. For instance, the buyer of a
a new. battery - operated calculator may not be able to recharge
the battery by using the chargin9- unit for another calculator
because the units are not standardized, The.bUyer may 'find
that,the two charging units are'designed to fit the hoMe elet-
trice' outlets. Both convert household current.into.useable
current for the calculators, and both may be identical in many
other ways. However, the size of the plug which fits into the
calculator and the output of the cha4ing units may be differ-
ent. Thus, the two units are not. interchangeable.

.
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Why ii it that the lamp buyer can be secure in the
knowledge that everything will fit and work. properly and the
calculator buyer cannot? The answer lies in the manner in
which engineering standards are developed, promulgated, and
adhered to in the United States.

DEVELOPMENT PROCESS FOR ENGINEERING'STANDARDS

Engineering-standards are developed and published at
essentially three levels: a single organization, company, or
local group; a national organization, professional standards
writing organizatio1n, or trade association; and an interna-,,
tiohal organization or international standards writing orgaip- -

..izatibn.

The folf wing chart depicts the voluntary standards de-

I
velqpment sta rcase. Information on standards flow up and
'down the'stai case, and the acceptance and use of the stan-
dards depends on the individual parties in the process.

Voluntary Standards Development Staircase

International
standards

Individual
standards

National
standards

s.

Metrication of engin eering standards in the United Sta tes
will involve all of the above levels. However, the degree
of coordination between the three, levels varies widely. The
least Coordination exists_at the individual organization
development level. Coordination is greater at the national
level and potentially the greatest at the international level.
When numerous individual enqineering'standards are used
rather than national or international standards, an exces-
sive variety of products may occur and rbplacement parts may
be difficult to obtain.

In the United States engineering'standards development
is primarily voluntary as is adherence to these standards.
Groups join together on a voluntary basis to negotiate an en-
gineering standard; and unless a standard is cited in .a law,
regulation, building"code, or contract, no one is compelled
to use 'or comply with it. 4
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In addition to the many individual companies who develop
their own standards over 580 groups in theUnited States--
prOfessional societies, trade associations, State governments,
and Federal GovernMent agencies--write, disseminate, or parti-
cipate in standardiiation activities. Also, an estimated
12,000 local governmental bodies issue building codes and
regulations.

.-International standards are. developed by multinational
Organizations. Both the public and priVate sectors participate
in international-standards setting-activities. Generally, the
Federal Government represents the United States in interna-
tional standards organizations, such as.the:General ConferenCe
of Weights and Measures, which have been established, by trea-

1: ties. The American National Standards Institute, a private
nonprofit organization, represents the United States in inter-
national,-standards 'rganizations which have.not been estab-
lished through treaties.

How voluntary engineering standards/become
national or international standards

Two means exist fot a voluntary engineering standard
to become a national or-international standard. One is
through.wide.acceptance of the standard by'various companies
and industries. *These are sometimes referred to as de facto.
-national or international standards. The other means is .

through formal recognition by a national or international
standards writing organization.

.

In the United States the Government.does-not publith or
proMulgate national 'standards as:ceOme other countries' do.
ANSI 'is the only U.S.. standardspromulgating organization
whose goals and objectives are to provide formal recognition
of standards as'national standards-. ANSI writes no etand-
arde; however,-it'provides a medium for-Coordinating stand7
ards'development and agreement on national standards. The
standards it approves bear the"name, "American National
Standard."

ANSI's membership,consists of 900 companies and 200
trade, technical, professional, labor, government, and consu-
mer organizations. It has established formal review proce-
dures or use in considering proposed national standards, and
it requires formal voting and resolution of objectives before
.approVinl_a standard. It has approved about 6,500-engineering
standards asAmerican'National Standards.

The.Intetnational Organization for Standardization (ISO)),
and theInternational Electrotechnical Commission are the
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principal international organizations involved in preparing
voluntary engineering standards. Membership in these is lim-
ited to national representatives of member countries.. .ANSI
is the U.S. repreaentative. ISO has 81 member nations, and
the ComMission has 42.

The CoMMission is concerned with electronic and electri
cal standards, and ISO is' concerned with. all other types of
standards, These international crganizationa.have published
about 1,500 and 2,800 standards, respectively.

Time required to develop standards

Standards development iaa labor-intensive and time -
consuming process: It requires the:interested to
meet and reach agreement on the standard. .Stand
told us that ivisuallY',takesbetween 2 to 5 years to develop
and prOcess a new standard. This time is spent to develob.
the technical information and to obtain agreements on the"
standard. Standards development is also a continuous pro-
cess. Organizations generally review their standards every 3
to 5 years to reaffirm or revise them,

Organizations believe that the metrication.of engineer-
ing standards would be done yhen,the-standards are being re-
viewed or updated. They generally believed that, a special
proaram-to metricate standards wauldbe too costly. The time
required to convert a standard depends on the interest of par-
.ticipants and thpcomplexity of the standard, according to an
official_df one largestandards writing organization. How-
,ever, in his opinion,: the time required to convert a standard
should be less than that required for developing a new one.

If an international agreement on a standard is sought,
additional time is required. We were informed that obtaining
international'agreement on a standard requires an additional
2 to 5 years.

VIEWS VARY ON NEED TO CONVERT STANDARDS

Proponents of metrication point.out that as the world
becomes increasingly metric, the need for the United States
to'use the metric:.System increases. U.S. engineering stan-
dard% are based-On the customary system and: generally are not,
compatible: with standards based on the metric system,. The
importance of.the compatibility of engineering standards is
increasing in European markets. This is signaled by actions
Of the European. Economic Community countries. Pkicies of the
ComMunity,suggest the increased adoption. of international
standards ad-natianal:standards.

6=7.
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The use of international standards can bri3aden competi-
tion-by.assuring buyers and Producers consistent products and
materialt_ which-meet their needs regardless of country of
origin, according to standards organizations.. Also, their
use.can reduce trade problems; .Generally, the parties
interested in international standards qre those involved in
international trade.

In our questionnaire to firms listed in the Fortune 500
(see ch. 5), we sought opinions dnthe importance; of measure-
ment units and/Or'eVqineerinq standards in trade. Most of
the respondents stated that measurement units and engineering
standards, customary or metric, were of minor significance in
promoting or deterring eXports.

Metric terms Used internationall?

Use of the International System of-Units is increasing
in international trade and standards. The Department of
Commerce advises U.S. exporter's that most foreign countries.
issue product standards which use hard metric dimensions.
Further, U.S.-products must conform to each country's laws
and,regUlations and be compatible with products used in
those'countries. However, many U.S. engineering standards,,
such., as those used in the aerospace and petroleum industries,
have been accepted internationally because of the U.S.,tech-
nologiCal lead. These engineering standards are soft con-
verted to metric terms by other countries or international
organizationt if necessary.

In 1971 the European Economic Community issued a direc-
tive establishing that all,commercial transactions between the
members be conducted in SI units. This, coupled with gr ater
international. standardization in the ComMunity,-leads to the
possibility that U.S. products will be required to meet etric
engineering standards.

Finally, ISO and the International Electrotechnical Com7
mission have adopted the. SI system as.the official measurement
language'for their standards. European countries are begin-
ning'to use SI units in their national standards. This means
that standards written in U.S. customary units are losing
international acceptability,, acCording, to standard writers.
However, the extent to which other countries use and adhere
to international standards, has not been ascertained, according
to NES:
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NTERNATIdNAL STANDARDS CAN. BE
. SOURCE OF METRIC STAN ARDS. .

Ad,

Most foreign engineering standardS are in: metric 'units,
This means that the United States has the option of adopting'
the foreign metric engineeringstandards, rathet than develop-
ing its own.

International and.foreign standards are criiiicizedfor
nol always being technically adequate for use in 'the United
StateS.. HoWever, an ANSI official said'that there-is a lot
of truth in the point, "If I did not write the sta0dardi I
do not use We did not judge the vdlidity'of the oriti
cisms. Some criticisms of- the ISO's standards aret.:

- -They are the lowest common denominator-of thet'countries
involved; that is, to satisfy all parties, the standard
approved may reflect a lOwer technology level --than pos-
sible.

- -They.are o t of date by the time pdbiished.

- -The- Europe members use block voting to ensure their
views.

. -
- -Too little U.S. participation exists in the develop
ment. of s andards to endorse their use in the United.,
.States.

As will be discusSed in chapter 7, the U.t..fastener
dustry tried td:develop a. new-international standard, for met-
ric fastenersput eventually adopted the international,stan,
dard with some exceptions.

Standards conversion in other countries.

1. The metrication of engineering standards was.one of the
early conversion projects started in the United Kingdom,.
'Australia, and Canada. Essentially, these governments left,-
the actual conversions up to industry and the national stan-
dards writing organizations. The use of national standards
in these countries, as in the. United States, is voldntiry.

However, the degree of government involvement in:stan-
dards development in theSe coUntriesjsgreater than in the
united States. In the United Kingdom and.Australia, the na-
tional standards coordinating body is.a.government agOicy;
it receives funds frot both the government and .th'e piivate
sector. Canada. used its metric ccinversion.commitment,'in:-
part, to introduce government review and involvementofits-,.
voluntary standards development system. -The Standards

4
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CoOncil.of'Canada was established.: at the-onset of its'Metrii-
'cationcommitment as the national.. coordinating agendy for e,
standardization. Its purpose is to encOurage.the writing of
standards through the voluntary consensus process. The Coun-
.Cil certifies standards writing organizations and ensures that
a consensus standard is-prodUced. It manages the. national
standards of Canada. Also, the Cobncil bas the responsibility
for representing Canada, in the international standards orgaW--
izations. ,Thus, these'governments are able to direct the
standards deveIbpment toward metrication,.

However, in the United States,: the Federal Government
neither coordinates national standardization activities,.
reviews the standards development ptocesSes, nor certifieS
Standards writing organizations. Although Federal agencies
develop standards, their use is not - mandatory unless cited
in laws, regulations. and contracts. Legislation introdUced
in the Congress in 1976 and 1977 prOpoSing more Feder
GOvernment involVement and review of standards deVelo ment
was not enacted. 1/

NUMBER OF ENGINEERING STANDARDS
AND THE METRIC IMPACT

In 1471 NBS reported that about 60,000 engineering stan-
dards were being used as national standards. About two- thirds,
of these had been issued by the Federal Government and.One7
third by variousstandards writing groups in the. private
sector.. NBS estimated that only aboutone-fourth of 'the engi7.
neering standards were measurement sensitive; that is,.mea-=
surement- was an integral-part of the engineering standard.

To evaluate. the impact of metrication.of,engineering
standards, NBS categorized. the types of standards-into uses
and purposes as follows:

1., bimensional standaids specify the uniform Size for
.products or items. For example, a specific width
for.the distance between rails for railroads has
been established.

2.. Quality standards assure a desired quality level for
a required service and uniformityin quality from .

one 'item to another. However, quality standards -are
not measurement sensitive because they prescribe a
degree of quality., For example, if an engineer de
termines that-a bolt must have a .strength of 120,000'

1/S. 3555, 94th Cong. 2d Sess. (1976)
S. 825, 95th Cong. 1st. Sess. (1977)
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wpounds per square inch, this.'requirement is the e
A

whethet-the strength is reported as 827,000 kilo-'',,,
pascals (metic) or 120,000 tiounds per square inch:

, .

. Methods 'of; test standards provide a common basis for
evaluating materials and produOts. These establish'
normalized procedures for deterbining critical dimen-
sions or product quality and are essential for asce4c

.
,

taming if a product satisfieS a,specification. ,,
.,,,.

4. Descriptive standards are comprpied of those enqi-
neering practices -which do not iffvolve measurement
units. They include symbp1s, 'sa pling and other
statistical practices, terminolo y and aefinitions,
format for drawings, and Cher d criptive engineering
practices. Examples are e glo aK

if
'y of terms, the

color code of similar .pro .acts,, e liSt of symbols
or abbreviations used in a'stan ;, and the sample
size to estimate quality o

, :.
,

Inoddition, design and performance andards exist
which incorporate the'above categorits7of taildards. Design
standards impose limits on pioduct desion.or materials used.
Performance standards describe how a prod t br material
should behave under certain conditions. ;''

<

Engineering standards can be baed- on Ay system of mea-
surement units, and the values can be converted from one system
to another. The use of a common meOurement 'system could elim-
inate both errors that may be made when e. averting between
systems and the' staff-hours redjuired to m .. the conversions.

When customary values are converted 'i10 metric values in
an engineering standard, the proceis is re erred to as soft
conversion. Essentially, no phys,lcal change takes place in
the products. Some standards, ggch the distance between
rails for a railroad, would onlysib' t converted because
it would be impractical to change t e :istance. However,
some standards oiganizations explained that this type of
conversion is of little value because fit takes time to make
the calculations and no change occurs except in measurement
language.

The alternative proceis is called hard conversion. It
calls for new standards because a physical change. would take
place in the products. Hard metric standards are not com-
patible with customary standards because the valueS commonly- .

used are not equal. Some examples of units commonly used in
standards are stioWn on the following page.
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Unit

length

weight

volume.

Customary Soft-converted Typical rounded
units metric units metric units.

1/4 in 6)4 mm -5 mm
1/2 in 1 :7 mm 10 mm

1 in 25.,4 mm 25 mm
2 in 50.8 mm

100 mm4 in 101.6 mm

4 oz
8 oz

16 oz
1 2 lb

4 lb

4 oz
8 oz.

16 oz
11 qt
2 qt
1 gal
2 gal

113.4.g 100 g
226.8 g 250 g

or lb 453.6 g 500 g
907.2 g 1 kg

1.8 kg 2 kg

118.3 mL 125 mL
236.6 mL. 250 mL
473.2 mL 500 mL

(32 oz) 946.4 mL 1 L
(64 oz) 1.89 L 2 L
(4 qt) 3.79 L 4 L

7.57 L 8 L,

Consequently, if U.S. industry need metric standards
which are-compatible with standards of metric count es, hard
conversion will be necessary. 44F.

Few U.S. met'ic standards exist

-Few U.S. standardi are based on metric-units. ANSI's
bibliography of metric standards lists 16 American.. National
Standards as metric. However, one large standards writing
organization says that its 5,000 standards-show both cus-
tomary and metric units. These are soft-converted standards.

We Kaye no estimate on the total number of engineering
standards which are being converted. Generally, standards
writing organizations said that the decision to convert a
standard is up to as members and the indicated needs of the
marketplace. As will be discussed in other chapters, some
industries.have started projects for converting their stan-
dards. -
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'.Advantages and disadvantages

The 'often-cited benefits or advantages of conVerting, -
engineering standards are expressed as opportunities.. Th04
,:ippottunities are increased standardiz'ation of products or -*
things, reduced number of standards,' and improved technology
in standards". Most of these opportunities.. can be attained
without metrication, we have been told. However,.metric
proponents state that conversion provides the incentive to
attain them.

Standards writers generally believed that there was ex-,
cessive duplication in standards development. However, this
appears to be a problem of the .voluntary.standards develop-
ment process in the United States. Because not. all'stan-
dards are measurement sensitive, we doubt that metrication
will resolve this situation.

In our questionnaire to the companies listed in the For-
tune 500, we asked for opinions on several of the frequently
attributed advantage's of metrication. Most reSpOndents be-.
lieved that conversion provides the opportunity to standardize
products. 'However,', more disagreed than agreed that metrica-
tion provides an opportunity.to Improve the existing .stan-
dards which have been developed for products. On whether
metrication will improve technological advances, most of the
'respondents.indicated that they did not believe it would.
The ollbwing table shows the respondents opinions on the..
claimed advantages.

Advantages

Conversion will pro-.
vide an opportunity
to standardize pro-
ducts

Conversion will pro-
vide an Apportunity
fot impidving pro-
duct standards

sU a of the metric
system will facil-
itate technological
advances.

Does.not No basis
.Agree Disagree, apply to judge

('percent)

61 18 16:

36 43 11' 10

13 57 14 16
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In our.Fortune 500 questionnaire, we also asked about
disadvantages in metrication. One of the frequently attributed
disadvantages cited. about metrication is that product stand-
ards will haVe'to be changed- -60 percent of the respondents
to our questionnaire agreed with this point. However, 27 per-
cent disagreed and 13 percent responded'that they either had
no basis to judge or the question did not apply to them.

COST TO METRICATE STANDARDS

While we could not identify the overall cost of.convert-
ing standards, we did obtain some estimates. According to
a'report on the development of a U.S: metric fastener stand
ardp the U.S.. industry had invested $1 million on the devel-
opment:Of a new metric engineering standard for fastenert.
The Aerospace Sector Committee of the American National Met-
ric.Couricil'has_estimated that the U.S. aerospace industry
could spend about $29.million for the conversion of some
4,000 standards., Also; we noted that the average cost to.
develop, or revise any General Services Administration stand-
ard was about-.$17,200 andvabout $6,800, respectively, in
fiscal year 1976.

The type of.conversion is. an'important factor in'the
cost of conversion. Soft conversion could involve manyustaff-
hours to replace the'custOmary values with equivalent-metric
values and to validate computations, according to standards
writers.. Hard conversioh,would.require the development of a
.new standard, Generally, hard conversion would seem to be
mOre.cottly,than soft conversion..

According to an ANSI official, to achieVe the benefits.
of metrication, U.S. industry may hAve to double or even
triple its commitment of funds. and resources for standards
development over the next 10 years. In' this official's
opinion, 'such a commitment to standards development may en-
sure that conversion is a blessing rather than a nightmare.
for business and the public alike. In 1976 ANSI estimated
that the U.S. industry commitment to standards development
was more than $250 million annuay.

VIEWS OF STANDARDS WRITERS

We contacted a number of 'nationally, recognized stand-
ards organizations. Generally, these,otganizations have
policies to develop whatever standards,are iought by indus-
try. Their policies max be providing some impetus for met-
rication in the United tates. 'vr
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ANSI

,ANSI'sspolicy is that,.kstandards.writing organization,
at a minimum, should include .at least dual dimensions .in its
standards 'and suggests developing metric standards which are
parallel to existing customary standards' This position is
based on the belief that U.S.' standards must be compatible
with international standards. FUrther, ANSI.Jpelieves that the
importance of international trade is on the rise and the
United States may ,suffer if U.S. products and standards are
not compatible with those of the rest of the world.

American Society for Testing
and Materials

- The 'Sobiety for Testing and Materials is the largest
voluntary standardizing organization in the'United States.
Its standards deal with the characteristics and testing of

Fs
a material, product, s tem, or service. For example, it pub-
lishes.standarde on ecifications of materials like steel
and cement..It has ublished about 5,000 standards; many are
recognizedas American National Standards..

The Society for Testing and Materials is a proponent of
intennatitgatanardization. In 1563 it took a leading

-position°13Sr:introducing SI metric units in its standards along
with the customary units. :Also, it has published a metric
practice gUideto,Assist its_technical_committees conversions.
This guide' has been an approved'American National Standard
since 19:3.

A.represeritative from the Society for Testing and Mate-
. rials1r.Vws soft Conversion and dual dimensioning of standards
as an educational exqrrcise, The Society for Testing and Ma-

'. terials.hopesto, use dual dimensioning only as an intermediate
:measure:,, As of September 1977, nearly all of its 5,000 stan-,

21krds include dual.unitt, and one standard has been converted.'
converted Standard is defined as one:which parallels an

existing customary standard.) 'Six, other standards are in the
process' of being converted. The Society for Testing and
Materials did not knot/ how many standards are based on metric
units but was keeping track of converted' standards.

The.Society for Testing and Materials,is following a
policy of converting. standatds:When an.industry or the stan-
dardScommitteeb want tharconverted.

American SOclety of Mechanical Engineers

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers is a pro-
fessional society with about, 70,000 members. It promotes the
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art and science of, mechanical engineering and related sciences.
It is probably best known for its Boiler and'Pressure Vessel
Code which-has been accepted as la'w, in part or in whole, by
4.5 States, anumber of cities, and all provinces in Canada.

According lo its first metric policy, published in 1970,
the Society..of Mechanical Engineers anticipated displaCement
of the U4S. customary measurement system by the SI metric
system in many fields. Its policy encouraged the development
by its members of a Capability to work in both systems. In
October 1975 the policy was revised to state that the Society

Mechanical Engineers supports a coordinated vo*ult 'y na-
tional conversion program and that it will,cooperate wi
others in implementing the' policy. Further, the SOCiety of
Mechanidal Engineers required all work to include metnic,
units, but customary units could also be used.

In April 1977 the.Socidty of Mechanical Engineers amended
its poliCy. to provide that its codes and standards be pub-
lished.in metric'units:at the appropriate time. as determined
by industry, Government, public, and society needs consistent
with national plans for coordinating and managing development
of metric standards. An official explained that the previous
policies had placed emphasis on soft Alversion of standards.
The Society of Mechanical Engineers found littfe value in soft,
conversion except for education and familiarization because
little or no change occurs. Soft conversions result in arith-
metic exercises, according, to an official. Anyone measuring
a product made to a soft-converted standard would consider.
the product Customary rather than metric. The official stated'
that interest in metrication has tapered off considerably.

Before the 1977 policy change, the Society of Mechanical
Engineers had started soft converting information in its.
boiler and pressure vessel code. It had not expected to com-
plete this conversion until 1981. The Society of Mechanical
Engineers was not:Converting any formulas in the code, we were
toldi because it doubts.it could be done economically.

American 'Society of Heating, Refrigerating,
and Air- conditioning Engineers

. .

This society, which has about '25,000.members, has pub-
lished about 70 testing standards; that is, methods to test
products. In-"June 1975 it issued the following schedule
promoting soft conversion of its.standatds:

1. After July 1, 1976, all publications, with the pop-.
Oible exception of the handbook volume's and special
tabulatJpublications, shall be prepared using SI
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metric or dual units.:, The sequence of the units
shall be left to the dibcretionof the author.

2. After July 1, 1977 all publications shall be pre-
pared using metric units only or metric units first
followed by U.S. customary units in parentheses.

3. After July 1, 1919,-411 publications-shall be pre
pared using metric units only.

The Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air- conditioning,
Engineers: considered, soft conversion as a vehicle for metric
educatioh. An official told us in February 1978 that this
schedule has been resCinded. Some strong resistance to the
schedule had been'voiced by the air-conditioning systems and
equipment group, particularly contractors.

Each grouplwithin.the Society of Heating, Refrigerating,
and Air-comlitioning Engineers has responsibility for its

and'publications and will determine when to'con-
vert: Before a standard or publication is printed using only
metric units, it must be approved by the Board of Directors.

Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers

The Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
is a professional .engineer.ing society with about 175,000 mem-.
bers. It writes standards on electronic and electrical equip-
ment; testing and rating methods; and units, symbols, and
definitions.

The Institute's policy. provides f the use of SI metric
units in its publications and standards. But if a variation
is necessary, the policy requires the units to be converted
tO,Metric units. The Institute prefers hard conversion but
recognizes problems with other standards, such as wire sizes,.
national wire'cOae, and heavy electrical,equipment,'which it
does not prepare.

An official pointed out that the electrical field is not
faced with makng as many conversions as other_engineering-.
fields becaus4 the measurement units of volt, ampere,-and
watt are customary as well as metric units. The official said
that the electrical field is moving toward greater acceptance
of metric. units with modest speed.
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Underwriters Laboratories Incorporated

Underwriters Laboratories' purpose is to establish, main-
tain, and operate laboratories for the investigation of ma-
terials, devices, productS, equipment, constructions, methods,
and systems with respect to hazards affecting life and. prop-.
erty. It tests the quality of items against standardSi such\
as its safety standards for electric heating pads, household
dishwashers, and life preservers.

Underwritexs' practice is to include SI units patenthet-
ically in its standards along with the customary units.
Metric units which differ from !I units are still in common
usage in- foreign countries, and thete units are,also. listed
in some cases.

Underwriters' position.is to be a follower. in metrication
rather than a leader. It will provide whatever the market
dictates, which has been its policy in the past, according to
an official. It anticipates no problems with conversion.

Society of Automotive Engineers

The Society of'Automotive Engineert, a professional en-
gineers organization; develops technical standards for indus-
tries using. internal combustion engines, such as the motor
vehicle, farm. tractor, aerospace, and road building indus7
tries.

In 1969. the Society of. Automotive Engineers issued a
statement calling for SI' metric units to be used in its stan7
dards and other technical reports. Its Deceniber 1976 .policy
recognized the rapid growth of metric usage, particularly
in the .industries it serves. The Society of Automotive Engi-
neers is working toward the gradual phaseout of customary
units by 1985. It places importance on increasing compatibi-
lity of U.S-. standards with international standards and: pro-
mOting wider acceptance of international. standards whenever
practical.

Federal Government standa'ids

In 197 ] NBS estimated that about 40,000 engineering stan-
dards uses in the United'States were issued by the Department
of Defense and the. General. Services Administration. These
standards.,are used primarily in Government procurement; Offi-
cials of thete agencies informed us that their agencies intend
to follow.indUstries lead; in converting and not lead them-
selves; The officials pointed out that generally their agenl-
cies rely on industry for products and are not in the position
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to dictate metric products and standards; (See ch. 22 for
more detail on Federal agencies' and metrication.)

.47

CONCLUSIONS 41P

r
Metrication of U.S. ,englqeering standards is not neces-

sary to increase standardization, rationalize existing stand-
ards, enable reviews of existing standards to see which are
outmoded and should be eliminated or revised, and improve
technology. Metrication could cause standards organizations
and industry to take a more penetrating look than they other-
wise might, but other events also, could cause these to occur
under the customary measurement system.

Metric conversion would require an evaluation of mea-.
surement-sensitive standards. In some instances soft con-.
versions would be made because'it is not practical to make
dimensional changes ta.the items involved. In other cases,
new standards would need to be developed based solely on
metric terms,:particul'arly if U:S.. industry wants engineer-
ing standards which are compatible with those used in inter

:.national trade.

Soft conversion is considered by sOme.to be a potential
waste of resources because no physical change occurs in the
standard or eventual product. Howevet,.soft conversion offers
educational experience for standards writers by familiarizing
them with using metric units in place.of the more familiar
customary units. Standards writing organizations tend to
favor hard conversions.

If compatibility of U.S. and international "standards is
required for international trade, it appears that adopting
the SI metrie system would improve the communications in stand-
ards. Also, complete conversion would eliminate the errors
and the time required to work with two measurement ustems.
.However, major U.S. industrial firms said that measurement
and engineering standards are not major factors in inter-7
national trade.

A few standards in use in the United States have been
converted,' and most of the standards organizations we contact-
ed have established policies on use of metric terms. Imple-
mentation of some policies is moving slower than originally
planned because conversion is not occurring as fast as some
groups had expected.

The overall costs of converting standards are unknown but
expected to be significant--several billions of dollars. The`
time required to convert a standard or develop a new standard
varies widely depending on the interest of the participants
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and the complexity of the standard. Generally, the time re-
quirbd to devylop a new, standard Can vary between 2 to 5 years.
Obtaining international agreement could add from 2 to 5 more
years to the process. The time required to convert standards
will have an impact on the'canversion period. International
standards could be adopted, but this is not necessarily a
viable alternative;
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CHAPTER 7-

FASTENER INDUSTRY GETS READY

The U.S. fastener industry,'which was originally opposed
to metrication, began conversion efforts inr970 in order to
maintain its markets. Its major customers were beginning to

.move toward using the metric system in the late 1960s. The
achievements and problems of this indu offet insights to
other industries contemplating conversltFtnd provide an
example of the extent to which the purpOrted benefits of
metrication, such as increased standardization (use of stan-
dards) and rationalization (reduction of items) may or may
not be realized.

We held discussions with officials of fastener producing
companies, the Industrial Fastener Institute, American Na-
tional S/)andards InStitute, Federal agencies, and manufac-
turers that use fasteners irheir products. Pertinent
documents were also reviewe

WHAT IS A FASTENER?

t ig.' i ''thA fastener is'anything which holds £wo ings oge er.
Nuts, boltS, screws, rivets, cotter pins, and nails are
a few examples. (See following page.) Of these, the United
States produces approximately two million different types.
Fast ners can hold together a vast number of items. For ex-
ample,amp , a telephone is held together with about 70 fasteners.
Jumbo jets contain millions; and for one model, fasteners
costs represent about 10 percent of the plane's total cost.
In short, much of the nearly $2 trillion p.s. economy is
held together by the $2 billion fastener industry.

We concentrated on threaded fasteners--nuts, bolts, and
screws -- because they are more affected by dimension changes.
In these fasteners dimensions are critical, and close toler-
ances must be met. Althoughpgenerally thought of as a simple
product, threaded fasteners are the result of much engineering
and testing and are important to industry. Yet, -most cost
only a few cents..

THE FASTENER MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

In 1976 the U.S. fastener manufacturing industry had
about 500 companies with 600 plants and 50,000 employees.
It produced about 250 billion fasteners. The industry pro-
duces about-500,000 different standard fasteners and about
1 to 1.5 million various nonstandard fasteners.
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The industry has no giants. About one,.half of the
companies employ fewer than'20 persons each. The industry
.supplies and serves all other industries, from original equip-.
ment manufacturersto replacement suppliers. Original equip-
ment manufacturers consume nearly 85 percent of the industry'sproduction.

According to fastener industry sources, foreign competi-
tion, notably. from Japan, haS taken its toll in recent. years.
Since 1969, 15,000 American fastener workers have lost theirjobs. Imported nuts, bolts, and cap screws have now'captured
50 percent of the U.S. market for these products(

Officials describe the industry as sandwiched between
big businesses. Most raw materials are purchased from the big
steel companies, and the final product is sold to the large
'manufacturers and major distributors. When they buy, it is a
seller's market; when they.sell,.it is a buyer's market.

.

Increasing use of metric fasteners

In the past Only'iMported products, such as automobiles,
bicycles, and industrial equipment, contained metric-threaded
fasteners. productgyMade in the United States generally con-
tained customary- threaded fasteners. If U.S. industries con-
vert, an increasing number of metric-threaded fasteners will
be used. However, the decisions to use either customary- or
metric-threaded fastenees are made by individual manufactur-
.ers, and not by the fastener producers.

Before the late 1960s, the U.S. fastener industry
opposed metrication beCause it Considered the customary-
dimensioned fasteners to be'technologically superior or equal (-\
to metric-dimensioned fasteners.. Also, the industry had
developed substantial experience and confidencein customary
fasteners. However, in the 'late 1960s the indUstry found
that many of its major' customers were contemplating conver-'.
sion. Already troubled with losing customary fastener mar-.
kets to imports, the fastener-industry set out to protect
its total market share by preparing to meet:the anticipated
demand for metric fasteners by, U.S.. manufacturers.

Metric fastener use varies.kFqr example, metric fasten-
ers are being used by U.S. manufacturers in vehicle bodies,
enginese.pUmps, and transmissions. As manufacturers metri-'
cate, both customary and metric fasteners may be used in pro-
ducts for an extended period of_time. It has been estimated
that this mixture will continue for about 8 to 10 years in
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automobiles and farm and c struction equipment. One
automobile company used a t 60- to70-percent metric.fas-
tenets in its 1978-paSsenger vehicles. Another used about 10
to 15 percent; and a third, only a small amount:*

ENGINEERING.STANDARDS PLAYIAN
IMPORTANT ROLE IN METRICATION

When officials of the fastener-producing industry de-.
hided that fastener metrication was inevitable, they looked
to'their standards program as the logical, place to begin the
_conversion process. Before they could build a metric fasten-
er, they had to have a metric engineering standard.

Engineering standards govern, in part, the design, pro-
duction, and use of'a product. The absenCe of these stand-
ards would greatly,complicate the tasks of the industrial con-
-pdter in specifying his needs and of the producer in meeting
those needs. :-Standards also provi6 a means for improved
communications in the marketplace and instill a greater con-
fidence by establishing product, uniformity and minimum qual-
ity levels. Standards may help lower prides by eliminating
excessive riumbers of product styles and grades.

Standards are' written by individual companies, indus-
tries and trade associations, government bodies, national
organizations, and international groups. Unless these stan-
dards are specified in a contract, building cOde,'regulation,':
or law, no one is compelled to use them.

In the late 1960s, a.U.S. engineering standard for
metric -fastener did not exist; however, an international
standard was available. Usa. industry officials claimed that 4
this standard contained.too many sizes.and thread types, 'and
the progression of sizes did not follow a logical pattern.
The* officials reasdned:Ahat, as long as U.S. industry; was
going to metricate-,:it should attempt to develop a new fastener
system which was as perfect as possible. Also, the industry
did not want to give a competitive advantage to foreign
producers of metric fasteners. It was felt that the foreign
producers would gain an-advantage-if the U.S: industry merely,
accepted the existing international standard fipr metric fasten-
ers in its entirety.

The search for the optimum
metric fastener system

qt.
In 1970 the Industrial Fasteners Institute, a prOducers!

trade as'sociation, conducted a study on.an optimum metric
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fastener system. Its goal was the development_of new
metric-fastener standards which would simplify fastener sizes
and styles, reduce fastener,costs, result in ttchnical im-
provements, and gain national and international acceptance.
The'Institute published a report in Jandary 1971 entitled
"A Study To Develop An Optimum Metric Fastener System."

The report recommended that a new metEic-threaded fas-
tener system be established. The proposed system offered;
significant reduCtion in fastener sizes and thg number of
thread types. In the size range of 1 millimet'tr to 1'00
millimeter (.about 0..04to 4 inches), the existing customary
and metric engineering standards showed 55 and 66 sizes, re-
spectively. The existing standards also provided.several
thread types--usually one coarse and one to five fine--for
'each size. But the proposed system provided for only 25
sizes and one thread.

In January 1971 the Industrial Fasteners Institute pre-
, sented,its recommendations to 10 of the largest corporations

in the United States, the National Bureau of Standards, and
various groups, in Canada. According to the Fasteners'In-
stitute, response was unanimous in favor of making a detailed.
study. It was decided that ANSI could provide a more proper
forum to conduct the detailed study because the input would
be broader based with users, Government agencies, and pro-
ducers represented. In April 1971 ANSI formed the Special
Study Committee to Develop an Optimum FastentI System.

The Special Committee was authorized to develop a total
system of metric-threaded fasteners, taking advantage of
opportunities (1) to impEove fastener performance capability
through product redesign and the most efficient use of mate-
rials and (2) to reduce the number of different sizes, series,
grades, types, and styles of fasteners needed to satisfy the
engineering requirements of the majority of industrial appli-
cations. The Committee's ultimate objective was to design
a metric fastener system which would be so attractive tech-
nically and economically that it wou d become the single
internationally accepted system of readed-Tasteners.

The Special CoMmittee performed the detailed study and
in 1973 published its recommendations. The fastener system it
recommended also had 25 sizes with one thread type. The In-
dustrial Fasteners Institute used the Specialkommittee's
recommendations as the basis for publishing its first metric
fastener standard in 1974.



New U.S system does not gain wide acceptance

A ptincipal goal of the optimum metric fastener system
,studies was to provide a single-fastener system for the
majority of industries to.use which would be accepted inter-
..nationally. But before ANSI's Special Committee finished its
work, international resistnce to the new system developed.

in November 197.2, 5 months before the U.S. representa-
tives formally,presented theii changes to the existing inter-
national standards, a paper was prepared by the International
Organization for Standardization committee members from
Britain and Germany entitled "Why.Should the International
Standards Organization System for Metric Fastener Threads
be Changed?" The paper stated that'the potential costs
and confusion that would occur were unwarranted, the technical
advantages were minimal, and the system could hardly be called
"optimum." There were complaints of protectionidm and every
one having to.start all ov r again.

About the same time, th' U.S. aerospace industry deter-
mined it could not use the new metric-threaded fastener sys-
tem because it needed fine:-threaded fasteners and some addi-
tional sizes. The aerospa0e industry has since developed
its own system of metriaSteQers.

From 1973 to mid-107, 'negotiations continued within
ISO. At the close of these negotiations, the U.S. represen-
tatives had essentially withdrawn their proposed changesto
the international standard. The result is that the U.S.
metric-threaded fastener standard will be essentially the
same as the preferred series, in the ISO standard, which
contains 66 sizes in the 1-millimeter to 100-millimeter
range--29 first choices, 15 second choices, and'22-third
choices., The U.S. standard will list 'only 27 of the first
choices. The international standard will still list several
thread types for each size, one coarse and one to five
fine. TheU.S. standard will show only the coarse thread.

,Strength grades and head size differences

The strength grades for fasteners'in the.6-.to 18-.
millimeter range proVed to be a probleM during the ISO nego-
tiations. Fasteners in thiS size range are_used extensivply
in automobiles and farm equipment. European practice has
been to use international-strength.grade, 8.8, with a strength
capacity of 116,000 pounds per square inch'. The U.S. practice
has been to use tilt Society of AutoMotive Engineers ,grade
5 with a strength of 120,000 pounds per square inch. The
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U.S. representatives recommended adopting the next higher
international grade, 9.8, with a strength of about 130,500"
pounds per square inch to avoid downgrading U.S. practices.

According to an Industrial Fasteners Institute offi Of,
complete agreement was reached on strength grades at th;Yp*Ot-
ings. This statement indicates that the European re ta-
tives had acquiesced to U.S. demands and agreed to u /,

higher strength grade fastener in their products. wever,
it appears that only the U.S. automotive industry-will use.
the higher strength grade. The U. S. farm equipment industry
and Canadian and European manufacturers will use the strength
grade 8.8 for threaded fasteners. The Canadian Standards
Association los cautioned Canadian fastener use that the
higher strength grade, 9.8, may not be generally available
in the reasonably near future outside North America.

U.S. manufacturers may face difficulty when their pro-
ducts are repaired overseas. For example', a grade 9:8 fas-
tener could be interchanged with a 8.&-strength,grade fas-
tener. However, it:is p(ossible that failures coUld,occur
because of the insufficient strength, which could lead to

A liability problems, according to fastener experts. If ,fas-
teners in the strength grade 9.a cateto

._fasteners in the next higher internat 1,,,.,,,%.,
0..10.9 which requires an alloy steel- Ar..
as a replacement part.

are not available,
rength-grade7-
ve"to be used

. .

A major mproble arose during the attempt to reach agree-
, ment on the hexa9on head size for three fasteners. (This was

probably the most:,hotly debated and difficult issue considered
during the 1977 ISO meetings. The schedule below shows the
head sizes wanted by the United States, those used in Europe,
and those agreed to at the meetings.

Hexagon head sizes
Fastener Wanted by Used in Compromise
sizes the U.S. Europe sizes

/1 millimeters)

10 15 17.
12 18 19-
14 21 2.2

, 16
18
21

The Optimum Metric Fastener System study had shown that
the head size for a number of fasteners was unnecessarily
large. -International standard Sizes were widely used in Eu-
rope, b t the European representatives had in 1975 agreed-
to redu e the head size 1 millimeter on each of the three
sizes. The U.S., representatives agreed to the compromise
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sizes in the earlier meetings, but in 1977 returned to the
demand for a smaller head for the 10-millimeter fastener size.

The 10-millimeter size will be an important size in
the automobile'industry. 'The Industrial Fasteners Institute
est :;that a 1-millimeter reduction in-head-size would
s- 6 0. tons of steel a year. At $350 a ton, this would
re in annual savings of $3.15 million.\,

The European representatives would not approve inclusion
of the 15-millimeter head in the international standard sys-
tem, but they agreed to attach an appendix for explanatory
and information purposes. The appendix stated that the 15-
millimeter head would be phased out of prOducion and use
but, during an undefined transition period, its dimension
would Be provided in the appendix to assist designers and
manufacturers and to assist in maintenance and repair re- _(
'quirementel

According to a U.S. fastener manufacturer,*there is no
provision to phase out the 15-millimeter head automatically,
and European representatives will face an impossible task
if they attempt to phase it out through formal actions in
the near future. The official international standard will
prescri)e the head sizes for the 10-, 12-, and 14-milletei
fasteners as 16, 18, and 21 millimeters, respectively. U.S.
industries will probably use these head sizes and the 15-
m4Aimeter size as well. European industrieg could continue
using the old sizes, adopt the cotpromise sizes, or use a
combination of the two.

Therefore, it is possible that several head sizes could'
be used for these three fastener'sizes. Head sizes (like
strength grades) are an example of an international standard
which is formally agreed to on paper but not uniformly ad-
hered to in practice.

The effect pf the standardization efforts

U.S. industry officials believed the new metric fas-
tener system they proposed was technologically better than
the existing metric fastener system. However, international
commercial considerations made it impostible for the pro-
posed system to gain acceptance. The Europeans felt that
the benefits to be derived froth the new system did not jus-
tify the expense of making the changes.

AccordirN to an industry official, the affect of the
international negotiations is that American National



Standards can.be developed which are compatible "with
international standards. Standards writing committees working
with ANSI have begun this work which may be completed by
1980. The InduStrial Fasteners Institute will revise its
1974-Metric standard, which was based on the Optimum Metric.
Fastener System study, to reflect the outcome of the inter-
national negotiations.

A fastener industry official. stated that the use of these
standards is .voluntary. That is, U.S.'' industry does not have
to use these standards. Fastener producers will Ike any
type or style, of metric fastener which U.S..industry requires,
we.were informed. However, the fastener industry would prefer
that the new metric fastener standard be used because this is

,.how the-benefits of conversion- - standardization and rational-
.ization7-in products will be realized.

The.fastener industry anticipates that in the beginning
of .the conversion there would be an'increase in the total
number of different standard fasteners produced; an increase
from about 500,000 tc(AbOut700,000 standard items Even-
tually customary faSteneis:would be'replaced by metric fas-
teners, according to a faSterierindustry spokesperson. The
industry hopes that by the 'end of the conversion period, the
total number of different standard fasteners. produced would

-ot be about 300,000.

METRIC FASTENER DEMAND AND PRODUCTION

EStimating metric fastener needs is difficult, according
to an Official of a large U.S. fastener producer. The market
has been very tentative. Except,fOr the automotive market,
there has been little demand for metric fasteners. Producers
and customers interested in converting have awaited the
outcome of international negotiations before producing and
stocking the metric fasteners recommended by the Industrial
Fasteners Institute.

Fastener producers said they generally did not have any
major problems in making metric fasteners. Generally, metric
tooling, such as drills, taps, rollers, and dies, are all
that is required, and theSe are available. Since.tooling,
components have a relatively short life, it is not difficult
to phase ivetric tooling.

Several producers told us that when making Iasteners
ordered 'in metric units,. they converted the customer's engi-
neering drawings into the equivalent customary units, made.
the items;'and shOwed the metric units on shipping labels.
Most fastener producers we contacted said they will make
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any size fastener ordered--customary or metric--within the
limits of their equipment as long as they can read the en-
gineering drawing and make a profit on the sale.

Fastener producers are reluctant,to stock metric fas-
teners unless demand is certain. An official of one com-
pany told us that he had stuck his neck out and stocked
six metric sizes.', n 24 lengths. The stock included five_
lengths of the 6.3-millimeter fastener which was one of the
U.S.- proposed sizes that did not gain international accep-
tance,. This size was being used by a major automobile
manufacturer in its 1977 and 1978 models. However, the
automobile manufacturer has dropped it for future models.

MISMATCHING,CUSTOMARY AND METPIC
FASTENERS MAY CAUSE PROBLEMS

As A facturers begin to convert from customary to
metric fasteners, a number of problems are anticipated. The
more serious problems are expected in the repair and,mainten--
ance areas, primarily because of identification problems lead-
ing to mismatching customary and metric fasteners. Identi-
fication problems are not new, and some steps have been
suggested to overcome them.

As manufacturers convert, both customary and metric
fasteners may be used in a product. It has been estimated
that this mixture will continue for about 8 to 10 years foK
automobiles and farm and construction equipment.

Original equipment manufacturer's have few problems
differentiating between customary and metric fasteners, but
persons who repair:equipment have more problems. Fastener
installations by the original equipment manufacturers are
done under relatively ideal conditions. HoVever, when main-
tenance is performed, fasteners are often installed unddr
conditions where they are not easily identifiable; and hand
tools are less sophisticated, such as those used by an in-
dividual repairing an automobile at home.

Some steps have been suggested to overcome the iddntif-
ication problems, such as color dyeing the metric fastener,
putting an "M" symbol on it, or placing a distinguishable
mark on it showing its strength levels. Use of a dis.tin-
guishable mark showing strength levels is probably better
because the color dye is generally not distinguishable after
use and an "M" could be confused with a manufacturer's trade
symbol. Also, the head markings, which indicate strength,
are diffeteRt for customary and metric fasteners. For
example, a aptomary fastener with a tensile strength of
120,000 pounds per square inch has 3 radial lines stamped
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on its head, but a metric fastener with a tensile strength
of 116,000 pounds per square inch is stamped 8.8..

It is virtually impossible to visually identifyome
sizes of customary-threaded fasteners from similar-size met-
ric fasteners. It is possible to mismatch 36 combinations
of customary- and metric-threaded fasteners. The result could
be either stripping during assembly or full assembly with.
25- to 607percent loss, in load capacity. Thus, the accidental
mismatch of fasteners could result in fastener failures.

OVERALL CONVERSION COSTS ARE NOT KNOWN

An overall cost estimate was not available on what it
would cost the fastener industry to metricate. We were told
that the actual costs were proving to be much lessp.han the
originally anticipated figure of $2 billion.- One major
producer of automotive fasteners, however, estimated a 7-.to
8-percent increase in costs due mainly to the need to increase
inventories (customary and metric) and the shorter production
runs which would result. Another estimated its cost to be
$1.6 million over 5 years as follows: 60 percent for in-
creases in inventory, 30 percent for nonconsumable tooling,
and 10 percent for employee training. One user reported
that metric fasteners cost an additional $8 per thousand
fasteners.

'There is general agreement that new production equipment
will not have, to be purchased-for metrication of fasteners
because the existing machinery can accommodate metric tool-
ing. The tooling--customary or metric--which shapes the-1
fasteners is part of the normal production costs because it
wears out during production.

SoMe companies.stated that metric conversion costs esti-
mates are overstated and that actual costs:of converting are
much-less than.estimated.costs. Others have stated that there
should be no cost differential for metric products.

WILL CONVERSION MEAN MORE IMPORTS?

Imports of fasteners have increased significantly during
recent years. 3. In 1971 when the optimum metric fastener study
began, the Department of Commerce estimated that with a con
version, imports could continue to increase. The industry,
however, was More concerned that imports could increase
dramatically if U.S. industry converted and they did not.'
Also, it was believed that imports would be less if U.S.
industries adopted the proposed optimum system rather than
the international system. In January 1977 imports accounted
for about 17 percent of the total U.S. fastener market. % For,
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nuts, bolts,,and cap screws, imports amount to about -5a- -goer
cent of the U.S. market. Fastener exports represent about
7 percent of production.

--I
Industry officials hoped to reduce further losses of

their markets,_-_but_some feared metrication and international
use of the U.S. metric fastener standards will allow foreign
danufacturers to further increase their sales in the United
States. -' One manufacturer told us th-ae instead of the foreign
producers having to maintain dal inventories, the burden may
have shifted to the United St tes.

Increased imports of fasteners may not be a concern to
large industrial firms who. use.fasteners. We asked firms
listed in the Fortune 500 Industrialists (see ch. 5) whether
they would expect any change in the importation of fasteners
and/or.other components for their company's products if their
companies converted to the metric system. About 83 percent
of the respondents said they anticipated no change in imports
if they-converted. Also, of 17 motor vehicle industry re-
spondents, 16, or 94 percent, replied that they expected
no increase in imports if they, converted,.

CONCLUSIONS

The Fastener Industry's experiences show that increased
standardization and rationalization benefits attributed to
metrication are not easily attained. After 7 years of
efforts, the industry was unable to convince U.S. industries
and ISO membdrs to accept the new U.S. metric fastener sys-
tem. Therefore, U.S. representatives to ISO decided to adopt
only a portion of the ISO metric fastener standard, and
'complete international standardization was not achieved.

It is too early to predict whether rationalization in
fasteners will occur. -The acceptance of the new system is
voluntary and no industry is compelled to accept it. The
proposed U.S. metric fastener system offers fewer 'sizes and
thread types than the existing international metric standard,
but it is the fastener users and not the.producerp who dic-
tate the number of sizes. and styles produced. Thus, if
rationalization is to be aCheved, fastener users will have
to adhere to the proposed system.

The demand for metric fasteners is very tentative, with
the'automotive industry buying most of metric fasteners. Pro-
ducing metric fasteners is not a major problem for the U.S.
fastener industry. Generally, the industry anticipates some
increased costs in conversion, but no overall cost estimate
has been made. Identification and differentiation of certain
metric and customary fasteners are likely to create problems
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during repair and maintenance of products. But some solutions
to these problems are.being proposed.

RECOMMENDATIONTO THE CHAIRMAN, U.S. METRIC BOARD"

Under the current national policy, we recommend that U.S.
industries interested in convey ion be informedof the U.S.
fastener industry's progress ape problems in its attempts
to achieve (1) adoption of its proposals for international
standards and (2) increased standardization and rationaliza-
tion.
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CHAPTER 8

MACHINE TOOLS ARE ADAPTABLE

We discussed metric conversion vith industry-associa
tions and selected manufacturers. They indicated that it,
would entail some increased costs but wouldalso produce
some benefits. The change would not create much difficulty
for the machine tool manufacturers nor for the machine users.
Most existing machines, if not already modified, can usually
be modified at relatively little cost to produce in either
metric ,or customary units.

.4
THE IMPORTANCE OF MACHINE .TOOLS

4

Virtually every segment of the economy, particularlS,
manufacturing, either uses machine tools or relies on some
product(s) produced on a machine tool. The machine tool
industry is cons4dered a basic industry.

The National Machine Tool Builders' Association has de-,
fined a machine tool as

"a power driven machine, rIliabeortable by hand, used
to shape or form metal b Ling, impact, pressure.
ectrical techniques, or a combination of thes 0

processes."
4 ,,/

Lathes, drill presses, punch presses are exAmiles. .

machine tools. Machine tools can range in siWfrom a 'tek
feet to over 90 feet long. Prices will typically ranO'from
$10,000 to $3 to $4 million. Machine tbqs are Jarcidur yegd ink.
small lots of 5 to 100 at a time or, in .many eases,areibu
on a special order basis (one of a kind).

Machine tools have a long design life; they t: dtb.be.
revolutionary, not evolutionary, in design. There re, ra
design may be around for 20 to 30 years without undergbing
major changes. The machine itself has a long life', uife,, p

tyears in some cases. It is importan then, that tpe parts',v
used in the machine be standard-type'parts that Witll be avail,
able for a long time. For example, the standardslor-metric
fasteners have not yet been finalized in this.,bountry.i If
a manufacturer selects a metric fastener toctayi hernia have.
to supply a part for the next 20 to 75 years 4that.xna not'be
in accordance with the accepted stAndards.

MACHINE TOOLS'ARE ADAPTABLE

There is a distinction between a metrkc
r
machine tool and

a machine tool with metric capability. A mabhine tool with
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metric capability can'prolduce A product
f
'n

;

metqc unitsi
irrespective of whether_its-,parts-=screws;,bolts, nuts, etc.
--are metric or customary. Conversely, a metric. machine tool
is built 'with metric parts irrespective of whether its pro-
duction capability is metric or custoffiaty.

If metric parts are to begused in Mendfacturing machine
.

tools, it will usually:be wherVa: new: machine is being devel-
oped. Changing existing designs from. customary to,metric is
.considered to be an unnecessaric expense .

.The users bf machine tools are concerned about the im--
pact conversion' will haVe,ontheir bdsinesses. The National
Todl, Die aPreCision-Machining.AssOciation--whose members
use ma Mine tools',, -.has conducied'two similar surveys concern-

J'ing me ribatjon. The first Survey. was conducted in 1974; the
seco'.; .i.n.197s7":',. The respondents' main concerns about metri-
cation- were employee training:and machine tool conversions.
The,resPOndents. %ere ekaecially.concerned about how a machine
tool could beecenverted and what conversion would cost /

,,'The Option for to:inverting machine tools from customary
tometric r toddal capability can range from
'simply'repladin§,the caleg on the-measuring devices to com-
PfetelY:e the feed;;mechanisms and measuring devices.
oiieveke* e last er cash' 4S rarely requfled: Many conver-
"on kitt.gre availablfbr various machine tools. The
yAg.'thWamach-ine to .l.; is adaptable to. produce in any
asurement sritem3,, "tdz , ,

e'Coriversion process-..s t6mMonly coupled with an over -
or a ,generali'upirading,of the machine. When the machine
g oyerhauled, it,*s commonly upgraded by adding new

.ii 'numerical control.

mericaa control is ,the term used to describe a system
cb.eleceronically controls a uachine's feed mechanism and'.'
ides digit4t readous; inre6lent years this feature hase mores common on new machine tools. The conversion of

er akfy,,controlled machine,tools to metric capability is
,Lir a matterof changing the machine's' programing. Thenew wnuMerical;ly controlled maOine tools generally have the

t 6 'lt tnecestary e ec rjilics pi in o em so that either customary
o etric cape )311 t ca 'tbe .elected by flipping a switch4
to-the desireditoqe

,;; Indtalling .d a reading scales, gauges, and dials is
legs expensive t ser aua ding numerically controlled equipment.
In most cases, installation is relatively simple and can
be performed by tae-Michinist or toolmaker. ,However, reading
dual Measdring devices tends to increase the potential for
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error. "Metric -only scales avoid this possibility, but their
use, is presently limited in this country because most orders
for products produced on machine tools are in customary units.

The National Tool, Die & Precision Machining Associa-
tion's 1974- survey results showed that the types_tol conver-
sion,options.being used or anticipated by the respondents
were in descending -order:

Conversion-options Percent

Dual7reading dials, scales, and gauges. 37
Digital readouts 31
.Dual dimensioning'on prints only 19
&Metric-only dials, "scales,, and gauges 13

The Association's 1977 survey results showed that 51
percent of those responding have some of their machine toolS
equipped for metrics. Four percent have metric capability on
all or most of their machine tools. When purchasing their.
most recent machine tools, nearly 40 percent of the respond-
ents.have.been specifying .metric Capability, and 66. percent
reported that future machine tool purchases will have full
metric options.

THE MANUFACTURERS OF MACHINE TOOLS

The companies comprising the machine tool industry are
mostly small businesses with sales in the $1 million to $10
million range'.- A machine tool company normally produces a
narrow range of products, spedializing in certain types of
machine tools.

Metric activity sw

The status of metrication in the machine tool industry
ib mixed. Some companies are designing new products in hard
metric; others are.saying that metrication is not going to
happen. For years the inlustry has been exporting machine

tools that produce,in metrics but are essentially customary
in design and constructfon. Before the design and construc-
tion of machine tools with metric parts will occur, there
will need to'be more pressure from the industry's customers.
According to officials of, those companies making metric ma-
chines,'they are not doing so because of immediate savings;
they are converting because they view themselves as leaders
in their industry. They intend to project that image by being
one, of thee first' to bed involved with metrics. They also ,feel
that conversion isEDinevoitable, and consequently any addition-
al costs now will pay off in the long run by giving them a
lead on their competitors.
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Inventories 0

Because machine tool companies often supply repair parts'
to their customers over the life of a machine and some ma-, 4'

P

'Chines have lasted as long as 75 years, they will need a dual'
,1inventory for a_ long period if_metrication_occurs. =

However, an official of.one firm told us that as ong
as the entire industry converts at about the same time, dual
'inventories should'not be a prOblem to a machine tool company
from a cost. standpoint. The additional costs would be a com-
mon phenomena throUgtiOut the industry and therefore could be
pasSed on to the customer without the company losing its'com-
petitive advantage.

Training
d

Littleemployee training has occurred in the metric
system, although many have beensexposed to it. Training is
not considered to be a difficult problem. Generally, it is
agreed that-som training is needed with attentiorigiven to
teaching what the employee needs for.use on the job.

Exports and imports

Converting to the metric system is not considered to
have much effect on exports or imports: The governing fac-
tors for selecting a. machine are such things as quality,
price, and capability of the machine.

Advantages and disadvantages

Whether the advantages of conversion outweigh the costs
for the industry cannot,be readily determined. According
to an Association official, the main advantages to metrica-
tion would be the elimination of fractions and the ease of.
communication. The elimination of fractions-nould be only
a slight advantage because much of the industry already uses
a decimaliied inch. A company official told us that conver-
sion would make it easier for companies to communicate with
foreign customers about design features and/or engineering
problems. The potential for uniformity throughout a company
with overseas 'operations would provide it with greater design
and production flexibility.

The disadvantage mostefrequently mentioned is the cost
of conversion; however, we were not able to obtain any esti-
mates of the industry's conversion costs. But, according to
an Association official, if the conversion process is well
thought out and conversion is made over'a period of time, it
will not be dost prohibitive to the machine tool industry.
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TOOLING FOR MACHINE TOOLS

The tooling--drills, taps, reamers, milling cutters,
abrasives, etc.--shapes the end products produced on a ma-
chine tool. A company fficial told us that obtaining tool-
ing for metric operati should not be any more difficult
than obtaining tooling uired for customary operations and
that costs of common metric items are now approaching those*
for comparable customary items. Because the tooling compon=
ents have a relatively short life, it is not difficult to
phase in metric tooling. Those who will be producing to both
customary and metric specificati s will find it necessary to
have a method of identifying customary and metric tools. .

Some metric tooling in this country, such as taps and
drills, are not made completely metric because, they would not
be interchangeable in-the customary chucks and hol ers used
here." What counts is that the."working" part is etric; con-
verting the machines to accept a "100 percent" me ric tap or
drill would be both expensive and needless at this time.

CONCLUSIONS

Machine tools can produce the same quality of products
in either the customary or metric system. Most machine tools
can be easily converted to produce in either customary or met-
ric units irrespective of whether their parts are customary or
metric. Therefore, the firms using machine tools should have
little trouble in converting once their operators are trained
and become familiar with the metric system.

Those who are designing machines with metric iSarts at
this time appear to be doing so because they believe conver
sion is inevitable arid they ihtend to be among tklejeaders in
metrication.

To keep the economic impact to a minimum, the machine
tool industry would prefer to convert to the production of
metric designed machines over a i'elatively long period of
time in accordance with normal replacement cycles. However,
the industry is dependent on meeting its customers' demands
and will convert over a shorter period if the demand is there,
but at a greater cost.
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WEIGHING CONVERSION OF THE SCALE INDUSTRY

CHAPTER 9

Although the scale industry is relatively small, its
,products are highly visible and important in'any attempt to
change the .system of weights and measures used in the United
States. Probably no tither equipment is 'used as broadlyas
scales; almost every.productis weighed many times as'it Moves
from the raw material" state to finished form;

The eale manufaCturers we contacted did not anticipate
an increase in domestic sales or Service as a result of .met,--
ric conversion because they believed customary scales woOid:
be phased out through normal attrition or not at all under .
a voluntary 'program. 'U.S. conversion would have little, if
any, effeCt on scale exports.

Adapting some customary ecales in use to readA.n uric
would not be difficult or expensive, but some costs pad manT
power would be involved. For other scales, in use, conversion
would be costly and, in some cases, not economically feasible..

. ,

The scale manufacturers did not consider manufacturing
scales that read in metric but have customary -size parts to
be a' problem. Metrication of engineering-and production
equipment to produce. scales with metric -size patts could be
very expensive and would. Offer, no benefits except for some
possible standardization and reduction in 'the number of scale
parts.

The manufacturers' customers, would bear the costs of
replacing customary with metric scales and converting scales
in use without receiving any apparent benefits. The costs of
metricating engineering and production equipment would also
be passed on in the form of higher scale prices.

0

If a decision is made to convert scales, an effective
conversion program for the millions of scales in use, par-
ticularly with respect to retail scales, would probably re-
quire,eonle type of mandatory conversion with timetables. In
the absence of such a requirement, retail scales may never be
converted because retailers have no economic incentiye to con-
vert them. In the United Kingdom, Australia, and other coun-
tries that have been involved in conversion,, it was necessary
to require the conversion by enacting needed legisl tion. In
some- ases financial incentives were provided.



THE SCALE INDUSTRY

Millions of scales are used in the United States, such
as in stores, factories, processing plants, transportation
and ttorage facilities, farms, offices, and homes. The types
of_scales_by_functionAnclude-household-,-baby-,-person-weigh=
ing, postal, retail store, industrial, truck, etc. Many dif-
ferent scale designs are in, use. They may be simple balance
or sophisticated, automated, and electronic devices. In many
industries and commercial enterprises, scales have become the
Imeans for automatic control oXethe processing and handling of
materials and, in some cases, the means of controlling an au-
tomated factory. The most visible to the public are postal
and retail store scales.

In 1975, there were 92 scale manufactur s employing about
6,500 people, of which 4,000 were production rkers. The
latest available estimate of industry sales wa for 1975 when
domestic sales were about $12,6 million and ex orts were about
$11 million. Canada, which has no retail scale manufacturing
industry, is the largest single importer of U.S, scalet.

) Metrication of scales would involve two levels of ac
tivity: the manufacturing level and the field or user level.
Scales used in commerce to *determine weights of items for sale
are regulated y law. This frequently involves the inspection
and testing pe devices.as well as the quantities of the
commodities. triF conversion at both levels would be great7
ly affected ow government regulations are converted.

We discussed metrication with representatives of several
small and large manufacturert and the Scale Manufacturers As-
sociation. We also discussed it with State weight and measure
organizations, the Natfonal Conference on Weights and Mea-
sures, And large retail food stores. Discussions were held
with the National Scale Men's Association,American National
Metric Council's Weights and Measures Sector Committee, and
Federal and Canadian officials. Pertinent documents were, also
reviewed.

In, examining metrication of,the scale industry, it is
essential to make a distinction between producing scales that
read in metric terms and,metricating engineering and plant

'equipment for the design and'production of scales with metric
part's.

STATUS OF METRIC CONVERSION

None of the scale manufacturers we contacted had plans
to convert to a predominant use of the metric system. Produc-
tion of'scales that read in metric and conversion of existing
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scales will be undertaken when requested by customers.
State weights and measures departments had no plans to change
their laws and regulations to require the sole use of the
metric system in commercial weighing. Their metric testing
capability will be increased if a greater number of metric-
reading scales are in use. Few customers of the scale indus-
try have expressed an interest in buying metric scales or con-
verting their existing scales.

Manufacturers

All the scale manufacturers had produced some metric-
reading scales for the domestic market or export. Some scales
have the capability to be read in both metric and customary.
The design, engineering, and production of these scales, how-
ever, were perfolltned in the customary system. Metric scales
are generally used in scientific and research laboratories and
to some extent in U.S. industry. Some physicians also use
people-weighing scales that 'give weights in metric. One scale
Manufacturer was producing .a "think metric" scale with a dial
showing both the metric and customary weight. lCustomary
scales, however, are predominantly in use in thp United
States.

None of the firms we contacted had plans to convert to
the metric system in terms of scale indicators or design.
Representatives of a large multinational manufacturer said
that the firm has a long-term commitment to convert its opera-
tions to metric, but any plans to metricate would have to be
economically justified to the parent company. Some kits
(parts, etc.) needed to convert scales to read in metric are
available.

Industry assoafttions

The Scale Manufacturers Association is a nonprofitor-
ganization established in 1945 to provide for-coordinating
the efforts of owners and users of scales and scale manufac-
turers. Twenty-two of the 92 scale manufacturers are members
of the Association and account for about 75 percent of total
industry production.

The Association provided data for the 1971. National
Bureau of Standards metric sudy and had a metric committee
until recently. It supports U.S. conversion, but, at the time
of our study, was relatively inactive with regard t metrication.
Ii-was serving as the secretariat of the ANMC Weight 7, and Mea-
sures Committee.

The National Scale Men's Association is a nonprofit organ-
ization of more than 1,300 manufacturers, dealersv users,
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EXAMPLE OF A LABORATORY SCALE THAT READS OUT IN METRIC

iXANIPLE OF ASCALE WITH BOTH METRIC AND CUSTOMARY CAPABILITYPHOTOGRAPHS COURTESY OF THE SCALE MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
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weights and measures officials,, and suppliers of related com-
ponents to the scale and weighing systems industry of the
United States and Canada. The general objectives of the
Association are to (1) promote the knowledge and application
of scales and the legislation that will kOprove weighing prac-
tices and (2) set up performance standardi for scale servic-
ing, selling, and use.

The Scale Men's Association did not have a policy on
Metric conversion and had not undertaken any metric studies_
since its survey for the 1971 NBS metric study. It had been,
cooperating with ANMC in putting. on a series of metric work-
shops, but these have not been very successful because there-
has been little interest. among Scalemen.-

and regulations

`or regulation of scales used in commerce is' generally
a State and local government responsibility. The Federal
Government provides. the physical standards on which all
weights'and measures are based'. The United States is the only
.:technologically advanced. Nation in.the world with weights and
measures regulatory programs legislated and administered at
the State and local level. There are 4bout 775 State and
local jurisdictions, that have regulatory authority for the
enfOrcement of weights and measures laws and regulations.

In our questionnaire to State gOvernments (see ch..23),
we asked whether the use of metric-reading scales for weigh-7.
ing consumer goods was legal in the States. Foity-two States
responded, as follows:-

Yes, with no restrictions 26

Yes, aiter obtaining State
-'authorizatic( 4

4fts,'with certg larestrictions 1

No 11

42Total

A,hus, scale conversion would require changes in the laws of
't least 11 States. In addition, the technical specifications
and tolerahces governing scales in all States are generally'
expressed in customary terms. Although this along does not
eclude:the use of metric-reading scales, it makeS it more

icult,'and it is understood that the laws and regulations
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of all the States would have to be converted if metrication
is to take place.

One State was in the last stages of .developing, ,'a metric.
code for regulating scales. The new metric code. would be, .

used simultaneously with the customary code until customary-
reading scales are phased out.. Nearly all the other. States
are waiting for development and approval by the National Con-
ference on Weights and Measures of a metric Handbook 44. The
National Conference's Handbook 44, "Specifications, Toler=
ances, and Other TeOnical Requirements for Commercial Weigh-
ing and Measuring Oevices," is a_voluntary model Code that is
used widely by the States in the formulation of their own
codes.

Theational Conference on Weight's and Measures is an
organization of State and local weights and measures official's
forthedin 1905 to develop model weights and measures laws and
regulations; of whichAandbook 44 is one. It is sponsored
by the NBS Office of Weights and Measures which acts as secre-
tariat.

The National Cdhference-created a Metric Planning Com-
mittee in 1973 to agAist State and local offiCials and indus-
try representative The purpose of the Committee.was to de-
velop guidelines for the proper use of the International System
of Units in the marketplace:. Standing committees of the,cdn-
ference were Askedtoreview their publications for the purpose.
of eliminating"any.Obstacles to use of the metric system.
These publications include model State laws, regulations, and
handbooks governing weights and measures devices and practices,
and have been or"are being revised to provide for the use of
metric.measurements and to set forth requirements if the metric
system is used. The most'mportant of these to the scale
manufacturers and weighing regulatory offiCials Handbook 44,
has not been metricated.

The National Conference had galled for the development
of allaTd-conversion of Handbook 44 to' be completed by 1979,
but later decided to drop-the,target date for its completion.
An official t that Oe_date was unrealistic and had
been adopted 'effegt,aseridus attitude toward metri-
cation to the s a1 indus .-.,;-,,A dBtate and local weights and
measures afficilaiStla Hfic.,ebfseiglits and Measures
is ..workind. CotiVei4iorc tieliandbook to remove restraints
on,.the use of metric :'1041ce',70VeightSa .Measufes,
Officials anticipOed ill6tAn'approved ipetricAia book
would be,uSWconOttreAlli*ith tbe.preSenUWipaiy edition
for some time. The Nationa-1- has: noSm4de a deci-
sion on whether Ae7metricihandbobk would

or combined:; with fbecustomaelveditidb
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Metrication Of scales used commerce, woUld.also re-
quire that State and local government weights and measures.
officials have.the training and equipment to test and _approve
metric-reading scales. In 1965 the Congress appropriated
funds for new.State weights and measures standards. The
States were prOvided with new sets of standards and laboratory
instruments,:Ooth customary and metric. Although the States
may have adequate metric capability in their laboratories, the.
Capability (expe4tise and equipment) for-field testing of
scales ,varied widely. One State official told us that the
State has full field testing capability. An official of
another State indicated_that the State had no metric field
testing capability andno current need. Becaude few,I;fetric-
reading scales were in use, the States generally did Trot need
metric capability.

THE SCALE INDUSTRY ANTICIPATES NEITHER AN
INCREASE IN,DOMESTIC SALES NOR EXPORTS
AS A RESULT OF METRIC CONVERSION

The possibility. that the scale industry would. benefit
from metric conversion due to a resultant increase in sales
and service was disputed by industry representatives. The
.industry probably would increase domestic sales if conversion
of scales is made mandatory within a short transition period...
Otherwise, metric scales, if purchased,lwould be purchased as
old customary scales are normally teplaced,:and conversion
kits and services to adapt existing scales would not be need7
ed. Electronic computing seal-v that have dual capability or
are rather,easily.converted arercoml into greater use. They
are expected to be prevalent within he next 10 years.

Although scale manufaCturers generally considered metric .

conversion to be inevitable, spokespersons.for two of the larg-
est manufacturers toldus:that conversion is not. imminent, and
retail fbod scales may never be voluntarily converted to met-
ric because tetailerS have no economic incentive and thus lit-
tle interest in converting them. It is possible that retail
scales will be designed in metric and built with metric parts
but read in customary weight..

In Canada weights and measures laws, which are under the
authority of the Canadian Government, will be changed to.re-
quire conversion. . The conversion of retail food scales will
be subject to special tax measures which will relieve some of
the financial burden .on the retail food industry. The. import
duty and Federal sales'taxes on conversion kit parts will be
exempted. For income tax purposes, the conversion costs can,
be expendd in the year they are jncurred.

9-7
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New metric 'retail food scales to replaCe existing custo-
mary scales are sdbject to half the normal Federal.sales tax
rate and can be written off inthe year they are purchased.'
Canada had no experience with this program at the time of
our study because'the conversion program for scales had not
begun.

'::,.

,

The scale manufacturers anticipated no increase in
r-- ,their exports because of U.S. conversion. The system of
measurement has _little, if any,4--_ct. on exports except that
fiethe scale must usually read in 6 ..measurement system of the
importing country. Customary scale parts and fatteners are

:neither a restriction on sales abroad nor a problem to for-
eign customers because maintenance and service are usually
performed by the manufacturer. A change in the readout is
a minor adjustment. Quality, price, and trade barriers, such
as import tariffs,'Were the important factors ininternational
trade of scales. Metric countries.export scales that read in
customary to the. United States.

'
a

Except for the readouts, scales produced for foreign
markets, with the exception of those for West Germany, are
the same as thoseNproduced for the U.S. market. Agest Germany
has certain design requirements that make it necessary to -
produce different scales. According to industry representa-
tives, these standards can easily be met. The real probleth
involves their lengthy prototype approval system.

METRIC CONVERSION AT THE MANUFACTURING LEVEL

Metric conversion at the manufacturing level involves two
distinct degrees of activity. The first and simplest is the
production of scales that read in the metric system. The sec-
ond is the metrication of engineering and plant equipment to
Produce metric-size, scale parts.

The scale manufacturers did not consider producing scales
with metric indicators to be much of a problem; however, some
costs would be involved.. They already have produced some
scales that read in metric, primarily for export. It may be
necessary, however, to redesign the weighing elements, such
as levers, springs, and load cells, in some types of scales.
The computing scales for retail food and postal weighing may
also require some redesign. Such problems are expected to
'decrease because the trend in the industry is to manufacture
electronic digital scales. Many of these will probably have
dual (bOth-customary and metric) capability. HowOver, the
full impacA,of produ-ding metric-reading scales will not be
known,until the State and local government laws and regula-
tions governing commercial weighing are metricated. During a

Po



transition period, there may be a problem with dUa
tories of weight indicators.

Changing plant eqUipment to produce metric-size sc le
parts could be costly. 4Prepresentative of a small scal
manufacturer estimated that such a conversion would cos at
least $500,000 and would force the firm out of }business A
representative of a large manufacturer said hii firm co ld
.absorb the costs if carried out over a 15- to 20 -year period.
Maintaining dual inventories of scale parts and design draw
ings would be another cost. Parts and drawings are gener- Q.

ally maintained for 15 years after production. Some costs
Would be incurred by changing internal operations, such as
ordering accounting, and 110ministration. Technical publications
and advertising material also would be affected. Some training
of personnel would be required.

Few benefits were anticipated from metricatidn of engi-
neering and production equipment. Some standardization and
the reduction in-tbe number of scale parts may result. This
would be advantageous to the industry and its customers.

METRIC CONVERSION AT THE USER LEVEL

Conversion of scales it the user level could involve
one of two basic approaches. The firSt would be a-phase-in
of metric-reading scales as customary scales wear out, be-
dome obsolete, or the owner wishes to upgrade scale capabil-
ity.' The second approach Would be to force adaption'of scales
in use.to'read.in metric or, if not feasible, to replade them
with metric scales. All future'scaleS would be those reading..
in metric. (If scale conversion takes place, consumer scales,.
such as bathroom scales, in use probably would not be adapted
to metric but would be. replaced with. metric sc4es when they
Wear out or the owner wishes.to purchase a new scale.)

The major drawbacks of-the first.approach would be that
Complete conversion could. take manyyears and both customary-
and metric-reading scales may exist side by side. This could
'lead to confusion. in the marketplace. Consumer's- may avoid
purchases'at retail stores that have metric-reading scaleS and
thus give the competitive advantage to those who do not.cOn7-
Vert. This approach, howeVer, would be significantly less
expensive because existing scales. would be replaced through
normal attrition'rather than adapted or replaced before they
normally would.

The second approach would be much more costly and have
a shorter transition period but would be more orderly. Al-
though some scales are'not difficult or mostly to convert,
some costs woukd be involved. For othadg, adapting to read
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1,
in metr,ic'w d.be costly; and in some, cases, conversion would

vponbkicallyfeasible, and the scales would have to be
Ci.eglacest., Thith approach would most likely have to be made
mandatory-to'b effective because there would probably be,

p 'economic Dice tive for scale owners to convert. All retail
s ale 4, at` leas iri an advertising area, should probably con-
, ert tale same ti This would be necessary to avoid
ingo-Fetailaxs Oat do not convert a competitive advantage over
thrszthat-do.

In'developing a scale conversion plan, dedisions would
plie.needed!on the necessity for metrication of engineering and
plant facilities and how industrial scales should be treated.
Owners, and Liers of scales cTobably would neither be aware of
nor have any interest in whether scale parts are designed and
produced in metric or customary unless the cost increased as a
result. The important cfiaracteristic would be whether the
scales give weights in customary or metric.

Consideration should be given to whether industrial
scales in manufacturing plants should be included in a conver-
sion schedule for other scales or in a schedule for the indus-
tries which use them. These scales are not visible to the pub-
lic as postal and seta ;store scales are.

Adaption of existing scales

The cost of adapting existing scales would not be known
until the technical requirements (including code requirements)
and the2period over which scales are to be adapted are de-
cided. No one has determined the number of scalet that would
be. involved because no decision had been made to convert ex-.
isting scales. It is a voluntary conversion. Some in the
industry have es imated that there may be 5 million or more
scales_in use in the United' States, excluding bathroom. and
household scales. The .population and its makeup may change
before conversion occurs. For example, the use of electronic
computing scales is increasing rapidly.

A March 1974 Canadian task force study report, "The s'

Metric Conversion of Weighing and Measuring Devices in Canada,"
estimated that Canada had 116,800 retail food store scales;
50,310 postal scales, of which31,200 were privately owned;..
and 179,300 industrial scales--a total of,346,410 scales. It
was estimated that 244,800 of these-would be converted at',a
cast in the range of'from$60 million to $115 million (Canadian
dollars). Complete cost estimates to replace the remaining
101,610 scales were not provided.

A decision'by a scale owner to adapt or replace a scale
c would probably.be based on factors such as the type of. scale,
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the conversion cost, the age of the scale, availability of
parts, the cost of a new scale, and the need to upgrade scale-
capability. A representative of .a large scale manufacturer
said that only a small percentage of the scales the firm
produces is readily convertible, but that within 10 years,
many of these scales would probably be made obsolete by elec-
tronic digital scales. These would probablyhave dual capa-
bility or be readily adapted.

Australian officials reported that during scale. cdnver-
sion many retail scales were replaced with electronic digital
scales rather thanconverted. The officials believed that
these speed up the weighing and pricing operation and reduce
errors. Canadian officials also anticipate the purchase of
many electrotc digital scales during their planned conversion.

Another consideration in the adaption of existing scales
is the service personnel and time required. The Canadian task
force estimated that if retail scales were converted within
a 2-year period, it would require an increase of abou16 to
20 percent in the retail store scale technician work force,
or an equivalent in overtime. If industrial scales were con-
verted in 6 years, the number of technicians would have to be
increased to 25 to 30 percept with some overtime. U.S. scale
manufacturirs expressed concern that' not enough trained ser-
vice personnel would be available for a quick conversion of
existing scales.

In Canada it was decided that existing scales should be
adapted to metric within a short' transition period. The con-
Version program for postal and retail scales is scheduled to
start in July 1979 and is to be essentially completed by the
end of 1981.

Conversion of Canadian retail food scales is to be tested
in three metropolitan. areas. In order that no retail store
will lose business to a store that does not convert, all re-
tail store scales within the advertising area of each city
will be converted. After these three areas are converted,
other areas will be included in th4Jconversion plan. Conyeri
sion will be mandatory through changes in the weights and
measures laws, which are administered by the Federal Govern-
ment. Industrial scales will Ope converted when the industries
that use them convert.

Impact on State and local
regulatory officials

State and local regulatory officials would be responsible
for metricating the codes that regulate commercial weighing.
In addition, conversion would probably pose other problems.

9-14
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Field testing equipment would have to be adapted to metric
units, where possible, or new metric equipment would have to
be purchased. Estimates of the cost of a set of metric test
weights were from $300 to $450. The number. of test-weight
sets that would have to be converted or replaced was n9t
known. A 1974 NBS survey found that there were about 3,00.0
weights and measures inspectors in the United States. Not
all of these were involved in testing scales. Not every ih-
spector responsible for testing scales would need a complete
set of test weights because some inspectors test only certain
types of scales. Converted scales and new metric scales would
have to be tested by an inspector. Under a quick conversion
program, additional staff may have to be employed. Metric
training for personnel also would be needed.

The NBS Office of Weights and Measures historically has
assisted regulatory officials in the areas of field personnel
training ancUdevelopment of model codes. The Office has pro-
vided metric training seminars to regulatory officials using
funds, from a $35,000 Office of Education metric education
grant. The 'Office is alto working on a metric Handbook 44.
The. Director of the. Office of Weights and Measures said that
-the Office would need more funds and staff to carry out the
activities to prepare State and local weights and, measures
officials for metric conversion.

U.S. PARTICIPATION IN THE INTERNATIONAL -0

ORGANIZATION OF LEGAL METROLOGY:
A METRIC CONVERSION ISSUE?

The International Organization of Legal Metrology is an
intergovernmental treaty organization founded in 1955 toes-
tablish uniform requirements for various types of we4ghing and
measuring devices, including cooperation in the field of legal
metrology, which relates, broadly, to the laws and regulations
and their enforcement. This international organization has
similar objectives to the National Conference on Weights and
Measures but on an international level.

In carrying out its objectives, it serves as a center of
documentation and information. It also recommends uniform,
international requirements for, scientific and measuring in-
struments, such as scales, used in' industry and commerce and
develops model laws and regulations for consideration by mem-
ber nations. In 1072 the United SAptes became a member with
participation being coordinated through NBS.

Industry representatives told us/'the.primary benefit of
participation has been as a source of(information; however,-
State Department Officials have said that the United States*"
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has a moral commitment to consider international recommenda-
tions of the organization:

'Industry representatives believed that before the United
States decides to adopt any recommendations, it should have
a significant input. The first year for possible significant

, U.S. input will be the next meeting in 1980. Industry offi-
4 cials indicated that U.S. input is needed because the organi-
zation has been dominated by European thoughts on scale design
and regulation which is different.

; Metrication of scales should not take place before U.S.
input and a decision is made on whether the organization's
recommendations are to be adopted in the United States. If
metrication and adoption of the recommendations are not madolt0
simultaneously, the industry might have to go through two
.significant changes. An NBS official told us that U.S. in-
,volvement in the International Organization of Legal Metrology
is independent of domestic metrication of scales and would
continue even' if the United States does not convert to the
metric system.

CONCLUSIONS

Conversion to a predominant use of metric scales will
;probably not occur unless it is made mandatory. Otherwise,
f conversion of industrial-scales will depend on whether in-
dustries that use them decide to convert their internal opera-
tions. Retail scales may not be converted voluntarily beci4use
retailers have no economic incentive to convert.

Substantial costs could be involved to convert scales in
use. The alternative would be to phase out customary scales
through normal attrition and replace them with metric scales.
This approach may be practical for industrial scales but not
for retail scales. The use of both .metric and customary re-
tail scales would cause confusion in the marketplace. Consum-
ers may avoid retail stores that have metricscales. This
would give a competitive advantage to retailers that do not
convert.. State and local weights, and measures Officials would
also face costs for metric training and metric test weight

-sets.

Scale manufacturers did not anticipate any major problem
in producing scalcs that read in metric but have customary-
size parts. Metrication of engineering and production equip-
ment to produce scales with metric-size parts, however, could
be expensive.

U.S. conversion was not expected to increase scale ex-
ports. Domestic sales would be increased only if conversion

.9-16
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were made mandatory with a short transition period. An in-
crease in production of metric scales will depend on demand
by the industry's customers.'

TO have an effective conversion program, particularly
with respect to retail scales,. some type of mandatory con-
version with timetables would probably. be:required. industri-
al scales Could be.converted. as the internal operations of the

'industries that use them are converted. Retail scales, at
least within an'advertising area, would probably have to be
converted at the same tithe to.avoid giving a competitive edge
to those thAX otherwise would not.convert. A major determin-
ing factor 1 the success of retail scale conversion would be
consumer acceptance of the metric:system.
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CHAPTER 10

TRANSFORATION-OVER THE 'MILES TO METRIC
.

Changing the measurement system used 4in transportation
will have far-reaching effects It will affect, the degign
and manufacture of motor wh ,-icles..trains,.aircraft, 4:0
ships; the legal control ekstems Lspeed l-imits., load `inlits,
assigned routes, safeti limitation .r.etc.) that governs,their ,

use; and the computation of; rates c-harg7d fOr their use,Tfees
for shipping goods and teresporting passengers Effects
will be' minor and 'almos mioticed in some casesp.sbut in
other cases will have important economic and social implica-
tions on manufacturers,, operators, legislators, law enforcers,
shippers, and the general public. The Department of Trans=
portation's.policy is to pursue and ,promoste,an order1tychange-
over to the metric sistem. _ The "policy, all-crOs for 'instry to
set the pace'ffor changeover,' but: the ,Department may, when
it -has statutory authority, initiate, some cha es. (Because s

erf its tUnigue worldwide application,, -air tra ortat
,discussed' in ch. 15 with the aer9space industq.)

° n' is

We talked to Federal caridz,S;tcate transportationoffictalc,.
representati40 Of transportatiOn.assOCiations, oprbratorS ofd'
transportation' compankes, State `legislators, and enforOitOrt:
.officialS., Most felt that conversion' may benefit%,Ome parts
of the economy b'ut that it' was not host b'eriefiata]oto.trans-,, , .

portatiorr.
*tiHighway 'users felt thAt co`nversion.lould,tio

result in real abenefitd and ve,2,
ample, the two most.;pt,olrinent measurem It;itentp on a h
are the speedometer:I:and odometer.. ,Specialists estimate that;00,

'it would cost from $40 to $75 for a .,s,peedOmeter ,conversion
and possibly over $100 for an odometer,,,corivertsioil, depending
on the model. With 26.5 million',.inud)td.irr oper4ipn in 1976,,
this would, be very expensive,

The Ntional Highway Traffic 'Safety, Adminisiratiqn issued
a regulatfon in March 1978 requiring that all motor vehicles
manufaCtured after August 31, 19/9, be ;equipped with speed
ometers that register in both miles jr: `hour and kilometers
per hour. Affected parties,were not provided an opportunity to
comment on this new regulation which waCtricstied on the agency'sown initiative. , We do-not know the extent of the iMpact onmotor vehicle mknufacturers.

.,Of course, there are 'kits and decals.4yailable for pas-
senger cars Which would reduce .th'e 'cost for the speedometer
COnylrsion.- These' may or may not be appropriate for motor
freight carriers. At .this time there does',.not appear to be a



Vim ) solution for the odometer, problem., Both instruments,
afticularly the odometer, are impor_tant__in__determini-ng--

"'t7ie costs of transporting goods and people. -Metrication may
be justified if it would result in improvement of the' system
or higher pr ts, but this is not the case.

d officials think it is fdlly tb assume that the
rail mpanires, with their tremendous investment in rail-
road track, and terminals; cbuld convert. They empha-sized at most of their fixed and movable equipment has a
Ring life- andCould not be economically replaced with metric
equipment for a longtime., Some things would 'never be con-
verted to metric sizes but only could be called by a metric
eqdivalen of its present.si2e. For.examplev_we should never
expect the distance between rails of track to change from its.
.present 4feet 8-1/2 .inches, although it could be called 1,435
Centimeters or 1.4351 meters. Tariffs.(the schedules of rates
and charges for .transportation of freight) would ba difficult
to change and have few benefits.,

Maritime transportation has a conversion plan developed.
.by the Maritime;Transportation Research Board of the National
'Academy of'SCiences. However, the plan suggests a schedule
for national maritime conversion without asking "Why should
the Nation go. metric?" There was no °consideration of the
benefits or costs_to the industry', only emphasis of-the y need
to plan for "ordeeley. conversion." The maritime plan seems to
simply commit the'industry-to metrication because national
metrication seems to be "inevitable."

% Implementation depends largely on the industries that
supply components for shipbuilding. These industries may,or
may not have their own conversion plans.: However, thep4S.'-
,shipbuilding industry too small to influence- supplive "who
do not have plans to convert. .The maritime industry afso,...has
much equipment wAth.a long life which will not, wear out for
Jnany years and Would be, uneconomical to replace before neces-sary. This, as in railroads, will delay the conversion

,

Soine groups/of shipping lines, however ,`have already
metricated rates for Shipping weights and volumes of cargo
to 'foreign ports.

The,attitUde'toward changing systems,of control and reg-
ulation ofhighway traffic was made clear in June 1977 when
the Yeddral Highway AdMihistration's proposal to convert speed,
litilts and other highwayinformation and advice signs was
soundly objected to by about 98 percent of, the more than 5,000,
who commented on the proposal. The proposed regulations would.

.:'affect not only commercial iansportation interests, but the..
Aniqliorts of motorists who .would, have to drive by the, regulations,
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WOULD AFFECT MILLIONS OF MOTORISTS.
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the St4tes wh4h would have to amend their laws and replace
old signs with new metric ones, and law enforcement agencies
throughout the country that would have to enforce compliance.

Opposition was mainly based on the S100 million cost for
changing signs, the confusion 1.,p would cause among drivers-i. ,
the time needed for States to amend,traf6 law and the dif-
ficulties of enforcing the laws2among unprepared ivers.
Also, opponents raised a very basic queStion of wh her the
Highway Adminigtration had the authorityltomake such a
change. (We also believe that the' HighWay Administration's
authority to mandate toad sign conversion is. questionable.)
The Federal Highway Administration terminated its proposal to
change the, regulations in the face, of thik'opposition.

, ,
We feel that the metric cohversionof transportation

will be slow. It is highly dependent on thetconversion of
industry. Except for automobiles which nme a relatively.
short life, transportation4equipight ka045 long -life. For
example,l; its publication, "M tlOpegehl 14 Eacts and:Figuces'i,
1977," the Motor aftbf ture 5 Ociatyl/S40Wke,"
that in 1976, 9.3 perced \.q, 'th 00- true ip use

.Vehicle

were 16 or Tore years By 1102'VerCeLlt: 4f
the 97,790;000 automoWledVi44*ed-wer 0% 'Associa-tion of Aperican'RaIlD ad are ,of-//
ten in use for 30 year 04,416tiv s ears: ips .

hp4, a minimum eicpected; tisefilrflii
. ,
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1.
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The Department inc udes'thd,.:Tederal Highway Admit
,tien, the Urban Mass TranSpOrtatiOA Administration,
7';tional Highway, Ttiftip Safety A-dministration, the F
Railroad Administratihn, the ,Coast :Guard, the St. L
SeawalrgeXOpp .Cbrporation, and the Federal Avi
minietraeiM14 ing elements.

The Departmene.4:040fatCation policy, announced, in /July
.977, eseabliSh4 deWtMental policy and ,administrative pro-
cedures for orderly -ii&ns,iticon to the Metric system. Its
giklicy,is to pursue andpromote,an ordqly changeover to the
metric system. The policy will allow industry to set the. 0

Pace for changeover; bkit.the Department may, where it has
statutory authority, initiate'some changes. When the Depart-
ment initiates change, it will be done in ways that will mini-
mize costs to indubtry'cpusedby the change. Most changes
will involve new systems` and facilities rather than redesign
of exiting ones.

Each operating eleNent in thefDepartment is to (1) de-
velop guidelines,and standards for conversion of its area of

. responsibility, (2). make the guidelines and standards avail-
able to industry; and (3) .consder the plan and the metric
system in theAprocurement of all equipment, services, and
supplies especially in the design of new transportation sys-,'.

c tems. These plans will be reviewed and consolidated into
an overall transition plan by.. the Departmentls metricgoordi-
nation CoMmittee..

The policy-
be responsible f
plication of me
partment's convers on effort,will
can be incruded tucceedin4 bUd

HIGHWAY MILES TO KILOMETERS

sr alio requires each operating -element to
rail,ing.ith personnel in the use and ap-
units. ',Costs .Necessary to.su2pert the. De-

identified,sd that funds,

In February 1974, before establtishment of the DepartMent
of Transportation's conversion poll*, its :Federal Highway'
Administration or4anized a Coordinating Task For on'Metri-
cationop plan for changeover, prepare engineers and-other
ployees for conversion, and.keep in touch with metric.activi-
ties. 'Within the same year the Highway Administration awarded
a. research contract to the. Ohio Department-of Transportation
to document its experience in completing two Metric highway

'projects. It also established a policy requiring use of
metric equivalents for all measures in Highway Administration
technical publicationt, rtports, and specifications; and is-
sued -a direotpie giving. States permission to ,install metric
familiarization signs,on, interstate and other.lhighways built
with Federal aid. The Highway Administration's latest

"



conversion was .its publication, in April 1977, of
itsintention-to require speed limit and other highway signs

hange-Tto-Afetric by 1982. '71

Metrication of standards'for
traffic control devices

. In May 1976, in response to,a requestfromits.AdVisory
Committee, the Highway Administration. assigned'ItS Office of
Traffic Operations to revise'theManual on 'Uniform. Traffic
Deviceswith the objective:of issuing a new edition. within
2 yearS,' containing only metric 'units of measurement: and' ra-.
tional: metric standards. The manual, which contains princi
ples

, forthe.design aid use of,all highway and street traffic-.

controls such as signs, signals, and road markings4 is regard
ed by the Highway AdminiStration'asthe national standard.
Althodgh'most States haveidopte&theManual,'itS use is not
mandatory' except on the Feetal-aid-highway system.

/A'timetable for conversion of highway signs.

The Highway. Administration thoughlt that setting q
schedule for the Conversion:oftraffic signs on'highwaiana

'streets would be a good way'to influence metric conversion.,
The States and.theirisubdivisiOnsi the'y,said, were requir,

-by law (ii.S.Code',title 23, sections 109(b) and (d),ansp.
402(a)) to comely with the Manual of Uniform Traffic COW
Devices.on Fedetaltaid highways. Because the Manu41:w04
ing convected, the'timetable'would make,the con'irersion-
bigns.an:orderly process. An official'tblq-us Oat. F
highway funds could be withheld frgm'aol h. h did T
comply with the:following_tiMetable

. :

Recommended Tim #abl.e for Planning,
of U.S. Traffic:Stg

AcCOmplishMent

e'Develop pion guideline*

1 DevelppeOetr signAraWings

Publi8h*etric 'Manual of Uni-
form Ttaffid Control Devices.

f
Public information program,

"-/

Revision ''of pertinent laws
and regulations

2

0
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Begin speed sign conversion
(includes advisory speed'
plates and vertical clearance
warning signs)

Reach 50 percent compliance

Reach 100 prcent compliant

Warning and regulatory signs

Guide signs, mileposts,
other advisory signs-

The public is notified

In the April 27, 1977, "Federal Register," the Highwa
Administration published an adkance notice of its intention
tp change the regulationsapnd .solicit comments on its time-
table for conversion of highway traffic signs to the metric
system. The notice also.advised'the public that the Highway
Administration is .revising the Manual of Uniform Traffic Coh-
trol.Devices to establish metric standards. CommentsComments on this
notice were to be received in 45 days (by JWne 13i 1977). It
quotedodrection ,3 .of the Metric Conversion Act c3 1975 as .30--
thortykN4or the acti 1on,

ic3

July 1, 1978

Ju1y71, 1979

Dec', 30, 1979

Sept. 30, 480

Sept...30, 1982

A~ tv.:

"'Sec. 3 It is/ therefore declared that thee;
. Policy Of the Unieed States shall be to coordinate

and Plan ,the'increasing use f the metric sy
the Uni,ted States and to est blish a United )S
MetriO%Board to-coordinate the vbIlintairdonv

the metlfic-system." i.

e. "Federal Re ister" notice contained an unexp ted,
reyision to the ti' table for conversion of .speed limi signs
that was contained- in-Nan April 26 press release. -the 9 day
period, recommended until just before publicationAdf the no-
ice, was extended to 18 montlif:, The revisions Rtopeded that

the change of speed limit sigfit.and'vertical cleticarice signs
would begin'on July 1,.1978, reach 50 percent compliance,by
JUly 1, 1979, and 160 ercent compliance by December 30, 1979
"to minimize driver onfusiofi and facilitate law enforcement
efforts."

. a

'The notice stat d that many sighs' may be converted by
the use of overlays o``rr simple letter,andl:..1)OMberchanges but
in some instances, new signs may be necie 4ty.s

,
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A rough cost estimate

At,its June 1976 meeting in Kansas City, Missouri,'the
American Association of State Highway and Traffic Officials
had estimated that changing the approximately 3,489,800 traf-
fic signs on highways and streets in the United. States would
cost Gout $110 million. They admitted that the cost esti-
mate Qras very rough because neither (1) the number of signs
nor (2) the method of conversion that would be used by
the States (decals, changing only some numbers; completely
new signs) was known. (Exact costs would be determined by
the method of conversion.) The Highway Administration did'
not make atcost,studysof its own before publication of *ts A

plan, but apparantly,. it used the above figure as a general'
estimate. of what the job would cost.

The Congress, organizations, i
and the public react

un-April .28, 1977, the day after the Highway Adminis-
twtion's notice in the "Federal. Register," 'a bill was intro-ddoed in the Congress to prohibit the Openditures of Federal
fiinds to Modifympignway, signs for metric conversion unless
specifically authorized by the CongresS.

JUne 1, 191,-a,Member of the Congress sent a letter
to the °Highway Administrator requesting immediate withdrawal
ofY-the notice of proposed rulemaking and the cancellation
114p1thns,to force metric converffon on American mqtorists.

The letter :pointed:out' that (1) the Metric COnversion.Act
did not grant the Highway Administration authority to propose
rules, 42rthe!congress hastixot-established an official gol-
,ikcy.of*WaVersiod, (3):the Congress expectedemetric highway'yigps to beta complement rather than a substitute for custo-
matOglgns,'(4) the act stressed voluntaryrcOnversion, (5)
the act wao= Rot to be used to force costs on,anyone, and (6)
by,proceediog without-the gqicrar04 of the Metric. Board, the
.Highwsy-AdtAnistration T Abe ontributing to haphazard

".conversion.4 Other mdtbere- .Congress also wrote:hetter
'be oppoOltion. to the HfOWS 4dministration.

iS
kr;

By Junft13, 1977, more than 600, comments on the-pro-51" co
poOpl hadipxeen received. Letters-were sent tT State and lo-

Kcal transportation authorities, motor clubs, conspmer organi-
.zatto jam bureaus, manufacturers., State and local public,,:

eNrtmentsi many other organiptionstk and private cit-
OineV-eight,percent df the comments were negative.

-

4t A Hag official.h, ittr-ation said that he more
thAn,5,000,, s was higher than for any other ulemaking,the., agency hWever proposed. 'Theo- highest" this. ivas

.,..4. ..,, .
.;



under 500. We read about 400 of the 'letters and found that .

they -were overwhelmingly-against-metrication of-signi;

In light of such overwhelming, opposition, the Highway
Administration-published a notice which terminated the pro-
posal in the June 23, 1977 "Federal Register." Also, a
Highway Administration official told us that the Manual of
Uniforld Traffic Control Devices will not be changed to metric
as planned.

Vi4ws of those who opposed

State government agencies, associations of highway
usdrk, the Mating Transportation Safety Board (a Federal-
agency which sers as the overseer of transportation saf9ty),
and the general public were among those who commented to the ,

Highway AdmOistration about the proposed timetable., Most
of their opposition was based on the high cost of conversion
with few: or no measurable benefits, the fact that they would
.be forced'to metricate when the Metric Conversion Act calls
for voluntary conversion, and the possibility of impaired
highway safety due to lack of driver education.

Highway inistration -officials told .us they believe
that the most ortanifac4ulearned was, that metrication is
:in emotionally latile.p4deot .arid their,analysis of the re7,
'sponses, shoWed that-many -4brg based oh Paftiotism, fear of --V

communi0,,ithie need to maintaiittraditibn, or an organized
-apReal. alley felt that it was evident that most of the ad-
verse comments received from citizens came .as a result of
newspaper articles urging readers to protest use of the metric
system.

A question authority

Theafttfpnal Committee on,Uniform Traffic Laws and. Ordi-
nances is an ihdePehdents.319AProfit organization composed of
about 140 members representirwgrodps, such as Federal, State,
and local highway officialsL:ear,.bus, and truck associations;.
insurance: and finance companies; and others involved in.high---
way transportation. Th&CoMpittee is the custodian of the
Unifdrm Vehicle 'Code which iali.Jluide for State motor vehicle
laws.

This Committee's view is that the Highway Administration
does not have autbority'to promulgate and enforce a timetable
fbr converting .highway signs. The Federal 4overnment does ,not'
make traffic laws: The Nation's traffic 16/s are promulgated,
adopted, and enforced b' the States and ':their. political juris-
dicti6ns.. An example is the present 55-mile-per-hour speed
limit on the Nation's highways. The States changed their
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maximum speed laws to comply with the Federal Government's
Anitiative____to_save -energy ,-not-because the -55-mile-per-hour
limit was a Federal law.

It is important to note that the 55-mile-per-hour lim-
it is not a Federal speed limit. In January 1974, however,
the Congress enacted the Emergency Highway Energy Conserva-
tion Act (Public Law 93-239) which required the Secretary',P,
Transportation to withold Federal=aid highway funds from any
State with a maximum speed limit in excess of 55 miles per
hour. We had been told.by a Highway Administration official
that Federal-aid purse strings could be used to enforce State
compliance metric spedd limits. We were.also told that the
Emergency Highway Energy Conservation Act could be amended
to give the Department the same economic sanction authority
6ver those who ad'not convert- the 55-mile-per-hour limit to
90 kilometers per hour. .A State could refuse to comply only
if it could do without Federal-aid highway funds.

The Commit4fig,on-Anito,m-Traftit''Laws and. Ordinances of-ficial said thithpEighway Admiiiistration's enforcement au-
'thority through economic sanctions is .very weak and gettingweakei as the Interstate Highway system newcompletion. The
influence of various political forces against use of.,sanctions'
has caused theri.to be infrequently used It is questionable
whethii- Stites would make expensive sign changes to retan
Feder4f-Aid,highwayigunds. This pfficial art() felt that--;

-the CoR4te0104/aild be reluctant to amend the-Emergency Highway70: Energy Conservation Act.
f=s"

Our observations on the'Highway
Administration's conversion proposal;;

The attempt by the HighwayAiMinistration to impleieht
conversion of highOar signS-is iMpoqant-begause it is the
first attempt by the-federal GovernT: _t to_metricate an areawhich would quicklfArfect the ent tee Nation. Conversion's
far-reaching effedWOUld.require amendmentlof Stateptraffic.
codes; education .0 driVers, .ehforcement Rftrsonnel, and

.the-judiciary; adtudtmeht of State and 'local b6dgets; and
adaptation 64.spgiedbmeters and odometers among-other things.The strong oppoSition and ultimate withdrawal of the ocoposal,.could have anadverse'effect on the course of ,other metrica
,tion effortS in the United States.

a.

If the Nighway Department "had` (1) i:nCiuded Staterend lo=cal governments, industry, and other-affecte. gectors in their,o planning and (2) developed a cost/benefit an 0 sis as care-
fully as possible and giyehPrn re consideratigito the amountof time needed for, education as d revision's-to Alplicable

=f,
1.4,057;.^
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others may have been influenced to voluntarily cooperate with
the-proposal.

Who volunteers?

The Htghway Administration felt that the Metric Conver-
sion Act gave them authority to assume a leadership role in
influencing metrication. They chaose to do this by "volun--
teering" to metricate regulations. These regufations would
impose conversion on the' States. Conversion, then, would be
mandatory on the States, which frist amend traffic codes and
pay; for sign replacement, and ,the highway users, who must,
comply with these codes. This view,,,im:our" opinion, it

consistent with the intent of the Metnic,Cohifersi.0nAct to
make conversion voluntary, In our opinionObe Highway Ad-
ministration's authority to impose.such regglations is ques-
tionable.

Speedometers and odometers

We also think that the problem of converting speedometers
and odometers was too lightly considered by the Highway Admin-
istration. The Highway Administration'feels that the driver
can easily and inexpensively convert a customary Speedometer
to metric by placj.ng a metrically calibrated decal on the
coverglass.

Canada has maa4 decals availabl@q6 bed..placed on the
suedoiiter coverglass for its conversion of speed limits in
Septeiber 1977. We do not asyet know how effective use of
these decals has been.

rt

miles tO 191Orrietres-
(Frts al shapes Speedometers)

20 -

milles en kilometres
(Adaptation universe%)

eik

a., .

tummanams

Place stiCkers on glass as follows: 20 kniEd 12WM.

40 km at 25 and eachJcollom4ng km stickerateach

12Vi m interval as shown on the chart.

0 cmma:am ow Hove
Da, NoWll NOIDINOS LID NADI Si &MA

16711.iir

Directitms pour placer, les indicateurs metriques.

20 km a 12'/2 m. 40 km a 25 rn, etc. Tousles autres
indicateurs doWentetre places par intennOles de 121/2

millescommerindiquerillustration. .

AUV.INAM

We interviewed twq:WashingtOn area mechahics whosecom-
panies speciAlizevin speedometer repair work. Theme special-
ists told us it is not, likely that the average motrist will
place decals carefullyenough to ensure that customary mark-,
ings are accurately cOnvertet. Secondly, they said even if :
proPeAiy placed, the sometimes 2- to 3-inch separation beEweeri.-
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the coverglass and the speedometer dial.is enough.to cause
in=accurate readingsi:except when_the driver views the speed- .---
ameter from dead center. (The National Highway Traffic Safety
AdminiatratIon claims that 1/2 'to, finch would be a more c;,,

accurate estithateof the average separation between dial and
covergiast.) 'Additionally, night visibility of numbers on-the
coverglass would be poor at best because speedometers are
Usually illuminated behind the glass. Numbers on the cover-
glass would be poorly'illuminited in a darkened automobile.

"to

Speedometer 'specialists said that time for professionals
to remove"he -coverglass and install markings directly to the
dial could range from 1-to 4 hours, depending"pn the automobile
or, truck, and cost $40 to $75 in labor.

The sales manager of a German, multinational automotive
instrumentation concern reported to us that many Australian
drivers have converted speedometers with a kit marketed by an
Australian company. Instructions with the kit explain how
the owner can install a metrically calibrated overla$ under
the coverglass from the front of the instrument panel wiAout
havihg to remove the speedomettr from the panel or disturbing
any .of the speedometer 1j.nkages.a.Because of, differences in
design, a specific design and instructions were developed fot
each car make and model. We' were given a kit designed to fit
the ,1973 to 1975 American Motors Matador. The instructions
set 20, minutes as the time needed for do- it- yourself installa-
tion. For this model the process seemed relatively simple:

a

I I

,mons..

e

The.two companies plan to mark kits in the
United States. The manager stated that search is in of

4..
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'.-progress,:not,, only to-develop overlays ihat-:will accurately
fit_the_speedoister dials_of_Amiric_an_car_s but to developeasl.
ily -Understood instructions He estimated that about 1,000
different kits .would be needect:to cover all automObilemodela,
(domestic and foreign) in use.. He anticipates., however, that A

they. should-be able .to. mark about 300 different,kits for the
most popular cars sold,during the past 10 years.

These kits' could be sold.for $1.95- -$2.50 if US,. conver-
sion of.highway signs is planned with sufficient lead time to
allow sales through automobile manufacturers, dealers, and
normal parts merchandising outlets. .Quick distribution of
an. estimated 34 to 45 million kits with short lead time:will
requirehandling by a large number of people with resulting
high markup. In this case kits could cost consumers $5 tp..$6.

Converting bdometerYwould. be a difficult problem. We.
were told: that the odoMeter is connected to a drive geat on
the. ransmiSsion.' GM has kilometer gearswhgch could be used
to repAce the gear on its cars, but no other domestic' companli
has metric gears. Other'cars would have to have an-adapter
installed and calibrated by testing over a measured kilo-
meter. Each conversion would be time consuming and could cost
over $100: The; exact cost would vary with the make,.model,
and4ear.of.theoopt. Specialists could not give .a better. esti-
maeWbecause they have never:made odometer conversions."' .

Speedometer and.odometer conversion then, would be very'
expensive to the driving public if it is to be done in a way
that would'not introduce safety hazards. This expense would
be An addition to the motorist's tax dollats used bl th State
to change signs and other traffic control dev ices'.

Further study of
human factors nee

4

such as whether 90 days, 18 months, or soMe other
period is.:OptimUm for completing the:speed limit, change;

,whetlaer,it''is better to,*Oexf speed limittbeforebr after,
Othe4 Sign change4,twhen7:_and'AOWtO pr Tent the general: public;
whethoT,metric4Ag04neediobeT.diatinCtyely different -from-
the present signs,.and what human fackorS would be involved.
in'cOanging from one system to:Another" should also, be studied

'.carefully further attempts are made to metricate high-
way'traffic control.

. ,

Dual speedometers required in 1.979

In March 1978 the NationaVHighWat.;Ttaffic.',Safety Admin-
istration issued'a regulatiOn.for e(albme ers and odometers

8

.
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which included a requirement:that a)1 new vehicles manufac-tured after_August_31, 1979-r be-equipped with-speedometersthat register in both mileiGper hour and kilometers per, hour.

Tpe main purpose of this regulation, according to ,an of-ficial of the atIonal Highway-Transportation Safety Adminig-
,tration, was, ttrequire automobile mqnufacturers to use 85miles per.hbur or 140 ,kilometers per' hour as the top Speed on
speedometer dials. ThiS.Aould elimi!nate higher' speeds like125 miles per hour on the 'dial which, according to this offi-.dial, may influence-immature drivers to. cause a safety hazardby ;testing their cars tb see just how near they can come
thetop 'speed listed on the speedometer. .Anothelvp4tpeas
to reqUire oddme,r_ees.to be made more tamperpr9f, ._thvs',A5rotect-ing tte'buyer of a used car from purchasing a- had0the.odometer set back creating a possibility that the carwould have higher mileage and consequently need-more mainte-nance than indicated by the mileage shown.

In theyproposal.that went out for comment in December-'1976,-the speedometer readings Were to be in customary butgave the automobile manufacturers the option ,of including
metric graduations. Unilaterally, between the time of the
original proposal and the final ruling, the Safety Adminis-tration changed the speedometer regulation to require all
new motor, vehicles to halm dual speedometersmetric and cus-toffiary. This ruling, according to an agencyA)fficial, was madetota14:on the initiative of the Safety AdMinistration.
Whereas' automobile manufacturers and others. had an opportunityto comment on ,the original provisions in the regulations, they.' did' not have achance to comment on the dual speedometer re4.0suirement..

. \,
. .

.

This
vofficial told us that the decision wassinfluenced by.

the!, Department. of Trtnsportation order pro*Adng metricationinits administrations nd the Federal Highway Administration''s ;pactions to have all road signs changed to metrieo The "Fe'deraiRegister" dated March 16, 1978, contained the followfng'siate-
meat vb y the National Highway Traffic Safety'Adminis_ tration:

. ..
.

."Differences between the proposed and final-rules. , .

The'proposed rule wouldqhaye required.speedometersto `'be gradu'ated in miles per hour and*alloWed manu
facturers the 'option of-adding graduations in: kilo-metres per hour. The final rule requires gradvationsin both 'systems of measurement. This Provision'willaid the converis4 of the United States sto%theifiletriC
system, consistent with the Metric Conversion Act

a. of l975. Some road sign's in this country.and, in
neighboring countries already use 01.e 'system. The :'

,dual.graduations of-speedometers will:aid motorists1





in becoming acquainted with the metric system. As
a result, their acceptance of the system andabil-
ity to use it will increase."

_

-Since this regulation 'was bnly.recently issued, we do' not
know what impact it will have on motor vehicle manufacturers
particularly truck and motorcycle manufacturers. SOme auto-
mobile manufacturers are already producing Cars with dual
speedometers. Whether this regulation will,disrupt their,
timing schedules is unknown to 'us at this4Time-rit will coin-
cide with the introduction of new models in the fall of 1979.
More importantly, the measurement portion of this regulation
was issued on the initiative of the Safety Administration and ,

was not coordinated with the parties affected. (See ch. 11
for a detailed dismission of the automotive industry.)

Thus, this appears tq be.another example of a Federal
agency,. the second in the Department of Transportationj. uni-
laterally, using its authority to prdmote metrication as indi-
cated by the issuance of the regulation and, the statement on
its action. that the regulation "* * * will aid the conversion
of the United States.tO the metric system * *.*."

/

BUILDING A METRIC ROAD

, We found two projects in which metric measurement was
used alMdst exclusively in street and 'roadway deign and con
struction. The Ohio Department of Ttansportatidn resurfaced
a portion of one road and surveyed, designed, and constructed
two State road improvement projects. The city/government of
St. Louis Park, Minnesota, completed a 9- to 10- block urban
project using metric deSign.and Construction.: The projects
were implemented to identify the problems that are likely to
arise when metrics are-used:in building road's. These projects
Were done as patt Of'the rggular maintenance prograMs. No
Special funds were required..

k

Duting the'design stages of its projects4.04io purchased
metric equipment and supPlieS foi surveyors and ehgineers-.
The necessary obtained field, surveying - -a
3.6 -meter metric level rodi:a:30.meterYmetric drag chain, a
50-meter metric box tape, and a 3-meter metric pocket tape--
was,available ftom a Columbus,, CaliO, ,Supplli house at approxi-
mately twice the cost of.customary AMerican equipment. Mate-

, rials needed for design work were metric:scales' and. paper.
Scales were ordered locally,:butthere was a 4 -week wait for
delivery. Procurement of metric paper and tracing cloth was
a greater problem._ Delivery of the cloth took an excessive
amount of time and". neatly delayed. the plans. MetricSize
paper had to be cut from preserestock. .:There_ were some
complaints about the quality o;iequipment and supplies,' but
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generally, procurement Of surveying 'and design equipment and
materials was not a' greatprobleM.,

SPR/N6 DRAIN, DETA/L zoo.,,

0/5m445m- 4,
PLAN'

aE 025m grated Pip rue
0r O. /5 An Class C ,o/o.n
concrette.

44Sen

Wen, - 40:1:4 /SO m '77 linc/tm-volied . Pipe
1/ficktro'nuis 70Z.0P Type 2Y or 70Z /2.

SCALE /:20
..TECT/0,,if 2. 44-14 zoo doomm

Construction detail slowing metric Specifications

'Camiitesy of the Ohio Department Of Transportation.
A

.4

In general, education of personnel working anthe jobs
was minimal. Field surveying 'crews were given a 1/2-hour
orientation and then given-tbe:mettic equipment to practice
with for a few hours. After. about a week Of field work, they
became fairly accustomed to working in the metric system.
On-the-job training after short orientation was also used
for design,personnel. Results were reported to be good, and
accuracy of measurements and quality of work were aenerally
as good as usual,-although soMe.workers said they',had been

'extr.l.careful because they were working in a new systeM.

Ohio alsO insisted that contractors use the metric sys-Y
tem in all measurement and accounting:... uring construction.
With thiiin mind 'Ohio determined that 'the range of bid'
amounts was not_unusual, and no bide_seemed to be 4reaely-
increased because of the metric nature of the projects.

A.



Contractors reported a few problems, including increased
price of ready-mixed concrete to compensate the supplier for
converting his plant to metric (the total cost of plant con-_

versiohwas $3,500) and difficulty in obtaining the necessary
metric Measuring devices. Training of personnel on a need -'
,to-know basis was not a problem.

The City Engineer of St. Louis Park believes that met-
:ripatibn is coming. Therefore, he ordered a 9- to 10-block
street revamping project to 4e done as completely metric as

Jogsible to identify the advantages and problems. The con-
tractors' bids on the project were about the same as a non-
zetric job would be, although only four of the usual six ,to

contractprs submitted bids. The city's design costs
iwere-about 20 percent higher because engineers' production
.was reduced during a-period of relearning and using nearly,
,'"forgbtten metric measurement skills. There was also lost,
'time and confusioh on the contractor's staff. Engineering
-apd design equipment, costs were minimal, about 4$30. Most of
,-this was spent formetric rules, tapes, and drafting paper.

aual Measurements were used on the plans sent out for
bids sp.that contractors would have a familiar base for esti-
mating. Hardthonversions were avoided-when they would involve
new cohstruction-'machinery or materials which may have to be
manufactured-tb metric standards, such as manhole covers or
curbs. 'Street Widths, however, were 12 meters; concrete was
mixed, using metric quintities of ingredients and pbured in
'cubic meters-- -and Sidewalks were square meters in area and
centimeters inJ:thUkhess.

1

There 'wag 'sbme,distrust among residents whose driveways
would be affected *because they thought that the10,-meter width
planned for the'.new.-metric driveway was smaller .than the 30y
feet theyalreadvhad.- Actually their metric driveway was
about 3 feet wider. Some had to be given an actual demonst
tion before they,wexe satisfied.-

Although both the Ohio and the St. Louis Park road build-
ing experiences were successful and identified surmountable
problems, both decided not to plan further metrication until
FederAl policy and metrication of highways "catch up." Offi-
cials in both situations felt that the metrication of-road
construction is,not advantageous at this time because the
problems encountered would be expensive to.overcome, on a
large scale, and there were ,no. benefits.

An experiment with signs

Ohio installed 33,dual destination signs on Ihterstate
Highways to .determine the changeover time in the public
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OHIO INSTALLED 33 DUAL DESTINATION SIGNS ON HIGHWAYS TO

DETERMINE PUBLIC AWAR EN AND ACCEPTANCE OF THE METRIC SYSTEM.
I

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE OHIO DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION,



awareness, acceptance, and general understanding of the'metric
system and the effect of the signing system on the change:
Data was obtained by administering questionnaires to motorists
at rest areas on the affected Interstate HighWays before and
after the sign changes.--Two thousand'questionnaires were
a'dministered'in September 1973; 1,440, in April 1974; and
1,570, in August 1974.

After analysis of the questionnaires,' Ohib concluded that
motorists were about evenly divided on the issue of metrica-
tion. The proportion of drivers in favor of changing to the
metric system decreased over time but still maintained a
slight lead. It al6o found that the dual unit signing sys-
tem had no beneficial effect on awareness', _understanding, and
acceptance of metrics. Seventy-five percent of-the respondents
indicated, however, that dual unit destination signs would be
helpful in the transition of highways to the metric-system.
The ability of motorists to use the correct customary-to-metric
conversion for distance increased overtime.

A LONG AUL FOR RAILROADS

Railroad.Administration is taking a 10w pro-
file in onversion to metric in that it will gear its metri-
cation activities to the rate of conversion bythe railroad
industry. Its future ,policy will be .forMUlated within the
Department of Transportation's guidelineS. The members of
the railroad nduStrylseem generally. opposed toconveisicill
because (1) they do not see an economic advantage and (2
they have7en immense investment in fixed plant (rails, :ties,
classification yards, etc.-).and rolling stock llocomotivei,
freight cars; switching engines, passenger cars, etc,Y with
lohg-life expectancy which would.require redesign and mainte-.
nance of dual iniTentories of.eqUipment Over 'an extended time.-

Officials said that railroadsafety regulation is. the
only area in which the Railroad Administration could require
change to metric by the railtoads. They could possibly revise
regulations dealing with track safety, freight car, safety,
safety appliances on trains and locomotives, motive power
safety, and other FedetaLsafety.regulations to inclUde met-,
ric measurement. Even in this case; the conversion would be
to metric equivalents (soft conversion) to aVoicidrastic
chilnges in the physical dimensions in plant and equipment.

The Northeast Corridor Development project and the Alaska.-
Railroad, both operating under the Railroad Administration,,
are the only major' federally controlled railroad operations.
The Northeast Corridor-Project Office, which is working toward
improving railroad service between Washington, D.C., and
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Boston by improving trick, ,signals, electrification, bridges,
and the like has had discussions of metrication impacts since

HoweVer, we were told that nothing'of consequence has
been done. \The Northeast Corridor group had cbnsideied using
metric fasteners on some-new installations and,-metrication of

part structure that transmits.power to the locomotive
the :systems on new installations (The catenary is
art of the

motor.) Nei her consideration has been decided.

A North ast Corridor official said that hard metrication
of railroad Onstruction would require .extensive standards
revision and redefinition. The railroad industry is very
'conservative; itis cufrently using many standards made before
1920 and is r luctant to change. Soft conversion would accom-
plish little ore than a change in language. The official
feels this is a waste of time. With a target date of February
1981 set to c Wete the Noitheast Corridor development,
there is no ti e, especially without strong leadership and
mandates, to d. much about, metrication. J

'Officials at the Association of Amefican Railroads,
which represen s 90 percent of the railroad,industry, told us
that the large American railrbads are reluctant to even dis-
cuss conversio to metric. The two overriding reasons for
this attitude a e:'

- -A conversion by the railroads to metric would require
a tremendous,outlay of money for no apparent real re-
turn or benefit. Because of the depressed finatioial
condition of most railroads, funds are riot available
for this, even if they'so desired.

--Due to the magnitude of the rail system and the long
average life of equipment, the conversion would take a
'long time and cause numerous inconveniences and could
hold up the progress of the rehabilitation of the en-
tire industry. (There are about 324,000 miles'of
track, 1.7 million railroad cars, and 27,600 locomo-
tives in the,United States.)

.

Before an etric cars can lje put on line, all parts of
the railroad systeM,must be able to handle and maintain them.
Although there are many, different railroad companies, each
is considered to be part of the one North American--United
States, Canada, and Mexic0--rail system. Freight cars must e
interchangeable with capability for use throughout the system.
One standard gauge '('width) track throughout thesystem
(4 ft. 8-1/2 in.') allows rail cars'to move freely from one
railroad to.another. Although in time, metric conversion of-
other railroad equipment may occur it is not'probable that
hard conversion of tnabkigauge will ever be consiaered.
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The railfoadcompanies really do not know whether the
Nation will ever metricate. HowelAY, the Association of Amer-
ican Railroads is developing a preliminary plan of action to
use in the future if it seems that railroads must convert.
The .plan will attempt to (1) define all areas and activities
of the railroad industry that could be involved in metrica-
tion, (2) provide a tentative timetable for conversion of each
item, considering not only the railrOad industry but the abil-
ity of .suppliers to fdrnish needed .equipment, (3) consider what

,--education will be needed for employees and when it should be
given, and (4) insure that coordination and compliance with
standards are achieved throughout the inddstry.

The Association of American'Railroads is a member6f the
Railroad Rolling Stock Committee of the Canadian Metric Com-
mission. -Since the Canadian railroad industry is so inti-
mately related to the U.S. industry, the Canadian railroads
have had to deliliy hard metrication activities until the United
States moves, although Canada is about 2 years ahead in plan-
ning,

Canada's Railroad Rolling Stock Committee encompasses
companies primarily engaged in building, rebuilding, and
operating locomotives'and railroad cars. The Committee-
stated that the U.S. conversion will impose constraints
on the Canadian railroad conversion plan if the-Association
of American Railroads defers theiwriting of new specifications
'and codes. Canada has set 1983 as a target date whew.all
operations will be predominantly metric.

Canada's Rail Tiansport Committee, which comprises those
companies primarily engaged in operation of railways for pas-
senger and fr,eight,,has also set 1983 as a target to be. pre-
dominantly metric. However, it too'states that while the
industry is attempting to adhere to the Canadian National.
Program of Guidance Dates for Metric Conyersion, the inter-
relationships:of railway operations getWeen.the two countries
constrains the industry in that the conversion must be coordi-
nated with that of the U.S. railroads.

Conversion of tariffs

One metricdtion problem to be faced by railroads and
other .commercial transportatio concerns (carriers) which
transport goods is the convers on of tariffs--the schedules
of rates, charges, and regulati ns for transportation of
freight.. Tariffs have every conceivable expression of
weights and measurement, all of which must be analyzed and
chang'ed if the carriers convert to the metric system. Tar-
iffs include the freight rate plus 'service charges for such
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things as switching services, measuring' tonnage, /reconsigning
shipments, loading, unAoading, and icing perishable,goods.
Shipment descriptions and shipping conditions are defined in
weights, densities, capacities, gauges, viscosities, dimen-
sions, temperatures, pressures, and. other measures.

All carriers subject ,to the Interstate Commtrce Act and
the Federal Aviation Act are required to have their tariffs
reviewed by the Interstate Commerce Commission or the Civil
Aeronautics Board and also make them available for public in-
spectioribefore publication. These agencies examine the
tariffs for statutory and regulatory requireMents and the im7
pact they may have on users, especially small customers. They
may be accepted, negated, or suspended. Published and filed
tariffs are binding on the carxier, the shipper, and the per-
Sons receiving shipments. The,&ovisions become an inherent
part of each contract represented. by a bill of lading.

Presently, the United States 'has about 20,000 regulated
carriers. These include railroads, airlines, motor carriers,
pipelines, transportation brokers,4and express agencies who
publish prices for transportation. A. tremendous library of
tariffs exists, the vast majority in 'the customary system.
An Interstate Commerce Commission official said that there is
no accurate count of the number of tariffs, but they.iiin into
millions of pages. To give an idea of 'the volume, he said the
Commission processes about 400,000 tariff changes annually.
This amounts to approximately 1.5 million, pages of material.
This does not' include the thousands of unchanged tariffs or
new tariffs.

In July 1976, to open the'door for rate conversion, the
Interstate Commerce Commission issued 4 statement to the ef-
fect that railroads, motor carriers, and other carriers, un-
der their regulation could convert tariffs to metrid but
easily understood conversion tables must'accompany the pub-
lished schedule. While the Civil Aeronautics Board 'has not
taken an official position, it told us that there would
be no objection if the air freight industry wished to. con-
vert rates. At this time neither of these agencies intends
to initiate tariff conversion, but will cooperate wit1,the
conversion of industry.

Conversion of tariffs will be a very difficult and ex-
,

pensive undertaking. Its difficulty is compounded by the
fact that prices must not be substantially increased or de-
creased in the process. Therefore, soft conversion would have'
to be made. In simplest terms soft conversion would entail

AO'
establishing appropriate conversion factors for all the m -,
surement descriptions that are psed in describing the tar .**

on which costs are calculated. For each measurable prope



in the present system, there must be an acceptable physical
quantity defined in the metric system by which it can be
quantitatively compared. A set of base concrete units must'
be contrived, one for each base quantity, from which a com-
plete translation table can be computed.

An official of the Southern Freight Tariff Bureau, which
is one of the nonprofit agencies established by groups of
carriers to publish rates, says that one problem is that
there are no absolute metric equivalents to customary quan-
tities, only approximate equivalents. For example, 1 ounce
equals 28.3495 grams, or virtually as many places to the
right of the decimal point in fractional units as you would
care to express.

This then leads to the next step, deciding on the tech-
niques to be used in rounding off, keeping in mind that metric
rates must remain as near the customary rates as possible.
An offiCial of the Association of American Railroads told
us that the number of Significant digits used in the rounding
system could make the difference between profit and loss for
a shipment. Another official felt that there may be a need
to compute conversion factors out to eight decimal places.

Once equivalents'are established and the rounding system
is decided, the actual conversion would take place. This,
among other problems, would require,recomputation ofthe
vast library of rates and schedules, changing records of
the tare weight and capacity of freight cars and motor car-
riers; reprograming of computers, and making adjustments to
marketing and other statistical programs.

The "Official Railway Equipment Register," which pub-
lishes the inside-outside door opening measurements and cubic
capaci,ties of all freight cars, would have to be converted. e
Publications which define package descriptions and regula-
tions and the specifications for shipment o£ hazardous mate-
rials presCribed by thegDepartment of Transportation would
also have to be converted to a precise degree: -Personnel'
involved would have to be,taught to understand metric units
as easily as they do the conventional units of weights, and
measures. These and the many other changes that would -be

necessary could constitute an enormous amount of work and
expense.

There are many more people who ship goods by rail, air,
highway', pipeline, etc., than there are carriers. (No one
knows how many.) It would be difficult to assess the impact
of metrication on theseshippers. If metrication occurs,
all agreements will have to be reviewed by carriers and
shippers to account for the changes in units.



Both carriers and shippers have been increasing their
use of computers in tariff computations. Computers are peinq
dsed 'in such areas as freight tonnage, cost analysis, ship=
ment routing, billiof lading preparation, and payments.
Conversion would necessitate programing changes to accommo-
date.changes in units, rounding problems, and other statis-
tical programs. A railroad rate bureau study stated that
if a rounding system that required more than three digits
to the right of the dedimal point is adopted, their present
computer program package will not accommodate it, and to
change could be detrimental to the progress 'already made
in computerization. The study also stated that daring the
transition period, 'it would be necessary for computers to
maintain dual capability. This would be a problem. (See.

ch. 18 for further discussion of computers.)

Although there is no estimate of the costs of tariff
conversion, indications are that they will be substantial.
The work involved would be enormous. We could not identify
direct benefits to carriers or shippers from metrication of
tariffs./

MARITIME ACTIVITY

In the'United States the maritime industry is an es-
sential but relatively small industry. Shipbuilding, for
example, represents only about 1 percent of U.S. steel con-
sumption. The industry includes ship and terminal opera-
tions,_shipbuilding, marine equipment manufacture and supply,
naval architecture, and marine: and marine- related engineering.

The maritime indUstry has been confronted with a mixture
of measurement systems. Some components produced in metric
countries have followed metric design although not always
SI metric; they may be hybrid metric systems. Components
made in other countries tend to be in inch design except for
parts, such as bearings, that have been produced to interna-
tional standards. There have been problems when parts made
in different units must be used together. The maritime in-
dustry has also had to deal with a, confusing variety of,
units used in international commerce.

Planned conversion would be beneficial to the maritime
industry in terms of (1) rationalized engineering standards--
the opportunity to develop standards that reduce the number
of product sizes, (2) reduced inventories--an opportunity
for'bostxeduction through international standardization
of a smaller number of product sizes, and (3) coordinated
education and training--the opportunity to eventually teach
one system rather than, both metric and customary..
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In mid-1972 the Maritime Transportation Research Board
of the National. Research Council, National. Academy of Sci-
ences, began developing a comprehensive plan for orderly
conversion to metric for the U.S. marine industry and those
Government agencies concerned with maritime matters. Be-
cause they felt that metrication was proceeding at an in-
creasing pace in the United States, the Board agreed to
start with the premise that the United States would soon
or eventually go metric. The report, consequently, did nOt
consider the questions:

--Should the Nation 'go metric?

--What are the benefits and costs of U.S. metrication
(e.g., the extent to which conversion will enhance
U.S. penetration of foreign mackets or, conversely,
penetration of U:S. markets by foreign exporters.)?

The report, "Maritime Metrication: A Recommended
Conversion Plan. for the U.S. Maritime Industry," was published
in Debember 1975 just after enactment of the.Metric Conver-
sion Act, which of course, does not include a target period
or-a policy of converting to a predominantly metrit system.
However, it is still, except for time frames, held by the A,

Maritime Administration as the metrication plan for t.he marl
time industry.

The report recommended a conversion program, which dis-
cusses the organizations that make up the maritime industry,
their interdependencies, and the recomMended time phasing of
conversion to the metric system r-sqlticoehversion where neces-
sary, followed by.hard conversion of design and manufacturing.
All activities, if kept on a tight schedule, were planned so
that conversion to metric would be substantially complete,.
within 8 yedrs.

We discussed the plan with an official of the Maritime
Administration, the agency which aids in the development,,
promotion and operation of ,the U.S. merchant_marine service.

that the report was a good one, but the time frames
:recomMended were not attainable because (1) the' Metric Con-
version Act did not establish a mandate for metrication-
(2) the U.S. Metric Board had not yet been established to
provide cOordinatiOn,-and. (3) there has been no marine acif
tivity in. The AMerican National Metric Council since 1974.
(We found that plans are afoot to reactivate ANMC's Maritime
Sector Committee with the. American Shipbuilders. Council .

as secretariat.)

The Maritime Administration official said that the U.S. A.
shipbuilding industry is very small by comparison with"other
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industries and does not have the clout to force suppliers to
provide metric materials and supplies. He indicated that the
industries which supply the maritime industry's needs do not
seem to be anxious to change to metric. The'maritime industry
will have to wait until metrication is made economical to
these suppliers by other industries, such as the automobile
manufacturers. In contrast, major foreign shipbuilding na.:-
tions, such as Japan., GerMany, and the Scandinavian countries,'
have no problem because their suppliers have metric capabil-
ity. However, their production is in CGS metric 1/ which dif-
fers somewhat from SI metric.

The Maritime Administration believes that metrication'
should come from within the industry and not be pushed by .

the Government. The Maritime Administration should keep pace',
coordinate, facilitate, and assist where possible.

he Maritime Administration had a firm of marine consult-
ants velop a plan recommending the role it should play in
leading the maritime industry into conversion.

The plan, "Metric Conversion Study for the Maritime Ad-,
ministration," concluded that the. Maritime Administration
should follow the spirit of the Metric Conversion Act, by
assuming the philosophy that industry must voluntarily set-
the pace in metrication. The role of the Maritime Adminis-
tration, therefore, should not be one of forcing metrication
on the industry, but rather that of a coordinating and facili-
tating agency. It estimated that to do this, about 28,300
staff hours will-be required over a period of at least 10
years. -We calculated that this would cost, including over-
head, about $480,000.

The Maritime Administration has accepted the lead role
and is in the process of drafting policy for action. In im-
plementing this ii-adershig role, it expects to encourage
Government organizations which have regulations affecting
maritime matters to metricate them in support of maritime in-
dustry metrication efforts. The Maritime Administration will
also give assistance to industry in identifying and converting
standards, specifications, and manuals requiring change.

The Maritime Administration has already attempted to in-
fluence metric conversion in the shipbuilding industry by is-
suing both the "Standard Specifications for Tanker Construc-
tion" and the "Standard Specifications for Diesel Merchant

1/Centimeter, gram, and second are used as base units for
length, mass, and time
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METRICATION OF THE SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRY IS DEPENDENT

ON METRICATION OF ITS MANY SUPPLIERS.
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Ship Construction" in dual units, with the equivalent metric
units shown first and Customary units in parentheses. These
specifidatio s are for the building of subsidy ships, those
ships for which the U.S. Government subsidizes the difference
in cost belween a ship built in America of domestic components
and.materls and one built in, a' foreign shipyard.

A view Nom industry

The American Institute of Merchant Shipping is an asso-
ciation of,all U.S. flag ships (about 35 companies). The
members include companied operating ocean lineis, dry cargo
ships, coastal ships, and tankers. The Executive Secretary
told us that at this time the industry is reacting to others.
TO industry has adopted a "follow on" position in metrica-
tion. The Maritime Transportation Research Board's Plan is
the plan the industry is to work under. Much of the maritime

/industry is presently compatible with metric, we were told,
because many of the engineering features--pumps and boilers--on

l ships are either metric or dual now. Therefore, engineers
are somewhat familiar with the system. Navigation--use of com-
pass, sextant', and other instruments--will not be disturbed
for a long time. le also mentioned that the U.S. maritime
industry uses-only about 1 percent of the Nation's steel out-
put; thereTore, it is too small to cause metric conversion of
the steel industry because of its demands. Although very
little is being initiated now, he thought the maritime indus-
try would be quite willing to convert-when necessary.

. .

U.S. Coast Guard 'N,
r ,

The Coast Guard is charged with implementing laws that
are concerned with safety at sea, in harbors, and.all the
navigable waters of the United States; and marine property,'
including 'the safe carriage of cargoes. The, Coast. Guard ap-
proves plans for construction, - repair, and alteration of ves-
selsvapproves materials and equipment used'in the construc-
tion and operation of vessels, inspects vessels and their
equipment; issues permits for vessel operations that may be
hazardous; and issues licenses to U.S. Merchant Marine offi-
cers, seamen, and harbor pilots.

The Coast Guard policy toward conversion is generally
one of keeping pace with conversion in the private sector.
The Coast Guard plans to'uge metric in its activities consist-
ent with the operational, economical, technical, and safety
considerations which are in the best interests of the service.
The system in which an item is originally designed is expected
to be retained fot the life bf the item unless conversion is
necessary or advantageous. When the item lacking procuredpis
a military item without a commercial counterpart, metric

a
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specifications may be developed as the need arises. (During
time of war, the Coast Guard becomes a part of the U.S. Navy.)'
Metrication of Coast Guard operational 'activities will keep
pace with the Navy.

We were advised that in the Coast Guard, the Office of
Merchant Marine Safety, would have a major role to play if
regulations are changed to metric. Their regulations cover
such things as allowable/boiler pressures, strength of boil-
ers and tanks, and design of ORrgo compartments for transport
inghazardous materials. Metric conversion would call for
caffnges in these regUlat,ions. They are revising older regu-
lations which need updat;ting. Metric conversion is being
'addressed inall new regulations. In many cases, the 'conver-
sion is soft. Ifr however, regulatians 'are hard converted to
metric; adequate time must,be ellowed for shipbuilders'to
incotporate the new specifications into designs for ship con--
struction. Hard. conversion to SI units is pending an agree-
ment in the International Marine Consultative, Oeganization,
a United Nations unit. Coast Guard representatives are cur-
rently working through thii organitation to prodUce an equi-
table and internationally acceptable formula for,.donverSion.-

The Coast Guard feels that transition to. metric usage
will be,evolutionary, involving principally new systems-and
facilitie d will normally not include the redesign and
modificat f existing systems. Because ships have an ex-
pected life f 20 to 40 years, changeover will beslow. In-
dustry,activity will determine the pace.

Officials at the Coast Guard_ Office of-Boating Safetyc
which promulgates regulations for the equipment and opera-
tion of pleasure boats, stated that they also are not plan-
ning to metricate these Tegulations until the boating industry
takes the lead. They also said that there is no advantage
for the Office of Boating Safety to change regulations now.

The officials felt that the metrication of marine motors
is closely tied in with the conversion of the automotive in-
dustry'because most boat engines-are manufactured by that in-
dustry. They noted that two major,foreign makers of marine
motors use customary specifications in manufaCturing motors
for use in the Urlited States.'

The Office of Boating Safety has recently rewritten
regulations for marine fuel, electrical systems, flotation,
and horsepower. The customary system was used. These offi-
cials said that changeover to metric would have required
massive changes in the technical parts of the regulations.
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Maritime freight rates

Although most rates used are based on customary measure-
ments, some of the conferences (groups of-shipping .companies)
are filing rates based on the(metric system with the Federal
Maritime Commission. The first conferences to take this
action \ere the New York-based Far. East Conference.and the
Pacific Westbound Shipping, Conference.of San Francisco. The
shiplines in these conferences transport freight from the
United States to the Philippines, Cambodia, China, Thailand,
Hong Kong, yietnam, Japan, Korea, Taiwan, and Siberia: Met-
ric rates were effective January 1, 1977. A conference offi-
cial said that conversion of rates to metric would have to
be done s oner or,later. The two 'donfereves decided to do
it-now. der the change, metric rates-ae based-on a ton
(1 000 ki ograms whichsiq-equal to 2,200 pounds) , -or, a volume
of 1 cubic meter. Before the change, tatiffs were based on
.the 2r000-pound ton or 40 cubic feet; Maritime carriers may
charge for a shipment on a basis of weight or volume, which-
ever brings ih more, revenue.

.Rost shippers still ship materials 4n customary sizes
or-weights.- However, the conferences' shiplines convert the
sizesand/or weights to metric: ,Exact-equivalents are'dsed
and-there'were noinCreases in,iates. "Tweed's Accurate
Metric'Cubic Tables" is the guidebook used at the piers to
convert all nonmetric weights and sizes to metric,

-Representative's of bbth conferences told us that rate
conversion was not a big problem. Theconferences' statis-

-.

tacal programs included all items fot which rates were to be.
changed. It':vas simple to analyze the items and, make metric
equivalent conversions. A Far East Conference rate analyst^
took about 3 months to do the job. The Pacific'Westbound
Conference took about 2 months to do its approximately 750.L
page rate book. The Pacific Conference estimated that
$50;000 was spent in the process, but most of this was ex-
pended in having new'rate books printed And distributed.

The Federal Maritime Commission told us they have exam-
_ ined the changes and found they complied with regulations.

The Commission's involvement entails examination of the.new
metric tariffs to ensure that there are no substantial price
increases over the rates charged for customary shipments.
The Maritime Commission expects tariff conversion to continue
with the U.S. ships which carry cargo to foreign ports but
remain customary for a long time-for ships engaged in coastal'
and domestic trade. This is another example of metrication
leadership by firms engaged in foreign trade.

t
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Ead4, ease vteace
. TARIFF NO. 27' F. M. C. NO. 10

-
ORIG. REV. PAGE

3rd Revised 205'
From: UNITED STATES ATLANTIC and GULF PORTS
To: YOKOHAMA, KOBE, OSAKA, NAGOYA i TOKYO,

MANILA, HONG KONG, KAOHSIUNO/KEELUNO
4 and SUSAN fik,... .

." For applicable surcharges see page 3 and for rotes .rct
other ports seepages' 38 :thru 44.

CANCELS PAGE

2nd Revised 205
EFFECTIVE DATE

December 16, 1977
CORRECTION NO: 2937
CANCELS CO.RR. NO.' 378. 1

EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED HEREIN, RATES APPLY PER TON OF 1000 KGS. (2204.62 LBS.) (W)
OR i CUBIC METER135.314 CU.FT.) (M), WHICHEVER PRODUCES THE GREATER REVENUE.'

1.,C 4 . denotes %CONTRACT" rate. ' , d "TAR" anotes "TARIFF" rate.

T Group Poets 1 2 3 4
Nagoya

. Yokohama
Kobe

.

OsakaCeteeedf"ty Kaohsitow
Rate Basis 'gt. Tokyo Mantle Hong Icon; Keating .114114111 .C.Mkuloclity Cork

Corn Mial for` Human Consumption
. , -Balers

,.. ..
4 , .

Wt- G
A: C
.

Si.
154.00
162.00

t .1.

'

s
146.00

' 414.00

,

s
150.

'00158.00

't

-

S
155.00,
163.00

.

1.

1
148.00
156.00

t

°

047 0120 09

,
Corn-Meal, Donated for Relief or

Charity by United States GovOrn-.
ment'Agencies ,

1 . Bags
Rule 28 1

.
. -

.

Wt .Tar ..
A:.Tar

.., ',,

,

112.00
117.00'

;

,-1070g
.112;06

-,A-
,,, ,..

..

109.00
114.00

.

115.00
120.00

109.00
114.00-

047 0220 33

.
,

Sorghum Grits; SoyFOrfifted, Donated
for Relief o4 Charity by United )

State' Government Agencies .
. . Bags

Rule 28

.... ,:,.

Wt Tar .
A: Tar

.

112.00
117.00

.

. . .

.107:00
112,00

-

109.00
114.90

1°

115.00
120.00

'
. -

109.00
114.00

047.0250 33

-

-Breakfast Cereals, Prepared for -
Cooking, Except Rolled Wheat and
Bulgur Wheat - N.O.S.; Donated for
Relief or Charity

'Bags
Rule 28

Wt Tar
A: Tar'

'

135.00
142.00

127.00
.133.00

u

SI

131.00
137.00

=,

.

.

136.00
143.00

130.00
136.00

0481130 03

Bulgur. Wheat, .Prepared for Cooking-
,,, .

,

.

Wt C
A: C

127.00
1311.00

14

:IP
123.00

AI29.00

.

0130.00
1A6.00

t

.

123.00
,129.00

048'1140 00

A: Advance in Rates. effective Marc , 1978. CREDIT.- COURTESY OF THE FAR EAST CONFEREN04

PAGE FROM FAR EAST CONFERENCE-TARIFF BOOK SHOWING
-` RATES BASED ON KILOGRAMS AND CUBIC METERS
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In domestic commerce4minot"changes in regulationsewill
have to be made-to allow ecarrier-to.file)tariffs in metric.
For example, one regulation requires reports on a revenue ton
basis; another requiressmall vessel exemption expreised in
tons 'and liquid bulk exemptfon expfessed in gallons; and Still
another, the Automobile Measure GOde,!requireS automob4e
sizes to be.reported in cubic.feet.'.

-ST, LAWRENCE SEAWAY
.

")'The St. Lawrence Seaway DeveloPMe*Corpoiation of ihe
Department of Transportation operates and maintains-; withfri°
the territorial limits of the United States, the portion of
the St, Lawrence Seaway between Montreal and Lake. Erie, The
Seawayfis,a network of navigable waters_comprised of the ,St.'
Lawrerrbe River"and the five Gteat Lakes and consists of some

-9,500.square miles of wat'eriqqy. ,It 'provides access to impor-
tant cities-from Minnesota to the Atlantric'Ocean.

P
The Seaway Corporationtbegan planning' flit metricconver=

lion in 1975: Because operation of the'St.'Lawrence'SeAway d

is shared by the Corporation and theSt. Lawrence Seaway Au-
thority of Canada, the United ,StiOs and Canada are cooperat-*
Ong and coordinating metric aotitities_so that there will be

confpsion-amorig the workersft'shipPets, and others whp op-
erate olLuke the seaway. 1

As a' consequence, their metric conversion .'activities
have progressed somewhat ahead of other agencies inthe.Da-,
partment of 4ansportation.' ;At praenti markings on the locks
.of the Seaway, air and rnwater temperature;onitoring devices,

. water level guagea, and tonnage,tolle oharled to vessels are.
being changed.' The' Montreal -Lake Ontario map is also.being
revised to metric units.

. 1

Althou3h the. Seaway Developmnt ,Corpol'alion alieady has
,:some capability for iecordingiwater Wels in metric, it must
distribute its reports tOrothekO.S. agencies in customary,
because they are not pneparyd to hhndle metric data at this
time. .* o : *.°.- 's ,

The Corporation has, already mace ptogress in training the
,approximately 100 people pf,a tal Gtaff -of.lso who:most need
metric Oiille. Training isjpe g conducted at St. Lawrence
UhiversitY,in Canton, New, Yor ,and Canadian.schools'.. L.,,,

, .

.. .. , ,,, ,

. ,. t

URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMI ISTRATION ./-

. ,

The
.

Urban Mass TransportatiOn-Administration of the De- `/
partment of Transportation is respOnsible for the 'deVrelopment
of improved mass transportation'facilities and equipMent.
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The metric coordinator_said,that Urban Mass Transportatien was
probably the'reast deveplope0 in metrication planningthan any
of the other agencies in the bepartment of. Transportation.

.

'In March, 1976 the Urban Mass Transportationtrepregenta-
tive cm'the Department's metribation Working Group submitted
a plan recommending that Urban,Mass Transportation establish
a,apolicy toward metrication which would support private sec-
.tor activities, eliminate iltutory and-other barriers to
change, establish target dat s for key conversion events, as-
sist in metric educationonvert statistics and rworting-ta
metric units, and begin pr aurement by metric specifications.

kThe. Deputy A . hoWever, was concerned that

'deeply into impl' 4-1 'action8,_beYond aVaila4le financial
such a policy coUl itt Urban Mass Transportation '

And personnerrri4
Akri: The recommendation was not apPrOved;

howeyer, th /bop Transportation Administrzation is at
)'

1.1(
the extent of such impactVin the metrictempEing, ,r , v

. conyer Pt: 'reparing,in response to the. Depart-
men
-.40

portit
iic uga9 ,
it could Ft

ities
term t gh savings in'staff time, possible expanded markets
forfore ti 4t equipment manufacturers,, and the opportunity to
Stap0 .size parts and other supplies

said that manufacturers of equipment would prsobably
';:,Testst:Oange to metric because changes in design will ,be
perceived as, introducing new probleins in performance. Main-
taining. dual* inventories would also be a cost which mdst be
consipered. The long-life expectancy of buses and the 20- to
30'-yehr,expectancy for.rail cars will prolong the period when
dual parts-inventories must be maintained.

However, once Urban Mass Transportation develops its plan.
' for conversion, itmay be possible to influence some of the
transie authorities receiving grants to implement their proj-
eCts ihirOtric.. This would'mean these authorities would have
td sincifi&allyrequire contractors to use metric designs.

present:mofit planning and procurement is done according to
perferianpetSOecifications, which allow the contractor lati-
,:tude 'tif.estthligh measurement sensitive matters as he sees fit

.

.as longt`as performance meets specifications.

,-interviewed said the Urban Mass,Trans-
'stiatibn is not in a position to diCtate met,-

he,cities receiving its grants, but he felt-that
a role in promoting metric among transit Author-

dustry as one way of reducing costs over the long
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CONCLUSIONS

Metricaticin of transportation is proceeding at a slow
pace. Transportation 'interests -- motorists, motor freight
carriers, railroads,-and ship companiessee conversion as a
costly Undertaking with minimal benefits. Whether customary
or metric, the costs of travel, elapsed time from point to
point, the perforMance of vehicles, and the life of equipment
remain. the .same Interstate travel and commerce is totally
independent oft activity in oper countries; therefore, there

t' dare no advantages to using same measurement system. No
one has_presented-paramounCreasons why transportation should

,..,convert.

To, implement the_spinit of volihtary conversion, the
`first determination to be made.is-whether it is in theUpest
interests of the-transportation sector to convert. The im-
petus, however, should come from the private sector and not
the Federal Govetnment. If it is determined that the private
transportation interests wish to voluntarily convert, it is
imperative that the_Feddral Government facilitate the change 1

.through coordination, 'effecting necessary changes in regula-
tions and other supporting activities.with due consideration
to all affected parties, including, the general publid. The
aborted Federal Highway Administration plan to require conver-
dion of highway signs is an example of a Federal attempt to
implement conversion beford the affected sectors expressed
desite or, readiness to do so. Another example is the National
Highway Transportation Safety Administration's requirement,
that all new motor, vehicles have dual-labeled speedometers
beginning on September 1, 1979.

RECOMMENDATIONS` tO THE SECRETARY
OF' TRANSPORTATION

, -

Because of past actions by the Department,*the importance
that the voluntary aspect of our current national policy be
complied with, and departmental metrication activities may
advprsely affect the Nation, we recommend the.Department of
Transportationldopt metrication policies, change regulations

J, to metric speclitications, or- mount metrication activities
only when the initiative comes from the sectors which will
beaffected--industry, the States, and'the general public.
In such cases, the Department should inform the public of
the impact of those conversion actions that affect them and
hold public hearimgs to obtain their comments which should
be considered in any final determination on such actions.
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CHAPTER 11

AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY PROVIDES AN IMPETUS

The decisions to ,convert to the metric system by large
multinational corporations, particularly by automotive menu-
facturersvis having 'a major impact on metrication in the
United States. beCause of their size and the extent of their
operations. Such corporations also exert considerable influ-
ence over their suppliers.

The General Motors .COrporatidn (GM) is preeminent in the
automotive industry, and .its influence'Overall is probably
greater than any other singleindustial corporation in the
United States. GM has decided to convert its U.S. operations
to the metric system. -*As a result, its competitors and.sUp-
pliers time A7,300 codpanies)i which include other majorseg-
ments of the American economy, such as the steel and rubber
industries, are following GM's lead. If suppliers are to re-
tamp GM's business,' or for that matter the business of any
other major customer that.is converting, they must prdvide
metric products. Competitors and'supplierstold us that if
it were not for' GM's conversion, metrication activityin'the
United' States- would be at a relative standstill.

Our review of metrication in this industry concentrated
on the four major automobile manufacturers in the United
States, with emphasis on GM because of its position inothe
economy and'the 'metric conversion effort. We interviewed offi-
cials of these companies and reviewed .company conversion poli-
cies, plans, organizational relationships and structures, and
annual reports. We also interviewed 'officials'of several auto-
motive industry trade associations. In addition, wey.risited
large and small suppliers of automotive products, aUtOmobile
dealers and mechanics, and various national associations. We
also spoke with union officials.

AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY'S SIGNIFICANCE
ON THE U.S. ECONOMY

The automotive industry is basic to the American eco-
nomy.. "Time" magazine has stated

"* * * no other single category of commercial ac-
tivity more acutely reflects the State of the
nation's economy than auto sales."

On April 25, 1978, GM's ChairMan predicted that sales of
dOMestic and imported cars and: trucks would,rnumber 15.5 mil-
lion vehicles in 1978, with automobile sales accounting fot
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11.8 million of this total. Motor vehicle and parts manufac-
turers employ over 1.3 million persons. An estimated 80,000
firms. supply materials, parts, comp9nents, and services to
the manufacturers. About 32,000.dealerships, with4about
775,000 employees, throughout the. United States sell and
service motor vehicles. In addition, thousands of rental
and repair businesses and numerous auto supply stores and
gasoline dealers are all connected in some way with the in-
dustry.

0 -

The four_ largest domestic automobile manufacturers are
GM, Ford, Chrysler, an American Motors. The items they pro-

% duce include cars, trucks buses, motor homeAw automotive
parts and components, locomotives, earth- moving equipment,
and household appliances. The first 3. are in the top 10 of
'"Forttine" magazine's 1977 ranking of the 500 largest .indus-
trial corporations.

Rank Sales
(bill rans)

GM lst $55.0
Ford - 3d $37.4
Chrysler 10th $16.7
American Motors 110th $ 2.2

. In' terms of sales, GM is the largest company in the au-
tomotive industry and the largest. industrial corporation in.
America. Between.January and April 1978, GM's sales comprised
56 percent of domestic companies' automobile sales. By, com-
parison, the Ford Motor Company had. about 29 percent; Chrys-
ler, 13 percent; and American Motors, 2 percent. GM also

--employed over 500;000 persons at 117 plants in the
United States;

- -had about 13,500 dealerships selling and servicing
its cars and trucks,

- -did business with about 47,000 suppliers,

- -had subsidiaries an d.associated companies which
operate in 35 countries, and

- -sold products in virtually every country in the
world.
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PAST METRIC INVOLVEMENT

The U.S. automotive industry did not seriously consider
metrication until the 1960s. In 1963 Ford's European sub=
esidiaries dual dimensioned the engineering blueprints for a
car for possible production in Europe and the United States.
A Ford official told us, however, that the car was never '
produced in the. United States.

In 1965, after the United Kingdom adopted a policy of
converting to the metric system, Ford began converting its
British operations. Ford's European operations officially
adopted-the metric system in October 1970.-

In the fall of 1970, Ford's Mercury .dealers introduced
the Capri, a metric import designed by, Ford of.EdrOpe and°
assembled in West Germany with the components manufactured,
in both West Germany and the United Kingdom. It was the

,1,44

firit metric vehidle sold by ord in the United States.
About the same time, Ford "oduced the Pinto,a:bustomary
car except for its-European-built metric engine. 'Ford was
the first automaker-to produce a metric engine in this -coun-
try when it began making the Pinto metric engine in the United
States in 1973.

Also in 197 Ford established a metrication planning
committee to plan for a transition to metric. One year later
Ford adopted a policy of converting to the metric system.

Chrysler-Corporation also became involved with metrica-4
tion in 1965 when its United Kingdom subsidiary began con-
verting as- a result of that country's decision to convert.
Chrysler's exposure to metrics in the United States inten-
sified from 1968 to 1973. In those years Chrysler assisted
the National Bureau of Standards in preparing its study ques-
tionnaires and participated in various other metric planning
activities and programs sponsored byational groups, such as
the American National Standards Institute. In November 1973
Chrysler adopted a'policy-of converting to the metric system.,

GM first studied the potential effect of metrication con
its" operations in 1966. It considered the study confidential
and would not release it to us. GM officials would'not tell
us the cost estimates developed during the study; however,
they did discuss certain aspects of the study. The study
team concluded that conversion would increase costs substan-,
tially and would not be in the bestrAnterests of the corpor-
ation. A GM official told us that because the study. team was
not familiar with metrication, they estimated that practical-
ly everythjng in the corporation would have to be "hard" con--
Verted. The !team felt every employee would need at least 16
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hours of training in metrics and that GM would have "to' change
.the sizes of paper, file cabinets, and,office and production
equipment.

GM first.experienced metricationli, ;;,;1967 when its Brit-
ish subsidiary began converting pursoa 0to the United King-
dom's decision to go metric. Ip year GM's Buick
Division began impotting the Opel ca p ;, ich had been metri-
cally designed by its. subsidiary Ada04401 AG':of.Germany.
Since then GM has continued to sell40'servibe the Opel in
the United States. Acceptance of the Opel by U.S. car buyers
proved to GM.that there was no critical consumer resistance
to met.rically designed and manufact4fed car,s. A GM official
,told us that .the measurement systethused hAS no affect on car
sales;' consequently, increased;saiet'is not a bertefit expec-
ted from.metrication.

Metrication was next studied by GM in 1970 as part of
the NBS study effort. NBS agked GM to represent the automo-
bile manufacturing industry and study the possible effects of
a metric conversion on the industry. GM selected its Bukkk
Motor Division for the study becatIse it included all a ects
of. automobile production. It subsequently verified' the -tudy
findings at two other GM divisions. In December. 197 e-
ported to NBS that metric conversion would cost the --
tion about 67Tercent less than:estimated in 1966.

In March 1972 GM studied whether its worldwide opera-
tions-7including the United Statesshould convert to the
metric system. A GM task forbe visited facilities in the
Udited States, the Unite Kingdom, and West Germany. They
reviewed metric conversion programs at a British Subtidiary
which 'was producing a. predominantly metric passenger car.
Subsidiary officials reported that the only probleth encodn7
tered was assuring that suppliers could provide parts and ma-
terials necessary to. sustain,metric production.

In September 1972 GM established.,a metric planning group
to determine if a rotary engine under study should be made in
metric or customary measurements.. In January 1973 the group's
results were given to GM's Product Policy Group which included
the Vice Chairman of the Board and the President of the Cor-
poration. The etudyteam^estimated that only $9,000 of the
$10.0 million cost of the rotary engine could be attributed, to
metrication. A GM Official told us that the $9,000 would be
needed to convert existing diawings and to replace some ma-
chine and perishable tools.

It is important to note the extent of metrication GM
proposed for'the rotary engine.. It planned to use metric
screw threads, co7vert existing drawings, and convert gauges
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and measuring equipment to read metric. It did not plan
to change the physical size of. components or accessories,
such as oil filters, carburetors, and alternators. Existing
machines and tools were not required*to be dimensioned in

metric.

GM decided in January 1973 to convert its U.S. opera-
tions to the metric system and was the first in its industry
to make such a decision.

American Motors Corporation.began studying the adoption
of a metric policy in October 1973--10 months-After GM had
announced its policy. About 1 year later American MOtors de-
cided to convert and issued policy and guidelines to implement
-conversion.

It should be noted that in 1973 and 1974 when the auto-
mobile manufacturers made their decisions to convert, it ap-
peared national legislation would be passed providing fora
predominantly metric America within 10 years..

CONVERSION STATUS:: TODAY AND TOMORROW

The automotive industry--led by GM--is following a plan-
ned approach to metrication. Except for American Motors, au-
tomobile manufacturers are producing some metric components
for certain 1978-model-year cars. According to industry es-
timates, the biggest automobile manufacturers' passenger cars
should be predominantly metric by the early 1990s.

Metric policy and implementation

Top management at each of ,the four U.S. automobile firms
has adopted policies which provide direction and assign re-
sponsibility for implementation at the operating level. The
pattern was established by GM and is being folloWed by the

'rest of the industry.

When GM'announced its policy to convert, it noted that
the rate of implementation would be governed by the intro-
duction of significantly new automobile parts.' The policy
included thedfollowing guidelines:

-Items being initiated for development will be metric
froin the start.

--Items already under development will be converted to
metric terms well in advance of completion.

--In-production and service items will remain as is.
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- -Supplier coordination should be implemented as
required.

- -Capital equipment with dual measuring capability
should be purchased as needed.

Two years later, in January 1975, corporate management revised
thit policy .by adding provisions that (1) each division was
to maintain a conversion schedule adequate,to support new
product programs, (2) metric standards were to be implemented
awneeded and (3) key peispnnel. were to begin their train-
ing. In addition,,each GM general manager,or staff head was
to appoint a coordinator responsible to report back to him
but with authority to organize the conversion. Realizing
that deviations frOm he guidelines might be necessary, allexceptions. were. to be reviewed. and approved by GM's full-time
metric planning staff.

. .GM officials told us that its policy means that nonau--
itomotiveoperations, like the GMC Truck and Coach Division
(trucki, buses, and motor homes), nectro-Motive Dillision
(diesel locomotives and engines),. TatX Division (heavy-duty
equipment)i and Frigidaire Division n-(hOusehold appliances),
will not be.required to meet the same !Metric target date as
the car divisions. Design changes in these. other products
occur less often than in automobiles. _Consequently, although
all divisions must convert, the conversion.periods for hpnau-

, tomotive products will be longer than for automobiles.' '
.

.

.

,.
. .

All four automobile manufacturers have kept metrication
within existing management.structures as much as possible and
at the Operaing levels to promote initiative and ingenuity.
The metrication progtams are managed through corporate-wide
systems of metric coordinators-w--At GM these coordinators
may be appointed, if necessary, at various operating levels.
For example, a diviSion could also form a-metric conversion'
subcommittee consisting of metric coordinators at the..plant
levels.

0GM has also tried to foster corporate-wide coordination
by having metric coordinators for each of its 10 operating_
groups. (Groups are made'up of divisions; e.g., automobrilb
divisions are part of GM's Car and Truck Group.) The metric
coordinators represent the groups on a corporate-level metric
council. The council allows for the interchange of metric
ideas and experiences and provides a uniform approach to met-
rication. It also functions to resolve metrication problems
and monitor the progress of. the overall corporate program.

GM officials told us that few problems reach the metric
council because they have been handled in the divisions. We
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were told that the council has been able to resolve all but
one problem and it was forwarded to GM's highest policy .group.
The problem concerned metric tools for skilled tradesmen and
was resolved with the United Auto Workers at the bargaining
table. This matter is discussed later in this chapter.

.

GM has a full-time corporate metric planning staff re-
Ysponsible for'preparing,and maintaining the corporatiOn's
metric manual, participating.in metric planninT:and po icy-
making, working with divisions on problems and with di ision
metric coordinators to resolve metric roblems'or conce s,

and acting as an external liaison. Any deviations from over-
.
all corporate metric guidelines must be reviewed by this body
to,detervinethe effect on the corporation's overall metric
program.

. .

Industry's approach and goals
. ,

The four automobile companies were generrally emphasizing
metric in new product designs and phasing out customary prod-
ucts through normal obsolescence cycles. They believed that
this. approach would minimize costs: BUt., beeause automobile
'manufacturers (1) ad different product lines, (2) designed.

:'' new products at d'fferent time interVals,'and.(3) had dif-
.
ferent commitments and approaches to metrication, they had
:different timetables when they expected .their passenger cars
to be predominantly metric.

.
GM believed_it would achieve substantial conversion by

1982; Chrysler, by the late 1980s; and American, Motors and
Ford,' bythe early 1990s. Corporate timetables for being.
predominantly metric generally:pertained-toApassenger cars.
_Noneofthemanufacturers we talked to had .set timetables or
goals.when truCksans, or buses, or other products would be
hard converted.: Companies 11.convert these products at a
much slower pacebecaUsedesign changes occur less frequently
than for passenger card:r HoweVer, GM planned to consider

trucks and buses as being :predominantly metric by 1982 even
if only a soft conversion is made,:_ Adi4or nonutomotive'prod-
uctS,'GM said that the tateof change would depend on consumer
demand.

Metrication was being dmplemented'through.tMis commitment
,to:make cars smaller (downsizing), lighter, and More fuel-.
efficient-. . One official said that the energy crisis and the
ensuing :demand for smaller,, more fuel- efficient cars spurred,
thecompany's.metric program in that more cars are being
totally, redesigned than otberwlse would: have occurred:. GM's
downsizing and redesigning efforts were unmatched' in 'the
industry.

1
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According to offibials, GM's new 1977 full-size cars av-
erage 700 pounds.lighter than_ computable 1976 models. One
industry magazine stated that GM's 1978 intermediate cars
have been downsized up to 12 inches, and weights have been
reduced up to 975 pounds. The follo ing illustration'shows
the extent of a downsizing effort.

The. 1978 version shown below Is t6.9 Inches shorter, 689
Inches narrower than the 1977 version shown above.

Current conversion efforts
within the industry

. .

pounds lighter, and 5

'As a result of its downsizing program, GM had converted
more automobile products by model year 1.978 than any other
automobile manufacturer. Metrication had occurred throughout
its lines of car.s--from minicars 'to full-size models. GM
stated that its'1977 full-size passenger cars were about 40
percent metrically dimensioned. The.1978 intermediate cars
produced by the Chevrolet,' Oldsmobile, and,Pontiac Divisions
were also partially metric.

4
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Emphasis has been on car bodies designed in metric with
metric fasteners. Many'GM automobile components, like en-
gines, brakes, transmissions, and rear axles, are carry-over
parts and will remain in customary units for the time being.
A GM official said that to his knowledge other automobile com-
panies were focusing on .converting components 14ke the car en-
gine and not the car. body'as GM was doing., GM also said that
it had hundreds of metric parts, such as headlamps, fuel tank
caps, thermostats, and rack and pinion steering units, in -or
released for metric producton. It planned by 1982 to soft
.convert any car parts not re esigned in metric by that time.

Ford Motor Company produced,a metric engine for two of
its automobiles. It had two new subcompact models which it
estimated were about '25 percent metric--mostly in the chassis.
Ford also markets a metrically: dimensioned imported car made
in West Germany. During its 1978 model year, Ford introduced
the industry's first'domestically produced metric large heavy-
duty truck which it said was about 50 percent metric. The en -,

gine and the transmission will remain customary. However, in
its sales literature, Ford was expressing all 1978 metric en-
gine displacements in liters only. Customary engine displace-
ments were ekriressed in liters followed by the cubic inch
equivalents shown in parenthesis.

Chrksler was producing two metric front-wheel-drive sub-
compacts for model year 1978--the Horizon and the Omni.
These subcompacts represented the first major metric program'
Chrysler had undertaken in the United' States. These cars
had "1.7 litre" engines imported from West Germany. .Chrysler
planned to produce a metric engine in the United States-

,

American Motots officials told us that the company was,
not adding .additional metric products.in 1978. Officials
said, however, that a line of metric subcompaCts was planned
for thefuture.. One officialsaid that American Motors pur-
Apased many automotive components from'its competitors--mostly
from GM--and that several of these componenti were metric.
For example, GM supplied" American Motors with a metri@ steer-
ing wheel, and- Ford furnished 'a metric carburetor.

Metric cars sold ,in_the United States

The sale of metrically designed' automobiles and.parts
in the United State's is not new. All four domestic automo-
bile companies have sold metric cars or cars with metric en-
gines which have been manufactured n metric nations. Some
examples are: Opels by GM, Capris by Ford, Colts.and,Airows
by Chrysler, and Gremlins by Ametican Motors. The first car
to be predominantly engineered in metric and manufactured in



the United States was the Che rolet Chevette. introduced in
the fall of 1975 (model year 976), sown below. ;:: ,

p

19'
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1978 CHEVROLET CHEVETTE

According to a GMofficial, the energy crisis starting
around October 1573 caused GM to accelerate its plans for iri-
troduoing.a mi*ar to compete with the small imports and
meet the U.S. market demand for a more fuel-efficient car.
Early in 1974 GM concluded that its West German subsidiary.
Adam Opel AG, already had designed the type of car urgently
needed in the United States'. GM brought the basic design of
this metric car to the United States and modified it for

vd
pro-

duction as the Chette.

Officials of the Chevrolet Motor DiVidon said that they
did-not encounter any engineering or production problems that
could be related to the use of metric measurements. That is,
not to say there were no problems, however. Working with
Bra7illan and West German engineering drawings, GM had to (1)
translate the foreign lamguages on the drawings to English,
(2) redraw them to. U.S. drafting standards, and (3) specify c.

all materials, coatings, and performance and test specifica-'
.tions in domestic Specifications. In addition, other changes
had tebe made, such as modifying the design to accommodate
d.S. motor vehicle safety standardeend emission regulations.,



RATIONALE FOR CONVERSION.,
.

The automotive industry essentially sees metrication as

inevitable. -One GM spokesperson.told.us there is no longer

an "if" about metrics, only a "when." ,HesaidiCanada, the
United Kingdom, and other 'countries which bad .used the cus-

tomary system hacT'begub toconverting ttheMetric syStem, and
this leaves the United States as the only majOt nation using
the' customary systeM. The -spokesperdon said ;that some.people.
might wond'er. why those involved in intetnatiOnal.trade cannot
operate in metrics without changing theentite.:united States.
He believed. this would be possible, but would mean maintain-

, ing an inefficientduaI,meaSurement system which would cause
confusion and add an unnecessary burden to our educational
System. Adding to'..the aura of inevitability, in our opinion,
were the events leading up to and including the.passage.pf
the Metric: Conversion Act of 1975:

GM's competitors said a key, reason for their conversion
is

,

GM's conversion. Because GM is the recOgnized'leader of
the industry, its deci.sions and actions are followed by the
other autoMobilemanufacturers and the.ensuing competitiVe
pressure'is felt.throughdut the autOMotive industry. For
example, as automotive parts suppliers received more and more
metric orders from GM, metric parts would beCome the .biggest
part of their businesS. GM's competitors-7who use many of
theSe suppliers- -did not want to pay a.premium price for cUS-
""tomary.partsc..

Benefits of conversion'

The automobile. manufacturers claimed that using one mea-
sUrement system throughout.their global'operationS.would'
benefit them by improving intercorporate communication and
dealing's anci.increasing efficiency in designing, manufacturing,
and marketing. The manufacturers See benefits through im
proved worldwide communication on engineering drawings, use
of uniform standards Worldwide4 and greater designing flexib-.
ility in products. Their manufacturing operations would,
benefit. because of wdrldwide availability of materials and
Components, easier computations, and reduced inventory quanti-
ties and costs.. From a marketing.perspective, conversion
would allow them to meet future Common Market requirementS
for metric:labeling:on products and encourage acceptance
>of-their products in other countries. Another benefit often
cited is the sort of "housecleaning" that accompanies important
changes., Metrication may help in the elimination ofdUpli7
Cate'equipMent and unnecessary,ptoCedures and increase stan-
dardizatiOn.
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tiirysler, Ford, and GM. say metrication. wdtild provide
them anoppOrtunitTfor marketing "world cars.*. .A world car
is one thatcanbe manufactured or'assembled and marketed
:throughout their worldwide operations because its basic' con-,

figUration. is the same.
.

.

.:;!.For GM the Chevette iJ3 its world car. CheVottes -are
,.produ.ced or assembled in A;gentina, Australia, Brazil,
4. Malaysia, the

pUnited.Kingdiom,-andWest
Germany.... ki.censed as-_

spciates of GM also roduce their own versions-of-the.Che'vette
in Japan, the Philippines, and Thailand. Atop Gftexecutive.
haS said that the concept of a world car-(1) offer potential',
for a more efficient. use of Plants and perannel a d* (2)
provides the flexibility of using supplier sources around .

the world regardless of- where the cars'Are'ApallyAssembied.
.

. .

.- :;1
Chrysler's two 1978 model year subcOmpa0:ts-- Omni and

----the. Horizon shown on the following page- -are he e'st hod-
elsthe company has to a world oar. Chrysl- se tric .

:units ,in designing these cars andvfoUnd it q to eficial
because_the'devklopMent was a joint U.S. and Europ n effort.
According to a Chrysler metric 'official, the'0e ot,metrids
resulted in .easier engineering. and' manufacturing co Muilica-
tion. Chrysler technicians and engineers. from twcontinents.

.'pOoled their ideas 'and efforts in a. more produCtiVI,ftshion
than if_twomeasurement systems had been used:, ATthough the
European version of th0 new subcompact will be marketed with
a. different engine and suspension than the. AMeriqan version,
Chrysler will be ableto use various parts fSm ar lid the
world and produce the .car in different countries wi h.more
ease,..
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According to a-Ford official, its new import--the Fiesta
which is illustrated below--is the closest thing Ford has to
a world car. The car is made in. West Germany, Spain, and
the United Kingdom.

_It

1978 FORD FIESTA

Cost-of conversion

A Chrysler official said that metrication costs are of-
ten virtually impossible to measure accurately, yet some peo-
ple persist in trying to precisely predict this cost. He
said that many costs are intangible, such as productivity de-

, creases and duplication and the errors resulting from working
with a new measurement system. Another official said exper-
ience has shown that trying to measure the!coSts of metrics-
tion.has been counterproductive. We aretnot aware of any
,conversion cost studies made by Ford.

Only GM has tried to perform indepth metrication cost
studies. , Between 1966 and 1973.GM performed:a number of such
studies, none of which were made available for our review.
GM officials, however, did discuss the various issues they '

studied and the cost estimates for some of the conversion
elements.

GM's initial study in 1966 concluded that metrication
would cost an enormous sum of money; but according to offi-
cials, that study was an overreaction to the problem. For
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example, it estimated that an average of about $2,000 would be
needed to change every feedscrew on all production machines.
The study, however, did not consider alternatives, such as
(1) postponing changes until the equipment became obsolete
and then replacing the old equipment with metric equipment,
(2) modifying the dials of existing machines rather than re-
placing the entire machine, or (3) purchasing dual readout
capability for existing machines which could cost $3,000 a
machine but would-be offset by increases to productivity.
Subsequent GM studies substantiated that as more metrication
experience is gained, conversion cost estimates decrease.
One official told us in November 1971 that GM had concluded
that. its costs would actually amount to 3 to 4 percent of. the
first estimate made in 1966. However, he would not provide us
data on the-actual costs involved. Another official has been
quoted as saying that GM's metric costs may amount to about
1 percent_pf 1 year's gross annual sales spread over 10 years.

Although American Motorsjhas not made an indepth study,
it has considered the cost impact of metrication in certain
isolated instances. In 1974, for example, American Motors
estimated it would cost over $350,000 to provide metric hand
tools and about $625,000 to rework or replace small plant
tools at 11 of its manufacturing activities. A. company offi-
`cial said that both estimates assumed a, 10-year conversion
period. 1,4

, .A common first. reaction to metrication is that it would
be a costly process. .A Chrysler official said that it is im-
portant to manage metrication costs as opposed to trying to
calculate total costs and benefits in precise dollar terms.
He added that proper cost management can reduce costs signif-
icantly with costs ending up to be much less than initially
anticipated, as GM has found. This official also said that
he believed metrication costs should fall within the range of
`normal change and development costE. What has to be remem-
bered, according to this official, is that metrication costs
are incurred only once, while benefits are cumulative and
should ultimately offset any costs incurred.

The automobile manufacturers gene lly have adopted the
philosophy that there should be no budget relief 'for metrica-
tion. This means managers were expected to gradually imple-
ment metrication plans and priorities within existing budgets,

GM has been able to minimize metrication,costg by having
conversion actions coincide with the devellopment of new prod-
ucts. In this way the metrication pace isdlinf nced by the
normal cycles of equipment and facility repl nte.: Except
for the costs to convert tool rooms, model d pment shops,
and drafting rooms when designing and remode products,
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GM officials believed that metrication had, proceeded without
noticeable cost.

When'converting existing'Capital equipment to metric,-GM
has tried also to improve the effidiency of the equipment.
When efficiencywas'improved, most of the conversion expense
was considered a capital improvement rather than a metrication
cost. If GM purchased new capital equipment with only metric
capability, none of the expense mts, charged to metrication.

. As far as we could determine, no company had' established
a complete accounting system to record the costs associated
with metrication. One a'utomot'ive official told us that the
cost of accounting for metrication cost was an :added luxury
his 'Company would .be reluctant to incur, especially when the
company was losingmoney

!

Each. GM divisidn Was responsible for achieving the-met-
ric policy goals at minimum cos . Fqr some divisions we were
told metrication Costs_have b en so insignificant that it
would cost more than its war h_to account for these costs.

We were told that GM accounts for only those expendi-
tUres,Which can be clearlydentified as resulting from met-
rication; e.gz..Alc,;.eoAt of:modifying_existing plant and
quipment for.ffietil:epurposes. 0ther automobile manufactur-

ers generally' did not.account for metrication cogts. Offi -'
ci.als'pointed out, that GM's cost experience, coupled with the
fact that metrication WaSinevitable, showed.little.would be.
gained by studying and. accounting for conversj.on.Costs. .One
Chrysler official told'ui that even if his company knew the
costs of going metric," it would not alter the.company's de--
cision.to convert.. He said-that because the automobile busi-'
ness is dynamiCrand continually changing its products, the
introduction of"metrics with significantly new products should
keep costs to 4,..minimurd.'

EFFECTS OF METRICATION

To better understand the impact of.metrication on the
automotive industry we looked at the following aspects.

Procurement and suppliers

The automobile manufacturers buy goods and services from
some tio,a00 or more fitms. GM aOne has over 47,000 suppli--
ers. Several,large suppliers that we visited had some exper-
ience with metrication before 1973 but had not adopted a pol-
icy until the automobile manufacturers did during 197,3 and
1974.,Suppliergksaifl that, to stay in business, they must make
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the product, in metric dimensions if that is what automobile
manufacturers want.

'Surveys of supplier capabilities

Surveys by the four automobile manufacturers showed that
suppliers were involved with conversion in varying degrees.
Some examples follow.

GM sent a letter to its 47,000 suppliers in October 1973
stating it 'was committed to using the metric systeM. The
rate'of implementation would depend on the introduction ofv,
new parts and the supplier's ability to make metric products. .

GM said suppliers responded favorably to metrication and that
giving them ample time to prepare for new modell, changes was
essential to minimize cost increases or delivery delays. Sup -`

pliers had access ta GM'i metric engineering, drafting, and
testing standards as well ps its metric educatipn program.

Ford began notifying fastener suppliers in 1969 that it
needed metric fasteners for a metric engine it was thinking
of building in the United States. A company. metric official
said that about half of those contacted at that time were re-
luctant to bid on metric fasteners, probably bitause they

. were'UnfaMiliar with metric units. In 1975 Ford surveyed its
suppliers to determine whether they could furnish metric
products for 1978 models and, if so, whether Ford would. incur
any additional cost. The majority said that they could pro-
vide the products at minimal cost increases.

Another Ford'sUrvey showed that suppliers could furnish '
metric cabs for heavy duty trucks'at no additional cost.
However, Ford surveyed truck owners and found that they did
not want metric fasteners in the truck because metric fas-
teners might not be readily available throughout the United
States.

Status of supplier conversion - efforts

Officials of three .of the largest automotive suppliers
told us their companies had thq capability of filling metric
orders because they had converged the necessary production

cilities.
.

One supplier official. commented that the automobile man-
ufacturerswere mot'canverting as quickly as initially expec-7

. ted and that his company might have spent money earlier than
necessary anticipating the aonversion. He said he mould have
preferred that the automobile manufacturers notify his firm
of the; delay in their initial metrication schedules for pur-
chasing metric components.
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'Some' small- and medium-size suppliers have received some
dual-dithensioned parts drawings from the, automobile manuac-
turerS... When they received drawings shoWing only metric
units,.they,converted these"to customary measurements for
production purposes,, making it unnecessary to convert equip,.
ment or train employees.

4None of the suppliers we interviewed had established a
datey which company operations would-be predominantly met-
ric.' Suppliers will proceed at the pace demanded by their
customers. As a general rule," suppliers planned to convert
'only the operations and equipment necessary to meet customer
demand, rather than.convert their entire operations'to metric.
Suppliers told us that once metric orders are predominant, a
decision to convert the entire company may be warranted.

Small suppliers saw no benefits for themselves in con-
verting to the metric syatem. The only reason for converting
would be to: retain the business Of .the automobile manufactur-
ers. The large suppliers which are multinationals told us
that they expect to receive one or more of the following ben -
efits: (1) maintain sales and profitability, (2) enhance
worldwide communication in the technical areas, such as engi-
neering and. manufacturing, and (3) reduce the size of inven-
tories.

Purchasing documentation

Currently, GM's purchase orders, invoices, bills of lad-
ing, and other administrative documents show measurements in
customary and metric units`with one exception. GM's Fisher
Body Division orders steel and aluminum only in metric units.
The orders specify' the metal thickness and widtillin millimet-
ers.and the quantity ordered either in metric tonnes or in
ki/ograms. Suppliers were required to return certain infor-
mation, in both metric and customary units, to Fisher Body.
For, example, shipping notices and invoices must show the
actual weight of the shipment in poundS as well as kilograms.

Ford's documentation may be expressed in customary units,
metric units, or both, depending on the part and supplier.
Generally, Ford asks that shipping documentation from suppli-
ers be returned in the same units as sent out.

Chrysler provided suppliers with customary or dual aeas-
urement purchase orders, drawings, and material's specifica-
tions. Metric units by themselves were not used because.
Chrysler dad not want to inconvenience vendors who might
have problems Working only in metrics. According to a com-
pany official, the, use of dual specifications gave vendors



the flexibility to handle Chrysler's purchase' orders either
way. 'Chrysler asked.that shipping documentation coming back
froth suppliers be in customary measurements.

An American Motors official told us that, although Amer-
ican Motors had yet to convert the information on purchase
orders, material specifications, invoices, or other adminis-
trative documents, it did not anticipate any supplier prob-
lemS.

.Metrication at dealerships

Automobile dealers have been involved to some extent in
the sale and service of metric cats--either imported or do-
mestic. Though the dealers were aware of the ongoing metric
conversion in the automotive industry, they had not begun ac=
tive metrication programs. The dealers we visited had devel7
oped no metric policies. or plans for converting their ser-
vices,. sales, and administrative operations. Nor had the
National Auto Dealers Association considered the issue of
metrication. Most dealers believed metrication had not af-
fected consumer buying decisions or car sales so far.

In March 1976, however, GM's Marketing Staff cautioned
dealers to begin preparing to convert so they could service
metric cars. It suggested that dealers acquire metric tools
and build up inventories of metric nuts and bolts--fasteners.
GM stated that some non-SI-metric tools now available for use
on imported cars would not work properly on parts designed to
SI-metric standards. Concerned that service technicians might
inadvertantly mix metric and customary fasteners, whibh could
result in vehicle damage or malfunction or personal injury,
the Chevrolet Motor Division notified all its dealers in Nov-
ember 1975 about the special service requirements for the
1976 Chevette due to the use of both metric and inch-type
fasteners on thing vehicle.

Most GM dealers saw metrication as just one of the many
changes GM makes and not as a big,problem. Dealer represen-
tatives told us that they had the capability to sell and ser-
vice the metrically designed cars produced by GM. In their
opinion, tIthough,MArication had not affected consumer buy-
ing decisions or `sales of cars so far, they expected problems
in the future. They believed that there would be increased
expense for metric parts, labor, and operating costs. GM
dealership personnel we interviewed generally said that cost
increases would ultimately be passed on to the consumer.
Howev these dealers indicated that they hoped to keep costs
down y converting only where and when necessary.
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Norke of the other manufacturers' dealers we interviewed
could cite any short-term benefits to their operations from
metric conversion. Several felt metrication may cause more,
standardization of parts and fasteners in the long run, which
,would ultimately decrease the size of inventories. Some
exprebsed the bpinion that the metric system would be easier
to use.. While metrication was not expected to cause dealers
major problems, consume; costs for customer services are-like-
ly to increase in the areas of labor, parts, and inventory.

Impact on mechanics

The jrincipal impact on mechanics may be the productiv-
ity lost from not being able to readily distinguish metric
from customary parts and fasteners, and meChanicS' require-
ments for metric hand tools.

Most of the dealers we interviewed believed that metri-
cation had affected or would affect the productivity of mech-
anics,during the beginning of the conversion period. Several
mechanics said that they had experienced problems in identir
fying metriefrom customary tools and fasteners. This agr4ed
with the 1971 NBS study indicating some concern on labor's
,behalf that mechanics unfamiliar with metric tools work more
slowly And less surely and are therefore less productive for
awhile. Several dealers said'that any increase in cost re-
sulting from productivity decreases, would result in higher
service charges to consumers.

Dealership mechanics are generally requiied to purchase
theieown hand tools. Mechanics we talked with had invest-
ments of $35 to $350 in metric tools and $3,000 to $7,500 in
other tools. Several mechanics could not estimate what their
future investment in metric hand tools would be, but others
estimated that they would nee&to invest up to $300 for met-
ric tools: However, an official of the United Auto Workers
Union estimated that metrication would cost mechanics an ad-
ditional $1,000 to $1,500 for tools and tool boxes. One deal-
ership manager told us that future wages, of their mechanics
probably would reflect any additional costs of metric tools.

According to an official with the Hand Tool Institute,
a trade association which represents the hand tool industry,
many manufacturers of hand tools have the impression that

, metric conversion is mandatory within a 10-year time period.
Consequently, domestic tool manufacturers have begun to pro-
duce metric tools even though industry standards have not been
developed..

Mechanics generally agreed that metric' tools are avail-
able. Some may be more expensive than customary tools. We
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examined thy prices of metric tools at.a main source for
mechanics tools and fOund that 15 of the 22 metric tool sets
sold for the same price ass.comparable standard tool sets, 4
were more expensive, and 3 were 1pss expensive. If the tools
in the 15 sets that had identical prices were purchased indi-
vidually, in eight instances the metric tools were up to 17-
percent more expensive than comparable standardS tools; in
five cases, up to 27-percent.cheaper; and in two cases, equal.

Automobile manufacturerfs have taken steps to assist deal-
ership mechanics in getting necessary metric tools. For ex-
ample:

-=Chrysler Corporation will furnish mechanics all the
necessary tools to serve the imported metric Colt
and Arrow for a cost Of $89, which is lower than a
comparable set of tools from a tool supplier.

--GM has arranged with an independentjool manufacturer
to provide a metric wrench set to mechanics, through
the dealership, at a discounted price.

--The Cadillac Division notified dealership mechanics
exactly what size wrenches and sockets were needed
to service 1977 Cadillacs., .The cost of these neces-,
sary tools was less than $50,.

- -Chrysler and GM have also prepared, but had not yet
distributed, 'a list of basic metric .tools so that
deafership mechanics are informed of_their future
metric tool needs.

- -Ford Motor Company's own line of todis offers metric
tools at discounted Prices to dealegship mechanics.

Inventories of parts and fasteners

Dealership managers did not agree as to whether most
metric parts and fasteners needed were readily available. A
GM official responsible for' working with dealerships told us
that one product_dealers would probably have difficulty in
acquiring is the 6.3-millimeter (1/4-inch) fastener. He said
that this fastener is only used by GM in the United States,
and most domestic fastener suppliers buy their metric fas-
teners from foreign manufacturers where the 6.3-size is not
used. Although few purchases of metric fasteners had been
made, many managers agreed that some parts were more expen-
sive than comparable customary parts and fasteners. The Parts
Manager at one GM dealership said that metric fasteners are
more than twice the cost of customary fasteners. The GM of-
ficial referred to above agreed that in some cases metric
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fasteners may be more expensive. Several dealerships told us
that consumers will pay for any added cost.

Dealership inventories are ekt sive.. For example:

--Chrysler currently uses about 150,000 different parts
in its cars.

- -Each car has more than 15,000 parts.

- -Inventories are maintained for 6 or more year,s on most
parts.

- -There'are approximatply 3,500 fasteners in each car.
. ,

Dealers generally said that metrication had not affected
"inventory costs'to'date. Current investment in.pprts and fas7
teners at three' ot the. dealerships we visited ranged from
.$80.1000 to $150,000, 'An American Motors dealership expected
its inventory of spare.parts and fasteners to increase by
$15,000 to $20;000 (19 to:22 percent) due to metrication.
One GM dealerpredicted that small dealerships would erlicoun-,
ter various cash flow problets-if forced to tie up additional
working capital in spare parts inventories..

A Chrysler officialsaidthat metrication. was expected
to.require slightly largef-inventories for 8 to 12 years be7.
cause dual. inventories Would' be needed until customary parts.
Were'phased out. With the-increase' in the number of parts,
Hdealers' Space requiretentS may also increase. This official
also saidthat in'the Ring run, metrication should resdlt in
fewer parts being needed'. One Ford:dealer told us that his
cost of acquiring parts, inventories may increase because the
change to metrics may require costly changes in his computer -
ized ordering system.

\
Employee training and tools

Metrication affects automobile manufacturers' employees
in several ways. Perhaps the-two most significant are the
training needed to understand metric measurements and the
cost of metric hand tools.

The industry position on training employees in the met-
ric system is patterned after GE--train only those employees
who need to know, in what they need to know, andimmediately
before they need to.know it. GM estimated that only about
15 percent of its employees would require any formal metric
training and that only a few of those would require more than
simple instruction on linear measurement. For the large ma-
jority.of employees who were not directly affected by
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metrication, GM's metric staff has distributed only metric
posters and booklets.

GM developed a comprehensive training program in 1973.
Its competitors have since recognized the need for such a
program. They worked through the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers
Asaoclation and a consulting firm to develop a metric,train-
ing package--much like the GM program--which is now being used
by automotive-suppliers and firms in other industries. In one,
of GM's initial training experiences, employees reacted-ne0-
tively to training until they became more familiar working
with the metric units, which took about 6 to 7 months. At one
facility we visited, GM was trying to increase employee
awareness of metrics by installing speed signs, bridge clear7
ance signs, and temperature displays in metric units. Some
GM facilities had metric weight scales and height gauges so
employees could weigh and measure themselves in metric units.

One of the industry's major concerns involving employees
was the question of who would pay fOr metric hand tools. The
Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Associat, on opposes Government

i6
'subsidies for metric conversion,,a,U 'ugh it recognizes that
special consideration may be neededir or certain problem areas.
GM endorses this position and readily Admits that some, small
businesses may be economically disadvantaged. '.Aecording.to,
GM, tax provisions and employer practices already provid
mechanisms for workers to recover some metrication costs. For
example, skilled trades workers under the Union £,ontract with.
GM could acquire from the corporation the metric tools needed
to do their jobs. If workers chqose to buy their own metric
tools, they may be able to recover a portion of this cost by
taking an income tax deduction.

The United Auto Workers Union policy on metrics, adopted
in 19734 was that employers assume the total costs of conver-
sion and not transfer some of the costs to their skilled work-
ers. The automobile companies were making necessary metric
tools available to skilled trade employees. According to a
Union official, there had been no grievances regarding metric
tools, probably because metrication as just beginning. As
momentsum increases, however, the official told us that the
Union expected to take a stronger bargaining position to
protect its skilled workers.

Inventories and identification
of metric items

Automobile manufacturers will maintain dual inventories
for many years before customary parts are completely elimi-
nated. In addition, they will likely incur some costs for
identifying metric and customary parts to minimize mixups.
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GM officials' told us that they expected to maintain dual
inventories fo.12 or more years. The company was already
maintaining a dual inventory for fasteners. In the long run,
GM_believed it would.Aphieve an overall reduction in its fas-
tener inventory because it expected to reduce the number of
different' sizes.

, .

r
Ford Motor Company believed that it may have to maintain

customary and metric parts into the next century. Chrysler
e pected to have larger inventories for at least the next 8
t ,12 years. .AmeriCan Motors was.not ina position to det-
er ine how long it would have to dual inventories.

One method for identifying-and contiolling a dual inven-
tory is color coding - -one color for metric parts, another for
customary. .Although some GM divisons used this method, not
all divisions agreed that color coding was good policy. GM
told us that color coding may not be as beneficial as it. in-
itially believed it would be. At its subsidiary operatiOn in
the United Kingdom, for example, GM color coded its'metric
parts. and fasteners with a zinc dye which acted as a lubricant
and caused the metric fasteners to come loose or unscrew too
easily..

The original intention for color coding was to avoid a,s-
sembly line worker confusion. However,according to a GM /of
ficial, U.S. production line workers have experienced no prob-
lems in.identifying customary from metric fasteners becaUse
they worked with fasteners according to the part number, not
by color. Color-coded fasteners'alsO were not designed to
help service mechanics distinguish between a metric and cus-
tomary fastener. The color usually wears off a fastener
after about 5,000 miles of driving, according to a company
official.

If used for all fasteners, GM's practice of color coding
could be expensive when one considers GM uses an estimated
.20 billion fasteners (nuts and bolts) per year--about 3,500
in each automobile. A top executive with one fastener manu-
facturer gelling to GM told us that his company has had in-
creases in its production costs of about 8 percent because
of the ost of blue paint needed to color fasteners for GM..
This ex cutiVe said that his company sells fasteners by the
pound wi h the average price per pound being about 50 cent
He said t t GM was paying about 4 cents per pound extra due
to the coloring requirement. He also said bis competitors
have had to incur the same cost.

.

Other examples of how GM identifies metric inventory:ex7
isted at its Chevette engine plant. Since the plant had, an
assembly line for the Chevette metric engine and another tor
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customary V-8 engines, certain steps were taken to avoid
mixups. First, metric parts were stored in tubs painted green
to match the Chevette engine assembly line. Customary parts
were stored in blue-colored tubs. Second, all incoming ship-
ments of metric Parts were labeled with a preprinted "metric"
label. Other techniques used were to (1) have all vendors
stamp a permanent metric marking on tool shanks and (2) either
color code certain parts, such as the cylinder head valve key,
or use special markings on the part to help identify it.

Ford had a 'similar situation in that its plant producing
the "2.3 litre" metric engines for the Mustang II and Pinto
cars also produced other engines using customary parts and
fasteners. Ford avoided the potential problem of mixing
parts and tools by (1) locating the metric engine operations
in a separate area of the plant away from the customary en-
gine operations, (2) stamping or etching metric fasteners
and tools with the letter "M" or the word metric, and (3)
color coding all metric gauges yellow. Ford said the separ-
ation of metric and customary operations was a contributing
factor to what it termed a successful metric changeover at
the engine plant.

Engineering standards and dpaings

Automobile manufacturers have yet to develop accepted
industrywide metric engineering standards or practices. Man-
ufacturers generally were developing their own which had been
the usual practice in this industry. At GM some interim met-
ric standards for fasteners, drafting, and materials had'been
.developed for its U.S.-based operations. A GM official told
,us that certain GM overseas divisions have different metric
standards than the U.S. operations. (See ch. 6 for a dis-
cussion of standards.)

Standardization of metric fasteners was GM's highest
'priority metric goal. It believed up to 95 percent of all -)
metrication problems involved fasteners. For its U.S. oper-
ations, GM is using the Optimum Metric Fastener System adop-
ted by the ANSI. However, a GM official said that this fastener
system was not used by all its overseas subsidiaries. (See
ch. 7 for a discussion of fasteners.)

American Motors will probably use many of the metric
standards GM adopts because it has been using various GM pro-
cedures and standards for many years. Ford and Chrysler were
developing their own standards for such items as fasteners,
metals, tires, bearings, and drawings.
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GM used conversion charts on engineering drawings (dual
dimensioning)-, but generally enceprages its engineers and
other staff to discontinue usingbal dimensions as soon.as
they are.familiar with the metric unit's. In many instances
-GM. believes itH.s practical to switch' to the metric units
right away.

.

/

Ford officials told us that their usual practice is not
to use dual dimensions on their engineering drawings because
it is costly. One' Ford official estimated that less than 10
percent of the.engineeting drawings released for model year
1978 Ford. products were solely in metric dimensions..

Chrysler's current practice is_to provide conversion
tables on all engineering drawings except where a specific
plant or vendor indicates the chart is not requited. Chrysler.
believed conversion charts placed on engineering drawings
would result in the exact tolerances desired and would mini-
mize costly supplier mistakes due to confuttion with metric
units. Chrysler planned to eliminate dual-,dimension drawings
by mid -1979. American Motors.officials told us that the few
metric drawings they had were in metric units only.

Tooling and machines

Only a small percentage of each automobile manufactur-
er's production tooling and machines had been converted be7
cause conversion was just beginning and metric production
could be done with existing tooling and capital equipment.
Ford found this out when it made its "2.3 litre" automobile
engine in Ohio.: Also, Chrysler officials told us that most
of the production of its metric 'subCompacts would be done
with customary tooling and machinery.

A ChevrOlet plant which produces the metric engine for
the Chevette has converted toga room machines, such as lathes,
)rills, and various types q_giinders. Machines where close
machining tolerance was required were modified by using digi-
tal readouts having dual-measurement scales.

According to one GM official, only. 25 percent of its ma-
chine tools would require metric conversion. He explained
that 50 percent of all the machine tools were not veasurement
sensitive and would not require conversion, and effrremaining
25 percent would be replaced with metric machines as they be-
came obsolete.'

Some GM divisions opted'early not to try to make special
metric tools, recognizing that a metric tool was not needed
to make a metric part. The components of the tools, the tool'
drawings, and the clamping mechanisms could be in customary
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measurements, yet the part produced could be in metric
dimensions.

, Other GM divisions decided to make metric tools immedi-
ately. Atcfirst these divisions found that standard metric
tooling components were either not available or available at
a premium cost and at untimely delivery dates. They since
have found they can buy what they need at little obno cost
penalty as the supply lines are filled.

GM has found it important to consider that amach&ne may
be needed to work on both customary and metric parts and that
obtaining a dual capability may be desirable when purchasing
new equipment. The use of digital readouts is expensive but
allows the machining of parts to, either metric or inch dimen-
sions. GM has found that digital readouts increase productiv-
ity. Thus, it believed metric' capability could be addecLat
little or no net cost.

Computer systems and data bases

Automobile manufacturers have been converting their com-
puter systems to metric. Administrative operations and engi-
neering data bases must be converted. Converting this data__
involves changing technical handbooks with engineering form-
ulas and tables and existing test results already computer-
ized in engineering'files.

Ford began converting its computer systems in 1975 but
was unable to tell us what progress had been made. Chrysler
also began converting its systems in 1975--mostly in connec-
tion -with engineering data. Problems encountered so far
include difficulties in identifying data fields affected
by metric conversion and the alteration of some preprinted
forms to make space for metric characters.

A

A GM official told us that each division is assumed to
be making progress but he was not able to give us an overall
estimate of progress. The official said that the Chevrolet
and Pontiac Motor))ivisions estimated it would take two or
three people 1 or 2 years just to convert a portion of their
computerized spring test calculations. We were told that one
of GM's subsidiaries in the United Kingdom, after almost 1-
1/2 years of work, finished converting its administrative
documentation system; i.e., accounting records, purchasing,
and invoicing. (See ch. 18 for discussion of the computer
industry.)
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Consumer information

Mechanics and consumer's may not be aware that a vehicle
is metrically designed and` dimensioned by visual inspection
alone. Thereforelf they must rely on the automobile manufac-
turere for information about new cars.

According to a GM official,.seivice manuals for new cars
were dual dimensioned if most of the car was metric: If only
a few parts were metric the service manual showed dual dimen-
sions only for the converted parts. An official at Chrysler
said that the metric content of its service manuals consisted
of some dual tables and conversion charts used primarily to
familiarize mechanics and service technicians with certain
metric terms. He said there was no reason to make extensive
use of both measurement systems. becauge the company's 1977
cars generally were not of metric design.

The Chrysler Corporation said that the sole use of met-
ric units in operator manuals would depend on the rate of
conversion within the automobive industry and the public's
knowledge of metric terms. An official said that the opera-
tor's manual for the.1978 Plymouth Horizon and Dodge Omni
showed metric units followed by customary measures because
these were essentially metric-dimendioned cars. However, the
reverse practice was used for nonmetrictcariFor example,
the operator manual for the 19771)1ymolt.h.Volake, showed the
following dual information:

Item. U.S. measure Metric measure

Cooling system pressure 16 psi (110 kPa)
Thermostat 195' F (90 C)
Fuel capacity 18 gal 60.6 litreg
Maximum vehicle capacity 1,100 LBS (500 kg).

The general practice at.GM was to show both measurements
in operators manuals if the car had a sufficient amount of
,metric components which warranted it. For example, the manual
for the 1977 Chevrolet Monte Carlo and Vega cars showed only
customary measurements because these were not considered met-
ric cars. The manual for the, predominantly metric Chevette
showed both measurements as does the manual for the 1977 Chev-
rolet Impala, which was about 40 percent metrically,dimen-
sioned. When both measurements were used, GM's approach was
to show the metric measure first followed by the customary
'measure in parentheses. Here- are some examples from a 1977
Chevrolet owner's manual.
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Item.

Gasoline, tank
Cooling, system
:Whetl. base.

Metric measure U.S. measure

76.0 1
17.0 1
2,945 mm

(20A gal)
(18 qts)
(116.0 ")

However, GM was not consistent in-its use of measurements
in operators manuals. In the manual referred to above, fora:'
example, we obserVed that some pages showed only the customa
measures; other pages showed both measures.

A certain level of inconsistency also existed in GW-s
sales literature. Pamphlets advertising the 197.7 and 1978
Chevettes, both metric cars, expressed the cars' dimensions
in customary units followed by the metric units ih parenthe-
ses. This is the opposite of how s'milar data was shown in
Chevrolet operator manuals for metr c cars as illustrated
above.

The practice used for showing measurements in sales lit
erature seemed to vary from dilsion to division. Regardless
of whether a car was metric'or riot, advertisements for 19'77
Odsmobiles showed customary measurements alone. Literature
for three 1977 Cadillac cars (only one of which could be con-
sider,ed metric) showed metric units followed :;+ stomaiy ,_

-

units:
3,2 ,

-
The Ford Motor.mpany literature for most 1977 and 1978

model
Co

s showed meagUretentsin customary units. But litera-
ture for the metricOMinsioned FieSta, for example, showed
the customary units-follOwed by the 'metric units.

Legislation and regulation

The metric conversion aspects of legislation and regu-
lation will be of concern to many industries but especially
to the automotive industry. The industry is highly regulated
at the Federal, State, and local levels. Many of the regula-
tions on motor vehicles, such as those involving emissions
control, energy conservation, vise control, and safety, spec-
ify units of measurement.

A mutual concern for both the regulator and the regulated
would be the selection of metric values that are rational re-
placements for the customary .units. The regulator will not
want to see the performance levels of standards eroded by a
mere change in measurement units. Nor will, the regulated want
to have performance levels tightened because-numbers are roun-
ded off in the conversion process.
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Using a different metric speed as a basis for Conducting
vehicle crash tests could have drastic_effedts. Crash-tests
are required, by the National Highway Traffic Safety Admihis-
.t.ration, Pepartment-of Transportation, to prove the accept-
ability of.new and existing car designs. If 30 miles per hour
(the current testing basis) is converted to metric, it becomes
48 kilOmet ;hour. Several industry officials were con
terned th- 441k;'"'re 'could be a temptation to round this figure
to 50 kiloliter; s per hour. However, the.difference in energy;z

of a barrier:im: ct between 48 and 50 kilometers per hour is
expohential and might possibly require complete reengineering
of. the vehicle to meet the more stringent limits.

The.. Motor Vehicle. Manufacturers Association believed each
measurement in a motor vehicle, regulation would have to be
examined carefully before decisions can be made to convert
to realistic metric values. It also believed that regulators
should, avoid promulgating rules until enough expertise is de--
veloped to permibian orderly transition to metrics without

'causing unintentional penalties on affected parties and that
changes should be coordinated with those affected.

CONCLUSIONS'

Because of its influence on the U.S. economy, the auto.;-
motive industry's decision to convert to the metric system is)
having a major impact on metrication in the United States.
Many suppliers and others, such as dealers, mechanics, employ-
ees, and the public, are beginning to oi.should begin to feel
the 'impact of metrication.

Suppliers to the automotive manufacturers--GM alone has
about 47,000--generally are conyerting whatever is necessary
to supply the-automobile manufacturers *ith metric products.
Most groups being affected by the automotive industry's de-
cision to convert--e.g., suppliers, automobile dealers, mech-
anics, labor unions--saw no necessity to convert nor benefits
to be gained. Any benefits to be gainedby going metric ap-
pear to apply primarily to the automotive manufacturers and
large suppliers having multinational operations.'

Automobile manufatturers claimed that using one measure-
ment tyttem throughout their global operations would poten-
tially offer many benefits. Potential. benefits included the
simplicity and convenience of having their worldwide opera-
tions use a single measurement system.. Other potential ben-
efits, like reduced inventories and increased standardization,
are potential future benefits but whether these materialize
remains to be seen.
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Metrication will involve costs for such things as (1)
equipment purchasesand modifications, (2.) employee training,
(3) the need to stock and work with customary and metric
parts, and (4) changes to computer systems. Automobile manu-

_ facturers, however, did not know what their total metrication
costs would be. In an attempt to convert at minimum cost,
their conversions are being carried out in conjunction with
size and equipment changes that would have occurred in the
normal course of their operations.

Conversion by the automobile manufacturers was purely
voliintary. No timetables had,been set by outside organiza-
tions for them to adhere to. They have been able to imple-
ment metrication gradually over a long period of time, train
employees on a selected basis, and not make wholesale and
unwarranted changes to existing facilities and equipment.
Following this approach, they believed that the benefits from
conversion ultimately/011f outweigh the total costs to be
incurred.

The automobile manufacturers' decision to convert to the
metric system appears to rest more on their conclusion that
metrication in the United States is inevitable than on a de-
finitive comparison of benefits and costs. Because of its
high visibirfty, the automobile manufacturers' decision to
covert adds to the feeling 91E6 the whole country is conver-
ting.

Several groups .point to the automotive industry, partic-
ularly the multinational automobile manufacturers, as leading
the way into metrication. While this may be true, some auto-
mobile manufacturers themselves were many years from becoming
predominantly metric. At current timetables certain passenger
cars and parts will continue to be produced under the cus-
tomary measurement system into the 1990s. It is uncertain
when other motor vehicles and nonautomotive products the
manufacturers produce,will become predominantly metric. Au
mobile manufacturers have made major conversion progress w th-
out Government assistance.

The automobile industry's experiences point out that the
United, States can function using two measurement systems.
For many years metric automobiles have been sold in the United
States even though the Nation is predominantlir customary.

The metrication progress taking] place in the automobile
industry could .be creating a trend toward metrication that
might prove to be irreversible in Ae future. If this .trend
continues, theUnited States might find itself a predominantly
nletric-country by the end of the century under the current,
national policy of voluntary conversion. And if this happens,
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it will have been largely due to the.actiOns of the
multinational firms which seem to be the ones with the most
to gain from metrication.
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CHAPTER 12

METALS INDUSTRY GOING METRIC RELUCTANTLY

The metaFs industry depends on the needs of its major
customers--automotive, farm implement, and earthmoving equip-
ment companies--many of which are large multinational corpora-
tions. Several large customers have announced intentions
to convert their, operations to the metic system and thus
will eventually order metal products made to metric specifi-
cations. If the metals industry is to meet this demand, at
least a partial conversion to the metric system becomes inev-
itable for them. Realizing this, 'metal producers were pre-
paring for conversion and all the ramifications such a change
would bring.

The metals industry generally believes conversion would
be costly.with few benefits in return. p-dt because its larg-
est customers plan to convert, the industry is converting
reluctantly. To minimize its conversion costs, the 'industry.
initially converted only those activities necessary to meet
custoMer needs. But metal companies are concerned that cus-
tomer demands for metric products will occur too slowly and
result in a prolonged transition period with two measurement
systems for the industry. Industry representatives caution
that a drawn-aut conversion would be confusing and more expen-
sive for the metalsApdustry. Metal companies believe that
if the United states:decIdes metrication is necessary, a. co-
ordinated national plan must be developed and implemented.

In our review of metrication in the metals industry, we
interviewed a number of officials representing major metals
producing companies, metals distribution centers, industry
trade associations, Industry workers, American Ndtional Met-
ric. Council's Metals. Sector Committee, and major users 'of
metals. We reviewed available cost studies, industry trade
statistics, industry standards, company Position papers and
policy statements on metrication, and metric guides and man-
uals.

BACKGROUND AND PAST METRIC INVOLVEMENT

j.s Companies in the metals industry make prodUcts from
iron, steel, aluminumpscopper, lead, zinc, and other metals.
To.date, steel and aluminum companies have been the most in,-
volved with metric conversion because those metals are basic
to the production of automobiles and farm equipment. The au-
tomobile industry by itself is the major customer for sheet
and strip metal. Manufacturers of 'such metal products have
been-using the metric system to a limited extent in designing
products and manufacturing activities for a number of years.

12
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Iron and steel

'Iron and steel products are a staple of our economy.
In 1975'iron and steel companies contributed $33.7 billion, or
2.2 percent, to our gross national. product.

All major iron and steel producers are members of the
industry's trade association--the American Iron and Steel In-
stitute. Until 1975 the Institute was a critic of metric con-
version. For _example, in Congressional hearings on March 20,
1973, the Institute stated, that the industry would expend more
than $2 billion over a 10=year period to convert products
while receiving little benefit. This cost estimate was based
on a 2-year study of the impact that conversion would have on
the steel industry.

According to the study, more than 95 percent of the in-
dustry's products are sold in the United States and Canada.
Thus, Metric. conversion would merely increase costs of serving
this market. In fact, foreign steel produeers probably would
capture a'larger share of this'market because they have lower
gipostS. Steel exports by American producers were not expected
to increase from metric conversion because high labor costs
generally make it difficult for U.S. producers to compete in
foreign markets.

Thejnptitute, which developed the $2 billion estimate
'using 1971 prices, stated that two phases of conversion would
be necessary. The first phage would be the preparation--plan-
ning, training personnel, and purchasing equipment.' The sec-
ond would involve the transition period during which invento-
ries would have to be maintained in both customary and metric
measures. The estimate assumed the most favorable .circumstan-
ces to oonversion'and that there would be optimum coordination
of the changeover. 'The Institute qualified,its estimate by 4.
pointing out that the estimate did not include significant-
additional costs that would be incurred for mining, transpor-
tation, fabrication, and .related activities. Not did it in-
clude costs. to, develop metric standards for the hundreds of
lhousands of steel products.

By November 1974 some major steel users had announced
metric conversion plans,. and the Congress was considering
metric legislation. As a result, the Institute.reversed its
position. .The costs of metric, conversion became secondary to
supplying the needs of customers.

In testimony before the House Subtommittee on Science;
Research and Technology, an Institute official said:
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"A. change to the metric system of measurement will
occur in the United States on a national basis in
the foreseeable future. Major steel users, such
as the .automotive;.earthmoving and-agricultural
equipment, business machine and other industries,
have announced plans-to convert to the SI [Inter-
natiOnal System of Units] metric system of mea-
surement.' * *-*-'This fact, more than any other,
makes,it inevitable that. the SI metric system
will eventually become the predominant system in
the United. States.",jUnderscoring supplied.]

.

The Institute'believed a.national metric policy was*
needed and a national metric.conversion board should be es-

tablished. While the Institute holds that conversion should
remain voluntary, it believes' timetables fbr achieving various
phases of conversion should be. a Board priority so conversion
can be done in the most prompty,orderly, and economical fash7
ion.

The'aluminum industry .had $11.4 billion A sales in 1976.
Most alullinum companies belong to a trade association known as
the Alumfffum Association. The Association told us its members
believed that adoption of,the metric system was-inevitable.
In July 1970 most Association members recognized the metric
system as one which,would be.easier to use and less subject to
error but saw no advantage in adopting it. Instead, they saw
costly problems, .suchps

--education and training of personnel;

--- conversion .of engineering drawings, technical lite,ra--
turey,promotional material, operating documents and
procedures,' and reprograming of computerd;

;--replacement of instruments, gauges, and recorders;

--opei'ating with a dual system during a transition
period;

errors and confusion during the transition; and

,-
--possible, premature obsolescence of capital equipment.

On theiother hand, members which operated in the international
marketsfavored metric conversion because it would eliminate
for'Osm a dual system of measurement.
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Copper

The Copper Development Association Incorporated
represents the copper industry. Membership includes most ma-
jor mining companies, smelters and refiners, brass'mills, and
wire_ and- Cable_mills---Accordig-to- the- Association, copper
companies have done little in metric conversOn. Although
the industry favors soft conversion, it will adopt whatever
measurement system becomes the accepted practice of its cus-
tomers.

Early in 1974 the industry was not advancing toward met-
ric conversion because of the lack of customer activity in'
that direction. But by June 1974, necessary soft conversions
were beitig made without effort to hard convert. According-to
the Association, the copper industry stated that it will con-
vert to metric sizes when it becomes essential to meeting
customers' demand. As of December 1976, however, metric
activity within the copper industry had been limited to only a
'few metric orders. The customary measurement system remains
while the consensus of :he industry toward metric conversion
is wait and see.

Lead and zinc

C6mpanies have no plans for metrication of most.lead and
zinc products. These companies are represented by two trade
associations, neither of which has studied the-impact of met-
rication on'their industries nor adopted a position reg qihg
metric conversion. The associa s, however, 'are estatSish=
ing a joint metric committee t6 velop a metriei, posit 15

According to a spokespeA'on from each of, the trade apR04-
ciations, most companies do not favor metrication. N6r do ".
they foresee a great deal of hard conversion for their indus=
try, except for some lead products which are now_or may soon'
be produced in metric, units. Lead used in ammunition has tigen."
produced in' metric units for years. Other products may be .T

,converted, depending on customer demand. As in the steele_alir-
minum, and copper industries, the timing and pace of converr
sion depends on ,customer demand.

CONVERSION STATUS:' JUST BEGINNING

Metric conversion is just beginning in the steel and (..'s

aluminum industries. These industries have made:major6prog7
ress in planning for a conversion to the metric 'system and'
in developing industrywide metric standards. Metric sales
have been minimal to the disappointment of steel and aXuminpm
companies which by now expected to have many ordens fgr Rrod-
ucts made to metric specifications. The remainder of our
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discussion on conversion staeushas been drawn(primarily from
our review at steel and aluminuth companies becausethe

tcopper,
lead, and zinc industries bame.done.little fo:date in convert-
ing to metrics.

Industry's plan and approach-
'., '

Metal companies and .asiociations have been. coordinating
industry conversion efforts-Ithrouqh ,ANMC's. Metals Sector Com-
mittee., Membership.on this .Committee- consists of associations
or individual representatives of the metais,producing indus-
try, fabricators, distributois, major metal-user industries,
and government agencies,. In Mdrch 1977 thiS Cothmittee estab-
lished,a conversion plan for-the' industry which divided the
conversion prO esii into three Rhades.

)Phase Mettiorders are'jlenerally acceptable for
.prbduCti.IM if.tooliilq or processing tech-
;niquep-areavailable or if quantity justi-
..fiesA,cOnversfon,cotti. Mixed unit ordering

und9firab],e'begause errors may result.
Metrit.orderg.Aare-processed in customary
units' ,Cus er-dOcumentation will be in
the units 'sp cifidd'by the customer.

hen, the r c o ifiegs dominate they mill be
aol,goduced in,me ric units, but documentatiom
to tqe,cuttomer0111 be in the units he spec-

Afies. ,'- ,, ,

. , ,

e*IIIt Custothgry ,units phasee6ut. All orders,
. ' procruction,,and docUmentation will be in

1

me,t4jc-units onty. Customary unit ,orders
ill-b unacceptable'.

:)

-

e
., T an does 'not'- ave.a timetable for .,.implementation.

, ..

Ngtfe,Co ee believed setting dates waSlhot within,its juris-
dIctlbn se it. migHt the-induttry to possible
iantitrmstAtc om.,:alt noted, howeverR, that other countries
attethgti version without' specific, schedules faced many
cigord nati n-problems'. tUnder voluntary conversion, phases I

, .

and ; woul ..e Orolonged for many yeart and conversion would
varyWfde y forlprdducerhtand sers. The Committee believed

,
matfripp-co version woiLld be esdarily costly, confusing,

r,!v: . .

andinconvenient to all*pro ,s, and users unless a national
,-titetableweeepstablihed,

4' Most' companies in o dtudy had 'metric conversion plans
ich generally cali for oonyerting only those products and
0 equipment necessary.o-Yneet customer demand. Conse-

quently, entire 'production libes and machinery were not to be
.. ,



scrapped. Metal companies_ included in our study were all in
phase I.

With one exception,iall companies we visited had metric
committees structured at the corporate level and endorsed by
top management. Most_companies_staffed their committees-with-
personnel from accounting, engineering, legal, manufacturing,
-marketing, and computer operations departments. Metrit repre-
sentatives were also appointed within each department. The
departmental representatives assumed metric tasks in addition
to normal duties and were responsible, to a metric coordinator
who reports to the corporate metric committee.

Metric standards

To.make a smooth and uniformchangeover to the metric
system, industry must agreeen standard metric units and engi-
neering practices. According to ANMC's Metals Sector Com--
mittee, such standards are needed to minimize transition cost.
Wo'rk remains, but major progress had been made on getting
industrywide standards.

Organizations, such as the American National Standards
Institute and the American Society for Testing and Materials,
had been developing metric engineering-standards for the met-
als industry. In 1974 ANSI issued two national metric stand-
ards covering sizes of metal products. One dealt with thick-
ness and widths of flat metal products; the other was for
round, sguare,and hexagon metal products. Standards for
tubular products--outside diameters, and wall thicknesses and
lengths--had also been established except.for pipe. The Amer-
ican Society for Testfhg-and Materials was developing standard
metric specifications for metals covering product tolerances,
mechanical and physical properties, and methods of testing.

The American Iron and Steel Instituted has been leading
the way in developing standard metric units for the steel
industry. In 1976. the Institute published a "Metric Practice
Guide" for steel companies. ANMC's Metals Sector Committee,
recognizing the value of having standard metric units for the
entire metals industry, asked the American Society of Metals
to develop a "North' AMeriCan Metal Industries Metric Practice
Guide" which would be based on the guide for steel companies.

Metric products

Some metal companies were already producing some flat-
rolled sheet steel and aluminum in metrics, primarily for
their,large multinational customers in the automobile indus-
try. The industry has beeii.able to roll sheet metal products
to almost any thickness desired. As a result, metal companies

0
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say they'can sell flat-rolled sheets iri) preferred metric

sizes at no increase in prices. Problems are expected, how-
ever, for shaped products, especially structural steel and
pipe. For these products, extensive retooling may be neces-
sary and costly.

.
Metal companies were beginning to publish lists.of stan -,

dard metric products and prices. One steel producer id'1975
published a catalog covering about 80 percent of its product
lines in which metric products can now be ordered. Officials1
with this company said, however, that less than 1 percent of
their'sales were metric orders at the time of our visit in

April 1977. Another firm had distributed a list of its met-
ric prices for flat-rolled sheet products. In June 1977 an
aluminum produet was the firsts to publish metric price lists
for two automotive products_.

Presently, metric products represent a very, small part
of the metals industry. But, ANMC's Metals Sector Committee
believes 1977 was the year metrication began in earnest.

BENEFITS QUESTIONABLE

Major steel and aluMinum firms see little benefit in con-
verting to the metric system. Employment and foreign trade
`was not seen as increasing or decreasing. Metric orders would
simply replace orders that would have been placed in customary
sizes.

Some metric advocates state that one long=term benefit
from metrication could be a reduction in the number of dif-
ferent sizes of products through increased standardization.
They believed such a reduction would substantially offset the
costs of converting to metrics through production and inven
tory economies, as well as other savings. One of the main
efforts the metals industry had undertaken regarding metri-
cation was the development of metric standards covering pre-
ferred metric sizes. The industry hopes its concept of
preferred sizes reaches enough metal users so these customers
would

of
designing to these standards. But already,sev-

eral of the country's largest metal users have expressed a
need for metric sizes in addition to those standards already
developed. If preferred sizes are not adhered to or are con-
tinually expanding, the, benefit of standardization could be
lost to the metals-industry. A number of metals industry
officials question whether a reduction in the number of sizes
will really occur or whether the situation will revert to what
we have today under the customary system--a proliferation of
sizes. These officials say that standardization, if feasible,
could have occurred under the customary system.
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The metals industry believed the only way metal users .

would adhere to preferred size standards would be to have
better program leadership and coordination at the highest
levels of Government. The U.S: Metric Board or the Congress
would have to establish a flat' al timetable for implementa-
tion and ensure that preferre tric_sizes_would_be_standard.

CONVERSION MEANS COST

Companies generally believed that metrication would be
costly, both to'me,tal producers and metal distribution cen
ters".. 'As previously noted, the steel industry estimated met-
ric conversion at $2 billion. .What total costs will be,
howeyervare not known. During our review we found no cost-
benefit studies made. by any of the companies visited'. Some
believed it does not matter what the costs are because the
decision has been made to convert. Tracking metric costs
would just add to the cost. But being cost conscious, com-
panies were taking the least cost approach to conversion;
i.e., they were not making changes unless necessary to pro-
vide customer needs.

Metal prodUcers believed increased costs could be ex-vected in their computer and.inventory operations.- They also
believed_productivity would temporarily be adversely affected
with, attendant cost increases. Metal distribution centersbelieved the primary cost impact would be in their, inventoryoperations.-

Computer operations

Many steel companies had converted or were in the prcicesof converting their-coMputeriZed ordering and billing'systdiss:;,,
to accommodate metric units and. symbols. This has not.bOn!an.easy task as the following three examples show.

--One company spent 1 -1/2 years to reprogram its opera-.
tions., Numerous. deCisions on what;.. metric codes and..
conversion factors to use 'and adOitionalfield Sizes
needed had to be made. Still unanswered was the ques-
tion of what to dowith historical data files. Sys
tents people say-they would require at least .2 years to"
prepare for modifying tht entire computer:data base.

-- Another companyspent 1-1/2 years on a part-time basis
.reprograming its order handling system.

..=The third company spent 5 months modifying its systeM..
'Once:completed, a major customer notified the company.
that future invoices would have to show both units of
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measurement. Another 9 months'of reprograrring was
necessary to accommodate this change.

Aluminum..company officials told us that, although they had

(
not converted computer systems yet, they generally expected
that this effort- would be costly and one that would need to
be experienced by most producers to some degree. Nobody in
the industry, however, knew what the total costs would be
because these efforts were not 17counted for as metric costs.

'Inventory operations

One metal producer expected that the greatest impact of
metrication would be on its inventory operations. Another
says a dual inventory system would be needed which would be
confusing and costly. Dual inventories in metric and custom-
ary measurement would-be needed until customary units had been
phased out. An official with one'major metal producer noted
there were 43 customary sizes and 28 preferred metric sizes

of steel plates. During the transition period, inventories
of all 71 sizes would probably have to be maintained. One
company marketing some metric sizes had already experienced
about a 10-percent increase in the number of sizes.of a par-
ticular product it'stocked. .-

According to representatives, distributors can expect
significant cost increases in many areas (with no attendant
benefits) because of metrication. A typical steel distribu
tor today is likely to carry 10,000 different-sized products
in its inventory. So far there has been virtually no demand
on these distributors for metals meeting metric specifica-
tions, although this situation was expected to change once
conversion momentum increases among metal users. Increased
metric demand.would mean more sizes to inventory.. More space
and a method of 'distinguishing metric from customary sizes
would be required. ,Inventory turnover would be slower with
more sizes in stock; distributors would need to invest sub-
stantial sums of additional capital to carry the additional
inventory. One very large distributor estimated its cdsts
to stock a modest range of metric sizes for just one grade
of steel would be nearly $400,000.

Lower profits could result if distributors were unable
to turn over their metric inventory. Timing would be very im-

,

portant. One very large distributor in January 1977 stocked
three metric sizes of steel plate. The distributor made this
investment because one of its largest customers had announced
At was converting most of its products to metric dimensions
and it was expected that the company's suppliers would need
metric steel. Despite an all-out sales effort,'none of this
metric inventory had been sold as of May 1977. This



distributor told'us that it had decided not to order any more
metric steel unless customers make specific requests and or-
ders were substantial to make it profitable. The distributor
said it was losing money by not selling this metrio,inventory
which must be turned over three times per year just to break
even.

Productivity

Representatives of steel and aluminum firms claimed that
productivity would suffer during the transition period. But,
some firms believed productivity would increase after conver-
sion was completed.

An official at one company said. productivity during the 4*.
transition would suffer because the total volume of products
would not change, but would be spread over more sizes. An-
other official believed the sales order entry, production
,planning, quality control, and accounting departments would
,be the most affected next to the production and maintenance
departments. One large aluminum company experienced a de-
crease in productivity in its forging .division as the result ..,
of just a few metric orders. The decrease- occurred because
workers were unfamiliar with metric units. Productivity was
expected to diminish further while.worker'S were being trained.

Another company experienced .a metric-related incident
having. an impact on productivity. Temperature gauges on fur-
naces were changed from Fahrenheit to Celsius. After.the
change an-ingot was placed in-a furnace to heat it to a work-
able temperature. The control operator set the gauge thinking
it was still degrees Fahrenheit. Instead of.a heated ingot,
the inner furnace was covered with molten aluminum. The mis-
take cost about $200.,000,

OTHER CONCERNS

Officials of the companies we visited believed problems.
during the transition period of metrication could be expected
from antitrust laws and labor unions. A number of officials
also eXpressedconcern as to the role of the Federal Govern-ment in.theMeiiication process;

Antitrust laWs'

Metal company officials meet through industry associ-
ations to talk metrics, but discustiong. remain general. Usu -.ally they do.not make agreements because of antitrust fears.The Metric COnvetsion Act of 1975 does not Contain relief frantitrust l and thus,. industry groups believe they must
be careful in .their conduct.

.
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The ANMC Metals Sector Committee favors a timetable for
a smoother and less costly metric conversion between and,
within industries& This Committee will not, however, estab-
lish timetables for its industry as this could be construed
to be an antitrust violation. According to a representative
on the Committee, the industry was worried about reports of
ihcreased attention being given by the Justice Department to
industry meetings on metric matters. One report specifically
cited the concern of antitrust offtcials that meetingi to set
standards for metric conversion could present an opportunity
for large companies to reach agreements that might result in
unfair competition to small businesses/ The Committee repre-
sentative told us that antitrust concerns would delay conver-
sion progress in the metals industry until they were allevi-
ated.

The Legal Department of one 'steel company beli ed it was
an antitrust violation to deprive customers of choic of prod-
uct size through standardization. This view was shay d by
officials at another company. They believe neither : dustry
nor individual companies can decide to limit its product lines
to a few specific metric sizes and discontinue making sustom-
ary sizes without facing possible suits for antitrust vio-
lation.

Labor unions

The United Ste
in, 22 industrial ,gro,

;kers of America represents workers
including steel, aluminum, and cop-

per. This Union did t have a written metric policy; but it
endorsed the national Policy of the American Federation of
Labor-Congress of Industrial Organizations, which, in effect
says that metric programs must reimburse workers for the cost
of any metric tools, provide training at no cost to the worker,
and not interfere with the seniority systems This.policy also
emphasized that consideration must be given to older workers
who.might have a more difficult time learning the, new system
and, consequently, may show deterioration in job performance
compared to younger workers. The United Steel Workers of
America would not oppose mqric conversion as long as the
above concerns were dealt with.

PreS'ently, metal producers are processing the limited
number of,metric orders they, receive by first converting them
to customary units; Production departments then fill the
orders without the workers knowing the orders called for met-
ric.dimensions. Plans were to continue this approach until,'
metric orders are predominant or a metrication plane -is estab-
lished. Metric orders would then be processed in metric
units. Many companies are now preparing plans for educating
and training employees. As expected, methods of training and
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approaches varied, but most companies plan to train employees
'.as necessary and just before conversion. Few employees have

received training thus far.

Officials at one company pointed out that it may be dis-
criminatory if only certain employees receive training. Con-
sequently, this company planned to train all employees when
appropriate. Most large companies had not yet considered the
issue of.providing metric tools to their workers.

A Union official told us that conversion is not going to
be as easy as many'believe. The Union recently. conducted a
metric training exercise for selected production workers, and
the result was utter confusion.

GoVernment a: role

Officials-At several companies believe a U.S. Metric
Board is necessary to assure a successful metric. conversion.
One offiCial said the Board could aCCelerate conversion by
'recommending revisions to statutes that limit/or impede con-
version. Also, the Board could provide leadership and direc-
tion. On the other hand, another official felt a Boar' would
03e "too little, too late." He believed any problems or con-
cerns should be. worked 'out within the industry by means of
trade and technical associations or A.ndividual companies.
tet'another official believed the Board would have.. little
authority and no Compulsory powers under the existing Metric

.,Conversion Act.

CONCLUSIONS.

The metals industry was being drawn into metric conver-
sion by its customers-agarticularly by-the automobile indus-
try which is the majorMser of sheet and strip metal. To
date, however, only a-few operations have actually been af-
fected because the metric products being asked for--mostly
sheet and strip metal--can be manufactured largely with ex-
'istin equipment and prOcessesi. Therefore, the metals indus-
try has concentrated on plapning for what ultimately seems to
be an inevitable conversion for them, with the main emphasis
directed to establishing metric' Standards and preferred sizes.

Metals producers and distributors see problems and higher
costs stemming from conversion with few benefits for them.
What the total clist to this industry would be is unknown be-
cause it A unclear what would happen during conVersion.
knowns, su has customer demand; the use of preferred, metri
sizes, and the duration of the conversion period, will deter-
mine the .u1 imate cost.

12-12
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If costs and benefits to the metals industry only are
considered, perhaps the industry should not convert to the
metric system. However, if the industry's customers, par-
ticulaily the major ones, ask-for material in metric meas-
urement, the industry producers will need to convert or they
may lose business. Furthermore, df customer demands for met-
ric products occur too slowly, a prolonged transition period
with two measurement systems would result for the industry.
If a drawn-out conversion were to occur, it would add to con-
fusion and make conversion more expensive for all those
associated with the metals industry.

4--
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CHAPTER 13

TIRES SIGNAL CONVERSION.

IN THE RUBBER. INDUSTRY
.

.
. .

Officials of the rubber industry generally believed that
a conversion to the metric system is inevitable for them. Be-
cause the automobile. industry--the rubber industry's biggest
single,customer--has begun to use metric tires.on some of,its
new passenger cars, rubber. manufactprers were beginning to
produce some metric-size tires' to meet this customer demand.
There appeared, to be no significant metric activity in the
noritire segment of the industry..

.

.

. Officials generally believed the industry will receive
no significant benefits due taAletticatiOn. Increased stand-
ardization of tires was hoped for but seemed.unlikely to -oc-
cur.' The industry was moving slqwly and deliberately, looking
for ways to implement metrication and minimize conversion costs.

.%

Industry sources say. that proper tire.inflation is the
most important consideratiotiin'tire safety and mileage.
However, with different inflition pressure requirements for
comparable metric and,customary tires, and with the introduc-
tion. of a new metric 'unit-kilbpascals!--for inflation pres-
sure to replace the familiar pounds per square inch, the pro-
bability of tire over-pr under-Inflation,is increased.

Industry and Government must coordinate their efforts to
identify and minimize any potential negatiVe impact metrica-
tion of tires could haVe on consumer safety if.this industry
cOnverte: Persons who buy tires, as well as those who sell
and servicethem,.will need to be educated regarding the safe
and proper use of metric tires and units fOr inflation
pressure., N

. .

We focused' bur review in this indiistry on,passenger car
tires because they are a tdjor part-of the industry's busi-
ness. We met with o4 .- of both karge,and,small manufac-
turers of rubber produ s,,,rletsont" sell, service, or ship
these products; industrlyrtrade.ae fonsp ad labor repre-
sentatives. We al's° interviewed nmentand'industry rep-
resentatives responsible foeor'=db erned about tire safety.
We reviewed'available cost' studies. Plans and"poft-

..,,cies, standards, iC.guideendand metrgo'manuals.- o'-

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INDUSTRY

Sales of rubber products were about $19. 4.1.11ibilid 1977,
$10 billion of which were shipments of tires and inner'tubes.



Industry products include tires and inner tubes, 'footwear,
industrial hoses and belts, molded and extruded products,
latex foam rubber products, oil seals, and various other,
products. The larger producers in the industry are multina-
tional corporations.

Most products made brthis indu6try are component, parts;
i.e., they are incorpor ted in products of other manufacturing
indUstries. The dimensi ns of these products are usually
controlled by the design r of the end prodUct. Consequently,
aCcording,to the. Rubber Manufacturers AssociatriOn--a trade
association whose membership represents approximately ao per7._
cent'of U.S. rubber consumption -the rubber industry was 'not,i;
in'a position' to voluntarily change to the metric measurement
system.

The rubber industry is very dependent on sales to the
automotive industry. (See ch. 11 for a discussion of the
automotive 'industry.) The Motor Vehicle ManUfacturers Associa-
tion.in 1976 estimated that the rubber industry had about
billion in shipments to the automotive industry, most.of which
repEesented.passenger car tires. Tires are sold. to automobile
manufacturers as original equipment on new vehicles and to
retail outlets and merchandisers as replacement tires. Re-
placement tires accounted for about 70 percent of all tires,,
produced.

CONVERSION STATUS: AUTOMOBILE TIRES
0

Metric,tires are not entirely new to the U.S. tire mar
ket. .There are a number of European metric tires which have
'been 'used mostly on imported vehicles. Since January 1968
these imported metric tires had to meet the same. safety and
labeling requirements as domestically produced tires.

The rubber companies have known how to produce metric
kires.for years because. they have subsidiary plants in other-
countries. These companies could have produced them in.this
country except for the lackofdemand.. -The automobile manu-
facturers determine which tires will be used on new vehicles
and, consequently, they have been the ones initiating the
demand for metric tires. Because most tires are used to re-
place those which wear out, customary tires will be needed
for many years, even if a conversion'isrmade.

When General Motors introduced the Chevette in
1975, it was the first U.S.-made automobile to use Metric
tires as original equipment. Metric tires were used because
the Chevette was.designed 4n metric by a GM subsidiary in
West Germany. When the car's.design was brought to the
United States, certain changes were made to satisfy U.S.
I
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environmental and safetlfltequiremen4, but no changes were
made to the tire size. GM has said that beginning with its
1978 models, any substantially redesigned car will specify
a new kind of metric tire as original equipment.

Chrysler Corporation's 1978 front-wheel drive subcom-
pacts, Omni and Horizon, were its only passenger cars for
which (metric tires had been developed. A company spokesper-
son said that Chrysler's -future ,demand fip.p4metric tires would

it
depend on many factors, including natio* ;:metric policy, and
the reaction of tire producers and consTers. To our know-
ledge, American Motors and Ford were not using the new metric
tires on 1978 models.

Tire safety standards

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration,
Department of Transportation, is responsible for developing
tire safety standards. The Safety Administration had estab-
lished Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 109 affecting metrica-
tion of passenger car tires which specified the allowable
tire dimensions, labeling requirements, and laboratory tests
for bead 1/ seating, endurance, and high-speed performance
for new piieumatic tires. It also established load ratings
for tires; i.e., the maximum load tires may carry at given
inflation pressures.

The Safety Administration has apprOved over 300. differ-
ent sizes of imported metric tires since 1967. These
imported tires, like domestic tires, must conform to safety
performance requirements expressed in customary unitsof meas-
urement. For example, air inflation pressure requirements
in the Standard are expressed in pounds per square inch (psi)
and load rating requirements are expressed in pounds.

With the introduction of the Chevette, GM sought immedi-
ate approval of a new metric tire, according to Safety Admini-
stration officialS. Thegency approved the tire-used onthe
Chevette against existing- customary requirements. It did not
develop metric requirements for evaluating the tires because
this would have been time consuming; thereby delaying_the
car's introduction. It also required that the labeling on

. the metric tire sidewalls be only in customary units.

Anticipating further requi,rements from the automobile
manufacturers for metric tires, the rubber industry in April

1/Bead means that part of the tire made of steel wires,
wrapped or reinforced by ply cords, that is shaped to fit
the rim.

*vi
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1976 petitioneb the Safety Administration to amend Standard'
109. They wanted permission to produce a new series of metrfc'
tires known as "P" type tires ("P" meaning the tire is for a
passenger.ca0. The industry also wanted the Standard'amended
to permit, the expression of tire ilhad ratings in kilograms
rather than pounds and inflation pressures in kilopascals
(kPa) rather than pounds per square inch. (A pound equals'
2.2 kilograms, and 1 p'si equals 6.895 kPa.)

One major tire manufactuter said that adopting the pro-
posed P-metric tire sizing system could be a step toward .

achieving a greater degree of international standardization
of tire 'sizes; developing improved tire, sizing systems, and

-establising.industry standards governing sizes and loads for
small-size tires.

The charts on the following page illustrate the size
.designations for a typical alpha-numeric tire and the size'
designations adopted for the P-metric series. The P-metric
tire size designations conform to international size designa-
tions agreed to by the International Organization for Stan-
dardization.

One multinational rubber corporation questioned the
wisdom of adopting the P-metric tile sizes. This corpora-
tion believed that the present alpha-numeric system for tires
is well understoodby the public and has proven quite work-,

..able. In a letter to the Safety Administration, the corpora-
. tion stated thAt, in its opinion, the ISO agreements would not
meet the prime objective of tire sizing standardization with.
the rest of the world because there was' no international
agreement on the subject of tire load and pressure. The cor-
p,oration further stated that the substantial cost involved
in converting from. the present alpha-numeric tires to tik
proposed P-metric tires would be passed on to the American
public. Finally, the corporation said that conversion would
lead to a further proliferation of tire sizes in the market-
place and confuse the public.

. Industry representatives said that the Safety Administra-'
tion wasinconsistent with the use of metric terms. For ex-
ample, the proposal listed .the accepted tolerance for the
maximum width of metric tires-in-inches rather than in milli-
meters.. Both an automobile manufatturer and officials of the
Rubber Manufacturers Association, in their comments, recommended
that the agency be consistent in using measurements in the
Standard. They suggested. that the Standard show the equival-
ent (rounded) customary values following metric"valdes; e.g.,'
"(35 psi)" following "240 kPa."
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Akph&N,numer4C tire size designation

L--RIM DIAMETER
IN INCHES

----APPROXIMATEJ1EIGHT/WIDTH.RATIO
(0THER RATIOS ARE'70, 60, AND
50) REFERRED TO AS SERIES

--RADIAL CONSTRUCTION
(NO LETTER IS SHOWN FOR
BIAS & BIAS-BELTED TIRES)

ALPHABETICAL LETTERS USED TO IDENTIFY LOAD/TIRE SIZE
(THE LOWER.THE LETTER,, THE SMALLER THE TIRE SIZE)

P-metric tire We designation

155 80 R 13

L-RIM
DIAMETER
IN .INCHES

--CONSTRUCTION INDICATOR
R - RADIAL
B BIAS BELTED .9
D - DIAGONAL

----RATIO OF THE TIRE
HEIGHT TO THE WIDTH (OTHER
RATIOS ARE 75, 70, 65, 60,
ETC.)

WIDTH_OF TIRE-IN MILLIMETERS FROM SIDEWALL'
TO SIDEWALL (THIS-NUMBER ALWAYS ENDS IN 5
AND IS.IN 10:MILLIMETER INCREMENTS)

TIRE TYPE ("P" IDENTIFIES PASSENGER CAR TIRE)



In. March 1977 the Safety Administration approved the
manufacture and sale of 21.y-metric tire sizes. Some perform-
ance requirements and test specifications were also amended
in metric measurement but thee new metric tires were required
to meet the same safety performance levels as for customary
tires. The rubber industry .expected to coordinate with the
Safety Administration on the approval of additional sizes of
P-metric tires which industry believed will be needed.

In its final ruling on the industry proposal, the Safety
Administration did not adopt industry. suggestions for showing
metric units in its safety standards followed 4 the customary
equivalent. The agency believed that the metric and customary
units that would otherwise:be shown are not exact equivalents
and that showing the rounded*alues .could only lead to con-
fusion concerning the test conditiCons or performance levels
required by the Standard.

However, the Safety Administration adopted a different .

posture pertaining to the use of both units on tire sidewall
markings. In the final ruling it required that the metric'
inflation pressure and load rating on metric tire sidewalis

. be supplemented by customary equivalents rounded to the
nearest whole number. The agency believed that the use of
both markings on the tire 'sidewall (as opposed to putting them
in the standard itself) would be of substantial benefit to. the
consumer without introducing confusion. In fact, the agency
concluded that consumer'confusion would probably be increased
by the absehce cf dual labeling on metric-series tires. The
following, is an'. example of what the new markings look like on
P-metric tires.
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The new sidewall labeling applies only to P-metric tires.
Customary and imported metric tires (other than P7-metric)
will continue to show only the old markings and be tested
against customary requirements.

Worldwide tire standardization

The P-metric tires have been approV dby 'ISO, as the in
ternational metric standard for tires. ecause the U.S..
automobile manufacturers were interested in,worldwide inter-
changeability of automotive parts, establishMent of metric
tire standards was a step toward.that goal.. But according tO
the Safety Administration and rubber industry officials, com-
plete worldwide standardization may never:materialize because..
markets, road conditions, and regulatory requirements differ
frOm country to country.,

Several industry officials told 'us that differences in
tire testing philosophies stand in the.Way of-worldwide. t re
Standardization. In Europe tires are tested for the maxi um
speed of the car they will be used on. -"Such a high - speed
test. for flat -out performance was not required in the United
States. A-Safety Administration official.sa41 that U.S.
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safety tests for tires are much more stringent than those in
other countries. U.S. requirements, for example, specified
a high speed testing of tires but for a longer duration than
other countries required, and a test to assure proper strength
in the tire cords and sidewalls.

A proposed requirement by the European Economic Commu-
nity that every tire size imported into the community be certi-
fied before' importation could-also present a problem. This
requirement, if-adopted, would mean that expensive and tArrie-
Consuming, testing would be necessary before U.S.-made tires
could be exported into the'European Economic Community. One.
Safety Administration official told us that about 100 tires'
of every size would have to be tested -ors retested.

Impact of conversion on U.S. consumers
'q

The introduction of U.S.-made, P-metric tires on the
domestic market raises two immediate questions.

--Can the U.S. driver easily and safely replace an ex-
isting tire with a metric tire?

--Will changing air pressure labeling from pounds per
square inch-to kilopascals pose any problem?

Replacement tires

The introduction of the P-petric tire could complicate
the interchangeability and.substiitutlon of tires in the re-
placement market and could causeleontumernconfusion and in-
crease the chances of making errors.

Tires made in the United States have been developed to
a "loadloseP system. Under this system, any tire of the
same size is. rated to carry the exact same load at any'givent

ssure. This holds true regardless of the.tite
construdtionor brand. Each Series-in the F size--e.g., F
78-14, FR 70-14, FR 6-0-15, and F 7815-7is rated to carry
1,500 pourids of load at.an inflation pressure of 32 psi 1,400
pounds at 28 psi, 1,.34.0 pounds at 26 psi, etc. As a relgult,
a consumer could change to any tire within a series of the

e Size and-feel assured that the new tire will support the
me load'as the old tire.

In contrast, the. P-metric tire uses a "size based" sys-
tem.. TireodimensiOns have. been systematically developed in
even metric increments (a hard-conversion) with different
load'capacities for tires of the same size. Consequently,
rubber industry officials said that there-cannot be an exact
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interchangeability between P-metric and customary tires as
far as tire loads and inflations are ,concerned.

The following table compares five alpha-numeric tires
in the 78 series to five replacement tires in the P-metric
75 series to illustrate the variations in tire loads and air
inflation pressures betweli the two tire systems.

Alpha- numeric
metric

Load limits at
26 psi 32 psi

(pounds)

ER78-14 1,240 1,400
P195/75R14 1,215 1,345

FR78-14 1,340 1,500
P205/75R14 1,325 1,465

GR78-14 1,440 1,620
P215/75R14 1,435 1,585

HR78-14 1,580 1,770
P225/75R14 1,555 1,720

Generally, the metric tire supportsi -less load than the closest
sized customary tire. For example, the ER78-14 tire had a
road rating of 1,400 pounds at 32 psi, while its metric re-
placement had a rating of 1,345 poundsa difference of.55
pounds per wheel or 220 pOunds per vehicle.

In commenting on the differences in load limits to the
Safety.Administration, a major automobile manufacturer ex-
pressed concern that

- -the use of metric tires with load limits different
than existing alpha-numeric tires may result in con-
fusion and misuse by consumers when replacing tires
which could create a safety problem and

the consumer Would be better served if tires deter-
mined to be equivalent were eiect,in size and load
carrying ability.

An official with this manufacturer said that, when replacing
customary with metric tires, consumer safety would be improved
only if the consumer purchased a metric tire rated to carry
more load than the tustomary tire being replaced. However,
in doing this, the consumer would be purchasing a larger and
possibly a more expensive tire as a replacement for the tires
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on the vehicle. .-An official with a leading tire .producer told
us that the new P-metric tires will cause difficulties and
confusion for the consumer because they do not have the same
load limits as the tires theyare replAcing... When replacing
-tires, adequate loadcapacity sho75 be one of the consumer's
primary considerations.

f

The Rubber Manufacturers-Associatjon told us that N.t has
had tO.carefully 'determine which metric tires may be inter-
changed With or substituted for specific. customary tires. In
October. 1977 it.distributed to the industry a listing of tire-
sizes which may be used to.replace or be replaced with the,
new P-metric tire sizes.

This listing:showedithat when replacing a.P- etric tire,
the Rubber Manufacturers Association encouraged u ng. that
same tire or several others. These Others included P-metric
and alpha-numerit tires, which usually had a greater load
carrying. capacity than the tire.beinq replaced. However,
when substituting a P-metric for an alpha-numeric tire, to4e
Association sometimes recommended using a tire with'lower.
load carrying Capacity at a given' inflation than the tire
being replaced. In such cases, the tire consumer or dealer -
was forewarned that the replacement tire may require. addi-.
tional inflation pressure to compensate. for the difference
in'the tire loads, of the other tires on the car or tire-being
replaced. In its listing the Rubber Manufacturers Association
warned the industry:that

--the load capacity of the new metric replacement tire
at the new adjusted inflation pressure must always
equal or exceed the load capacity of the original
equipment tire at its recommended inflation pressure

\ and

- -the maximum permissible inflation pressure shown on
the new metric replacement tire sidewall must never
be .exceeded.'

Safety Administration officials said that previous .

.changes in tire size designations had not afected the tire
inflations. used. They commented that consumtrs will have to
be informed of the differences. Generally, consumers use the
same tire inflation for all tires on theirvehicle, and if_
.consumers mix P-metric tires with alpha-nuleric tires on their.
vehicle, some problems may occur ..accord to these officials.
However, the officials did not agree as to the severity of
this problem.

Officials with the Safety Administration told us that it
will take about 2.years before the P- metric tires used as
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original equipment on Certain 1978 passenger cars will need to
be replaced at dealenoutletS. The Safety .Administration
officials further said that tire dealers will have to,famil-
iarize their personnel with the new tires in the 2-year time

'I !frame. The dealers we contacted agreed with this assessment
.115.ut. did not expect this to be a problem.

,.!

,, ,,, .

.

Accordingto Safety Administration officials, the in-
dustry's determination that certain P-metric tires are inter-.
changeable with existing alpha-numeric tires may influence
.dealers to market only the alpha-numeric sizes currently in

. stock. ,According to an automotive safety official, the.
prospects that an exact replacement for the P-metric tire may,
not be generally available increased his concern that other
size tires will be .used in lieu.of the size that cadewith
the car.

Tire inflation pressure
. .

ISO ,has dgreed,to adopt kPa as the international metric .

unit for pressure. The customary measurement used in the
United States has, been psi.-. One psi is equal to 6.895 kPa.
.A tire inflated to 32-psi is inflated to 220.64 kPa or 220
kPa if rounded.
' .

.

One-of the reasons given for adopting the kPa unit in
thiS:country: was to achieve-uniformity with other countries.

_However, it is highly suspect whether uniformity will be ac-
., complished because a number of countries, including West Ger-

man, Italy, France, and .the United Kingdom, were not using . 0 '

kP
3!

. and indications were that they did not intend to doo.
Th:e countries preferred a metric unit known as the Bar..'
One Bar equals 100 kPa.or about 15 psi.

. .

.

Several industry ,and Government officials believed that
the introduction in this country of a new unit for inflation.
.pressure could confuse the public and increase the chances

. of tire under- or over-inflation. According to industry
sources, proper tire inflation is the most importOnt consid-
eration in tire safety and mileage. Correct tire inflation.-
provides better traction and braking, 'better cornering, and
easier steering.. The ollowing illustrates a tire in various
stages of inflation. . .

272.
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'Diagrammatic Illustrations of Tire
in Various Stages of Inflation

(Exaggerated Views)

1....111EAD

WITH ROAD

I TREAD
r'CONTACT41.

WITH ROAD

TREAD CONTACT
.WITH ROAD

UNDERINFLATIO

Causes abnormal tire deflection and builds
up excessive heat, running the risk of failure.
It also causes excessive wear on outer tread
ribs, little or no wear in center of tread.

OVERINFLATION

Causes tires to run hard and makes them vul-
. nerable to impact damage arid weakening of

the tire body. It also causes excessive wear in
the center of the tread....,

PROPER INFLATION

The correct profile for full contact with the
road.

Underinflation will reduce load- carrying capacity of
a tire and can reduce tire life. According to. the Rubber
Manufactukers °Association, driving with:, inderinflated tires:
at sustained high speeds reduces tire strength and increases
the risk of sudden tire failur. Too low an air pressure
results in tire flexing and heat buildup. which can weaken
the tire and increase susceptibility to damage or failure.
Low air pressure also xeduces fuel economy and may result
in abnormal tire wear. and, adverse. vehicle handling. The



following illustration shows changes that Can occur when an
automobile, .tire is uniderinflated.

r 4111
+41.rreirV

*f;F,

11

9 4

.

Photo county of the
Rubber Manufacturers Associatiok .

Inflating tires beyond the' maximum cold inflation pAs=
sure recommended 1by .the manufacturer for normal drivingicon-
ditions can cause problems too. According to an official with
the Rubber Manufacturers Association, an overinflated tire is
more vulnerable to impact damage to the 'inner tire structure
from road hazards.. ,Overinklation also increases the likeli-
hood of uneven tire wear' and premature tire replacement as
well as resulting in harsh rides. Although it is accepted
practice to increase a tire's air inflation pressure as ve-
hicle load increases,.consumeri'are warned never to exceed
the maximum.permissible inflition.pressure shown' on the'tire
sidewall.

Most Of the manufacturers and Safety Administration
officials we visited believed that.there,could be some Con-
fusion in converting from psi to kPa. Several companies were
concerned that law suits could be filed against them if, due
to the misuse of kPa (e.g.., consumer misreading, confusion),
the incçvrect amount of pressure was put-into a tyre and an
accidenk or injury occurred. Manufacturers generally be-
lieved hat proper education of car owners, service station..
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employees, and tire dealers would minimize potential safety
'hazards.

Another problem in considering a conversion from psi' to
kPa is whether car owners wili'have ready access .to air pre0,=
sure Service calibrated in kPa. 'For .:"the most patt, air pred-
sure equipment today uses psi,_ Gas stations provide 'fair as A
service to customers. Station, owners would incur the expeni,
of converting air towers and gat ea fLorkipsi to_ kPa. :1(See 4-==

also ch. 14..)

CONVERSION STATUS: OTHER PRODUCTS,

- 'Autombbiie companies are V-gaiais.the lamest consumera
dT other,rubber products. However,, the automobile manufac-r.",
urers had not- asked for other products in metric measure-
ments. A,metric official at one of the largest suppliers of,
other rubber products to the eutomotive ihdustrY told us t
'although some blueprints and ptoductfrabeling ha4been sof
converted,'his 'company has not had'to,hard vonvert'a single
rubber produCt. An'official ai a company which supRolied prod-
ucts,Stich..gs rubber hoses, V-belts,, and sheet rubb, to
oil, mining,,. agricultural, and construction industries said
that none of the company's products, were-'"metric.

e . 4
,A.

The fact that. there seemed,to be no.
, /, 'it,sol -activity- in the nontire segment of the fndu4trY was sUbStan-,4':,,s,

fiated.by Canadian rubber industry :officials. who paveLstated
'that U.,S,. conversion of industrial rubbef-'produbts.watn,#t:yet

N,

in the,prgliminary (investigation or plinning),staggs of",met- .
..-

_
, ,,- s- ,J

. rication. ,
.,,d1LT,

. ,

. . .

''

According:to one'Canadian rubt;' industr i00,/ith. e
7 't-' "'t

e
conversion of rubber, prodilbtalike hose and belts? could;,

. be much more complex than'.:Converting tires be-Cause. of the many
applidations and various types of these products, ,. As n ex-

' ampl§, hoses consist of an inner line, rOnfOrcement. lAyers,
.

and a cover. Many combinations of material's- and'constlugtion
.teChniques affect the properties and use of hose; hence,.a wide
variety of hosesi.is produced. Within, the'automotive nfarket .

there,are.fuel hoses, cooling- water hoses, ai brake hoSes,-,
engine lubrication hoses, power steering hoses, -,and hydraulic

:brake boses. Each hosehas diffefent requirements in terms of o '
,:,such things as pressures, temperatures, and flexing

,

or defect ir.i.any, of these hoses e'sults.in the,failure. of an
_essential auto comOonent; therefore, a high d0Eee of relia-

.,

bility is necessary.
. .

A U.S. rubber company officfal told us.that many U.S.
. standards for industrial rubber products are used yin internA-
tional,commerce and should not be expected-to change,



Consequent is official believed that these rubber
products generally sriould not be greatly affected by metri-
cation as most conversion should be soft ratherthan hard.
This is proving somew, true in Canada where mogt U.S. stand-
ards for rubber du have already been soft converted
by placing th c equivalents of the Cugtomery units in
brackets for nuse. However, when a product lended

.,

itself to a h version, such. #s by a simple adjustment
to the length o rubber hose or belt, hard-conversions
were made. Certain other product dimensions are not so, easily %,,
changed, like ,the interior diameter .of -a rubber hose or. the

.:,.cross section of a belt. 'These will be .s.oft converted.
N

i ibTENIAL COSTS AND BENEFITS

Rubber company officials generally believed that there 4
are few benefits,fog, them in converting to the metric system.
For.examplehey stated conversion should not increase unit
sales or increase'employment. Officials were Concerned-about
the potential costs to convert although it-was too early to
forecast how much of a problem the industry will have. The
`amount of conversion costs will hinge largely on the type of
conversionemade by the industry and how long the transition'
,period will 1e. .

The seven major compariies in' the industry that were
Cluded in. our Fortune 50 industrial survey regponded to our
questionnaire (see ch. 5). in the following manner when asked
about the,advantages frequently, attributed to metrication.

a'



Attributed Advantages

Does not basis
Advaiitage , Agree Disagree apply to judge

ConversioVwill provide
an oppOrtfihity to
standar4rize products

Tradewil4 be facilita-
ted though a common
Measurement lapguage

_

The metric system is
easiertOuse and would
resultJAJewer.errots 5

.
11C

Conversion will. pf7dVide
an'opp.ortunity for it- -

prOving:pFroduct stand-
. ,

ards 2

Conversion will increase
Or protect the present
amount of exports-
and vorkoverseas.

Use of the metric sys-.
to will increaae pro-

4 duetion efficieffbies
.111k.

Use of.the metric sys-
'tem will facilitate
.technological advances

s.

Conversion will StimU-
..late your industr

2

,5

The responses.khoweid there was general agreerieqtat the met-
ricsySteM_is easier to use, should'make.trad0004.iiHand

..pregents an opportikity to iincrease standardi40004 rub-,
ber products,' At tHe same tame,'hOwever, Metri;0.400h was not
expected to increase production effrcienciesfacilitate.tech7
hologiCal advances within compahies, stimulate the 'industry,
or:providelen opportunity to improve product itandards.

.

,

These companievresponded in the folloWing.Manner,Con-i.
cerning;thedisadvantages fteqUently attributed to metrics-

'tion.
. ...

. ,



Frequently Attributed Disadvantages.

Does not No basis
Disadvantage Agree Disagree apply " to judge

Conversion will result
in dual inventories 6

-Conversion will be
costly

Training employees
will be time consuming.

Product standards will
have to be changed

Customers will be con-
fused by the metric

System

'Conversion of products
will, require retesting

5

3

Companies were most concerAO:wit ual 1
ments, changes needed in ,prOdOct'stanbar'd
OpinionS differe0, however ,411h het. tray
time consuming, customers u .bonf6SO,
require retesting." N

.)4
Many company officials wegdahfaeted

fhe potential Cost of metric don
few benefits mere-seen. Total t to s'`

been estimat.edi*it company:ofki sisal
would be significint. IndG ymembers
cost hinges on the amount th*onvpr
time, requkred jto convert.

None of the companies we tt
benefit study primarillebecausqc OStSY
Identify:And/Or quantify. .Manf,c ateseli4
a stgdy would be wasteful becausej0 n'Verr"

However, four.rpber companieg.tol.d ,us
.

,
cost impact "of 5 metric conversb /Is m. bh

estimated that conversion cost '
million; anler,,tetwe'en:$1 ti an
another,'abo t $3 million. thed a
studies were not made available'tO u
said its study results, w 'oh were 1de
noionger avarabli. compan s were

d

ll'e

tub , ':t

A o
sillion4 Cit

these,OOmp;.4eW
Comp

U.1968, w rerally attempti g to



ei

AO14.0 costs, by'phasing.pUt customary equipment throUghn
-Appreg#tion scheduleavoiding-whOlesile*buyin4-of-new
lequipment calibrated in metric uniisiYabdtraining emplo
s5r.11yas required.4.,.. .

'AreaScif dos 4

In diSOUSsinc4enti' onverpion. costs, rubber company
offiClals:,belieVedYtheMain4bSt.iMpacts.wouldbe in the areas
of (1) -equipment, C2LinVeitt0064i (3), pr9dagivity,:training,
and emplOyee tools, and (4) computer operations.

Equipment

Tire molds are one of the manor equipment items used in.
.the industry. According to;A 4ajor producer of tire building
machinery-and'e4uipment, tire MoldS cost from to $10000-
each dependi* on quoniiiy:,:ordered and mold size, design, and
conStructIon. Tire-monufaqibrers have pizeable investments
in: these molds. Using inforeation supplied by one large tire
manufacturer, we estimated that it had tens Of millions of
dollars invested in molds:,

A tire mold,- if properly maintained, could last-indefi-
nitely. But, because of design changes in tires, a mold .

typically becomes Obsolete in'5.to 10 years.: Tire manufac7',
turers were concerned their investment in molds may be.partly,
lo if they had to buyneW bolds for .,metrid tires. and disOdr&:.
ex ing-egUipment befor %he cbst of'this.inveStment was re.7-
:Coveted, So ..far, man rerl have ibeenable to either:1).38S.
on, molds to their. iddoEieSwOr MOdify.existingm01.0$-
at,a minimum of cost an Ise them for tb .i.leet;Apeingppotuced
now, One CompOny-soidjiroulcitak4.mod OtiOnp to certain
molds for _about $50, each:. However, it wOs:tOA soon to-know
,precisely to what extent' existing molds Wil.104gi4A4y haVe
:to be scrapped, recut, Or. replaced. According 0$/onemajor
producer of tire molds,:t.ire manufacturersiwould..pay:-IbO6t
1 percent more--$75 to $100 each--for ,met 4t mo1dS begaUse
th'e drills used to cut them must, be imported,

_

Adcording,to Officialswiththe Safety Administration,
the ,4rger tire makers will .have an advantage over ihe
..tireArto,kers in converting' existing tire molds for metrication
purposet. ..Large...cotkanies were'able to ship tire molds no
1604erneeded to:Subsidiaries.for -their use in the replacement
malr*etAnfofficial.with a small. rubber .company told us .:that
thiS4factice by, the rOrge COrpobies allowS for the recovery-
of the' cost invesbed,in existIng.tire molds.. He said the
smaller rubber companies cannot dO this;. consequen4y4 it
may cost the smallerCompanies.more perHunit to prO4gOe 47:

metric tir)e... He also Stated-smaller companies-cannot purchase,

13-18
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,v,

tire building equipMent.'aS readily or tire molds'in as large
lquantitie , and theirifinancial pasitipns may,not be as '

isound as or the larg4 firmS. Our questionnaire survey
of the *seilen rubber companies showed that they also believed
small firms generally would be disadvantaged in converting to
the metric system)vhile large firms would tend to gain.

Many tire ,manufacturers also expected to:incur c9sts"for
such items as metric temperature and pressure gauges, latheS,
and produttion:toolslike calipers and; scales. In the past j

couple of yearS, two large_companiesequipped new plants With.
some measurement-sensitive equipment. calibrated in metric.
One-company encountered some problems with soft conversion at
its plant,,but a company official. told us that overall- .there
.110 peen no significant equipment.ftost increase due to its
Almited'use oVMetric equipment. This ccmpAny. considered.
its plant..metrication effortspre*ture and had no plans'for
expanding its metric capability intoother-plants. _Theother
companybelieved.its effort resulted in useful learning ex-
perientes and the establishment of a foundation for further
conversion at some-later date.

Nct all. companies were as enthusiastic about working
with metric equipment.. One .major company, unknowingly at
the time of purchasebought a, forklift thatliad.both metric .,emiik;.

.and customary compOnents-.. Onde it was discovered the forklift
'had metric parts, the.cOmpany_returned it rather than.pUichase
the metrictools.and.dealwith'anyconfusion that/might,:re-:.
sult, The.coMpanyfiad:0 policy of not purchasing any ineiric
equipment.

Inventories

!1i* number of. differegt tire. sizes and
, ...t. ,

creased'Cver.the years, The consensus aMons:
rubber'industryj eptesentatiVeS.Hwas that the
-Pmetrictire'-SIZes- would.add to this'prolifeir

.

isz

;manufacture and 0,:.;,af many P- metric tires haS already been
.,;Apillrovedby thedo rnment, and the manufacture of additional
::-..v...t .t. ,- , .,..,

:size.s has been p. ed.,

)#7.0'
. 4 Many indAtrY officials 'expected that, the additilk

. ...,:.,..
P-,mettictir'60,Would have a significant jmpact...on,inV',:
costs. Presently, Lire manufacturers and-eales" carry very.
small metrictire*inventories.'But,..as requests for P-LOrit:

.ikoi;;'tires inc*ease, tire manufacturers and distributorA, may need
.:additionaspace in `production and inventory area*: Needs,
of course,-,will.:.vary from company to 'company.... Since demand
for ustomary tires,may continue for many years,: metrication
willreSult inra dual inventory system. until customary tires

..,,

.

*46,
t
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are phased out. Two7of the.largest companies in the industry
believed that-the trans tion-couId7take-AD-to7,60 years.

Productivity, training, and employee tools

Every company wecOntacted.believed. productivity,.
decre4te during the'initial phase of conversion. Becaffse tire.
manutadturers would initially. be tkoducing moretire:sizes
as metric sizes are added, officials generally believed that
production line output could be affected.. .Production runs
,could be shorter which indre a manufacturing costs.

The edUcation of employees i the metric system.is ex-.

.pected tote a big job. Several ajar companies believed that
metric training,ip'an area where dbstantial costs would be
'incurred.,- However, companies:were notrushing into employee
training. Industry officials said teat-they will begin met-
ric training as needed.

111

The United Rubber, Cork, Linoleum" and Plastic Workers of
America did not favor metrication if 'it meant workers must pay
for new tools used .on their .jobs. Other than. this, the union
did not have a'petric poliCy or plan. If employee do not paythe cost, thecompany

.

mot Cptpnies leaned toWardsupplyinspraduCtion workers
with meleti'idt0014froMdoMpany,tOOI bins. Several companies
eeict"thgt theAtietriCtoOls issue. will., be negotiated at the
bargaining. table.;- Ones large company believed its workers
,should supply and` pays for -their metric tools jUst as theelj
for customary one*,.

. ,

.:CoMpUter_operatio

Ito

'All.the Major compni had their .engineering anti]
administrative' data, on do puters. Only one company-:-a m4Ati-
nationalhad completely on3brted its engineering data
metrics./ It did so in 1971. °According to oneofficial, the
rest otPthe industry will incur the 4kast pf rewriting sOciiiL-

\caiions and standards and operating a dual system until the
computer. conversions are complete: He estimated that his com-
pany will'need to recalculate over,20,000 product sPecifica-
tions on its computer.

b., Most company of-ficials ,old us 6at.thd conversion of
their. computer operations could be compliCated d'expensive.

DIn our opinion the oore a computer becomes ;an ral 'part
of a company's opeOtAons, the more difficult an `costly the
Conversion could ber.
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CONCLUSIONS

U.S. rubber company officials did not believe tha
metrication. would result in signAficant benefits for their
industry. Most companies were beginning to produce some
metric-size tires because the automobile manufacturers have-
begun to use metric tires on.some new passenger cars. And in-
didations were that automobile manufacturers planned to make
.greater use of metric tires on-future models. Thus, rubber
company officials generally believed conversion of theLindus-
try is inevitable.

The transitidh period for the industry will depend on
how quickly its customers require metric products in the fu-
ture. Conversion could take a long time because automobile
manufacturers will be requiring both metric and customary
products for many years (see ch. 11) and dther industry
customers had not required metric products.

14 .----
IndusteY-ofticials.were concerned about the potential

costS,ofApnverting: 'Most. officials believed that a conver-
sibri Would:increase costs because of ,theneed Va (1) replace
.or modify'existin4 equtmpent, (2) invest more Money in inven-
toO'u, (3) train emplaYee0 and provide them with metric
tools, (4) produce more tire sizes which makes for shorter"and
less economical product ice.: runt., (5) convert measurement-
sensitive databases on existing puter systemt. The in
dustry'Wismoving slowly,and delib rately, looking for ways
to implemddt,tiets,ication.at.least

. . ' . _

Consumer'safety may be affected. Because the load lim
its on the P-metric tires differre&Arom those fora alpha-
,4numericd,;tiresis.more likely than before that consumers
may pulehase a,tire,that has either, less or greater load
carrying, d604ity than theitire being replaced. Consumers will
'need o make adjustients in air inflation pressures to compen-
sate fOrAifferences in load'carryingability of these tires
which meiris,ethey 4Ould have :t,ips,mgiii;4,ing different inflation
levels on a car40fAhe'sam6'kiirtTliC4 coupled with the.,
introdukytion ot4n,unfamiliarAiiiiC:,,ait inflation presSure
Ainit--ki4pascals--may increase condfter confusion and the '
likelihood that they may over- or under-Aflate tires. In-1

'dustry sources say.,:that-proper tire inflation is the most
'important considetstion in-tire safety and mileage.

n. advanta4e:to consumers by converting tires,
ab-'we a Infoxpation in-consumer litdiature arid on tire
sidewal-larto metric'Ae,decision by the Safety Administra-
tion to to uird,t44e- acturers'to show metric units on _

P-metric:lites, gLit-lon others, has resulted in'inconpi4-
tent 4Re.of measueniat units on tires. ',Furthermore, 1

4



requiring that the metric units be the predominant measure.,on
__tire_sidewalls,-rather than customary units, seems premature-

,

in view of the predominant use of customary units in tire air,
-pressure devices in automobile service stations and the lim-
ited conversion activities occurring to other consumer prod-,
ucts (see ch. 27). cie believe the Safety Administration
shOuld reevaluate its requirements for the labeling of
P- metric tires, giving consideration to changes being made
Ito other congumerprodacts. ?

RECOMMENTION TO THE SECRETARY ,OF
-

TRANSPOR ATION f

To help ensure that the measurement terms used for auto-
mobile tires are those/Akinsumers are most familiar with, we

teserecommend that the tional Highway'Traffic Safety Administra-
tion be directed to r valuate the requirement that P-metric
tires show the metricunits as the predominant measurements'
on tire 'sidewalls. In selecting the measurement terms to
be used, the Safety Administration should consider whether it
is to4Consumer0 interests to convert tire consumer 'information
to metric. Unitorm requirements should be established for all
automobile passenger car tirgt.

.
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CHAPTER 14

THE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY FORESEES FEW BENEFITS

Although theApetroleOm industry foresees f w benefits,
it expects that eventually it will convert to e metric
system. However, there is currently little metr activity J
within the industry.. qo

We. believe metrication of the petroleum industry does
(not appear justified because:

--The petroleum industry is standardize d or edwi1 'd

to a large extent on our customary system 'of;; we ights,
and measures due to the acceptability and use of
U.S. technology.

--The cost of conversion may be dignificant, although
it can be minimized through proper, management of the
transition period.

--No identifiable major benefits can be obtained.

Nevertheless, some petroleum companies think conversion
is inevitable and havetbegun toplan for it. They believe:

-As some of the .multinational: firms
converer-a rippling effect-will oc

'
.

-- Metrication eventually will be mandated by. the
. Government,. °

_other industries

-;-The petroleum industry rannot hold out for the
customary system while the rest of .the Nation
converts AU the world is metric.

O.

The petroleum indgatur:is faced with two consumer related
44:6,p10iteit. bile-'is the comOuter mechanisms in gasoline p ps

wril^'become obsolete when the price of gasolide reaches l .

per gallon. The industry needsftd decide whdther to redesign
its-pmps to handle prices,of $1 or more per gallon, measure
gasoline sales by the quart, or convert to metric and measure
gasoline sales.by the liter (a quantity slightly larger than
the quart). The other problem deals with the air pressure
service offered for-tires at service stations.

We contacted five Major oil 'companies;, the company w
Lroduces most of the world's twoline pump computers; and the-
erican Petroleum Institute, the maojor trade association for



producers of petroleum products. We also sent a questionnaire
to the Fortune 500' industrials which included 33 petroleum
companies; - 29 of these companies responded. (See,ch. 5 for
ca ,complete analy0s of -all responses.) wFurther, we sent a

f011owup letter to 24,,petroleum companies,3f-asking them to ex-
pain their r,esponse ,tha metric conversion was inevitable.

Tiq BACKGROUND41;1(1,4k 3

The United States is one of the world's largest producers
and refiners of oil Bhq the largest consumer of petroleum pro-,

ducts.In 1976 too Nation consumed about 6.4 billion barrels
of petroleum.

he petroleum -industry is not only engaged inexplora,
tion and production, but also in transportion, manufacturing,and marketing. Integrated firms are engaged in all of these
aspects. There are over 50 integrated U.S. oil companies.
However, a far larger number of companies are engaged in-one,
two, or three of the industry's functions. .

4
Petroleum mar keting is a large-scale operation. The

wholeSale distribution of petroleum products is handled by
about 15,000 companies These companiesiftfill bulk.orde'rs fot
petroleum products from service stations, commercial-consum-
ers, public, utilities, Itransportation companies, factories,
and rural farms. Ab the retail level there are about 13,700fuel oil and liquid petroleum gas dealer0 and about 190,000
gasoline service stations. Service stations are among the
Nation's leading small bUtinesses. In 1976 the t9tal of.all
service station ,sales was about $48 billidn'of which over$41 billion was for gdWoline and motor Pil.

Petroleum is a capital-intensive indus ry. For examle,
the Trans-Alaska pipeline,, which is 48 inche in diameter and
789 miles long, cost more than $7.7 billion; 100,000-barrelrefinery can cost more thAn $200'milion; a drilling rig maycost over million;-miilion atilikan offshore call costover $100 million.

,

4,°' More In 3,000 differdnt prodUcts are madeliom'k.4 tro-
The nsumer thinks-of the gasoline pump as the' ae-.ket01ace, but the network is much 'more complex and goes far

beyond the service station.

STATUS--VERY ALE METRIC ACTIVITY

Except for some discussion and 1planninthe as been
little activity, toward conversiontathe m withinthe industry. The American PetroleUM-Instlgige a member-
ship of approxiMately 350 companies and 7,500 indrviduals.
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The Institute supports ,an. orderly' Converson to the metric
system. and" has -establAshed a metric committee- It ..

--endorses and supports voluntary conversion to the.
metric system 'as outlined.ith 'the Metric Conversion
Act of 1975,

--plans to coordfnate the,petroleum industry' activi-
ties in all areas for an orderly and consistent
conversion, and

--advocateS standardization. steps that will lead to
improved efficiency or lower costs and better con-.
sumer understanding.

Regarding the latter, wewere advised tht. this is in accord-u
ance with the Institute's overall policy toward standards.

The Institutehas conducted a member_shipfpoll to
determine .which of the industry's 600 engineering standards
for product*,materials, processes,'equipment, procedures,
etc;, .should re'ceiveconVersion priority. It estimated that
,about 150 of these coul& be easily converted with little or
no expense; the balance will require additional study. An
Institute official told us that petrication of the Institute's
standards1v411 mainly be a soft conversion. The Institute has
begun soft conversion of some standards. It also hag conducteZ
a survey to determiRe the status and plans of the industry.
'The survey results will allowthe development of a tentative
schedule for ,the conversion of each phase of the industry.

Company aqtivity.

The prevailing feelingrnon the company officials we
interviewed seems to be that,- w,h 'there are fe4,,,benefits,
metrication is" inevitable and'401"anned conversion is be ter.
than a haphazard °he. , -

Each company seems to haveits own approach. One com-
pany.whidlivdescribes itself as sUpPiorting, encouraging,ind
prgmoting metrication,has:OssUed.no formalg'metTic policy
but .expects'to,be preddminantly-Metrld. by 1982., The company

currently hps two plants which use metric unjohts for tempera-
tures and pressures in their processing operitions. 'However,
the Company must codvert the data to customary units for over-
all repqrting.

Another company formed a 1Skge metric council-in.antici-
pation of proposed national legislatibn provi fot a pre-
dominantly metric America within I0,Years:1-17 e act that fi-
011ypassed in December 1975 did not qa0a' this provision.

4



As a result,' the compdhy's metric council functions merely in
an "awareness" role. The Company has' developed some contin-
gency plan-alternatives-for-conversOn-peridds covering 5, 10;
or 15 years. %;)

We were told by another company official -that although
he saw no-econopic incentives to conversion, his company' was
going ahead with plans anyway. The coMpany foresees a grad-
ual conversion program with the pace being tied to the actions
of other converting nations.

,,,,;
.

. _ .

Finally, another company which states it endorses the
Americdn''PetrAfeum ,Institute's policy on,:metriCation has ac-,
tually assumed.riegatiVe pOsture. Except for a limited-/Nr-4-.-v?-r
awareness prOgtamfor-man4gers, it has no conversion r) 7:,%,.:,y'r's

;;Company officiald"told tit that if conversion does-come,%1.'7,41t,
will be eiternal, and the internal operations,of the company.
are --, the company's businesS.

0'

When asked to describe their views on, metrication, none.1
of the companies.responded that they would be leaders in the
'metrication proOess. About 46 percent indicated they wbuld

meeting the demands of their customers; 36 percent, that
.they would, be. following the lead of others; and 4 percent,
' that they would prefer to block orpostpone metrication.

Overall, little planning has taken place in the industry.
The following table reflects the companys' responses on the
'current status of their metric activities.

TM





Status of Metrication

No. Plans In s

Activities plans foi for process Completed

Cuptomer surveys 76

Supplier surveys 76

Funds budgeted for met-
ric conversion

j activities 69

Timetable for conversion 69

onsuier information 66

CoSt analysis 48

Employee, training 45

Metric policy statement . 41

:Metric coordinator.or
committee 38

Coordination with 4

(percent)

'-,-.7
3 3

14 7

7 10

14 7

17 P 7
..,.,

14 21 10

38 ' 14

24 ---- 7 21

/10' 14 31

irldlistry 34 I 17 41

Coordinatioh with
government 34 1 21

THE INDUSTRY BELIEVES.
METRICATION IS. INEVITABLE

I

If'there.ate no economic incentives, why.should.the pe-.
troleum industry convert? The answer most often given by com-
pany and industry representatives was that "It's inevitable."
One official said metrication was inevitable, and the only
choice, available'was the/method of implementation. Another

rather "when" and "how," He said the t choices confronting
'summed it up by sa,ying that It's not a Festion of "if" but

the industry are to (1) do nothing and catch up later or (2)
. . plan now and ease the/transition.

/
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Of the petroleum companies responding to our
questionnaire, 82 percent see conversion as inevitable.
Thirty-four perdent see conversion as definitely inevitable,
and 48 percent said it was probably inevitable. -Only 10 per-
cent believed that.conversion may not be inevitable; 7 percent
were undecided.

We sent a followup letter to the 24 companies which made
\up the 82 percent that believed conversion was inevitable

asking them to explain their response. Of these 24 companies,-
-16 responded to our letter. The following table shows the-
typical reasbns we received. Some companies gave more than
one reason.

Reasons why metrication
.

Number of times
-1. inevitable reason was. given

.,,

Worldwide competition and
international trade

.Multinationals 1,and others
causing a ripple effect

It is the system used worldwide

Governmedt will mandate, it

8

It is a superior and ,simplier
systein

Good for the _country

THE PETROLEUM tODUSTRY IS STANDARDIZED- -
-.NOT MUCH HARD CONVERSION IS ANTICIPATED

Becauselpetqoation is seen as inevitable and is not 'ex_.
pected to generate any revenue, the strategy followed by the
industry will be the one which minimizes costs and disruptions
of operations., This strategy, for the most part, will dictate
a soft conversion. As one company official put it, "There,
is nothing to be gained by the petroleum industry or its cus-
tomers in making any of the hard conversions to metric."
Why change the diameter of drill pipe, for instancerif every
oil company in the world has standardZed on one set of sizes?

The pebroleum industry is standardized worldwide. There-
fore, it will probably limit hard conversion,to only such
items as temperatures and pressures for refihery processes;
Most everyth-ing;abe will be soft converted, such as drilling
equipment and production facilities. For.example, drill pipe.
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for the North Sea oil wells as manufactured in European
steel milIs to inch dimensio s but soft converted to metric.

According to the Petroleum Institute, soft conversion
will.not,be easy because of he complexity and sip of the
industry's standards. For e ample, if weather is reported
in metric terms and the industry wants to,go along, it will
,have to change 22,000 computer programs that use weather

data as now report*T. Also, some of the Standards are 150
pages long and contain many Complex tables, charts, and formu-

las..

The Institute expects.to encounter a good bit of diffi-
,culty in softconversion an has published a gUide'which' to-
vides the format for such. The publication lists. the metric
Units first and the customary units parenthetically. 0 e com-
pany. official said that initially all work will be anso t con-

version. Also, ,internationally some concessions will be,made,
but,most ofthe International Organization for Standarda-
tion'S standards Will be merely soft-converted-American Petro
leum. Institute standards.:

CONVERSIbN WOULD BE COSTLY

The'biggest,disadvantage to conversion, mentioned by
,..companies and'organizations we'contacted, is the cost. Spe-
cific 'cost data from individual companies is not readily avail= I

- able either-because the companies themselves do not know or
because,they do not want to spend the time and money to de-

velop cost estimates.

'According to one company official, accurate figures are
e1111.1Ve because proponents give low estimates and opponents
-Ove N.qh estimates. The Petroleum Institute contends that

is difficult to estimate the costs because much will
aepefid on the timi.n4 and extent of conversion---.the mix of
hap4/$ofi conversions, soft conversion is les costly. If

conversion is handled through a normal attrit n process,
costs -can be minimized.

The gasoline pump computer manufacturer stated that
metrication will cost no matter how it is handled, but t at
it cot more if the transition period is allowed t drag

on indefinitely. Most companie's ..ntacted agreed on t111e impor-

tance of the transition'period. 0 e company official stated
that the obvious task at hand-is t' minimize costs through
optimizing the, transition process.

Responses vary on the Sub,ec -of tracking metric on

costs... One company claims it( .0 d cost more than it Was
. e

-Wqrt Agreeing with this, another company says thgt

14-7
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metrication costs.do not warrant special accounting -tithe costs
Are unavoidable so' let them fall wher hey may. At least one
company, however, is keeping track o some of the costs as
sources for a potential tax writeoff.

One company which is in the top :1 petroleum companies
released an'estimate for the total cos of metrication. In
1975 this company stated that the cost would be less than.1
percent,Of its average sales over the past 5 years (1971 to
1975) if conversion occurred under optimum conditions. We
computed this to be less than $28 million. Another large-
American company estimates it will cost about $2.75 million,
to convert just its research and engineering divisions. An
American Petroleum Institute Advisory' Committee on Metric
Planning estimated in 1971 that conversion for the industry
would cost approximately $300, million. This included costs
for production, trarisportation, manufacturing, marketing, and
administration. Metricaticin will cost, but it would

ibe
mis-

leading for usto estimate the costs from available nforma-
tion.

Responding to our questionnaire, 79 percent of the petro-'
leum companies agreed that conversion would be costly. How-
ever, only 14 percent thought that cost was not a disadvan-
tage, and 6 percent indicated. either that cost was not a
factor or they had no basis to judge 4le question.

Metrication would affect prices
and the consumer

To what degree prices of petroleum products 'will increase,
,is still unanswered. However, one'VomEMny official we cOn-
'tvted said the consumer will ultimately bear the cost of
conversion.

When asked in the long run how metric conversion would'.
influence-prices, 60 percent of our questionnaire respondents
said they expect little or no change, 30 percent expect some
increase, and 10 percent had no basis to judge. None of the
companies indicated a decrease or a Major increase in prices.

DUAL INVENTORIES-COULD BE A_PROBLEM
/. .

In response to our questionnaire,.66 percent ofAhe, com-
panies indicated that dual inventories would be a problem.
Only 28 perdent disagreed, and the other 6 percent indicated
they had either no basis to judge or the question id not

7apply to their-firm. According to an official for the Petro-
leum Institute,'a concerted effort must be made to coordinate
and control spare parts inventories. Dual inventories, may be
a- problem for 30 or 40 years, according to this official. _



S

The gasoline pUmp'computerManufacturer said'it will
always be possible to enter the market, but it is. nearly

possible to eliminate an old system. Its old line of,pro-
ducts will linger, and it will have an inventory problem
for many years.

FOREIGN TRADE

Petroleum companies responding to our questionnaire indi-
cated that measurement units were not ranked very high as a
factor in promoting or inhibiting their exports. Competitive

1

prices, technology, quality, a d reputation were 'rariked well

above other factors in regard o export promotion. The de-''

ftwterents were noncietitive pr ces, tariff and nontariff bar-
riers, competition, and shippi g costs. Companies responding
indicated basically no change,in exports or imports arising
from metrication.

THE.ROLE OF GOVERNMENT

As. indicated in the table below, the petroleUR companies
responding to our questionnaire indicated that if.metrica-
tion occurs, the Federal Government should be involved in
some manner.

Federal Government role.

Couhiel and advise interested parties
Coordinate activities
Plan the. overall conversion
Establish target dates
Other,
Legislate the conversion process
Make conversion mandatory
None
Enforce the-conversion process.

Percent

5

45 .

28 4

28
17
10'
7

Although most companies were against Federal mandates for
conversion, they were evenly split on whether' or not to use
Federal procurement to encourage conversion as*shown on the
following page:

.4



PERCENT
60

60

10

.. .

.
NT

_ , '

Encourage Conversion Through Federal Proairement

4896 AGREE '-48% DISAGREE-'

STRONGLY , AGREE
AGREE SOMEWHAT

Legal and regulatory

UNDECIDED DISAGREE
SOMEWHAT

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

. ,

Pursuant to discussions w.ith oil-company officials, legal
and regulatory problems can be divided into two categories:
(1) antitrust; and (2) all others.

Legal problems center around the sizable assortment of
Federal, State, and local laws pertaining to measurement.
A-common fear is that, without central coordination, individ-
ual jurisdictions may act an their own and Create a chaotic '--1

situation. For example, in California sale'of gasoline by r

the liter is now authorized. In New, Jpesey an oil company
could not conduct its metric gasoline sales tests because a,' ,... 1

State tax law requires the motor-fuel tax to be leivied by ..-.
the gallon.

/

The table below shows the response to the question,
"Which liaws or regulations currenTly inhibit conversion by
your company to the metric system?"

Law or Regulation

State and local laws
t

-AN Other Federal laws
Federal antitrust laws
Federal ot State procurement

a

regulations
.Building, codes
None

Overall,
est concer4.

if
-I .

.

.

the:State and local laWs appear to be the great-
This is probablkpecause weights/and measures

Percent

52
31
21
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laws area State responsibility. Thus if_a State requires
products to be sold in'only customary units, the'company .*

`could not market :metric-only_proddcts.

According -to a Petroleum Institute official, antitrust
seems to be ad,issue in metrication. One company official
`told. us that,the fear of antitrust was' one .reason ,was
hestitation in.converting. Most concede, "however; thatif

A
handled ProperiY, antitrust will not be an issue.

.

Canada., when faced with this issue, modified their Com7
bines Act fanalogous to our antitrust lawst) to.allow compan-
ies to meetko, discuss metrics,. The Canadian .planning com-

. ,,mitte6 dealing,withipetroleuM refineries; wholesalers, and
gawline se vice sfatOns was so antitrust conscious -that it
reolOred:A .!..4 dg7enfotcirig,agency memberWo partici-
.pate in .1,tt' I 4 ' w.-

-piE TIME%PE FOR CONVERSION i,

Kes within the petroreuni industry'want to deter -r
mirth'-Man dstinies and metricate at ,a pace which is

,most ,44 111tageousito them. They do not want,a mandatory cOn-
.Nie4s ionVICm the ,other hand, they y-want to know what their
stIpplierrb, customers, and competitors are doing.

One .Iarge coTpny states that conversion must bes'volun-
. . tary and be guided by the forces of the market.place. ,There

Should be no artificially set metric target day. industry
should he alrOwed to coordinate with customers, suppliers,
and the lic. Another firni's view is ..that the-planning.
should done at the American NaConal Metric Courictl.with

/ input from the Petroleum Institute There should be sched-
(' ,ules,but nothing mandatory. Mandates will be expe ive to

,implement. The gasoline pump computer manufact dnithe
other handy thinks a schedule should be determined with
dates set, but the detai],s and methods should be Jeftrup

individual companies and industries..
The Petroleum Institute has established'a metrVc,com-

%mittee consisLng of 17 members of various integrated oil
companies.' It does not want to see arbitrary 'metric target
days set for the Nation but concedes that at some midpoint
in the transition, some ?legislation may be ne ded.

The conversion prOcess for the Nation must be synchro-
nized to minimize the length of the. transitionl.period. This
shouldbe done on a line -item basis becauseeach segment
of-bUsiness and society has its own unique optimization con
siderations. Also, there must' be some effort to coordinate



the-Supply of spares because we would probdbly.be.in a dual
inventory system for 30 to 4Q years;

One company said the United States must replace the
present hephazard ap§nach with a:coordinated one. Many. U.S.
industries are extremely complex entities unto themselves;,
however, if one is talking.labout converting the efitire'econ-
omy, it is even more complex: There must be a good deal of
planning and coordination. Another firm' states that a volu -
taty alpproach is nice but that metrication will not happen
withc5ut ihCentives-. Presently, legislation' does not provi e
incentives.

Petroleum companies responding to our questivonnaire in-
dicated that ,5 to 10 years could be both the shoftest time
frame and the optimum time'frame required for conversion.
Several ivdicated thdt aloshorter peridd is possible; a few
others indicated either that, a lohger'period,was required
or that they would snever convert. The graph below shows ,

the time 'frames*under both d.mandatory and optimum Conversion.

PERCENT
60

Time Frame For Conversion

-t.

MANDATORY

OPTIMUM

i
--I

UNDER 5 5-10 11-15 16-20 21-25
YEARS

14-12

26-50 DYER 50 NEVER
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) The following graph shows the percent of conversion on
a aufnulative,basis fora voluntary or mandatory conversion.
If the conversion remains voluntary, the industry Could be
82-percent metric_in 20.years; howeve, it conversion were
mandated, the fnduatry could be 97-percent metric.

PERCENT

Time. Frame For Conversion-CuMulative
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ADVANTAGES VERSUS DISADVANTAGES--FEW
BENEFITS,FOR THE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY .

The petroleum industry generally foresees few advan2
tages to metrication. Some companie' state that there are

economic' advantages, and *Most be fits do not relate -
directly to the petroleum industry They atate, for example,
some basic pillars of our economy--such as the automotive
industry (see ch. 11)--are converting, alnd this has a rip-
piing effect on the rest of the economy.

The following table shows how the respondents tokour
questionnaire viewed the frequently mentioned advanta4es of
metrication' for their companies.

14-13
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----Frequently-attributed , Does-not No-basis
.advantages Agree Disagree Apply to judge

(percent)

The metric system is
easier to use and
would result in
fewer errors: 48 34 3

Conversion will in-
crease or protect \

the present amount
of exports and work
pverseas. 17 21 41'

Conversion will pro-.
- vide an opportunity,
,to standardize pro- 0
ducts. .48 24 24

Trade will, be faCili
'tated th4ough. a com-
mon measurement
language.

Us&of themetric
system will increase
production efficien-
cies

Use 'of the metric sys-.'
tem will facilitate
technological,ad-

" vances.

62

17

14.

17'

48

62

Conversion will pro-
vide an opportunity
for iMproving.pto- -

duct standards.. 31, 48

14

21'

10. 10

21 14

10 14

7 - 14,

Conversion will stimu-
late.your industry. 3 76 4 14

One oil company official, believing in the inevitabil-
ity of metrication, states thatplanning and coordinating
now will lead to cost avoidance later,'and this is a benefit.
Another major oil company says'that its engineering division
is doing work for all of its international affiliates; and

14714_
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_if_they-do not,metricate, most of that work would be lost-to
_European engineers. The Petioleum Institute says that engi-
neering calculations will be made easier and, therefore,
cheaper and that metrication will be most beneficial to those
engaged in new technologies* and construction.

The disadvantages of metrication can be summed up as
costly.. Employees will have to be,trained; dual inventories
will exist;. standards will have to be changed; and tools,
parts, and equipment will have to be purchased. The table
below shows how the resporidents tb our questionnaire viewed
the frequently mentioned disadvantages of metrication for
their companies.

Frequently attributed
disadvantages Agree

Does not
Disagree apply

No basis
to iudge

Conversion will be

(perCent)

costly. 79 14 3 3
ti

Training employees will
be time consuming. 79,

Conversion will result
in dual inventories. 66 28 3 3

Customers will be con-
fused by the metric
system. 17 3 10

Conversion will increase
the prices of your
company's products.. 28 _34 14 24

Conversion will result
in safety hazards and
errors. 38 31 7 24

Sales will be lost to
foreign imports. 3 72 7 17

Conversion of products
will require retest-
ing. 10 52 J7 21

Product standards will
have to be changed. 5,9 24 7 10
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Evidently_f__ the_petroleum industry believes _that someone
other than themselves rSill benefit from the conversion. As
shown in the chart below, 55 percent of the petroleum compa-
nies responding to our questionnaires believed that.the dis-
advantages of metrication outweighed the advantage's for their
companies.' Only 13 percent felt that conversion would be an
advantage.' However, 55 percent felt that for the: Nation.
overall, the advantages outweighed the disadvantages, and 24
percent felt that conversion would be a disadvantage to the
United States.

Weighing OlAdvantaget/Disadvantages

FOR THE PETROLEUM COMPANIES

SIGNIFICANTLY 3% .

NO BASIS TO-JUDGE 8%

.m4mmem.
,mmomma

SIGNIFINa
Imams
IMMO

&
I I
IS
1M

qt.11116

ORMOROOMM IMOMM OO1
10 11MOMMOOIV Olim OMO1M

IMOMMEMO
1111MOMMO

SLIGHTLY
I 10%

MOWS.UO

0

DISADVANTAGES OUTWEIGH ADVANTAGES

ADVANTAGES OUTWEIGH DISADVANTAGES

SAME OR NO BASIS TO JUDGE

CONVERSION AT THE GAS STATION

a. .

FOR THE UNITEISTATES

SAME 7%

SLIGHTLY 7%

The most noticeable impact of metrication in the petrorl
leum 'industry for the general public will 'b' at the gas st47
tion. The major challenge for the industry, according to
the Petroleum Institute, is to make sure the public does not
perceive metrication as an attempt to raise prices.

14-16
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From gallons to liters

Under..the metric system the liter replaces the gallon as
the basic measure for`liquids. A liter is 'lightly larger
than a. quart; 1 liter equals.about. 33.8 ounces. About 3.785.
liters equal 1 gallion (128 ounces). A change to gasoline
sales by the' liter could be one of the few hard conversions
made,bithe industry but ine with the greatest public expo-
sure.

JI

r

How does the public. purchase-gasoline? Usually, the con-
sumer fills up the tank or sets a.monetary limit such as $5

Occasionally a customer orders by the gallon. One
petroleum company has conducted surveys on customer reaction
to buying gasoline by the liter. It sold gat by the liter in
two stations in different sections of the country. Results
showed about 20_ percent cf.the customers wanted the gallon
back, and-the rest either:did not care one way or the other or
they liked the idea of the litei. Thus, it appears the effect
of this particular conversion may not' pregent ajproblem.

Converting the gasoline pump computer

The gasoline pump computer is the mechaniim that regis-
ters the number of, units dispensed, multiplies'it by the
established unit price, and calculates the total price. The
computers for nearly all of the world's fuel dispensers are
provided by a,single U.S. company. The company has no'metric
coordinator and no metric policy, but it is interested in
metrication: That interest stems from the fact that recent
increases in fuel prices haVe made many of its computers obso-
lete,Ihnd future increases could render most of the remaining
computers obsolete.

The problem first came, to light in 1974 whentthe gas-
oline price per gallon exceeded 50 cents. It was found that
about 300,000 pumps could not record a unit price beyond 49.9
cents. For ;those pumps limited to 49.9 cents per gallon, the
unit price can be set at 1/2 the actual price, then the final
total price can be multiplied by two to determine the custo-
mer's actual bill. For those-pumps limited to registering
sales to $9.99, $10.00 can be added to the final figure in
the pump's total sales window when the price exceeds $9.99.

The following figures show the mechanical computers used
in U.S. gasoline pumps and their limitations.

14-17
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Gasoline Pump Computiers

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2 - -

O

FIGURE 3

1010 I1/
10

Gallons
- ii LA

I I I

Gallons
" I

.7

Figure 1 shows a 3-wheelLimited
Range Price Posting Computer

The limitations of use are:

--Maximum price po'Sting of 49.9
,cents per gallon.

--MaXimum sales price of.$9.99.

Figure'2 shows a 3-wheel--Full
Range Price Posting Computer

The limitations of use are:

.--Maximum price posting of 99.9
cents per gallon.

--Maximum sales price of $9.99.

Figure 3 shows a 4-wheel--Full
Range Price Posting Computer,
which represents the present
production design

The limitations of ute are:

m um_n nic e_nnAt inn o q q_

--Maximum sales pr2t-cIL-g9989.
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The computer company has developed a gear box to-allow a
pump to register in gallons now and in liters later. The gear
box can be installed in new computers during manufacture, and
older computers can be modified either at the gas station.or
When the computer is sent back to the factory to be'rebuilt.

The gear box' costs about $25 and labor installation
charges for pumps in service will add about another $25 to

the cost. With about 1.3 million pumps to be converted in
the United States, this means an'estimated conversion cost
of about $65 million. Company officials would not divulge

.
their sales or the number of conversions already completed
but said they have sold some gear boxes. They estimated
that less than 5 percent of U.S.-gas pumps already have dual
capability with 10 to 20 percent more on order and another
20 percent being specified for future orders.

The company also sells its products in Canada. The of-
ficials estimated that about 30 percent of Canada's gas pumps
have dual capability and orders have been placed for at least
another 30 percent. 'Canada's Metric Commission has-estimated
that the maximum cost for _converting the pumps could be as
much as $200 per pump. This $200 estimate includes the.$25:
for the gearbox, the $25 labor charge, travel time to rural
areas, taxes, and other costs. :.Canada is committed to be,
707percent, metric at the gas pump by January 1, 1979.

..Meteacation could be one solution to the,
$1-per-gallon .gasolineTroblem

The 1.3.-million commercial pumps in operation, today Can-
not record a unit price in excess of 99.9 cents pax gallon,
and the industry expects that gasoline prides could eventually-
exceed $1 per gallon. An oil company official advised us
that modifications to a pump which would-allow unit pricing
in excess of $1 could cost $500 to $600 per pump.

There are several solutions to this problem.. Pumps
could bemodified tomeasure gasoline sales by the quart; or
the industry could Convert to metrics wherdby the pumpS would
measure sales by the liter. If gas costs $1 per gallon, the

. cost per liter would be about 26:cents. With the price chang-.
ing to about 26 cents, hopefully it would be quite a while
before the industry, would again face the problem of the unit
price exceeding 99.9 cents..

4

If the cost estimates are accurate, conversion to sales
by the liter*will actually save the 'industry $450 to $550 per
pump. The industry would be spending about $50 per pump for
metrication, but saving the $500 to $600 required to modify
the unit-pricing mechanism.- With 1.3 million pumps,"this
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could result in savings of about $585 to $115 million. A
change in the unit of measure is the key; metrication is
just one of the solutions because the same effect could be
achieved by changing from the gaalori to the quart.

In.1974 the gasoline pump computer producer presented
a paper to the National Conference on Weights and Measures,
suggesting that the measured unit be changed from gallons to
igilarts. This would allow the price to go up to $3.99 per
gallon (99.9 cents per quart) before the limits of the com-
puter were excet2ed. Later, if the United States converted
to metric the ut could be changed from quart to liter. The
National Conference was opposed to quart pricing.

Sinc4Kthe public usually does not.purchase gasoline by
-volume but rather by dollar amount or tank full, we believe-

-- that the National Conference on WeightSsand Measures should:
reconsider their opposition to using quarts rather than gal-
lons if gas pumps are not converted to metric.

Timing the conversion would -die important.

'Officials at the computer company pointed out that a
crash conversion-program for gas pumps would not be good.
The company was-forced into a crash4pr9gram for the no-lead
gaSoline program in'1969. abnormakly high demandfor
parts, 150- to 200-percent above normal, was met, but there
were not enough qualified technicians available to install
the equipment.' The equipment was still in-warehouses 2 or
3 years later. The same thing could'happen if metrication
turns into a crash program. The officials estimate that a
a goal of 80-percent metric in 5 to 7 years jrs reasonable.

Tire pressures

Providing air for tires at service stations is a prob-
lem today. According to an official of the Petroleum Insti-
tute, service station operators are tired of offering this
free service. The Tire Industry Safety Council, a private
organization representing the tire industry, is concerned
that more and more gasoline service stations are discontinu-
ing the air service. Proper inflation is an important factor
in tire safety and mileage. (See ch. 13 for a discussion on
metric tires.) Service stations are not required to have the
air service and, even if they have it, there are no minimum
maintenance or reliability requirements.

In 1972 the National Business Council for Consumer
Affairs, a Federal Government advisory committee, recommen-
ded that the Federal Government initiate and coordinate a
continuing program to assure accurate readings on fixed
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air-pressure-measurement devices used by the general' public.
The intent of the recommendations was to, have State weight
and measure laws require accurate devices. The petroleum
companied endorsed the,'recommendation; howevert nothing has
been done acoordihg to the Tire Industry Safety Council.

According to the. Department of Transportation's National
Highway Traffic'Safety Administration, only two companies are
known to have the'capability to build service station air
pumps which are calibrated in k'ilopascals rather than pounds
per square inch.

Questions about whether the service will continue to be
offered and how best to assure the accuracy of these device's
must be answered, as well as the questions' of whether or- when
to go metric. To our knalledge, no government regulatory
body has jurisdiction.

Recently, a'coin-opetated machine for -air has been intro-,
duced 'Which may solve the air service problet. The machine
provides for 4 minutes of 'service for a quarter. However.,
this machine is not'equippga with an air-pressure measurement
device, therefore, the user would have to provide his. own air
gailge. It is tooearly to determine whether this new machine
will assit customers in obtaining proper tore inflation.

Other, products

In addition to gasoline,other products,generally pro-
vided by tyke pWoleum industry will have to be packaged and
described in metric units for a. complete conversion. 4

The only studies in this area we know of concern the con -'
''version of the oil can. Through trie auspices of the Packag-
ing Institute, a study for converting the 1-quart oil can to
a 1-liter can has been completed. Essentially, the existing
equipment can be modified to allow production of liter cans
of oil. The diameter of the can will remain the same, but the
height would be increased slightly because a. liter is about
6-percent larger in volume than a quart..

However, several other. matters, such as new cartons and
storage and display 'areas, must be:analyzed to determine the
full impact of the taller can. Additionally, one company said
that they need information from the automobile industry'as to
the impact of putting 4 liters (135.3 ounces) into a car which
currently 'requires 4 quarts (128 ounces) of oil. The compa-
nies also need to know when the automobile industry is going
to specify the liter for crankcase requirements. Coordination
with the automotive sector will be a continuing requ).rement
throughout the petroleum industry's metrication program.
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The petroluem industry 'firmly believes in the inevita-
bif ity of metrication but foresees' no major economic advan-
tages to converting. Planning for the conversion has begun
in some veas:, The industry prefers a.well-planned and coor-

.. dinated convrSjmn arrived Vt.t. voluntarily,rinstead of the
current situation where no irm national commitment or' board
is 'planning the conversion,

The indUstry.-believes metrication is inevitable because:
. , . _ .

- 7Actions "by multinationals and Others have provided a
rippling effebt. . n,

/

-Metricatlioh eventually will be mandated by Govern-
' . , .

-\.
.

s, . . '''74,;., ^ .,

- -The petroleum industry cannot hold out for a custo-
mary measujement system while the .rest of the Nation
converts *id the world is metric. .

Not much hard conversion is affticipated Igecause the in-
it dustry has dchieved a.,very 11.611 level of international stand7,'.

`ardtzation. ,-Most g aneand equiapnt items will be soft ',
converted-;, haid c ion'ersion-'will mainly to read-
outs for temperature preaSure, a0.volume,-such as retail.
sales fordil ankga 'Vine.. '

,
.

.
,

Cost or'6onversion,is difficult'to es mat. but appears
to be-significant:, HoweVer, it can be minimized throUgh. kg.,
proper management o,f the transition period.,

Gasoline prices at the retail'level may exceed$1 per -'
gallon in the future. When they do, the industry will then
be faced with the :alternatives of quart or liter sales to
solve expensive equipment modification problems. The:
adaption-of-equipment problem is present whether the metric
system is adopted or not. .However, if the Un,ited States adopts
fhe metric system predominatelY,State lawS will haVeto bp
changed to allow gasoline sales by,the liter as thiS, is cur-
rently prohibited in some States.. .

Traditionally, tire air service has been provided by the
gasoline station. Ho ver, air service and tire pressure
equipment are neith eguired nor maintained for, reliability.
The industry has su ted recommendations in this area, but
no actions have been taken.- Even without conversion, the De-
partments of Commerce and. Transportation; the petroleum, tire,
and automotive industries; and the States should work on a
program to ensure that air pressdre services continue to be
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available to the general publ,ic'because proper inflation is
the most im ortant factor in tire 'safety and mileage. The

spublic nee to be assured of the accuracy of devices used.
to measure, tire air,pressure whether the'units used .pre cus-
tomary or metric.

RECOMMEN6ATIONS

Recommendation to the :chairman,
U.S. Metric Board

Gasoline pump computers may have to he changed,because
of the increasing unit price per gallon. therefore, we recom-
mend that the U.-S: 'Metric Board advise the, petfoleum,induatry,
of the conversion plans,jf any, otother'refated consumer
products. The petroleurrindustry then cart plan fdr:the 'volume
unit price change to the quart or liter, depending on what
Measuring system 'other consumer proddcts will be sold by

Recommendation to the Secretaries ,.

'-----.-

of Commerce and Transportation $0

.
,

1. ,,,.

Wb recommend that the SeCretaries of pomme and nd Trans-:'

portation reportto the Congress what actions-need to be taken
to provide:adequeke),avAilable air service to inSuretire
safe ty'and longevilty to the general public,'particularlylirce

,

the tire industrSrdbegan introducing metric tires. ,'

,

!.

a

1
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CHAPTER.15

FLYING WITH THE METRIC SYSTEM

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE BOEING AEROSPACE COMPANY.

BOEING 747t

The United States is the world leader in aerospace tech-
Ology and production. About 70 percent of the civilian com-
Alercial jet aircraft, excluding the Soviet national airline,
and over" 90 percent of the world's general aviation fleet
are of U.S ianufacture. In addition, the United States is
a world leader in commercial aviation. Excluding the SoviO
Union, U.S. airlines carry about.47 perdent of the world's
Oassengers and about 42'percent of all goods shipped by air.

The U.S. Aviation community--airlines, pilots, aircraft
0wners, and Government--ii concerned about safety in air-op-
erations during metrication; The United States uses the cus-
tomary system fo flying. Internationally, however, both
systems are used, and each country specifies the terms to be
used in that country. Some customary units are used more
thdn the metric units in several instances. The use of one
measurement system for air operations worldwide has been
sought for over 30 years but never attained.
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The:aerospace induttry-manufacturers of aircraft, space
.Vehicles, missiles, and a wide assortment of instruments,
parts, and related equipment--believes that metrication is
inevitable for itself and the Natiori. A number of factors
have contributed to. this conclusion.: the 1971 National Bureau
of Standards metric report, which 'stated there was no question
that the United States should convert; the automotive industry
and other' mUltihational companies' conversions, which are
having a rippling effect-throughout the economy;.a 1975 aero-
space industry report on metrication; and the Metric Cc:inversion
Act-of 1975. . Taken collectively, the .industry believes these
factorsihdicate a trend that it cannot ignore.

'

Generally,. neither the aviation community nor the aero7.
pace.nduttry could identify ahy major benefit from metriCa-
tion which would offset the cost of conversion. -Both groups
expect the Federal Government to play an important'role in
planning and coordinating metrication. The.aviation community_
points out that'theFederal Government has the statutory re-
spontibility for air safety and therefore must assume the
leadership in thit area.

. The aerospace industry has not received much demand for
metric products and anticipates that Governmentorders for-

new products May,lead the way to metrication. Efforts thus
far have peen concentrated on metricating engineering stan-.
dards that are essential.to the industry, even thdughU.S.
aerospace engineering standards, which are based on the cus-
tomary.system, are used, throughout the world, to build aero-
space products..

We contacted trade a sociationt representing the aero-
space manufacturers and U. . airlines. ,Wg.discussed metrica-
tion with selected manufact rs:and:airiines-and Federal
agencies. We reviewed available .reports and .pertinentOdtu7-
Menis. We also sent a questionnaire to the Fortune50111 indus-
trials, which included 14 aerospace companies,, and all respon-
'ded. (See ch. 5 for a complete analysis of all retponses.)

AVIATION COMMUNITY AND
THE AEROSPACE .INDUSTRY,

The term "aviation community".refert to tho'se: persons
and organizations. involved in flying, directing, and control..-
ling aircraft in flight. includet,-but is not.limited
tor pilots, airlines, aircraft owners; air traffic-control-
lers, and the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA),

.

The aviation community is highly regulated, with FAA
. responsible for U.S. air safety. The civil aviation fleet

in the United States contains about 184,000 aircraft and is
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divided into two major groups. eral Aviation is the lar-
gest group--about 182,000 aiycraft--and covers those aircraft
-used by individuals, companies,and corporations. The sched-
uled airlines are the second group. In 1976 U.S. scheduled
airlines had'about 2,300 aircraft in their fleet and trans-\
,ported about 223 million passengers. They- collected about
$17.5 billion for their *services. \

In 1976 there were about 14,0-00 airports in the United \

States' aCcording ,to*FAA reports. About 400 of these had con-\
,trol -towers operated by 'the .FAA. At theSe 400-airports, there\
were about 64' millidn takeoffs and landings with general avi-
ation accounting for about 76 percent; airlines, 20 percent;
and the military, 4 percent.

The term flaerOspa_de industry" describes the manufactur-
ers of proddcts, such as aircraft; space'Vehicles; missiles;
and a wide assortment, of instruments, parts-, and related
equipment.* The*aerospace industry; is diverse and Ootplex.
Although dominated by a few giants, the industry has a very
brOad base with more than 3,500 suppliers. Characteristics
of the industry are its highjiegree'of technology;"its inte-
-gration with other high technology fields, such as electron-
icS and computers; and the long-lifeSpan' of its products. ,

, The United States dominates nearly all aspects of-the
world's aerospace industry. The industry had about $'29 bil-
lion in equipment sales, in 1976. Government salesfor both
domest.ic and export use--accounted for about 67 percent of:
all aerospace. business. Nearly a third of the industry's
total sales of aerospace products were to foreign marketS,
either directly or,through foreign assistance programs. Aero-
pace export sales were exceeded only by agricultural exports-
as a witiive contributor to the U.S. trade balance.

SHOULD AIR OPERATIONS' CONVERT?

-.Meaturement is an integral part 4.flying, directing,.
and controlling an aircraft. For safety-and-efficiency in
air operations-measurement units' and terms:have been..stand-
ardized nationally and to, some extent'internationally.
Standardization, it is generally believed,-wilIreduce con-
fusion.or misunderstanding and-mayTaid in preventing acci-
dents. Complete-international standardization on.lneasurement
'units, based upon. the metric system,.. is being-sought, But,
because of the-relatiVe standardization already achieved,
concern has been expressed on the advisability of metricating
U.S., air operations. These concerns cover safety in air op
erations during metrication and the relatively high cost of
converting equipment..
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Air operations today

Air operations is an all-encompassing term used to des-
cribe just about anything or anybody exerting-`a control over
an aircraft's flight. It includes radio.procedures, emer-
gency procedures, enroute and terminal navigation aids, maps,
charts, radar and instrument approach procedures, communica-
tions between the pilot and ground personnel (such as the
tower operator or the' air traffic controller), and many more
related items.

To,make aviation as safe as possible, the communications' -

and procedures used in air operations are regulated and stand-
ardized for each country and internationally as much as pos-
sible. FAA gas the, responsibility in the United States for
regulating air operations and developing and operating a com-
mon system of air traffic control and air navigation. In ad
dition, FAA issues and enforces regulations on operating and
maintaining aircraft;.certifies pilots, aircraft, and air-
ports; and operates air navigation and communication facil-
ities.

International air operations is the concern of the Inter-
national Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). This treaty or-
ganization, of which the United States is a member, seeks
agreements with its members on rules, regulations, and pro-
cedures to make international aviation as safe as possible.
It is a specialized agency of the United Nations and is fi-
nanced by contributions of its member States. ICAO has'no
'compulsory powers;

ICAO has sought to standardize international aviation
on metric units since its inception in 1944. Many members,
including the United. States, have resisted this effott and
continue to Use customary units for airloperations. In 1976
ICAO's Air Navigation Commission prepaid a comprehensive
paper on standardization of measurement units for interna-
tional aviation; The paper stated that the paramount need
in the air operation area is standardization. The Commission
concluded that the commitment to standardization may take
precedence over converting to the International System of
Units metric system. The Commission stated that ICAO's over-
-all objective is the singular use-of a standard measurement
unit based on SI units, except in-those cases where the
use of a specific SI unit is impractical or undesirable.

Presently, both customary and metric measurement' units
may be used for air operations.' Nations may use either .the
ICAO Table or ICAO's Blue Table, or they may. choose the table
which comes closest to t eir needs Jd file exceptions for
specific deviatiOns. Th Un'ted States uses the Blue. Table
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with a number of exceptions. According' to ICAO reports, 47
countries use theICAO Table', but 13 have filed exceptions.
There are 64 cpuntries following the Blue Table, and 12 (in-
cluding the United Statqs) have filed exceptions. No cou4try
uses the SI metric units exclusively. The follOwing table
contrasts the ICAO tables, -the SI metric units, and the units
used by the Undted States.

,

Measurement Units for Air Operatiohs

SI Tables U.S.
Measurement metric ICAO Blue system

11.

:Distance:
long kilometer (km) nautical ,nm. nm

mile (nm)

short meter (m) - m m ft

altitude/ m m ft ft
elevation

Speed:'
horizontal meter per knots (kts) kts' kts

second.(m/s)

.t vertical m/s m/s ft/min IA ft/min

Visabilityr
long distance km or m km or m km or m .,statute

-,: mile

.

short distance km or m km or,m km.or m ft .

/

Altimeter setting Pascal or millibar milJ4bar inches of
(atmospheric kilopascal . mercury
preSsure)

-)

TemPerature kelvin or . Celsius Celsius Fahrenheit
Celsius

Weight kilogram (kg) metric ton metric ton pound
or kg or kg.

Time second day/hr/mih day /hr /min day/hr/min

Neither the ICAO Table nor the Blue Table lists kilome-
ters for distance measurement (both stow nautical miles), met-
ers per second to measure horizontal air speed (both show
knots), Pascals'for altimeter settings (both show millibars),
Kelvin for temperature (CelSius is shown), nor the second as
the unit for time (both show the date/time group, that is
071350 means the 7th day of the month at 1:50, p.m.).
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The only differences between the,ICAOTable and the Blue
Table are that the Blue Table lists feet to measure altitude
and feet per minute to measure vertical speed.

Germany, Italy, Mexico, and the United Kingdom reported-
ly adhere-to the Blue Table. Canada and Japan follow thei'
Blue'Table with some exceptions. France and Brazil reported-

. ly,follow the ICAO'Table, and the Soviet Union follows the.
ICAO Table with exceptions. However, officials of various
aviation community organizations informed us that most cowl-

: fries use feet rather than meters for altitude. They told., us
that-the Soviet Union and Eadt^ European countries are the only
countries which use meters filkaltitude..

We found that although several countries told ICAO they
adhere to the ICAO Table without exception, these countries
use feetfor altitude rather than meters. According to an
ICAO official, member countries are required to notify ICAO
of all differences, but not all members do so. He did not
know of any accidents caused because' OUntries used feet o,

rather than meters, but said.the potential existed. -"*

, -
The measurement units used for air tpperations in Canada

and the United States are essentially the40ame, but there ate,'
some minor- 'differences. For example, Ca da uses either
statute miles per hour or knots for air eed, and the United
States uses only knots.

tontinued international planning for:.
metrication of air operations

ItAO's_Air Navigation Commission has approved a proPbsed
long-range plan for-metricating most aspects of international
air operations.. A 1977 report,' requested by' the Commission,
concludedYthat ICAO's- curren't rules on standardization of
measurement units were not broad enough in scope to promote
the objectives of a single standard measurement system for
air operations, based on the SI metric system. It was noted
that the,aviation industry had been slow to implement.the SI
syStem, primarily because of the lack-of adequate.financial
incentives and knowledge concerning-the effects on safety.

4

The report further concluded that ICAO should take the
lead by implementing three basic sequential phases of long-
range planning to achieve its objectives:

--An initial phase which would consist of 'revising its
rules on measurement unitd encompassing the use of SI
units, with specific.exceptiOns which reflect present,
realities.
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--An intermediate phase which would follow and consist
of developing implementation plans for the exclusive
use of SI units and those units outside the system
which have been retained for general use, such as liter
and hour, and those retained for temporary use, such
as knot, nautical mile, foot, and bar. (This phase
could require 10 to 15 years to.complete.)

--A final -phase which would .consist of developing im-
plementation plans for the exclusive use of SI units
and only those-units which have been retained for
general use in aviation. The temporaiy units of knot,
nautical mile, foot, and bar would be eliminated
during this phase. (This phase could require an
additional 10 years to complete.)

The intermediate and final phases of planning must consider
the financial incentives and human factors (safety).

The Commission agreed with the conclusions of the 1977
report and the multiphaSe process of implementation. It

requested the development of proposals for amending ICAO's
rules on measurement units and, within 1 year, a report on
the implementation of the later phases.

In September 197.7 the Commission requested comments from
ICAO members and interested parties on" he adoption of SI
metric units for international air operations and proposals
for a timetable to phase out customary.units. As of February
1978, not all comments had been received, according to an ICAO

official.

Indications are that a number of ICAO members and.some
interested parties oppose complete adoption of the SI system.
-The U.S. representative to ICAO responded, in part,

"* * * more than 80% of the world's aircraft are
equipped for operation by reference to the units
'foot', 'nautical mile',. and 'knot.' Additionally,
in view of the expense of modifying these aircraft
to operate by reference to SI units, the limited
benefiti gained, and the hazards which may be
involved during,transition, the United .States with -.

holds commitment to any time frame for 'termination
of these [customary] units * * *."

-1 A

An official of the International Air Transport Associa-
tion,/which represents international airlines, told us that

while the Association had not offiCially commented on the ICAO
proposal, it had received more replies from its members than

normal. Its members were firmly opposed to the changes,

o
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particularly the changes of feet-to meters and knots to kilo -
meters -per hour. The official chateC terized the opposition as
"notably vociferous" on the economic i'mPact of converting
equipMent.

U.S. concerns on conversion

conversion are theSafety and the lack of incentives for
sing metrication of U.S.

%
principal factors mentioned in diseu0
air operations. At a 1976 FAA- industrywide con-
sultivesultive planning conference, repre

mustfb

%entatives
o

aviation
1community pointed out that these concerns

_before conveksiOn could occur. The ion oommunityis
y Plooking ..to the FAA to take the lead 0 an movement Op Metri-

;,
cate air operations. .

.

. _

Th4safety concerns center arout the communications
between pilots and ground personnel and the ability of these
people td accurately transmit and re Rand to different mea-
surement referredsurement units The problem is to as human factors.
The question is whether during a transition period--from cus-
tomary to metric units--the pilot a'rld groomd personnel

I communicate without.confusion oilrni winderstandlng
feared that communication problems could (sccur and' safety
could bejeopardized.'

.

,The aviation community preceive0 that there is no in-
centive to convert because U.S. ai.r OPe.r4tions are standard-
ized--everyone is using the same uni0--an./ d converting equip-

.

ment will be expensive.

Attitudes on safety and conversion
.t.%---

Representatives.of the, aviation Community at the Novem-
ber 1976 consultative planning conference expressed the fol-
lowing views:

--Air Transport. Association (repre sents u,S. airlines):
During' a transition period, ,Ittle naMe of the game here
is safety." Careful considereq°11 must be given to
the how and whenof the transition.

*
--Aircraft Owners and Pilots AssOc iation ( re represents

individual aircraft owners and,Pitat-g):' The Associ-
ation's.policy on metrication ys to see that the con-
version is not costly in terms of money or lives.
The conversion must' be very well Planned and Coordi-
nated. .

--Professional.Air,Traffic Cont. rollers "organization (rep-
- resents air traffic controller Personnel): converting

will be an immense task. Much Of the conversion will'
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have to occur in a short period because it will be
impossible to have parts of the country, operating on-
different systems.

American. National Metric Council!s Aerospace Sector
Committee, which provides a forum for metric planning, has
an air operations subcommittee. The May 1977 forward to the
Sector Committee's metrication plan states:

n* * metric conversion in the world's airways
and cockpits must be thoroughly assessed and

'coordinated. Unilateral action by any eleMentof
the-airways system could result in catastrophe.
Only after identifying and addressing all the po-
tential problem areas cant the decision be made as
to whether it is even feasible to consiver con-
verting to metrics * * *."

.FAA reports:that air safety is paramount in its thinking on
. metrication.

Little action to.date

Notwithstanding the safety concerns, very little action,
has taken place. At the November 1976 consultative planning
conference, it was concluded that there was no reason to act
because no specific goliernment polidy states that the United
States will be predominantely metric within a given time frame.
Also, FAA is looking to the aviation community for some signs
that it wants-to 'convert. No signs have been given; con-
sequently, no progress is being made.

SoMe members of the aiii,r'.operations subsector Of ANMC's
Aerospace Sector Committeecbeiieve that its planning activ-.
ities are premature and that its activities. fall within FAA's
responsibilities. FAA, in turn, acknowledges that by law it
has the basic responsibility for the national airspace and
flight operations but believes the ANMC group can provide
comments, ideas, and recommendations.

One proposal made at the 1976 consultive planning con-
ference was that FAA should determine the units to be used
before attempting to decide how to implement the change.
In February 1977 a Federal interagency group on internation
'al aviation agreed to study the units in question. 'The study
was expected to take 1 year. The results of this study were
to be used as the basis of the U.Si'position to ICAO regard-
ing the,units to be used. However, in nDecember 1977.we were
informed that a study on units would not be done. In Febru-
ary 1978 an FAA official said FAA had informed ICAO that,
while -the United States has the legal basis to act, the/

1
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U.S. Metric Board has not been formed and it would be prema-
ture to establish a U.S. position.

Cost,of converting

Complete estimates on the cost of converting equipment
and instruments used for air operations are not 'available.
The Air Transport Association anticipates that the-costs will
be significant but has not estimated-the cost. ICAO and FAA_
have made some preliminary estimates.

ICAO estimated in 1976 that about 90 percent of the
world's civilian aviation fleet7-25,000 commercial air trans-
ports and 220,000 private aircraft--were equipped with non=SI
metric measuring instruments. They estimated the cost of
changing four instruments--airspeed indicator,. vertical velo-
city indicator, and two types of altimeters--in the world's
civilian aircraft'fleet would be $1 billion. The FAA has
estimated that replacing three of these iristrumentp in the
U.S. fleet will cost between $400 and $500 million. The U.S.
fleet consists of about 2,300 commercial aircraft and 182,000
private aircraft. The estimate does not cover military
aircraft.

Additionally, in 1976 FAA reported estimates for con-
verting some of its activities. These included'$2.3 million
for converting a test center, $900,000 to develop modifica-
tion kits for some ground equipment, and $1. million to de-
velop a conversion program for software.

FAA has not determined the total' cost of conversion, but
it expects to conduct additional cost.studies. It is expec-
ted that equipment conversions and the testing required to
validate the conversions will demand many staff years of ef-
fort and the cost will be extensive,, according to an official.

Besides converting equipment, the aviation community
will have to look into converp4n4 the vast array of charts,
maps, instruction and procedure manuals, regulations, other
publications, and weather information. FAA reported in 1976
that its. Air. Traffic Service had concluded that a 12-month
lead time will be required to convert handbooks and Federal

_Aviation Regulations and Advisory Circulars.

A February 1977 report of'the FAA metrication group in-
qicates little additional conversion activity on FAA's publi-
cations. It was reported that metric units are provided in
a number of publications but little intent to convert publi-
cations which did not already contain thiqpinformation.
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On weather information FAA is aware of the National
Weather Service4 g proposed plan for conversion. (See ch. 28.)
It participates in an interagency committee on weather infor- .

oration exchange, which-as of November 1977 had determined not
tochange.reporting aviation weather information. However,
if the National. Weather Service implements its plan, Aviation.
weather information will.still.be reported-in customary units
until such time as. aviation convQrts.

BUILDING METRIC AEROSPACE PRODUCTS

Aerospa manufacturers view metrication as inevita-
ble, but cust mer demand for a metric product is practically

9

nonexistent at this time. The principal prob facing the
industry is the cenvetsion of its engineering and product

standards. The industry must rely on thousands of these stan-
dards in producing its products.

Aircraft manufacturing can be divided into two groilps

which overlap each: other. The first is called general avie-
tion aircraft, which is a term generally referring to the
size or use of the aircraft. General aviation aircraft are
generally small aircraft rather than, the larger commercial
types. It includes such aircraft as-the bi-wing, used for
crop dusting; small business or pleasure aircraft, used by
individuals or companies; and small jets, used by corpora-

tions. General aviation manufacturers usually, produce for
the civilian market, but the military also buys some of their
products.

The second group covers essentially all other aerospace
products. The product range is large, covering everything,
from commercial jets used by airlines and Vie militaty to jet
fighters, missiles, and space vehicles bought by the Govern-

ment.

Many believe metrication is inevitable
but few want to lead the conversion

Metrication in the aerospace industry can be'described
as varied and contradictory. This sittation comes about
through the existence of two counteracting situations:

--The "inevitability syndrome," the acceptance as fact
that'metrication is inevitable.

--The "chicken/egg syndrome," which translates to, "I'm
ready to accept a metric product whenever you produce
it--economically" and the opposite view, "I'm willing
to build you a metric product if you're ready to order
it--and pay°a little extra for it."
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So, although most are convinced that metrication is
coming, few (producers or customers) want to take the ini-
tiative for metric production.

Inevitabili ..t,

The fact that aerospace manufacturers view metrication
as inevitable has surfaced dUring our'idteryiews with selected
companies and their trade associations. It is also evident in
a 1975 industry metrication report and 13, of the 14 responses
by aerospace companies to our Fortune 500 guettionnaire.

We sent followup letters to the aetospace companies that
said metrication was inevitable; of these, ll'responded'. We
asked why metrication was inevitable. The answers were gen-
erally that world markets may dictate that U.S. products be
metrically dimensioned. Also, -company official's responded
that they .anticipate that the Government--primatily the De-
partment of Defense and the National Aeronautical and Space
Administration--will r?gui-re metric products. Finally, they
said that as U.S. multinationals convert, such as, in the auto-
motive, computer, and farm industries, there will be a rip-
pling effect. This 'deans that as common suppliers convert,
metric products will be available at leas cost than customary
products. Their reponses are summarized in the chart below.

Perceptions on Why Metrication is Inevitable

Response

World markets will
demand metric products

U.S lk Government will require
the iise of the metric system

Ripple effect of other U.S.
companies converting._

Rest of the world uses the
metric system or are converting

U.S. Government is requiring
the use of the metric system

Provide a common measurement
language

Multinational manufacturing
consortiums will use the
metric system

111111/111111011111011111/1/1111/111/11A

/11111/11/101111/1311INIMINIM

1111/1111/111111111/11/1/M

111/1111111111/11011/1101M

11/11/17M

1

I 1 1 1 1 I C I 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 8 2 10
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Chicken/egg syndrome

The chicken/egg syndrome comes about because a perceived
,economic penalty is associated with metrication. Onone hand,
manufacturers say 'a metric product will cost mOre. O'ri the

other hand, the Department of Defense says it does not,want to
bear the brunt of industry's total conversion costs. The air-
lines' positions are similar to Defense'.s: they will not rp-
quest a metric airplane but.will accept whatever is economi-
cally available. .

Manufacturers are saying that there is just no customer
demand for a metric airplane. One general aviation'firm,sells
50-percent of its production in .the export market and has re-
ceived no pressures for a metric aircraft. It envisions that
its next generation aircraft, not even on the.drawilv board'
yet, will also be built to customary specifications. None'of
the commercial aircraft manufacturers we talked to had re-
ceived orders'by an airline, domestic or foreign, for a met- -

ric aircraft. In fact, foreign airlines may resist any ef-
fort to metricate'aince their fleets, parts, and tools are
built around U.S.-designed aircraft. The Belgians, by pur-
chasing a U.S. military aircraft (P-16) instead of a French
plane (the, Mirage)', have, dedonstrated that forces in the
marketplace take precedence Over metrics.

According to .the 1975 aerospace industry metrication
report, conversion of the industry is unlikely, to result from
positive economic forces. Some incentives inust,be artifi-
cially fmposed--most probably by governments--if the industry

is (:)convert. Most o'f.the major manufacturers we contacted
agree. One major firm reports no pressures from customers
for metrics and suggests that the Government may have to pro-
vide some "seed" money to get things going..

Of the 14 aerospace firms responding to our survey of
the Fortune 500, 13 characterized their metric status as
"meeting the demands of customers." One indicated it would
attempt to block or postpone metrication. Not one company
saw itself as a leader in the metrication process, nor did'
any see itself as following the lead of others in its indus-
try. Industry's perception is clear--the customer will
lead the way.

During the early 1970s some companies anticipated a
strong, mandatory metric act with time frames for conversion
and began to plan accordingly because legislation proposed
at that time contained such provisions. The absence of these
provisions in the Metric Conversion Act of 1975 has caused
these companies to retrench. They have now joined the "wait-
and-see" crowd.
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Government policies are important to this industry
because its purchases are by far,the largest market for aero-
space products. For the period 1967 through 1976, Government
purchases of aerospace products accounted for about 75 per-
cent of the industry's total sales of $228 billion. If Gov-
ernment purchases were to be predominantly metric,,the effect
would be pervasive.and would drastically affect the private
market. There is no indication that the Federal Government
will take such action. (Federal operations and policy are
discussed in ch. 22.)

Coordination and plans

Nearly every company we contacted has a metric plan or
policy statement. These documents are very tentative and
flexible. Their contents range from general guidelines to
very detailed instructions, but they all are dependent on
customer demand or the introduction of an incentive that is
not presently perceived to exist.

The ANMC Aerospace Sector Committee has developed a met-
rication plan which is updated periodically. Its plan is as
tentative as the various. Company plans. The plan's preface
states that aerospace equipment manufacturers will not likely
convert in unison and that there is no industrywide metric
capability now and none envisioned for the near future.

The international market

The exportation of aerospace products is veryimportant
to the indugtry and the U.S. econoiy. In 1976 aerospace ex-
ports of $7.8 billion accounted for nearly 7 percent of all
U.S. exports.; Foreign sales comprised about 33 percent of
the industry's total,sales of aerospace prodats, and about
50 percent 'of all; transport, aircraft on order were bound for
foreign markets. Civilian exports comprise ilk& 72 percent
of the total dollar value of exports, and mi ary product
account for 28 percent..

How important are units of measure in exporting our aero-
space products? In response to our Fortune 500 questionnaire,
the 14 aerospace firms unanimously indicated that price, qual-
ity, reliability, and superior technology are the major fac-
tors in promoting exports. The gonsensus is that measurement
language and/or engineering standards are of minor signifi-
cance. The respondents' attitudes are shown in the table on-
the following page.
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Factors

Significance Of Factors In Promoting
L

Exports

No basis
to judge

Of major
significance

Of moderate .

significance
Of minor

significance

No.

14

14

P-arcent .No. Percent No.

-

Percent No.

No
- ,

Percent

Competitive prices

High quality

100

100 -

Superior technology 14. 100 -

Good reputation and
reliability 14 100

Good product mainten-
ance and servicing 13 93 1 7

Design/manufacture
of products in cus-
tomary (or English)
units and/or engi-
neering standards 1 12 86 1 7

Design/manufacture
of products in
metric units and/
or engineering
standards - 14 10 72. 2 14

The world market for aerospace products is currently
dominated by the United.States and uses its customary
measurement system. However, some people within the industry
question how long this will continue to be true, particularly
_because the 1975 industry metrication repOrt said that, as
early as 1974, the United Kingdom mandated that all future
military aircraft contracts would specify metric modules.
An association of European manufacturers has stated that,
to counter American sales in aircraft, all future commercial
aircraft projects will employ metric modules.

Before the early 1970s, Brazil--a metric country--was
the U.S. industry's number one export country for general
aviation aircraft.

A manufacturer's association official told us that since
the early 1970s Brazil has introduced some nontariff trade
barriers which force U.S. manufacturers into licensing agree -
ments. As a result, the Brazilian aircraft manufacturing in
dustry has made a'rapid advance. It has changed from air-
craft assemblers to manufacturers of aircraft parts, including
air frames, radio andnavigation equipment, and ground support
equipment. This development, plus the possibility of
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international consortiums for military and commercial
projects, could have major effects through technology trans-
fers., To date,, there have been no significant Trans-Atlantic
Aerospace consortiums. However, such an arrangement was at-
tempted recently between a major U.S. manufacturer and a
French firm. An agreement in principle was reached to jointly
build a midrange commercial passenger aircraft, but a final
agreement was not completed.

However, the recent announcement by a major British aero-
space company that it was not converting creates some ques-
tions. According to a U.S. aerospace industry official, this
British company cited pressures from customers (airlines) as
its reason for not cor9erting, which means that in the near
future new aircraft built outside the United States will be
essentially customary.

Advantages and benefits questioned

The benefits of metrication most often mentioned by aero-
space firms are,reater standardization and rationalization
(reduction in the number) of dtandards and parts. Other ben-
efits sometimes mentioned incl de

- -ease of calculations,

- -opportunity to introduce betteritechnology,

- -increase of foreign sales through international
standardization,

- -opportunity to avoid some nontariff trade barriers,
,,and

--pressure to seek out better designs.'

Comments from the airlines, trade associations, and some
manufacturers generally attest to the inevitability of metri-
cation but deny theexistence of any major economic benefits.
According to ome, the standardization and rationalization

IP
arguments ar not totally valid. Both goals are continually
sought after anyway and can be achieved without metrication.
According, to one aerospace manufacturer,"the North Atlantic
Treaty,Organization needs standardization but not a metric
airplane. It is also agreed that there ere no benefits in a
soft canversion. Soft conversion offers no hope of increased
standardization or rationalizatio/ n.

Of the 14 aerospace firms responding to our Fortune 500
questionnaire, 13 responded t§ ou, qUestions on the frequently



attributed advantages of metrication to their company. As can
be seen below, opinions were rather mixed.

Frequently
attributed
advantages

The metric system
is easier to use
and would result
in feWer errors.

Conversion will,'
increase .or
'tect the present
amount of expo'rts
and work overseas

.Conversion wAll
provide an oppOr-"'
tunity to 'stand-
ardize products

Trade will befa-
cUitated,through

measure-
ment

common easure7
ment language

opinions on Advan ?ages of Metrication

Agree
No: Percent

46

38

85

9 69

Use of the metric,'

or, ::proauction
Allia,,01A in-..;

efficiencies .. 3 23

.Use'of the metric
system will fa,
cilitate techino-
logical advances - -

Conversion will
provide tin'opporr

. tualty for im-'
'pOrving product
:standards 8 62

.Conversion'will
stimulate your
industry .. - - ,-,

Does not No basis
Disagree apply to judge

No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent

6 46 1 8

8 62

1 8 1 8

6 46 31,

9 69 2 15' 2 15

4 31 - 1 8

...

11 85 - 2 '15

23 8

No one believes that metrication will benefit its com-
panytby stimulating the industry or facilitating technologi-
cal advances. Only three believe production efficiencies will
improve.
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There is general agreement in three areas:

- -Metrication will provide an opportunity to standardize
products.

- -Metrication will provide an opportunity, to improve
product standards.

- -Trlde will be facilitated through a common measurement
language.

Aerospace companies agree that metrication presents an oppor-
tunity to improve products and product standardization. Their
responses are not an 'affirmation-of the probability of success
for achieving those goals through metrication. rOduct stand-,.
ardization and improvement are goals which,redeiv nstant
attention anyway. Metrication presents another opportunity to
focus that attention but, with orb without metrication, some
factors take precedence over these goals as shown in the pro-
gram to develop an optimum metric fastener system. (See ch. 7.)

Nine of the 13 respondents agreed that' trade would be
facilitated through the use of a common language. This is
not to say, however, that trade or exports would increase.
In response to another question, all 14 firms responded and
10 said that they expect no'chan2e in exports as a result of
conversion; the other 4 anticipdlie a sllght increase in ex-
ports. The consensus appears to be that the firms see .some
improvements in the administrative aspects from conversion but
do'not see significant change.in the total amount of exports.

The following table shows the 14 'companies' responses to
how the frequently attributed disadvantages of metrication
would apply,.to their companies.
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Frequently
attributed

disadvantages

Conversion will

Opinions on Disadvantages of Metrication

No basis
Agree Disagree to judge

No. ,Percent No. Percent No. Percent

be costly%

Training em-
ployees will be
time consuming

11

11

79

, 79

3

3

21

21

Conversion will
result in dual
inventories 12' 86 2 14

Customers will
be confused by
the metric system 7 50 6 43 1 7

Conversion will
increase the
prices of your
company's products 10 71 2 14 . 2 14

Conversion,pill
result in safety
hazards and errors .4 29 8 57 2'. 14

Sales will be
lost to foreign
imports 12 86 2 14

Conversion of
products will re-
quire retesting 7 50 .6 43 1 I

.

Product standards
will. have to be
changed , 11 '79 1 7 2 7

As indicated in the table, the consensus is that metrication
will

--be costly,

--reguire'time7consuming training,

-7require dual inventories,

.7-increase the price of products, and

--require the change of product standards.
I

Several. aerospace firms in the Fortune 500 believe that
someone other than theMselves will benefit from conversion.
The. following chart shows how the aerospac.firms responded to
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our questions on whether the advantages of conversion outweigh
the disadvantages for their company'and the NationJ, Ten of
the 14 firms felt that it would be an advantage for the Na-
tiOn, but only 5 of the 14 indicated that conversion would be
an advantage to themselves.

Significantly: 2

Weighing of Advantages/Disadvantages

Aerospace firms

Slightly: 3

Same: 3

Significantly: 4

United States

Significant y: 3

Significantly: 2

Slightly: 1
,Slightly: 2 No basis to judge: 1

Slightly: 7

CIAdvantages outweigh Disadvantages Disadvantages'Outweigh Advantages

Development of metric standards--
key.to metric products

Not unlike other manufacturing industries, the aerospace
industry relies heavily on engineering and product standards
for the development and manufacture of its products. The
large manufacturers rely on thousands'of suppliers and sub-
contractors for materials, parts, and components which make
up the final product. The manufacturer controls these items
through engineering standards.

The U.S. aerospace industry's standards, which are based
on the customary measurement system, are essentially the
world's standards. If metric dimensions are required, the
standard is usually soft converted. For example, the new
British-French Concorde has customary parts in many critical
areas. The ConCorde, sometimes referred to as a metric air-
craft' has fewer metric parts than the. French Caravelle, which
U:S. airlines operated and maintained without serious problems
a.:, 'number years ago. The new European Airbus, A-300, has a
number of compon4nts built to U.S. engineering standards,
according.to an official of a U.S. airline which is consid-
ering buying this aircraft. We were also told that the Air-
bus, like the Concorde, is less metric than the Caravelle.
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The airline will not, have to purchase metric tools or provide
metric training for its employees"ta Operate or maintain the
Airbus, we' were informed.

CONCORDE pHoTO COURTESY OF AIR FRANCE.
. .

Metricating the industry 's standa rds

asreStandards rewriting in metric meu s is one of the'
first and most important tasks facing
transition to metric measures, accotcOthe

industry in its
ng t°

metrication report. The industry several thousand stand-
ards which cover every, conceivable situation leading to the
production and-vdelivery of its prodnote and

(supplies.

iWhether ated irl metric unitsa standard will be transi
(soft converted) or a new metric stand ard will be developed
depends on decisions made within the industry. Some groups,

is
lo

it is reported, believe that soft conversion a waste of
time and money because it serves no eful purpose. One major
manufacturer disagrees by stating that soft conversion famil-
iarizes engineers with the metric system.

The expected benefits from conversion Of standards are
the reducing of the number of standar Os used and improving t4,--

atechnology embodied in the standards, according to the majority
of manufacturers contacted. However,, it is also recognized
that these benefits are coincidental 0 metric conversion.
That is, either purported benefit could be attained without
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conversion, but conversion provides an additional opportunity
to accomplish these goals.

. .

The number of industry standards which would have to be
'converted has been estimated at about 4,000. This estimate
was made through a cooperative effort of the Aerospace Indus -
tries Association, the Society. of Automotive Engineers, and
the,Department of Defense.

An initial group of 263 basic engineering standards,
which have an impact on,an additonal 1,500 parts standards,
have been slated for conversion. Each of the above organi-
zations has, been assigned responsibility to convert some of
these standards.. A timetableihas been established, and the
conversioncis to be completed by 1981. In addition, ANMC's
Aerospace Sector Committee has established a log on the con-,
version, status of. the'industry's-standaas..

Standards conversion- will,be a'costly undertaking. Just
how costly'has not been. determined., ANMC's Aerospace Sector
Colmittee came up with an estimate of $29 million to convert
most of the .aerospace standards. This estimate was based on
the conversion of 4,000 standards by 20 cooperating firms,
requiring 1.16 million staff-hours at $25 an hour.

A long-term, dual inventory will exist

The life span of aircraft varies widely. Generally, man-
ufacturers assume that an aircraft will be in use for more
than 30 years. An exception to this would be military fighter
aircraft which have an expected useful life of about 12 years.
Inventories of parts and components for existing customary
-aircraft. would have, to be maintained for the life of these
aircraft.

Because design costs for aircraft are very high, manu-
facturers tend to improve the basic model rather than design
a new one:every few years. U.S. manufacturers of the jumbo
jets'eXpect that descendants will be around for many years,
at least beyond the year 2000. We were told, for instance,
that the fuselage for the 757--an aircraft yet to be pro-
duced--will be essentially the same as the one for a 727.

So even if U.S. manufacturers were to metricate now, eco-
nomic reality dictates that spare parts and components design-
ed to customary specifications would have to be maintained for
many years. The resulting dual inventory would be one of the
major problems facing the industry and its customers.
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Manufacturers wary of conversion costs

In discussions with manufacturers, a wide range of opin-
ions on metrication-costs were given. One official said that
there were costs, but they were difficult to define. Another
disputed this by sayi that the costs of metrication can and
should be computed. Ano declared that it was useless to
track the costs because the tracking process itself costs
money and is not post effective. According to the 1975 indus-
try comments on costs are usu§lly avoided
because estima es serve little useful purpose in the industry.

The manufacturers generally feel that conversion will be
costly, but have conducted no cost studies to support this
view. They expect to incur costs in

--converting engineering standards,

--maintaining dual inventories,

--converting computer data files,

--converting capital equipment,

--purchasing metric tools and equipment, and

--recertifying products.

The manufacturers generally expect that the costs will
be managed to minimize the impact of conversion. While no
overall cost estimates were available, two manufacturers told
us that the cost of a metric product should not be more than
3 to 5 percent above the cost of a customary product.

We were provided some-rough estimates on the cost of con-
4rting certain items. AS discussed earlier, the industry may
.spend about $29 million to convert some 4,000 engineering stand-
ards. One small manufacturer estimated that it may spend
$200,000 over a 4-year peiiod to convert capital equipment and
.invest 6,000 staff-hours to convert the first aircraft oper-
ating manual and 20,000 staff -hours for another five manuals.

Certification of aircraft and parts is required by FAA.
Metrication may create a need for a recertification program.
We were told by one manufacturer that certification of a se-
ries of parts may cost $100,000. It may be difficult to de-
termine whether these costs are metrication costs or.normal
cdsts, however.
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The cost of conversion could lead to increased prices of
products. However,' the 14 aerospaCe companies responding to
our Fortune 500 questionnaire were split,on the impact of con-
version on product. prices. Seven believe that metrication
will increase product prices in the long run, six indicated
that conversion will have little or no effect on prices, and
one said prices would decrease somewhat.

Role of the Federal Government

The 14 aerospace manufacturers responding to our Fortune
500 questionnaire provided a mixed reaction to who should es-
tablish the dates for conversion and whit role the Federal
Government should have during conversioA. Although it was
generally agreed that the Government should coordinate activ-
ities and counsel and advise interested parties, only three
firms indicated that the U.S. Metric Board should establish
industry conversion dates 'if the United States converts. One
firm indidated that the Congress should set the dates, five
said industry associations, two said customers, and one said
there was no basis to,judge. Two said individual firms should
set the dates.

The 14 firms:w 'ikSomewhat split on whether the Federal
Goverriment should u 1 s., purchasing power to encourage con-
version. While there wab general agreement,with this posi7
tion (9 of 14), there was some .itiOlig'insagrtbmetit
as.can' be seen below.

J

Encourage Conversion Through Federal Procurement
10- (

9

8

7

a 6
O
1 4
E
2 3

2

Strongly
Agree

Agree

ISomewhat
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Our discussions with aerospace manufacturers led to a
general opinion that the Metric Board is useful and'neeaed,
and a principle duty should be to organize metric activities "..
.Within the Government. The Board _should-be concerned with
'4ajor segments of society and not with conversion plans of
indiv41al companies. There is a need for national guidance,

--but first the national intent and piirpose needs to beclearly,
identified. Additionally, the Board should not set mandates
unless it is willing,to help fund the program. The impetus
for metrication should be consumer initiated ancl product,
oriented.

Ope bfficial for a m jor manufacturing firm states that
the Board does not need a lot of authority .but that it,shOuld..
be able to approve conver ionrplans It should have the :power.
to motivate the "foot- draggers." In many cases there w111%be-
no economic advantage to etrication, according to this'offi-
cial; thus, the Board could create the Motivation. The Bbard.
may need. money.and more legislation.

According to another official, if metric is directed from
the top through Government mandates, a shorter transition po-
riod will ensue, but the process will be more evensive: If
allowed to metricate solely through the marketpAce, the tran-
sition period would be very long. ,A better course 'would beto
have the marketplace direct the transition in the beginPing.
And at the end it could be centrally directed.

Timing of conversion

The following chart shows the 14 aerospace firms' att*
tudes in the Fortune 500 on the shortest (mandatory) t frame
and the optimum "time frame in which they could convert. % The
majority indicated that within 15 years, they could convert
whether the, conversion period was the shortest or the optimum.,
However, many of the firms indicated that longer transition
periods would be necessary. One firm indicated that. if the,,
conversion was not mandatory, a conversion period never would
be optimum.
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CONCLUSIONS

M,etrication in the aerospace industry is viewed as inev-
itable. Howgyer, manufacturers, customers, and Government

. seem to be wayting for someone else to begin the process.
Use of the 'customary system has not restricted the industry's
past performance, and conversion to the metric system is not
viewed as improving the industry's sales or technology.

Air operations' safety is a major concern of the aviation
community--nationally and internationally. Little is known
about the implications of metrication in this area. A tran-
sition from customary to metric measures would have to
carefully planned and implemented to avoid jeopardizing
safety. -

The extent of metric usage in air operations is difficult
to determine. Most countries register the measurement units
they are using with ICAO; however, we found several instances
where major countries reported using meters for altitude when
they were using feet.

Certain customary units generally are used more than met-
ric in air operations. This as well as the safety concerns
and the associated cost of converting related equipment, is
keeping the aerospace industry from converting.

The total conversion cost for aviation and the aerospace
industry has not been computed. If the estimates given to
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convert portions of aviation and the aerospace-industry are
correct, total conversion costs will probably.be measured
in billions of dollars.' Not only will the transition it-
self be expensive, lit manufacturers foresee a long-term
'price increase for metric products.

No major benefits liom conversion were identified which
would offset the cost of converting aviation or the aerospace
industry. However, ho group appears to be opposing com5er-
sion. Both the aviation community and the aerospace industry
expect the Government to play an important role in planningj
and coordinating any conversion.'
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CHAPTER 16

ADILEMMA FOR THE BUILDING AND

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

The industry
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Direct benefits 16-23
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CHAPTER 1

A DILEMMA FOR THE

BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

The building ancl construction industry is one the
largest contributors to the gross national produ In 1976
new construction was valued at $147.5 billion, '9 per-
cent of the gross national p oduct. In addit rge
amounts are spent each year or maintenance epaiK. In
January. 1978 almost 4 million persons were ployed in.con-
struction performed under con ract.

Metric conversion in the industry is taking place at a/
slow.rate. Major portions are not involyed in metrication,
and have no plans to become involved. Mich of the( industry
considers conversion to be inevitable and beneficial for the
United States as a whole but is generally passive toward it.,

The apparent reasons for thellack of activity are t
(1) the industry presently has no' compelling reasons to on-
vert, (2) the industry is uncertain of the national pol cy
and Federal commitment to conversion, (3)"parts of the ndus-
try are concerned about the costs and not certain of the en-
efits, and (4) it is difficult for individual firms or seg-
ments of the industry to act-. :1-the industry is too diver-.
sified, and no firm is large e . lelad. Metrication
of the -bililding and; constructi -,...try probably would not .

qoccurn the near future unless it -is mandated or the Federal
Ggvernment plays a greater role in bringing it about.

have obtained data on the status of metrication in
the industry, the advantages and disadvantages of conversion,
and the implications that changing to the metric system would
have. Information was also obtained on how conversion should
be approached. We held discussions with numerous industry
representatives, the American National Metric'Council, Fed-
eral and State officials, and other knowledgeOle individuals.
Questionnaires (see app. I) were sent to 394 cndustry associa-
tions, organizations, and labor unions (hereafter referred
to as associations). Replies were received from 302 associa-
tions; 285 of them were usable. In addition, 67 of the
respondents to our questionnaire sent to 1,004Lsmall businesses
in various sectors of the economy were construction firms
(see ch. 5). Their views have been included where appropriate.

THE INDUSTRY

As shown below, the,largest single category of construc-
'tion is residential, accounting for,about 40 perceht.of total
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new construction. About 25 percent of ,neW.construction is
owned,by* Federal, State, and local governments.

50

40 -

30
204

10,

New Construction in the United States- -1976

Residential Public Offices
utilities and

other
buildings

II Public Ownership

El Private Ownership

Other Highways
public and

construction streets

Indu trial Edu- Other Hospitals
rational' private and

Institutions

Military

The industry consists of not only those who are actually
,,doing the building and constructing but also the individuals
and firms that provide the services and materials. This in-
cludes the architects, engilleeris, surveyors, plumbers, brick
manufacturers, labor, distributors, contractors, etc. 1p the
broad sense, it also includes ealtors, financing institu-
tions, lumber and hardware stores, and building codes and
standards organizations. The building and construction in-
dustry may be considered a collection of many related indus-
tries rather than a single industry.

Most of the industry firms are small. The Bureau of the
Census estimated that in 1972 there were about 920,000 con-
struction contractors, builders, and subdividers and devel-
opers of land for building. Only about 10 percent of the
establishments had 10 or more employees. No single firm sup-
posedly has a large enough share of the market to act as an
industry leader.
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STATUS OF CONVERSION

Industry's interest in metrication has increased since
passage of. the Metric Conversion. Act in 1975. However, de-

_:Spite7the support _expressed for conversion and a,general: be-
lief. by' much ofthe industry that conversion is inevitable,
the industry is moving ,slowly toward increased use of' the
metric system. A large part of the industry was not involved
in metrication and has no plans to become involved. As.far
as we Could determine, no firm :in the industry has converted
to the metkic system in its domestic operations or has defi-
nite plans to convert. One paint producer was marketing its
products in metric-size containers for its foreign and domes-
tic markets, and some of the larger construction firms and
manufacturers have'.metric coordinators or committees. Some
architectural and engineering firms and construction cont'rac-
tors' have used'the metric system to some degree in their for-
eign work, and some manufacturers have produced products to
metric dimensions when requested by foreign customers.

The industry is primarily passive toward metric convey
sion, Its major metrication activities have been 11) keeping
abreast of metric developments in the industry and other in-
dustries that May:have An impact, (2) considering the impli-
cationd that conversion would have, and (3) in some cases,
working. to develop.'S 'plan to be'prepared when conversion be-.
comes necessary.

.

American National Metric Council

The American National Metric Council has established a
Construction Industries Coordinating Committee as the prime
industry committee. The committee, for the most part, is made
up of representatives from major industry associations. Other
committees, such as the Lumber and Wood Products Sector Com-
mittee, are.involved to the extent that their membets provide
materials and services to the buildin
tr y.

9,and construction indus- .

The Coordinating Committee has been divided into the.
following sector committees: Detign, Codes and Standards,
ProdUcts Manufacturers, Contractors, Real Estate, Users, and
Surveying andA4aPping. The Coordinating .Committee is.toServe
as a.forum' for diScussion of issues-and exchange of informs-
tion'and to develop an overall conversion plan for implementa
tion by the industry. Each sector committee is to develop

13its own conversion plan which is expected to be widely circu-
. lated in the industry.)

At the time ofour study, some of the subsector commit-
tees had been in the process of forming and organizing.. The



Construction Industries Coordinating Committee was working on
a conversion plan for consideration by the industry. The Lum-
ber and Wood Products Sectoi Committee already had a conver-
sion plan for softwood lumber. Under the plan, lumber such
as the 2 by 4 (inches) stud, which is used extensively in
building, would be "soft-converted" to the nearest millimeter,
38 by. 89. The 2 by 4 inches is a nominal size with the actual
size being. 1-1/2 by 3-1/2 inches or 38.1 by 88.9 millimeters.
It is planned that nominal sizes would be eliminated at the
same time that conversion takes place. Whether.the 2 by 4
will be popularly known as the 38 'by 89 is uncertain.

No formal action had been taken on metric sizes of panel
products. It appears, however, to be the industry consensus
that the standard 4- by 8-feet (1,219.2 by 2,438.4 millimeters)
wood panel would be changed. to 1,200 by 2,400 millimeters, a
reduction of about 3/4 inches in width and 1-1/2 inches in
height. We were told by industry representatives that pro-
ducti9p machinery can be easily converted to produce the size
without much expense. Some production efficiency or plant
production would be lost because .a smaller size is being pro-
duced, and there would probably'be a slight increase in cost
peP square foot. Rooks in houses built with the.smaller
panel may also be smaller with lower'ceilings because panel
size usually determines room size to an extent., No agreement
has been reached on panel thickness because a change in thick-
ness may require retesting to determine whether the product
would still Meet building code requirements.'

The Lumber and Wood Products Sector Committee anticipated
no further significant 'action until it appears that conversion
is necessary.* The committee did not believe that conversion
would be beneficial to the lumber and, wood products industry
and will take no action that would force it.

About 25 percent-of the lumber used in the. United States
is imported from Canada. This is about 60 percent of Canada's

'lumber production. There is,,howeve, little trade in wood
panel between the United States and Canada.'

The Canadian construction industry has established Jan-
uary 1, 1978, as the date for the start of metrication. To
meet both the U.S. and Canadian markets, the. CanadiSn lumber
industry will continue to .produce lumber in existing sizes,
lengths, and grades but market it in metric measurements, a
Soft conversion, in Canada by September, 10-1979, and in cus-
tomary terminology in the United States. Final decisions on
lumber sizes will not be made until the United States con-
verts. The industry will produce the 1,200 by 2,400 milli-
meters wall panel on demand for the Canadian market after
January 1, 1978.
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Associations

Only a few industry associations have progressed beyond
the establishment of a metric coordinator or committee and
approval of a metric policy. As shown in the fallowing table,
a substantial number of associations responded to our ques-
tionnaire that theyhave no plans for key metric activities.

Industry -Assoclations' Status of Metrication

Metrication activity Completed

In process
or

plans for
No plans .

for

No basis to
judge/does
not apply

Metric policy

(percent of associations)

statement 18 18 52 12
Metric coordinator or
committee 24 24 41 11

Member survey 8 14 61 17
Associaton funds

budgeted for con-
version 5 14 66 15

Conversion cost analy-
sis 2 7 71 21

Metric training of
members 2 24 61 13

Standards in both
customary and metric 6 38 41 16

Soft conversion of
.

standards 4. 27 46 22
Hard conversion of
standards 1 17 56 26

Consumer information 2 20 57 21
Decisions on design
Aimensions and/or
product sizes 4 27 42 27'

Timetable for con-
version 2 16 66 16 ,

Coordination with
industry 4 46 39 12

Coordination with
government 2 33 48 17

many associations have given little, if any, con-
sideration to metric conversion'-and had no plans to do so,
some associations have been involved for varying reasons.
The American Institute of Architects, for example, has formed,
a metric task force that is developing a metric ptactice
guide for building design and construction. The document
will address aspects, such as preferred sizes for building,
the impact of conversion on building products, and metric
drawing scales and'convention. The 1980 editionof the
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Architectural Graphic Handbook is to have a chapter on the
metricIsystem, and the 1985.edition may be in metric, depend-'
ing on status of.metriCation in the industry. The Institute,
however, has supported metrication as beneficial for the ih-
duStry since 1944. Resolutions in.favor bf conversion were
passed in 1973 and'1975 while metric legislation was being
considered.

The National Paint and Coatings -ASsociation, which rep-
resents about 1,000 firmS in Ole-paint industry, has.been
involved in examining .t. impact of"metrication since 1972.
Xt. belieVes that metrication offers no economic. advantage to
the paint. industry. and will have a substantial cost .impact.
However, the association considers metric conversion inevit-
able, primarily because some of the industry's. major custom-
ers, such as the automobile.induStry, are expected to begin
ordering paint in metric quantities. As a result, its metric
activities are oriented toward helping its members anticipdte
Metrication problems; coordinate_converSion, and minimize
costs.

The association has recommended that member firms give
both the customary measurement ancl metric'equivalent for con7
tents on their paint cans until i&becOmes necessary to con-
vert to metric-size cans. The following metric can sizes.
have been recommended:

--4 liters to replace 1 gallon.
-=1 litee to replace 1 quart.
.7:500 milliliters to replace 1 pint..

7=-250 milliliters to replace 1/2 pint.
--125 milliliters to replace 1/4 pint.

The metric can sizes would be about 6 percent larger than
the customary sizes.

Although many paint manufacturers are showing both the
customary and metric equivalents for contents on their paint'
cans, ddring our review we-identified only one manufacturer
that, marketed. paint in metric-size containers for the domestic
market. : About,2 yearsagoi the firm began,using containers of'
1, 4, and 201iters.in sizefor export. A representatitte,of
the firm believes that customary containers are not very market-
able.in metric countries and that. conversion has given his firm
'a competitive edge in foreign,countries. The nein also decided
:to sell' paint. in the domestic market in metric cans. Some
customer resistance to the metric cans was expected, but none'
developed.

. .

The firm's exports account for 10 to 20 percent of:its
total sales compared to about 2 percent for the industry as
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a. whole. This firm is able to exit becaUse it produces
high quality stains and other specialty items which do not
have a great deal of competition in the foreign countries.
Paint generally is not "considered an exportable item. Ship-
ping costs make the price of the paint less competitive with
local producers in foreign countries. The export market is
not important to most paint_manufacturers. Some large-produ-
cets have production plants in foreign countries that market
paint in metric cans.

A representative of another paint producer that.does
some exporting said that exporting in customary containers
had not affected his firm's sales, but he anticipated that
at some time in the future foreign countries will require
metric containers.

A potential problem exists for the paint export market.
The paint can sizes used in most metric countries would not
be the same as those proposed by the National Paint and
Coatings Association. For instance, most of Europe uses a
5-liter rather than the proposed 4-liter can.

None of the other paint manufacturers we talked to had
plans to convert unless it was made mandatory or market pres-
sures forced them to. The one firm using metric-size cans
in the domestic market had no plans to-convert its production
and other internal operations.

Small construction firms

In our questionnaire to small businesses we asked the
current-status of three major metrication activities. The
small construction firms responded as follows.

In process' Does
Metrication ' or No plans not
activity Completed, plans for fo& apply

Estimate cost
to convert

Convert or
develop pro-
ducts in met-
tic sizes

Convert or
obtain equip-
ment in met-
ric sizes

(percent of firms)

6

16 -7
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79 15

74 21
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.
Thus, very. few of the small construction firms appear to be
involved in metrication, and a large percentage have no plans
to'. become involved.

FEDERAL ACTIVITY

The Federal Government is the building and construction
'industry1A:largest single customer, accouenting for about 5
percent,of total new construction. It exerts additional in-
flUenceon- the industry through grants for construction of
hOspitals,highways, airports, etc., and housing and home

'.mortgagejoan'guarantee programs.

discussed metrication activities and plans with sev-
eral.ofthe:MajOr construction agencies. *Although activities
variedithe general consensus of the construction agencies
wasthat they must keep pace with the construction induStry
butigapt lead or'attempt to farce the industry into converting.

,SeV1Pralagency officials told us that there is little metri-
cation activityl'in the industry.

Army Cores of Engineers

The Corps of. Engineers hack no planS to unilaterally
change to metric construction. ''.Torps officials indicated
that they cannot force the construction industry to convert
because the Corps represents.but.asmall segment of the con-
struction mrkt... No construction industry suppliers had ap-
proached Corps:officials with offers of. metric products.
The CorpS officials believed that it would be. costly to con -0
vert the:construction industry and that, if'the Corps used

. metric ineSSUrements for anew design, such as for a building,.
costs would increase. In addition, the officials were con"
cerned 'Etat the industry. may.not be able to produce the re-
quired metric products.. The officials further said that if

"tiievCorps issued a request for proposal for metric construc-
tion, no firms would offer bids.

Corps officials did. not view soft conversion as benefi-7,

cial. They indicated that the Corps must use the same meas-.
urement system as.the construction industry.

Bureau of. Reclamation

The Bureau of _Reclamation, Department of the Interior,
had interpreted the overall department policy as one of con-
verting. tO the metric system'by 1980. Bureau officials plan
to implement the policy with one overriding consideration--it
will.keep.pace with rather than lead: the industry. A Bureau
official said that the construction industry had slowed its
metrication because.of a delay in the establishment of the.
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U.S. Metric Board. His opinion was that the Bureau should
not use its purchasing power to prod the industry into con-
verting but that the industry should take the initiative.

'44'0
Metric committees have been formed in the various Bureau

organizational elements. Each employee had received two 2-
hour metric training sessions with' more extensive training
for-some-employees.

As of December metric specifications had been
exclusively used in four instances: two dams; an electrical
substation, and equipment to be used in a desalting project.
The specifications for the desalting equipment will be a soft
conversion. The survey and design data for the substation
and dams will be in metric. The design and engineering draw-
ings will give only metric measurements, but each drawing will
have a, table listing each dimension on the drawing and its
customary equivalent. The projects will actually be a combi-
nation of hard and soft conversion. Specifications for stand-
ard items, such as a concrete block,. would give the metric
equivalent of the standard customary-size block. Pipe may
have a hard metric length, such as 12 meters, with the gAam-
eter the metric equivalent of one of the standard cuetlinary,
diameters. The bidding on the first of these contracts' shotild'
take plac'e sometime during the early part of 1978.' - .':%

Also, the Bureau had previoUsly awarded two cleaeiriTarld-,
fencing contracts for which the specifications' were.a combi7
nation of customary, and metric. The fence wa :in etrlx
lengths with customary wire gauges. The feiice po s Were ,w.

:F..standard customer posts with theft/. length,in-hat Metti6-.
.

# ) li, .0
-, .

air IA Bureau off cial told us that the ureau tt b fg"'metrication because its programs for de elopingater re
sources span so many years from desisn.to 'copipi!tiorkepf con-i.
struction. He said the additional costs for:thesekqiejects. .6

are insignificant because the Bureau is not Omanding metric
materials. -The contractors may spend a littlerektra,time with
the specifications because of their unfemili#rity,with the
metric system. The number of bidders on the9contract§,wgre.
not expected .to decrease because the pr6jets'a-re in metric.' 'Th
Naval Facilities Engineering Command

The Naval Facilities Engineering Cbmmar 3, which is re,- '
sponsible fpr procuring all Navy construetipp is' the largest
single preparer of military and Fpderal oonstructign-related)
specifications. Many of its used by other,
Federal agencies and State and local goveDnmente

. a

The Command had no plans for soft hard convert" ,

its construction specifications, whichrar% in .customary units.



A Command official Indicated that cOnstructipn Specifications
would be in metric With any construction industry
plans to convertr..

a.

Tennessee Valley,Authority

The Tennessee Valley, Authority did not have a formal
metnication-policy.- 'It is'neither. for nor against_metrica-
tion. Authority officials. said that the Authority plans to
keep pace with induStry and:other,Federal agencies. but will
not take a lead:: Design and construction is done in custo-
mary units; no plans to specify construction are in metric.

Veterans Administration

The VeteranS.AdministratiOn had not specified metric
,ccastructi-ond had no plans to do so. Its policy is to

epit.leand,use available materials. An agency official told
s th4t Oie' Veterans Adthydstration would not take a lead

role ii metr4Cation because it does not have a large enough
, pàrt 9f Oe.totaa const ction market. The official said

'thet liehad not bean a ush toward conversion in his contacts
the irtfi UStr:y:

f 'Standards
.

sic stated,objeotives for its Center for Build-
, lng Tecbnoig.y a fr'to develop and advance building technology

bey tch'icial and scientific information which can
Cheldtedtilliprovette'usefulness, safety, and economy of
bUiXdigs whilecontervinglpuilding materials and energy.
he Centertalso.aims to encourage the use of improved tech-
logy by building?coMunity.

51Ce_iCepter's,MAjor-weArication activities have been
colt tingt data on the activities of international stan-

akds orea izations and the experiences of other countries
-. that have-' een involved in metrication and (2) providing

assistance on metrication .t.,0 the industry and other Govexn-
meat agehties:3, 114e centec is providing technical assistance'

.,.'and-,:srving as the secretariat for three of the seven Ameri-
.can National'Aetric douncil,construction sector-committees--

and Standards, and Products Manufacturers. In

addition the Center. has prepared several reports on the impact
olg cohersi*n3i4 provides lecturers to interested groups.

0
A tethni

Apstrali;n G
"Recommen

t , Building

onsultant to-the Center on loan from the
rnment has prepared an NBS report entitled
artice for the Use of Metric (SI) Units in
and Construction." The paper has been
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approved by the American Society for Testing and Materials asa voluntary national standard. The consultant was working ona draft standard which is to describe the methodology for
arriving at preferred metric dimensions and product sizes forconstruction. It is planned that these two standards would
be available for use by the industry if it converts.

Department of Housing_and_Urban _Development_

A Department of Housing and Urban tevelopment officialtold us that the Department does not have a metrication pol-icy and is generally inactive with regard to metrication.
The Department 4isures housing mortgages and loans and pro-
vides subsidies, but it does not contract for constructionexcept for a few demonstration housing units. It has certainminimum property standards, and the housing constructed under
Department programs is built to its standards. The Veterans
Administration and-the FarMsrs Home Administration also usethe Department's minimum property standards in their housingprograms. The Department believes-that changing these custom
ary standards to metric is'forcing metrication on the ownersof the housing.

General Services-Administration

The Public Building Service of the General Services Ad-ministration developed a position paper on metrication whichstates that in construction it will follow the lead of na-tional consensus standards.organizatibns, such as the Ameri-
can National Standards Institute and the American Society forTesting and Materials, in developing metric standards andspecificatiOns. Such organizations have broad representationof both user and producer interests in the industry.

A Public Building Service official said that metric
building standards have not been developed* and a single
agency, such as the General Services Administration, cannotforce the building and construction industry to convert.
He said that conversion by the agency would not have an ef-fect,on the industry.;

NO COMPELLING REASONS TO CONVERT

The iddustiys presently has no compelling or pressing
need towconvert in that (1) metrication is voluntary, (2) theindustry can still obtain customary materials without any difficulty, (3) customers are not demanding metric products, and(4) the industry exports very little and those we contactedwhich were involved in exporting generally did not view the
measurement sysfem.as.a significant factor in exports. With-out a compelling reason to convert, many in the industry are
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reluctant to make the change. Machinery, tools, products,
codes and,standards, and so'forth are predominantly in the
customary system. Theoindustry is familiar with the customary
system and has been successful with it.

International trade

The anticipated positive effects of metrication on int_
ternational trade was often cited by- building and construct
tion industry representatives as a compelling reason forothe
United States, as a whole, and for some selected industries
to convert to the metric system. The primary reason for this
belief is that nearly all countries are metric, and U.S prod
ucts designed'and produced in the customary system will ndt
be readily accepted in metric countries.

The impact thSt metric conversion would have on the
building and construction industrlOs exports is unknown. '0 4

However, more industry associations and small Construction
firms in responding to our questionnaire agreed than dis-
agreed that conversion would increase or protect the indus-
try's present amount of exports and work overseas. Iiikboth

cases, as shown on the following page, the largest number
indicated that they did not know or that the statement would
not apply. The majority ,of the associations did believe that
trade would be facilitated or made easier.by metrication.

,

Many industry repreSentatives we talked to,. however, did
not consider international trade to be a compelling reason for
the building and construction industry itself to convert, be-
cause it pritharily has a domestic market. Only a. small amount
of building materials is exported, and there does. not appear
to be much potential for increased exports of products such'
as brick and concrete block. Tariffs mayalso limit'the po-
tential.* For example,-a Canadian Wood Council official'told
us that there is almost no trade,in wood.paneling between the
United:States and Canada because of tariffs. In addition, we
were told by several firms and associations whOse members are
"involved in international trade that the measurement system
is not a significant factor in international trade of building
products or technology. Such factors as price, quality, repu--
tation, tariffs, and nontariff barriers are the, significant
factors. If demanded by :ctistomers, .product manufaCturers will
provide products with metric dimensions and construction
.firms will build metric buildings.

i
We discussed etric conversion with five of the largest

U.S. design and c nstruction companies that do substantial
foreign work. :Re resentatives of these firms generally.ae-

, lieved that conversion would not have a significant imp ct
on the amount of their foreign work. They indicated that the
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Conversitin Would Increase or Protect Exports

Industry associations

Disagree 10%

Does not
aPP1Y-

29%

Small construction firths
Agree 19%

Disagree 17%

No.basis
to judge

32%

. .

Agree 51%

No basis
to judge

46%

Trade Would be Facilitated

Disagree 10%

Does not apply 18%

No basis to judge 20%

NOTE: Totals in the above and following charts in this chapter may not add up to 100 percent
because of rounding.
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United States being customary myeded their efforts
to win foreign contracts.

U.S. construction firms appe to be very competitive
with. those of other countries in bidding on foreign construc-
tion contracts. According to the Engineering News Record,
109 of the top 400 U.S. construction companies wereaawarded
contracts totaling $15.6 billion in 1-976 for projects in 110
countries. Of the top 500 design firms, 172 firms billed
foreign clients in 133 countries for $637 million.

Another factor to consider in examining the,impact of,
metrication. on exports of building products,is whethet.the
metric sizes that would be prOduced in the United States.wOuld
be the same as the standard,in other countries. A member of
the ANMC Lumber and Wood. Products Sector Committee told us
that he did not believe'that metric conversion would make much
difference in exports. Inwood paneling, for example, a wide
variety of sizes are used in other countries. The 1,200- by.
2,400 - millimeters size which theU.S. industry would probably
adopt is fairly common in F;urone4 but WeSt Germany was using
a 1,250- by 2,500-millimeters panel and Japan was using a 900 -

by 1,800-millimeters panel. The representative further said
that the U.S. industry has done well in foreign markets with
its customary sizes and that these sizes have not been a prob-
lem in international markets because dithensions,are not that
critical.

Only a small. percent of'the associations and small
'construction firms believed that sales would be lost 'to for-
eign imports if the industry converted. Again' a large per-
centage had no basis to judge or said that the.statement would A
.not apply.

a

Sales Would be_Lost to Foreign Imports
Because of Conversion

Indus.try associations

Agree 476

Disagree.50%
No basis
to judge

30%

Does not
WW1'
15%'

No

Small. construction firms

Agree 10%

Disagree 36%

basis
to j Doei not

34% apply 19%
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No one to take the lead.

a. THe construction industry may be, fragmented and
diversified, but the various industry segments are highly
interdependent. As a result, no firm or segment appears will-
ing-to take the first step and.metricate because of economic
Consequences if the timing is wrong.(' or example, the size
of brick, concrete block, wood panel, and gypsum board are
coordinated. If a manufacturer-or-group-of-manufacturers of
one of these items changed to a metric size, the imcompati-
bility of the product with the others would probably result
in lost sales. The demand for the customary product would
be met by another manufacturer.

An example of this already occurring is the case of a
firm that provides home design plans and construdtion.draw-
ings. The firm began to dual dimension (give both customary
and metric dimensions) its drawings a couple of yara 4go be-
cause the firm believed that conversion was imminent. Build-
ing contractors did not understand what the metric dimensions
were, and as a result, sales began to decline. he firm de
cided to revert to showing only customary'Oimensi s. A re
resentative of the firm said that a large educatio. program
would be needed befoxe conversion. 4-

Designers do not plan to design in metric or specify
metric-size materials until the metric materials are avail-
able. Product manufacturers do not plan to produce metric
materials until they are specified by the architects. Con-
tractors cannot build metric buildings without metric designs
and materials. A coordinated, industrywide effort, including
Federal participation, would be needed if conversion is to
occur. As discussed later in this chapter, some proponents
of metrication have proposed that. the Federal Government spec-
ify construction in metric'to create a market for metric
materials and design.

METRICATION WOULD PRESENT MAJOR PROBLEMS FOR
THE BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

The proposed disadvantages of metrics conversion generally
,pertain to the costs involved in converting production equip-
ment training personnel, maintaining dual inventories, con-
-vertil4g building codes, retesting of building products and
.lost time and efficiency while adapting to a new measurement
,,S:"Irstem. (The cost of converting building codes and retesting
of Jouilding products are discdssed in a later section of this
ch.) Concerns have also been expressed that conversion would be
confusing t6fcustomers. Little conversion cost data is avail--
able, but nearly all firms and segments of the industry would
bear some costs of converting. Some anticipat4 substantial
osts.

C.)
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Conversion would cost but
the impact would vary

Most associations and an even larger percentage of the
small construction firms indicated in the responses to our
gdestionnaire that conversion would be costly.

Conversion Would be Costly

Agree 64%

Industry associations Small, construction firms

Diiagree 16%

Does not
apply 2%

No basis
to judge

18%

Agree
82% No basis to

judge 6%

Disagree 5%

Does not apply 8%

Conversion costs would vary by sector of the industry and
'firm. For example, it is not anticipated that. conversion:costs
for an architectural firm whose major conversion costs would
be for. such items as purchaSe of metric drawing scales," staff
trai dual inventories of stock plans, and revision of
tech 1-:.pUblications'would be as high as those for a manu-
fact which, in addition)to facing problems of train'ing.,
and inventories, must.make machinery adjustmehts.to ;Pro-
duce new metric -size products. The extent of the costs depends
on the type of operation and the manner in which metrication
takes place.

Metrication would probabay have the greatest initial cost
impact on the manufactUrers of building products because of
posSible equipment changes and dual inventories. The case of
the concrete block and brick induStrieS draws an interesting
contrast. The concrete block induOtry has already expressed
concerns abopt conversion-costs while there seems to be iittle
cost involved.for the brick industry:

Concrete block ihdustry

In 1974 the U.S. concrete block industry consisted of
about 1,600 plants producing about $1 billion of block.
Accordiyig to the National Concrete Masonry Associationabout
80 percent of concrete block manufacturers are small, family
owned businesses with one production plant. The industry is
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dece tralized with a typical marketing area being within a
30-mi adius of the plant in the Eastern United States and
up to 200 miles in some parts of the West.. There is almost
no exporting of concrete block.

The standard concrete block has a nomi size of 8 by
by 8 by 16 inches., The actual size is 7-5/8 b 7-5/8 by 15-
5/8 inches with the 3/8 difference being an owance for
mortar. Metric-size block is expected_to_be in multiples of
100 millimeters, as are other products, suet as brick and
paneling, that block sizes are coordinated with. Tche stand-
ard metric block probably would have, actual dimensions of
190 by 190 by 390 millimeters and a mortar allowance of 10
millimeters. This is only a slight change in size from the
standard customary block which in millimeters would be 193.7
by 193.7 by 396.9 with a mortar allowance of about 9.5 mil-

. limeters. However, the-difference is considered by industry
representatives to be large enough that block sizes would no
longer be coordinated with proposed metric sizes ofbrick,
paneling, etc., and the difference is too large to eliminate
by reducingthe amount of mortar.

n

STANDARD
CUSTOMARY
BLOCK
dimension in inches
and millimeters

7 5/8" (193.7 mm)

15 5/8" (396.9 mm)

7 5/8" (193.7 mm)

STANDARD
METRIC
BLOCK
dimension in
millimeters
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Tb produce the metric-size block, industry representa-
tives believe that new mold sets, the parts that fit in the
molds, and machinery replacement parts would be needed. In
1970 the National Concrete Masonry AssoCiation estimated that
conversion would cost about $100,000 for each of the then
2,000 block plants for a total cost of about $200 million.
This estimate was based on an "overnight" or sudden conver-
sion. If conversion takes place over a more extended period,
the replacement costs for molds and sets of parts would prob-
ably be less but the problem of dual inventories would be
greater. Moreover, some confusion and mistakes may occur be-
cause the metric and customary blocks would not be distin-
guishable with the naked eye but are 'not.compatible when used
in construction.

40
A December 1975 study of the effects of metric conver-

sion on the Canadian concrete block industry was performed
by a private consulting firm for the National Concrete Pro--
ducerst-AssociatiOn of Canada. It was estimated that con-
version would?cost the concrete block industry in the range
of $6.7 million to $7.7 million. The greatest portion of
the estimated cost was for new molds,, sets of parts, and an
initial supply of spare parts. The cost of producing metric
technical literature was not included.

The U.S. National Concrete Masonry Association has re-
viewed the above study and considers it to be comprehensive
and applicable also to the U.S. industry.' Some industry
representatives belieVe that because the .U.S. population is
about 10 times greater than that of Canada, the cost for the.
U.S. concrete block industry may be 10 times larger.' Thus,
the estimated costs could be in the range,of $67 million to
$77 million.

One concrete block producer estimated that conversion
costs of $100,000 amortized over a 3-year period would in-
crease the firm's block prices by 10 percent. He expressed
concern that the increased prices may induce customers to use
other materials such as wood, brick, steel, and:lass. The
Canadian concrete block industry also expressed 'Such fears,
but the new metric block will be produced on demand after
January 1, 1978, in accordance with Canada's metrication plan/
Canada's experiences should prove beneficial to the United
States.

Brick indusk&y

The brick Andustry which is, in soMe cases, in direct
competition with concrete-block has substantially fewer
producers'and a usual marketing range of 150 to 200 miles.
Brick also is seldom exported.



Presently, the standard modular'brick has actual manu-
factured dimensions of 3 -5/8 by 2-1/4 by 7-5/8 inches, which
permits a mortar allowance of 3/8 inch. During production,
most brick is extruded in continuous lengths and cut into
desired sizes rather than produced in molds. Only 10 to 15
percent' Of brick is made in molds,Primarily for special ef-
fects.

Present thinking is that the standard modular metric
brick would be 90 by 57 by 190 millimeters., The size of the
new brick would be about 4 millimeters shorter in length and
about 2 millimeters less in thickness or depth, actually
within the permissable tolerances of present specifications.
The height would remain. about the same. According to an in7
dustry representative, this slight change, however, orobablyV
would be made. on converting, but the cost of making
change would be small.

Conversion of brick (extruded-type) would require
changing the equipment parts that shape the brick as it comes
out and the wire that cuts it into the desired sizes. An in-
dustry representative told us that this would cost about
$2,500 per-machine, and the impact would be minimal because
conversion could take place when these parts routinely wear
out.

Metric training

Metrication would require that the industry's employers
and employees understand the metric system well enough to
perform their jobs. The extent of the knowledge of the sys-
tem would depend on individual duties'and responsibilities.

As shown on the following page, a large percentage of
association officials and representatives of the small con-
structiOn firms responding to our questionnaires believed that
employee metric training would be time consuming.

.



, Agree
67%

Employee. Training W_Quid be Time Consuming

industry associations

Disagree 15%

Does not
apply 6%

Small construction'firms

Disagree 10%,

Does not apply 3%

No basis to judge 2%

No basis
to judge 12%1 Agree 85%

A comprehensive program designed to teach employees the
tetric system could be time consuming'and expensive. A pro-
gram to familiarize employees with the system on a need-to-
know basis would probably be less costly. Metric educational
material put put by others, such as the U.S. Metric Board and
educational oiganizations, should help in any training pro-
gram selected: 'The time used for metric training would be
time away frftnormal duties and probably would lessen pro-
duction to this.extent. This is also a training cost.

Some labor groups consider the 'approach-of familiarizing
employees with the metric system on a need-to-know basis to
be unacceptable because it could limit the ability and flex-
ibility of the work force, and narrow and depersonalize the
worker. They call for the estabXishment of special metric
training programs that are continuing, flexible, and designed
to assure employees continued full participation in the work
force with no diminishing of future opportunities. Such
programs, however, could substantially increase conversion
,costs for the industry.

Dual inventories

In this,context, dual inventories refer to a situation
in which bo0,-a mAxi and a cugtomar'size of a product is
maintainedipa nventor For example, the indus-
trY's produ9tion-,o y 8-feet wall panel and the
100- by iftieters.pane1 would',result in dual inven-
tories. Javetary,prOably Would not be Opble because use of

' the customb'ry psodt could be phased,oueover a period of time
in faVor of use of.°'be .met.rdc produat.ykpot:only building 'pro-
ducts, but equipment moads, hcimeOPI.Ons, design drawings-,
etc., could' be afficted.
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According to our questionnaire responses; as can be seen
by the chart below, many of tr. associations. and small-con,
struction firms consider dual inventories to be a significant'
disadvantage of metric conversion. .

Agree
54%

Conversion Would Result in Dual Inventodes

Industry associations Small construction firms

Disagree 12% Disagree 16%

111
11111 1111Does

not apply 13%

Agree 61%

No basis to judge 21%

Does not apply
13%

No basis to judge
9%

According to industry representatives, costs to the
industry would result becabse of requirements for additional
storage and shelf space -and handj.ing4, and more adjustments.
in production equipment to. produce the greater number of sizes
may be necessary., Potential for errors in.ordering and ship-
ping matgrials.would inprease because the metric size of many
bukldin17..Products is not easily distinguished from the-custo-

.mar sizq,!by the naked eye.

Another dual inventory problem may result if replacements
parts are needed for items that were'designed and constructed
to customary measurements. If customary parts are' not obtain-
able and metric parts cannot be easily adapted, the use of
these.items may be discontinued before they,normally
This would-be a cost to the owner ol an item.

0Y
Housing is an example where the dual inventory problem

may occur. The-existing inventory of houses is about 80 mil-
lion. About 1 percent, or 750,000, of these disappear each
year because of demolition, changes, in their usage, fire,
floods, conversions, etc. In 1976 alone, 1.1 million houses
were'added to the inventory. Thus, it is apparent that a sub-

: stantial number of houses built to customary dimensions will
be in use for many years. According. to an NBS official, 100
years is generally used in making housing stock projections
as the average life of a house. Over the years; many houses
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are repait,ed anctemodeled and additions are added. In many
cases, custfimary materials would be desired.

.
SoMe in the building industry do not believe that cus-

tomary materials would be routinely produced after a short
transition period. Homeowners would have to make do with
metric materials or pay a price premium for special-made
materials. Others indicate that the demand for customary
materials would be largeAnough that. some manufacturers could
continue to produCe custOary products.

Lumber and res may have a speCial problem
with dual inventories in t they deal wth.building con-
tractors and the homeowners, primarily in replacement mate-
rials. Moee shelf space Would probably'be required because'
there nay be a demand,for both metric and customary materials.
Hardware stores already experience a shortage of shelf space.
The stores nay also experience some Customer dissatisfaction
if they are unable to'obtain customary materials for them at
a reasonable price.

It appears that dual inventories would. be one of the most
costly problems of conversion and-'d major concern of the in-
dustry. Many sectors of the industry would want the shottest
feasible transition period. Some sectors may'wish to. extend
the period to alleviate some of the costs of equipment. adjust-
ments and replacements. This Conflict would have to be set-
tled to implement an :effective, coordinated conversion program.

Customer confusion

Changitl product sizes, architectural and engineering
drawings, sales catalogs, and so forth to metric could.
cause confUsion for customers until they'are familiar with
the new system. In this regard, the associations and small
'construction firms responded to our questionnaires as fol-
lows.



Agree 59%

cgInversionY_V_pilld Cause Custonwi Corifusion

Industry_associatigms

Disagree 17%

&mall construction firms

isagree i1%

Does 9ot apply!'
Does not 5%

apply 4%

No basis -to ;
judge

No basis to judge 20%

Agree 79%

Such confusion could mean that a firm's employees would have
to spend mdre time with the customers to help them overcome
their confution, more errors may occur, and those that con-
vert may lose business unless all competitors convert at the
same time.

Those egmentsrlof.the industry.that deal directly with
.the public may. be affected to a greater degree. An official
of the National Association of Realtors, for example, told
us that a major disadvantage of. metrication for realtors would
be dealing with home buyers who do not have a full-Understand-
ing of metric.measurements, such as he number of square
meters in a' room. The official th4..ht that conversion should
consist of an extensive period of using both customary.and

. metric measurements and a large education program to teach
the metric System to the public.

BENEFITS ARE UNCERTAIN

The proposed benefits of converting to the metric sys-.
iem can be divided into two categories. The first is the
direct benefits that the industry may accrue'as a result of
the change from use of the customary-system to the metric
system. The other category is the opportunities available
during such a change to bring about improveMents in building
and construction, practices, eliminate unneeded product sizes,
and so. forth'.

Direct benefits

Proported direct benefits of metric conversion would be
those resulting.because.(1) use of the metric syst m would

.f

. .
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, .,'
! ... .4,:-''. reduce time and. the number of errors in calculation and es-

tImatirig,,and (2) others are using the metric system. The
. 1.titt.e:r,waul0 primaiily relate to, international trade but

i,Y,,% 4:so trtsfe/ of information and technology.

ding to our questionnaire results, the industry
s,!0:ivided on whether the metric system is easierto use and

tOcIld'result n fewer errors.

N_IerisjsEasier to V.seAnd Would
Keiult in Fewer Errors

Industry _associations

Disagree 24%

Agree
47%

oes not
apply 3%

Small _construction firmS

Agree 26%

Disagree 55%

Does not
apply 3%

No basis to judge 26%

No basis to judge 17%

The associations representing Designers and Contractors had
tI?e largest percentage of those who thought the metric sys-
tem is ea ier to use and would result in fewer errors. A
large per ntage in each category had no baSis to judge.

Breakdown of Response by Category of,Association

Agree.-

DeSigners 58'
Contractors
Labor

,53
10 ..

Manufacturers 45
Distributots 37
Code§And

Standards 40
Real Estate 28

Does note No basis
Disagree apply to judge

(percent of associations)

18 3 21
16 2 28
40 '-. 50.

29 4 23
16 5 42

40 - , 20
28 44
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For example, use of a bette system could .result in archi-
tects saving time and reduci errors in the design of a
building. Contractors may, reduce time and labor .costs in
laying out e,building'and in job estimating.

The savings that may result are difficult to determdne
and are not easily documented. Any 'long-term benefits of
metric conversion must also be reduced by the increase:in
calculation and estimating time and number of errors that
may result while the metric system is being learned and a
"feel for the systeM" is being developed. There would also
be some costs of familiarizing personnel with the new sys-

Opportunities

Many metrC conversion advocates view metric.conver-
%.

sion; in and of itself, as of little benefit to the building
and construction industry, primarily because it is essen-
tially a domestic industry. They propose that,.if the in-
dustry is to get something out of going metric, it must take
advantage of the opportunity to make certain additional and
concurrent changes.

Although many changes in Aiding standards and practicers
.have 'taken place as a result of new technology and materials,

, many existing- standards and practices have been in use for
many years. These could be studied and evaluated to determine
whether new and different practices may be more beneficial.
For example, placing studs 16 inches on center is still a com-.
mon practice. Some are pladed 24 inches on center. In making
a_change to metric, the industry and Code's and Standards of-
ficials may a ree on placing studS 60 -centimeters (about' 24 -,

91inches) on center. This new practice may save lumber and con-
struction 'time.. Other standards, such as the height of kitch,.
en cabinets and counter tops and the height of doors; may be
'evaluated because people have been getting taller. Although
opportunities exist to examine the entire spectrum of how the.
industry does things, those often associated with metrication
of the building and construction industry are the opportuni-
ties for (1) implementing the concept of dimensional coordi-
nation, (2) standardizing and rationalizing the number' of
product sizes, and (3) improving building codes. All of these
would relate to the process of the industry deciding on and
making changes in dimensions from customary to metric.

,
.

:10
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Efforts to carr_ out 'such changes have been going on
for many years and have been successful to a.large extent.
Whether metric conversion would provide greater success in
these endeavors is not !mown. To successfully implement
some of these would require a large,; concerted effort by the
industry. Sufficient resources and lead.time before metric
conversion would have to be available to adequately evaluate.
the opportunities and plan for their implementation. It
should be pointed out that these-opportunities have been
available and would continue to be available under the cyt-
tomary system of measurement, and there is no assurance that
these opportunities would-be taken advantage of if conver-
.sion takes place.

10/
Dimensional coordination

.

Metrication has been suggested as an opportune time to
implement dimensional or'modular coordination. Dimensional
coordination is establishing a direct relationship between
the dimensions of a. building and the products and materials
used in its construction so that they fit.together with a
minimum amount of cutting and adjusting. The key to the
concept is that the sizes of all products and all the'dimen-
sions of the.building are in. certain multiples and submul-
tiples of a basid module-7a unit of length, such as 4 inches
or the internationally accepted 100 millimeter's - -so the prod-
ucts will interface.; For example', with a building, 40 feet'

41

in length, 30 concrete blocks eac gh 16 inches long. the

:P.

mortar could be used without, cutting blocks (30 by 16 inches
equals 480. nches or 40 feet). In ad ition, sixty 8-inch-long
bricks and ten 4- by 8- feet wall panels could be used with- 2
out cutting. All of these dimensions are multiples of'4 inches.
This pattern would be followed for.windows, doors, tile,
bathtubs, kitchen cabinets, etc.

J'
Many have suggested that metrication would not be.eco-

nomically justified for the industry if dimensional coordin-
ation was not adopted at the same time. The work plan of
the ANMC Construction Ind ) Otries Coordinating Committee
states that the Committe

"* * * endorses the concept that the major advan\
tage to metric conversion for the Construction In-
dustry is the catalytic effect it could have'in-
bringing about Dimensional/Modular CooidiutiOn
of Design, Products-and'Construction.* *

. In addition, major asso4ations such as the AmetiNan Insti-
tute of Architectt and 'the National Asso 'ation Of Home-.
builders, have endorsed the concept..
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"Th -vievis of the associations, as provided in the 0-
sponges to our questionnaire, on whether metric conversiOn
would provide an opportunity to implement dimensional coor-
dination are shown below. The largest response, over 40,
percent, was that they had no basis to judge.

Conversion Would Provide an Opportunity To
Implement Dimensional Coordination

Agree 38%

Disagree 13%

BreakdoWn of Responses by Category

Agree

Does not
apply 7%

No basis

to judge

42%

of Association

Does not No basis
Disagree apply to judge

(percent of associations)
.

Designers 39 12
Contractors 44 7
Labor 44. 11
Manufacturers 32 18
Distributors 42: 5
Codes and

Standards 60
Real Estate 22 11

15
9

8

33
41
44
43
53

40
61

The key segments with regArd to implementing dimensional
coordination--Designers, Contractors, Labor, and Manufactur-
ers--had a greater percentage of associations that believed
conversion would be an opportunity eb accomplish this than
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those that did not think so. However, in all cases, a
substantial number did not know.

The pr6posed benefits of dimensional coordination are
the lowered costs resulting from (1) fewer building product
sizes needed in stock, (2) faster drafting of design working
drawings, (3) simplicity and economy in estimating, inven-
tory, orderingg delivery, and site storage, (4) less cutting
and fitting of-materials at the construction site, and (5)
fewer piecalt of material cut off and thrown away.

Didensional coordination was first,proposed in 1936.
Despite pushes for its implementation in the 1940s, 1950s,
and 1960s, the total concept has never caught on. The blame
for lack of full implementation of the concept has been di-
rected at (1) the architects for not designing in accordance
withrthe requirements of the concept and specifying nonmodu-
larliiroducts and (2) the manufacturers for not producing the
necessary product sizes. Furthermore, any cost savings that
resulted when the concept was tried were not passed, on to
the builder, and in some cases, modular building cost more
because the necessary products had to be special orders.

Many products are availableAn.multiples of 4 inches.
Examples of_these are brick'and:concrete block, wall panel-
ing, gypsum board, windows, and' doors. However, they may
not be in'multiples that would allow them to be interfaced

h other products. The manufacturers. of the variouS,prod-
ucts independently arrived at their sizes' without Considering
whether they would. interface with the other products. An .

'example is the standard 6 feet 8 inches door, which is a
multiple of 4 inches.' The opening.in masonry walls also 'is
often 6 feet 8 inches in height. The problem is that a 2-
inch casing for the door is needed. Thus, a2-inch strip
has 'to be cut-out of the masonry blocks for the door casing.

In addition, productS, such as tile and kitc4n cabi,.
nets, are in multiples of 3 inches. Often, nonmodular sizes
are also produced. For example, there are a nonmodular
eight-inch brick, which with'the mortar is "greater than 8
inches, and the "3-inch brick."

4 Architects seldoth design according to the fll concept
odimensional coordination. Their major priorftie are to
meet the clients 'use `and space recluirements.. For example, a,
client may want an office building with 5,000 square.feet of
space and a certain number of offices. The architect prepares'
the design by working down. frorri the 5,0a .square feet He
generally is not concerned with whether the dimensionsof the
building will be in.the.necessary multiples and submultiples.

a
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PropOnents.of tying dimensional coordination with met-
tication of the building industry believe that conversion
offersan opportunity to finally succeed in implementing the
concept. They indicate that product sizes,'at least many of
them,,will have to change because of metrication; therefore,
the industry can establish recommended dimensions for design-
frig buildings and recommended ,sizes.of products that would
allow the:products- tO fit. Use of a metric module, such as
100 millimeters rather than 4 inches, is not viewed as improv-
ing the concept. Proponents, however, believe that, without
the need to change sizes created by'conversion, manufaCturers
would be reluctant because of the cost, tradition,. and fear
that the marketplace would not accept the new sizes.

Whether the industry would take any opportunity offered
by metric conversion to implement dimensional coordination is
unknown. Some products probably,: would be coordinated, but
it is not certain pihether this would occur to any greater de
'gree than what exists or may occur under the customary system.
Implementation has been attempted several times since the con-
cept was developed in.1936 without success. A large number of
associations indicated that they had no basis, to judge whether,.
conversion would provide the opportunity. '

.The industry's acceptance of the concept as apart of
metrication would depend not only on.how the industry views
metrication to be an appropriate time for its implementation.
In any event, a coycerted effort would be needed by the.var-
ious facets of the. industry to an for and implement the
concept of dimensional coordina ion. A national pfOgram
would probably be needed.

Standardization and rationalization
of products

A.majot proposed advantage of'metrication is.the Oppor-
tunity to standardize' and - rationalize products. Standardi-
zation and rationalization would probably 'occur to a large
degree-under a program. of dimensional coordination, but it
can ,take place in the absence of such a program.

During hard. conversion of products, the actual sizes ,

would change. In deciding what the new metric sizes should
be, the industry, may agree on certain sizes for manufacturers
to produce.. This would be standardization. Rationalization-
would be agreeing to a liMited set of sizes in a rational or
preferred series. Eventually all sizes not-in the series
would be eliminated. Thistlbenerally would result in a
reduced number of sizes.
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*.Product standardization and rationalization may simpli-
ty,,to an extent, the work of the architect, contractor, and
distributor. It niay also reduce the cost of c rtain products
because of longer production runs and reduce in entory costs.
for the manufacturers, distributors, and contra tors. In ad-
dition, the chance for ordering, delivering, or sing the
.wrong.size.of a .product may be reduced.

The opportunity exists for many building products to be
standardized and rationalized because several sizes are pro-
duced. As shown in the following responses to our question-
naires, substantially more,of the associations and small
construction firms agreed than disagreed that conversion
would provide an opportunity for standardization.

Standardization of Products

Industry associations

2 Disagree 15%

Agree 47%

111 1
1111111111111

apply 18%
Does not

Agree 53%

No basis to judge 21%

Small construction firms

Disagree 27%

Response by Category of'Association

Does not apply 6%

No basis to judge 14%

Does not No basis
Agree Disagree, -apply to judge

?percent Of associations)

Designers . 55 6 18 21
Contractors 48 13 17 22
Labor 44 - 11 44,
Manufacturers. 41 22 19 19
Distributors 79 21
,Codes and

Standards 20 20 20 40
Real Estate 61 11 17 11
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The Distributors sector had the largest percentage of as-
SopiatiOns that_believed conversion would provide an oppot-
tur4ty,for product standardizatipn.

!The sizes of building .products_ generally have developed
in the marketplace over the years to fit the. industry's needs.
In addition, product sizes are often a means of competition
between manufactUrers. All product sizes are.generally' not
produ'ced by all manufacturers. For these reasons,.manufac-
turers'of some products, such as brick, block, and panel,
believed there was not much potential for standardization
and rationalization.

One building produc equently mentioned as having
large potential for stands dization and rationalization is
willows. .Reportedly, window sizes_in the United Kingdom'
were ieduded from 1,600-inch sizes to 200-metric sizes. In
Canada, the 961-inch' sizes,are to be reduced. to 267-metric
sizes after conversion.

In addition to being functional, windows are often a
means of architectural expression. The-result has been a.
demand for windows of many different materials, sizes,
styles, and features. The . window industry has .made

available a wide 'range of sizes and styles, to meet,
these demands. Thus, the ial for standardization,and
rationalization of windows e is not only for sizes but
also for styles-, .

'The proliferation of style has also occurred in other
products, such as doors and concrete blacks. Block sizes,
for instance, are standard and not a great number are pro-
duced.. However, there are from'2,000 to 3,000 different
block. styles.

In summary, the potential for rationalization and
standardization exists for many products, not only in sizes
but in styles. Realizing this potential may be difficult
because it would require that architects acid their clients
restrict their demands for different sizes and styles and
that manufacturers not use size.pnd style as a means of com-
petition. If standardizationand rationalization were to
come about, there would be.no assurances that the demand for
custom or special-order products would not increase.

BUILDING CODES.: A METRICATION
COST OR ,BENEFIT?..

. The case of buildikq codes offers an interesting look
at the advantages and disadvantages of metrication for the



building and construction industry and the dilemma that, met-
rication poses. On-the one hand, metricating thdccode,g,
could be a large and costly process. Changes in the codes
could also require costly 'retesting of building products.

On the othei hand, metrication proponents beli' ve that
this process offers an excellent opportunity to substan-
tial improvements in the codes which would not be ithout
metrication. Proponents generally view code imp s

a major advantage of metrication.

However, if metrication occurs, some costs ate certain,
bdt the benefits are not assured. There are no assurances
that the opportunity to'improve the codes would be takem or
that the improvements would mOt be achieved under the cus-
tomary system.

A 'building.code isa series of,standards and: specifica-
tions.designed to (1). establish minimum safeguards in the
erection and construction of buildings, (2) protect occu-
Tants from.fire'and other hazards,.and (3) protettublic
health and safety. Building codes are formulated and en-
forced through State goverhments,. often delegated to,and ex-
ercised.by lotalgovernments. An estimated 12,000 jurisdictions
administei building codes,. In the building construction field,
four major organizations promulgate model building codes. for.'
use by State and local government building regplatoty officials.
The State and local governments often loIlow one of these model
codes but retain the authority to reject or alter the provisions.
In addition to the del codes, there are mechanical codes;
such as for Plumbing', elevators, and electricity; and
special codes.utUally promulgated by. States for theaters,
hospitals, schoolt, nursing homes, etc.

. Building codes usually. include the types of construction,
function of the structure, quality.of materials, imposed
loads, allowable stresses, mechanical and electrical equip-
ment, and other requirements with speCial'emphasis on fire
safety. These requirementt are usually expressed in customary.
weights and measures, as are the corresponding standards.
Metrication of the building and Construction.industry.would.
require that these references be:changed to.metric..

Building codes.as a metrication cost
.

,

A large percentage of-the associationa'andthe.small
construction firms respondingto our' questionnaires' believed
that a significant disadvantage,of metric coniiersion.would
be the need to change building codes.



Building Codes Would Have.to be Changed

Inclitstrytaisocrations Small construction firms

Disagree 596_.:

notipply:61b
'

No basis to
judge, 3%.

Disagree 6%

No t;143 s

lodge:20%
Agree
87%

Agree 73%

How the codes are converted 'to metric w I'd .probahlkra-d=,,1. .,-pend On the decisions made by the. LOilding a Constructibn, .

industry and the model code- g;bups, standards7-writ;ing, Opaii,.t .izations, and code regulatorey officials. Code cony ' sit .n.`i:,
.-," would probably be ,a combination of s ',and ard,

event, it would apPer tO be- a Major 'task. Were''
the director of a kgy codei.organizatidii,that. MetrfiCa jcirf".,,
building code.t.iduld.:be `tremendously Costly,. , It ...1.;;;o0- r ..i
94re a large few:Cite e,rfdrt and ethicaticir#pxogram , cod,,.
and 'building official's. ; Every &Ode would': have:t-bbe
viewed.. Thee review and reW4rite could .rict?-b,g,.d
.the normal code review- prOc'eSS. , '. ,44'?a-.

Retesting of bulleting products ,..tS *

LHars:1 conversi,on4bf ,,..productp 1nar,44ange' tne*r:.
propetties;eenciugh, that th.OY pger ieet thelg4tablished:,
standardi d"1,04hich the codes are, generally ba§ed.
mine Whether the- metric product sqbe meet,, the standards, the
product map_haVe to be. retested. e.Th industiry has millionS
o dollars .invested in these nests', and epesting would be'
expensive. For example,,. we 1,40. -told by*.ah industry offi-cial that retsting of wall. assemblies 4,9r fire safety alone
may .cost about $2,000 'fo'r 'eachr'of.":the 50;;;different types.

. The impact would depend ony what net dimensions are se- .lected for products. The nev6product. sizes may/be within the
tolerances alloweth4n the standards' or "may exceed he stand-

, ardS and , thus present no'iD.roblerh:r The thickness is the key
.;dimension for many products. such as wood paneling and gyp-,

sum .board. Although the outer metric dimensions of hese
products have tentatively been agreed on, decisions on, thick-
ness have not been made. If the ttackness is. increased, the
itandards may, not be a prbblem. HOwever, more material would
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Mean highe;'costs, possibly without any real-AmproveMent in
the product'.

The questionnaire responses from the associations (sim-
ilar information was not obtained, from the small construc=
tion ms) was indecisive. A large portion did not knpw

th uilding products,would neeas.retesting.

Building Products Would Need Retesliisi

Agree 28%

Disagree 26%

Does'not apply 8%

No basis to judge'37%

Building codes as a metrication benefit

Metri6ation proponents believe that the.process
ricating bUilding_codes is an Opportune time to make cdae
improvements becase they would have to be reviewed provision
by provision to identify and replace customary references
with metric. It has been proposed that dyring this review
process, code officials could eliminate differences in the
codes and allow for new building technology and,m#terials .

that have not yat blen accepted in the codes. ITIO.need 'for.
these improvements have been po,intedout over the years': by
the industry and various Study,groups.

The chart on the following page indicates the views of
the associations on whether)metric conversion would provide
an opportunity to improve building codes. ,The largest per-
centage had no basis on which to give an' opinion.



a.

Conversion Would Provide an Opportunity
to Improve Building Codes

Disagree 25%

Agree 32%

Response Breakdown

'Agree.
at.

Dee.igners
Contractors
Labor
Manufacturers
Distributors
Cofts and

Stalaprds
_Real Estate

Does not
apply 7% ,

No basis to
judge 36%.

by. Category of Association

31.
34'.
33
15'
42

'60
17

Does not No basis
Disagree apply to judge.

(percent of associations)

28

n
. 11

16

22

28
4.3

56
34
42

IMproving building codes has been a' major goal of the
industry, model code groups, and building regulatory offi-
cials for many years. -Substantial improvements have

.been_
achieved, and these efforts are expected q.o continue.

-

The model codes are become gy armon`ious The model code
gr.oups have jointly issued a "41, r ,Two Family Dwelling
Code." Other\Afforts to increa'" *Arrmity include formation

(11) the Model Codes Standardi t Council to develop tini-
'form language and standards, ('2) theNational Research Board

# to test and evaluate new pr,oducts seekihg accePtance by the
model code groups, and (3) the Board.for Coordination of the,
Mod.eliCodes to .coordinate the work of the model code grodps.
Recently, the three major model building code organizations
`announced that they are considering a merger. A conSultant
Was to be engaged to study thefeasibility of merging.
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The States aldo have been active in improving building
codes.' In 1.965 only five States had, adopted legislation
providing for the promulgation of mandatary statewide build-
ing codes applicable to construction, with some exceptions.
Latest available data indicates that 19 States have statewide
building codes that set at least minimum requirements for. con-
stryction, with some exceptions. fMuch of the credit. for this
effort has been given to the NatIOnal Conference of States
ion Building Codes and Standaids, -7'fl'he Na .onal Conference
is made up of State and: local building reg, latory officials:
In addition to serving as a forvirC/fgr disdb Sion, the Confer-
ence also assists in the 'developMent of programs leading to
the adoption of uniform Comprehensie building codes and
standards.,and to development of standard and code prNctices
that will encourage the introduction and uniform recognition
of innovation in building :material's.

In addition, the National InStitUte of Building Sciences
was established by -Section ;8;09 for the ligusing and CommUnity
Development- Act..of$ 1974 1.1:31ig. b14) 93-383) as a noilgovernment
and nonprofit 0*tganizat sibn of the .institute is to .,
improve bui-lding and. e 6 e effective puild ing

ent .61 eded t*Cientif ic and
riatp construction
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,.

*P'Inconclusive su orE:46ppgition
for conversion N,' ;'' c

TheV associations supported conversion 7 percent,'
and 'they thobght that about 45 percent of I- -members sup-
Rqft! dgersion, While about 16 percent 9ppo ed. Support for00* ',"aanges to opposition, when the results of the small
constru .Orms:are examined. About 51 percent opposed
conVergion'. ecinly about 3Q percent 'supported it. 'It .is

(The 'dgsobiations''.ffem6ers were not polled on their

imPoktaiit' ote that 39,'37,.and 19 percent of the respec-
tive reSpcindelits,were either undecided or had no basis to
judge'.
opinion, but we, asked association officials their vie s on
what the opinions of their members were.)

Support /Opposition.

- J

Associations

Associations' members

Small construction firms

.1
0.0

/0
////I/

S rOrNly SOMeWgrt
,Suppo .. Support

./
..

F.,

777 ..// /.

.rte ..,... ,i71-.1--e 1717, . .0. ,..

Undecided '4;,Somewha Strongly .0 No Basis,

,. 9130ose Oppose: ,. .; to Judge

r 4- ,
Most:associatiotiz ineOli-sector:of: the industry Si107,.

ported conversion than opposedat,,:rle Designers and Codes
StandardS. sectors were the.m0000drtiVe: The,leastrsuppor.t
was in the Labor,, Distributors,' Ohd:Real ZStete.secto.rs. 9

/I

/

/.
Tow.

Support
Total

Oppge
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Okdown of Response by Category of Association

No' basis
. rSuppOti Oppose Undecided- to-judge::-

(percent of associations) -.

Designers ',70

Contractors . 54
Labor 10
Manufacturers 55
Distributors' 47
Real Estate' 33

Inevitability 9f conversion

9 9,, - 12
4 '19 . 23.

10 -50 30
9 29 8

'11 26Y' 16
11 39 17

The following, graph shows that a large part of the
building and constvaction linausiry believed that conversion
is inevitable). ti4lity percent of the associations and about
46 percent of the small construction firms felt this way..
About 66 perceht of the associations thought that their mem-
bers-also considered conversion to b'e inevitable;

80

70

Views on Inevitability.

Associations

Associations' members

Small construction firms

-.
re

/

/4//
////
//S
_/

Probably

I 0

Yes

//'
I /4

Uricledicked Probably Total
No a Yes

To
*udge

- -

During our aiScuSsions with..industry rePregentatives,
.-we weieOften.AO14Ahat conversion of the building and



construction industry is inevitable because other industriesare converting bi.will convert and the "ripple effect" willeventually force the induk.ty's suppliers and the industry---itsel =f to convert. Some thoUght--tha-ttheFederal GO vernmentwould fbrce conversion, that the Metric Conversion Act wasthe initial step and further Federal legislation or actionis anticipated. About 31 percent of 'theaSsociations andabout 42 percent of the small constructViiifirms thought thatconversion was mandatory. The- Metric Conversion;Act, however,provides for voluntry conversion.
Advantages /disadvantages

In our quest nnaire we asked the associationstheir
opinions on how th advantages and. disadvantages of metricconversion for the United States, as a whole, and for the4members would compaA. We asked similar questions of thesmall construction firms. -

Advantage5. Versus Disadva_nta_g_es for the. United States-

Indusirii.astpciQtign$ 0 Smaliconsiruction firms
Significantly 6%. - Significantly,26%

Slightly 4%
',-

No basis to nidge;
'1994'

AdVaglages outweigh disadvantages

Slightly

SignificaRtly 29%

Same
5%

Slightly 9%

f1/41913:istoludge..Z1%

Disadvantagettplweigh advantages

AboUt 61 percent. of the associations thought that
,advantages would outweigh' the disadvantages. A greatere'rcentage of the small*Constructkon firms, however, thouglie.`thedisadvantages for the United States would.be'greater, but themargin' was small,. 38 as compared to 37 percent.

af':Botha the associations-and thy.. small construction ealirgconsidered metric conversionzi.0)4 mbre adilantageous for. the .United, States. as a whole than for e building and'coristrucTtioti industry.



Significantly.
13%

Slightly 21%

11Advantages Versus Disadvantages for t e Industry
/
,

_

industryCassociations Small construction firms

Significantly 14% s.

Slightly
11%

Same 21%

Same
20%

No.basis
to judge

12%
No b-asis

to judge
20%

Slight!

Significantly 3%

Significantly
55%

/ //// / .

//// ///// e.//
/// // // / / / ///

i%405//e/e//

'F'

;EJ
Slightly -3%

Advantages outweigh disadvantages Disadvantages outweigh advantages

111-64tdent--of the associations and about. 11 percent o
the small construction firms thought that the advantages for
the indatry.would.outweigh.the,disadvantageS. About 25 per -
cent orlhe,associations and about. 58 percept of the small .

cOnstruction.firms believed that the disadvantages would.be
greater:.:

A greater percentage of the associations representing
Ehc.Desj.gpers, ContractoOk and Codes and Standarddisectors
thought Ehat conversion would be advantagedils:. More of:the
Labor, cRistributors; and Real Estate sectors considered the

4mglieadvAritages;to belreater. The manufacturers were evenly
"-Wided. F.

Advantages Disadvantages About the No basis
greater, greater same to judge

,,,F=74,i,-(percent of associationq)
. ,.-.

IJoresi4hers 15 .:44.27 15
Contractors 5iv: '11 19 , 19
Labor 10 '40 -10 40

MIllpfacEdrers 31 31 22 17
Di§tributors 18 41 12. 29

Ikodes and <

,..
AStaii 20, 20 20

RealNF#4te. 39 17 33
40
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The anticipated ,impact of metric conveision on prices of
products and services should be a reflection of how conversion
costs and benefits are viewed. The associations and small
construction firms responded as follows aS4O whether metric
conversion would increase prices.

r-

Agree 2

Conversion Would Increase Prices

Industry associations Small construction firms

Disagree 28%

No basis to
j udge M39%

Agree 50%

Does not
apply 7%

Disagree 21%

Does not apply
6%

No basis.to judge °

:23%

In ad tion, we asked what the long-term impact of metrication
On pri, s would_ be.-C-About 33 Percent of the associations'
and 37 ercent ta&Ohp-smell construction firms antiviloatet°
liftlepr no change:- :4i69ut, 43-percent of the small construc-
:ttenfirms and 27 percAtef-the associations-expected an
increase. Only about 5 percent of the associations and 3,per-
cent of the small ,construction firms thought conversion would
decrease prices: If should be noted that 37 percent of the
associations and .17 peTcent of the small construction firms:
indicated that they,had-no'basis to judge the impact.'7 -



14,

Little or no
Change 33%

Loriverm-linpficton Prices

ladusIrY_AIIPPio_tign4

Some

Major 3%

Price Decrease

Some 24%

Small,cgonstction firma
Some--3%-

Little or no
No basis to judge 17%

change 37%

Major 11%

[2. Price Increase

iii
/II

..... I

//IIIIIIII/0

II/III/I/II/
II/
II/ ..... /II
..... III/IIIIII,

Some 32%

OnlYad of the ugtry anticipated a decrease in
-..prices. Tlifs would appear to meth -.that the benefits of con-
! -version would not result 'in actual cost Savings for the 4Indus-
try or that,the cost savings woullt ntit'fbe passed on to cus-
tomers.-

Who wOuld gain or lose--small ocj, large firms;.--from
As shown in the following charts, about 52 percent

of the associations and 27 pere'ent of the small construction
firms had no basis to judge. Of' thoSe that had an opinion,
the associations were more positive toward conversion.

1

.1,

Who Gain _or Loses-from_Conversfcin
L orihrall Businets

Industryaisqciations_ ,,..SmaIrdOrstruction firms

No basis to
judge 52%

Both gain

Boil) lose 27%

Smailibte
large gain

27%

.9,

Z ' 7 .

'zed-

4. .

7 *r.
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PROPOSALS TO BRING ABOUT CONVERSION

O,,.Several methods that involve a greater role for the Fed-
eral Government have been proposed by some in the industry to
effectively reduceithe_industryls_passiveness-toward Metric
conversion. The proposals are that the

--Federal GoVernment mandate conversion,

--Federal construction agencies use their signifi,
cant purchasing.poWer to "prod" the industry,into
converting, and

--U.S. Metric BoarA, in conjunction with, the in-
dustry, establisira time frame for-converting.

Mandatory conversion

,

The building-and, constructiorizindustry probably would
not convert to the metric system id; fhe near future without
a national policy to convert and greater participation, by the
Federal Government. The most effective means of bry1nging
about full conversion of the industry would probably be manda-.
tory conversion. is method, however, is senerally opposed.4Only, 19 percent 0 he associations and 16 percent of the
small construction firms thought that the Federal Government
should make,conversion mandatory.

Use oftGovernment purchasing power

Our questionnaire resuilios-showed. that 54 percent of the
associations and 32 percent of the small construction firms

:. Agreed that the Federal Government should encourage mric
conversion by purchasing *items designed or described in met-
Ef' terts. About 28 percent of the associations and about
48 percerit of the small construction firms disagreed.



Use of Federal Purchasing Power

to

_Federal

Conversion

Industry associations
. .

Strongly 16%

Somewhat
12%

Undecided

:18%

0 Agree 12 Disagree

As shown earlier, the Federal construction agencies
generally did not believe that their purctiasingli-ower should
be used to prod the industry into converting.' They believed
that their agencies shouNd keep pace,with, but''not lead, the
industry. Several officials indicated that their ag4ncies
did not Have a large enough share of the constructionmarket
to foice,the industry into converting:

Whether specifying that Federal constructOn projects be
performecrin'metric would force thf industrytb-,eonvert is
open ta question, but propOnents of this method believe that
it wodrd create a market for metric products and provide fi-
naincial support to the indu try in its conversion effOrts..
If aFederal construction age cy specifiedl.fot example, a
metric-size concrete block to e 'used in a building,. the
Federal. Government.would probab lesay for the necessary new
metric Mofds and equipment adjustm6nts t4rOugh a higher price
for the i0141c. Adding metric equivalent to; specifications
withobt aqx&larpe in dimensions or product sizes would not

forcing
th'eAe*_Mists: but probably would---e lees,effectlye p

torcing'theindustAr to convert. ' 'L

Small construction firms

Strongly Strongly 31%
9%

Undecided.
20%

us

. ,

'the purchasih power of the GovernMent construction
agencies was. used in both Australii and Canada even thou

,t,,conversion was considered topvgigauntary.,-Tis waNdacne
specifying that Government olit4gterqt4ori projects be`designed
and built in metric dimens',6tig* '' stralian/official gave
this method credit:-for -a lective conversion of
the Australian triti=*ry. *.

,

..
.
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-? Canada p* construction, acreociWbf federal,
vIro,

provincial, ane+d)rritoVoial ge,"7.0411ments, which account for
about,40 percent of total, construction ddtlars, have committed
themselves'to be' aiong.the fiest to design` and construct_ in =
metri0 terms. This provides an assured market for m t7iC-',

--products-. The objective is tb-hive as many new prof as.,
possible- in metric after January 1, 1978; the, start"4: t 'Ert-'

i

cation of the construction idustry. For example, the:4101:J.V
*dian Department of. Public Works plant to dev,plop all deSTon
drawings and 'specifications in metric foe all new building
construction to be procured in 1978. The construction ragen-
cies are expected to spend.between $5 billion and $6 billion
(Canadian) on metric contracts during the. 1978-79, fiscal,yea .

. l. . . .
.

4.,, During the initial.stages of the Australian conversion
program, designers were reluctant .tospecify in metric terms,
'Until they knew whether metrit,products wouldbe-available
and when. Manufacturers were unwilling to produCein metric
sizes until there was a realistic demand' for the' new prodA SOt:':
sizes. . To overcome this, government agencies began using. Met-,
rip design for. construction as much and as soon as possible.

gave manufacturers assurances therewbuid- be,°' '

Although. metricproductswerp ,noalwaysdt aays 'readily available:,
thiS gav ...'-.A

w ..an ongoing demand for their products. By agreement, the in-
dividual .states establiShed a specificcUt-off dateafter
which local .governments were not permitted to accept:for-ap-
proval construction plans-and specifications unless they were
in. metric terms.:: ..

Conversion target dates

'
.The thicd proposal is for the U.S. Mric Board, fn con-

. .

.
.

.

,,sultation with the industry, to establish a conversion target
date or time frame for the industry to congert. This would.
address the need for a coordinated, induStrywi40 effort.
his time frameto be effective, may have to be given-the

added weight .c4ian,,executive order or legislation. .

converilltime frame appears esSenti,aI for eacti of
the' three propos methods.. The time frame. is' needed for the

. industry to propeily plan and coordinate. Architects' would
know when metricproducts are available, and- manufacturers

, mould know: when.t01:4-pduce metri.C_prodUCts.
,

..%

Maai:fabtors-shald be considered in, establishing a
' 'time frame. For example, somehmay want a time frame at ShortI
as practicable because of the'auarinventories problem: - -.

Other's may believe a longer-time frathe is necessary The
guiding'principle shpuld be to maximize benefits wed minimize_.
costs. Morev than one target date may, be established for the-

.,
4.

.,---

,-,
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industry with the time frame of .one, segment. differing froms,
but coordinated with, that of another.

About '90 percent of the associations and 77 percent of
the dmall construction firms 'said that they could convert in
10 years or less. Ofcty-three percent-of-the-r-associations-and
62 percent of the sffidll construction firms thought that 10

years or less, would be the optimal time"frame for conversion;
i.e., conversion cOuld\be most favorably implemented in 10

years cox less.

50

40
o.

30"
20

10

toV Minimum Conversion Time Frame

1

Assosiations

1:15020tr,...5ristruction

Under 5.10 11-15
5 Years Years Years

16.20 21 Years
Years or More

. Never

e'

ti

Optimum Conversion Time Frame.

, .

Small CoelstrIXtioh
Firms

5-10 11.15 16;26' 21 Year's NAver

Years Years . Years.. or More

2 1 6246 ...`.s.
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The industry was split over who should establish the
target dates for conversion. The U.S. Metric Board ( /in c
sultation with the industry) was the most popular single
choice for the associations (39 percent). The largest,per-
centage (36 percent) of the-small-construction firms believe
the industry should establish the dates.

. Who should establish
conversion dates Associations

The Congress
U.S. Metric Board in
consultation with the
industry

Industry (associations
and/or individual firms)

Other
No basis to judge

CONCLUSIONS

Small
construction

firms

(percent)

14 16

39 29

33 - 36
4 2

10 17

The building and construction industry is moving very
slowly in metrication. A large number of the associations
and small construction firms that repponded to our question-
naires indicated they were not involved in metricationpd
had no plans to become involved. Much of the industry is ,
passive toward metrication.

One of the major reasons for lack of metrication activity
in the industry is that the industry presently has no compel-
ling need to convert because

--it is primarily domestic, and .the measurement system
was generally not considered a significant factor in
exports;

- -it has no difficulty,obtaining customary materials;

- -its customers are not demanding' construction. in metric;
and 9

--conversion is voluntary, there is no legal requirement
to convert.

Another major reason is that it is difficult for individual
firms or segments Oftthe industry'to act alone. The'industry
is large diversifiqd, and Lragmented but also highly '

I
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interdependent., Many products and services must come together :
in the final produCt. Nofirm is large enough to' act as an
industry leader.-

Much of the industry is also concerned about metrication .
costs. and not certain ofthe benefits. Although the impact
would vary, almost every firm and segment of th- industry
would bear some conversion costs. Costs are unknown but would
be involved in converting production equipment, training per-
-sonnel in metric., keeping dual inventories; metricating build-

.

,,ing codes, possible.retesting of building product, and losing
time and efficiency while adapting to.a new measurement sys-

' ,..tem., Concerns have also been expressed that metrication would
cause customer Confusion.-

Metrication benefits are uncertain. The industry is
divided over whether -the metric system is easier to use and
would result-in-fewer errors, and the -major proposed advan-
tages are actually opportunities. Metric conversion advocates
believe that if the industry is to get something out of con-
verting to metric, it must take advantage of what they con-
sider the inevitable'change by evaluating and making. certain
additional and concurrent changes in building and construction
practices. Altholigh opportunities would.exist, as they Ares
ently do, to exaMins the entire spectrum of how the industry
does things,' those often associated with or tied to metrica-
tion are the opportunities to (1) implement the concept of
dimensional coordination, (2) standardize and rationalize the
number of.:praduct sizes, and (3) improve building codes.

..

Efforts carry out such changes have been going on for
many years_undtr'the customary system and have been successful
to a largeextent. Whether metrication would provide greater
success in thege endeavors is not known. The act of convert-
ing would mot alone accompligh these objectives but it would
provide a fur'ther opportunity'to,dosp.

.: _ .

To successfully implement these changes would require a
large., concerted effort by the'industry and sufficient .

resources and lead time to adequately evaluate the opportuni-
ties and plan for their implementation. There are no.assur-
ances that such an effort would be m'cle or that the same
objectives could not be accomplished under the,customary system.

The case of building codes offers an interesting look at
the advantages and disadvantages for the industry and the di-
lemma that metrication poses. On the one hand, metricating
the codes could be a large and costly process. Changes in
the codes could also mean that some building products may
have to be retested.

16-48.
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On the other hand, proponents of metrication believe
that the process of, metricating the codes offers an excellent
opportunity to make Substantial improvements by ivreasing
'uniformity and accepting new technology and products into the
codes. HoweVer, this is only an opportunity.' Thus, Some
'costs'are certain,-but the benefits are not assured.

Although much of the industry considers metric conVer-
.

sion to be inevitable, it probably will not convert, at least
in the near future, unless it is, mandated-or theFederal Gov-
ernment establishes a clear national pOlicy to convert and
plays a greater role in the conversion. Apparently, this is
'due primarily tothe'industry having'no compelling reaso s,
hav,ing no one to take the lead, and being uncertain of
the costs pnd benefits.

. . !I

Several, methods have been proposed by metrication pro-
ponents ,to bring about` conversion, of the industry. The major,

are:re:

--The Federal Government, should mandate conversion, at
least-for this industry.

- =The Federal agencies should use their purchasing power
to prod the industry. into converting. '/

--The U.S. Metric Hoard:, in conjunction with the indus-,
-try, should establish a time frame for conversion.,

'41,1;Rf thege involve a greater role for the Federal Govern-
ke:PW;''

:'Mandatory conversion is generally opposed by the indus-
try.: ruse of Federal purChasing power has somesuPport in the
induStgy., However, Federal construction agent.ft.4. generally
thought that they should keep pace-with, but n:,,lead, the
industry. Several of the Federal officials believed that
their 'agencies were not large enough in the building and con-
struction market to have an impact. In total, the Federal
Government has only aboUt 5 percent of the construction marlset.

If the Nation and the industry make.a commitment to -'
convert,. the establishment of a target date(s) would be' needed
to coordinate a conversion program for,such a large and diver-
sified but interdependent collection of industries; Suchsa
conversion program shOuld include a consideration of apsso-
priate and. worthwhile opportunities. The'target dates should*
allow sufficient time tb identify and plan for the implementa-
tibn of these opportunities.
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

METRIC TASK FORCE

SURVEYOF THE BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

INSTRUCTIONS:'

Please answer each of the following questions as

frankly and completely as possible..

We are interested in your viewSpwZlether or not you

consider yourself to be as knowledgea9e about our
questions as'you would like to be. Answers on your

members' views need not.be based on formal surveys'of

their opinions.

o

.1 We have made the following assumptions so that
all respondents will have a common basis. for answering:

Conversion means physikal changes, not just
substituting metric mecsurement units for
English or customary measurement units (inch,

pound, quart, etc.)

-- Conversion 'does not apply to items tlready

produced or in.production.
During the,convecaion, metric supplies and

'services will be readily available.

There0.s space at the end of the questionnaire
for any comments you may wish to make concerning these
assumptions, the questionnaire, or any other related

topics.

The questionnaire is numbered only to permit us
to delete your name from our list when we receive your

completed questionnaire and thus avoid. sending you an

unnecessary followup request.

Throughout this questionnaire there are, number.s
printed'within parentheses to assist our keypunchers in
coding responses for computer analysis.. Please dis-
regard these numbers.

RESPONDENT INFORMATION:

NAME:

TITLE:

TELEPHONE: 1 )
(Area code) (Number)

A. Association's Purpose and Membership

1. -Which of the following are primary funcEions
of your association? (Please check all that

PAY.)
1 / / Formilape professional standards ( 6)

2 i:7 Formulate technical standai'ds

3 1:7 Provide technical data

\.4 27 Lobby. for members (at local,.

State, or Federal level)

5 i:7 Serve as a professional forum

6 Li Review. proposed legislation
and standards

7 1/ Inform members of proposed
legislation and standards

8 /:7 Provide. training seminars to

members

9 / / PromOte,member products or
'services

10 / / Other .(Please specify)



2.

3.

APPENDIX I APPENDIX I
-Approximately how many a) full members, and

b) associate/affiliate members currently belong
to your association? (Please check one. for a
and one for b.)

a) Full members b) Associate/affiliate
...members

1,[,_/ Less than 100 (17) '1 / / 0 (18)

2 1:7 100 1,000 2 I-7 - loo

/ / 1,001 - 10,000 3 / / 101 - 2:000

4 a 10,001 25009. 4 L/ 2,001 - .5,000

L-3 25,001 50,000 5 i-7 5,001 - 10,000

BL:7 More than 50.000. 6 Li More than 10,000

Generally, to which of the following categories
would you assign the majority of your full
members? (Please check one.)

5., Which ig the following laws or regulations

mike it 4fficult for.your members to
the metric 'system? (Please check all
apply.) .

1 / / Feder.1 antitrust laws

2 L/ Other. Federal laws

.3 LI State and local laws

4/ / Building codes

5 / / Federal or Sttte procurement
regulations

6 / / Other (Please specify)

convert to

that

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

J.

(27)

(2/3)

7 / / None of the above

.°2
8 Li No basis to judge

.

1.Li. Designers (architects and

2 f7 Contractors.

3 / i Labor

'4 / / Manufacturers

/ / Distributors (wholesalers.
.

6 // Codes and standards

7 / / Real estate

8 / / Other (Please.specify)

engineers) (19).

and retailers)

B. Federal/State Laws and Policies

.

4. What is your understanding of the national policy
concerning converting to the metric systoiT
(please check one.)

lif7 No stated.nationalpolicy (20) '

/ Mandatory conversion Within 10 years

i-7 Federal coordination and planning of
voluntary', conversion

4 /7 A mandatory, gradual conversion (i.e., more
than 10 'years)

5 / / No conversion

6 / / Don't know

6. If metric conversion. occurs, which of the

following roles, if any, should the Federal
Government assuMe? (please check all that
apply.) 0

1 / / len the overall conversion (29)

I2 / / . oordinate activities (30)
-1

N.,
31 / Establish target dates (31)

A 4 / / Counsel and, advise interested (32)
parties.

a

7 LL/ Other (Please specify)
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5 // Leiislate the conversion (33)
process

6 / / Make conversion Mandatory (34)

7 /-7 Enforce the conversion process .051

8 / / Other (Please specify)
, (36)

9 1-7 None of the abova (37)

10 /' // No basis to judge (3a.-39)4
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7. Do you agree or.dissgres.that the Federal Govern-

mintshould encourage conversion to the metric

system by purchasing items designed or described

in metric terms? (Please check one.)

1 L7 Strongly agree (40)

2 /7 Agree somewhat

3 /7 Undecided

4 /7 Disagree somewhat

/7 Strongly disagree

se-

e.

APPENDIX I

9. In your view, do the mnP-It) of your membersj''
support'or oppose cmriversion to tni metric

systemi (Please on,.,

7-7 They strongly support (42)

2 F /. They somewhat support

3 / / They are undecided

4 / / They somewhat oppose

/ They strongly oppose

6 I', I have no basis to judge their
opinions

le .

10. Do 'you believe that conversion to the metric.
system is inevitable for the building and

'construction.ipclUstry? (Please check one.)

1 / / : Definitely yes.

2 / / Probably yes

3 I7 Undedided

C. Support or Opposition to Metric Conversion 4 / / Prcliably no

,

8% Dees your association support or oppose the 5 / / Definite ly no.

'United States' converting.to the metric system?

(Please check one.)

. 1 I:7 Strongly support

A' 2 1-3 Somewhat support

3 / /' Undecided (the association)

4 //// Somewhat oppose

5 / / Strongly oppose

6 / / No basis to judge (you).

(Z3)

0,

4 44

11.% In your view, do the majortty of your members
o

(41) believe that conversion to the metric system
is inevitable for the building and ciSnitiuction::),

industry? (Please check one.) .

(4451 /7

'2 /7

3 /7
4 /7
5 /7
6 /7

Definitely inevitable

Probably inevitable

They are

Probably not inevitable

Definitely not inevitable

r

I have no basis' to judge their

opinions

I
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12. What is the current statuctsf each of the following
-metric conversion activities An your association?
(Please check one box:f0s.,, each -row.)

! STATUS

13. In your view,,how does the metrication status
of your members compare with that of your
association?

--------' .. -',- J.,-e.1.-
a.. tletric pond' sketemaat

, / .

b. listric co
m 9T O.f.cOm`.
ittee - 4. TC. member sur

,d. GOSC ens ys
...%,e. memoer. a -'5' 7 :

n us Fy . r Eand
, technical bs IIations

itic 't11 dstornary
sh) and meltric

- alents

'g. Safe conversi0n14 of in-
dustry stand/miff/And teats-
nicil pubircati6ns4to °

metric oats only.
h. Hard converalon2/ of in-

dustry ctenderd and tech-
%Leal publications-to
metric units only, _,/'

.

i. Consumer information V
J. Decisions on design

dimensions, or r uct
sizes .

kj AssOcietion f udgeted
or, metric con on

j activities .

.

I. /imetable for conversion ,

M. Coordination with industry
n. Coordination withtgovern-

meat

i .
.

.
.II Eng Ash or customary units replaced with equivalent metric units without any. phy.

.
sical changes

.."'

in the size.., . or freight of the-product p material, or structure being produced. For example, the width of an 'item expressedin Customary units as 3 feet would be expressed as 914.4 millimeters under a .soft conversion with no changein the actual width.
'2/ 4 .,

(45)
(46),

R49

(50)

1 / / Membership significantly ahead (59)

2'.Li Membership Slietly ahead

3 / / Meffibership about. the same

4 / / Membership -slightly behind

'5 Z=7 Membership significantly behind

6 / / No basis to judge,

E. Potential Impacts of Metric Conversion

'14. Listed below are several' ADVANTAGES frequently
attributed to conversion, to the metric system.
Please indicate' whether you agree or disagree]
that each would be a significant advantage
for YOURMEMBERS. (Please check one box for
each row.)

(51)

(5'2)

(53)
(54)

(55)

(56) %.

(57)
(58)

----------
ia. The Metric system ts aser to

use and wou resuit,in ewer
errors

b. Conversion will increase or
protect the present amount of
export and/or work overseas of
your members

.

.c. Conversion will provide an
opportunity to standardize
products

-

.

d. Trade will be facilitated
trough a common measurement
language e

e. Use'df the metric system will
increase production efficiencies

f. Use of the metrir system will
facilitate technological
advances

.

.

g. Conversion Sill provide an
opportunity for improving
building codes and standards

h. Conversion will proyide an
opportunity for impiementing
or expanding "dimensional or
modular coordination"3/

i Conversion will stimujate your
industry n

(60).

(62)
.

(63)

(64)

(65)

(66)

(67)

The weight or dimenOone of the product, material, or structure changed, in'footnote 1, primarily for thesake of simplicity. In the example above, the item. with a width of-3 feet (914.4 millimeters) might bemanufactured'nith a width of'perhaps 900 millimeters -(2.998 feet), a slight reduction, or 1,000 millimeters(3.281 feet), about 34 inches wider.

111. A diZept relationship between the dimensions selected for the design of a building and the sizes of com-ponent% used in its construction. Product sizes and dimenslons are based on agreed-upon rules that permita bitter fit of products during the building process. Dimensions and sizes are based upon a module, suchas 4 -inches or 100 millimeters.
.
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15. Listed below are several DISADVANTAGES-frequently

attributed to tonveiaion to the metric aystem.
Please indicate whether you agree or disagree alga

each would be.a significant disadvantage for YOUR
-MEMBERS. (Please 'check one bok.for each row.)

APPENDIX I

17, For the United States'overall, would the

advantages of conversion to ehe metric system

outweigh the disadvantages or'vice versa? *4
(Please check one.)

t.--7

1 Advantages significantly outweigh (79)

disadvantages

2 L7 Advantages slightly outweigh

disadvantages
'

.

, .

'3 1-7 Advantages would be'about the same
as disadvantages

4 i-7 Disadvantage: slightly outweigh
-advantages

5 Li Disadvantagessignificantly outweigh
advantages

6 /./ No basis to judgeIn.A.m.namam. naanauwAcal maanmvnalLnyQ.

a. ConVersion will be eoselx
1,,,..4, ...c ..0

N

b. Training employees will, be time

consuming .

r--.

.

c. Conversion will result in dual

inventories - .

,

1

d. Customers will be'confused by the
metric system i ,

e. Conversipn will increase the
prices of your'membetW products/
services .

\..,f. Conversion will result in safety

hazardaand errors.
.

.

gl Sales will be lost to foreign .

imports

.

h. Conversion of building products
will require retesting '

i. Building codes and standards
will have to be changed.

'

(69)

(70)

C711.

(742)

(7,3)

(74)

(75)

(76)

(77)

16. For your members, would the advantages of con-
. version to. the metric system outweigh the dis-

advantagesor,Nice versa? (Please check one.)

1 a Advintages significantly outweigh dis- (78)
, advantages

2 ,L7 AdVatikagga slightly outweigh disadvantages

3 L7 Advantages would be about the same as
disadvantages o.

4 Lam. Disadvantages slightly outweigh advantages,

5 L7 Disadvantages significantly outweigh
advantages

6 Li, No basis to judge

18.'Withrespect to small and large firms, who
would gain or lose ftom metric conversion?

(Please check one.)

1 /7. Small firms would-gain and large (6)

firms would lose

.2 L7 Both small and large firms would
. gain

3 1-7 Boih smaLi and large firm; would'
lose

41 Small firms would lose and large
firma would gain

5 / / No.basis to judge

19. In the long run, how would metric conversion

influence the prices of your members' end

products and/or services? '(Please check one.),.

1 LL7 Major decrease

'2.L7 Some decrease

3 ET Little or no change

4 L7 Some increase

5 /7 Major increase

6 Li No basis-to judge

1.

92
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F. Schidulas - Time Frames for Metric Conversion 22. If the United States conyerts to the metric
system, who should establish the date(q by
which your industry would convert (Please

20. If the United Stites converts to the metric systiM, check one.)
approximately what would be the shortest time frame

1..L=7 Congressfor the majority of your members to conllert? (10)
. i(pleas check one.).

2 L:7 U.S. Metric Board (in coCdr .

1 2:7 Less than 5 years (8)
sultation with industry)'

,,
3 L7 Building and construction

2 1-7 5 - 10 years

4 /-7 Industry associations \. f'3 2:7 11 - 15 years

5 L:7 Individual firms
j 4 1-7 16 - ip years

6 L:7 Other (please specify)

---.s 1-7 21 - 25 years .

6 / -7 26 - 50 years

7 /-7 More than 50 years

8 L:7 Never

COMMENTS:

21. If conversion is not made mandatory, what would
be the optimum amount of time your members would
need to convert? (Please check one.)

1 L:7 Less than 5'years (9)

2 1-7 5-- 10 years
v

3 a 11 - 15 years

4177 16 - 20 years .

5 a 21 - 25 years

6 / / 26 -.50 years ,

7 L7 More than.50 years

COMMENTS:

16-55

7 L7 No basis to judge

23. If you have additional comments on any of the
items within, the questionnafie or related topics
not covered, please feel free to express_your
view" -in the space below or attach additional

data- Thank you very much for your cooperstidii
in Comphitinfthis questionnaire.'
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CHAPTER 17'

HOME APPLIANCE INDUSTRY VIEWS

METRICATION AS PREDETERMINED

The prevailing view of the home appliance industry is
that the United States will eventually adopt the metric sys-
tem and thus the industry will have tp convert. It believed
therd.is little economic benefit and no necessity for con-,
version. But, because metrication is seen as inevitable,
several major manufacturers are beginning to prepare for it.

Proponents of metricatidn'cite' standardization as a'
Major benefit of conversion. However, comN.ete worldwide
standardization in the home appliance industry cannot be
.achieved because electrical supply systems throughout the
world are not the same. 0.

In reviewing metrication'in the home appliance industry,
we interviewed metric officials of th4ee of the largest ap-
pliance manufacturers and the Association 'Of Home Appliance
Manufacturers. We also,sent a questionnaire to the Fortune
500 industrial firms' (see ch. 5), and responses included seven
companies in the appliance industry. We reviewed avairable
pertinent documents, such as annual reports and statements of
,metric policy. We talked to Canadian officials involved with
their oflgoing ,conversion regarding the appliance induStry.

THE INDUSTRY

The home applianee, industry consists of companies which
manufacture or market major and portable appliances for the
home. Major appliances include refrigerators, ranges, wash
ers, and dryers. Portable appliances include toasters,
mixers, inons', lamps, and vacuums.

Two characteristics of home appliances are especially
important from a metrication perspective. First, major
appliances have relatively long lives. Useful lives of 10
years and more are not uncommon. This factor will affect,
the time frame need2d if complete conversion is made from
one measurement system to another.

Second, most home appliances require a supply of elec7
tric power. Dq-pending on the area of the United States,
electricity isisupplied4to homes at 110 to 120 volts and at
a frequency of.60 cycles. Most of the world operates'at
220 or 240 volts and 50 cycles. The unit measure of elec-
tricity supplied (i.e. volt) is.the same in metric and non
metric countries, but no standard'level of voltage, has been
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adopted worldwide. Because electrical systems differ,
manufacturers have worked with these multiple systems in order
to trade in world markets. This ability to cope with more
than a single electrical system presents an interesting par-
allel to industry's ability to function using two measurement
systems.

CONVERSION WILL HAPPEN SLOWLY

Notwithstanding the general belief that metrication
ist4nevitable, conversion by the industry would be slow and
deliberate. If conversion were mandatory, four la, ge manu-
facturers of appliances informed us that they would need 5 to
10 years to convert. Three informed us they would need more
time--anywhere from 11 'to 20 years. Even if conversion were
not made mandatory, the time frames would not change much.
One firm, however, informed us that it would never convert
unless conversion was a mandatory requirement.

Officials offered a number of 'reasons why conversion/has
been slow to date. A primary reason, was that the appliance
ihdustry is primarily concerned with meeting the demands of
its customers, and they are not demanding metric appliances.

Another reason was that, unlike the automotive and other
industries where the industry leader is actively, promoting
metrication, the leading home appliance firm is taking a
,pas'sive approach to metrics. This firm believe metrication
is inevitable but has ifo incentive to converf*because

ismajor cubtomer, the nerV home construction industry, is K.:ft
converting (see ch. 16): Therefore, because this company
is a major supplAer-of electric appliahce motes and- other
componenls to its competitors, the other home appliance.
firms which do convert will find it difficult, if not im-
possible, to get parts built to metric specif.ications.

A third reason, according to one company official,,is--
the low priority companies assign to metrication. This of-
ficial said the industry has embarked on a massive progam,
to make appliances more energy efficient. Major engine6r#19,,
tooling, and designing efforts throughout the entireindustry
are being devoted to energy-saving prograMs and gletricatiai
along with other programs has been given,laer priorities.

Conversion status of major-companies

Although slow, conversion' is proceeding. Thee of the
seven appliance manufacturers which responded to r ques
tionnaire said that they plan for of have in procas a for-
mal statement.of metric policy and an organization for

17 -2
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implementing that policy. ¶'our manufacturers said thahey
either have or are working on plans for

an analysis of the costs of conversion,

- -surveys of the capability of suppliers to make compo-
nents to metric specifications,

- -an approach and methodology for training employees in
the' metric system, and, .

--coordidation with others in the industry.

These responses substantiated one official's statement
that a great deal of time ia still needed for such things
as establishing metric standards for the industr', devgloping
test procedures, retraining, employees, and replacing existing
equipment with equipment haying metric capability.

We interviewed two large major appliance manufacturers
which purportedly had metrication programs. One company is
a division of a large automobile corporation which has di-
rected all its divisions to convert to metrics. Officials
with this applianbe division said their conversion to metrics
may not be cost justified, but the headquarters directive
has influenced this firm to begin converting' This firm
estimated that only/about 5 percent of its business is met-
ric at this time. The other appliance manufacturer's biggest
customer is a major retailer which has been working with its
suppliers to gradually metricate.

Metric officers at one company said that their metric
policy was to soft convert existing product blueprints and
specifications and to introduce hard metric change through
designs.of new parts requiring new tooling. Officials at
the other company told us that sine v January 1, 1977, their
engtribering designs and drawings shOW both customary and
metric units. Neither of these two manufacturers has im-
mediate plans for showing-both measurement units on appli-
ance labels, packages, or, user documentation.

Although they have begun to convert, these two manufac-
turers will have the problem of interfacing metric and cus-
tomary components within the same product. The necessity of
having to work with a hybrid product is in part caused by the
unavailability of certain components like appliance motors
and compressors built to hard metric specifications. As a
result, one of the above appliance companies is producinq
portions of a new refrigerator line in hard metric but must
interface that portion with customary operating parts.

17-3
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Association of Home Appliance Manfacturers

This industry trade ass6Ciation.is taking a-n-UMberof .

steps to meet anticipated future Aemand for metric products.
Included are (1) revision of performance standards for test-

. ing, (2kdevelopment of'a Metric,Ptactice.Guid6 to'reeet the
needs of.the industry and the',Fonsumer, and (3) identification
of other industrys' metrication progress, problems, and sol-
.utions.,According to an AssOciation official,,existing per-
fOrmance standards for appliances have already.been soft con-
verted. The Association had a committee working on the next
step which is to generate engineering standards for hard met-
ric Aesign. Associatioqrhas also proposed SI metric units
applicable to the products of its member.s. These recommended_
.units address measurement- sensitive characteristics of ap-
pliances, such as how to express linear dimension, volume,
temperature, shelf area, and ice capacitT.

0

One industry representatiVe has said that the trade as-
sociation will use consumer input in setting standards and
making decisions on terminology. Dual measurements will
likely be utilized, until most adults have been retrained in
.the,metric system. A consumers understanding of appliance
use and care is vital to ;,correct usage. The official said
she would like for consumers to "think metric, don't convert,"
but the industry must be realistic about actual consumer
practices.

METRICATION IMPACT

One industry representative told the American Home
Economic Association:

"Conversion-to the metric system during the next
decade will be one of the most complex processes
and comprehensive planning tasks ever undertdken
by the appliance industry. Metric changeover in-
volve& engineering, drawings, sourcing of com-
ponents, fitting of parts, inspection, packaging,
labeling, test procedure development,' inventory
records, service,parts, meeting industry and gov-
ernment standards, employee training and consumer
education."

The Association of Home ApplianceManufacturers, a trade
associa ion for the industry, said the appliance industry
shoul courage and promote the use of the metric system
be.cau

--all developed nations have converted or are in the
process of converting and

17-4
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--the Metric Conversion Act of l 75:indicates that the
United States will eventually adopt metric's.,

,

his rationale supports the general otion in the appliance
'industry that-metrication fs inevit#ble. In responding to
§ our questionnaire, five of the Seveg home appliance manu-
facturets shared that-View.' Only o e firm questioned the
inevitability; the other company did not respond to our
question on,this subject. Officials of home appliance.mbh-
ufacturers generally supported met .cation even though,they
did not believe it is necessary or cost beneficial for their
industry.

4

That is not to say there wou d be no benefits. The seven
appliance manufacturers responded to our questionnaire in the
following manner when asked abou the advantages frequently
attributed to metrication.

4
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Advantage

Conversion Will provide
an opportunity to stand-
ardize proddcts

Frequently Attributed Agantages

Does not'. No basis
Agree Disagree apply to'judge

Trade will be Militat-
ed through.a common
measurement language

The-metric system is
easier to use and would
result in fewer errors

Conversion will provide
an opportunity for im-
proving product stand-
ards

Conversion-will increase
or protect 'the present
amount of exports and
work overseas

Use 'of the metric system
will increase production
efficiencies

Use: of the metric system
wilb facilitate techno-
logical advances

Conversion .will stimulate
your industry

2

3

2

The resp nses showed general'aTreement that the metric
system-:is easier to use and would result in fewer errors and
that conversion would facilitate trade,-provide an opportunity
to standardize products, and increase or protect the present,
amount of exports and work overseas. However, most disagreed
that 'conversion would provide an opportunity for improving
product standards, facilitate technological advances, and
stimulate the appliance industry.

The.seven appliance manufacturers. responded to our ques-
tionnaire in the following manner concerning the disadvan-
tages frequently attributed to metrication.
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Frequerotly Attributed Disadvantages

Does not No basis
A§ree Disagree apply to judgeDisadvantages

ConverSion will result
in dual, inventorles

Conversion will be
costly

Training employees will
be time consuming

'Product standards will
have to be changed 6

Customers will be con-
fused by the metric
system

Conversion of products
will require retesting 4

ConversiorOgill increase
the prices of'your com-
pany's products

Sales w411 be lost to
foreign imports

Conversion will, result
in safety hazards and
errors 1 5

+K.

1

1

Most respondents agreed that conversion would result in
dual inventories and be costly, training employees would be
time, consuming, product standards would have to be changed,
cuSt.omers would be confused, and products would require re-

. testing. Most respondents disagfeed that sales would be lost
tOt foreign imports and that conversion would result in safety_
hazards and errors and would increase the prices of their.
products./

In Canada, where metrication has progressed further than
in the-United States, a current industry concern is with the
conversion of existing temperature-sensitive appliandes, es-
pecially those in the, kitchen. The dials and knobk on these
appliances now show temperature settings in Fahrenheit de-
grees. When temper ture controls and dials are con rted to
Celsius, consumer may misinterpret the temperature r adings
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on the dials. A seemingly low temperature, readihg of i50
degrees Celsius equals about,300_degrses Faheenheit. The
table below shows seven commonly used Fahrenheit temperatures
converted to Celsius.

300 F.- 150 C
325 F - 160 C
350 F -= 180 C
335 F - 190 C
400,F - 200°C
4251F,- 220 C.

. 450 F - 230C
/

injury were pO 'retult, Canadian Law doe§ notes prevek con-
siumerS injured.thrOugh misuse.of metric label's from suing thg

-appliance manufacturer.. 'Dials with dual caliOrations might
minimize -customer mistaksS,:..hutithis could prolong consumer
resistance to mettics because the consumer wouid.continue to

° use thefamdliar customary units.

According to an official with a* leading appliance,man-
ufacturer in Canada,this ;company's current marketing, plans'
SpecifIr\that.temperature-alues be ishown-on control pandls
and dials of ranges in Fahrenheit and c-elsius. This-offi4ial
said hisicompany metric -only values when cer*
tain critetia arelmet.,-One of these criteria was the adequate
consideration by regulAdYy agenCies, stand ds-writing,organ=
izations, 'and'consUmer groups of the safety mplicationS an
the possible legal conseqdences.

4
1%.

In the United States, hoWever, the-view,of those we
interviewed was.that,safety should.-.not beamajor problem.
Appliance manufacturers told us thtvahy metric appliances
produced:. in this country would have to satisfy the same ..

safety standards, which organization's, such 'as Underwriter's
LaboratOrieS used to test customary -appliances before ens.
tering;the maiketplace.. Furthermore, they said that except,
for temperature dials on a. limited number of appliance's,
consumers generally, will not even be 'aware appliances. have
been made to. metric diimeilisions. According to an official
cif.a,large retailer_, ;the only time an appliance user` might
become awareThf the metric 'measurements would be in.:tePlacing-
parts.., But even then sumers may not know because repair
parts generally are red by code ,number- and not .by mea-
surements. L.

Another concernofthe.U.S. appliance industry, based on
questionnaire responses and interviews', is the role of the
Government. Most home appiianCe manufacturers did not want
thelFoVernment to mandate ,metric cOnversion. ighey preferred
that metrication remain,voluntary,_beiieving this would allowN,
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them to convert at a.rate_mdst advantageous .to themselves and
the industry. Most companies believed that target dates would
,need to be established to assure that conversion within the
industry is coordinated. But these officials preferred that
this be left to the ,4h.dustry trade' association rather tfiin the

U.S. Metric Board. They believed the Metric Board should ,,,
,,-

limit its involvement to educating the Ameridan public; coor-
dinating and monitoring" bile country:s metric ;efforts, and
recommending-leg islatioirl needed to faciiitaeiconvdision. '

LACK OF UNIFORMITY, IN INTERNATIONAL,.
POWER SUPPLY 1 ,

\ .
.

't The United Btateshas,an electrical pdwer System which
generates electric current for domeseic use at from 11b_to
120 volts .and 60 cycles. Egrope. has 220.Volts/5.0' CYClet;s
England, 240 volts/50 ccles; 'and Japanv,120.vdits/50 cycles

,

and'100 volts/60 cycles. Because electrical systemt 4re
,.

.

`---,.pot uniform, appliance companies marketing electeie4,ppli-
w. ances here and abioad'ainst 4dapttilemselves to woiking with

different levels of electric current--much like working. in
two or more differ nt Measuremehlt systelft.

'Officials toi
such an enviionmen

us thae they have been, able to exist -in,
ithout Much difficulty, althqugh it.

'Mewls sometimes hay ng to sacrifice standardization to*a'de-0
gr.ee and designing different appliances which will perform ',

adequately for a customer in whatever electrical' system` in r'

4Se. ',For, example, an official of a large corporation which
\

sellselectric appliances worldwide told us that 95 percent
of that-,company's produCts were-affected by the differences
in electric systems,. Another :official with the saMe'firm'.,
said-th4t certain appliances, dike electric,clocks, were
sitive to the:frequency:Of electric impulses, thla his company-4
often builds a freguency.switCh into these appliandes--espe-
ciallY Portable 410Plidncds. This switch enables a buyerto

1- foot
use the aPPp.ance..",1010m country to country.

t )
Adcording to one ,of the offiCials, if this switching:"

capability doe not.ex!ist, 'different things,d'quld occur when
1 using the'app ce gifferent countries. He said,:' for

example, that rim ing ati appliance on an electrical system
capable-of prodp ing. a fregpency of 60 cycles when the appli-
ance.waS design *for 50-cycles can be done; but the perfor-
inance Ievel of he appliance MovId suffers howeveei'49ing
,ftoth 60 to 50 cy 1@s/without psing a fregudncy st4tch could e
either horn out he appliance-motor or substantially :shorten
its

(

On the other hand, there are appliances,with heating
elementt (like a frying panor'toaster) which are obltage
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sensitive. 4,,These appliances also often hasie a "switch to
accommodate voltage at various levels. The official' said his
company must design separate motors, however, for appliances
to be marketed Where,,higher voltage is used.' A transtOrmer
can be used to adjusE voltage/. but cost makes* this an.imprac-
tical. alternative in most cases to, designing_ a separate, motot.'

, a
.

.

In all pr.ob4pir,4ility neither the United S.tates,)Europet
nor Japan will cbhvert its electrical system to conform

' to a worldwide 'standard 'system.
- .,,m

C ON C L r ONS
.

/ h
ppAplent view fh the American home appliance in-

1'

:'dusty ,.'i 4it metric_ conversion is; ineAtable: Little -con-
.. ,. 0 pity has ,occurred, howeVer, because there 'hasey

: 4
x /

,.

--rcustomer demand for. hard metric appliances, and .

anufactuters see 'no substanti:al benefits occur-
/

. t

too early to tell what _real impact conversion
/6 on the home appliance industry. Nevertheless,

any' officials have advised us that oponver§ion would be
wustly,.'and. there would be need to maintain two inventories;
rain emploYees, change product stafidards, and retest prod-

Ucts. Although manufacturers are concerned about-custbme4
,;confusioh Occurring, they generally do not believe that met-
. rication of home appliang2s ivould result 'in safety hazards
and possible' litigatiOn' fftil appliance, users. However, this
concern has jurfaced in Canada.

The, lack of uniformity in power supply systems S'hows
that the appliance industry is capable of 'meeting 'differing
demands. It also demonstrates that the world can exist on
more than one system, be jt electrical supply or measurement,
Particularly if conversion' would be costly.
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CHAPTER 18
-

THE COMPUTER INDUATRY REMAINS DIVIDED

Whether or not to convert to the metric4system has
disiided thg eomputer industry since the late 1960s. Those
companies favoring metrication--mostly the large multination-
al companies--have begun converting some operations to the
metric system. These companis genq6allli beiieve they would
benefit by adopting OcLe measurement system in their worldwide
engineering, production, and marketing oparations. The rest
of, the industry, some multinatiftals included, were not con--
verting beeause'they saw no benefits. They felt conversion
would bring problems and addOducosts to their companies.

')

THE INDUSTRY: WHAT IS

The computer indUstry is represented by some of the bet-
.

ten known and largest corporations in "America. It manufac-
tures, sells, and supAorts allypes of data processing and
businesg equipment, sukh as gsperal\purpose computar_systems, _

minicomputers, small business computers, and yatioffs relateek
equipment. Each product-category has a dominant company.

Several tra e associations act as spokespertons for the
computer industry, but the. Computer_ and Business Equipment
Manufacturers Association can be the most influential because
it represents those companies having the bulk:of the indus-
try's sales. A major-function of this Agsociation is to write
performance and interface standards for the.entire industry.
The Association is also the sponsor apProved by the',Amarican
National Standards Institute Mor all standards projects,-.

, mestic or international, 'in both the. computer.. and office ma-
chine areas.

In the past 20 years the computer industry has grown more
than any other industry in America, according to-an Associa-
tion official. This growth has meant dynamic progress and
constant change., characteristics which-may ultimately work to
the industry's advantage in -implementing the change to met-
rics.

pur 'review of_metrication in.this industry was limited
to discussions with top metric officials at 13 firms--both

.large and small. We verified and supplemented our-interview
information With the questionnaire responses received from
those computer corporations listed among the Fortune 500 com-
panies.. (See ch. 5.) Where possible we reviewed the annual
reports of these- corporations as well at any metric state-
ments, policies, plans, and handbooks that were available.

1



We also talked with metric officials at the Computer and
Business Equipment Manufact rers Association.

METRICATION DIVIDES THE INDUSTRY

Without an industriy positionon metrication, most com-panies have decided a ainstconversion even though.they be-lieve it is inevitab e. However, some companies have decidedto convert and are/studying how to "I-proceed. Their experienceshave been both go d and bad.

Industry i terest in metrics gained same Momentum in1968. That wa the year. the Computer and Business Equipment
Manufacturers Association formed ,its first metric committee.The committ s sole` purpose was to, respond to a NationalBureau of andards questionnaire. In 'its formal report toNBS, the Association concluded it 'could not take a potitionon metrication because` some companies favored metrication
while others opposed it The Assodiation's policy was tosuppot the consensus; therefore, beCause there was none,the Msocition's_metric committee was abblished.

/the American National Metric,Council: After 1 year, ac-

Then, in 1973,- the Association became a charter memberof
/
/cording to an official, the Association dropped out because/ there was still no computer industry interest in metrication./ In 1974 and again in 1975, ANMC asked the Association to beSecretariat for a new committee representing the computer and/ ' electronics industries. The Association refused because asurvey of its. membership showed no interest in supporting orparticipating in such "a committee.'

An Association 'official recently t d us that few 'mem-bers expressed even a c ual interest in'becoming involvedwith metric conversla herefore, the. Association has notbeen involved in plan and prepating for i t. However,several firms which had experimented with metrics on their
own over the years had mixed results:

--Ill 1973 one-company began designing roduct in hard
metric units but soon found_the metric fasteners and
supplies needed were ,not available. The result: sig-
nificant redesign of theprOduct taking about 3-1/2
.staff -years to-complete; This p ?oduct ended up with
Only about 20 percent of the- components-designed in
hardimetric. This same company tried again in 1975 butdropped its project due to ,similar problems and a lack
of, vendor capability.. A company official said that
both experiences were very costly but he could not be
more specific= than tbat.
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One of the industry's leading companies in 1974
designed one of its products in metric units. When

the firm found it would haver to pay as much as a 20-
percent premium for metric parts and supplies, the
company:scxapped the idea and redesigned'the product
mostly in customary units. This same company devel-
oped a metric plan for'implementation by January 1976
tladt did not implement it because management found only

a few companies in till industry were taking conversion
seriously. Management did, not want to pay the price of
being4 metrication leader and, consequently, shelved
the program.

.

The above'tWo,companies do not have active etric programs
tOday. However, a small group of multinat al companies,
including the industry leader, were more uccessful in imple-
menting their metric programs. They have:

- -Statements of metric policy calling for a gradual im-
plementation of metrication with new, product designs
while leaVing existing products alone,,

- -Metric plans which- usually specified time periods by 0

which the company would be predominantly metric, usu-
ally a 10-year period.

.
--Committees or doordinators responsible for implementing

and monitoring metric policies and plans.
.. .

- -Some products already converted to metric; e.g., com-
, puter. terminal-a and housings for computer mainframes.

Officials with these multinational companies said they
are,converting,becadse metrication is inevitable. Several
officials also said that a primary consideration in their com-
pany's decision to convert was the European Economic Community
directive t at after April 21, 1978, all goods sold in Europe
must be lab led in metric units.

The largest computer corporation in the United Stfates
decided in 1966, to study'the possibility of conversion to the
metric system. Its primary reasons for doing so Were that (1)

a new computer series was being developed, for worldwide use
as a.single integrated computer line, and (2) the company
wanted to expand its manufacturing capabilities worldwide.

-i

Company officials b ve they are successfully progres-
sing toward their goal b ing_predominantly metric by 1982.
They attribute .their su s in large measure to the corpota-
tion's international background and past metric experiences
with foreign subsidiaries.. Also, metrication has *been given



y.

top,level approval'and support. Plans have been developed
and staff provided to assure implementation. The corporate
standa4ds group established an interdivisional steering com-mittee with every division represented. The committee met twoor three times annual to discuss program status and problemareas. Responsibtlity for the overall metric program is den-tered in the committee chairman. Each division manager is
responSible for .setting timetables for converting his opera-t'ions so that the overall corporate goal would be achieved.

Not all multinational computer firms, however, believe
metrication is inevitable. An official with one of the lead-
'ing computer firms said he could understandlsome multinational
corporations going metric because'they had no single standard,
for their worldwide operations and. one standard--eithek metricor customary--is desirable. Metrication would allow them to-adopt a standard used throughout the world. In discussing his
company, however, this official said it already has one stand-ard which is used throughout its global operations., jtsstandard is the customary system of measurement.

s.

The official further stated-his company is getting nopressure from foreign markets to manufacture and sell metricproducts. The company has no problem selling its products in'
overseas-metric markets or getting them serviced. Consequent-ly, this company will use the customary system until it costs
more to use,it than to convert to metrics: It plans to mon-itor metric developments around the world through a networkof 'metric committees.

PROBLEMS AND. COSTS, BUT FEW BENEFITS

Most industry officials believed that metric conversion
would bring added costs, and in several cases, officials be-
lieved this cost could be substantial. But, actual cost exper-
iences were limited; therefore, no onein the computer indus-
try really: knew how much metrication,would cost. Only three
companies we visited had tried to estimate what their costswould be

One company in 1971 estimated its conversion costs at
from several hundred thousand to several million dollars if
conversion was completed in a 3- to -5-year period.-,The com-
pany's study involved all areas of the corporation and sought
supplier reactions to furnishing metric components. An offi-
cial-said suppliers generally_ were willing to provide the com-pany with any metric items needed. However, this-CoMpany has
since-- decided not to convert with one reabon being the cost
that would be incurred.
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In 1963 a. second company estimated its costs would be_
$3.6 million over_a 10-year conversion period. But then 'inir
1971 it revised its estimate to $1.1 million, again stretched
over e 107year'transition period. The company lowered its
estimate because it concluded that conversion would not re-
vice, wholesale-discard and replacement of costly manufa6-iir-'
ingtools and equipment. On the other hand, the company be7
lieved"that.costs of employee education and training would be
substantially higher.

The third company refused to discuss its 1966 cost, esti-
mate other than to say that, the company's study team estimated
that the costs would amount' to manYmillions. Despite the
high cost's, the team recommedded increased use of the metric
system. It believedsetrication was in the, corporation's best
interest in the long un. .

t

Management' at one large corporation is convinced some
cost data, regai-dless of how crude it mightrbe, is needed to
set priorities and generally assure .some maiegement control.
Many multinational computer firms convertiare following a
-policy of letting costs lie where they fa within the-com-
panies. They hope that managers, opera rithout a budgeti
for metrication, would be resourceful anc emeht-metrica-'
tion)with minimum costs.

The impact of metrication in cost and probl,ezis will vary
from company to company. Industry officials have different
opinions as to which areas of their business would be most af-
fected by me-trication. One problem almoSt always mentioned,
however, is the need to maintain two inventories--one for
metric products and another for customary products--for many
years. Officials' estimates of how long dual inventories
would be required varied and ranged from 10 to 30 years.

Besides the inventory problem, officials generally be-
lieVe their companies are likely to incur costs in the fol-
lowing areas:

--Some employees will need metric tools in their work.
One company, for example, has over 12,000 field engi-
neers4who probably will require some metric tools for
computers having metric components. .An official of
this firm did not know whether, the company or the em-
ployee would pay for the added cost of buying the met-

.

rac tools,

--The need to show two sets of measurement units on engi-
.

neering draWings, and how to show them,.could be a
problem. One company estimated that using the two
measurement systems on its engineering drawings would
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add 5 percent to the total cost of then drawings.
Another company also found it was costing more than it
was worth and stopped this practice after 8 years.
The company now shows'eithet-only customary.or- metric
units on its drawings.

-Metric. conversion will require changing' numerous prod-
uct"standards to either-a.hard or soft conversion. Al-
most every product standard in the industry is now ex-
pressed in customary units:

--Training programs with training materials and documen-
tation will ha'Ve to be developed for employees. .Em-
ployees may lose.work time while in training, and
there may be initial productivity decreases as employ-
ees learn to work with metric units. One company, for
example, had developed a training program which will
have.' an impact to varying extents on every employee
inthe company..

V r

--The availability of metric parts, at least initially,
-is a concern- Several companies told us they have al-
ready had difficulty in locating metric sources and
after locating them they had to pay higher prices than
for customary parts.

--Metric conversion could create safety problems. Some
manufacturing wocesses, for example, are tempetature
controlled, and an employee could get injured .by con-
fusing CelsiuS and Fahrenheit readings. One company
told us that one of its machinists unknowingly working.
with metric. numbers_was almost injured. He miscali--
brated his machine which caused the tool to break and
fly off the maChine.

--Computer programs may need to be modified or complete-
ly rewritten. In prior reviews of data processing
systems,'we have found that program modifications can
be an expensive and prolonged process, especially if
the documentation supporting the existing program was
not complete or had flaws in it.

Most companieS, including those in the process pf-conver-
ting,' associated few or no benefits with metrication.0. One
benefit cited was that metrication would make the U.S`. corpot-
ations more competitive in the world market. A vice president
of a leading comptter firm claims this is nonsense. He said
the biggest impediment to marketing overseas ,is that the prod-
duct is American, not that it is in customary measurements.
According-to this official, all countries today use standards
as a trade barrier to keep U.S. products out and this will
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continue regardless of whether the United States goes metric
or not;

Another benefit often cited was that metrics would pro-
vide an opportunity to standardize products. HoWever, one
official with a major corporation told us that achieving uni-
versal interchangeability and standardization involves more
than just agreeing on linear dimension, which is the only
thing metrication addresses. This official believes the em-
phasis on metrication sidesteps the real obstacles to attain-
ing worldwide standardization, such as

--the different methods engineers around the worldOpse
to draw things and the need. to redraw these draings
belforg.transferring them from abroad to the United
St es,

-.the different material specifications in use from.
country to country and the need to redesign components
to use foreign specifications,

. .

--the limited vendor competition abroad because these
vendors have to convert American drawings to,local
standards and local language, and

-the language barrier between the countries of the
world which often results in poor and inaccurate com-
munications.

By adopting hard metric standards for its compuAers and
business equipment, the computer industry would also ke in a

,position to seriously begin considering the use of hard met-
ric paper sizes with its machines. The internationally sanc-
tioned metric paper 'size system is said'to contain many bene-
fits, not the least-of which is a much simpler way of expres-
;sing the weight of paper than,is done in the United States
today.

But a major .obstacle to adopting this paper .system is
that the equipment manufactured by the computer industry and
used throughout the world is built to inch specifications, and
metric -size paper is currently not compatible. with this; equip-
ment. For example,:automatic bUsiness maGh-ifres that add data
to preprinted business forms use feeding deviceS employing
pins spaced at 1/2-inch centers., This requites that contin-
uous forms have feed holes 'punched at 1/2 -inch intervals and
that form,depths be in multiples of this module.

The. issue of paper size is very complicated and 'one that
representatives of the computer, paper, and printingindus-
tries were jointly studying as a subcommittee of ANSI. Any
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change to our system of paper sizes would have an impact on
things, such as filing systems, filing equipment, and paper-
making equipment.

The subcommittee considered the pluses and minuses of
conversion for business paper and concluded that changes to
paper sizes must necessarily be limited to a soft conversion_
because computer and business equipment will be soft converted
for the short term.- Thus, it appears that- an American commit-
ment to an international metric standard for paper sizes will
not be achieved, at least in 'the near future. (See ch. 19 for
a discussion of the international metric paper size system and
the advantages-ancl disadvantages to using that system.)

FUTURE METRICATION EFFORTS

Metric officials with one of the industry's largest com -.
panies were convinced the United States would not complete
metrication until the next century if conversion continued to
be voluntary. They believed a national program' with plans and
timetables is needed. OffiCials at other computer companies
shared this view and stressed theineed for a short conversion,
to keep confusion and costs to a minimum.

Some officials wanted a voluntary ptogram but disagreed
on what the Government's role should be regarding metrication.
Two large. companies believed that the Government should pro-
vide companies with, some form of incentive to convert. The
particular incentive desired in one case was some form of tax
relief to keep metric costs down. The other company believed
conversion shoUld proceed voluntarily up to a point, predeter-
mined by, the Government, afterwhich everything would be con-
verted. One offidial of another firm cautioned that the Gov-.
ernment should not subsidize metrication for anyone because
to do -so would bring chaos and add to_total conversion costs.

Officials of one major company said that the American
peo sho d have a voice in deciding whether the United
States s ould convert to the metric system. The company be-
lieves public opinion should be assessed by the U.S. Metric
Board. According to the officials, if the Board determines
the American publics does not want metrication, the country
should cdntinue with soft conversion where appropriate and
determine a new course of action. Regardless of any future
national decisions, however, this company will continue'to
convert its operations. The company believes it could oper-
ate in two measurement systems although it would prefer' just
one--the metric system.
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CONCLUSIONS-

The computer induifiy remains divided on whether or not
metrication-is necessary. Certain large multinationals with-
in this industry believe conversion is inevitable and,are pre-
paring for it. Other companies, including multinationals;
still vigorously oppose conversion because they see no bene-
fits.

The industry does not know whether metrication is a cost-
beneficial business decision. Rather than thoroughly evalua-
ting costs and benefits, companies are deciding to convert be-
cause of what they claim is the inevitability,of metrication.
Few benefits are being cited, yet the few cost studies mare
show companies will incur added costs to become predominantly
metric. It appeard that this industry will remain divi ed.
However, if the United States decides metrication is be t,
many corporation officials would favor a quick conversion over
a prolonged one to minimize confusion and cost.
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A

CHAPTER 19

LITTLE CHANGE IN-BUSINESS-LETTER SIZES
,

The paper industry does not plan to accept the proposed
international metric standard.size fof business paper,. The
importance of keeping the current size is'thkt, most filing
systems, business machines, and other products were made to
fit the business letter; and consequently, other record paper
and forms were designed to conform to this size.

While the United States does not have a formal nati.onal

standard business letter size, by general custom kthe coMmon
business letter size is 8-1/2 by 11 inches. The Federal
Government uses 8- by 10-1/2-inch sized paper, as its standard

size. A

Our review of the paper industry.Was limited to the met-
-rication activity surrounding the correspondence- and business-
Size paper and forms. We discussed the'paper industry's'metri-
cation activities and the business paper size problem with
representatives from industry, associations and manufacturers.

PAPER INDUSTRY BACKGROUND
?

-. The American Paper Institute is the industry's rational
trade association. Its approximately 200-member firms provide
more than 90 percent of all pulp, paper, and paperboai'd manu-
factured domestically. The paper_industry ranks amongthe .
sic largest industries in the United.States.and last year
produced over 60 million tons of paper and pape'rboard.The
paper and allied products companies employ approximately.
750,000 people located throughout the Nation.

The Institute participates in the InternationAl(Organiz-
ation.for Standardilzation's meetings concerning.internaticoal
paper standards. Also, the paper industry, in cooperation.
with the American National Metric Council, has established.
a paper and allied products industry sector to planiconver-.
sion activity with the Institute as the secretaiiate, This
sector committee has established 12,spbcommittees for the

industry. These subcommittees are: papermaking and'other s.

fibers, newsprint, printing-writing papers, packaging'paper,
sanitary tissue products, specialty papers, corrugated and
solid fiber boxes, folding carton and food service products,
paperboard other than packaging, machinery manufadturers
Units and testing instrumentation, and employee, training.

An Institute official informed us that, overall, the.

paper industry would soft convert but, for the mostpart'i be
e , 4

responsive to the customers needs. Therefore, there maybe'
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some hard conversions. We were informed by a manufacturing
official that a hard conversidn, would require some adjupt=
ments to plant equipment; for example, to cut the finished

. product to the.dimension:ordered. However, most-of the met7
rication activity. would result in changes to .thelabeling,_
billing, and other business syStems. Also, metrication would
require some training of emploYee0..in the metric system`..

INTERNATIONAL STANDARD PAPER SIZES

ISO's standard for paper sizes,is a system of paper- ,

sizes based on the concept that all paper sizes can be der-
ived from a 1-square-meter sheetof7paper having a width to
length ratio:of l'to 1.414. This preferred basic sheet of
paper is -a rectangle-measuring 841 by 1,189 millimeters- To'produce the succeeding'sizes, this sheet is cut in half. The
resulting.sheets are one half the,area of theprevious.sheet:
This prOcess can be_continued.to produce a series-of about00
useful sizes called the A-series of paper sizes. The busi
ness-size paper is the A4 size-210 by 297 millimeters or
8.27-by 11.69 inches.

The following figure shows how the Aseries
derived from a 1-square meter sheet.

AO
841 mm

3
3

Al
(23.39 x 33.11

3
3

420mm

A2
(1 8.54 x 23.39 in.)

420 mm.

A3
3 (11.69x16.541n.)

210 mm

A4
3 MVx
3

210 mm

A5
3
3

A6
A7

AB
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The following

Size

table lists the,A-series
rg

Millimeters-

A0. S41
Al 594
A2 42a
A3 297
A4 210
A5 148
A6
A7

_105
7.4

A8 52
A9 37
A10 26

by 1r89
by 841J
by 594i,'

by 420;
by 297
by 210
by 148
by 105
byt. .74
by *52

Ol'A 37

ISO standards for paper a/6 in
to be used when paper sized between
is needed. The following tabl

ize Millimetqrs
..-.'

BO 1000 by 1414
Bl 707 by 1000 . 4

B2 5,00 by '107"4
B3 353 by 's500"'
B4 25Q by. '353
B5 176 by.7250.
B6 125 by-.47!176s,f
B7 88 by 125
B8 62 by ..88 4,
2.9. 44 pyt, 62 ,11-:

B10 31 by/ 44 1.2

4

A STANDARD BUSINESS-LETTER SVE

-A

paper sizese!

Inches ;

33.11 by 46.4
23.39 by 33.11
16.54 by 23.39
11.69 by 16.54
8.27 by 11.69
5.83 by 8.27'
,4.13 by 5.83
2.91 by 4.13
.02.05 by 2.91
1.46 by 2.05
1.02 by 1.46

e.a similar B series
wo A-series sizes
.5 series sizes.

Inches

55.5739.37.by
27.83 by 39.37
19.69 by 27.83
13.90 by 19.69
9.84 by 13.90
6.93 by 9.84
4.92 by 6.93
3.46 by 4.92:
2.44 by 3.46
1.73 by 2.44

. 2 by 1.73

The question of a standard: e, be it ISO or a U.S.
standard, isiaeparate from the use of the metric system, and
the two could"be considered separately. However, they appear
interrelated because (l)' considerat-ion and planning for the
paper industry's adoption of the metric system and (2) the
proposal that the U.S. paper industry adopt the international.
Paper size are occurring at the same time.

Two subcommittees of the American National Standards
Institute have been studying the optimum metric size for
business letters from the viewpoint of paper manufacturers,
printers, and users.. They have also been working on (1) the

problem of the difference in the sizes between Government
and commercial business letters and (2) the effects of ad-
opting ISO sizes.
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If the size of the business letter is to be converted
to the metric system, the paper industry has the following
options:

1. Soft convert the present size of .8-1/.2 by 11 inches
to 215.6 by 279.4 millimeters.

2. Soft convert the present size, with the dimensions
rounded to 215 by 280 millimeters, 'which is 8.46
by 11.02 inches.

3. Adopt the A4 size, 216 by 297 millimeters, which is
8.27 by 11.69 inches.

4. Hard convert and adopt a new size, 210, by 280
millimeters, which is 8.27 by 11.02 inches.

The compromise size of-210 by 2'80 millimeters, or 8-1/4
by 11 inches, would preserve the 11-inch length dimension
needed for our existing filing system and business machines;
nd the adoption of A4 width, 210 millimeters or 8-1/4 inches,

could make international uniformity in envelopes possible.'

At this point, there is general agreement within the
paper industry to continue using 11-inch lengths. Eleven
inches is 279.4 millimeters. Rounding this to 280 milli-
meters would only incre,ase the present length by 0.0016 of. 'an
inch, well within existing tolerances. The question of
width, however, is still unresolved. The advantage of adopt-
ing the A4-size width, 210 millimeters (8.27 inehes),"is
that it only reduces the present size by about 1/4 inch, and
this 'uniform width c uld permit the ,international standard-
ization of envelop sizes.

Presently, the.. Federal Government has not done anyt ng
to adopt the compromise size. Also, ISO has not been willing
to introduce the 210- by 280-millimeters size as an alternate
size in the A series. An Institute official advised us that
the paper industry will just soft convert the present 8-1/2-
by 11-inch size. The paper sizes will not change, until the
Government and ISO have agreed with the paper industry on a
standard' size for use in the United States that recognizes
or adopts the 11-inch length dimension.

DISADVANTAGES-AND ADVANTAGES OF INTERNATIONAL
PAPER SIZES AND STANDARDS

Disadvantages

Industry officials told us that the adoption of. ISO's
system of paper sizes would present some problems, especially
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with the use of business machines, because the machines would
have to be modified or replaced.

. N:
The paper sizes used in automatic-writing and reading

Machines are usually. dictated by the dimensions ofthe ma-
chine. An industry official stated that many of the A series
paper sizes. re not readily adapted for u e on high - speed.

1::
printers and are not well suited for p nting on presses..
However, these automatic systems are ne sary to process
the increasing volume of buSiness transactions.

As an example, the increase in the. volume of bank
checks to be processed made automation necessary. Machines
were designed to.handle a range- ofcheck sizes, but the
check must be between 6 and.8-3/4 inches by 2-3/4 and. 3.-2/3
inches. The A-series size recommended for checks'is.A6
(105 by 148 'millimeters or 4.13 by.5.83 inches).and will
not work in the automatic readers. The suggested solution
is to use one fourth of the,A4 size, which would be 210
by 74 millimeters or 8.27 by 2.91 inches., This manipulation
does produce a size that is acceptable tb the reader, but.
but it cannot be used in automatic writing machines..

All business machines that automatically write data on
continuous paper or forms use feeding devices with pins spaced,
at 1/2-inch centers. This requires that continuous forms
have feed holes punched at 1/2 -inch intervals and that their
lengths be in. multiples of this module. This requirement
eliminates the A-series size for use. The A4 size has a
length measurement of 297 millimeters, or 11.69 inches, The
:U.S. commercial Size hasan 11 -inch length. The use of
continous processing paper and forms seems to-be.cettain;
therefore, to change all automatic data processing equipment
Printers and other business machines with 1/2-inch spacing
does not seem to be justified..

;Another.problet with adopting the A4-size business paper
would be the need to change the sizes of other office-related
Products which have been built to accommodate-the :8-1/27 by 11-
inchipusiness paper size; for example, desks, filing systems,
binders,:etc.: This problem,:however, does not exist when
-you use something-less than the 8-1/2- by 11-inch size. For
'example, the Federal Government's 8- by 10-1/2-inch size
can be used with the office products designed to accommodate.
the 8-1/2- by.11-inch size paper.- _: .

.

The Standards Council of Canada JCanada's national stan-
'dards .organization), after studying. the problem6 of the 117
inch length and the need for 1/2-inch spacing for business
machines and learning that ISO was not willing to add a com-
ptomise size to the.A-series, has-standardized on the



8-1/2- by 11-inch business-size paper. Therefore, the
A-series size may be an international standard size, but
is unlikely that it will be adopted worldwide.

Advantages.

Other features of ISO's paper standards are less con-
troversial. The ISO system includes standard envelope sizes
that are coordinated with the standard paper sizes. It
uses the grammage concept, a metric measurement, for paper
weights. ,

, .

It would be more economical fof the united States to use

/I
.a limited number of envel pe sizes to meet all mailing needs

,instead of the hundreds f sizes now used. However, it is
not necessary to convert to the metric system to accomplish
this. Many of the odd -size envelopes uSed are selected for
their attention value in direct mail advertising and greeting

,.2cards. T

In addition to sizei paper manuf6cturers*and users also
define the substance or basis'weight-of a:particular grade of
paper:. This basis weight is defined in pounds of a ream of

.4_ paper cut to a given size: This method-of'describing paper,
'ocan be eliMinated with theuse of the metric system.

The gtammage method expresses basis'weight of paper in
grams per square 'meter." The concept eliminates confusion
over each basis weight Of.different quality paper. cut-to
different sizes by providing a:common unit for comparing
sheet weight. The customary ounce unit is too.large to be
used. .Further, in the metric system, ream weight is reported
in kilograms per 1,000 sheets,.thus providing a distinction..
between_sheet weight.

CONCLUSION

Metrication of business paper is not a simple task even
though the paper manufacturer could probably change the size
of paper easily.' The U.S. paper industry has considered Can-
da's decision to retain the 11-inch length for business oa-
iler. Further, to take advantage of international standardiz-
ation of envelopes in the future, it has proposed adoption of
the 8-1/4-inch width.

i

4 The paper industry wants to be responsive to customer
needs and keep the elSgnomic imilo4pt iia mnmum. Therefore,
it plans to retain the 11inch _len!. diMension so that fil-
ing systems, business machines, ate her products do not
have to be modified or replaced. :A ..,,

,
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CHAPTER 20

SURVEYING'AND MAPPING:, SOME FAMILIARITY.WITH METRICS

Measurement is extremely important to those-involved in
surveying and mapping. Metric units have been used to some
extent in various phases of the profession for many years,
and some of the.data bate is already metric. However, tliye
customary system is the predominant system usld.

Conversion to a predominant use of the'metric em
would not significantly benefit surveyors and mappers. HoW-7
ever, some benefit would result frbm a single, uniform mea-
surement system on a worldwide basis. Mappers would benefit
to some extent in that some of the data base is already met-
ric, and the cost and time required to, convert this data to
customary units would be eliminated.

Surveyors and mappers did not expect metrication to pre-.
tent major problems, as long-as the "go forth" approach is fol-
lowed. This' means that existing ipnd deedS'and plots would
not be tesurveyed.(in metric) .until"the land was resold or
there was another need for the survey to be redone. Maps,
would be converted when they are revised or new ones.are pre
pared. EXceptions to the. o forth approach could be, aeronau-
tical charts and road maps.

We discuSsed metrication of surveying and mappingWith
the three major mapping agencies--the 11.S..GeologiCal Survey,
the'National Ocean Survey, and the Defense Mapping Agency--
and several surveying.firms-and private.map producers. Dis_
cuseions were also held with the AMerican Congress on Survey-
ing and Mapping and the ANMC Surveying and- Mappin.vSector

,Committee.- Wealso examined pertinent documents.,

MAPPING

Many different types of maps. are produced, including
aeronautical, nautical, topographic, and special-pUrposel
such as road,, recreation, and engineering. These are pro-

'. duced by Federal, State, county, city, and private groups.
Most of the basic cartographic (chart and mapmaking).work is
performed by Government agencies because private interests
'do not have the required resourdes. Maps prepared by the
Geological Survey and other government agencies serve as
the .basis for many other maps.

Aeronautical charts
,

With.some exceptions, aeronautical charts are prepared
by the Federal Government... The National Ocean SurVey of the
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Department of Commerce's. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-
ministration prepares, publishes, and distributes aeronauti-
cal charts of'the United States. Charts of foreign areas are
prepared and published by the Defense Mapping Agency of the
Department of Defense and ore sold to civilian users by the
Octian Survey. These charts are used in military, commercial,
and general aviation.

Aeronautical charts of the United States and many other.
countries are almost exclusively in.the customary system with
altitude in-feet and distance in nautical miles. 1/ The.Ocean
SurVey prepares sits aeronautical charte in accordance with
Interagency Air Cartographic Committee--Federal Aviation 'Ad-
ministration, Department of Defense, and Department of Com-
merce--specificatAns. The Ocean Survey cannot unilaterally
convert its. aeronautical charts. Defense Mapping's aeronau
tical charts, are prepared in accordance with standards estab-
lished qy the International Civil Aviation Organization. This
international organization was considering January 1985 as g
possible target date for conversion to metric. Neither then
Ocean Survey.nor Defense Mapping have any plans.to metricate
aeronautical charts. (See ch. 15 for a discussion of the im-
pact of metrication on aviation:and the'aerpspace industry.)

.A concern if metric conversion of aeronautical. charts
were to take place is that for some period of time pilots
m4y have to use both customary and metric charts. Ocean
.8trvey and Defense Mapping officials told us that any con-
fusion over meters and feet could result in.safety problems.
(A meter is over 3 times greater than a foot--the commonly
used unit.) For this reason,-theseofficials believed that
conversion of aeronautical chartsAbuld probably be done as
quickly as possible if and when a deciSion was made to con-
vert aviation to the metric system.

This. would; that charts in use, for the most part,
would have to be revised to show metric jimensions. A lesS
costly approach would be to convert the.charts as they are
normally updated,or.-new ones prepared. It would be many
years, however, before all charts would be 'converted under
this approach.

Some conversion costs would/be offset'by savings that'
would result:because some data'is already metric. Mapping
data is often exchanged between various mapping- groups,'both

1/The nautical male is an international unit of distance--
for sea and air navigation based on the length of a minute
of arc of a great circle of the earth. It equals 1,852
meters or 6,076.115 feet.
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domestic and foreign. Some of this data would already be met-
ric because 'it would be generated by metric countries. De-
fense Mapping also gathers data on foreign areas in metric.
In addition, the national geodetic network 1/ has been in met-
ric, probably since the first survey in 1830. The network
provides much of the basic data base for mapping in the United
States.

Defense Mapping and Ocean Survey officials said conver-
sion of metric data to customary is a minor problem, but some
expense is involved. The cost, however, is unknown.

Decisions on whether and how aeronautical charts are to
be converted to metric would not be made by the mapmakers but
by the Interagency Cartographic Committee and the Internation-
al Civil Aviation Organization. Any plans to convert aircraft
operation should take into account the costand any problems
that may be involved in converting aeronautical charts. If a
decision is made to convert aircraft operations, a target date
for conversion would be needed in order that the preparers of
aeronautical charts could plan for conversion.

Nautical charts

The Ocean Survey charts the coastal waters of the United
States and its territories and the Great Lakes. Defense Map-
ping is responsible for international waters, and the Army
Corps of Engineers charts the Nation's rivers. Some private
firms reformat and reproduce Federal nautical charts for thei
own varied uses.

Nautical charts are mostly customary with feet and,fath-
oms (6 feet) used for depth of water and nautical miles gen-
erally used for distance. It has been the custom to use the
statute mile for distance on the Great Lakes.

The Ocean Survey has been, involved in two metric proj-
ects. As part of an agreement with the International Hydro- .
graphic Organization (an organization of maritime countries

1/The national geodetic network is a system of bronze markers
implarkted in the earth's surface at over 500,000 locations

, -

that-441ve, with great'accuracy, the longitude and latitude
and/or elevation of each-point. This system, which is es-
tablished'and maintained by the National Ocean Survey,
serves as the primary reference system for surveying and
mapping of the United States and is the basis for much of
the mapping data. The data is converted to the customary
system because nearly all its users are on the customary
system.
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which works to standardize charting Symbols and specifica-
tions), the Ocean Survey developed five charts of the North
Pacific Ocean which give depths in meters and distances in
nautical mileb. The second project was a chart of Lake Erie
prepared in conjunction with the Canadian Government.,The
.chart is in metric on one side and customary on the other.
Although-a couple of similar metric charts are planned, the
Ocean Survey has no plans to convert other nautical charts
until there is a demand for metric charts. An Ocean Survey
official said that,metrication offers no benefit for the
'agency.

Defense Mapping began converting. its nautical charts to
metric about 10 years ago. As the charts are routinely up-
dated, they are converted. New charts are prepared in met-
ric. About 30 percent of the charts are metric. The widely
used nautical mile is being retained as opposed,to.the kilo-
meter for distance. Much of the Defense Mapping's nautical
charting data is obtained from foreign (metric) countries.
Therefore, the time,and expense that was required to convert
the data tocustomary is eliminated.

According to Defense Mapping and Ocean Survey officials,
nautical charts cannot be readily converted because direct
conversion Of fathoms and feet to meters would yield "awkward
numbers" with which the user would have to work. It would be
necessary to go back to the data base,and select numbers that
would equal round metric numbers. Conversion of all.nautical
charts'within a relatively short period would be expensive and
time consuming.

Topographic maps

Topographic maps are a detailed record of land area
giving geographic position and elevations for both natural
and manmade features. They show the shape of the land--
mountains,,valleys, and plains - -by means of cont lines.
Topographical maps are used for such purposes as ?Valuating
natural resdurces and landuse planning. They are also used
in many kinds of geological and hydrologic studies, such as
dam siting, highway and communication systems-planning and
construction, and flood control, soil conservation,*and re-
forestation programs. They serve as the bases for more spe-
cialized maps, such as road, census, weather, and landowner-
ship.

The major producer of topographic:maps of the United
States is the U.S. GeologiCal Survey of the Department of
the Interior. Its mapping program consists of various small-,
intermediate, large-scale and special-Area maps.' The major
map product, however, is the standard quadrangle map. These
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maps cover a four-sided, almost rectangular area bounded by
7.5 minutes of longitude and 7.5 minutes of latitude. They
are prepa-red to a 1:24,000 scale (1 inch on the map equals
24,000 inches or 2,000,feet on the ground) yith contours in
feet. Eventually, the continental United States will be cov-
ered by these maps. About 60 percent of the required 55,000
maps have been prepared.

The Geological Survey's metric policy and conversion plan
for its mapping program is to pursue a policy of proceeding
with metrication as soon as possible, compatible with produc-
tion goals and objectives and with.due consideration for map
users' needs. New and completely revised small-scale, inter-
mediate-scale, and special-area maps' will be prepared in: met-
ric. Completely revised-standard quadrangle maps will also
be done in metric. New standard quadrangle maps' will be pre-
pared to either a 1 to 2 54, 000 scale (1 centimeter on the map
equals 25,000 centimeters or 250 meters on the ground) with
metric contours or.a 1 to 24,000 scale with contours in met-
ricipr customary for the time being, depending on the unique
situation in each State. They will'be prepared to i 1 to
25,000 scale with metric contours if the appropriate Stake
officials agree. If State officials prefer to complete a'
State at the conventional 1 to 24,000 scale only to maintain
scale continuity, the maps will be done at the conventional
scale but with metti6,contours. A State can delay metric
conversion until it has been completely mapped in customary..
Thereafter, complete revisions of the standard quadrangle
maps would be in metric.

The metrication policy was developed after,the Geololog-
ical Survey's mapping services users were solicited for their
views on how its products should be converted to metric. With
regard to the standard quadrangle maps, officials of 32 States
said to complete their States at the 1 to 24,000 scale. Offi-
cials of 10 ,States wanted to begin metric mapping immediately,
but 5 State6 had been completely mapped at the 1 to 24,000
scale. the users were asked how converpion should be imple-
mented and not whether' it should be. The Geological Survey's
mapping division considered the national intent to be conver-
sion to the metric system.

The Geological Survdy has about 40,000 published maps.
The time-frame for converting these to metric will depend on
the availability of funds. The published maps could be con-
verted in a relatively short period, possibly 3 years, with a
massive infusion of funding and personnel. Conversion could
cost almost nothing if metrication occurs only when maps are
scheduled for complete revision. However, under this ap-
proach, conversion may take several decades. Geological Sur-
vey officials consider a more practical approach to be a
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combination of the above two approaches with annual funding
to convert a certain perdentage of maps,- wi h others, being
converted when completely revised.. This would require about
10 years. _

Defense Mapping supports th,e DepartmentofDefense. in
its land operations by preparing topographic maps for use in
these 'operations. The Army had used the metric system to a
.large extent in its.mapping operations. This policy contin-
ued for topographic. maps when the mapping operations of the
Army, Air Force, and Navy were combined into the Defense Map-
ping Agency in 1972. Thus,.Defense topographic mapping is
performed, to a large extent, in metric. The maps are in ac-
cordance with requirements set by the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) and the Southeagt Asia Treaty Organiza-
tion.

,The Department of Defense will benefit from the Geolo-
gical SuRveYis conversion to the metric system in its topo-
graphic mapping. Military troops have used Geological Survey
maps - -which gave been in the customary system--for training
in the United'States. When the troops were abroad, they had
a'adjus.t to metric maps. Geological Survey's conversion
will eliminate this problem.

Special-purpose Maps

Industries and planning agencies use the maps of the
Geological Survey and other Federal and State agencies as the
bases for more"SPecialized maps. Scales.and details can be
adjusted to suit individual needs. Specialized data can be
superimposed.directly on the base maps. For example, some
of. the special adaptations of topographic maps are census maps,
planning maps, drainage basin maps, flood zoning taps,"indus-
trial,zaning maps, National Park maps,'population maps, weath-
er.maps, land-use and crop maps, road and street maps, and
re6ceation maps used by the Public for hunting, fishing,
hiking, and boating.

There are an estimated 300 mapping firms in the United
States. Many firms are familiar to an extent with the metric
'system. Some have produced-metric maps for clients in Puerto
Rico and foreign countries._ Aqimited amount of metric map-
ping has been performed for U.S. -c- Tents, such as Defense
Mapping.

Mapping firms can-work in both metric and customary with-.

out much difficulty. A changeover to metric would depend on
requests by clients.. Very few clients are presently inter-
ested in metric maps. Generally, the mapping firms we con-
tacted stated that they do not anticipate any significant
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benefits, and there would be some costs. In absence of demand.
by clients for metric maps, conversion would probably have to
be mandated. Conversion of Geological Survey maps will not
influence Private mapping firms to convert their speCial-pur-
pose"maps. The data can be converted to customary and the
scales can be adjusted rather easily.

The general public may be more famillar with road maps
than any, type of special-purpose map. Many U.S. road maps
have bar scales in both miles and kilometers. Some of the
road map producers'.world atlases are in metric. The rest
of the data, however, is generally in customary.

None of the road map producers we interviewed had defi-
nite plans to begin producing metric road maps. One.large
firm plans to recommend to its customers that distances be
given in both metric and customary-units. Another producer
believed that not enough space would be available on its
maps for dual numbering.

Further metricatiorVOf road maps would probably take
place when customers .wa This would probably coincide
with conversion of ro ns.

The road map.prOdUdars we contac.ted,apne.rOjy,4id
believe that conversion of road maps would be beneficial-ex
cept'for the consistency with..road maps Of Mexico and Canada.
Generally, no significant disadvantages were anticipated.
One producer, however, was concerned/with the cost and man-..
power needed to convert the 200,000 items (distances, eleva-.
tions, etc.) on its maps. These costs could increase the
prices of iTs maps. ,

SURVEYING

Measurement is extreme y important to those in the sbr-
veying profession. Althoug traditional units such as the
chain (66 feet) and the rod (16 1/2 feet) are still used to a'
limited extent, the.foot and decimals of a foot are generally
used in performing survelvs. The meter is also used for a few
surveys. The metric practice guide being considered for ap-
proval by the American Congress on Surveying and Mapping 1/
recommends that after conversion the fundamental. units for
surveying should be the meter and decimals of a meter. It
would appear that there would not be any significant benefit

1/An organization of about 6,500 control surveyors, land sur-
veyors, and mapmakers-wihich was formed primarilto advance
the science of surveying and mapping and establish a central
source of reference and union for its members.
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in converting to the Metric system becadse4he change would
Wprimarily from the use of one -unit to another. One unit
iS no more accurate than another; However, some benefit may
result.ftOm a.singlop,uniform systeM on a worldwidebasiS::.
It is also possible that the switch to the meter may elimin-
ate,the use of the rod _and chain, for fu.ture surveys. This
should be of some benefit. However, if conversion occuis,
they would continue to have to work with the customary t'aMtem
until all surveys are redone in metric since verifiCation of
old surveysis continually being done and Will continue
definitely.

A minor nuisance also ilould be eliminated if archite:Cts.
and.surveyors were using th4 same system. Architects are
using feet and inches.while surveyors use feel and decimals
.of a foot. Some difficulty exists in changing inches to de-
cimals of a foot and vice versa. Ar example is expressing
their inches in tenths of afoot. A change to metric by both
could eliminate the difference;

Conversion disadintages would' probably not be of a Ma-,
jor significance. Some costs would be involved in purchasing-
metric measuring tapes and surveyors' chains. Electronic,dia-
tance-measuring equipment is used by many surveyors: Many,of
these devices will indicate in both metric or customary witty.'
a slight mechanical change. Ifthe equipment is not convey
tible, conversion would be more expensive. Some metric train-.
ing would be required for office staff. Initially, surveyors
may not have the ."feel" for the metric system that they had
developed for the customary system.

Although metric conversion was usually 'considered inev7
itable by the surveyors, surveying will probably not be pre=','
dominantly metric until it is mandatory or the surveyors'.
clients request surveys in metric.

The year 1983 has been proposed by some proponents of a.
change to metric as a possible conversion date for Surveyors'
because at that time the State Plane Coordinate SyS,tem 1/ will
be readjusted to conform with new longitude and latitud& lines

1/The State Plane Coordinate System was. developed by the Ocean.
Survey so that the curvature of.the earth Woi.i]d not,have to
be' taken into' account when performing jocal-surveying, and
mapping. Each State is broken down into one of more ,zones;
depending on-the size of the State. Theie--iones.areibased.-
0 a system of longitude and latitude.coordinatea.. A sur-
veyor or mapper can work with the coordinat,0 within a zone
and not have a scale distortion due'torthe, curve.ofthe
earth that would exceed one part in 10,000;,'
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for North America. The system will,also be in bothscustomary
and metric, dimensions for the first time. Many States have'
passed legislation adopting the State Plane Coordinates as
their reference system.. These States may have to change their
legislation in order to use the metric dimensions for the sys-
tem.

THE GO FORTH APPROACH

Many involved in surveying and mapping thought that the
go forth approach, if practical, should be used to implement
metric conversion. This means that existing surveys and deeds
and plots would not be converted until property is resold or
there is a need for the survey to be redone.. This approach
could be used to some degree in mapping. Maps would be met-
ricated when they are normally revised and new ones are pre-
pared. Otherwise, converting all the thousands of existing
deeds, plots, and maps would be costly. An exception to this
policy could be aeronautical charts, as discussed earlier in
this chapter. Road map producers may want to give dkstances
in metric on their maps when road signs are changed to metric.

The major drawback of the go forth approach is that it
would take manyc4ears, possibly decades in some cases, before
conversion would°be completed. Some confusion may result, for
example, when metric maps are used together with customary
maps.

HARD AND SOFT CONVERSION

If conversion takes place, old parcels of land, when re-
surveyed, would have measurements expressed in metric units
but the actual distances would not change--a soft conversion
New divisions of land for housing developments and so forth,
however, could be set out in round metric numbers (hard con-
verted). Roads are often 1 chain, or 66 feet wide, includ-
ing the total right-of-way. New roads might be 20 or 25 me-
ters wide. This is a hard conversion and would have an impact
on culvert sizes and other related measurements, such as water
runoff. Certain State and local codes may have to be changed.

Nautical chart. s probably would be hard converted. The
direct conversion of fathoms and feet would yield awkward
numbers. It would be necessary to go back to the data base
of depth soundings and select round metric numbers. Contours
on topographic maps also probably would not be soft converted.

POTENTIAL PROBLEM WITH SI UNITS

The 360-degree circle and degrees, minutes, and seconds
of arc are widely used throughout the world for longitude and
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latitude. The nautical mile is also part of this system.
Some concerns have beelLexpressed that the SI units--the kil-
ometer andthe radian--"are not adequate replacements for the
degree, minute, and second,of arc and the nautical mile. No
comparable system exisls in the metric system. The Assistant
Secretary of. Commerce For Science and Technology in interpet-
ing and modifying the SI system for U.S. use (see ch. 2) lists
the degree, minute, and second of arc as units acceptable for
use with the SI metric system and the nautical mile as accept
able for a limited time subject to further review. The Interl.
national Committee for Weights and Measures of the General
Conference on Weights and Measures has also agreed to the de-
gree, minute, and second and has temporarily sanctioned -the f:

use of the nautical mile. An NBS official said that the nau--,
tical mile would probably be used for many years.

CONCLUSIONS

If conversion to a predominant use of the metric system
occurs, surveyors and mappers would benefit somewhat from a
single, uniform measurement system on a worldwide basis. Sur.
veyors and mappers would also benefit to a degree in that some
of the*basic data is already metric and the cost and time re-
quired to convert this data to customary units would be elim-
inated. In both cases, surveyors and mappers generally con-
sidered these benefits to be insignificant.

Some conversion costs would be involved for surveyors .00
mappers, but no major problem was anticipated as long as t1,1 I
go forth approach of converting is followed. Such an appro ach
may, not be completely-possible with aeronautical charts. f"
these chartt are converted as they are normally updated or ew,
ones are prepared, pilots may be faced with having to deal
with both metric and customary charts for many years. Thist

could increase the .chance for error and accidents' The al r-
native to this type of conversion is a more costly effort t
convert aeronautical charts in use as soon as possible.

If a decision is made to convert, a conversion target
date would be needed to allow the mapmakers to plan for con=
version of the charts.

In the absence of mandatory convolision, surveyors and
mappers generally would not convert to .a predominant useof
the metric system unless metric surveys and maps are demanded
by their clients or customers. Aeronautical charts probably
would not be converted unless specified by the International'
Civil Aviation Organization and the Interagency Certographfc;
Committee which includes the Federal Aviation Administration }.
Road maps would probably not be converted until rOad'signs°
and odometers are converted. Conversion of recreation maps
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depends on acceptance by the general public : , Construction
surveys and maps would most likely be in metric when the con-
struction industry converts.
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CHAPTER 21

FOR WORKERS, SOME TRAINING AND METRIC TOOLS:

+sr .Almost every worker would be affected to so itiant if
the United-States were to cpnvert to the metric Al-
though the full impact is.not known and probabl would not be
known until conversion occurs to a greater degree,'the major
potential issues. appear to be metric trainingand tools for

'6 employees. Workers, to varying extents, -would need to learn
new meaSurement language, and some wOrketS mould require:.

metric tools. .Worker productivity ma.Y.alsoobe affected.

At this time, relatively few workers have.been affected
bymetrication. Thus, what their reaction to metrication
,would be is unknown.

We discussed fritric conversion with officials cf the
United Auto Worketsg the Teamsters Union, and the American
Federation of Labor and Congregs of Industrial 'Organizations
(AFL-CIO). The latter has 105 affiliated unions with a total
membership of about 14 million,- TI, Teamsters and United Auto
Workers have a membership of 2.2 andj.:5 re-
spectively. About 204t million wo 22 percent of the
U.S. lab6r 'force, belong to a labor Onion. We 4.so'discussed
metric conversion's impact_on employees with repeesentatives
of numerouSindustry firms aKorganizations.

METRIC TRAINING

Many industry reptesentatives indicated that metric
training for employees would be time consuming and costly..
To reduce these costs, various metrication advocates and in-
dustryjepresentatives believe that employees should be fam=
iliarized with the metric system on a need-to-know basis.
That is, they would, only be taught what is required for them
to, perform their jobs, and individual employees would receive
metric training only if it were needed.

The AFL-CIO finds this approach unacceptable. It con-
.

siders this approach an attempt to minimize short-term costs
but which may result in eventually lim,iting the ability and
flexibility of the work force. It's concerned that workers
could be locked into their jobs, and it believes the approach
would narrow and depersonalize,the workers. Its position is
that knowledge of metric measurement could, but should not,
be a consideration in awarding jobs and that consideration
should be gitren to older workers who might have .a more difr
ficult time learning the system and consequently may show
deterioration-in-job periformance compared to younger workers.
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The AFL-CIO has called for special metric training
programs to be established. It believes these should be
continuing, flexible, and designed to assure the workers'continued full participation in the work force with no dimin-

'of future opportunities. Furthermore, the AFL-CIO'
essthat union apprenticeship and training committees

tad be involved in planning and.developing metric training
ams.

'Our work showed that a relatively small number of work-ers have been affected by metrication and only to a limitedextent. In those firms where metric training has been pro-vided, the approach of familiarizing employees on a need-bb-
know basis has generally been followed With no apparent ob-jection by employees. This, however, may be due to the fact
thatlrlatively few workers have been affected by metrication.

METRIC TOOLS p

w If metric conversion takes place, some workers would needmetric tools. In addition, some workers may require two'setsof tools, one metric and one customary,°because they could'bedealing with both metric and customary equipment during the"transition period. However, some tools are not measpeement
sensitive. These would not have to be replaced.

In some cases, workers' tools are provided by the employ-er. In other cases, workers must purchade their own tools.In the latter case, if the tools are necessary to performtheir jobs, they may. be tax deductible. The workers, how:.
ever, would incur some costs in purchasing metric tools.,

Labor union officials told us that the workers shouldnot bear any metrication costs. They have indicated that thecost of metric tools should be borne by the employer or theFederal Government. Industry artd union representatives saidthat the need for metric tools has not yet become a major areaof concern.

Those firms that are metricating often are providing
their employees with at least part of the metric tools re-quired, such as the auto industry. Some firms, as a matterof policy, provide employees with necessary tools, customary
or metric-. The United Auto Workers has made an agreement
with General Motors, Chrysler Corporation, Ford Motor Com-
pany, and American Motors Corporation whereby the firms make
available becesdary metric tools or calibrated measuring
instruments from company tool cribs on a checkout basis forthe short or long term. Apprentices also receive an allowancefor metric tools. Presently, skilled trade employees mustprovide their own customary tools,.
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Union officials told us that their members have not com-
Olained about this arrangement but that only a small number
have needed metric tools. The officials said that the tool
crib-arrangement may not be suitable as more members need met-
ric tools. They further stated that metric tools may become
a subject of future negotiations with the auto firms.

The Canadian Government, in March 1977, established a
5-year assistance program for metric tools estimated to cost.
$40 million. The program is aimed at employees who are re-
'quired to provide their own measurement - sensitive tools for.
the performanceof their duties. Eligible employees will be
'able to be reimbursed by the Government for 50 percent of the
cost of new. metric tools that duplicate their customary tools
because of metric conversion. This program does not apply to
.self-employed persons or those who are provided tools by their
employers. The prOgram is effedtive from April 1, 1977, and
is to terminat on March 31, 1982.

Union officials have stated that another potential metri-
'cation issue is workers!' personal tools. Some workers have
tools that are not a condition of employment. but are carried
as a personal convenience to expedite their work. Some of
these tools may have tobe replaced but may not be covered
under a program such as Canada's.

WORKER PRODUCTIVITY

Some labor union and industry officials have expressed.
concern that metrication would result in decreased productiv--

Until workers are familiar' with metrics, they may work
more slowly, less' Surely, and therefore be less productive.

. The AFL-CIO believes that workers under piecework and other
wage incentives provisions may have a.reduction in income be-
cause of.lowered productivity while the industry is converting
and the worker is learning a new measurement system.

. -

Several industry representatives anticipated errors by
workers°because of unfamiliarity with metric. Productivity
could also decrease because the time required for metric
training would be time away from normal duties.

OTHER LABOR CONCERNS

The AFL-CIO has also expressed concern that metric con-
version could have an adverseimpact on worker income and job
security. The union believes that large conversion costs;
employee confusion; shortage and scheduling problems;
increased imports; equipment adjustments; and difficulty in
interfacing, mounting, and connecting metric and customary
equipment could increase unemployment and temporary layoffs.
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The AFL -CIO is also concerned about its members as tax-
payers and consumers.' It views metrication as an expensive
burden on the U.S.. taxpayer. Conversion costs, according to
the AFL -CIO, would be hidden in the price of pioduCts, taxes,and inflationary pressure:. The AFL -CIO believes that con-sumers who weren't familiar with the metric system'would beconfused and could be eXpioited by merchants and producers.
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CHAPTER 22

SPORADIC ACTIONS BY THE"FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

Metrication activities of Federal agencies vary widelywith no consistent
ap_proach_to_them..______A_few_more---than-half ofthe26 Federilagencies we contacted had or were'developing apolicy on metritation. Several had or were developing spe-cific plans to convert. A Federal interagency subcommitteehas been working on exchanging information on common problemssince 1975, but its, members are not at .a high enough level tobe effective. A higher level interagency committee has beendesignated, but it has not met as of February 1978. Federalagencies need to improve coordination efforts within the Fed-eral community as well as between themselves and the privatesector.

Some agencies have been proceeding on their own and, ineffect, advocating metrication, such, as the Federal Highway
4 Administration (see ch. 10), the National Weather Service(see ch. 28), and the Department of Agriculture and the Na-tional Bureau of Standards, which are discussed in this chap-ter. These 'individual actions seem to be inconsistent with
the intent of the Metric Conversion Act of 1975.

Federal agencies do not' agree on the intent of the Met-rit Conyersion Act. Some believe metrication is mandatory forFederal agencies,`ten4 others say it is voluntary. We believe'the Congress intende that the Federal Government, through the*mechanism of the U.S. Metric Board, act as a planning and _co-ordinating focal_ point fokvyuntary conversion td-the metricsystem without a time fra e or the conversion. The act con-tains no requirement for compulsory conversion to the metricsystem and specifies that. the decision to convert is volun-tary.

Guidance from the U.S. Metric Boara may help Federal
agencies focus on.their roles, but the. Metric Bdard has noauthority to require them to take action.' 'Moreovei, the Of-fice of Management and Budget needs to instruct Federal agen-cies that conversion is to be a voluntary*decision made by theprivate sector and not by Federal agencies.

Federal agencies fiaYe not determined what it would costto convert their operations. Officials expect that the Gov-ernment will gain no special benefits from metrication; how-ever, it is generally believed that if_ U.S. industry beneffit-ed, the Government would benefit. Agencies, such as the
Department of Defense and the GeneralServices Administra-tion, do not intend to use their purchasing power to foster.
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metrication. Instead, they intend to wait for U.S. industry
to provide metric products.

If the 'United States were to convert, a vast array of,
laws, regulations, and other xequirements would.have to be
reviewed_to_ascertain the_impact and type of change. The

Federal agencies have not determined the extent -and impact
of metrication in this area. Some agencies are considering
such.stddieS. :Because the Metric Conversion Act did not af-
fect,existing-law, we believe there is no need for Federal
agencies, to. pursue metricating existing laws, regulations,
or othet requixeMents until the private sector requests such
a change or an:agenty can demonstrate that the change is in
the Nation's best-interest. 4

'FEW POLICIES By FEDERAL AGENCIES

The MetricCofiversion Act of 1975 does not define the
-role'of Federal agencies in metrication. Only the U.S. Met-
iic Board is specifically assigned 'responsibilities under the
act. The Board is ;not to advocate metrication but is to assist
the various sectors.when,'and if, they choose to convert.

,
As of Novembet 1977, 12.of the 26 Federal departlents or

agencies we contacted had formal policies on metrication, and
3 others were developing a policy.. Eleven others had no pol-
icy and were na'developing a policy. Some officials said
their agencies were waiting for the apPointment and actions
of the Metric ,Board before developing a pcy, and others
said the heads of their agencies lacked ixTbrest in a metric
policy. In seVeral instances, agency suborganizations have
developed a metric policy and conversion plans without the
agency establishing a policy.

We could not identify any benefit, advantage, or disad7
Vantage of conversion which applies-only to the Federal Gov-
ernment. Thus, the need for a policy may not be of specific
importance to an agency.

Many agency officials expressed a view that the Metric
ConVersion Act of 1975 was vague on what the agencies should
be doing. Some suggest that an Executive order by the Presi-
dent clarifying the position of the executive branch would be
helpful. Others said that the Congress should clarify its

'''intent on conversion.

Possibly the U.S. Metric Board will be able to provide
direction for the Federal Government. However, the Congress
did not intend, for the Federal Government to.encourage, ad-
vocate, or compel conversion, and the Metric Board was not
provided with any compulsory powers.
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The Office of. Management and Budget is charged with the
responsibility of.developing Federal coordinating mechanisms
and expanding interagency cooperation; therefore, it should be.providing guidance to Federal agencies on metrication. An Of-
fice official said the agency had not done so because it was
awaiting-__the_formation-of-the-UA,HMetric-Board.

FEDERAL COORDINATION SPARSE

Interagency coordination on. metric conversion isstrug-
gling-into existence.' In June 1975 the Interagency Committee
on Standards Folicy, which is chaired by the Department .of
:Commerce, formed a subcommittee on'metrication, known as the
Metrication Subcommittee. The Metrication Subcommittee's

° ;purpose.was to exchange information on- common problems relatedto metrication.

Initially, participation in the.Metrication Subcommittee-
was limited to about 10 agencies. Later, 48 other-agencies
were invitedto participate. Most agencies.have-detignated:
representative, and 42 agencies are listed as participating
In FebruarT1976,. 16 panels. were organized whereby agencies
with common concerns and responsibilities could shate Metrid.infOrmation.

In 'early 1977 the 16 metric panels were dissolved in 'fa
vor of .8 divisions which covered transportetioni.:an ruction.,
procurement ,and supply,' legislation and regulationS, udU^and
-power, metric practices and preferrel4unitsl.ponsum affadrsr ,,,4and awareness traihi and education: Each gliVisid) willIde- .velop a metrication. n, remain cognitzant o f n'ationlireret0A. .coordinate Federal activity, and dissOminata inrormttion on
metric activity. These divisions were still in t_h,. formatiVe
stages as of Fdbruary,108.

4-
Also, in early 1977 the Metrication SubcommiVtee's'their-

man established an executive board because fregUent:meetings
of the entire membership were too difficult to *lager. The 't, -

executive board, which meets about:monthly,?hasinitiated.most
_projects undertaken 'by the, Metrication Bubcommitev.

1
The Metrication Subcommittee Meets irregulirly. and- :4.

,

.

,IP,

held only nine meetings since inception which o vere&PeAmae-.-,..'''
,ily organization and metrication activities of a en4es-° pome . r i',.members have complained that not all ..agenPiesw0e particiQa-

ting in their activities which,,in their. opinion, lestficts-,
the Metrication Subcommittee's effectivened.s. Avother com-
plaint was that the membership..is comprised olpersAnel froni
too low a level tos have any impact on theit!-agencSr's holkaa...

.The members are mid-level managers for Ahe. Mo§t'part.-
V
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In June 1977-tne'Metricat,ion Subcommittee approved a
model metric policy as a guide for. agenCies to use in estab-
lishing their policies; however, tre Interagency Committee on
Standards Policy'has 'not approved the model as of November
1977. The model Toints out that industry is expected to take
the lead in' conversion Further, agencies should be capable
Of assisting iconversion n.those areas'which the agencies have
an appropriate leadership role.,. Overall, the model points out
that it is considered in the besf interest of the agencies to
pursue 6,consistent and'uniforM approach to conversion.
Whether agencies*;will utilize this model policy is not known.
Only a 'handful of agencies have metric policies, and most of
these were writtenf,befcre development of the model policy.

,

the Metrdcaion Subcommittee has continuously been con-
.

rned,mith its role and position. In June 1976 it recommen-
,

pd.egtehli.shi,ng a separate interagendy committee on metric
A-diaft tarter,was prepared, approved by the Inter-

agendyCopmi-ttee.On Standards Policy, and submitted to the
bedretaf Of "ComMerRe. After considering alternatives of who

est4blish:and ;tread such a committee, the Secretary of
'1 Commerce-in Augu.e 1977,polled 45 Federal departments and
.agencies.onitheleed to establish a high-level , interagency,
policy. committee on mdtricatiOn. The Secretary suggested that
,t e, com ?.ttee pal& be established under the Department
of 'Commerce nd stileOssistant Secretary'for Science and Tech-
nOfOgy: would'be tife cheirman. Essentially, agencies indicated
4thaite s4parite hiWlevel, interagency committee should be
established -Concern-was apresseq that the position require-

' imensfOr participants weee,too high for smaller agencies.
s of Februeory 1978 about-lb agencies "had designated their

representatives :for this committee, but no meetings have been
116

,s. "
- Sev a -Metrication SabcOmMittee-meMbers believe that the

Metric Co ersion Act 'says that metric conversion is mandatory
fOr Federal agencies. Howeer, nbt all agency members agree.
Our,interftetationfof the .pc is that conversion is voluntary,
tren,:for Federal agencies.. If any agency believes that it, is

;- itS'best interest td use the metric system of measurement
-in its o'peraiions, existing. legal authorities may allow this.
hedble,tric Conversion Act }of 1975 does not alter any existing

lays,'and alethority for change would be based on existing law
` or amendments ht.k

, If t e ! ed;Seates is to convert to the metric system,
an interag c dlicymaking committee will be helpful to al-

, low a consi Kt Federal approach to conversion. The time it
has taken tocestablish such a committee suggests a lack of
urciency felt 1iimost agencies, the vagueness of the Federal
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agency role in metrication, and the voluntary nature of theMetric Conversion Act of 1975.-

DE1LTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Agniculture-has-opted-to-convett-expeditiously at a min--imum cost and with minimum disruption to oagoing programs.
Agriculture recognized that it must follow industries' leadexcept in those areas where the leadership role is in its ownbest interests. Its conversion activities have been mostly
internal to date and it has progressed further than most otherFederal agencies.

In August 1977 the re-cEetary made the Director of Econ-omics, Policy Analysis and Budget responsible for

- -coordination of Agriculture actions in this area,

- -issuance of such additional instructions as may be
necessary for the guidance of Agriculture agencies,

- -preparation of suchreports as may be required by law
or regulation,

.

- -representation of Agriculture with other governmental
or private organizations, and '

_.

- -appointment of, a Metric Coordinator and other staff as
necessary to 'carry out these responsibilities.

In September 1977 administrative regulations were issued
implementing Agriculture's approach to metrication and werebased on the interagency Metrication Subcommittee's model po-licy. These regulations essentially require the use of metric
terminology.wherever praCtical in AgricultUre's operations.

)

The regulations call for using the metric system exce t when
metric equipment is not available, the cost'of metric tion
is significant, metrication would adversely affect sc eduling,
and metric use is not deemed in Agricultures best interest.

Conversion mandatory for the
Department of Agriculture

'-

While'Agriculture recognizes that conversion in the pri-
vate'sector is voluntary, itbelieves that conversion is man-datory for Federal agencies and particularly for itself. The
national policy is to plan and coordinate the increasing useof the metric system,-and this means the Federal agencies
must convert, according to an Agriculture official. He told
us that the Government must set the example if the public is
to take metFication seriously. Agriculturep mission is to
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metricate internal operations and to help, not push, the
public toward metrication.

. In October 1977 Agriculture reported to the Senate' Apt %
TIropriationsCcimmittee on its metrication activities: In : ;1

this report, Agriculture said that the word ."voluntary"--in-
the Metric Conversion Act of 1975 was conceived by many to
mean that ho conversion was necessary,' and this greatly sloviS
the establishment of a national consensus on metrication.
Agriculture said thatthere is a need for strongerdireCtion
on metrication so groups can be brought together to solve
problems.

Agriculture also reported to the Committee. that the in
teragency Metrication Subcommittee had determined that metrici.
conversion was mandatory for..Government. . This Subcommittee'
had never made such a determination. Subsequent (:).Agricul-
ture's report, the Mettication SubCommittee entertained making
such a determination: However,'it determined that the Metric
Conversion Act of 1975 meant that Federal agencies shall plan
and coordinate increasing metrication, and one of the ways of
accomplishing the objective is through each agency converting
its own activities.

The. Department of Agriculture is
leading the way in selected areas

An Agriculture metric.coordinator has. been appointed and
coordinators for suborganiZatiOns have'been designated. Agri
culture acknowledges that some actions by others. must proceed
before .it can convert all its activities. For example, laws,
regulations, and reporting habits of other Federal agencies
must be changed as.a prelude:to Agriculture's conversion.
However, most. organizations within Agriculture have started
metrication activitieS.. 'According to an Agriculture official,
the majority' of conversions are soft, as.will be most future.
conversions.

.-

Below are some examples of- conversion and planning activ-
ities within Agriculture.. As can be seen from the following
information provided by Agriculture, those organizations in-
volved with science and international trade are moving more
rapidly than the more domestic or less scientific areas.
However, some domestic programs'are being converted.

Research and education

Agricultural Research and Cooperative State Research
Services. were largely converted several years ago.
Futther conversion is being studied.
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,--Extension Service is an educational organization with
the farmer as the target. Metric publishing is under-
way for articles and handbooks from several schools.
Home publications and slide sets are being planned* in

Ilk guides.
metric. Nation 4-H materials will have dual units
and-willhave-m 'c teaching guides Universities
are being encoura ed to use metric in all Extension'
publications and releases..

--The Foreign Agricultural Service changed all reporting
and information, programs to metric units in 1976.

- -The Economic Research Service has changed to reporting
all foreign data in metric units. The practice of
showing dual dimensions was phased out in 1977-. Ocean
freight information now is metric. Most long-range
projections will now be published in metric units or
accompanied by metric conversion factors.

--The Farmer Cooperative Service says that all future
international trade statistics will be in metric units.
Publications on commodities which are internationally

.

traded are to be metric or show dual units.

Farm programs and land u0e

--Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service
says that metric units are used in purchases for the
Food for Peace program. A study is underway to use
the metric system on 1978 crop programs subject to
legislative restrictions. Domestic food programs will
be _metric. Land area allotments for crop plOtings
will be in Metric terms, and price support-cobpdta-
tions will be determined using metric term'S'._

--Food Safety and Quality Service now is using dual spe-
cifications for ground beef for school lunches. Some
farm bulk-milk storage tank'S reports are in metric.
units. Annual seed price .tables are metric. New grade
standards for fruits and vegetables will include metric
units.

-7Animal and Plant Health Inspection has accomplished
substantial amounts of conversions. A hearing for
using metric un'ts for labeling in Federal, Meat and

ei
Poultry Inspec 'on Programs was conducted. The 1978
title 9 of'th ode of Federal Regulations--Animals
and Animal Products--is dual while the 1979 version is
to be 'mete is only.

\ .
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iIn June 1977 the American Farm Bureau Federa ion, which
is a federation of farm bureaus in 49 States and Puerto Rico,
asked Agriculture to formulate a policy on conversion for the
private agriculture sector. Also, the American National Metric
Council has sought Agriculture's leadership in organizing the
private farm sector's metric activities. However, Agriculture
has declined these requests because its policy precludes its
personnel from chairing meetings 'to convert the private.SeCt-
tor, but allows participation in such meetings.

To help inform the public off' the metric system, Agraicul-
ture is planning to print both customary and metric units in
its most popular publications beginning in July 1978. About
15 publications will be affected, we were informed. Agricul-
ture will not be converting its major domestic information
programs or technical publications at that time. According
to an official, Agriculture will wait for public reaction be-
fore converting additional programs or publications.

Public reaction

Most of Agriculture's activities in metrication have been
internal thus far. Dn May 1977 Agriculture solicited comments
from the public on a proposal to use metric units on labels
for meat and poultry. Its notice in the "Federal Register"
stated that because use of the metric system by the private
sector is voluntary, neither regulatory action can be taken
to require its use nor should action be taken to inhibit vol-
untary conversion by industry. The notice recognized the
present limited use of the metric system in this country and
suggested that a long period of limited or dual use may be
necessary to acquaint the general public with the metric sys-
tem. The notice pointed out that the labels. of many food
items, including meat and poultry prodtActs, already have dual
weight declarations with ,customary units shown first and,met-
ric units in parentheses.

The public response was mostly negative. Only 25 percent
of the responses could be construed to be favorable. About 63
percent were opposed to metrication, and the remaining 12 per-
cent indicated basic opposition to metric usage but a willing-
ness to accept dual-dimensioned labeling if metrication were
necessary. However, according to an Agriculture official,
Agriculture was not asking whether to convert, but how to im-
plement thex.change to minimize consumer confusion.

Cost and timing of conversion

The cost of conversion is unknown at this time, according
to an Agriculture official. No metrication cost study has
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been conducted, and none are planned. Organizations are
expected to absorb the costs in their budgets.

There is no sense of urgency for conversion, but the
sooner the better_was_the:opinion_of-Agriculture's metric co-ordinator. The pace of conversion will depend, to a great
extent, on activities outside Agriculture. Agriculture es-
timated, however, that internally it could be converted with-
in 5 years.

Anticipated problems

Laws and regulations, as well as reporting requirements,
of various other agencies may cause problems. An oft&cial
particularly identified the inspection and grading system and
the packaging and labeling requirements as potential problem
areas. The United States Code and the Code of Federal Regu
lations also have numerous sections making te.ference to cus-'tomary units. Each. Agriculture organization has been in-
structed to study these problems while developing timetables
for conversion.

According to an official, when Agriculture requests met-
ric ,information from the farmers, only that information will
have to be in metric units.. Farmers will not have to metri-
cate their whole operations.

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

The Secretary of CoMmerce has the responsibility of in-terpreting and modifying the^International System of Unitsfor use in the United States. Also, NBS, an agency of the.
Commerce, conducted a study of the use of the metric systemand issued the 1971 report, "A Metric America, A Decision
Whose Time Has Come," which is discussed in chapter 1. Accor-dingly, some groups perceive Commerce to be the Government'slead agency for metrication. Overall, howeVer, relatively
little metric activity has taken plade at Commerce; most ac-tivity is concentrated in a few of its agencies--the National.Weather Service, NBS, and the Patent and Trademark Office.i%Commerce has not published an overall metric policy. However,Ai. his produced a handbook for U.S. exporters on metric lawsand practices in international trade.

NBS

NBS is the Nation's caretaker for measurement standards.aintains a complete and consistent system of 'physical mea-s ement for reliable reference. Its overall goal is to
strengthen and promote the Nation's science and technology forthe public's benefit.
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Since 1974 NBS metric policy has been to encourage and
lead46ational usage of the metric system. Its internal guide-
lines call for NBS publications to use metric.terms except in
those instances where the reader would not be familiae with,
the teems.' However, its personnel are encouraged to -famil-
iarize readers with the metric terms to promOte public under-
standing and encourage people to think in metric terms. The
guidelines state that the transition period to the predominant
use of the metric system is not sharply defined, and NBS lead
ership in the national transition will be more effective if
the transition within.NBS is as complete and as rapid as pos-
sible.

The principal metric activities at NBS include providing
information to the public and supPorting ctivities of organ-
izations, such as the American National Metric Council and'13\1

the National Conference on Weights and Mea urea. Additional
NBS metrication activities are discussed throughout this re-
port.

The Patent and Trademark Office

In July 1974 the. Commissioner of Patents issued a. notice
. stating that patent applicants are strongly encouraged to use
either S nits Only or dual .units when describing their in-
vention 6 notice said that metric use was not mandatory
at that Nit the request was made as part of a long-range
program conversion being conducted by the Fedeial Govern-
ment.-

Further, metrication activity within the Patent Office
was given impetus by the Patent Cooperation Treaty of 1970.
This treaty, signed by 35 countrres and ratified by the United
States in 1975, offers .mproved international protection of
inventions. It calls for the use of metric units in applica-
tion for international patents. According to a Patent Office
official, the requirements of this Treaty will not create any
great problems ,for the Office. Of the some 100,000 annual
patent applications handled by the Office, only 12,000 would
come under this treaty.

Although the treaty calls for the use of metric units
it does not specify that they be SI metric units. Also, it
requires__ temperature to belrecorded in centigrade rather than
Celsius, the SI term.

The.treaty also calls for international oatent submis-
sions to be on a specific metric size paper referred to as
the A4 size. This paper size is larger than the normal U.S.
letter size. (See ch. 19.) The treaty allows each country

receive initial applications on any size Ober but requires
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the aboVe sized paper for applications transmitted to the in-
ternational patent organization.

A 'Patent Office official told us that they expect the
metric paper size will be available from commercial sources
or-the-GeeeraT-SetViCeS-Adtihistration. However, the Office
has not pursued this to any great extent.

The Office will reproduce applications on the interna-
tional size paper far a fee. However, because most patents
are processed through attorneys specializing in these appli-
cations, the Office expects the transition to the new paper
size to be smooth.

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

The Department of Defense has a formal metrication policy
directive,-dated December 10, 1976, which favorS an increased
use of metric units and metric products.for Defense and the
individual services. The impact this direCiive will have on
actual Defense metrication is difficult to redict at this
time. The policy allows a wide latitude ofvpjudgment and dis-
cretiOn in decisions on whether or.not to go metric on a par-
ticular project. Much will depend op .the individual project
managers who must justify the use or non-use of the metric
system in their particular projects..

Defense has used metric measurements in selected activ-
ities' for.many years. These activities in the .past centered
around improving. interchangeability of parts and supplies and
commonality, of operating procedures, particularly with our
allies. These activities have led to metric-dimenSionea-ar
tillery an small -arms aMmunition'and.tactical maps.'

Defense has'. recently 'taken a few tentative steps'toward
greater use of the metric system. There are several current
projects which involve the use of metricunitS in design'and
prodpction. These projects. are marnly hybrid--a combination
of metric and customary components.

Defense's December 10, 1976, metric policy states that
many Defense- related industries have converted or are planning
conversion, and Defence Must be.in a position to accept this
conversion with.:MinimuM cost and disruption of-operations.
It further states that industry. mill generally.lead the con-
version process, and Defense will follow whenever it it tech-.
nically and economically practicable, It requires in the
review of projects that the'use/nonuse of metric units of
measurement be 'addressed and additional justification be sub -..

,mitted if metric usage is not specified. According to an
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official, the suitability of metrication must be judged on a
project basis because each project has unique features.

A Defense official informed'us that there is nothing' in
the Metric Conversion, Act of 1975 which would disallow or con-
strain Defense from taking a leading role in the conversion
process. However, the current directive emphasizes a strategy
of following industry.

Defense looks to metrication to help f ster standardiz-
ation with our allies to "promote intei'chanalability and in-
teroperability, facilitate joint military production programs,
and simplify supply operations." Finally, it considers met-
ric usage especially appropriate in the design of new equip-
ment.

1 Comments from officials in the individual services mirror
'the Defense stance on not leading the conversion process but
staying in step with industry. They want to avoid moving too
'fast.

Varying degrees of metric activity

Although the extent of metric activity varies with the
services and individual t)rojects, metrication at Defense con-
sists essentially of coordinating and planning with relatively
few actual metric projects.

In the area of coordination and planning, Defense estab-
lished a ,metrication panel in 1974 consisting' of the armed
services 'and selected Defense Organizations to develcp:a rec-
ommended approach for the conversion of specificatioand
standards. Defense.ais0 maintains memberships in a number of.
privatesector groups involved in metrication, such, as ANMC,
Society of Automotive Engineers, and the Aerospace:IiIndustries
ASsociation. It maintains liaison with other Government agekm.,
ciea through:the Metrication,Subcommittee of the Interagency
Committee on Standards Policy. Each service has-its own
metric coordinator who acts as a focal point for metric' in-.
formation,

Standards development

One metric activity in which Defense is engaged is the
development of metric engineering standards suitable for De-
fense projects. Activities in this area include preparing .a
guide for using metrics in standards, processing a military'
specification on the general requirements for metric machinery
a developing a standard on the use of metrics in new de-
signs. In addition, Defense, in cooperation with ANMC, is
developing a computer-aided system to trail the conversion
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Of some high priority standards. Defense would prefer to re-
duce its involvement in standards writing and rely more on the
private sector, but'it will continue to be involved in some
standards development. Standards are discussed in.more de-
tail in'chapter 6.

..
Army

The Army has used metrics in mapping as early as 1947,
and since'1961tthe Army's artillery school had revised all of
its lesson plans used in field artillery courses to reflect
metric changes.

The Army is currently. working on a long-range metric paq
which is much broader in scope than just specifications
standards. It also hired a consultant to "get the pulse" of,i.

industry, obtain information on foreign experiences, and dekr--',
*viel:dp a proposal for a long range plan for Army conversion.
gigns and projected budgets are alSo being Prepared for the
metrication of specifications and standards.

The Army has a number of metric projects involving mis-
siles and rockets. The Missile Command solicited bids for a
new lightweight rocket launcher and specified that the system
be designed, built, and documented using metric units. A con-
tract has been awarded for the helicopter-mounted Hellfire
missile with the instruction that all new components and sys-
tems be designed, in metric units.

'

The third and most involved project is the. Roland
surface-to-air missile. Its basic design was developed joint-
ly by- .France and Germany and gold to the United States for do-
mettic production.. It is an example of U.S. willingness to
increase standarditation of.equipment with its North Atlantic
Treaty Organization:ANATO) allies. According to the manufac-
turer, theyAlave encountered developmental problems stemming
mostly froM language translation and noncompatible engineering.
practicewkather than 'measurement units used. The.prob-lem is sinnArdizatiO4 metrication.

Air :Force

. The Air Force reported no metric projects. ,However,'it
is requiring, by regulation, that its buying agencies outline
the impact of metrication on their purchases. A juddiment will
be made on the merits of metrication for each proposed pur-'.
chase.
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Navy

The major metric project.for,the Navy is the Patrol 9y-
drofoil Missileship. There are no other ships of metric de-
sign in production or on thedrawing boards. Metrication for
a new landing ship was considered but rejected. We were in-
formed that other factors outweighed the metric-versus-cus-
tomary issues.

The Hydrofoil is a hybrid project containing both metric
and customary parts. Those items of metric design include:
the'physical description, performance characteristics, design
drawings, fasteners, and all testing analyses'except fluid
power. Nonmetric items include off-the-shelf items, such as
bilge pumps,, compressors, and engines.

Fasteners for the Hydrofoilprototype were mostly German
standard metric fasteners because they were readily available
and U.S. metric-fasteners were not readily available. The
Gerdan standard fasteners were not adequate in all cases so
the manufacturer developed some special metric fasteners and
internal company engineering standards for the fasteners.

Standardization in NATO
4:!

The DepartiffOnt of Defense policy cites metrication as a
way to help foster standardization with our allies. This is
one way of increasing standardization and, as noted previous-
ly, has been used in tactical maps and in Weapons and ammun-
ition design. However, factors other than the measurement
unit must,be addressed before standardization can be achieved.

The problems of standardization within NATO are the re-
sult of a multiplicity of research development and production
problems. It is generally acknowledged that political, eco-
nomic, and social conditions often take priority over stan-

' dardization efforts. 1/ Nonmilitary factors, such as infla-
tion, unemployment, balance-cf-payments, and the maintenance
of a strong induStrial capability,.,, must he considered. Thus,
in, our opinion, even if the world Was metric today,'NATO would,\
still have standardization problems.

.In our January 1978 ,report on NATO standardization, we
concluded thatovercoM he iTpediments to greater,standard-
izaticai in 'NATO, will. 1 e ,silanit cant departures from pres-
ent practices 'ilvacqd nFj "iareapan, systems - -thestems--the principal

1/"Standardization in 01'0: , 4mpnving,Theiiftectiveness and
Economy of.Mutual Dense Effortdii!,,P4ADt78,2, Jan. 19, 1978.
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impediment-being the consideration of newly proposed systems
in terms of national rather than international needs. Yet it
is logical that if all countries are to agree to adopt common
weapon systems for their militaries, economic and'political
problems of each will have to be acknowledged and accommoda-
ted. Thus, standardization is not likely to be achieved with-
out statesmen-like compromises.

Inventory-

It is estimated that Defense has about 4 million differ-
ent items in its inventory., According to officials, this
\number will be significantly increased during thetransition'
phase of metrication, bQt the total should eventually decrease
once the ,customary items,are eased out of the system.

One of the major difficulties with the metrication of De-
fense inventories is the presence of existing customary items
with long life cycles. An aircraft or tank can last 20 to 30
years. If new metric items are purchased, a dual inventory
will have to be maintained until the customary items are re-
moved from the inventory.

According to a Defense official, the private sector con-
trols much of what goes into the Deferee supply system and in-
ventory. Except for military hardware, such as tanks, ships,
and fighter.aircraft, Defense seldom buyS sufficient quanti-
ties of a product to control that market or tell the manufac-
turer what parts the product shall contain. Defense buys
common items, such' as lights bulbs, electric fans, air condi-
tionerg, or, automobiles, "1ff-the-shelf." That is, Defense
buys what is commercially vailable.

According to Defense officials, the nature of these off- .

the- shelf items depends on decisions made in the private sec-
1 tor. The development of new metric standards and the intro-

duction of new metric products will be the result of thousands
of individual decisions in the private sector. If thg private,;
sector does not exercise constraint, proliferation of"metric

a-parts in the Defense supply system could result.

Costs

There have been no recent attempts to estimate the costs
for metricating the Department of Defense. For the 1971 NBS
metrication report, Defense estimated that its metrication
would cost $18 billion. The conversion was envisioned to take
place in 30 years, and 75 percent of the $18-billion price tag

. would accrue during the first 10 years.
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No Defense official would attest to the validity and
accuracy of the $18 billion estimate. Comments on this es-
timate ranged'from "it may or may not be accurate," to "the
subject is complex and we are not really confident of any
cost estimates."

There was some agreement on the fact that while the 1971
estimate of $18 billion was..:a large sum of money, it was to be
spread in varying

.0
over a period of 30 years thus the

effect on the annual budget d be minimal. For instance,
the Army estimated a total ear metrication cost of $4.4
billion but pointed out in eport that even in the peak-cost
years, the total increase would be less than 2 percent of the
annual budget.

An Army followup-studyin 1973 emphasized that this $18
billion estimate assumed a conversion process where Defense
was metricating in conjunction with a national conversion pro-
gram. If, for some reason, Defense leads the conversion pro-
cess, the costs will increase..

The Navy Metrication Group attempted to develop an over-
all funding profile for Navy metrication but met with no suc-
cess: Some groups used the estimates prepared for the 19,71
NBSreport,as their base figures and increased them to correct
for present values. Others used the 1971 estimates as the
base figures and then decreased them because of reports which
indicate actual costs ale seldom as high as anticipated, or
projected, costs. AndAfthers indicated the situation was too'
fluid and uncertain to make a useful estimate. The Metrica-
tion Group abandoned its efforts for an overall estimate and
has left it up to each functional area to estimate the costs
in its own local budget process.

Estimating costs on individual projects is also diffi-
cult. One Defense spokesman said that estimates of increased
costs due to metrication ranged_from 6 to 18 percent. One
project manager reported .a range of 3 to 30 percent.

Defense and industry officials believe metrication will
involve additional costs in Defense programs, but there is no
consensus on exactly how much it will cost, or how those costs.
sheuldbe apportioned. One major question is whether a par-
ticular metrication cost is a current expense to be charged
directly to a current project or whether that expense might
be a capital investment to be amortized, over a span of time,
against many projects. Defense, of course, would opt for the
latter to minimize current costs, and industry would choose
the;f6imer to recover expenses as soon as possible.
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Bgnefits

According to Defense officials, the benefits ofa. hard
conversion are rationalization of parts and standar si scan
dardization,.and inteiphangeability. These goals.ar yery.
important to Defense:Commitments, especially, in our,
with NATO. However, one Defense official said that e siib
scribed to the basic theory that metrication offere the'oP-''
portunity to increase standardization and reduce costs but
that these Were qngoing programs within. the Defense Depart-7
ment anyway. Metrication is not the sought-after end; At is .,
a means to, an end; but not an essential one.

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

The Department of Energy was established during the
course,of our review. According to an official,. the Depart-
ment has not yet fAmally appointed-a metric coordinator.
The metric coordinator of the Energy Research and Development
Administration; which was absorbed into the Department, is
acting in this,position. He informed us that a policy on
metrication is being prepared which is similar to the model
policy of the interagency Metrication Subcommittee.' Hqwever,
he could not estimate when the policy would be completed.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTER'OR

Th, Department of the Interior issued a manual in June
.1975 which set forth its general policies and requirements
for administering its metric conversionprogram. The policy
statement pointed out the need for Intor to recognize that
the country is converting to the metric system and to respond
to this change. The policy assumed that the country would"be
operating in an essentially metric environment within 5 years;
that is, by 1980.

While the 1975 policy called for a. departmental metric
coordinator and a metric coordinator for each suborganization,
these coordinators neither met as a group nor recorded minutes
or memoranda of discussions.

Interior revised its metrication 'policy in January 1978.
The new policy establishes a metric conversion committee. The
committee is comprised, of a metric conversion officer from
each of the suborganizations and is chaired by 'a departmental
metric conversion officer. The revised policy deleted the
reference to the 5-year time frame for conversion and,was ex-
panded to provide metric planning and detailed repOrting. The
new metric conversion committee held its first meeting in
April 1978.
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Ati IhtbriOr Official character,ized Interior's policy as
metrication. He said its policy will be to move

'kele0,8 n ning for metrication.

ActiV4t,

AcoOidini t an Interior official, .metrication has not
-.-'90erl'atligh;priOrity item, but there has been some metric

Interior and this has varied by organization.
" .7"hejark Service shOwt both customary and metric units on

some maps and speed'limit sionsin'its parks. Also, it has
marked some trails with dual dimensions. On the other hand,
the-Mining-Enforcement and Safety AdMinistrationAnoW part
of the DqPartment of Labor) is very reluctant to move. It
uses only'customary units of measure and does not plan to
convert until the mining industry is teady. The U.S. Geo-
logicalSurvey is planning to convert its maps (see ch. 20),
and the Bureau of Reclamation has issued a metric practice
guide. Also, the Bureau of Reclamation bas required metric
use in some construction contracts. (See ch. 16.)

Interior's metric coordinator participates in the inter-
agency Metrication Subcommittee.

Legislation whiCh-js-measurement sensitive, or contains
many references-to.measuremnt, may poSe some problems for
'Interior in its conversion. SOMe Interior organizations,'
such as the-Bureau of Land Management and the Bureau of Rec-
lamation, have their activities tied to laws which cite only
customary units of measure. There has been no effort at In-
terior to'identify the legislation-or work on'solutions..

Accordlg. to an official, Interior is not approaching
n' fconversion om the standpoint of 'its own benefits--the bene-

fits to Interior are tied -to those of the Nation. If the Na-
tion converts, Interior must convert. Interior's various Of-
fices and bureaus will have to allow for metrication costs in
their normal programing and budgeting actions. No 'Cost stud-
ies have been undertaken.

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

Labor neither has a departmentwide metric policy nor any
departmentwide metric activities planned or ongoing, according
to-an official. Labor does not perceive that it is under any
pressure to convert, and one official foreseeS nd advantage
for labor in metrication. A metric coordinator has been des-
ignated for participating with the interagency MetriOation
Subcommittee. We identified one subagency- -the Occupational
Safety and Health. Administrationwhere some metric activity
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In January 1977 the Occupational Safety and Health
4AdMinistratio4,pFepared a metric policy which-called for soft
conversions only). Under this policy, all its new or revised
regulationswould show, the metric equivalents parenthetically
behind the customary units, unless the measurement unit was
already a metric unit. According to an official, nearly 90
.percent of. the units in the health regulations are already.
.expressed in metric units. He did not know whether they are
SI metric units. The policy, therefore, applies primarily to
thesafety regulations.

Soft conversion is the only type of conversion which the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration could follow at
this time, according to an official. Hard conversion would
cause problems bekause products and materials described in
rounded metric units are not necessarily available in the
marketplace.

As of September 1977 the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration had not published new or revised regulations'
incorporating the metric policy. ,Proposed regulations with
soft conversions had been distributed for review and comment
outside Government,-and no negative reaction had been re-
ceived,'we were told.

The impetus for converting the regulations is the Occu-
pational Safety and Health Administration's awareness oaf the
U.S. movement to the,metric system, we were informed, rather
than any perceived advantages.

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Transpotat'on's policy is to pursue and promote an or-
derly changeover to the metric system. Its policy recognizes
.that the conversion will be evolutionary, and industry will
set the pace for &hangeover. .It will strive to tAlor its
conversion requirements and procedutes to minimize cost to
industries. Each organization within Transportation has
beet' instructed to develop conversion guidelines in its area
of responsibility and make them available to industry. (For
more dIscussion on aviation activities, see ch. 15; highways,
ch. 10;, and water transport, ch. 10.)

DEPARTMENT OF STINTE'

Metrication, according to an official, is not a major is-
sue at State because (1) the Metric,Conversion Act prescribes
no mandates, (2) governmental activity is being handled at a
relatively low level--subcommittee of the Interagency Commit-
tee on Standards Policy, and (3)' State perceives ,a lack of
executive' emphasis since the Metric board had not been
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appointed and the President has not issued an Executive
order on metrication.

The 'cost of conversion would be minimaL and concentrated
in education-and.training, according to a State official. It
has people stationed worldwide; therefore, metric terms are
not new to most personnel, the official said.

POSTAL SERVICE

' The Postal'Sprvice considers its to be in an awareness
and preplanning stage. It has formedilmetriCatiOn-group and
iss'ued a policy statement. The policy restates the national
policy of coordinating .and planning the increasing use of the,
metric system on a voluntary basis. It-calls for participa-
tion in Federal coordination activities, developing a plan
for using. the metric system, and implementing the plan in
such a manner as to reflect a leadership role. The policy
enunciates that a rule of reavn will apply and that adoption
of the metric system will o'cui. oh.a schedule compatible with
the voluntary conversion actions of its customers.

According to an official, conversion should be a hard
conversion and it should be planned and scheduled. The Post-
al Service b lieVes that it'Should be in step with industry's
Conversion an while it is not opposed to conversion, be-
lieves that Co version should be orderly and timely.

Anticipated problems

Rates and regulations are. based on weight and other mea-
surements. For example, the postage rate for first class let
ters. is 15 cents for the first ounce and. 13 gene's. per ounce
thereafter, and for fourth class mail (packages) the upper
limits are 70 pounds and 10 inches of'combined length plus
girth. Conversion of these afurements to metric units Would
create some problems for the ostal Service and the public. ,

One area of concern.to the Postal SerVice iarthe estab-
lishing metric base rates for mail. The current base weight
for first-class mail:is ounce which 'is equal to. about 28
grams, Thus, the problem lies-in selecting a rounded base
weight. Other countries use 20,.25, r 30 grams aethe base.
weight for first-class mail. Canada as decided to use 30
grams. A spokesperson explained that the Postal Servile is
closely watching theCanadiran experience to learn as:much_ps
possible. .

The Postal. Rate Commission, which is independent of the
Postal Service, would have to recommend the metric base weight
and any adjustment to the cost qtApostage, we were informed4
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The postal'Service would, then have the chOre of informing the
public of the new bases. A Service official told us that the
conversion should occur ,on a specific date--similar to a
postal rate change.

Another problem, ,for, both the tal Service and the
public, will be acquiringmetric seal e or'in converting ex-
isting scales to show metric weights. Nearly one -half of.bbe
Postal Service's customers' weigh their own mail.

The Postal Service has .some 240,000 postal scales of
various types. As mentioned in chapter 9, scales can be mod-
ified or; converted to show metric weights. The Postal Service.
does not.have an estimate,ort;t e cost of scale conversion but
is cohSidering a study.

Besides the Postal Setvice's:scales, postage scales used
by businesses and institutions would also have to be conver-
ted. The Postal Service dOes, not have any .Means to estimate
the cost to its 'customers to make the conversion.

The Postal Service has obtained'estimates of the cost to ;.

convert similar scales from the. Canadian postal Service, For
example, .the cost:to convert a Parcel Post Beam scale ranges
from $80 to $125:.. However, the Postal Service did not know
how many scales of this type are in use. An inventory of the
various types of scales used was in process.

GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

The General Services Administration is the landlord, de-
partment store,' and supplier for'the Federal .Government. That'
is, it supervises constroction, operates and maintains most s)f
the Federal and purchases and stocksimuch' of the
materials used by Federal agencies.

Although General Services does'not have a formal metrics -,.

-tion pcilicy, a November 1976 internalpolicy.statement says
that (1) it endorses conversion'but will not lead and (2) it
will comply with the MetricCOnversion'Act or 1975 and Work
closely withthe'U.S. Metric Board' private industty, and the
Federal interagency committee on metrication. General Ser-
vices will not use its purchasing power to endograge conver=
sion, because to do so would conflict with the policy to fol-
low industry.

0 According to d General Services official, the Metric Con-
version Act does not provide direction to the.Federal.agencies
on what they should be doihg. If the U.S. Metric Board gets
going., or an Executive order:is issued delineating the role of
the Federal Government, then General Services may become more
active in metrication, we were told..
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Metric activity at General Services has been limited. A-

metric task force was established in 1975 and met quarterly 'f".

until 1977, when these meetings were replaced with occasional
telephone calls. General Services Federal Supply Service's
metric group met *onthly until 1977, but no longer meets.
Its.Public Building Service position is to follow the con,
struction indulltry. '(See ch. 16.) In 1976 General Services
produced a metric awareness film, but interest in metrics
has waned, ancif the film has been viewed by very few people.

We were told General Services participates as an observer
on theinteragency Metrication Subcommittee which is trying
to set the direction of the,,federal Government.

Cost of 'going metric

General Services has conducted no studies on the cost of
going metric because, according to an official, there are too
many variables beyond its control. One important variable is
the nature and timing of industry's conversion.

An official did not believe there would be any added cost,
to bUy metric.items if they are available. For example, Gen-
eral rvices has routinely bought metric laboratory glassware
for Faderal agencies, and this glassware is,readily available.
Also, since 1975 metric hand tools have been listed in General
Services' Federal Supply Catalog. These tools are commercially
available items and during the last fiscal yeat, General Ser-
vices bought $180,00 worth of these tools.

The average c st to add a new item--metric or customary--
to General Service inventory is about $4,200 if the item is
commercially aval able. If a Federal specification must be
written, the cost is increased by about $3,500.

Disadvantages/advantages

A General Services official cited several problems from
metric conversion, such as the need to carry dual inventories
during the transition period, conduct training progeams; ad-
just records and regulations, and replace some tools. General
Services recognized thes%activities would cost something, but
it did not know how much." Another problem would be in conver-
ting the Federal specifications-to metric units.

Of the .4,500 Federal specifications, some 1,200 to 1,300
already have hard metric relerences. The official said Gen-
eral Services prefers not to show dual units or soft convert
the specification's. Metric units will be added to the Federal
specifications, if appropriate, during the regular updating.
No timetable existt for converting any specifications.
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The only advantage of.metrication seen by the officialis the possible eventual reduction of inventory and the re-duction of duplicative, manufacturing standards 'Which may lead ,to reduced cost of operations.
4

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

The Agency did not have a metric policy on conversion asof April 1977. However, in January 1973 .a memorandum, signed
by, the, Deputy Administrator.to the .managerial levels instruc-
ted.the Agency to use metric units in.standards, reports, and
other documents it issued. Equivalent units were :t0 be al-
lowed whenever desireable in parentheses.: However, an offi-
cial doubted that many personnel are aware of this memorandum.

Measurement units used by the Environmental. ProtectionAgency are a mixed bag. For example, some pollutants aremeasured in metric units,(grams), but pipe sizes, construc-
tion measurements, and water metering are in customary units(inches, feet, and gallons). 'For automobile emmissions, pol-
lutants are measured in grams per mile?.

The Agency is faced with the scientific- and the general-use dilemma. Scientists use the metric system while U.S. in-

(1

dustry traditionally uses customary easures. For scientific
and technical publications, the Age cy's manual requires allunits used to be in SI terms, unles specified otherwiSeby
the project officer. The'manual or er is dated May 1974°:

Essentially, the Agency prefers metric use whenever pos-sible, according to an official. In the, scientific and tech-
nical area, Agency personnel are highly trained and work with
SI units a great deal. In the engineering areas, thesitua-tion is mixed. For example, sanitary engineers work with the
construction industry and consequently do not use.metric unitsto any great extent.

According.to an official, the Agency has no directions
as to what it is supposed to do about metrication, and metri-
cation is of low priority. The Agency would be in a better
position to tell industry what the requirements are if it had
some guidance from the President or the Congress. The Agency
performs better under mandatesthan under a voluntary system,in' the opinion of an official.

NATIONAL. AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

According to an official, the .National Aeronautics and.
Space Administration' has not developed a fOrmal policy,"11-
though a :proposed policy has been in process for more than a
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year.- 'In essence, its position ds generally to keep pace with
industry and the Department of Defense.

AccOrding to officials, soft conversion would take from
1 to 5'years. Hard conversion would depend almost entirely
on suppliers with the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tratiOn able to do little more than an occasional prodding,
but it believed it could not push too hard because this may
result in higher costs.

According to officials, the scientific geupg use metric
units while the operating groupS use customary units. A Sep-
tember 1970 NationalAeronautics and Space Administration .,
directive generally requires SI metric units to beused
scientific and technical publications.

The National Aeronautics and Space-Administration has
desi9nated a person as the metric focal point, and each of
pits 10 centers have a.metric coordibator. Vtlso, it has per-'
sonnel participating on the interagencyrication Subcommit-

--tee. No estimates have been made of the cost of conversion.

With one exception, the National Aeronautics and' Space
Administration has not been involved with projects with met-
.rically.designed hardware. The space shuttle now being tested
was built to customary standards. The one exception was dock-
ing of the nonmetric American spaceship, Apollo, with the met-
ric Russian spaceship, Soyuz, in 1975. The hookup wasinade

.possible by a connecting device built by a U.S, aerospaCe
firm. One end of the U.S. device was built to metric specif-
ications to permit hookup with,the Soyuz.

CIVIL AERONAUTICS BOARD .

The Civil Aeronautics Board.gtomotes and regulates the
civil air transport industry within the United States'and be-'
tween the United States and foreign countries. It grants
licenses to provide air transport ser0.des and approves or
disapproves proposed rates and fares and proposed agreements
and corporate relationships Envolving'air carriers.

The Civil Aeronautics Board has converted data to metric
units for a number of years in its reports to the Internation-
al Civil Aviation Organization. Its Bureau of Accounts and
Statistics will be including metric conversion, tables in the
Board's major statistical publications.N It has only a few
measurement standards and it is antidipaNted that-these could
be softconverted, we were informed. It will not mandate con-7
version. Conversdon is to,be left up to the airlines and
other operational agencies.
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FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

The CoMmission'regulates interstate and foreign"cOmmuni-
,catiOns by radio, television,.wite, and cable.

o

On July 28, 1976, the Commission adopted a metric con-
version program to facilitate deYelopment.and the use of a
single system of units in the Commission!s rules. Metricunits are to be used in all new and amended -rules. Metric _

units also:are to be used .on all license, equipment authoriz-
ation,. and construction permit applications after complete
convey on to metric Units in the rules is accomplished. In'
the interim, the measurement system that is used in the rele-
vant rules when filing an application will be used.

The program calls for a gradual iwo-stage conversion.to
metric unit usage. The first stage, beginning with the an-
nouncement of the program, will be a soft conversion with the
customary units shown parenthetically. The Commission antic-
ipates it will take about 5 years. and be incorporated in .the
normal updating cycle and.with. ublishing of new and
amerided rules. The Commission 'pates'nb.major problems
in'carrying out this conversion b use actual measurements
are not being.changed7-the terms are just.being converted to
their metric equivalents. Also, metric units are used in se-
lected areas, such as frequencies.(Hertz), bu,t,:cuStomary units
predominate', particularly far linear measurements. .

The second stage, calling for hard.conversion and the
exclusive use of metric units, will not -begin until after. the
CommisSion assesses the pressures for exclusive use of metric
Units:

No cost studies have been done, but no. significant costs
are expected, according ,to a Commission official. .Possibly
some training will have to _be provided. The official did not
belieVe the benefits of conversion were quantifiable but be-
lieved that perhaps conversion would aid in improvingccommu7
nication at international conferences.

TheCommission has a repreSentative attend meetings of
the interagency Metrication Subcommittee. An official be
lieved, however, that the U.S, Metric poartdahould establish,
procedures'and poliodes for agencies to follow to-avo'id,dis-.
jointed and uncoordinated efiprts.

A Commission official acknowledged that the Commission's
program iSnot,teally voluntary,. and he views the Metric Con-
version'Act of 1975 as requiring Federal agencies to lead.
Jiowever he,.pointed out that the program has not really



changed anything, and the Commission has not directed indus-ue4
try to change how it measures items.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION

The InterState Commerce Commission regulates interstate
surface transportation, including trains, buses, tracks, in-
land waterway and coastal shipting generally ehrough certifi-
cation of public carriers, rates, adequacy of services, pur-
chases, and mergers.

The Interstate Commerce Commission's July 1976 oalicy
states that it will permit carriers and.agents to file tariffs
and reports which include SI units in lieu of customary units.
The policy requires that such tariffs and reports must contain
,conversion tables which explain the standards applied.and
-methods used in conversion. The Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion is discussed further in chapter 1G.

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission licenses persons and
cqmpanies to build and operate nuclear teactors and to own
and use mtr4ear materials.

Its Septemper 1974 policy recognizes industry'conversion
will set the pace for metrication. It will use dual dimen-
sions or 81 units. alone, if.appropriate, in new or revised
regulations, and regulatory guides. It will converts to the SI
system at 'a rate at least paralleling that being achieved by.
industry. An official informed us that safety should be.no
problem, as the Nuclear Regulatory Commission follows the-
American Society of Mechanical Engineers! Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code for' nuclear' components, which is being soft con-
verted.

SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

The Small Business Administration is in the "initial
planning stages for metrication. It has hot issueda policy
statement on metrication. According to an'oTficial, there is
no pressing,heed forsuch a statement, and there has been no
demand for metric information from the small business commu7
nity. It participates on the interagency. Metrication'Subcom-
mittee which.is drafting a model policy for Federal agencies.
According fo.an official, the Small. Business Administration
will probably issue a metric policy within the next fiscal
year; (See ch. 5 for additional information.) ,
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VETERANS ADMINISTRATION
'I)

q.o
.,,,,.According to a Veterans Administration offi'cial, fix-im--plementation Rf the metric ssystem iii- the Federal. agencies ,Willnot receive h-eavy emphasis until the Board is foYmed. ,r,.How,-,.:ever, the Veterans Administeation has issued two dir'ec'=t'ivespertaining to the 'metric "syS,tem: an Admirlistrator',s memorandum ,in September 1976 and a circular in May 19'77.. The,,circular 7*._

,:e --:: ;" '-''
established a general, metric policy. ' .

'%.

wereThese directivedV were issued prtmarily to Increase em- ,.'ployee metrication.,awareness., Thex offer some background in-formationand suggest hat.sonie preliminary planning activ1ities might be apprb' late.- the ciircutar staffs: that theprivate sector Shou lead the metrication process but that.-agency officials should consider metric, use in their areas'of respansibility. The circular also advises that dual units;. ,,,or metric-only units could "be used in publication ';and teCh-(--Pical Papers. Finally, thecircular z ommends 1'. increase. of agel2cy activity, where apPropriate;'lin the determinationf national and international meefie standards. . Accord''' g,..to a Veterans Ac:Imin'istration official, S rec gnized.. ha
,it Nd.,11 be necessary to supplement the circular ti otitisguidelines, procedures, and policies. '...'e',.. -- . -" . .

>, ',i i .kr% official told cus .Chia - there' are no rear advantageinN,meteiOatiOn for :the Veterans Administrationl.:;:an' 1-,:drid the.Government were to.- back' off on its, metr ic comMitme el itwould probably not convert.. .,':, "' .
.

CONCLUSION

. 'F e d ei. a 1 Govegnment metric *ion ctivitie ,
0,i,dely,,and there fa° no,,.COnSistent.approac 6 cdhibeisiori. ,ifovieYer4,metrication,doeS ,not appear to be A .high7Pfiority , item with,'

, , -
the Federal agencies. Only 12 of the ;26' agencies contacted

,have fomented, metric policies, -and :tiodse policies _generallycall for the agency to respond. to AilduStry d#manas and not to. '`.lead. -. Agencies have not assessed ,:the:impact.'of cost of Met-rication, but some agencies are-donSidering,Ouch studies.The Office of Management and:Budge.t.should ppvide. the agen-cies with guidance to ensure- unifo-rm Federal polidieS'andpractices. - '1

,Generally, officials of the eral.GoVernment agenciesexpect no, specific beneflits from met4cation. If industrybenefits from' conversion, it is assumed 'that the Governmentwill: benefit.
, .

, . 1
A vast array of laws, regulationsyE and other,:reguirementsarray of

will have to be reviewed to ascertain the impact and type of
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.

Several agencies'ihdidated that they were looking to
e4--ongeessi-the-Presidenti-or-tne-U:S. Metric Board for

9uidence cin what metrication' actions, if any, they should
take

elncies, such, as the Department; of Agriculture,
that metrication is mandatory and have taken agres-
ps to' convert some operations which the public :has

di oved. We find; that the Metric.Conversion Act of 1975
does not require anyone, Government agencies or the,private
sector, to convert. The Metric Act does not alter existing
laws regulations, and agencies must have existing authority
or %ek authority to require conversion.

04
iMetrcation by the Department of Defense is b'elng dr iven

by a desire for standardization, particularly with NATO coup -
tries and a.belief that metrication-is.inevitable. It is,
being imPedsd by a policy of nonadvocacy and a fir,m resolve

. hY 14fense not to pick up indUstry's,total costs of conver-
sion.

measurement is an integral part of many activities and
projects Within Government. Without specific direction to
convert its activities, we find that the Government may be
frustratingatLng industry plans. Other nations which area-commil-
ted to conversion found that a strong government commitment
was necessary to accomplish conversion.

-

RECn mENDATIoNS TO THE DIRECTOR,
21ti1ZOILIANAGEMENT AND BUDGET,

-

we recommend that. the Office of Management and BuOget:
t.

--Clarify for ?edetal agencies what they are- e#pected to
do in regard to planning and Coordinating any increased
use of the metric system.

.....,Ensure that Federal agencies establish policieS, con-
sistent-with the intent of the., Metric Conversion Act of
1975 and inforpi the Private sector of:Federal metrica7o
tion plans whenever appropriate.

'Ensdre that 'Federal :agencies convert regulations or
.mount other metrication activities when the initiative
comes from the sectors_ which will besaffected--indus-,
try, the.States,-and the general public.. Federal
agencies should only initiate action when they can
demonstrate that such action, is in the Nation's best
interesl.

1



--Require Federal agencies to inform the public of the
'impact-of those conversion, actions that affect thdm
..ind hold public hearings to obtain their comments
`which should be considered in any final determinakidn
on such actions.

.
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C

GOVERNMENTS SUPPORT BUT REMAIN IIOROPTVE'

Stateel., /:generally adopted d'wait-and-see'ettitude
about conVejting;prme,tric. In discussions with State of7

i
ficiale, "we \ifs6944 I ittles, agreement; even among departments
withinBtatee,' ap. utwhen, where:, 'and how conversion should
take place-. . ;,v ; .T., ;.

Thirty-five States support metric conversion; 3 oppose
it, while .the remainder did not take a position. Fifteen haVe
a policy of planning voluntary convetsion, and 22 indicated
that they have no 'agopted)policy. Seven say that ,they Will
convert 9nly whet). and where necessary in response to the lead
oL, the Federal Government and the 'private sector. One State'
.prans a mandatory conversion of all State-controlled activi-
ties, and one glary to use the'customary system indefinitely.

4 Twenty-foUt of the States have organized metrication
committees br boards to assist. in deciding what to do about
conversion.. The membership of these groups was drawn from
manufacturers, farmers, labor unions, consumers, and many'
other fields, but. State government officials and educators.
seemed to be more midely,represented than others.

-...

If metric, conversion occurs, the majority of States be-
lieve that etnment--Federal and State--legislative and
eeonomic,pO shOpld be "Used. to provide an, impetus.

. .

We survey d the .50 State y questionnAl e to obtain
information :about metricatioh,,-fir,policies, plans, and
activities. .We received resp9nseZfro0-46 States. The
questionnaire used is reproduced, 0. 4ppertdix L.

We also visited six Statesotto discuss&metricaticin-pol-
icies, plans, and problems-witiVState legisItttorsoVernment

-off4icials, schOol officers and members of mdkrication comb
twits. During our.study we obtained _and reviewed adaitioda
informatiOn from State .documents, such as proposed` legisla--,
tion, State and school board resolutions, metrication commit-
tee minutes, reports, and other records.

in the following-table.
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r

Support/opposition to Metric Conversion
r

. Number

Strongly support 11
Somewhat support. 24
Undecided '6'
Somewhat oppose 1Strongly oppose 2No basis to jUdge 2 .

Total 46

.

In examining -available State resolutions and policystatements by legislatu-res, metrication committees, andboaids of education, We found k-trisat 'the rationale for devel-oping plans to expior'Anetricconversion or teach the met-;ric system in sclools wasbated.on the following:
o

--The metric -system is now used by -over 90 percept ofthe viorla!'S population, and an estimated 75400percent of world production and trade is meSkr;,edin metric units.
--The debisiOns of the United:Kingdom, Canada, a.Australia to metricate leaves the United..Stat;:.the sole major industrialized Nation not porno'

. to metriv.. ,

7-Some major faction's of U.'S. y:istr beCau e.volvement with world market un.c.to adopt the
=, .., ,metric system.

I!::'
.:In'..addition, 31of our Statel' a .thatU.S. conversion is definitely inevi e...B.tbeegOvernment. Another ;13 thought' th v '''a'ac p-'iobably.inevitable. However, most 'States are i/aiti f ? firth lead--ersha,p Ony' the Federal-Government to d'etermine the course. Aii,they_s'Ao 'd 'take. . The majority of the States indicated thatthreye era Government shauld plan the Conve#On, establish.:target tes, coordinate activities, and c .0,4t:'`and advise.Thericnbw tkt the U.S. Metric. Board is to :` ii nized toprO'Vple coordination and planning. _They are buctant,3 thotiqh, to go too far in changing -State' measuelittient- Systems_before the Board is "operAtional, especially because' the Met- ii.4.r:ic .Conversion Act of 1575 doeS not comwit the Nation to.,,

,,.-.eonversion. ' ,



Advantages outweigh disadvantages
but-State-metricationTis slow

Thirty-two of the State governments felt ,that the .advan-
tages of their going metric outweighed the did4dvantages.
A larger number of States (36) thought thati or .the United
Statesoverall, the advantages outweighed t e disadvantages.

Wei ng of Advantages/DisadvantaAls
State Goyernm nts United Stites

IGNIFICANTL

NO BASIS
TO JUDGE

SIGNIFICANTLY

eS yuL"HTL NO BASIS TO JUDGE

SIGNIFICANTLY
s6iGHTLY:t

ADVANTAGES OUTWEIGH DISADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES OUTWEIGH ADVANTAGES

advantages .of metr'icatio'n, _,ac rding tpthe
Statet, re4Abat the metric systeM:is

in making price comparisons :of productt, win inCreast
foreign export , provides an opportunity for sta ardatiPP:,
and increases. ptOuction:Officiencies.-:;Howe'yer, er-50.
percent: of t Sehtes.saw.high*costsj time 41dedtoretra0,14,
eMployees, Mainteilance:OfOual:ini&ntoties .6-16aterials a
supplies, and confusion song totUsihesS,as've
definite disadvantages...Nineteen States thought that..:met
atlon would PrtiVidean excellent;:oppartunity to improve
bUilding codes and standards, but.733 thought that the_.proce.
of changingthee.cpdes'and ;standards would-be a disadvan.,-'
tage.

aficials in the six States ,weilsited gave several
reasonsjOrthe.slow pace of SeatOrn'tricatioh:

4 . t
ki*

÷-The Metric Conversion Act o weak and does not
commit the country to conVersiOntateagencid8
are skeptical, about moving headlong'intotbnciersion

.44



1
without coordination and some dndic tion of milestones
of_target dates.---The-IL-Sv-Metric-B and is-sorelyneeded.

--Federal Government departments, especially those whichregulate, should provide more and better leadership.

--Metriconversion is costly.

--State agencies should react to conversion changes'ini-tiated.by industry. They should not be the initiators.

--coordination must be made so that indivrduallOtates`do
not becomeflietric "islands" among neighboring States.

Many State governments see metric conversio

Pnr-crisis oriented, expensive activity with very few ne m:rbenefits. They also question the wisdom of proceedinq'into
,conversion out-of phase with other States, thereby-creatinci
s,ad.confusing.and_possibly dangerOus environment for interstatev,travelers and those engaged in interstate commerce.

We iderIllified five States which,haVe passe& legislationptoMoting'mertation,; A :few others have propoqed metric legh-islation, but it has not yet,been passed. Most of the States,
hOWemet,-.have;:ritt-°;ses-n, fit to introduce or amend laws to sup,Port' conversion: I:

.

amen
': of the .States, howsOr, prompted by the 1974 amentents 'fa- the ;Elementary and Secondary EduCation .Act whichauthoriZed funds for metric education, have emphasized thatschools :in the,States wig-incorporate metric education in

.(Ch. 24 of this report discusses metriceducation.)

GOVERNMENT ACTIONS COULD
FACILITAT METRICATION_

,,iiiik':,':**' .;
..

_.Twe4ve-bf the 4t4,41, ngly*agreed that thgyVnited--,, State encdtaMeperSion. by tying 'metriteguire--...,
I, II

nentiAO Fideral funds granted Ito States for education,4)
transportfitiOn, housing,and th'e'like.: However, another ],2States,nongly disagreed with this idea. Spventeeri States'agreed *OMewhat,-and.three diSagreed-tomeWhat'. Two States:w9reudeC.ided-.,:TheSe responses show, that more than 50 per-.heStotes would be willing COtivett-,to the degteedifed Tederallundinq programs.....- .

-..:A114ts -46:f'the States (44) either strongly or some.-.`,1/4

4WhAt'agt, hat the federal Governmentshould 'encourage met,riCationfWibugh procurement of''metric items. Fortilone
,



agreed that the State governMents should encourage conversion
through h-procurementT-While-four-of-the-States-wert-undecided
on'this question. Only one State disagreed. The following
table shows the States' views. .

Views on the Use of Grants and Procurement
to Encourage State Metrication

Agree - Agree Disagree Disagree No

strongly somewhat Undecided somewhat strongly response

. U.S. should encour-
v age conversio- "

through grantS

U.S. shopld epcour
age conversion
through procure-

., ment

States should encour-
age,conversion
thr.ougfi procurement,

12 17 2 3 12' 3

29 .15

. 1

2

r
Thus, a majority ofd States believe that government, both

at theTeueral and State Idkrel; -should use its economic pow-
ers too provide impetus to the metrication movement.

Most States also 'agreed that their metrication efforts
would beJacilitated if the U.S Government would, establish
target voluntary conversion, provide financial
and teetnical:assistance to States, change all Federal laws
that spROifY'use of the.customary,system, and develop a na-
tionDMitrication plan. ,Twenty -seven of the States also
agreed that making-,00nVertion Tand4ory. with established
deadline 'would help. Statmetrication. These matter=0-mith
others are shown in the.koliowing table.



Effect of U.S. Actions on State Metrication

No No basis NO
Facilitate Hinder effect tcyjudge response

Make conversion
mandatory

'Establish targets
for voluntary con
Version 39

Provide financial
4)aid 1

43

Provide technidal
At aid 41

Change laws that
specify customary _

Develop natkioAaly-A
plan

44

4

15

4'

.1

2

' ,,,,.-- ,,

..,t,Some officials in Pennsylvania gtatbd that the oenceptof letting the costs "lie where they fall" may haVe to be
rz9c9nsidered- by the Federal Government. The costs of run-ntxig. State government's, one said, are increasing faqger than
thIlL4bass,pal opikating the Federal,Government or industry.He added' that Federal assistance may be needed to, help fi-nance State agency conversion.

1

rong Federal policy
p re is a st_

- A official told up,
t'..that he does Vot expec muchrogresi om States unless thef

or mandate. State government40, he said, are not likely to
voluntarily generate enthusiast or alloqate,necebsary''re7-
.sources to projects which do nog, Arie crisis orientation. 9
His 'opinion was,that many Stat -17thdes regard metricationas a low prio4Vitem.

Officials in Gei:prgia felt `that. the FeOral'Government,.,
should deve,;10f-a fir national' conversion filan with targetdates. 114`kie.tlan could still allow for flexibility and
terry convelAsion within the limits of the.dates. TaTget.dates should be reasonable and tailored to the' different'sectors of the economy." : A.

Individual States-cannot.act independently
'This could'lead to chads just in00.T.area of inter-.state commerce. The Stat S-.need.strong dittiection fromthe

U.S. Metric Board, before,t ey can make significant advances-toward conversion,

eor3.7.4%

gr.



Federal Government actions could-also affect the time
needed to coftvert. Forty-five States said that their gov-
ernment could convert within 15 years if the United States
converts to themetric system. Thirty-three of these indi-
cated they would only need 5 to 10 years. However, if con-
versioh'fis not made mandatory, only 35 States thought that ,

they could convert within a 15-year period. Eight States
would need more than 15 years, including two who would need_*k
between 21 and 25 years.

Optimum TimerNeeded to Convert c.4

Mandatory-. ,:Nonmandatory'

Less than 5 years - 5

7 ,

.N.. 2

1, 5 to. 10 years 33. :,- T- .-20

11 to 15 years 7 13
16to 20 years 1 6

21 to 25 years 2

26 to 50 years ,
More than 50 years e0': ....1A.;.;

No response , 3

METRIC LEGAOLATION

Legislators say-the United Statlgrmust lead

-1v-,State legislators 'we talked to generally felt that
the Federal Government needed to make a. firm commitment to,'
tetric,ond provide leadership in conversion. Ore said that
a State canno,t become Unique and adopt a system which has
not been adopted-by pther States. It Would be ridiculous
to use two, measurement languages.in trade and communicatidn
that goes on between States. Some were in favor '!
conversion because of its pOtenttal of helping the U
States compete. in the international marketOlace'.to
a-faVorable/bIanbe of payments. One legislative assistant
felt that the U.S. GovernMent should encourage industry
to convert. He felt-that legislative mandates an a strong
coercion would not be effective,' but gentle coercion in some
cases may be in order:

1974 -law stimulates metric education

Among State government activities, State deparanpnts of
educatios:were-theMost active; This may be baGause the Edu-
cational Amendments of1974 declared that U.S.dlicy encour-
ages educational agpncies and' institutions to prepare students
to use the, International4System of Units metric system..asl.part._
sofIrthe rggular education program. Since 1976, 147 metric

4.
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grants in 49 States and 3\t,p7f14itories Kaye : been awarded with
Federal-funds-appropriated- Edf-this purpose . (See ch. 24.)

Other ,State, agencies operatlmg' for the most part with
oq,the, gUidande of-strong national legislation, Federal
funding, and State metric laws are not nearly as active.

Six State laws promote conversion

We hale identified only six State laws which promote met-
r

U.
1. 1

--The Minnesota Metric Implementation4bnd Standards
At of 1974, which calls for statewide planning fOr
metric conversion.

--A California Act of 1977, which established a metric
board similar to the one provided by the national
Metric Conversion Act of 1

y--New York' s amendmentp to the .Agr iculture and Mar-kets
Law, which establishes metric as the preferred system
of measurement:

- -A. New Iork motor vehicles lay, which requires new
motor vehicles 'registered after September 1,,,J980,
to hale dual speedometers.

--South Carolina's 1977 legislatiop to provide'for 1
plementation of the metric° system.

tk

--A. Louisiana act amending d measurement re-qUire-
men,ts.

We also found two Statep--Oklahoma a "Vlorado-.-which passed
legislation in Opposition to metric conversion,

t

Minnesota MOW.c Implementation Act.- .

101 The Minnesota Metr Implementation, apAjtanclards Act of
174. stated that:, it was the purpose of the _Ste to "begin the
gradual but4 deliberate 'implementation of rthe. metric System, of
weights and measures." This law charged the Minnesota Cownis-
sionOr of Administration with resp n!gsiMa ity.for.promulgaVing4
rulet and regulations to

VA

--provide, for the' ,f1.0;11. cor9t0on
, kmerce to the metae-,':systelti;W

adopts this system at thefei

State.' s cow-
,11.S.-Congres's,
standard:: and
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--inture that all State departments, division, agenclei-,ly
boards, and commissions having authority and/or r
sibility in matters concerning weights and, measutri
shall initiate planning for the gradual conversion.tt
,the metric systr.

The Commissioner of Education also was to consult with the
Commissioner of Administration'to develop and implement a
plan of public education on the metric system.

The act ptated,thai because the continued, economic growth
of the State and local industry is so closely linked with the
ability of the Uhited States to competitively serve foreign
export markets, it is in the best interest of Minnesota to
begin gradual conversion. The act, however, did not give theV
Commissioner of Administration enforcement authority, or pro-
vide funds for implementation.

On February 10, 1975,'the "Minnesota Plan for Metric Ed-,
trcation" and "A ResOution on Metrication" were approved by
the State .Board of Education.

According.to the play, by 1984, 90 percent of the teach-
ers are to be teaching predominantly metric with only inciden-

MV'rtal' teaChidg of the customary system. 41,

TheState Governor and the Commissioner of Administra-
tipn appointed i _metric council with representatives from
education, transportation, weights and measprep, administra-
tion, And the Governor's office. This council was to oversee
'the development of the plan for metric education dilid begin
planning for State,. Metrication activities. The council be.-
gan a:study of messirent-sensitive statutes 'which would
need to Joe'chan4elramplement conveliblon., t discoveted
that some statutes Uld need only soft conver lob while
others would have 'tb.be hard Converted..'Examp s's)f tiiese
cdnversions are (1) the'legal distance required between a
liquor store and a'schddl'would be soft converted to an
equivalentdistance intetric and (2) the gallons of .fuel
oil deliverted-*6 homes Would have to:be hard converted to

) , In addition, the metric council developed a metric style
guide for government secretaries and held discussions about
metric procurement with. State personnel. They alsb ueged ra-
dio acrid television qtations to use metric measurements in'
weather reports. 4;4.

hi .M trio ;Conversion Act of
System a the national, standard
to Act of -974 tke State- would.

We were told that 'arth
'.......1975,4a not adopt the miiri
as antieipatedby the Mifffieso

1
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-
.i,proceedtwith ats_progiam_of_planning-for-:gradual-but-deliber-
ate implementation of conversion. At the time of our visit
in November 1976 we-found.the education plan was being imple-:
mented,_but we did notfind.ach conversion planning,in other.

._.partsoqf the :.State government. For, example,.the.direCtor.,of
the DePartmeht of Weights and Measuressaad that the depart-
ment .iii,11-not:becoMe involved in metrication until changes,.
occur in tonsumer.prpdvta. .He did say, however, that'they
are. buying new eguipmen with'dUal capability.' An official
of the State Highway Department said that the highway,metri-.
cation comMitteei whichhad.been organized in 1972, had
0*.ei7nactiVewhen Federal legislation failed.Ap.A$1:fit
natiO*0..:Mailde,tory,cOnversion: We also fouRirehat 44.A0t,.No-
ventber;LI9M,eehe metric style gUide which .h410'developed

'-
:
-9L,It6r

. ernment secretaries had not been published `and dis-gov
tributed.

According to the metric council chairman, a-celtain
amount.of\legiSlated Coercionis needed. He'endorses set-
ting-targets for various sectors, such as the dates estab -.
.lished in the States' plan for education.

The former State legislator who introduced the, metric.
implementation act thinks thatAtates should shOwsupport.and
commitment,tOmptric as strongly as possible because
action may influence- the Federal Government to act more de-r
cis4y,pIy about. metric conversion. He said that a good example'''.
washen Certain States promulgated regulations specifying
.iafer...aUtoMobile buMpers,.the'Federal Government was.influ
.enced to adopt similar national regulations: He. felt alag
that the ultimate:d.irection our country-will take Appends on
factions by. the U S. metri6 Board. Be told us that'artange-7,
merit's had been made for .one of .his colleagues:,to introduce

tO Set'.up th.e:Minnesota Metriccouncik;by'statuteinsteadOf being a grou-p:dgpOinted.by4e Governor He feelsthat:',::
this would ensure continUlty in metrication .a,ctiVities;lridd.
peddentibf:theGovernor'S interest'as'administrations-Change.

.Federal law Makes-Government
seem indifferent

9:The prindipal'inveatigator in thelWatiorral,$ciehce FOun--
dation-funded study, "Metric' Transition in the_Pnited States,"

' who is also 'a 'member of the MinnesOta Metric Cbundfl, told us'that the Study -report discuSted-tvio -alternative Scenarios:.
metrication'undkr.existing legailatiOn and C210etr.icatiOn

with a%tttonger COmMitment from the;CongressHandl.theFederal
Government: He reminded us-that:the',Retric.COnversion Act -;
'does not commit the UnitedStAtes47 It make ConversiCa.an'
bption.' The,existing,law makes. it appear tnit'the-Federar',

0





Governinent is indifferent to the system of mearur9ment; Gov-
ernment, he said, "cannot afford.to be indifferent, and at
some point must specifically say as much, and/commit the coun-
try to metrication." Resources of the GovernMent must be de- .

ployed to achieve.the goal. The investigator believes that
in ,some instances the Government will.have to give assistance
when organizations have attempted,to go,metric and cannot com-
plete the process without help.

California organizes a metric conversion council

After an unsuccessful attempt in 1973 to pass a bill
calling for the State's conversion to the metric system,
the California State Legislature in late 1977 passed a law
to provide an orderly conversion to the system and to pro-
vide,coordination with the D.S. Metric'Board's,program.

Starting in January 1978, a California Metric, Conver-
sion Council will be. created in the/Department-of Food and
Agridulture.. Its members will include the. Director of ,Food
and Agriculture and 10 other members appointed by the7G0t-,
:ernor and confirmed by the State Senate. Appointed members
will represent engineering, science, industry, retailers;,,
labor, small business, construct/ion, education, consumers,
and weights and measures. An additional $50,000 was appro-
priated to'the Department of Food and Agriculture's 1977
to 1978 budget to carry out the prOvision of the act.

The legiSlation requirep that the-CouncillseLforts
complement those of the U.S,/ Metric Board as they relate' to
California. Its duties on State level coincide with .the

.

'Board's duties on the national level. The Council is re-
sponsible for taking into account the interests, views, and
conversion costs of California's commerce and industry. It
must provide.for proceduies whereby various Council groups
may recOnmend to the COLincil specific programs for coordin--
ating conversion in each industry, publicize proposed pro-,
graMs, and provide an dpportunity for interested groups or
individUals to submit/comments.. it will encourage standards
organiiations to deVelop metric,engineering standards.

The Coundil will also help the'public become familiar
with the meaning and applicability of metric terms and appli-
cations in daily life through the media and talks.to approp-
riate,groups. It' will counsel and consult with educational
associations, loOal education agencies, labor education com-
'mittees; apprentice training committees, and other interested
groUpS to ensure, that metric, instruction is included in the
State's educational institutions and that teachers are prop-
erly trained to teach the metric system.
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The act provides that,the Councilwill be operative,un-
til 1925. However, it does not set targets or a date when
the metric system will be the predominant system of measure,-
ment in California. The Council, though,'4s responsible for
an annual status report to the legislature and the"Governor
on.the extent to which conversion has been achieved, projec-
tions for the conversion process, and recommendations cover-,
ing needed. legislative: or executive action to implement the
programs accepted by the Council. Similar to the U,S. Metric
Board, the Council was not provided any compulsory powers.
It mustIbe noted that the California metric bill became law
without the Governor's signature.

New York adopts metric
as the preferred.system

In August 1977 New York State enacted a new article 16
Of the portion of its Agriculture and Markets Law that deals
with weights and measures'. One major feature of the act was
that the metric system was adopted as the preferred system
of measurement within the State. Section -177 states:

"177. Authorized systems of weights and measures;
basi4 units. 1. The metric system of weights and
measures and the system of weights and measures in
customary use in the United States are jointly rec-
ognized, and either systet shdll be used for all
commercial purposes within the state. .Howeer, t
international Metric System (°SI'),,as defined in
gip Metric Conversion Act of nineteen hundred ev-
enty-4lye (Public Law 94-168) and as such" d,- inition
may hefeafter be amended, is,.hereby adopted as the .:.
preferred system within the State."-

,Cha4er 300 of the New York taws of 1,'76 requires' thtt
, all nev Motor vehicles registered in New,iork after Septem-
ber 1, 1980, be equipped with tpeedometers calibrated in both
miles -and kilometers. National Highway Traffic Safety 'Admin-
istration.regulations now require that all vehicles manufac-
tured after August 31, 1979, be equipped With speedometers
that register speed in both miles per hour dnd kilometers per
hour. (See ch. 10.)

;

.

The Goyernor's approval memorandum filed with the-act
stated that the amendments to the weights and measures stat-
utes were the first in more than 50 years 'and would eliminate
many obsolete sections, consolidate and eliminate other sec-
tions, and enact a new framework for current commercial usage %

and consumer needs. The previous version of the weights and.
measures law adopted in authorized customary units only;

482



Although the act authorizes` the use' and establishes
preference for the metric system, it 'does'not set targets or
project-when metric may be used more than cugtpmary. How-
ever, in its statement of policy and purpose"of the. act,' the
legislature declared that voluntary and orderly conversion

. to metric is of vital importance tothe economy of the"State
The legislature also declared that the public policy of the
State would be to encourage gradual implementation of the
metric system throughout the State's government, industry,
commerce, business education, and agriculture. Section 177
was enacted to encourage such implementation by providing a
code of weights and measures responsive tp present and future.
'needs.

South Carolina begins
plans for conversion

The General Assembly of. South Carolina stated that the
continued economic growth of the State and its local indus-
try is'closely linked with the ability of the United States
to hold and competitively serve foreign-markets. The As-
sembly-declared that to begin now to gradually and' delibet-
ately implement the metric system is in the best interest

i,of'the State and its citizens: Therefore, in June, 1977' the
"legislature adopted an Act to Provide for the Implementation
of the Metric System of. Weights and Measurep.

The act asSigned, to the Commissionereof Agriculture,
,genetal authority over implementation' activities and pro-
vvided:for a nine-member advisory committee to assist. The
,, committee is to be made up of the executive officers, or .

aesighated staff members, of the State Law Enforcement Divi
ri:.slonv the Commisjon on Higher. Education, the State Board
'sfor Technical and COmprehensive Education, the Department of
*Ligation, the State Highway Depaitment,441* Alcoholic Bev-
erage Control Commission, the'State DeveMNPment Board, ohe
member appointed .by the Governor who is associated` with the

- textile industry, and one member appointed by the Governor
froM his staff.

The committee is to formulate a plan for the gradual im-
plementation of South Carolina commerce to 6onvert to the met-
ric system. It_is to provide recommendations to the General
Assembly for achieving conversion of units of measurement and
encourage all State departments, divisions, agencies, and oth-
ers having authority in weights and measures matters to in-
itiate planning for gradual conversion.

This act also established a Metric Education Committee
to develop and encourage implementation of a metric .education
plin, with emphasis on the immediate requirements of the
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commercial and industrial, community; and a long-range Plan of,
public, education. There was no appropriation to6carry on the
work of the commi,ttees and no dates for accomplishment of the
tasks.

The South Carolina metric act concentrates on planning
for conversion of industry and commerce. However, the tex-
tile industry is the only one represented on the advisory,
board. _The textile industry 'is' South Carolina's largest,
comprising about 34 percent of the value of all manufactured
products and employing the most. workers. Other major State -

industries, such as chemicals, apparel, paper, food prod-
ucts,,machinery,'and stoneclayLglass products, are not rep-
resented.

Louisiana allows metric land measurement

Before 1977 Louisiana statutes required all land and
area. measurement and description to be in inches, links,
feet,, furlongs; miles, and other units of,the customary syS7
tem. However, in July 1,977, anticipating increasing metri-
cation, the legislature added a new section to the Louisiana
statutes to allow ,descriptions and contracts using metric
units to be valid. The enabling Sjw, however, declared that
"The United States customary system of measurement shall be
the primary method of land and area measurement." Weights
and measures' regulations in Louisiana are based on the cus-
tomary system. (See ch. 20 for further information on sur-
veying and mapping.)

Two Statesisay metrication `s premature;/
Oklahoma'requests a moratorium

Oklahoma is one of the States whose legislature has re-
acted negatively_to the Nation!s efforts to encourage metrica-
tion. In May 1977 the. legislature approved Hoube ResOlution
1014. This resolution declared that the U.S. Congress has
debated -for 200 years on whether-to mandate a conversion tco
the metric system and a multitude of problems are developfhg
dUe to: the lack of a firm public policy coriberning1conversion.
Therefore, the legislature.requested and, recommended that the
Congress declare a moratorium on conversion to the metric
system and prohibit all Federal bOards And °agencies from di-
recting'pr implementing conversion until sUch-time, if any,
the Cong?.s decides to-mandate conversion and establishes
timetables, guidelines, andprocedures'to implement such a
conversioA'.- Copies of t4is.resolution were sent to every
member Of. the Senate.and the House of Representatives.
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Colorado not ready for metric highways

In spite of Colorado's planninw for conversion, the
States legislature found it necessary.in early 1977 to peti-.
tiorLthe Congress td prohibit the conversion of land measure-
ment to metric. When the legislature:found that the Federal
Government.(the Highway Administration) had plans toonvert
highway-signs to the metric system, by 1982, it adopted a
resolution petitioning the Congress.

"to prOVide by law.that-ttle 'Metric Conversion
Act:of 1975' shall not. 'require conversion of land
and highway mileage measurements to the metric
sytem,'and to 'provide fQr the cessation of efforts
by the U.S. Metric Board to convert the highway
system to metric measurements:"

Copies of the resolution were to be sent to the Presi-
Alent of the Senate; the Speaker of the House of Reprtaenta-
tives; each member.of the Congress from the States of Colo-
rado, Wyoming, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahotha, New Mexico, Ari-
zona, and. Utah; and the Governors and legislatures of each
of the above States. (See. ch. 10 for informaeon about the
proposed change of highway: signs.)

The legislature of Colorado hi adopted a joint resOlu-
t,ion in 1974 resolVing that all St e agencies should develop
recommendations with'a view toward eventual exclusive use
of the metric system and that all schools in.Colorado.should
intensify the teaching of metric. It stated that efforts
should be .made to acquaint the citizens of the State with
the system because, among other reasons, the metric system,

,once mastered, can be.used more effectively. and with more
understandingthan the customary system. The resolution
also recognized that a single. standard of measurement based
on the metric system wasrguickly.becoming a reality.

The .Colorado Advisory Committee on Metric onversion, a,
subcoMmittee of the .SCientific Advisory:Council, submitted a
report to the Governor On:May 31, 1976. The report discussed
rising costs labor, consumers, small businessand the coor-
dination of State regulations and agency capabilities-as
issues. which would need to be addressed if cOnversion.qs to
be implemented. It also discussed Federaf,initiatiVes, Such
as the Metric Conversion Act and the 1974 amendments to the
Elementary and Secondary Educa.tion Act,and.their impacts on
Colorado. It attempted to. predict timetables for'per.iods. of
national activity-initiation,;of action` (1915 to 1977), plan-h.
ning (1978 to 1979) and beginning of changeoVer (1980 to
1981).
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The. Committee's consensus wasthat, in general, the more-
progressive industries would play a leading role in moving the
American economy into the metric system., Government, however,
would hIlve:an.important role to plaS, in educating students,
and the pOblic, training workers, and creating an atmosphere
fakrorable to metrication. The COmmittee's major recommenda-
tion:was that the Governor appoint a Metric Advisory Councij
with'central authority to provide. the State with metrication
policy, and\provide continued .guidance for each of the-trans--.
ition isSu7 over the decade or so.

We tal ed to a State official wilt,. said that although
there. has been.no metric activity within the Colorado State.
government s'nce the Advisory Committee's report, there is
no .change in\the State's acceptance'of metric conversion as
inevitable. \owever, the legislature thought that the Fed-
eral Highway Administration's actionwas premature and deft
the financial burden of-conversion of signs on the, State.
He said that a\rre reasonable consideration of timeliness
and some provision for financial assistance would not 'have
provoked the petition. .

. \
,

.

STATE AGENCY. METRICATION ACTIVITIES

.

Highway metrication

e

Most State highway'departments became involved in Metri-j*
cation in 1977 when the Federal Highway Administration pro-, '
posed a plan to require.metric highwdy signs throughout' alX
States. Although 20 States had voluntarily installed Yrom.
2 to 44 all-metric or dual signs for information and graduW
orientation of motorists the proposal was highly,unpopu,la ';
and, the Highway Administration withdrew the plan. (Sep,chJ,,
10.)

Twenty-one States saw obtaining funds to defray. the.-"
costs of sign Changeover as the biggest problem.- The.range
of estimates from the 13 States that furnished us figures
was from $185,000 to $20 million to do the job. ,Fourteen
also saw public resistance as a big factor. -Twenty-five
States indicated that when highway signs are required to
change, the Federal Government should share the Cost. Eleven,
felt that the Federal Government should pay the entire cost.

HoWever, Connecticut which had installed four dual signs,
anticipating that Federal regulations woulq. soon require Met-
ric signs, ordered the signs removed when the Federal Highway .

Administration's proposecP schedule for converting highway
signs was withdrawn. An official 'of the,State's highway de-
partment said there was no use Rducating the public for, some-
thing the'Federal Government was not going to be serious
about.
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Ohio's Department of Transportation has done consider-
able research on the impacts involved in metric highWay con-
struction.,0 ompleted, from design through construction,
two highway mprovement.projects. Surysyors, engineers, con-
tractors* terial&-supplheX and the ebadconstrU tion labor
force were-,involved. Howeve, Ohio regaids the eXp rience as
useful research that may be used in the future but as no
plans continue metric highway construction'.

'The( only State- metrication law affecting transportation
'wg..w.ere'able tcs identify-Was previously discussed in this
chapter Olider New York legislation. The subject of highway
letri ore:thoroughly discussed ilichapter

WS'ighV aSures agencies
4 1wait Odustry ,

.

.

HOughout the United States to employ the weights-arid
.

=wasp res of-the metric system, many State and Federal laws
alld7reegulatiOns require that the customary system of measure-
Ment'be uSedi: Fpr_eiample, in Montana, by law, bread must be

,maktke;tedin 1/2 POUndi pound,.1-112,pound, and multiples 'of
:.:1'pOUbd qUant,Aies; and milk must be sold in 1/2 pint, pint,

g/allon quantities. Throughout the United States,
highWay speeds are limited in miles per hoUr,.andliquor
storesAriust, by law, beAoCated at least a certain number of
feet from schools.

Only 12 States thought that present weights and. measutes
laws and requlations would make it diffiCult for the State
government to convert to the metric system, Thirty-six States,
use the National Bureau of Standards Handbook 44, which gives
customary specifications and technical requirementt for com-

'tercial weights and measuring devices, as the, sole State star-17
dard .or as a supplement to State-deyeloPed standards.

NBS is developing a metric version of Handbook 44 ich,
when completed, could be adopted by. States as a basis for met--_,
rication of weights and measures. Thirty-nine States indica-7
,ted that they would?use the metric Handbitk 44 in the same way.

.

they currently use the existing customary version.', More than.
one-half of the States said that their weights and measures,
regulations are already broad enough to allow merchants to
sell, loose cons er goods /fresh fruits, N.Wgeeables, meats,
and grain) by tricweightS and volumes without changes,:
Others said that merchants could not change from customary
weights or volumes unless. regulations were amended.

. .
.

.

Sixteen States saw - building codes and.' construction stanr.
dards as a-majOr problem to change, while another 16 said :

.
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that.changing.these regulations would be a minor problem or
no 'problem at all. In other areas, such as traffic regula-
tion, standards of measure for consumer goods, education,
agriculture, and drug control, most States thought that reg-
ulations would be a minor problem or no problem if the State
decided 'to metricate.

.'

Weights and measures agencies are waiting until metri-
cation by.industry-requires them lto change weights and Meas-,
ues requlations,and convert testing and sealing equipment.
An-exception was thetCalifornia Division bf Measurement Stan-
dards. Thi'S agendy had drafted a proposed plan for conver7
sion'which intends to lead California.industry into the
metric system. 'However, its plans may be slowed and sub-
jected to plans for coordination by the .newly, formed Cali-
'fornia Metric Conversion Council discussed earlier in this
chapter.

The division has already done much training of county
weights and measures persbnnel in the use of the-metric sys-
tem. It also has, been ,procuring metric equipment and helping.
employees understand how some items of customary equipment
can be adapted.to metric use when necessary in their work.
The director of the division has been engaged in general
public information by giving speeches to groups of citizens.

It is doubtul whether divisions of weights and meas-
ures.ures other States will prOMote metrication in industry.
They believe,it will be better to let industrY discover the
merits .of the metric systeM end let.conversioh.evolve as an
advantageous thidg to do. One official-said the only people
moving positively toward metrication now are those who have
business interests in foreign countries:'. Ahd even they are
using both customary'and metric.' None have abandoned cus-

1.tomary completely. ...Another remarked that the role in measure-
ment' in.his divisionlis to be sure that the cohsumer.receives
accurate measurement no matter what system is used.,

. .

Although most weights. and measures agencies are not as
sUMin4"--4nitiative, they say they can be ready to regulate in-
dustrial conversion,on short notice. Twenty-nine State6, re-
sponding tba-qUeStion about agency capability, indicated
that their weights and.meesures personnel are highly or fully
capable of.testing and approving metric scalesand.other mees-,
uring deVices, althoUgh only 18 of the agencieswere'highly
or.fully capable-in -terms of equipment needed to do the job.
Thirty-two agencies indicated that5 percent or less of their
:present work deals with inspecting metricweighing or measur-
ing deVices..
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Those9with/which we discussed the problem of training .

personnel and acquiring equipment indicOted that neither '
would be a problem for the.State department, but may present
some difficulty for county and local staffs. Many would e
pect: help with training from NBS which already, using t

Office of Education metric education funds, has Conduce$.
a series,of metric workshopslor State and local weights
measures personnel. -Twenty-eight of the States thought that
conversionof.weights and measures activities would incur mod-
erate additional expense tb the agencies' budgets,'but 13
thought that.the conversion would mean high additional costs.

General se2Vices agencies resist conversion

General services agencies were generally resisting met-
rication. Thege departments, which are responsible for the
design, construction, and maintenance of State buildings,
are not metricating because (1) industry is not, ready to
furnish all of the components for metrically designed pro=
jects, (2) metrically designed structures would require
metric maintenance parts which, with parts needed to main-
tain existing structures, would require dual inventories',
and (3) contractors are not accustomed to estimating 'and
building in metric. \

Liquor control agencies react to a mandate

Urged by the wine and distilled spirits industries, the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobatca and FirearMs of the 'Department 'of
the Treasury has adopted\new regulations requiring metric-

,

liquor
bottles for wine bottled after December 31, 1978, and

liquor bottled after December 31, 1979.' Stares throughout
the country are already gelling the new bottle-sizes.

State liquor control agencies- have been forced to train
employees, change their recOrdkeepipg and accouhting proce-
dures, and make other adjustments to accommodate the switch-\
to metric. Inddstrial pressuie and Federal regulation should
cause these agencies to continue "rapid metrication. (Convey. -7

sion of wine and ligUor bottle sizes is discussed fully in
ch. 26.) .

Other State agencies are inactive

Among the other agencies - Labor, Consumer Affairs,'Econ-
omic Development, Procurement, Environmental Resources,:High -
way Patrol, Motot Vehicles, Health, SMall Business - -in the six

AO(
States., we visited, there was, some planni .zas toyhat,the, im-
Pacts of metrication would be, but ."1-la action.

d
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Education agencies are active

As' noted previously,'State- departments of education had
active programs in all.the States we' visited. We believe
this is because (1) the Educational. Amendments of 1974 Stated

education .of students in metric'usage,'(2)
funds were Available:for Assistance, and (3) although coordin-
ation of4education among States js desirable, it is not
necessary. Education, incidentally, is the only area for
which specific ,ederal funds are available. (See ch. 24.)

X
CONCLUSIONS

The policy expressed in the Metric Conversion Act of
1975 that &the United States will coordinate and plan the
increasing use of the metric system does not appear toobe
enough of a Federal metrication commitment to cause the
States to convert their operations. For the most part,

'q States have, adopted await-and -see. attitude. State8 agree
that the metric system may be good for multinational cor.1
porations in improving their world trade 'and an easier and
more logical system to be used by everyone. HoWever," their
deep ,involvement in,comersion will come only when the ac-
tion of industry and the U.S. Governmept give stronger and
more immediate reasons for a change. At such time we feel
that affected State laws and operations will be,converted'as
needed.

. .

. f
.It is not reasonable to expect States,to initiate the

imposition of a new system of ,measurement on intrastate af-
fairs without strong inc,entives. In interstZte'affairs',
careful coordination by the Federal Government will be nee-
eisary to avoid confusion and disruption.in'the tegulaticon
of commerce and other matters. The States are looking for
some form of leadership from'the Federal Government and,nave
not'yet received. it, particblarly with regard. to a firm na-
tional commitment as to which system -- metric or customary--
he.United States is to.predominantly use...,

RECOMMENDAT ON TO THE CHAIRMAN,
METRIC OARD

-

I

We recommend that the U.S. MetricJBoard develop aventle
through .which the States may define their roles and coordinate
appropriate voluntary conversion, activities among other States
under the'currentnational'policy. The National Governors
Conference, which, has orga0.zed an Interstate Metric ComMittes
composed of State representAtivea -appoined by Governors,
possibly could become the focal point for this effort.

o
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

U. S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

METRIC TASK FORCE

SURVEY OF STATE GOVERNMENTS

INSTRUCTIONS:

Please answer each_of the following questions
as frankly and.00mpletely as poeeible.

.- We are intereeted in your views whether or not
you ()or:eider youseelf to be as knowledgeable about
our queeiions as yeti:like to be. Answers on others'
views need not be based on formal' eye of their

opinions.
tr,

There is eiace at the en of the
'questionnairefOr any oommente you may wieh to make concerning the

queetionnaire, or any other related topioe.

The queetionnaire ie numbered only to perMit 112
to delete yourame from our list when we.rdoeive
your oompleted questionnaire and thus avoid sending
you an unheoessary followup requeet.

RESPONDENT INFORMATION:

NAME:

TELEPHONE: ( )

(Area oode) (Number)

A. Federal Laws and Polioies

1. What is your understanding of the national policy
concerning oonverting to the metric oystem?
(Please oheok one.)

. . .

r-7 No stated national polloy

r7 Mandatory oonversion within 10 yearn

r-7 Federal 000rdination
voluntary oonversion

and planning of

= A mandatory, gradual oonversion
(i.e. more than 10 'rears)

r77 No oonversion

-'Don't know

j-77 Other (Please speoify)

2. If metric oonversion (muss, whioh of the
following roles,eif any, ahould the Federal
Government.assume?, (Please oheck all that apply.)

r7 Plan the o14/rall oonversion

Jr--J Coordinate activities

Establish target dates .

=Counsel and advise interested parties

= Legislate the conversion process

1:1017Make oonversion mandatory

r7 Enforce the conversion proceso

jr--77.0ther (Please speoify)

Z:= None of the above.

J-7 No basis to judge

23-21
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

3. Which of the following Federal laws and regu-
lations would maks it diffioult for'your state
government to oonvert to the metrio system?
(Please oheok all that apply.)

4=7:0ooupational safety and health laws
and regulations

Environmental proteotion laws and
regulations

E::7 Weights and measures laws and regulations

4:7' Packaging and labeling laws and
regulations

=7 Other oonrumer proteotion laws end
regulations (Please speoify)

Federal-aid Highway fending laws and
regulations

Building and'oonlOruction standards and
regulations (i.e. HUD minimum property
requirements) .

=7 Other (Please opeoify).

,L=7' None of the above

2:::7NO basis to judge

Should the Federal Government encourage oonver-
sion to the metrio system througgrequirements
tied to Federal funds grants Ltd states and
looal governments (i.e. Federal funds for edu-
cation, transportation, housing, eto.)?
(Please'check one.)

Arose/ agree

Agree somewhat

E.:7 Undecided .

j7Disagree somewhat

= Strongly disagree

5. Should the Federal government encourage oonver-
sion to.the metrio system by purchasing items
designed or desoribed.in metric, terms?
(Please check ones

Strongly agree

Agree somewhat

Undecided

Disagree somewhat'

L:7 Strongly das4Erss

6. If the U.S. Government took.the following

actions, how much, in your opinion, would such
actions hinderer facilitate metriostion in
your State? (Check one box for each row.)

179(7 776
A 2'-3 4 5 6

Made: conversion mania..
tory, including
estabPehina deadlines

'

Established target
dates for voluntary
oonvereion

.,
.

Provided financial
aid to States
Provided teohnioal
aeeistanoe to States

,

Identified and changed
all Federal laws that
epedify use of
oustbmary unite ,i),

Developed a natiail
Olen /for metrioation

in all seotore of
D.S. agtivilx ,r.

Other (Please speoify),
. .

r'

.0,

B.

7. What. official polioy, if any, has your state
government with regard to converting to the
Metric) system? (Please check one.). ° 4

Poli i

:::ip toclqiistion'9).

Continue use of the oustomary'eystim
indefinitely

Plan voluntary oonversion to'nnpric of
eta and stateoontrolled,actiaities

lr
PI mandatory conversion to metric of
state and state - controlled activities

2:::7Follow the lead of the private seotor,
convert when and where neoeseary

:J Follow the leadcf the Federal Government,
oonvert'when an where neoessary to oomply

1-
With Federal atione and requirements

2=7 Other (Please aptoify).

Ark
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APPENDIX 3

What official action was taken to document or
legalize this polioy (Please oheok all that

apply.)

2:::7' No official action wee necessary

47 New or amended state law approved

,c3 Legislative resolution adopted

Epraecutive order by state governor issued

Ej New or amended weights and measures:
regulation(s) adopted

Z:= Policy statement by metric Coordinator,
committee, or board adopted

Ej Other (Please spe'Oify)

9. Should State governments encourage conversion
to the, metric system by purchasing items dez
signed or-described in meteic terms? (Please

check one.)

Strongly agree

E:=1 Agree somewhat

Undecided

Ej Disagree. somewhat

r:g Strongly disagree

10. In the selling, by weigdt, of loose consumer
goods (fresh fruits and vegetables, meats,
to.), ao yOur present weights and measures
lams or regulations permit wholesalers and
retailers-to change from using weighing scales
thit read out in customary to scales that read
out in metric? (Please check one.)

/L=7Yes, no restrictions

Ej Yes, after obtaining State. authorization

_Z=' Yes, with the following qualification
(Please epeoify)

No, unleeslaws or-regulation are amended

11. In the selling, by volume, of loose consumer
,goods ( gasoline, grain, draft beer, etc.), do
your present weights and measures laws or regu-
lations permit wholesalers and retailers to
change from using customary measures to using
metric measures? (Please check one.)

2:71es, no restrictions

2:::7Yes, after obtaining State authorization

JC:71es, with the following qualifications
(Please specify)

E:=7 No, t1ees laws or regulation are amended

APPENDIX 'I
F.

12: Would State laws and regAtiona be a probleq,
in oonverting to the metric) eyetem in the
following areas? (Please check one box for

each row.)

1

f
2"."3
f',Y:

4. '

Motor Vehioles
(licenain safety)

Roadways (cgionatruc -
tion. maintenance)
Traffid (speed,
parking,. other,

regulation) '

1

Labeling (oonsumer .

Rods) -..* '

Standards of
measure (gasoline,
etc.) 4.

Standards of fill
packaged goods
Environment
(pollution, con-,;

servation)

Education

Building Codee,
construction
standards
Liquor, Drugs,
Alcohol

Induatrial Safety

Procurement (goods
and bervioes)
Agriculture (feed,
fertilizer, pesti-_-
oide regulationa)

,

Other (Please specify)

C. Support or Opposition to Metric Conversion

13, roes your State government support or oppose
the United Stateeconverting to the metric
system? (Please check one.)

/ / Strongly elipport

Ej Somewhat support

1:j Undecided (the state government)

Ej Somewhat oppose

Z= Strongly oppose

Z:= No basis to judge (you)

23-23
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1L. Do you believe that oonversion to the metric

system is inevitable for your State government?
(Please check one.)

Z:=7Definitelyyes

12 "1"01)11blY Yes

0ndsoided

2:::7probably no

= Definitely no .1

15. Has a state-level committee, board, commlesiOn
or other group been organized to assist in
conversion folktrice?

= Yes.
A

:INO (If no, skip to question 18)

0

16. Please indicate the name of that group in the
space below:

17. Which of the interests listed below axe repre-
sented by at least one person on your motrio

. group?. (Please ?heck all that apply.).

= State legislature

-0 Ninufaoturing industry

'aiming industry

= Education - Publio/private/ParOohial

= State government operations

= Conitruction industry

= Citizens/Consumers

= iobolesale/Hetall Sales

= Transportation induStry

=Medical/Legal professions

= Labor unions

Lt:70ther (Pleale specify)

D. State Metrication ActivitY.

18; What ia,the ourrent status of metrio.conversiOn activities in the following agencies in your State?
(Please check as many boxes as necessary to indicate activities completed or. in progress.)

4.

AGENCY
/ / / i /

.?

i 4 7 ' ., T '9 _,e

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

alth and Welfare

Transportation
-4

Education

Aaricultu4s-

_ .

Ireijillt Measures .

Li p rol
General Services

Procurement ..

Law Enforcement .

.
,

Consumer Affairs

.

puildinr Codes and Permits _ -

23-24
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19. Hiss say metric traif.to signs beet installed on
State-ocertrolled highways in your State? (Please
check one.)

L=7 7
=to (If no, skip to question 21)

20. How many metric sigma of the following tybes
have been installed? When were the first and
the latest signs installed?. (Please indioate
your mowers in the boxes below.)

' Number
First In-
stallatioff

Year

Latest In-
stallation

:,.... - :..,

.
.

Warning and
A...:... ... .. ,:
Guidevsigns,
other advisory

:!

21._ -What is the estimated coat of converting all
slated limit, signs_ (State and local) in, your

State to the metrio system using the same method
used to nhanie to the 55 mile' per hour speed
signs.

22. What is the estimated oost to change all highway
and street signs, including speed signs to the
metric, system.

Who should pay the oost?

= State for State signs and local for
local signs

C::7"State Governments

C..1 ]federal Government

= Share with Federal Government

23. What in your view would.be your State's biggest
problem if the Federal Highway Administration
required change ovq; of all highway signs to
metrics by 1982? (Pleas° chick one.)

=Obtaining !nada to"offeet the costs

CJ Public resistanoe to change to metric signs

(=Completing the work of changing the
necessary signs

rfy Ihforoinethe speed laws until oars are
equipped with metrio speedometers

= Other (Please specify)

24.

APPENDIX I

How would you rate your State department

of weights and measureepresent capability
to test and approve metrio babe and other
measuring devices? (Cheek one box on each

row.)

25. How much of the present approving and sealing
activity of your State weights and measures
department deals with metric devices? (Please

check one.)

,=7 Less than 1%

= 196 to 5%

696 -to 1096

E.7 11% to 2096

More than 20%

= Do not know

26. What is thq status of the use of NBS Handbook
44. Stecificationb, Tolerances and Other
Technical Requirements for Commerical Weights
and Measuring Devices. in your State. -Please

check one.)

j7 Officially adopted as the basic guide
supplemented by State-developed
`standards

Offioially adopted as a supplement
to basically State-developed standards

Officially adopted as the sole State
standard

= Not officially adopted

2:=7 Other (Please specify)

23-25
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27. *hen the metrio version of Handbook 44 is
joompleted by the National Bureau of Standards,
will/your department of weights and measures
use/it in much the same way as the present

.

version? (Please oheok one.)

-2717/1,

/= No

/ E.

28. In your view, how would you rate the oost of
metric oonversion in the government operations
listed below? (Check one box An each row.)

APPENDIX I
31. Approximate the dollar amount of federal

finanoial assistance.- (Cheok one.)

= Less taan $10,000

1.77 $10,000 to $24,999

27:7 1$5,000 to.849,999

=7 $50,000 to $74,999

Q $75,000 to $100,000

Morethai $100,000

32. Approximate the dollar amount of State fund*.
(excluding education funds) used so far for
metrioation activities. (Check one.) ..

1:::7 None

= Lees than $10,000

EZI $10,000 to $24,999

Ej $25,000 to $49,999

$50,000 to $74s999

$75,000 to $100,000

2:7gmbre than $100,000

,
1

I
2

I
3

r -,

4 5
weights and
measures
State building
oonstruction and
maintenance
Transportation
regulation and-
oontrol '

Highway building
and maintenance

Education

29. Has the Federal Goverment provided any
financial assistance to your State
metrioation efforts? (Check one.)

= Yes
=No (If no, skip to question 32)

30. Please state the federal program souroe(a)
of these funds.

r

0

33. Approximate the dollar amount of State funds
(excluding education funds) budgeted for future
metrioation activities._ (Check one.)

J7 None
2:::71ess than $10,000

$10,000 to $24,999

$25,090 to 149,999

$50,000 to $7.4,999

2:::7 $75,000 to $100,000

than $100,000

F. Potential Impacts of Metrio Conveipon'

34. Listed below are several ADVANTAGES frequently
attributed to conversion to the metrio system.
(Pleaae indioate whether you agree or disagree

:that each would be a signifioant advantage for
your State. (Please oheok one box for each row.)

FREQUENTLY ATTRIBUTED ADVANTAGES 2
/ 7

3

/ -

4
The metrio system is easier to use
and would result in fewer errors
Conversion will increase or protect
the present amount of export and/or
work overseas of U.S. firms
Conversion will provide an oppor-
tunity to standardize producte
Trade will be facilitated through
a common measurement 1
tfee of the metrio system will
increase production effioienoiee ,
Use of the metrio system will faci1-
itate teohnologdoal advances
Conversion will provide an oppor-
tunity for improving building,00des
and standards

Conversion will stimulate industry ',
Use of the metrio system will aid
in oomparins the prioes of products
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35. Listed below are. several DISADVANTIOW1 fre-
quently. attributed to oonversion to the metrio
system. Please indiOate whether you agree or
disagree that each would be a signifioant
disadvantage for.YOUR.STATE GOVEMENT. .(Please
check one box for each row.)

APPENDIX I

G. dsl&:les- !ssE_..ftrjc2ELAAe4striorso
.

38.! If the United States oonverts to the metric
system, approximately what would'be the
shortest time frame for your State government
to convert? (Please check one.)

FREQUENTLY
ATTRIBUTED DISADVANTAGES

7f4rT*'"
1 2 3 4

Conversion will be costly
Training edployess will be
time ooneuming
Conversion will resultin
dual inventories
Customers will be oonfused by
the metric avetei
Conversion will increase the
prices of products and services
Conversion will...result in

safety hazards and errors-
..._

Sales will be lost to
foreign imports
Conversion of building pro- .

ducts will require retesting
Building oodes and standards.
will have to be changed

4

36. For your State government, would the advantages
of oonversion to the metrio syetem outweigh the
disadvantages or vice versa? (Please check one.)

Z:::7 Advantages aiiimiD.osntly outweigh,
dioadvantsges

Z:::7 Advantage slightly outweigh disadvantages

Z:::7 Advantages would be about the same as
disadvantages

Z:::7 Disadvantages slightly outweigh advantages

Z:::7 Disadvantages eigoifibanly outweigh
advantages

Z:::7 No basis to judge

37. For the United States; overall, would the advan-
tages of oonversion to the metrio system
outweigh the disadvantages or vice versa?
(Please oheok one.)

Z:::7 Advantages significantly outweigh
disadvantage°

Z:::7 Advantages slightly outweigh disadvantages

Z:::7 Advantages would be about the same as
disadvantages

Z:::7 Disadvantages slightly outweigh advantages

Z:::7 Disadvantages signifioantly.outweigh
advantages

0 No basis to

EZ3 Lees than 5 years

Q5- ho years

=11 - 15 years

f-7 16 - 20 yearsi

E=7 21 - 25 years.

L.:3 26 - 50 years

More than 50 years

Never

COMMENTS:

39. If oonversion is not made mandatory, what would
be the optimum amount of time your State govern-

or ment would reed to oonvert? (Please check one.)

2:::7 Less than.5 yearn

L2:7 5 - 10 mire

E:3 11 -Q 16 -

/---7 21 -

f7 26 -

Q More

15 years

20 years

25 years

50 years

than 50 years

E Never

COMMITS:

23-27
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If you have additional ooMments on any of theteMs within'the
questionnaire or related topios notoovered,)leaea feel free.toexpreie your views in the space below or attach additional data. Wewould be espeoially interested in *waving oopies of laws, regulations,

resolutions, state *no'or other, documents whioh establish btate
or local polioy toward oonversion to the metric system?

4 23-28
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CHAPTER. 24 1 .,

[METRIC EDUCATION IS ON ITS MAY

Children care being taught the metric system irL-S6h661A.
.4

throughout,tpe Nation.: All State educationagencies support
metricatiorg4LSome StateS haVe set target dates when metrics-
will be the'princApal measurement. system taught.. OtherS have

, not Seen,*it to work toward specific: targets: 8ov/ever , 13 .

,,i,

S. tes '44 se. 1980 as the.target-date, when the metric System
ili,
W 4 1 beA ght as the predominant. 'system in their schOO1S..

, ,,

VAOChers. were evenly divided abOit whether ,metric should
.

iiiii.

t as thee' predominant system of measurement :or, whiether
trio and customary Should be taught on an 'equal basiS,

long '.time.. State -education authorities' views differ.
1.4 long students14iI1 need a dual measurement capability:-
Ong on the 'longrange .metrication timetables of some in-
les and the possibility that some segments .of the eaOripmS,
!.0t-dOnvert at all, It. is 'likely that. the customary sys-

tem will need to be taught along with metric for many years.
-

State education author ities feel that .metr ic . education
.
can:be'Ancoriporated, into the school ipr.,pgram at little cost
atter teachers .areErained. >Costs for travel to trafning
sessions payment of sipstitute. teacher s while' regullat teach-i
ers are being .trained and stipends to teachers for...additional
time in training and 'purchase of materials could be 'substan7
tial. On the other hand, in. the classroom .metric. instruc-
tional materials and'.textbooks can be Pr vided at little or
no expense as expendable materialS are replaced and textbooks
ate Obtained during a normal cycle.

. Over the-last 3.years, the U.S. Office of Edifeatfon was
. provided approximately $6'. ion, for metric eduCatidn. This
program' was =author ized under the 1974 Elementary and' Secondary
EducationAmendments Act'which provided fOr a program of grants
acid contracts in order to encourage 'institutions of higher
education.; State and local education agenciesj. and other ublic
and private nonprofit agencieS, organizations, and institutions
to prepare' students to use the metric system. The program

.manager told us that the cost Of introducing metric education .

.

- inhe 'Schools will be higher than originally expected,
.L ,.althoughalthough no Cost,figutes were proVided.

.

.

.- We discussed metric education with officials in the U.S.
Office of Education,the National Institute of .Education, and

'''. national education associations. We talked to professors in
":.coqleges arid .universities. We also visited. officers of the
':;;State education agencies' of six States and surveyed the State

.24;.1
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education agencies of, the entire 50 States and 3 'territories
by questionnaire to get information on metric views, projects,'plans, and problems. The questionnaire,used is reproduced inappendix I.

METRIC: VIEWS OF .THE- STATE
.:. EDUCATION- AGENCIES

We obtained a 100.-percent respohse to the questionnaire
we sent tot the 50 States, Washington, D.C., Puerto Rico, and
American Samoa. (Hereafter, we ,will refer -to. the respondents
as. States.) The questionnaires weee'sent directly to persons-whom we head identified as the responsible St to metric educa-tion officials. Many of these were offici s in the mathema-
tics departments.

National policy understood

Most of the respondents (46) understood that the national
policy is one of Federal coordination and planning.of volun-' tary,conversion. However, four ,Oid not know that there was,
a stated national policy. One thought the policy called for
gradual mandatory conversion, and one thought that mandatory
conversion was eo be accomplished'in 10 years.

Metrication receivea strong support

All respondents supported. U.S. conversion to metric.
Thirty-four strongly supported conversion, and 19 supported
it to a lesser. degree. This support for-national conversion

!° probably accounts for th'e'fact that most States and berrito-
' ries havd or are planning metric education activities for

their schools.

Teacher sentiment favorable

Fifty of our questionnaire respondents were of the
opinion that teacher sentiment toward teaching the metric

4 system was favorable. Their views were about evenly divided
between (1) those who-thought teachers believe that we should

411 start now to establish metric as the predominant system be-
cause national conversion is*inevitable and (2) those who
thought teachers favor teaching the metric and customary sys-tems on an equal basis because the country will need both fora long time.

Our survey showed that the majority-feel that teachers'
are willing to teach metric either predominantly or equally
with customary.

24-2



Role'Df Federal Government

The questionnaire respondents' views on the role of, the
'Federal Government str6gly-fdLared Coordination and estab
lishment of target dates, as :shown in the following ,table.

Agency Views on the Role of Federal Government

Agency view Number of States

Plan.00nverSion
Coordinate `activities`
Establish.-targetp

' Counsel.and advise
Legislate the process
Make conversion mandatory
Enforce- conversion
Other

38
'46

45-
37
17
15
12
6

1980 is a big target year

Half of the States had decided to work toward predom-
inantly metric instruction. Most'of these had established
target dates to accomplish this'objective. As can be keen
in the following schedule, 13 of these States had set 1980,
only 2 years away, as their target date.

Target Dates For Conversion of State Schools
to Metric Instruction

.1978 1980

Calif. Ariz.
Del.
Fla.

Maine
Md.
Mass.
Neb.
N.Y.
N.Dak.
R.I.
Utah
Watsh.

1981

Ky.
N.C.
W.Va.

1982 1983

Miss. Minn.
Oreg.
Vt.

1984 ,p85

Id

New Jersey's State board of education passed a resolu
tion in 1973 which "urged" its school districts to initiate
a program of instruction so that metric will be the "primart
language of measurement at all levels of instruction by A
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.1976." In November.1977 when we checked to see if the\target
had been attained, an official of,the State education depart-
ment told us that there had been no significant increase

*. in metric instruction in the State's schools since the \
resolution. He said that part of the problem ma be that
New Jersey does not have a State mathematics curriculum thatwould assist by.giving time, scope, and sequence of __metric.
instruction to districts needing such help-. He also stated
that urging does not Mandate compliance. He noted, how- \-

\
ever, that because the State's tests of mathematiCs basic

-iskills-now contain metric items, school districts will be \influenced to give greater eMphasis to metric instruction -\in their curricula,

In 1974 a resolution was introduced in the State's
legislature requesting the State board, of education to make:its urging of the school district' a -mandatory order. How-ever, this resolution was, never passed.

Of-those responding,.most thought that Measurement jn-structiOn could be converted to,metric in 10 years or less.
Twenty-five felt it could be done in, less than.5 years.

The need to continue teaching some customary measure-ment was estimated at 10 years or less by. 29 of the respon-dents; more than 10 years by 16. Of the latter, seven feltthat customary instruction would be needed'indefinitely..
Eight respondents felt they had no basis to judge.

Current education policy plans
toward the metric system

As shown in the following ch .r.t, 25 State education
agencies have adopted a polity" in 11 grades of teaching
)metric mealourement as, the 'basic s stem with minor instruc7tion in customary measurement.

Thirteen States had decided to teach metric and cutomary with equal emphasis in all grades and subjec
Three will continue to teach the customary systems in all 414.grades but with minor instruction in metric,-- nly two hadadopted a policy of teaching only metric in all grades.'The policy of three States wasto tea h some metric now andincrease instruction as 'dictate y the speed of conversion
in society. -Nine of the St agencies had no clear cutpolicy lbout metric in eir instructional programs.
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State Education Agency Policy Toward' Metric Instruction

Metric and
Customary Equal

The American school system, comprised of about 17,000
school districts, is highly decentralized, and, States do not
have strong control over what is taught in their schools.
Only 22 States' have a mathematics curriculum developed at the
State education agency level. Nihete.en of these are merely
suggestive guidelines from which local school districts-MaY
develop.their own mathematics curriculum. Few of the-States
felt that they could legally require that metric be included
in local curricula. Therefore, most States may not be abje
to implement their metric policies in all local school di-
tricts.

However, almost half (25) of the respondents have a roll"
cy in which the State education agency approves the textbooks
to be purchased by school districts with State education
funds: Nineteen of these indicated that State approval of
textbooks could be one way that the State agency could
ence the growth of metric instruction in local school dis-
tricts.

'Metric instruction in the States

Some.Metric instruction is taking place.in over. half Of
the school districts in the coUniry.. Many of. the States in-
dicated that.they we e just gettihgfstarted in planning and
curriculum developm t, orientation or training of teachets,
and procuring,neces r instructional materials. The biggest
problem.. indicated mas that teachers do not have.the necessary
knowledge and skills to teach metric. However, during the:
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past 5 years, 38- of .the States said most of the time andeffort_directed toward the metric education- program was forteacher training; only 1 said that mast-of the time and ef- -fort was spent,on classroom instruction.

The emphasis on metric instruction has changed over thepast 5 years. Metric was not a major_emphasis in any:gradelevel in 1972. At present, 8 of the States will give major
emphasis to metric in grades kindergarten through 3; 11, ingrades 4 through 8; and 4, in grades 9 through 12. MoSt ofthe schools now will give moderate emphasis in all gradesas contrasted to minor or no emphasis 5 years ago. ,

The-curricurum areas affected a great deal by metric in-struction\ will be mathematics, science,'home economics, indus-trial art-hi and vocational/technical subject's. Physical andhealth education,, will be affected somewhat. Respondents feltthat language arts, social studies, and fine arts will be af-,

fected very little or not at all.

--' Thirty-two respondents felt that the metricAystem_willbe easier to teach than the customary system, and 49 feltthat students will learn metric easier and make fewer errors.,Twenty-nine of our respondents believe that once learned,metric skills wiil- be retained by students even in the pre--dominantly-customary world in which they live. However, 18thought that-metric skills would be quickly lost because-mosteveryday activities are-still customary,. d

Advantages outweigh disadvantages.

State education agencies thought that the advantages ofconverting to .themetric system outweighed the disadvantages'to their educational programs. Thirty-seven thought the ad-vantages would be significant, and 10 thought there would beslight advantage. Four thought the advantages would be equalto.the disadvantages. Although two had no basis to judge,none felt that teaching_metric would be disadvantageous.

Fifty-one respondents thought that among students withno prior measurement skills, metricr'could be learned faster;8 thought slightly faster; and 43, significantly faster. Twothought there would be no difference. However, only 23 of53 respondents agreed-that the time saved mauld'be sufficientto feach additional subjects not now in the Curriculum.

The majority thought that the metric system would beeasier to teach and learn and that the system would enhancestudents' achdevement in scientific, vocational, and tech-nical subjects. Forty-nine felt that use of the metric sys-tem would result in fewer errors although 26 did not believe
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SOME METRIC INSTRUCTION IS TAKING PLACE IN OVER.HALF

OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN THE UNITED-STATES.

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS,
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it is a more accurate system. The following chart shows how
State authorities viewed frequently attributed advantages of
metric instruction.

Advantages of Metric. Instruction
as Viewed by Respondents.

',-). No basis
Advantages Agree Disagree to,judge

The metric system is easier to

44:
ach and would allow more time
teach other things. 32 , 1V

The metric system is easier to
learn and will result in fewer
errors. 49 1 3

Metric measurement is-more
accurate. 22 26 4

Metric instruction helps stu-
.dents learn. fractions easier.

D 7 36

The metric system will enhance
students' achievement in
scientific, vocational, and
technical subjects. 37

The majority-did not anticipate that conversion to met-
ric would confuse teachers and -students or be costly in termsof staff training or procurement of textbooks and other ma-
terials, as shown in the following'chext.'
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Disadvantages of Metric Instruction
As Viewed by Respondents

No basis

Disadvantages Agree Disagree, to judge

. Conversion to the metric
system will confuse students. 3 49

Conversion to the metric system
will cdnfuse teachers with
resulting loss of produc-, 10

tivity.

-41

42 1

Sta retraining will be
co tly. 16 37

Changing textbooks and ()thee,
instructional materials will
be costly. 12 38

Metric measurement skills will
be quickly lost because every-
day activities gfeStill based
on customary. 18 ' 29

Costs of conversion

State education agency respondents did not feel that
metric instruction would drasticalif affect normal costs.
Most felt that additional costs incurred would be moderate
to slight. In some cases the opinion was that savings may
even result.

Thirty-seven of the respondents indicated that during
the last 5 years most of the money spent for metric educa-
tion was for teacher training, 10 spent most for planning
and curriculum development, and the remainder spent most for

various other activities.

At the time of our inquiry, 47 of the States had ex-
.pended less than $50,000 of Federal funds for metric educa-
tion activities since 1970. Forty-ft76-estirriated they had
spent less than $50,000 in State funds on metric education
since 1970. Most of the State education agencies had spent
less than $10,000.

Eleven of the agencies reported no expenditures of Fed-
eral funds and eight reported no expenditures of State funds
during the period. 0
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U.S. OFFICE OF EDUCATION ACTIVITY

The Office of Education, Departmeht of Health, Education,
and Welfare,.has been involved in metric education since 1972.
Programs funded by the Office of Education have been designed
to develop metric education instructional materials in voca-
tional, technical, and adult education and teacher training
materials for people with sight handicaps, reading difficul-
ties, and other learning deficiencieS. Other funded programs
were directed toward developing working models which States
and territories could use in the transition to metric educa-
tion and planning how the Nation's educational institutions
can best prepare Americans to understand and use metrics.
Those programs were supported by the Office of Education
through funds not specifically appropriated for metric edtica-
tion-elemehtary, technical, adult, and research,funds. Leg-
islation passed in August 1974, however, specifically pro-
vided for metric education grants in fiscal years 1976, 19771JV.
and 1978. A total of $6.3 million was appropriated for this
grant program.

Early metric 'education projects

Five major metric education grants were awarded by the
Office of Education before the specific metric education pro-
gram, authorized in 1974 to begin funding projects in fiscal
year 1976.

Metrication of technical
career education

Western Michigan University Was awarded a grant of
$163,241 to develop teacher training programs and materials
for 'metric instruction in technical career education. Manu-
facturing companies and associations, including a machine tool
Company involved in metric products, were advisors to the
project. The materials developed were 'tested in 125 colleges.
Because no copyright is, involved, these materials are avail-,
able for use without restriction. The program was begun in
1972 and completed in 1976.

Metric conversion in
vocational education

Western Michigan University directed the Conversion in
Vocational Education Program parallel to and coordlnated with
the Metrication of Technical Career Education Program. This
project, howeier,,was to develop curriculum analyses for edu-
cation and training programs in manufacturing, construptioh.
business and office practice, and'the health area. Major em-
phasis was directed toward minority groups. Funding bf.
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$98,840,came from vocational research funds. Business And
industry, espedially manufacturing, were advisors.

Vocational, .technical, and
adult education

In June 1974 Ohio State Dniversity was awarded a 3-year
contract for the development, and utilization of metric in-
structional materials in vocational, technical, and adult
education. The objectives were to prepare an annotated bib-.

- liography of metric education materials, write a position
paper on the problems and issues of a metric education pro-
gram, develop instructional packages, and conduct training
workshops for teachers in each of the 10 Office of Education
regions: This project, completed in 1977, was cofunded with
vocational and technical education curriculum development and
adult education funds totaling,$496,071.

Five-State Consortium on
Metric Education

The Five-State Consortium on Metric Education was com-
prised of the States of California, Delaware, Minnesota,
Mississippi, and North Carolina. With North Carolina as tile
administrative State, the Consortium set out in July 1974 to
develop some working models in metric education which other
States and territories could use in transition to the metric
system.

Each State was assigned major responsibility for parts,
of the project and all were:asked to develop-a phased plan
for metrication within their respective States. Plans were
to be shared with all'States as a means of advancing national.
metrication. Funding for the Five-State Consortium was
$65,000 from elementary and secondary, ,education funds.

Interstate Consortium on
Metric Education

The Interstate Consortium on Metric Education consisted
of representatives of 28 States and territories which met in
974 for the purpose of planning how the Nation's eduCational
institutions can best prepare Americans to understand and use
metrics.' The States and territories seleCted.were those that
have centralized:textbook adoption 'policies because they have
the greatest impact on textbook content. The Consortium's ef-
forts were .directed toward gdidelinegikfor developing effective
instructional materials for teachers Mnd pupils, mounting a
public awareness program to supportthe.schobl effort, and
developing suggestions for, teacher inservice training. Fund-
ing for this peoject.was $81,000.
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The Interstate Consortium recognized that the use of
customary units would continue in the United States for an
undetermined period of time and that the two ems of mea-
surement would exist in many schools. However, t -,y
ipated that special needs will place customary unit in .a
different role and that they will eventually acquire sta-
tus of merely historical reference.

The Consortium produced a report containing, 23 reco
mendation These included recommendations that

-- for matters concerning definition of units, style and
-spelling-in the rnternational System of Units, t e
National Bureau of Standards' metric system quid
(NBS-330) and industry's metric practice guide ( merican
Society for Testing and Materials publication E3:0 -72)
be used in preparation of instructional materials;

--conversions be avoided;

--the metric system be taught throughout the school
curriculum;

--metric public awareness programs precede adoption of
metric educational materials;

--January 1980 be the target date for completion of
transition of textbooks and other instructional
materials; .and

--business, industry, and other organizations be in
.formed and involved in transition.

In October 1974 a committee of eight members met with
major textbook publishers to explain the recommendations and
answer qUestions. It was felt that by alerting publishers
about the impending change...to metric, they would be better,
prepared to meet requests for metrica,education 'materials.

Direct assistance for metric education

On August 21, 1974, the Congress enacted Public Law
93-380, an amendment to the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act of 1965. Public Law 93-380 was the first act to authorize
funds specifically for metric education. In section 403 of
the act the Congress declares that it is the policy of the
United States to encourage educational agencies and institu7
tions.to prepare pstudents to use the SI metric system as part
of the regular education program. This statement of policy
was based on the reasoning that (1) the metric system is in
general use in industrially developed xations, (2) increased
use in the UnitedStates is inevitable, and the metric system
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will become he dominant system of weights dnd-me-asures, and
(3) there is no existing Federal program degigned to teach
children to u e the metric system, and such a program is
necessary if the American people are to adapt to metric use.

. ,..%

This legislation, which provided for metric education,_
was part of. a package of educational amendments which also
included provisions for gifted and.talerited students; commu-
nity schools, career education, consumer

_

education, women's
equity in educational programs, and arts .in educational pro-
grqms. The.assertions about the metric system's dominance
and inevitability were directed to the educational community
to-get the 'schools going inn teaching metric. Later the Met-
ric Conversion Act of 1975; which established a much broader
policy for the entire Nation, omitted theseisassertions. The
1975 Act and\its legislative histdry show the national policy
is not to prefer one system over the other but to provide for
either to be predominant on the basis of the..Voluntary actions
of those affeCted.

As provided by the 1974 Education Amendments Act, the
Commissioner Of Education is responsible for implementing a
program of gr nts and contracts in order to encourage insti-
tutes of higher education; State and local education agencies;
and other public and private nonprofit agencies, organizations,
and institutions td prepare students to usq,the metric system.
..The Commissioner was authorized $10 millidn for each of the
3 fiscal years ending before July 1978. Actual funding, how'
ever amounted toapproximately $2.1 million for each of the
3 years.

The manager of the Metric Education Program told us ,that
his experience in implementing this program has shown that
school administrators have discovered that introduc*g metric
education in'schools will require higher expenditdreb than
expected. Specific cost figures were not proyided. 'He.said
that sufficient resources are not being given to scho91 dis-
tricts, and many metric programs are in danger,of being aban-
-doned. A Vocational Education official with the U.S. pffice
of Education stated that there will be costs involved in
acquiring new equipment and in converting existing equipment'

used in Vocational education programs. s

A Metric Education Program staff was established, and 72'
grants were awarded in fiscal year' 1976. Twenty-ktwo were. '

awarded to State education departments; 14,.6D local school 3

districts; 28, to obllegeS and universities; and 8., to nonpro-
fit public and private institutions. Seventy-five ,grants'were.
made in fiscal year 1977--6, to State education departments;'
34, to local school districts; 27, to colleges and universt-,,

ties; and 8, to nonprofit institutions. Sixty-six grants ,.

a
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were made in fiscal year:1978-2, to..State educatIon
departments; 38,toolocalschool districts;. 2(1,'-to collegeS
and universitiest'and 6, to nonprofit

The overwhelming majOrity of the projects funde were
planned to train teachers'. Grants were made to three cOnso.-,
tia of States._ Two of these:.projects.trained teaoh s to
function as leaders to train.other teachers in their commun-
ivies.; while the other developed curriculum guidelines and
materials through ,an interstate:planning council.composed of
representatiVes from each-State's department Of education..
A total of 22. States participated in these consortia.

The American Institutes for ResearCh,in Palo Alto,. Cali-
fornia, received OffiCe of Education grants of $165,004 in
fiscal year. 1976 and $72,054 in:fiscal year 1977 to provide-
metric education technical support to all other grantees.
Among other services, they established atollfree numbex to
handle calls from grantees all over the country and provided
consultants to handle onsite problems when necessary.

Aib

A METRIC EDUCATION PROGRAM GRANT HELPED NORTH CAROLINA
TEACHERSLEARNTOTEACH METRIC.

PHOTO COURTESY OF JAMES BARRINGER, SALISBURY POST
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Under an interagency agreement, . NBS was provided $35,000 .

for,training State weights and measures officers. We question
whether this contract was congistent with the intent of the
Educational imendments,' which izas to support activities to
prepare Students to.use the metric system.

Public information program

In. August 1976 the Office ofiPublic Affairs of 0e Office
of Education in'cooperation withmthe Metric EducationProgram
mounted a radio-television publiptinformation campaign. The
-objective was to prOvide information to the public about the
metric system, and to helmdispel the public's fear of metrics
by attempting to show people that the metric system is easier
to use than customary. It also p nted out that the United
States is the only industrSpized ation not committed to
the metric system. The caNgaign "Take 10 America," included
public service spots for radio- elevision and a poster
for responding to inquiries he metric system. Varia
tions of the spots were ma to eal to low-literacy adults,
children not receiving metric ina ud,tion.in schools, teachers,
and adults with at,least a 14gh so boa education.

Spots were developed and di ibuted under contract at
a cost of about $63,000. Three ndred and 'fifty televis'ion
stations and 1,267 radio stations agteed to air the spots at
no charge. The Office of Ediication had 120,000 posters printed
at a cost of about $36,000;,: As of Marcb 1978, these posters
had teen mailed to requests s aisa ,COst of about,$43,000. ''The
Offide had received requests' for%40,000 additiOnal poaters.

We noticed that the
/

letfer the US. ,pf
Education to radio and teItvisio tations requesting theiro-
support states in, error th'a't, "The ational Metric Conversion
Act of 1975 provides foroVoluntary changeover within a 10 pear
timeframe." This type ':d pt ement contributes to one of be
misunderstandings of.theM act that we have noted. Mans,'
do not understand that the no time limit provided for;in
the act 116d, in fact, there is no national policy to convert.

THE NATIONAL. INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION

The National Institute of Education, which was created by
the Congress in 1972 "to help solve or alleviate" critical ,.

problems of American education through research and develop-1
.ment, initially funded two projects in metric education re-
search. "Going Metric," dated 1974, took a superficial look
irtimea cftarx,.. ,x

odner'uvunriei-mohi2.eu"aln§odml°34w teakanuvnasfieitl,lsobLu
Africa, and Canada. In 1975 "Metric Inservice-Teacher Train-
ing: Learning from.the English and Australian Experience"

14



specifically reviewed the inservice teacher training programs
of England and Australia to determine their applicability in
the United States. Both were done under contract with the
'American Institutes for Research for $25,000 and $23,000,
respectively. Both reports were made available to the public.

"Going-Metric" identified three needs for successful con-
version: (1) broad scale'involvement of all major elements in
early planning, (2) committed government policy and firm sched-
ules, and (3) continued communication and coordination.

"Metric Inservice Teacher Training" emphasizes that the
decentralized nature of America s educational system makes a
coordinated, well-planned, teacher training strategy absolute-
ly necessary.

The National Institute later funded two additional metric
projebts. Ii 1976 David Nero and Associates were granted,
$60,000 to perform a metric needs assessment by surveying 50
State and 6 territorial'departments of education and a sampl-
ing of-teachers colleges to find out what is required in the
way-of preservice and inservice education of teachers and what
materials are needed to conduct metric courses. In March 1977
the American Institutes for Research was granted $50,000 to
conduct a study of the eddcationbagencies of seven Canadian
provinces'to identify the successes and failures encountered
in metric educational implementation. Both stUdles are sched-
uled for completion by the spring of 1978. Findings"will be
sent to the U.S. Metric Board and disseminated to State and
local education agencies to assist these bo ies in making
decisions about metric education.

STATE EDUCATION ACTIVITIES

We visited the State education agencies of Calif nia,
Georgia, Maryland, Minnesota, Ohio, and Pennsylvania to get
more detailed information on the status of metric education
activities. Metric education activities were at varying
levels in each State. Although metric instruction was well
advanced in the, classrooms of Maryland, most of the others
were at various levels of teacher training.

All of the StAtes'we visited are receiving Federal me
ric education funds. In fisal year 1976, 14 grants to St
education agencies, local education agencies, nonprofit or-
ganizations, and colleges in the six States totaled more than
$soo,at. In fiscal year 1977, 12 grants totaled $327400.

The Minnesota State education department was operating
.under-a firm statute by the legislature that the State would
begin "the gradual but deliberate implementation of the metric
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system of weightsliand measures." The act specifically
authorized the Commissioner of Education, along with the
Commissioner of Administration, to develop and iRplement a
plan of public education in the metric system. This act,
passed in 1974, anticipated that the U.S. Congress would pass
a metric conversion act providing for a predominantly metric
America. The other States' moves toward metric instruction
were motivated by1khe chief State school officer or the State
.oard of education.

California, Maryland, and Minnesota have set target dates
for accomplishing conversion in public schools. In Maryland
1980 will be the date when the metric system will be predomi-
nantly used in all instructional areas. Iri.Minnesota 1983 is
the target date when 90 percent of the State's teachers
be teaching customary measure only incidentally. 'California
has established 1988 as-the year when graduating high. school
students will have had metric education in.all grades, kinder-
garten through high school; and 1978 as the year when some
metric would be taught in all grades.

Except for the costs of training teachers, most States
felt that metric education will increase educational costs
only slightly. If planned well, textbooks with necessary met-
ric content can be brought in'within normal turnover periods.
The'same holds true for' rulers,.volume measures, scales, and
other teaching aids. Teachers are also urged to supplement
,commercial materials with weights and measures made of easily
obtained everyday materials, such as coins, stones, paper
cups, and the like.

Some problems of the States

In Georgia we were told by a State official that no tar-
get dates have been set because they cannot foresee a time
.when customary measurement will not be needed. The official
said that, schools must teach what students need. To gear the
school to all-metric instruction is impractical. Even if the
United States makes a firm commitment to go metric, educators
must coordinate the balance between customary and metric in-
struction with the pace of change in industry. According to
the official, when the student is really confronted with metric
in industry; the store, and other places, metric can be taught
exclusively with cus omary left to be taught incidentally.

Although target dates havebeen set, an official in Cali-
fornia said that the Federal Government must exercise more.
leadership if we are to convert successfully. Resistance to
conversion is aggravated because metrics are not seen in such
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places. as the supermarket, the drug store, and the gas station.
Even in the dual labeling on some packages, the metric units
are ofterOncorrect. Either view--"Educators must begin now
to prepate students for a metric world" or "There is no
rush to'change students to metric thinking"--could be true.
Leadership is needed very soon to help us decide which of,
these views should influence educators. This official also
thinks that the Metric Conversion Act is too permissive.

In one State we were told that interest in metric edu-
cation is neither hip among school administrators nor among the
classy &M.teachers who will ultimately determine the success
or failure of metzj.c education.

One problem faced by five of the States was that although
the State department exercises leadership in conversion to
metric education, the local school districts make their own
decisions about teaching metric. There are about 2,800 school
districts in the six States we viOted,,representing about
12.6 million students in grades kindergarten through 12.
Three of. the States have a mathematics curriculum developed
by the State education department, but these are only sugges
tive guides from which school districts may olgvelop their own
curriculum.. The other States did not have aoState-developed
curriculum.t Therefore; except for Minnesota,^whose metric pro-
gram ,is reinforced by legislation, there are no controls to
ensure that metric measurement will be taught. Most ,felt that
stronger Federal legislation is necessary to influence State
education laws.

HIGHER EDUCATION

University schools of education and teachers colleges
have begun to train teachers to use and teach the metric sys-
tem. Some f these have been assisted with funds granted by

f

the U.S°..Of ice of Education's Metric Education Program.
During fisc 1 years 1976, 1977, and 1978, 75 grants totaling
more than $2' million we awarded to institutions of higher
learning. Most of the.institutions' projects were for eduqi-
tion of teachers. Many of the teacher training institution's
we contacted were conducting metric workshops in nearby school
districts or inservice college credit courses on campus.

Two university schools of education we contacted have-
made metric instruction a required part of the preservice
courses in elementary and seco'ndary' mathematics. One of these
schools also requires theistpde .s to include metric as part
,of their practice teaching in 1; lar classrooms. The offi-
cial directing the program sa,a atrthis not only gave the
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students practice, but gave confidence to the regular
classroom teachers who were 'generally insecure about their
competence in teaching metric.

The American Society for Engineering.EdUcation is en-
couraging conversion to metric instruction in university.
schools of engineering. In June 1977 the Society's Metrica-
tion,CoordinatiOn Committee passed a resolution stating that
metrication is iMportant to the present and tuture welfare
of.the United States and urging the President and the Congress
to exercise leadership to prevent delays in national conver-
sion.. Theysuggested that the Congress use the metric system
in the wording of its laws and also take appropriate action
to modify existing laws that may.preclude use of the system.

COmmittee. members told us that the SOciety is trying to
draft policies urging engineering schools to convert to at
least dual instruction. They would'like as many textbooks
and asmuch 1 oratory equipment as possible to be converted.

Professor's in SChools of engineering told ,us they are,
for the most part, increasing the use of metric in their
.courses as textbooks become available and laboratory eqUip-
mgntc.Apba..secuied or/converted. TextbookSvith exercises

-TW4thetric have been-aAproblem but are now becoming more
available. 'Most are clual, but some are all metric. (Thermo-
dynamics and Heat Trahsfer are subjects which now have good
all7metriC,textbooks4i)

Professors we terViewed said that the difficulties of
using metric in eng neering courses may vary with the subject
matter of.the cours . Much of electrical engineering has

'Always been metric, although transformer design is basically
,customary. Mechanical engineering has used metric and custo-
mary. Civil engineering, petroleum, and geological engineer
ing are basically/customary.

Several prof Ssora said they have. found that an hour or
two in-troduction o metric measurement is all the time needed

;to devote exclusi ely to the system. Students increase their
.`metric measurement skills as they learn the subject. One said
that since students have.begun 'using metric, the errors made
in simply converting fr0m one customary unit to another-
Ainches to.feet, feet tq'yards, etc.) have been
Now, because of and logic ofthe metric system,
students can concentrate more,on course concepts.

:One engineeripg.school requires that all theses for Ph.D
and masters Aegtees use metric as the primary system followed
by customary in parentheses. Another school require* metric
Only inall term.papers.
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Undergraduate college courses, especially in the basic
sciences (chemistry, physics, biology) and mathematics, and
home economics, are increasing use of the SI netric system.
Metric is not taught as a seperate mathematics subject, such
as statistics, but the system's vocabulary and units are in-
troduced and used where appropriate. Although many courses
in science have always used some metric, it has not in many
cases been SI. In these cases the system is being updated.
The course in introductory physics at one scholol we contacted
uses all SI metric., One university metricatidil chairrqpn said
what the students ldarn about metric in core undergraduate
courses is sufficient background for more specialized use of -

the system in graduate schools of enginedring architecture,
medicine, and the like.

Some universities in their continuing education programs
have offered metric education to groups such as nurses, exec-
utives and workers in industry, small businessmen, alumni,
and others. One small southern university has trained about
150 nurses, technicians, dieticians,.and maintenance person-
nel at the 'nearby Veteran's Administration hospital'and the
municipal hospital. The courses, which ranged from'3 to 10
hours, emphasized the relationAkip of metric to the materials
and equipment used by the works. Another large university
has initiated a telephone hookup which can be used along with
slides and other materials to give metric training to remote
groups of learners--mainly groups of nurses. We talked to
two universities which have included metric.in their agricul-
tural extension courses.

We noted strong acceptance of metric among the college
instructors we interviewed.. They felt that the system is
logical, simp19, and' does not require difficult conversions
within the system as does customary. There was some concern,

. however, that the Nation will not be metricated for a long
time One professor said that national conversion will be
slow because many of the decisions which will influence its
progress will be made by those who have not been given suffi-
cient reasons to'change. He mentioned small businessmen as
an example. Another stated that the beauty and logic of the
system is not enough to sell it. We need national commitment
and marketirig people to promote 'it.

EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS

We visited the National
/
Council of Teachers of Mathema-

tics Teacher/Learning Center at Reston, Virginia, .to examine
metric instructional aids. The collection on display there
is one of the largest in the country. We found that there is
no shortage of materials on the market. In addition to the
textbooks and workbooks, there were kits, games, manipulative
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aids, films and filmstrips, charts and posters, slides,
transparancies, and records. Some were produced in the United
Kingdom and Canada. These teaching aids were provided by ven-
dors for display purposes and ranged through all teaching
levels, primary through postsecondary.

As a service to schools and parents, the Council has
compiled a guide to the .suppliers of metric materials. Ma-
terials are listed by producer, kind of material, and edu-
cational leVel. No effort has been made to evaluate the
materials beCause the Council does not endorse commercial
products. We could see that quality ranged from very poor
to excellent in terms, df construction, treatment of metric
units, and durability.

CONCLUSIONS

The 1974 Education Amendments. Act which provided for
metric education, was part of a package ofTducational amend-
.ments which also included provisions for,gifted and talented
students, community schools, career education, consumer, educa-
tion, women's equity in educational programs, and arts in
educational programs. The assertions about the metric sys-
tem's dominance and inevitability were directed to the edu-
cational community to get the schools going in teaching metric.
Later the Metric Conversion Act of 1975, Which established a

_much broader policy for the entire Nation, omitted these
assertions. The '1975 Act and its legislative history show the
national policy is not to prefer one system over the other but
to provide for either to be predominant on the basis of the
voluntary actions of those affected. Under the Educational
Amendments the Government appgers to be an advocate of metric
conversion while no such inteflt,is.expres'sed in the Metric
Conversion Act which established the national policy.

Urged by the Educational Amendments:which also provide
funding, it appears that the educational community is working
to prepare students for an "inevitably predominant metric
system" that depends on voluntary metrication by other sec-
tors--industry, transportation, sports, merchandising, con-
struction, medicine, and others.

There is no assurance that these other sectors will cause
metric measurement to be predominant in day-to-day activi-
ties--at the store, the gas station, in recreation, traveling
the highways, and at work--by the mid-1980s when many States
expect to have achieved, metric predominance in instructional
programs. We believe the "inevitability of metric conversion"
of the United States assumed in the Educational Amendments
is not a certaintk,:Without a firm. Government commitment.
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The issue of timing metric education was well summarized
by the Director of the Office of Education's Meti.'ic Education-
Program who stated: 1/'

"What the schools do and when will depend upon
how fast other sectors of society move. Teachers
who switch to international units may find they are
beating their heads against a stone wall if their
students have to deal in pounds, feet, and quarts
everywhere but in school.

h
Our main job is to teach students the concepts

of measurement and standards regardless of units.
But it could be terribly confusing for young children
to be faced with metric units in one class and cus-
tomary units in another, or to work in metric in
school and see and hear nothing but customary units
at home, on TV, and in the stores."

Some State and local educators are preparing to teach
metric. Many other sectors, however, don't know if or
they should convert. When or if the need for metric education
as the predominant system will arise, no one knows. Timing
then, is an issue which needs to be carefully coordinated.

Since 1972 about $7.3 million has been expended by the
Office of Education and the National Institute of Education
to support metric education. We know that education should
precede usage. However, students should have opportunities
to use metric skills to reinforce learning and prevent or-
getting. It is possible that Federal funds, as well as State
and local funds, are being prematurely expended to attain a
goal which has not been yet established and is not likely to
be achieved for some years.

It appears that before additional funds for metric edu-cation are considered, the education effort should be exa-mined and put into phase with whatever metrication plans.
and efforts exist in industry, Government, recreation, mer-
chandising, and other sectors.

/ '"The Inevitable Metric Advance," by Richard Elwell,
American Education, U.S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, Dec. 1976, n. 6.
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RECOMMENDATION TO THE CHAIRMAN, U.S.
METRIC BOARD

We recommend that the Chairman ensure that State educa-
tion agencies and the U.S. Office of Education coillidinate
the timing of metric conversion in education. This is needed
so that metric instruction in schools will be in phase with
the needs of the Nation in order that time, effort, and money
will not be expended to develop and teach a predominantly
metric program to students for a still nonmetric society.
Educators must be reminded.that U.S. policy at this time is
voluntary which includes tile option not to convert.

.RECOMMENDATION TO THE SECRETARY OF
HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WLFARE

We recommend that the Office of EduCation be.directed to
clarifrits,publications and other communications regarding
metric education to show that the U.S. policy is one of volun-
tary conversion and includes the option not to convert. It
should also encourage sChocils to time the4r progress to pre-
dominantly metric instruction to conform ep the conversion
trends of industry, government, and other sectors in the com-
munities where students will live and work.
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APPENDIX I

U. g. =MAL ACCOUNTING OPTICS

Notrio Task Toros,
Survey of gistric Eduoation

Ge Aorta Informations

APPENDIX I

-flew answer @soh of the following questions
. .1. What is the approximate student,poPulation in

as flumail4, and oomplately as possible. W are your state for each of the following grade
interested in your views whether or not you oonsi- groupings? (Please fill inthe blanks.)
der yourself as knowledgeable as you would like.
Beeponsee on others: views need not be formal Publio schools K - 12
survey of their opinions.

Them is space at the and of the Cusationnaire
for any ocomente you may wish to make oonceming the
questionnaire, or. emy other related topios.

The questionnaire is numbered only to permit 2. 4Uhat is the approximate number of individual
us to delete you agency' namerftom our list When school districts in your state? (Please fill
we receive your completed questionnaire and thus in the blank.)
avoid sending you an unneoemery followup request.

Private and parochial., schools K 12

Name

TITLN:

TZLITS0111: 4 )

,(Area code) (Number)

6

3. Does your state have a mathematios ourriouium
developed by the state education agency?.
(Please check one.)

2:::77411

2:::7NoIf "no", skip to question 5.

4. Which of the statements below best dharsoterime
your state mathematics curriculum? (Please
check one.) :

2=7 A ourrioulum suggesting guidelines from
whioh school distriots mey develop their
own ourrioulum.

=7 A ourrioulum setting forth requirements
which must be taught uniformly throughout
the state. °

2=7 Other (Please specify)
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a..

4
5. ems rtate's education Oystem

oould the eat. *donation agency legally
require instruction in metric . asurement?
(Pledge check all that apply.)

=jr Ione
js

=Palls schools, X- 12 '4f

=Private and parochial school., S - 12.

,=7 Other (Please specify)

B. 'sclera/State Lass and Policies

.6. Abet is your understanding of the national
policy concerning converting to the metric
system? (Please check one.)

A =No stated national policy

EgMandatory conversion within 10 years

173,.Pederal coordination and planning of
voluntary conversion

=7 A, mandatory; gradual conversion
(i.e:, more than 10 years)

=7 No conversion:

0 Don't know
t

Q Other (Please -sjpeoify)

7. It metric conversion moure which of the
gfollowinrolee, if any, should the Poderal

.gove 'aziont arouse? (Please check all that

. apply)

a=7 Plan the overall conversion

,=7 Coordinate activities

Q Establish target date.

=Counsel and advise interested pastime

Legieiate the conversion proclaim

=Make conversion mandator,

=7 Enforce the conversion prone..

Q Other (Please specify)

=None of the above

=NO basis to judge

APPENDIX. I
v

8. What is understanding of your State
education sgeroy's opinion concerning the
United States' conversion to the metrio system?
(Pleaae ohsok one.)

Strongly support

=7 Somewhat support

1=7' Undeoided (the agency)

Q Somewhat oppose

2:=Stronglyoppose

SO basin to judge

9. lalich statement below would you feel most
'nearly expresses the mentimentof most of the
teachers in your State? (Please check one.)

Teaching metric is a waste of time
because the United States is a
predadastelynon-metric country.

=7 Since the U.S.A.'. conversion to metric
ie. inevitable, we must begin now to
teach metric as the predominant spit=
of`he..urement. .

=7 We need', to establish a balanci between
customary and metric instruction because
our country will be using both kinds of
measures for a long time.

=7 Other (Plea.. specify)

D. NnisimmtlitEatIEE2ELIEz

10. Which statement below most nearly expresses your
State education agency's policy about measure-
ment instruction? (Please oheck one.)

=Teach customary measurement only, except
in some science and vocational and tech-
nical subject. when needed

=Teach customary measurement as the basio
system in all grades and subject. with
minor instruction in metric.

=Teach customary and metric measurement With
equal emphasis in all grades and subjects

=Teach =trio measurement as the basio
system in all grades and oubjecte,with
minor instruction in customary

=Teach metric measurement only in all
grades and oubjeOts

=Teach customary measurement as the basic
'Totem in the elementary grade. and'metrio

. measurement as the basio system'at
upper grad levels

=Other (Please specify)
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11. %hat provided the major motivation to the estab-
lishment of the Stet,* education agency's policy
on peaeurement education?' (Please chick one.)

L::7 Motion by'State legislature

,C::7 Action taken by State board of **salon

Decision. made by State-ewe:nor'

Decision made by Chief State school officer

Recent interest in and awareness of metrio
conversion

4:::7 Federal metric education-activities

4:::7 Metric Conversion Act of 1975

L:71971 National Bureau of Standards Metric
Study.

.

4:::7 Other (Plea.. speoify)

st
12. Does your'State have a mint teabook

adoption polioy? (Piaui

= Yee .
-,,,- .

-.,,

= No (If "no", skip to question 14)

13. In your view could your State education agency
Use textbook adoption as a means to control the
growth of metrio instruction in schools through-
out the State? Meese check one.)

= Yes

= Ro

14. Rea your State education agency established a
target date for converting the instructional
program in measurement from predominately
Soglish to preddminately metrio? (Please check
one.)

1=7 Tee

Nn

It yes, what target date has been set?

(Fill in the blank.)

15. Mist is the status of the metric education
program in of of thasohool districts in
your State? (plesee Check one bot in each
row.)

Planning and dove).-

Orientation and

Obtaining necessary
e . VD _

E. 'metric Instruction,

z16. In approximately what percentage of the school
districts in your state is metric measurement
being taught? (Please check one box in each row,)

In less than 1% of theAchool districts

4 In. 1% to ,1Q% of the school dimtriots,.:,.
4 Q In 11% to 25% of the school distriots

,

Q In 26% to 50% of the school districts

2:::7 In 51% to 75% of the school districts
,/

L___/ In more than 7596 of the sohooldistriote

17. In teaching measurement in your State, how
. much emphasis is placed on metric instruction
of the student groups listed below? (Please
attack one box in each row.)

Crudes I-3

Grades 4-8

Grades 9-12
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18.. Ipeoximately how such emphasis was placed an
me rio'instruotion of the student groups
listed below yearOagoT (Please check ons-
box in .aoh row.)

MN MIMI MI
III III-

19. Row much will (orbs.) metric instruction
change the present Ourrioulum in the subject
matter areas listed below? (Pleasohsok
one box in each row.)

Rsaling/Languags Art.

Social Studies

Mathematic. -

t/on
Physical and Nsalth
!Roos

Nome Noonomios

Soienos
. ..,

.

Pine Arts

Indust -H , Art.

Pooationaltfoohnioal Ed.

Business Education

20. With systma.- customary or Metric - do you
think students with no prior measurement skill.
can learn faster? ,(Please cheek one.)

2:::7 Customary - signifloantly fasisr

2:::7Cumtomary - slightly faster

2:::7 No diffarenos

2:::7 Metric - slightly faster

=Metric - signifiCantly faster

2:::7.No basis to judge

APPENDIX I.

21. Do you time or dimwits with the following
statsmsnt? (Please ohs* one.) .

VNItrio ii easier to learnt thus schools would
hays extra time to teach some of the new sub-,
jtotm now being introduced into the curricula."

16r

=Wilts

4= No basis to judge

22. Approximatsly how long have most sohOols in
your SULU been tsaohing some memo issauss-
meat as a regular pait of the mathamatios
program? (Please chock one.) .

4= low than `2 years

4= 2 to 5 years

6 to 10 years

Q.r1 to 15 years

More than 15 years

23. HOW long 1;;U think it would take Oatinvert
zassiniremsn instruction in the schools of your
State from predominantly customary to
dominantly metric?metric? (Pleasiosheok ono.)

Q. loss than 5 Yea=

21o,

= 5 to 10 years

=11 to 15 years

1.= More than 15 years

If the schools in your State oonwortid to
predombiantly metric instruction hair:long
do you think there will be a need for continue
eons customary instruction? (Please check
one.)

J.

4= Less than 5 year.

5 to 10 years ,-

,= 11 to 15 years'.

I k

More than 15 years
.

Indefinitely

2:::7 Nobasis to. judo
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25. kWh, if any, of the statements below expresses
. the major Pioblakfacfed by the metric education

mope in your Kati?. (Mama check one.)

panne is not enough time in the
instruotionalMohedule to add metric
measurtment to the ourricolum.

=There is not enough money available to
the schools to purchase the books and

'materials necessary to teach metric.
.

=the ourriaulna does not give adequate
guidance,teacheze don't know what they.
are expeoted to teach.

Z=P Most 'teacher. do not have the necessary
knowledge and skills to teach metric.

C3 Good textbooks are not available.

=None of thee* is a problem

=7 Other (Please speoity)

".7(

Costs of Conueriaq

How (did, would) mstrio education affect normal
costs for the activities listed below?. (Please
check one box for each row.)

;,.4449*.A44c?

Puschseing

11-11111111111

Immo
27. 'mat, if any, Federal financial assistance to

metric education has your State education agency
reoeivmd since 1970? (Please specify.)

24-28
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28. Approximate the dollar amount of Federal

financial assistance used since 1970 by your
State education agency for mstrio education.
(Please check one.)

E7 Now
4C7 Less than $10,000

Ejr $10,000 to $2141999

= $25,000 to 149.999

$50,000 to $74.999

$75,000 to $100,000

714orel than $100,000

,=7 No basis to know

29.

30.

Approximate the dollar amount to State funds
used for metric education since 1970.
(Please check one.) -

1101.1°

Leaf than $10,000

$10,000 to $21099

$25,000 to $49,999

$50,00o to $74,999

$75,000 to $100,000

Q more than $100,000

No basis to know

Tick of the activities below accounted f
the largest expenditure of time sad effortlin

your.metrin education program during the past
5 years? (Please.cheok one.)

2:::7 Planning and curriculum development

4!=r Teacher training

Selecting and procuring teaching
materials (textbooks, etc.)

=Classroom instruction

/=, Developing teaching materials

=Other (Please specify)
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31. Which of the activities below bas accounted
for the largest expenditure of imat in your
softie education program during the past 5

Tsars? (Please Cheek one.t

CIJ Planning and ourriouLm development

ff Towbar training

C1 Selecting
materials (text

,C17 'Classroom ins

Cj Developing to

teaching
eto0

tion

materials

(1 Other (Please specify)

G. Potential Imnacts of Metric) Conversion

32. Listed below are several advantages frequently
attributed to the metric system. Please

indicate whether you agree or disagree that

each would be a significant advantage for your
State's educational program. (Please cheek one

box for each row.) .

//iP7(4f

The metrio system is easier
to teach and would allow more
time to teach other thins°,
The metrio system is easier
to learn sad will result in,
Sewer errors
Metric measurement is more

Accurate
Metric instruction helps
student learn fractions
easier_
The metric systewmill.`,
enhance studeate:aokliv'e-
sent in soiektifio .,.
vocational satin:IL:Llama
subjects
Other (Please specify)

APPENDIX I .

33. Listed below are several disadvantages
frequently attributed to conversion to the

metric system. Please indicate khether you
Wee or disagree that elkoh would be
significant disadvantage for your State's

educational program. (Please Wank one box

for each row.).

e

/ 41/47149

4
Conversion to the metric
system will °cattail

etudentd.
Conversion to the metric,.

system will oon/Uss
teachers with resulting
loss of produotivitv. .

Staff retraining will

)e costly.
Changing textbooks and
other instructional
materials will_ be costly.

,

Metric measurement skills
will be quickly lost

because everyday aotiv-
/ties are sill based on

pustomary.

.

Other (Please speoify)

34. For your State educational systam0005iid the

advantages of oonVersion to the mettio,syliten

outweigh the disadvantage, or vice germ?

(Please check one.)

2:27 Advantages ignifioantly out4iigh 5;

disadvantages

L7 7 Advantages slightly outweigh }disadvantages

2:27 Advantages, would be about t,14 same'Aa

disadvantage

Disadvantages slightly outweigh advantages

Cf7Disadvantaies significantly outweigh

advantaies!

CZ' No basis to judge
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3$. If you have additional =meats
on any of the items within the questionnaire or related topics notcowered, please fill free to express your views in the ewe below or attach additional data. We-would be esroaiallt interested in
roosieingeopies'of laws, regulations,'resolutians, state plansor other documents which establish Stets

or local policy toesrd oanyersion to the metric system.
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CHAPTER 25

MEDICINE AND RELATED AREAS

ARE ESSENTIALLY METRIC.

To understand the extent of metricatio n medicine
and related fields we looked at pharmaceuticals, profession --

al services, hospitals, and medical supplies and equipment.
Discussions with association officials and selected pharma-
ceutical manufacturers and members of the medical profession
showed that in some of the areasr the metric system, buE not
necessarily the International System of Units, is used almost
exclusively because of its suitability to the small measure-
ments encountered. In other areas, particularly those which
interface with the public, customary br a combination of cus-
tomary and metric units are used-.

PHARMACEUTICALS

In 1972 hearings before the Senate Committee on Commerce
on a bill to make the metric,s,tem the official U.S. measure-
ment system, one witness rep;;;; a_Tharmaceutical asso-.

ciation. stated that

"Since the early 1930's American pharmaceutical
manufacturers have been converting their opera-
±,ions completely tq the metric system. This
has been done to provide better and more uniform
control and thus greater assurance of safety
to consumers of drugs from possible error which
might arise in converting between one system
to another."

Information obtained from three pharmaceutical associa-
tions and a number of pharmaceutical manufacturers indicates
that the industry basically has converted to metrics in some
of its internal operations--formulation, production, and
testing. In other areas customary or both customary and
metric units are used.

The conversion to metrics appears to have caused little
hardship. According to one manufacturer, conversion was
easily accomplished and presented no great problems. He
said some equipment, such as scales, was modified or replaced
and formulas were recalculated. Two reasons given by the
manufacturers for converting were: ).

:--Pharmaceutical companies are scientifically oriented,
and scientific disciplines have always used metric.
units.

25-1
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--The use of metrics greatly facilitates communications'
with foreign manufacturees.

Although these manufacturers are using metrics, they
e not using.

these
SI metrics. For example, one manu-

Cturer is still using the millibar rather than the pascal
as a measurement of presSure.

Customary meAsurements are still used in the packaging
of- prescription liquids sold in large sizes and nonprescrip-
tion, or over-the-counter, drugi. In the form ase, large
containers of liquior-drugs are sold to pharmac es which dis-
-pense them to the public in accordanc with ph si ians' pre-scriptions. These prescriptions, in any i ance are
written in metric units. In the latte ase, the over-the-
counter drugs are packaged in customary sizes for sale to thep6Olic. Sometimes these packages show only the customary
size; other times they have a dual label, showing both the
customary size and the metric equivalent..

The pharmaceutical industry also uses both customary and'metric units in the acquisition of,raw materials. The extentto which raw materials re received in customary or metric-units appears to vary with the pharmaceutical company and thetype of material.

Raw materials not designated in metric units are con-
verted to metric when they are received. According to the
manufacturers, this internal conversion does not seem to
create great problems. One manufacturer told us he sees noadvantage to receiving raw materials in-metric units As.the
conversion is relatively simple; and even i.(f he could, hewould not require the suppliers to'convert.

Further metric activities

The pharmaceutical manufacturers and associations saw
no further metrication in the industry unless mandated.
They saw no reason to convert the large volume liquid pre-
scription drugs because there has been no customer demandfor metric sizes.

With respect to converting the packaging of over-the-
counter drugs to hard m ric sizes, the manufacturers and
associations recognized several problems.

Converting to hard metric sizes would require the
manufacturer to adjust, modify, or replace equipment to fill
metric containers. The extent of these adjustment modifica-tions and replacements would depend on the product line, thesizes selected, et None of the companies could state what
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the cost of further conversion might-be, but they did-believe
it would. be...high and passed on to the consumer. They.esti-
mated that hard conversion would take from 2 to 15 years.

Another problem the manufacturers foresaw was the possi-
ble unavailability of-containers. According to one manufac-
turer, the industry represents only a small part of themarket
for containers so costs would be high*for a special order of
metric containers'.

One association official said the industry would tend to
use dual labels rather than to hard convert. The industry is
very competitive and has strong product identification; there-
fore, it would tend-to avoid changes which might confuse its
customers. He believed conversion would have to be made man-
datory before the industry would move to hard conversion. The
manufacturers supported this view.

Foreign trade

None of the manufacturers we talked to believed that
further metrication'would.affect the amount of foreign trade
in pharmaceuticals. 06 manufaceuer said he saw no advantage
to packaging pharmaceu idals for export. He feels it is too
expensive and foreign licensing laws make it more advanta-
geous.to ship drugs in bulk to be packaged in the foreign
country.

Although none of the manufacturers we talked to saw
further metrication in the industry unless mandated or a sig7
nificant advantage to further conversion, All believed metri-
cation would benefit the country. They felt that metrication
would facilitate comparison shopping and promote standardiza-
tion and rationalization.

'MEDICAL PROFESSION

The metric system is used extensively by the medical
professi9n and has been fora number of years. It is used
almost exclusively within the profession and in technical
literature. Where the professions interfaCe with the public,
however, customary units of.measure are more often used,
particularly in recording and discussing body weight, height,
and temperature, andlin prescribing dosages of medication.
Although the metric system is used, the SI metric units and
symbology have not been fully integrated into operations.

The metric system appears to be particularly suited to
the medical area because of the small units with which the
profession must deal. A radiologist commented on the_diffi-
culty in describing a bone spur one.or two millimeters long .
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in inch dimensions. He believed the fraction or decimal
equivalent would be too cumbersome.

In this regard, the American Medical Association, in a
1972 letter.to the Senate Committee on Commerce, stated that
although,the medical profession has almost completely, adopted
the metric system, total conversion must wait until the publiclearns and actively uses the metric system so that the patientand the physician can communicate in mutually understandableterms. The Association concluded that adoption of the system
would improve scientific communications between physicians in
America.and those throughout the world and would benefit the
advaAtement of scientific medical care.

An Association spokesman has, however,. recently expres-sed some concern over the adoption of SI units. He said that
there is little enthusiasm among practicing physicians to
introduce . new units that present no real advantage over theold units. He added that the only advantages are those that
might accrue from the interchange between the medical scienceand other sciences that may be initiating the 81 units. Healso cited the possibility of errors arising from the confu-sion that will be introduded by using a new set of units. Hesaid,

"It is absolutely predictable that no matter how
widespread the dissemination of the SI units may
be, 'and no, matter how carefully and how gradually
the unit change is introduced,'theie will be con-

* fusion that will lead to errors, and perhaps ser-
ious consequences, including death, to-the patient."

He concluded by saying that the. medical profession canadjust to changes in units, but at some cost, and the changes
should not be undertaken lightly. For this reason, he said
the Council on Scientific Affairs has decided to establishan advisory panel to recommend the best course for the
Association to take in its publications and in its recom-
mendations to the rest of the profession.

- Another doctor also has questioned the cost-benefit of
changing.to some, of the SI metric units. He believed therewould be a significant cast in terms of outmoded textbooks,delays in physician response time in converting from one
system to another, and wasted forms.. He further believed
that no medical benefits have been identified from such a
change..
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HOSPITALS

Metric units, although not always SI, are used exten-
sively in some hospital-operations and have been .for a long
time. The use of metrics in these areas has been an evolu-
tionary-process-in-keeping-with_the_scientific_disciplfhes
involved. In other areas, such as patient' measurement, met-
ric units are used to a lesser extent, although their use
appears to be increasing. This increase may be an extension
of the evolutionary process, but it has been given impetus
by the belief that metric conversion in the United States. is
inevitable.

Conversion-activities

To get some-insight into-the extent to which metric units
of measure are being used in American hospitals and the ex-
tent to which further conversion is contemplated, we contact-
ed a national hospital association and several hospitals
across the country.

The association had little information on the number of
hospitals converting,-or the extent to which they have con-
verted, to the' metric system. A spokesperson, however,-did
say that hospital conversion is understood to consist of using
metric units in recording all patient measurements, including
temperature, weight, and linear dimensions; ordering and ad-
ministering drugs and medicine; food service and dietary
formulas; and reports and records. Conversion.in other areas,
he said, are doctor or industry related.

Information obtained from the hospitals showed little
-current conversion activity although two of the hospitals
had completed a. prograrri to convert patient measurement sev-
eral years ago. All of the hospitals indicated that many
activities have been traditionally metric.

Patient. measurements
. .

At three of the four hospitals.we contacted, the most
recent'Conversion activity took place in tating and recording.

ADatient measurements and /or temperatures. The fourth hospi-.'
uses customary units fdr these measurements. Two

of the hospitals converted about 2 years ago when they began
to use metric units for measuring patients' heightand weight
and the Celsius' thermometer.for.taking.temperatures. The
conversions, which went faitly smoothly, were. planned over
periods ranging from less than a month to several months.
Posters, news releases, hospital publicatiOns, and meetings.
'Vith.'various departments were used to facilitate the conver-,
sion. The estimated cost'of converting the.schles at these
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hospitals ranged.from $46- to $60 for. each scale. The Costof new thermometers was considered negligible as they are
considered expendible:property and are often given to the
patients when they go home.

At the_third hospital:,-tonversion-eonsIsted-onIy ot tak-ing and recording temperatures in Celsius. Patient weight
is still taken in pounds and :ounces although the weight of
infants is taken and recorded'in kilograms:

:SpokesPersons f8 the hospitals stated that conversion
took place because they knew the metric system was coming
and they wanted to be ready. Another reason given for con
vetting. at one of .these hospitals was that it treated many
foreign patients and had many foteign persons on its. staff;
thus, metrics-made it easier to communicate.

In regard to converting from,Farenheit to Celsius in.
taking body temperature a doctot pointed out one posSible
problem area that.might'aTise, particularly in the home.
The public might not realize that a degree Celsius is almosttwice as:large as a degree.Faretheit and might tend to underestimate the significance of a one- or two-degree Celsiusrise in temperature.by relating it to similar measure.on a
Farenheit scale. -He believed the public should be ,made aWarerof the difference.

Dietetics and food.service
.. .

7-;7f.fetrics are used, to a'limited extent in dieteticand
fooid Service. For example; at one boSpital.metricsare used -.in computing nutritional and caloric values of diets an in.highly monitored tube feeding. CustOthary units are used when
determining serving portions. The SI metric unit "kilojbule"
is not being used to replace the calorie. The Chief of the
dietetics department-saw.no particular advantage to metric.
conversion but noted that it might create some problems intraining cook and helpers. She has, however, introduced.

..t,

Some informal.training to:Make her employees aware,of metrics'n anticipatioriof metrication. . '

Other areas

Pharmacies,,. laboratories,"surgery service, dentistry,
and radiology are almost exclusively metric although some
customary units may be:used: Metric units seem particularly
suitable in-these areas because' of the small quantities anddimensions used.

Although persons with whom we spoke stated that they
used metric units to a great extent in their work, the units
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were not always SI metric units. For example, none of
these people used the SI unit-of.preSsure, the "kilopascal."
A surgeon said he was familiar with the unit throdgh scien-
tific literature but had never seen it used in any medical
literature. A doctOr .in a clinical pathology laboratory
said that-other laboratories and hospitaIs.currently_do_not
use.the-same terminology and units to express test. results,
but the doctors who work with them know.what these units are

°He expressed some concern that if the SI units were adopted',
it might cause considerable confusion between the laboratory
and the physician. In addition, he saw no. advantages to the
xhange.

Our:discussions concerning the .extent of metrication of,
medical.supplies and equipment with personnel at several of
the hospitals indicated a "mixed bag." Catheters are designa-
ted in gauges and in inch lengths; surgical blades, by number;
syringes are calibrated in metric units; and dome measuring
cups show milliliterS, ounces, and drams. Foreign-manufactured
X-ray machines have metric specifications, dome with customary..
.distance calibration, while U:H.-manufactured machines are
in customary dimensions. X-ray film comes in both metric
and customary sizes, and heart rate machine strip charts are
in millimeters_ per second.

- This mixtu e of measurements does not seem to create
any great-probl ms for:those using the equipment.or those
servicing it. _ surgeon said he identified surgical blades
and sutures by umber or gauge and really did not know what.
measurement they represented. 'A dentist said essentially
the:same thing with respect to dental drills. A biomedical
engineer said that whether a machine was metric or customary
in design or readbut made little difference to him in'servic-
ing the machine ori.as far as-he could tell, to'the person
using it. He said he worked closely with medical personnel
in'selecting equipment and that quality, serviceability,
and price were far more important than the-measurement unit.
He did believe it Would. be better if one system or the other
were predominant.

CONCLUSIONS

Metric units of measure are used extensively in medicine
and its'related areas and appear to,be particularly suitable
because of the small measurements often encountered. Where
the areas interface .with the public,'howevee, the customary
units are more likely to be used For some functions, such
as recording patient weights and, measurements, the customary4-
units are being replaced by metric units. For other activi-
ties, such as labeling and packaging oVer-the-coLinter drugs,



it appears that. mandatory conversion will be necessary beforethe customary sizes will be replaced.

While metric -unit's areAmed extensively, the SI unitshave:not been fully integrated into operations. When and ifthe units are adopted,. their use initially-may cause someconfusith and result in errors.
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CHAPTER 26

THE BEVERAGE INDUSTRY--A CASE STUDY

The U.S. beverage ,industry 1/ _provides a unique
opportuntty-to see-litbw metrication- affects consumers and the
industries that make consumer prod uctsk Other consumer prod-udt industries can benefit from the experiences of the bever-
age industry if the United States converts to the metric
system.

. Industry views on metrication varied. .Some; industry
officials saw it as an opportunity to improve industry oper-
atiOns.and benefit, consumers. Others saw it as a costly
,change that would not benefit either the industry or its cus-
tomers. Yet, still others said they would not convert unless
forced to by the Governpent.

Theseiews were affected by factors, such as exports,
imports, marketability of products, competition, Federal. and.
State laws, and, the costs, involved to adjust produdt contain-.
,ers to different sizes.

Some conversions made by the beverage industsAave bone-fite cons4me-rs and the industry: But. other conversions and
ated actions have been harmful to;:consumee interests.

. Wines.and distilled spirits are converting their products
to metric sizes for marketing reasons. -Both,are regulated by'
the. Department of-Treasury's Bureau of Alcohol;. Tobacco and
Firearms; however,,the.producers requested the change. A con-
siderable. portion .of their.products are now being sold in met-.
ric

..fd

Several major soft drihk producers have introduc metric
sizes 'in many areas of thecountry. Following the favorable
sales experienced by one producer, others saw an opportunity
to increase: Sales. 'Producers also thought there would be an
increase in the' use of the metric system in. the United States
and, therefore, that new size introductions should be in metric.
Some producerS were showing metric equivalents on their
customary-size products. But the soft drink industry did not.
plan dn overall metric Conversion in the near future.

Most milk containers show metric equivalents, but all
milk is still sold In rational customary sizes. This industry
had no plan to convert to metric sizes.

1/For the purposes of our study we looked into beer, dis-
tilled spirits, milk, soft drinks, apO wine. 0
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0

The beer industry sells all its product
sizes and did not plan to convert to metric
brewers showed metric equivalents on their lab

-0.n customary
zes. SOmp,
ls. ? .

In carrying out our study, we discussed metrication!
with officials of beverage and container industry companies
and associations and with government agencies in the United_
States and Canada. Pertinent documents wereialso reviewed.

WINES

The wine industr is converting its entire product line
to metric sizes. As o 'ginally approved by the Departmentof
the Treasury's Bureau of cohol, Tobacco and Firearms, aoMes-
tic wines were to be converted from 16 authorized customary to
7 metric sizes by January 1, 1979.. The wine conversion riod
began January 1, 1975:

As the table below shows, only 9 of the 16 originally
authorized customary sizes were in commor.use before the con-
version. Thus, the effect of the conversion was to reduce
the number .of sizes the industry used from 9 to 7.

Sixteen customary sizes permitted
until December 31, 1978

'.Size
Equivalent
fluid oz.

Percent
sales before
conversion 'Size

4.9 gal.
3.0 gal.

627.2
384.0

(a)

(a)

-

-
1.0 gal. 128.0 14.7 -

4/5 gal. 102.4 (a) 3.0 L
1/2 gal. 64.0 20.4 1.5 L
2/5 gal. 51.2 '1.7 -

1 qt. 32.0 5.3 1.0 L
15/16 qt. 30.0 (a) -
4/5 qt. 25.6 48.3 750 mL

1 pt. 16.0 3.7
4/5,apt. 12.8 4.3 37; mL
1/2 pt. 8.0 (a) 0,

-

2/5 pt. 6.4 1.2 187 mL
4 oz. 4.0 (a) -
3 oz. 3.0 (a) 100 mL
2 oz. 2.0 . 0.4

Total 100.0

Seven metric sizes permitted
after January 1, 1975

Percent change Ounce change
Equivalent from commonly from commonly
fluid oz. used sizes used sizes

(b)

101.0 (c)
50.7 -20.8

33.8 +5.6

25.4 -0.8 -0.2

12.7 -0.8 -Q.1

6.3, -0.8

3,4 (d)

a/Insignificant percentage of sales was made in this size.
b/No direct replacement was originally provided for the 1-gallon 0:ze. The
-litee size, if used by producers as a replacement for'the gallon, will
contain almost 6 percent more contents.

c/The 4/5 gallon was not in common use. The 3 -liter size, if used, by producers
as a replacement for th4 1 gallon, will contain 21 percent less contents.

d/The 100 milliliter'was used to replace the 2-, 3-, and 4-ounce sizes.

-0.1
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Subsequently, the Department approved the addition of 14
additional metric sizes. Under the change, use of containers
in even liter amounts between 4 and 17 liters is permitted.
Thus, the number of metric wine sizes permitted was increased
to 21.

The conve on is bei g carried. out under regUlations
prescribed by the Departm nt of the Treasury's'Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Fir arms,. which regulates the sizes in
which wine proclacts.ma be sold. However, it was the Wine
Institute, a trade association representing California wine
producers, that petitioned the Bureau to convert to etric
sizes and reduce the number of p rmissible sizes.-

In October 1971 the Bureau considered a Wine Insti ute
request to make imported wines se the sizes domestic w hes
had to use. The Wine. Institute made the request becaus many
imported wines were being sold in bottles containing up to
several ounces less than the 4 5 quart (the fifth--25.6
ounces), the.most common size

wines
by domestic producers.

The bottles used,for imported,wins appeared to contain the
same amount of contents as thOse used for domestic wines. The
industry believed the practice was deceptive to consumers and
gave foreign producers an unfair competitive advantage.

At a hearing held on the Wine Institute recitiest, it was
brought out that imported.wines should not be required-to use
customary-size bottles beCause a.National Bureau of.Standards
study had recommended that the United States switch,to the

.

metric system over a 10-year period. Subsequently, the Bureau
denied the request becaUse'it considered it inappropriate to
require foreign wine producers to use customary-size:bottles
for salesin the United States.

.r-J

During 1973 the Wine ,Institute made-a Study of the met-
ric wine 'sizes used by other wine producing nations. It se-
lected a series of metric wine sizes for use in the United
States, giving consideration 'to existing marketing practices
in both the United States and other wine-producing nations.
On October 3, 1973, the Wine Institute requested that the
Bureau revise its regulations to (1) restrict iwines to 6 met-
ric sizes which nould become mandatory after a 2-year period
and eliminate the 16 .customary sizes authorized for use, (2.)
impose the metric size requirements on imported wines, and
(3) prescribe the number of bottles to be packed in a case
of wine. ) .1)

The Wine Institute selected the 750-milliliter (25.4
ounces) size as the primary size because it was very close to
the 4/5 quart (25,6 ounces) which comprised about 48 percent
of the industry's sales. The 750 milliliter was also used in
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other countries. Four other metric sizes--the 3 liter, 1.5
liter, 375 milliliter and 187 milliliter--were selected by the
Wine Institute because they were multiples or submultiples of
the 750 milliliter and thus would enable consumersnto make
price comparisons between sizes. Selection of the375 and the

--187 milliliters also permitted continuation of sizes similar
to those consumers and the industry were familiar with.

In June 1974 the Bureau held a public hearing on the
proposal. All persons who spoke either openly endorsed the
conversion of the wine industry or did not oppose it. Soll)e '

persons, however, wanted sizes slightly different than those
proposed by-the Wine Institute. The Bureau also provided
persons the opportunity to submit written comments. Of the
40 comments received, only three opposed converting to metric
sizes.

In December 1974 the Bureau approved the wine conversion
to seven metric sizes--the six requested by the Wine Institute
plus the 100 milliter which had been requested by foreign wine
producers, importers, and airlines to permit importation of
sherries sold in one-person servings. The Bureau stated that
the conversion would reduce the number of domestic wine sizes
from 16 to,7 and.the number of imported sizes from about 27
to 7. The Bureau also stated it should facilitate. buyer com-
parison and unit pricing of wines by retail stores.

The Bureau provided for a 4-year conversion period begin-
ning January 1, 1975. All wines, both domestic and imported, A

bottled after ,December 31, 1978, for sale in the United States
are required 'to be in the authorized metric sizes. During the
phasein period, producers who convert to metric sizes are re-
quired to show both the metric size and the fluid.ounce equi-
valent on the bottles to help consumers during the'conversion
period.

A4-year conversion period was selected to permit a more
orderly phasein of new glass molds by permitting the replace-
ment of existing glass molds as they wore out. The phasein
period was selected after consulting with the'glass industry.
It was expected that a 4-year period would result inless cost
to the wine industry and less disruption to the mold-making
capacity of the glass industry. A 4-year conversion period
was also expected to ease the burden of foreign wine producers
which previously were exempt from the domestic size requirements
and to provide consumers more time to become acquainted with
the metric system and the new bottle sizes.

Requirements were also plaCed on the number of bottles
permitted in a case. It was expected that use of uniform
packing will benefit persons in the distribution chain, from
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manufacturer td retailer,'and will facilitate revenue
collection by Federal and State tax officials.

- In April 1978, the Department approved the use of any
container sizes between 4 and 17 liters that are in even liter
amounts. .....it_also_exempted-from-the-size-requirements-contain-
ers 18 liters or larger. Prior to the conversion there were
no size' requirements on wines sold in containers 5 gallons or
larger. The Department had not previously adopted a metric
size larger than 3 liters because in 1974, when the metric
size proposal'was being. considered, almost no interest was
expressed in larger sizes. Since adopting the metric sizes,
one consumer and several industry members have requested
that a 4-liter size be adopted to replace the gallon, and the
Wine Institute has requested that 12- and 18- litOtil.sizes be
permitted.

. Conversion progress

A
Conversion of the wine indus-try to metric sizes is

about complete. Wine and glass industry officiaBs- we conta ted
. were of the view that the conversion was progressing smoothly
at little cost to the industries and little disruption to
their operations. No significant problems were experienced
by any oftheforganizations we contacted.

Conversion problems were eased because the 4-year conver-
sion period permitted sufficient time for an orderly phasein
of the new metric sizes and because the wine and gtips
tries made.an inforial agreement to convert on a size-by-size
basis. The informal agreement permitted the.industries-to
plan for an orderly conversion by consideting the average life
of glass mold's used for wine bottles.-

Glass molds for 4/5-quart bottles, the size in which
nearly half of the wines were sold, were converted into 750-
milliliter molds by making minor changes to existing mold sets
at a cost of about $1,000 each. This permitted use of the
mold sets through their normal life span. New mold sets would
have cost between $10,000 and $20,000 each.

Several wine producers told us they simply ordered the
new size bottles when 'they became available from glass com-
panies and made minor adjustments to their filling equipment,
and their conversion was virtually complete: One producer,
told us thdt purchaseS of new parts were needed to convert to
the 3-liter size but that conversion costs were not considered

:significant. The producer added that this size change, the
ost difficult it had to make, required'only about 1 hour.
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Recordkeeping problems were common to most of the
producers we contacted. Because tax payments were based on
customary quantities, recordkeeping for wines sold in metric
sizes had.to be converted back to customary quantities. Prob-
lems arose over the way the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms required producers to round sales' quantities.--One-
producer told us that its computer system was not adaptable to
-the requirement. Bureau Officials told us that most produc=
ers' problems occurred because computer programs could not be
adjusted to. the number of decimal places required in the regu-
lations. The Bureau hasmade arrangements with 22 producers
which had recordkeeping problems to permit them to base their
tax computations on a fewer number of decimal places proVided
that the changes did not result in reductions in the amounts
of Federal taxes that would have to be paid.

This recordkeeping problem would be eliminated if.Federal
taxes on wines were also converted to etric. Recordkeeping
problemb such as thi6 could occur to ther industries as well
if they convert.

Impact on the wine industry

Wine producers generally were of the opinion that after
the conversion to metric is complete, there will be little im-
pac productiOn costs. One wine company official told us
tha Oul $12,000 annually in storage costs will be-saved be-
cau ne new shape,. a 375-milliliter metric bottle, ,will be
used replace three, 4/5-pint bottles that the company pre-
viously used. Changes in other bottles could also result in
some savings to the ,industry. These changes could have been
made without converting to metric, but the'metric conversion
was viewed as providing the opportunity to make the changes:

During the conversion some costs were incurred as adjust-
ments were made to production equipment, but these costs were
not viewed as being significant. .Employees adjusted to the
changes. Several wholesalers and retailers we contactl said
there was lipittle impact on them.

Exports are not expected to increase

,There is no firm indication that wine exports will in-
crease because of the conversion, even though several of the
sizes7-750 milliliter, 1 liter, and 1.5 liter--were selected
in part because they were among those approved for use in
tradeloy the nations who belong to*--the European Economic Com-
munity. .A Wine Institute official told us that tariff and
nontariff barriers limited the increased export of American'
wines. There was no indication that container sizes were a
problem for our wine exports gefore the conversion.
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A Bureau official told us he did not expect that
metrication would have a noticeable impact on either exports
or imports of wines. However, he believed the United States
would benefit in the long term as other nations would not be
able to exclude American wines because the sizes did not meet
international-size-standards. This would occur because the
United States has adopted the metric sizes commonlN.used in
world trade. The Official-also believed that the conversion
was beneficial in that it established a climate of cooperation
between the United States and the European Economic Community
nations.

We noted, for example, that Canada also used its metric
conversion of wine as an opportunity to bring imported wines
under its newly established metric-size requirements. Because
all of the metric sizes used in the United States are also
used in Canada, size will not be a barrier for future exports
to Canada.

Consumers receive limited benefits

Since five of the new metric sizeg'--187, 375, and 7,430
milliliters and 1.5 and-3 liters--are multiples of one another,
it should be easier for consumers to make price comparisons
between'sizes. Consumers initially may not lie aware that the
numbers.are multiples of one another because the size series
is not in common'use.

The liter of wine, however, will not be as easy for some
consumers to make price comparisons with. It is one-third
larger than the 750 milliliter. It was selected because it
is a commonly used unit in the metric system and it Is widely
accepted in world trade.

The 100 milliliter will be more difficult to make com-
parisons with than the other sizes; however, little use will
be made of this size, and consumers will feel little impact.

The addition of metric wine sizes in even liter amounts
above 3 liters could cause a proliferation of container sizes,
thus defeating one of the original aims of metrication. °Also,
sizes such as 4 and 5 liters cannot be easily compared in vol-
ume to other metric sizes, such as the 750 milliliter and the
1.5 and S liter, thereby defeating another of the original
aims of metrication.

Consumers also should benefit because foloeign wines will
be required to be sold in the same sizes as domestically pro-
duced wines. Before the conversion the 4/5 quart comprised
almost one-half of domestic wine sales. Many imported wines
were in. 23- and 24-ounce bottles which often appeared to. have
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the same quantity as domestic wines sold in the 4/5 quart
(25.6 ounces). It is unlikely that most consumers were aware
that the differences existed.

Consumers paid higher prices for metric wines .

Consumers generally paid higher prices for domestic wines
sold in metric-size bottles. As shown below, wine prices did
not increase as much when bottle sizes remained the same as
when they were converted to metric sizes or converted from the
1/2 gallon to the 2/5 gallon. The latte,change was made in
conjunction with the industry's replacement of the 1/2 gallon
with the 1.5 liter.

4-.

Size usecrat ,

January 1,
Size used at
January 31,

Percentage
price

Percentage
change to
metric

1976 1978 increase sizes

1 gal. 1 gal. 6:2
1 gal. 3 L 12.9 +6.7

1/2 gal. 1/2 gal. 6.7 -

1/2 gal. 2/5 gal. or 17.2 +10.5
1.5 L

4 5 qt. 4/5 qt. 7.9
4/5 qt. 750 mL 10.8 +2.9

4/5 pt. 4/5 pt. 12.4
4/5 pt. 375 mL 12.0

We-analyzed two large marketing areas, Northern Califor-
nia and Montgomery County, Maryland, to see whOi,changes were
made to the prices consumers paid. We selected-''these areas
because published information was available on the prices
charged consumers.

For our detailed analysis we selected 19 wines sold by
the Mcintgomery County'Department of Liquor Control during 1976.
The selections included the 10 domestic wines with the highest
sales amounts in Montgomery County plui 9, other domestic wines,
with high sales volumes.. The 19 .wines, which were made by 9
different producers, comprised 37 percent of. Montgomery Coun-;
ty's 1976 sales. Seventeen of these wines were also sold in

'Northern California. We also analyzed the size and price'
changes made there so we could see whether the changes made

-4 in Montgomery' County were also made elsewhere.
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We obtained price lists from the Department of Liqu6r
Control for the period January 1, 1976, through January 31,
1978, and for Northern California. The prices we analyzed
were the prices charged consumers for wines in retail stores
operated by the Montgomery County pepartment of Liquor Con-
trol. For Northern California the'iprices we analyzed were the
minimum retail prices posted with the State by wine producers
and distributors. We monitored the price and size changes
made during these periods.

We looked into (1) the overall changes made to the wine
prices and (2) the price changes made at the time the four
most frequently used wine sizes were converted--the gallon,
1/2 gallon, 4/5 guart,and 4/5 .pint.

We recognize that many fabtors affect the prices 61
the wines we selected which would cause the prices to change.

4v,;TIn making our analysis we did not attempt to analyze all the
factors involved in the establishment of the wine prices.
Rather, we concentrated on the prices paid by the consumer

the marketplace to determine the impact the conversion
had on the consuming public.

Introduction of the 3 liter

During the periods covered by our analyses, the 3-liter"
size--which is 27'ounces less than a gallon--was introduced
for 10 .wines that were being sold by the gallon. In each in-
stance'producera followed the practice of selling the 3-liter
size at a lower price than had been charged lor the gallon,
but not making the price reductions sufficiently lower to make
them proportionate to the size redutions. This practice re-
sulted in increasing the unit prices at the times of the new
size introductions an average of 10 percent--an average of 43
cents a bottle.

When the conversion perio is over, wine sales in the gal-
lon willno longer4 permitte In April 1978 the Department
appr ed 'a propos4 permit metric sizes larger than the 3
liter. i If a larget tric size, such as the 4 liter, *is not
selected to replace tote gallon, the 3-liter size could be us d.

Following is a schedule showing the price changes made
to the 10 wines in Northern. California and MontgoTery County
when the 3 liter Oas introduced.
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Wine

Gallon,-
bottle
price

3-liter .

botttle
prTice

Percent
price
increase
based on
contents

Monetary
price increase

per bottle
based on
contents

A $5.99 $5.19 10 $0.46
B 5.75 5.19 15 65
C 5.75 5.19 15 .65
D 5.39 4.79 13 .5.4

E . 4.25 3.85 15 .50
F. 5.49 4.38 1 .05
G 4.99 4.38 11 .44
H . 4.99 4.38 11 .44
I 3.99. 3.39 8 .24
J 6.49 5.49 7 .37

AVerage changes 10 $ .43

High price increases accompanied
conversions from the 1/2 gallon
to the-2/5 gallon and the 1.5 liter

The mist Significant price increases occurred in the
conversion,df the 1/2 gallon to the 1.5 liter. The manner in
which the conversion was achieved is noteworthy. -The nearest
metric size to the 1/2 gallon (64,ounces) was the 1.5 liter
(50.7 ounces) which contained almost 21-percent less contents.

'Before the conversion the 1/2 gallon comprised about 20
percent of the industry's sales and the,2/5 gallon was only
1.7 percent of sales. When converting from the 1/2 gallon to
the 1.5 liter, producers generally followed the,practice of
first converting wines from the 1/2-gallon size (64 ounces)
to the 2/5-gallon size (51.2 ounces), a decrease in contents
of 20 percent, and then converting from the 2/5-gallon size"
to the 1.5 liter, an additional decrease of 0.78 percent.
Producers also generally followed the practice of reducing
the 2 /5- gallon price prom tha, which was charged 'for the 1/2
gallon, but notinaking the price reductions sufficiently lower
to make them proportionate to,the size, reduction.

Of,'6ie24 w 1r; &analy
: V

d which were available in the
1/2-01iOnl:Size, J;;,- brtherh California and Montgomery County,

'.1,

'22 were coriVert:aAo the 2/5 gallon Or 1..5 liter by January
31, 1978.1 Fifte4,ofthese°converted fftm the 1/2 gallon to
the 2/5 gallom, .acliVseven: conv4rted.diACtly from the 1/2
gallon to the 1.5,1.iter.:,

,



1.5 LITER 1/2 GALLON 2/5 GALLON

VVHEWCONVERTING FROM THE 1/2 GALLON TO THE 16"'LITER,
PRODUCERS GENERALLY FOLLOWED THE PRACTICE O FIRST
CONVERTING WINES FROM THE 1/2-GALLON SIZE (64 OUNCES)
TO THE 2/5-GALLON SIZE (512 OUNCES) AND THEN CONVERTING
FROM THE 2/5-GALLON SIZE TO THE 1.5 LITER (50.7 OUNCES).
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Fo4Owing is- a schedule showing the price changes made

to the lacwines in Northern California and Montgomery County
when they converted from the 1/2 gallon to the 2/5 gallon.
This practice resulted in increasing the unit prices at the
time of the conversions an average of 17 percent--an average
increase of 41 cents a bottle.

Wine

1/2-gallon

.

bottle
price

,A $3.25
B 2.95
C ) 2.95
D 2.85
E 3.65
F 3.25
G 2.75
H 3.34
I 2.79
J 2.79

2.49
L 3.78
M 3.34
N 2.29
0 3.49 AR

AverageOchanges

4
tgallon
ottle

price

$3.09
2.75
2.75
2.65
3.35
3.09
2.59
3.15
2.59
2.59
2.3.9

3.39
3.15
1.99
3.39

Percent
price
increase
based on
contents

Monetary
price increase

per bottle
based on
contents

19 $0.49
17 .39
17 .19
.16 .37
15 .43
19 .49
18 .39
18 .48
16 .36
16 .36
20 .39
12 .37
18 .48
9 .16.

22 .60

17 $ .41

Nine of the above listed wines were lamer converted from
the, 2/5 gillon to the 1.5 liter. When the conversions to the
1.5 liter were made, no changes were made in the prices charged
for a bottle. But, because the 1.5 liter (50.7 ounces) is
almost 1 percent smaller than the 2/5 gallon (51.2 ounces)
it rgplaced, the second size reduction increased the prices
of the nine wines by an additional 1 percent--an'additional
increase of about 2 cents a bottle.

Following'is a table showing the price changes made at
the time the seven wines converted directly from the 1/2 gal-
lon to the'1.5 liter.

26-12
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Percent. Monetary.

1/2-gallon
bottle

Wine prict

1.5-liter
bottle
price

price
change
based on
contents.

A $2.19 $1.99 415
B 2.19 r.99 +15
C 5.99 3.99 -19

2.59 2.35 +15
E 2.69 2.35 +18

2.49 2.35 +19
G 3.65 3.39 +17

4
Average changes + 7

, 'pri:cel:

.change
based on ..

contents

+$0.26 'I,
-12 .26
- .76
+,' .30
+. .22 ---)

- -1-N44438

+ .50

+ .17

Thus, out of the 22 conversions that were made to elimi-
nate the 1/2 gallon, only 1 resulted in a price decrease forconsumers. All the others resulted in consumer price in--
creases-

We looked into the,price changes ade.in Montgomery
County and Northern California throug out ours analysis period
and/found that convprted wines had higher average price in
creases. Prices of wines that were sold in the 1/2-gallon
size increased an average of 6.7 percent. But, those that
were converted to the 2/5-gallon or the 1.5 -liter sizes in-
Creased an average of 17.2 percent. Thus, by January 31,
1978, consumers of converted wines wwre paying an average,
of 10.5 percent more than consumeriYwho could still purchase
wines that had not converted.

Bureau officials told us they had riot expected the wine
industry to convert to the 2/5 gallon as an interim size when
converting to metric. They believed they had no way of pre-
venting the industry from converting in this manner because
the 2/5 gallon was an authorized customary size before the
conversion:,

The Bureau has no control over the' prices charged for
wines. A.Bureau official told us'he believed that consumer
education would be the best solution for controlling any un-
warranted price increases occurring during the'conversion.
The Bureau has done very little to help edticate consumers
on the size changes made by the wine industry which is regu-
Alated by the Bureau.

e

ra
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1

J

... (' .'Conversion from the 4/5 quart,
.._.X::%

.

,
ea. 'u' to he' 750 milliliter
4

..,. .

'ring
th'b periods covered by our analysis, 14 of the ,

wines W' a al zed in Northern Califormia and 15 of the Wines

p,

ye-idalyze in Montgomery County converted from the 4/5 quart
,t0.the,750 lliliter. In 27 instances the 750 milliliter was

4.,
,,,, , ntroduced at the same price per bottle that the 4/5 quart had
..-:'

ibeen

sold, resulting in an average price increase of 0.8 per-
-..:. cent-.-abdut 1 cent a bottle. The practice appears reasonable

Ageciuse there is only a 0.2-ounce difference in the two sizes,
.

and the unit price change was small.
.

k In one instance the 750 milliliter was introduced at a.
price 16 cents higher 'than had been charged for the 4/5 quart.
In-the other instance the 750 milliliter was introduced at a
price 10 cents lower than had been charged for the 4/5 quart.

Conversions from the 4/5 pint
to the 375 milliliter

At the beginning of our analySiS period, 11 of the se -,
lected wines were available in the 4/5 pint.- Nine of these
were ConvertedOto the 375 milliliter.

'In eight instances the 375 milliliter was sold at the
same price as the 4/5' pint. The-two sizes were nearly iden-
tical--the 375 milliliter is only 0.1 ounce less than the 4/5
pint. The size reduction amounted to an_effective price in-
crease.of 0.7 percent-=less than 1 cent a bottle. The,prac-
tice appears reasonable because there is only a 0.1 -ounce dif-

the two sizes, and the'pricechange.was small.

In one instance the 375 milliliter was introduced 6 cents
higher than had been charged for the 4/50 pint.

Throughout the analysis period, we found that converted
wines had lower average price increases. Prices of wines that
were sold in the 4/5-pint size increased an average,of 12.4'

apercent. But, those that were converted to the 375 milliliter
increased an average of 12 percent. Thus, by January 31,
1978, consumers of converted wines were paying, an average of
0.4 percent less than consumers who could still purchase wines
that had not converted.

Consumers were not provided
adequate information

The wine industry and the Bureau have not taken suffi-
cient steps to advise consumers about the wine conversion.
Numerbus advertisements for wines are contained in magazines
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and newspapers. However, we observed only one instance where
advertis,ing was used to help inform the consumer about the
size changes being made.

4

We-asked four producers whether they planned any consumer
education or advertising programs bn the metric conversion.
Only one producer had conducted any advertising specifically
addressing the new sizes. The others told us they had no
plans for acquainting consumers with the new sizes. One pro-
ducer told us it believed the burden of advising the public-
aboUt metric- conversion rested with the Federal GovernMent.

ti

We believe it is particularly important for consumers to
have adequate information during _the period when the product
sizes they ire familiar with are being changed and more sizes
than normal are on the market. We also believe informative.
advertising could have been used by the industry to advise the
consuming pubLid during the conversion period.

We also believe the Bureau has not adequately informed
consumers about the metric conversion.' In December 1974, when
the regulation on converting wines to metric sizes was iued,
the Bureau issued a press release on the conversion and the
expected benefits.

In March 1977, over 2 years after the wine conversion
began and many metric size wines were already in,the market-
place; the BureAu began distributing the chart shown below..

R DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
31. 4 -i BUREAU OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND FIREARMS

of. WINE(

BOTTLE SIZE \ EQUIVALENT
FLUID OUNCES

BOTTLES
PER CASE

LITERS
PER CASE

U.S. GALLONS
PER CASE

CORRESPONDS
TO

liters 101 Fl. Oz. 4 12.00 3.17004 4/5 Gallon
1.5 liters 50.7 Fl. Oz. 6 9.00 2.37753 2/5 Gallon

1,

1 liter 33.8 Fl. Oz. 12 12.00 3.17004 1 Quart *"

750 'milliliters 25.4 Fl. Oz. 12 9.00 2.37753 4/5 Quart
..375 milliliters 12.7 Fl. Oz. 24 AOLOW 2.37753 4/5 Pint
187 milliliters 6.3 Fl. Oz. 48 8.976 2.37119 2/5 Pint

,

100 milliliters 3.4 Fl. Oz. 60 6.00 1.58502 2, 3, & 4 Oz.

Offi al Conversion Factor: 1 Liter = 0.26417 U.S. Gallon.
M datory date for conversion: January 1, 1979.
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At the same time it issued the poster shown on the following
page for placement in retail stores. The Bureau also issued
a press release in which it advised consumers to be certain
of the 'sizes they buy because of the potential for confusion
between bottles of different sizes which appear to look alike.
It cited the liter and the quart of wine as sizes which could
be siMilar in appearance.

We believe the information provided on the chart and
poster has been misleading to'consumers. They show the 1.5
liter as replacing the 2/5 gallon, arn actually the 1.5 liter
is replacing both the 1/2 and 2/5 g ons. They show the 1.5
liter replacing a size only 0.5 ounce different; they do not
show-the 13 -ounce difference between. the 1/2 gallon and the
1.5 liter..

The poster and chart also do not show the 3 liter as re-
placing the gallon. They show the 3 liter as replacing the
4/5 gallon, a size that was authorized but used very little
before conversion. They do not show the 277ounce difference
between the gallon and the 3-liter size.

Furthermore,. the Bureau did not provide consumers suffi-
cient information on how to make ptice comparisons between the
new metric sizes and the customary sizes. It also did not ad-
vise consumers that five new metric sizes--187, 375, and 750
milliliters and 1.5 and 3 liters--are multiples of one anoth-
er, a fact that may not be obvious to some consumers because
the series is not used for other products.

Bureau officials were aware of.the way the wine indus-
try was converting from the 1/2 gallon to the 2/5 gallon and
1.5 liter. The Bureau should have advised consumers about
thit practice.
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Comparing the New With the "Old" Bottle Sizes
NEW METRIC SIZES APPROX. FLUID OUNCES OLD. US..SIZES_ APPROX. FLUID OUNCES

100 ml 3.4 Miniature, 2, 3 or 4
187 ml 62 2/5 Pint 6.4
375 ml 12.7 4/5 Pint 122
750 ml: 25.4 4/5 Quart 25.6

1 Liter 33.8 1 Quart 32.0
1.5 Liter 50.7 2/5 Gallon 51.2

3 Liter 101 4/5 Gallon 102.4

Department of \ he Treasury ® Bureau of Alcohol. Tobacco and Firearms
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DISTILLED SPIRITS

The distilled spirits industry is also oonverting its-
entire.product line to metric sizes. All distilled spirits
are to be converted from 10 customary sizes to 6 metric sizes
by January 1, 1980. Other items, such as cordials and
queurS, which were'exempt froM the size requirements for dis
tilled Spirits, are als0 to be converted to the metric sizes.

The. size reductions could have been achieved without met-
rication. At the time the inddstry made its request to con-
vert to metric sizes,, five of the customary sizes-71/2 gallon,
qukt, 4/5 quart; pint, and,1/2 pint-7compriseq 94 percent of
,the4ndustry's sales, as shown in the table below. Except fOr
the 4V5 quartl'all the commonry used customary sizes were mul-
tiples of. one another, making A easy for consumers to make
price comparisons betWeen most sizes. Eliminating little-used
customary sizes also would have perMitted the industry to re
duce_the number of distilled spirits sizes.

Principal customary sizes usable
until December 31, 1979

e
Equivalent
fluid oz.

Percent
of total
sales

1 gal. 128.0 0.1
1/2 gal. 64.0 10.5

1 qt. 32.0 31.3
4/5 qt. 25.6 35.0
3/4 qt. 24.0 0.8

1 pt. 16.0 8.7
4/5 pt. 1212.8. .2.8
3/4 pt. 12.0 1.3
1/2 pt. 8.0 8.4
1/8 pt. 2.0 -
1 /10 pt. 1.6 1.1
1/16 pt. 1.0 -

Total 100.0

Metric sizes permitted after October 1, 1976
Percent change Ounce change

Equivalent from commonly from commonly
Size fluid oz. used sizes used sizes

1.75
1.0

L
L

-59.2
33.8

-7.5
+5.6 -7-1.:

750 mL 25.4 -0.8 -0.2
(a) -

mL 16.9 +5.6 +0.9
- - - -
- - (a) . -

200 mL 6.8 -15.0 -1.2
- - - -
50 mL 1.7 + 6.3 +0.1
- - -

,

a/Size not authorized ior distilled spirits. It was used for products, such
as ccrdials and liqueurs, which were not restricted in size beIore the
conversion.

.

Conversions of otistilled spirits began October 1, 1976.
Many products are cuently being sold in the newmetric
sizes.

The conversion is also being carried out under regula-
tions prescribed by theYBuread. However, it was the Distilled
,Spirits Council, a trade association.which epresents abodt
95 percent of the distilled spirits industry, that petitioned
the Bureau for.permission to convert to metric sizes and to
reduce the.numter of permissible sizes.' Among the reasons
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o
given by the Council for wanting to convert were to (1) reduce
production costs, (2) permit marketing and distribution effi-,ciencies, (3) provide fetter service to the public, and (4)promote exports.

4

Several industry officials told-us
4

that elimination oftwo less profitable. sizes7-theMiniature-11.6 ounces) and the1/2 gallon-r-was the primary objective the industry soughtby conyerting. They told us the industry was particularly
-interested in having the 1/2 gallon eliminated because itcost. more to produce a 1/2-gallon bottle of distilled spiritsthan to produce 2 quarts.But,,because consumers expected topay,less an ounce for larger sizes than fot smaller sizes, the,industry was forced to sell the 1/2 gallon for less than theprice of 2 quarts.

y.

increa8inTpopulakity of 'the 1/2 gallon placed the in-dustry in the position where a steadily increasing prOpOrtionof sales were moving into the.less profitable/2 gallon.Elimination of'the 1/2 gallon as part of a metric conversionwould get the industry out of this awkward position.

The legislation by the Congress directing NBS tostudy
metrication also stimulated the industry to consider convert -'ing to metric. 'By the early 1970s there was a feeling amongsome industry meMbers that the United States wouldMeconyertl-
ing...1the industry was also influenced by the Eur4ean'Eco-nomic Community's selection in 1971 of 17 Metric distilledspirits sizes for use in trade among member nations.

On December 10, 1973, the Distilled Spirits Coun it sub-mitted a petition to the Bureau asking that a public h aringbe held on the adOption,of, five metric sizes ranging i sizefrom 250 milliliters to the liter. On March 11,-1975,
Council requested thatthe 1.75 liter be added to.the.list ofproposed sizes. Some industry members had expr'essed interestin having.a.size larger than the liter.

On July 16, 1975, the Bureau published a notice in the."Federal Register" reqUesting public comments on the Council
proposal to adopt six metric sizes--the 50, 187..5,.375, and750 milliliters and. the 1 and 1.75 liters. In the comments,
received, questions were raised by some persons on-the proposeduse of the 1.75 liter. 'It was Contended that.the 175 literwould not be in the consumers',, interest because it was not/easily comparable with other sizes under consideration.

Some'persons suggested that the 1.5 liter be; sected
instead' of the 1.75 liter. One reason given was that glassbottles in the 1.5-liter size-were readily available. Otherpersons suggested 'that the 2-liter size be selected because
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it was close to the 1/2 gallon and could be easily-understood
by consumers.'

Bureau officials told us the.1.5 liter was not considered
suitable because it was not:sufficiently different from the
liter.: and would not satisfy market needs for a. size close
to the 1/2. gallon. The Bureau and the industry have stated
that the 2 liter was.noi practical beCause technological prob-

. let's made it difficult to manufacture glass bottles in the
:liter size. The technological-problems appear-to have stemmed
from the industry's use of distinctive bottles for many indivi-
dual'products. The bottles frequently have special designs and
bandle6 which make them unique. The low volume requirecLim
the manufacture of individual bottles made it OnecopOkical to
develop .certain types of glass molds for large sizes. In con .

trast, the wine'indUstgryuses common bottles.Without distinc-
sivedesigns, making oft: economical to make large -size bottles,
uch as the 1/2 gallon, the,f3 liter, apd the

. On March 3, 1976, the. Bureau apprOved conversion
.tilled spirits to six metric sizes--the 50, 200,.500, and 750
milliliters and the 1 and 1,75 liters. Use of the metric sizes
was adthorfted to begin October 1, 1976, and be complete by
January 1, 1980. 4

The Bureau used the conversion as an opportunity to apply
the size requirements to cordials, liqueurs, cocktails, high-
balls, bitters, and other .specialty items that prAVouily hAd
been exempted... ReqUirements'were also placed on. the number
of bottles permitted in a.case..-

In announcing the conversion,:the Bureau Director said
that the change "should result in ,positive benefits for con-
sumers as well as for industiy-and government." He stated
that the Change to metric would (1) reduCe.significantly. the
number of bottle sizes, (2) provide enough separation between

lisizes to deter poSsible consumer dec4ption,:.and (3) make' al-.
culationb easier because of the round numbers. He also ted
that these factort should aid consumers in making price c -.
parisons. It was als6'expected that the.converbion would -

benefit bottlers, glass manufacturers,. wholesalers, retailers,.
'and.governmental agencies. concerned with distilled spirits
taxation and regulation.

. Industry viewson conversion

ConVersion activities were just getting underway at the
time of our discussions'with five distilled spirits producers,.
the Distilled Spirits :Council, and others in the industry.
These officials, however, were not expecting any major prob-
lems Or-benefits. Several officials commented that they
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expected some problems in having to maintain inventories ofprodgcts in both sizes and that there would be some losses inproductiVity during the changeover.

One distilled spirits official described the conversionas posing no difficult problems for his company. He said thatthe company is constantly making changes in its operations.New bottles are introduced, new labels are developed, andproduction lines are adjusted to handle bottles of differentsizes with varying .contents. He viewed the _change to metricaujust another change; one not much different than his com-p ark faces on a day-to-day basis.

Another official of a distilled spirits producer toldus that his company estimated it twould cost $1,.5 million tomake the conversion. This includes converting bottle labels,making new glass molds, and changing equipment. Also includedis the value of glass bottles made obsolete. This amount,however, was not considered substantial in that it amountedto less than 0.5 percent of company's annual sales.

Another distilled spire roducer estimated it wouldspend $4 million to convert its facilities. Most of thesecosts would be .for Machinery adjustments to prOduce the 200milliliter and 1.75 liter. The adjustments for these sizeswere expected to be costly and time consuming because theywere considerably different than the customary sizes produced.Only minor adjustments were considered necessary to convertto the 50, 50'0, and 750 milliliters and the liter.

This company also told, us it would needs, to spend between-$16,000 and $17,000 each for new glass molds for the newsizes. But, it questioned whether they should be considered
metrication costs because with proper timing the new glassmolds could be used to replace old ones that wear out.

Distillers did not expect there would b major changes inproductivity because of the conversion. How ver, it was ex-pected that some production, storing, and ha ling efficiencieswould result because fewer sizes would be produced.

Overall, it did not* appear that t h e industry was concernedwith the conversion costs because these costs were .not viewed°as _being substantial. 0111p the other hand, the industry did notexpect to realize any stibstantial benefits.

Exports are 'not expected to increase

Ngne of the companies or trade associations we contactedexpected exports to increase because of the, conversion.
.



Tariff and nontariff barriers exist which restrict e export
of U.S. distilled spirits.

-Consumers will not benefit

We saw little evidence that consumers will benefit from
.

the conversion of distilled spirits. Not alrl of the sizes
selected make price comparisons easy for the consumer.

°

The 1.75 liter, which is replacing thd 1/2 cgllota, 'is not
easily compar'able with either the liter or the 750 milliliter,
the sizes with which consumers will compare it. The 1.75
liter is 1-3/4 times larger than the liter and 2-1/3 times
larger than the 750 milliliter. Consumers were better off
when they could double the price of a quart or. Multiply the
price of a 4/5.qbart by 2.5 td determine whether the 1/2 gal-
lon was a better value.

Bureau officials believed that even though it is not
easy for consumers to make price comparisons with the 1.75
liter, its selection was better than the 2 liter. They be-
lievedit would not be in the consumers' best interests tQ
'force theindustry to make an uneconomical size as the extra
costs would haVebben passed on to consumers through higher
priCes. A Bureau official told us 'he was not overly concerned .

that consumer's could not compare the 1.75 liter with the other
sizes. He believed most consumers made price domparisons be-
tween items of the same size rather than between items of die-
ferent sizes.

Before the conversion consumers could easily compare
values between the 1/2 pirit and the pint. Comparisond between
their replacements, the 200 and 500 milliliters, will not be
so easy because the 500 milliliter is 2-1/2 times larger than
the 200 milli iter. Also, consumers will not be able to make
easy price co parisons between the 200 milliliter and the.750
milliliter. ,,,

.

Bureau icialstold us the 200 milliliter was selected 1.7:4

because it w s. a size selected by.the European Economic CoM- 1

munity'for u in international trade and because it falls in
the 1-2-5 nu bering series. Many metric proponents consider
the 1-2-5 se'es an ideal size series for packaging,consumer
productd bec se by using sizes, such as 200 and 500 milli-
liters and.]: 2 5 and 10 liters, consumers can make price-, I I. 1.comparisons among sizes,by multiplying or dividing by two and

.

in.som4 case's combined with a moving of the decimal sign.

Bureau officials told ,us.they did not know how much in=s
ternational trade was conductdd 'in the 200 milliliter or in _

the 1/2. pint which It replaced. Thus, they did not know what
i
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. the immediate impact on 'distilled spirits exports wpuld.1:-.;e.,r.because the 200._milliliter si-zehad-been -selected. 17,,They bet:-lieved that the size selection was still valid becaupotential Sior'rfuture exports would be facilitated.
r tt 4 ,Also, the desired benefit to the consumer of dieingto make price comparisoii#,"betWeen metric sizes ,because the 200,',milliliter is in.the 1 -2 -5 series willAilotmaterialize.because,,.the 750-rnilliliteg and-the 1.75-liter sizes arreiiiot--"in theseries. Consume'rs will nat.% be able- to make aiiir the price comp';-parisons the Bureat sought

Consumers paid high priceS
for converted prb cts

A

Tp see what changes were made to the priceSpaid 'during the conversion period, we selected 28 distilleik$spirits sold -in Northern Caldfornia and 26 distilled spirisold ,in Montgomery County, Maryland.4, In maki ciurtions, -we obtained distilled spirit-SI' sales data from the N.tionad.,Alcoholic'peverage:ConefoI Association, which 'atifetegdata on distilled spirits sales in 18 s ates Ad,Mon,totinty, Maryland .. - We :selected' whiCh'...prised about 35 percent o't, the sales otiqeading brand4 repk eeed by the Associatiobetwn January "I and Octobet 31, 1.9
-.-We.,analyzed the price "changes made, to `the. s,,p4g-ct ,d dr*tilled spirits for the period July, 1, .-3 rnOt,§s' berorev,"the conversion ,began--throu,gh.. January 3,1,478, deterniiii,WT,the impact of the ,thnversicin.on the prices Vaid by-the,,cop't4,suming public. The"-.prices;: we "analyied?.werehCpricestchk6e02

consumers;,' for spiriits retail,-stPres operated"'the. Montgomery ,,CoUnty .pepartIttent S Liquor', 44-in't.c:Northern' California .the .prices -V,,anarik*0 '111j-4TO:dmretail prides;ObSted w,ith the State. by distille si>iritS,prb-ducers and di-strIbutors.

We recognize that many,factors,affecr the prices of themedistilled gpirit's we selected Which cause 'ptrices to change.We did not attempt, to analyze 'all' the fact,ors involved inthe 'establishment of the, distilled' slairitg!, prices. Rather,we concentrated on the prices charged in the markeplace'to determine the impact the cogve'rsion had on the consumingpublic.

We found that danSumers paid\aroportionately hiperprices for products that were converted than for those whichwere not converted. Higher price increases were made o the1%75 liter and the 200 milliliterthe sizes that consmerswould have difficulty making price c.with -,thanpa,:isons withthan forthe other customary and metric size's available, for sale.



91.

We looked into ithe overall price changes made between
July-W-1976, and January 31-,1978,-and_into the price_changes
that were made at the timeof the. conversions. The following
schedule, shows &comparison o,the percentage price changes
madellilitween July, 1, 1976, and °JanRry 31, 1978, to the dis-

11e5wspirits sizes we.analyze8.

Size used at
Ju41, 1976

1/2 gal.
1/2 gal.

1 qt.

4/5 qt.
4/5 qt.

1/2. pt.
1/2 pt.

Percentage
Size used at cprice
Jan. 31, 1978 change

112 gal.
1.75 L

,

1 qt.

4/5. qt.
750 mL

1/2 pt.
200 mL

-0.7

+3.4

Percentage
Change to

metric size
4, 4

+6.1

+0.7

.!

t.

No conversions were made from the quart'to the liter,
from the pint to the 500 milliliter, and from,the 1/10 pint,

to the 54 milliliter. For these the metric si/es are all
larger than the customary sizes they will replace. 10 -irC'

The industry appears to be following the general practice
of introducing first the metricsizes which are smaller thari
the customary sizes,they will replace because it will most
likely, be necessary to increase the prices of the converted
products. For example, officials at one distklled, spirits
company told us that because the liter is larvt-than,the*
quart, price increases, will be needed. Therefore, conversions
from the quart to the liter will be made late in the conver
sion peridd. The price increases will make the liter prices
appear, to be less of a,value than competitors! quarts that are
also avpilable for sale.

Consumers paid higher prices for
distilled spirits converted from
.the 1/2 'gallon to'the 1.75 liter

Conversions frdin the 1/2 gallon to the 1.75' liter gene-f-
. ally were the first made for the produ'cts analyzed. 0 the

47 distilled spiriti available in the 1/2-gallon size in
Northern California and Montgomery County, 45 were converted,
to the 1.75.1iter ,by January 31, 1978. In every instance, the
product unit priceoincreased. On the average, theprice

4. 1



ncreases made-at the times of the Conversions Amounted to
: 4:7 percent=an_average_of 50 cents-a7bottle, ,

For 43 of the 45 conversions, the bottle.

Price as de-creased but not proportionate to the size decrease, resultingin an increase in the unit price. Making the price chahgesin this way madethe prices of converted products aRpearcheaper than competitors' products that had not converted.

over the 1/2 gallon bei e-
smalsr.1.75-liter bottles were increased.

For the other two conversions the qrices of the Z
placed: Because the 1.75-\4ter bsittles look very similar to1/2-gallon bottles, consumers who 'did not carefully look at_bottles could have been east' isled.

.

When we 'looked into the overall long-term Price changesthat were made in Montgomery County and Northern California,betren July 1, 1976, and January 31, 1978, we found that con-verille4 productshad higher averagejprice increases than thosethat had not.Converted. .PriceS of "distilled spirits that weresold in the,,1/2 gallon during the entire period decreased anbeverage of O.7. percent.. But those that converted to, the 1.7541.1ter increased an average of 5.4 percent. Thus, by January
.31, 1978, ,consumers o'f converted distilled spirits were payingan average of 6.1 percent mOre than' consumers who could stillpurchase items that had not converted.

Conversions from the 4/5 quart
to the 750 milliliter

\

Aloy january,31 1978, 34 of the 53' analyzed Products inthe 4/k-quart oy were copverted to the 750 milliliter.
For.32"Of the difttersions, the 750 milliliter was gold at the'same price that the 4/5 quart had beeh. In one tOtance.the

. price was increased', and in anotherj.nstance,the ptice wasdecreased.

The 750 milliliter-contains 0.2 ounce,less contents thanthe 4/5.quart, a reduction of,0.8,Rprcent Conversions of theproducts we analyzed resulted in,)t;:aqaverag ,consumer price'increase of 0:8 percent,. about4d tS a 'bottle. The practice
appears reasonable becaube,of tligi alpsize and . Price changesinOorved.

. ;J,'4 1
,I_1 4.0:

Ali

Conversions from the 1/2 pint
to the 200 milliliter

conversion.fromthe 1/2.pint (8 ounces) to the 200 milli-liter (6,8 ounces), a size decrease of 15 percent, represents,the greatest percentage reduction in size being made to,dis-
tilled spirits. By January 31,,19784 38 of the 45 distifl

f



TTLEB E Y,SIMILAR TO
UMBRS WHQ ID 'NOT CAREFULLY

HAVE BEEN EASILY =MISLED.
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spirits sold in '2the1/2-piht size in Nort
_Montgo*ry_County_hadabeen-convekted-to-th

or 3.3 Ofthe 38 'conversions, the pr barged for the
7milliliter bottles were lower than the prices that
reed for,the 1/2-pint bottles they replaced ilow-
iet.decreases were not proportionate to .the size

#cteOes, dieing in increases in product unit prices. Inthe other/Me:Instances,-the smaller 200-milliliter product
was-sold .3',t,he'ame price.th.0" was used for the 1/2 pint be-
fore it was Converted: The average unit price increase made
at the times.of the conversions amounted to 10.8 percent--an
average increase of 16 cents.a bottle.

When'we lookedjinto the price' changes that were made in
Montgomery Coun'ty and Northern California fromi JUly 1,01976,
'to January 31,,1978, we found-that converted products had
higher avetage price increases than those that had not con-verted. Prices of distilled spirit's sold in the 1/2-pint size
during the entire period increased an averageof 2.0'percent.But those converted to the 200 milliliter increased an aver -4
age of.13..4 percent. .Thus, by January 31, 1978, consumers 9!
the converted diitilled spirits we analyzed were paying anaverage of 11.4 percent more than consumers who couldstill
purcpase items that had not dowierfed.

ifornia and
il]iliter.

Cordials, liqueurs, and specialty iteme,;.

The uireau%used the conversion of distilled spirits asan oppo ity,po,regdire that cordials, figdeurs, and otherspecial teme'produced by,,the distilled qpirits industryalso us e same Metric. 'ietthat distilled spirits wererequired to use Beforei fetOnversion, there was no reguire-Wment on the sizes of these prilucts,

Consumers should benefit to he extent that size -tinifortity is esablished for thesg products.4,,COnsumerSe-however,
may find the same difficultl'es making pripe cgmpatisogs be-

, tween theSe products as they will for other
-4 in the new metric sizes.
odet

Because of thd wide variety of specialty items sold, wedid,not attempt to make price comparisons for the items whichhaveibeen converted.

Consumers were not provided
sufficient infirmation

/ The distilled spirits industry and the Bureau did not
take sufficient steps to inform consumers about the changesoccurring in distilled spirits product sizes. Industry

.
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sizes--information that would be help ul to consumers desiring
to make-price comparisons-during-the- onisons-du er n_period.

We believecthe-Bureau should have een more aggressive
in its efforts to help consumers.

FEDERAL TAXES ON WINES AND DISTILLED SPIRITS

Fe&ral taxes on wines and distilled spirits are provided'
for in the Internal Revenue Code (26 Q.S.C.. 5001 +;; ,These
taxes are based on rates per gallon. Likewise, the Bureau
regulations on wine and distilled spirits taxes and other mat-
tors issued by the Bureau, except for these prescribing the
wine and distilled spirits'container sizes, affalso,based on
..customary quantities.

Producers must convert their sales red414t!'metric
ptoducts-into customary measurement terms to de.thrmine. their
tax liabilities. As producers make conversions to.metric,
they.muSt convert more'and more of their records.

Recordkeeping problems wwe common with the wine produc-
ers wmpontacted. Several industry officials told us it would
benefft-their operations if the measurement system used for
tax and -s gtiitical reporting were the-same as that used for

product- es.

Revisions of:the Internal Revenue Code and related regu-
.,lations:mill be needed induStrY and GovernmentP4ecordkeep-

W

ing is tobe'simplified.

'7" SOFT.DRINKS:

19,d0Stry conversion activities

.4 Ose,ofmetric.size containers for soft drinks began in
April 1975 when 'ditSoft drink company introduced the
J4ter:size,i s marketing areas. The company wanted

use the t .74which, while shorter,would'cost less
s: singe it den glnid0,0s glass and would pelOrm 'better on pro-'
duction linei. The ilew bottle 'would also permit a 20-percent
savings in space tor bottlers because (1) more cartons could

pladed in the same amount of spgce, (2) increased payloads
4uld be possible fortrucks, and (3)tmOre storage capabil4y
would result in warehouses. Also, customers preferred the
new'ottle.

r-
b

- .

,company was ,concerned that .the low height of the new
third be perceived by customers as containing less-

. ,,,SI kty than'competing products.' The\pompany believed it
could overcome the height -perception.prbblemby designing the



new bottle to contain more contents than competing ptoducts
and convincing customejps that the shorter bottle actually hadmore contents. The liter was selected because it contained
1.8 ounces more than the quart, and there had been nationalinterest in metrics.

The company viewed using the liter as an opportunity tobe the first in the soft drink industry yith the metric sys-tem. Besides,A.f the company converted to metric it would'need to have a bottre that .was different from the standard
size and shape to. solve potential sorting problems in bottlingplants. )

Timlpg also was considered right, for introducing a litersize. Lfirger sizes, specifically the quart and 014'1/2 gal-lon, were becoming more and -more important in industry sales,so ,it made sense to introduce the metric size in a large loot-tle. Also, in most marketing areas, the larger bottle would
be an addition to the company's existing sizes rather than areplacement for an existing size.

.

Introductir of the new size in the first marketing areawas considered :a success. Sales were high. The size intro-ductioa ,was accompanie&by an extensive advertising campaign.

111

Also,-1 news mediatbave the t.,ne size extensive coverage,,'
which-r ulted inc * form Of-free advertislng. v.

V
;,p Because of the sucOSt1.11'sales expefienced in the firstiiiarketing area, bottlers in other areas a so began to use the

liter size, and the company also began use of the 1/2-literand the 2-liter sizes'. Both'refillable and nonrefillable
metric-size bottles were used.

'' ince April .1:975 use of metric sizes by the soft drinkindb y his become Widespread. One company estimated in
Maraih'1977 that over 60,percent of the United States hadat'leUtt'one of its,. metric-size-bottles.

--',,. , All the metric .soft drink changes that we are:aware of
invOlved-soft drinkg-sold in bottles. No soft deinlis were
'being sold in metric-'Skze'cans. Soft deink industry officialstold.ug that =no conveis%ns Involved cans because the costs1.torconVert can prbduCtion facilities would be too high, about$i'milliom far each 'can production line. Also,"-boncern Wasexpressed on the impact changing"can sizes wouAhaVe onvending machines:

We did. not identify ady instances where the new metric
csizes' were not used to- replace existing customary sizes soldVin refillable bottles. About 38 percent of the industry's1975 sales were in' refillable bottles and to replace theta4 \
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T E COMPANY .WAS NCERNED.THAT.THeLOW HEIGHT OV.tillE'
--;-.--NEW BOTTLE WOULD BE PERCEIVED BY CUSTOMERS AS CON
.. ,TAINING.LESS QUANTITY THAN COMPETING. PRODUCTS.: r

.fitTP,;s:

;

. . -
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with new metric sizes -could be costly for the industry. One
soft dr-int:Company told us it would cost $66 million to re-
place its existing inventory of customary-size refillable
bottles, related equipment, and bottle cartons. Another soft
drink company told us it would cost over $100 million'just ;o:
rePiace the bottle inventory of two of its key. sizes.; "

Rdgarding refillable bottles, in 1971the Oregon St
.Legislature enacted a minimum deposit law that required th*
a refund be paid on- allcpleverage containers. c,By early 1977
four States and several l_ocal governments had enacted- some
type of mandatory depos it legislation.. OtherejUrisdictions4
are considering similar requireitents, and suggestions 'havea
been made to enact Federal legislation.proiriding for a na-
tional mandatory deposit system. '.1kis expected that enact
ment of mandatory deposit legislatiO7would cause the use of
Irefillable containers to increase.- If this happens soft drink
bottlers 'will need to purchase larger inventories of refill-
able bottles than are currently needed. If their inventories
of customary-size refillable bottles increase, conversion may
.be more difficult. o

All the industry's metric activities have been made on
a,valuntarY basis. Industry officials viewed conversions to
metric On a voluntary basis as btest serving the industry's
needs. They believed thit by being able to convert on .a
voluntary bOis, changes canes; macle,when most beneficial to
their operations. Changes made in this manner were expected
'Ito be less costly.

44-Officials generally expected that use of metric-size
containers, will continue to increase. However, the industry
has no,timetable for making a conversion to metric sizes.
One official eqimated, that, unless unfoieseen-mark
-chalqes occur) its most widely used-refillable "CU
bottle size would still be in use for 2Vmoreyear

..'In pi e of the successet achieved by th,,industry in
opting metric-size rbntaines, induStry officials told us

of no specific beKlefits the industry would obtain by making
greater use of the' metric system. Benefits, such-as the in-
troduction of new shape bottles and achieving sales increases
by selling productsin containers larger than those used by
cdtpetitors, could have been achieved without converting to
metric.

'Siyft cfrink inctustry offic Is told us *at bottled 'soft
rinks'are not worted. A con rsion to metric was not ex-.
pected to have afiy effect on exports.

.



Consumers have benefited

It appears to us, however, that consumers have received
some:benefits from the size'hanges in the soft drinOinaus-

," tx1;. 'The'Soft drink industry has begun marketing some of
its products inrational metric sizes,' which, if this trend
continues and a complete conversion is made to metric sizes,
should heap make Price comparisons easier for consumers. In
Februliry 1977, the Virginia Departmeht of Agriculture and Com-
merce repOrted in its monthly newsletter of consumer informa-
tion that several soft drink bottlers had converted soft
drinks in certain areas to larger metric sizes without in- -.,_

creasing the price. For example, oneztompany hat had soldItits soft drinks in a 28-ounce, nonrefillable b ttle began
selling the liter (33.8 ounces) at the same pric . Other
companies had sold the liter at the same price that had been.
used for sales of the quart 432 ounces), giving consumers al-
most 6 percent more value foX..lbeir money'. one company told
us its pricing strategy was to price the litsr at the same
price as competitors' quarts. We were not, ableAq verify the
actual pricing of soft- drinks that has oc'curr'ed as bottlers
made conversions, into metrAsk is sizes.

, ...

Conqumers have also benefited in that the metric sizes
used by the soft drink industry-1/2 liter, liter, and 2
liter--are multiples of one another, Use of these sizes per-
mits consumers to make price comparisons between these sizes
'while at the same time providing sufficient choice Co satisfy
consumer needs. Increased, use of these sizes could result it
even farther benefits lit consumers desiring to make price com-
plrisons when shopping.F'

-

°Soft drinks are sold in customary size containers --
6- 1/2, 7, 8, 10, 12, 16, 24, 2 28, 30, 32'," 36, .48,,; and 64
.ounces. Many of these sizes do Ain lend'to easy price compari-
sonS with her siies. Also, many soft drinks fpre sold, in
cartons la g 2, 4, 6, 8; or other. quantity coffitainers. Be-
cause Of, .

lithe soft drink cartons consumers-Ogrchase come
in sizes stqft,as- 3 -42, '96, and 1,2-nces--quantities which.'
which do not lend o easy price coral:4 or's.= -

If there were a com ete conversion to metric sizes,
this could help facilitat consumer price-comparsiowe pa i _

s-ularly if rational sizes liW lka liter, liter, and"2,
liter are used. For examplg,,,-1-- -e-ae' of a carton of eight
1/2-liter bottles 14, lite01, isily be cdmpared with the
price of four 1-11LeOiottig :2-liter bottles. The ,

same advantage could Abe a ever, if soft drinks were
N sold in customary sizes the « tiples of one another.'

AlsO, the benefit.of"rational sizes is not as important when
stores use Unit pricing labels., : (gee ch: 27.)
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Most milk containers show metric equivalents., T
practAce-began in the early 1970s when the induStry
quired to change the labels to show nutrients. The dec14.On
to show metric.equilents was made in response to an NEIS
suggestion, that the milk industry convert to. metric.

The sizes in which milk may be sold is strictly regulated
by various State laws. At present, the 1/2 pint, pint, quart,
l/2 gallon, and gallon are the most commonly used sizes. They
Are all multiples of one another which makes price compariSons
for consumers simple. Other sizes permitted include the gill,
an amount equal to about 1/4 pint, and 3 quart's. The 3-quart
size is permitted in about. 20 States but is not widely used,,..

The States have not approved the sale of milk in metric
sizes. However', proposals have been 4ntroduced at the Nation,-,_
al Conference of Weights. and Measures, an annual confarence.,q3f)
weights and measures officials, to permit use of certain met-
ri, c sizes for milk. The proposals have not yet been approved.

A Milk Industry Foundation official told us he did not
expect conversion of the milk industry to result in any bon-
efits. fol5,..,consumei.s. The official did not know eat impaCt
conversion of product sizes would have 'on industry costs, No,
studies have been made to determine what these costs would be.

-Very litlle liquid milk is exported; 'An industry offi=
cial told us that conversion to metric would' not have any im-
pact on international trade of milk. .Also,,it 4 not expecte
that conversion of,Ithe milk industry would reduCE the number
of sizes produ,6%1 =-It appears that if conversion occurs, th
most frequentli7uft+rmetric sizes would be as follows..,'

Metric,size

250' L*

5POLmu--
iL
2 L
4 L

"Existing
customary,pize

X1 /2 pint,

1 pint
1 quart

1/2'galldn
1 gallon

AtEach of the above metric. ,siz4vis about 6 perte, larger
than the customary "size, it wqq14ieplace,

2,6-...35

4!
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BEER-

Industry repredentatives did not see any benefits in.
convertingits containers to metric Sizes. TheAndustrr.did

intet:,expect that aril,' prodUction err marketing eff,i9iencies would
'result if it were to convert. It .has vigorously oppdded,any-
metrication efforts that would make its container.sizesObSo-
lele Several :producers shdm-metric equivalents .on product
labelsi but notOnizeisionsOlave been made :to metric-size
Container's. '

.,,:,:95;; ,i..The:itizes in which beer sold regulated.b ..tie,,
.

StatesindAany,different, sizeS.are auth-60Y-:,. er.the-....!.,

edeial.A/Cohol Administration Act, t --tvt:liest.4?e provided
_ ,

- ' 0,4 v7-
the. a yit h'-o r i t y to regulate beer siIeS. A;-.,..: azesnostmidely.
used *e , 12, 16, and'32,Ounces, Revisions of laws. in many.
States Mould be necessary if the industry converted to metric
sizes.

:,-

. .\ U.S. i4-. A .S. Brewers AssoCation official told us that conv.er
sion to metric sizes would not increase exports. Most over-
seas beer Shipments are to our militarT.forCesery.little
beer is expOrted to other countries. Tariff;,anclnontariff
barriers would still limit beer expOrts. AfsO, the .high cost..
to ship;; peer overseas make" its sale noncompetitii/e in,foreigh
markets. "'

-,

.
.

. E .

`'i.!, .'In 1975 1,6_percent.of beer sales were in retillabIe"bot-
.

tles, and the .industry has a sizeable investment. in refillable
bottles,. most :of which are 12 ounces. The industry ,says theSe.
would be expensiveto,replace:mith metric-sizebottles.

. .

. '; k. .

Industry offiCialt told us ityould,'be.costly.ta,adjust
a I

,.car}- filling ines,to 'accommodate metric, 'sizes. .At one` company.

1
officials 66 imated. it mourld cost $1.9, million to adjust' each
camjine7-a otal:off$15'thillion'to change its .canning fiadi ;.:,

lities, In 1975, 61 percent of ..the industrys.sales?-mere in
cans.. ,Many beers are nom,sold in'I'2,--and 16-ounce, cans Most
:.production ]4nesjorfilling.Cans are'not easily adjustable ''
to handle different sizes

$e'veral induStrl OffiCials believedieveq-it masinevitable
that the .industry would convert to Metric:..ut,they believed
:conversions,yould hot occur for-many yeacs.unlesS.reqUired
by the GOernment..-Tmo.induStty officials ',told us they ex7
ibectedthat a,tproduCer would :convent to metric. when
a-marketeing iOantaige to making the change IndethismoUld
Stimulate others 'to convert, 'Indlistry.6ffitidls believed
that the United States should,cqntinue-a Voluntary' pcIlicy
converting to-themetritsyStlem.i.
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The substantial use of refillable bottles and' cans hiasf
caused great concern within the beer industry on-the impact
converting to metric sizes would have. Soft drink induitry
officials had similar views on the impact of converting/can
sizes and existing inventories of refillable bottles. /These
concerns were not felt by the wine and distilled spirrts
industries because they"use one-way, nonrefillable bottles.

BEVERAGE CONVERSIONS IN CANADA

Our discussions With Canadian officials revealed some
differences and similarities in views and techniques on con-
verting products to metric sizes. Their views also illustrate
what we may expect to occur in the ,United States if other
products convert.

The wine conversion in Canada is being carried out in,
a manner very similar to the conversion in the/United States.
The Canadian wine industry has adopted the same metric sizes
that we have, plus the 500,-milliliter and 2-liter sizes that
we do not have. The Canadian wine industry believes it has
benefited from the conversion because it used the change as
an opportunity for producers to make greater use of stock'
bottles (bottles made by the glass industrY for use by More
than one producer).

Little progress has been, made in converting the Canadian
distilled spirits industry. The indust /y and government agen-
cies had difficulties reaching an agreement on new metric sizes.
The industry did not want to change prOduct sizes because it
would need to have new glass molds made.

The Canadian soft drink industry is replacing its entire
inventory of refillable bottles with new, metric-size, refill -
able bottles. The conversion is being carried out over an 8-
to 10-year period's° that the existing customary-size bottles
can be used through-their normal life wan. Mptric-size, re-
fillable bottles are being purchased as needed to replace bot-
tles that 'have not been returned' to the soft drink companies
or cannot be reused. _The long/conversion period was agreed
on to minimize conversion costs. Soft drinks were not'sold
in nonrefillable bottles. No/changes will. be made to the:
10-ounce can size--the only size used for soft drinks--because
of the high costs that would'be involved.

Conversion of milk containers is well underway, although '

there have been delays in Ontario Province. Initially there
was considerable industry r4luctance to converting.

Milk producers' problems varied by the type of packaging
used. Most milk.was sold in plastic pouches, and we were told

26 -37
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that producers.had little trouble converting those, production
facilities. But .produCert"who.used paper cartons claimed
that prOductioh-costs rose. We were told that produCers using
Raper cartons needed to purchasemuch,new equipmentin order
to convert but that the,new-equiPment was technologically
better than.the Old produdtion equipment, resulting,in effi
iencyimprovements. The old equipment was designed:-to plade,

in Imperial-quart,(40 Imperial ounces) cartons-and could
not be easily converted to produce milk in liter cartons.

.;.Milk sales increased:after the conversion. It was be- -

lieved this occurredbecause the widely used
(120 Imperial ounces) Was cOnverted to a 4-liter padk::(141
Imperial ounces). A Canadian milk-- industrTofficialtold us
he believed milk sales in the ,United States might also in-
crease if a conversion to metric sizes was made because the
liter is,about 6 percent larger than the quart.

No changes were being made"to the beer container sizes
used in Canada. Over 90 percent of, beer sales were in 12-
Imperial -ounce refillable bottles. The industry was not asked
to change its bottle size because considerable costs would be
incurred and no benefits would be gained. Very.little beer
"was sold in cans,and the can size will not be changed.

c.
CONCLUSIONS.

.MetricationWill require' vigilance at all levels of
.
government. lioOction of the consumer is not the responsi-
bility of any dne.lpvel--it is a'responsibility-of both in-
dustrSu and government. If the United States converts, special
precautions will.nted to, be taken during ,the conversion period
to ensure thatthe..consumer is adequately" protected and as-
sisted when thesOeed arises.

Metrication
%
proponents have stated that consumers will

benefit if rational package sizes are adOpted which 'would
-make price comparisons easier. However, our study of the
beverage industr showed that conversion to the metric system-
does not necessarily provide assurance that consumer products
will be manufactured in sizes that will be easier fOr consum-
ers to understand and make price comparipns betweerf.,' Certain
wine and distilled spirits sizes, such as the quart and 1/2
gallon, were easier- to understand and make Price comparisons
with than some of the metric sizes selected.

The addition of larger metric wine sizes to those Origi-
nally permitted shows that Objectives sought which were to 4 .

benefitthe consumer--reduction in the number of sizes in use
add-the establishMent of sizes which can be used in Making,
value comparisont--may be lost through later actions by those
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inxiolved. The metrio sizes which come into use' may 'not be any
more understandable to consumers than the customary sixes were.

-Many beverages have traditionally.been sold in rational
.customary sizes. Milk is already sold in rationalcustoMary

and rational customary and metric sizes,have been
-'placed into use by the soft drink indubtry. While further-
- adoptionof rational-package sizes is a laudable objective for

beverages, it is one,that can be achieved without converting to
the metric system.

Conversion to the metric system does not assure that con-
sumers will benefit. The soft drink industry has made change
that haye provided some benefits for consumers. Rational
sizes have been selected, and the information we obtainedn
indicated that prices.were not increased. But the distilled y
-spirits and'wine conversions generally resulted in consumer
price increases."

Conversibn Of the wine and distilled spirits industries
was-facilitated because the sizes of these products are regu-
lated by one Government agency..Milk and.beer sizes are also
regulated, but size regulation_ds performed by each State. If
Milk.and,beer are to be converted to,metric sizes, coordina-
tiorOaMong the States will bedesirable. Soft drink .Sizes are
not regulated. Improvements:are possible to the sizes now
uted%foripft.drinks and some changes may. be desirable, but
conyerSiOnto. metric sizes could result in adoption., of new
sizas4hich,db not benefit consumers.

liraneadditionalbeverage prodUcers will not convert un-
less re_qtil.redtOdo so by the Government or in the event of
unforeseen ,Marketinglorces. Borne beverage producers! actions

.have-been.drifluenbed by the, belief that metric conversion is
inevitabie.*.;

.";

The.conversion periods used for converting wines and dis,-
t3110,spirit were adequate to meet the needs of these in-
'clustriet-and of the glass industry which supplies the bottles
used. Thewind and distilled spirits conversions have shown
that selection of proper 'conversion periodS helps to reduce
conversion costs:

If the United 'States converts,, consumers will benefit if
prroducts are'converted in short time periods. This will eli=
minate using tWO measurement systems in the 'marketplace for
a long period of time.Yet, an adequate period of time is L-4..\

needed to M4riimize conversion costs. The needs-of both,would
need to belpalanqgd.
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The 'Department of the Treasury's Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobabco and Firearms should reevaluate the metric sizes se-
lected for distilled spirits. The 200 - milliliter and the
1.75-liter sizes selected for distilled spirits do not provide
consumers ease of price comparisons. It was in these sizes
that the highest price increases occurred when Metrication
took place. 'Similar price increases'occurred in metric wine
sizes where significant size changes occurred.

. -

During-the-periods we observed,. producers generally con-
verted first to smaller-size bottles. Both the price and the
contents of the bottles were reduced. .However,' the reductions.
were not proportionate, resulting in unit price increases.
Producers,have deferred making conversions to larger metric'
sizes. Wines and distilled spirits that were converted to -

metric sizes experienced unit price.increses greater than
for those that did not convert.

. .

vighile the impaCt of the wine and distilled spirits con-
versions on consumer prices has been largely detrimental so
.far, it remains to be seen:whether. the practice of increasing
prices of converted prodUcte continues_ through the'rest of
the conversion periods.

dh
The Buread and the wine and distille spirits Industries,

in carrying outthe firstCOMplete national metric:conversion,
of.a consumer product, had a unique responsibility.to ade-.
.quatelY inform consumers of the changes,. The industries re-
quested the BUreau's.approval to convert to Metric sizes, and
the:Bureau gave its consent. These or ani,zations have not
adeqUately advised.consumers about the size changes being
made.

As a Government agency responsible to the public; the
Bureau should: have ensured' that Its actions protected :the
public interest. Becadee it did not do this, consumer's were
not adequately served. The Bureau should expand its public
awareness program to better inform Consumers about ther,size
changes being made.

The wine conversion caused recordkeeping problems. Re-
cordkeeping problems also should probably be expected for
,other products during any transition period'from the use of
customary to Metric sizes, and eventually the need will. arise
to decide whether to make metric the predominant measuretent
system. for the wine industry, recordkeeping problems caused
by the conversion could'be alleviated if the Bureau's tax and
reporting requireMents were also converted to metric.
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY.

In view of°the difficulties in converting the wine
industry's records into customary 'units for the' purpose of
determining Federal tax liabilities and the likelihood that -)

similar problems will occur in the distilled _spirits industry,
we recommend that when appropriate the Secretary request that
the Congress amend the Internal Re -venue Code to tax wines and
;distilled spirits on the basis of metric quantities.

To ease the wine and distilled spirits industries' re-
'cordkeeping burden, the Secretary should review the Bureau's
statistical reporting requirements and convert them to met-
ric when appropriate.

The Secretary should also expand. its public awareness
program to better inform consumers about the size and price.
changes being made to wines and distilled spirits.

TheSecretary should require the Director, Bpreau of
\e.sphol, Tobacco and Firearms, to reevaluate the metric-
container sizes adopted for distilled spirits. Specific con-
sideration should be given to replacing the 1.75-liter and
the 200-milliliter sizes for distilled spirits with sizes
which would facilitate' price comparisons conlistent with
consumer needs.

AGENCY, COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION

On July 6, 1978, we met with Department officials regard-
ing our proposed recommendations. They agreed that eventually
wine and distilled spirits tax bases will need to be,conve;ted
to metric, but they believed there is no immediate need to re-
vise the Internal Revenue Code. They pointed out tha4t, although
wines and distilled spirits are sold in'metric size containers
and tax collections are based on gallons, the Department has
not experienced any additional difficulties in,collecting tax'
revenues. Furthermore, they believed that although the-wine
and distilled spirits industries maybe experiencing some in-r
conveniences in converting between the two systems, their
problems are probably not too difficult to handle.

Department officials geperally agreed that the'statisti-
cal reporting requirements should be converted fo-metric when
appropriate. They believed that converting reports/to metric
is feasible over time.

Recordkeeping,by the industry and 'the GovernMent is re-
lated to the tax rate imposed through the Internal Revenue

, ,
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Code. As long, as differences exist, there will be need, to
convertAetween the two systems. We believe the DepartMent
shoulcWiafter considering its needs and the problems of the
wine anistilred spirits industrieS, request that the Con-
gress amend the Internal Revenue Code to tax wines and dis,7

'tilled spirits on the basis of metric. quantities when such
.change would be to the advantage of those involved.' %,

The oflicials agreed with our recommendation about the
need to expand the Department's public awareness programs con-
cerning the size and price changes that.have occurred. The
Department plans to look into ways to expand its public aware-
ness activities.

Department officials, however, were concerned about bhe
impact of our recommendation that a reevaluation be made of
the 200-milliliter and 1.75 -liter sizes used for distilled
spirits. They believed it would be difficult to change the
regulations. concerning the metric sizes used and the industry
would-Oppose further changes. They believed also that an ex-;
panded public awareness program would help alleviate the prob-'
lems consumers may have..

One of the objectives sought by converting to metric
sizes was.to provide consumers with sizes which would allOw
easier value comparisons to.be made. However, the 2007.
milliliter and 1.75-liter sizes do not permit this ease of
value Oomparison. lIn fact, these. sizes make value compari-'
.sons more difficult than some of.the customary sizes that
were in 'use beforeAhe conversion. While an expanded public.
awarenest program May alert consumers to existing pioblems an&A
attempt to aid them in. makingyalue comparisons, the_present°
difficulties will continue because the sizes .are not all
multiples of one another or in size series which provide for
;ease of comparisons.
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CHAPTER /7

GENERAL,PUBLIC,AND..CONSUMER PRODUCTS WILL BE AFFECTED

Consumer reaction to metrication-is a major force in
determining whether conversion can be successful. Recent
experiences in Australia, Canada, and the Unied'Kingdom have
shdwn that conversion of 'some consumer. products is not
handled.properlY, adverse consumer reaction will result. Yet,
these countries have reported that when consumers view metri-
cation as not -being harmful to their interests, conversion
becomes ia,"non-event."

-Many consumers in the Ur-lilted States are probably unaware
of the changes already made. 1 As conversions are made, consum-
ers must be kept fully informed of what is taking place, why
thedbanges are being-made, who benefits, who pays,, and how
it will' affect them.

Metrication would have an impact on consumers in many
and varied ways. It is atrade-off,of possible benefits and
.improvements versus the risk of no benefits and inconveniences
and costs.

Consumer benefits are not automatic.. Changin.o metric
does not necessarily reduce the number of package sizes or
make the sizes.used'More4vnderstandable_to consumers.. Without
proper planning, consumer benefits may not be.obtained. -In
fact, it is possible that some of the benefits consumers.. have
obtained over the'years, such asp the availability of certain
products in easily' understandable package sizes that faci4i-
tate price comparisons between sizes, could be-lost in the.
conversion process.

Conversion to the metric system would involve a lot more
than learning new words to deedribe measurements. It would
involVechanginq'the sizes of many of the items we use:in our
.everyday lives, such as converting soft drinks from quarts to
litert,an increase of about 6 percent. Many metric product
sizes may not be'too.different from thoee.consumets are now
accustomed to, but consumers would need to learn how much each
new measure is, how, to relate the new sizes to the ones they
now. use, and hoW to determine which produCt sizes' represent
the good value..

Conversion to the metric system would have an impact on
many activities in the,day-to-day lives,of consumers. Listed
bel'ow; are-sbme of the changes that could.occu if'the metric
.system became the predominant measurement. system.
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-Milk and other beverages now sold in pints, quarts,
1/2 gallons, and gallons could be sold in 500 -
milliliter, liter, 2-liter, and 4-liter quantities,
amounts which are about 6 percent larger than those
currently in use.

--Clothing labels that now show sizes in inches and nu-
merical size codes might show critical body measure- .

ments in centimeters.

- -Meats and other products now sold by the ounce and
.pound would be sold by the gram and kilogram. There-
are about-28 grams in an ounce and 1,000 grams in a

- kilogram.

-Tr.avel distances would be measured by kilometers rather
than miles, and driving speeds would be, measured in
kilometers per hour rather than miles per hour.. There
-are about 1.6kilometers in a mile.

Fuel economy might be described in liters per 100 kilo-
meters rather than miles per gallon.

- -Sporting events now measured by the foot and yard would
be measured by the meter. A meter is'about 10 pertent
longer than a yard.

- -Carpets now sold by the square yard would be sold by
the square meter. Cqnsumers would need to learn that
a square meter is about 20 percent lager than a square

-

-=Thermometers and thermostats would show temperatures
in degrees Celsius instead of Fahrenheit. People would'
need to learn that'a day with a 20-degree temperature

,-is very pleasant and that water freezes at 0 degrees
Celsius.

=-Persons on diets would count their food intake in .

joules instead of calories. Each calorie is about 4b2
joules.

Certain tools, such as wrenches and measuring devices,
would need to show metric'quantities. -But customary
tools would be needed on old items until they wear out.

--Cooks would- prepare food using recipes with metric
terms. New measuring devices would be needed. The
cup would become a 250-Milli1iter measurg.
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,--Fabric would be sold in meter lengths instead of by
the yard, and the widths would be described in centi-
meters instead of inches.

In carrying °lit our study, we discussed metrication with
officials at grocery products, clothing, -and .container indus-
try associations; retail stores; grocery products, clothing,
and container manufacturing companies; and government agen-
cies. We also di cussed the impact of metrication with repre-.

sentatives involvhd with sports. We h9d'a public opinion
polling,service conduct a poll, and we sent questionnaires
to large companies in the food industry. Pertinent documents
were also reviewed.

CONSUMER VIEWS--LITTLE UNDERSTANDING
OF THE METRIC SYST;M t

4

We had.the:Opitlion Research Corporation, a public opinion
polling service,, conduct a survey'of a representative sample.
of the adult population Living in the United States to deter-
mine consumer views on th metric system. Opinion Research
interviewed 2,109 men and women, 18 years of age and over,
living in private households in the continental United States.

The persons interviewed represented 42 percent of the
persons Opinipn-Research attempted to contact. Opinion Re- .

search comPensated for not being able to contact everyone by
using. weighting. techniques which it believed permits using the
survey as representative of the entire U.S. adult population.
Interviews for the survey were conducted between July 9, and
August 8, 1977.

The survey.showed that

--fewer than one person in five was aware of our national
policy,

--more persons believed the Federal Government was doing
more to increase the use of the metric system than any
other group, -

* t

--few persons had sufficient understanding of common
metric terms', and

- -over half the ,persons were opposed to metric conversion
and almost half believed they would not benefit if the
United States converts.
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Few persons were aware of actions
taken by,the Federal Government

Few persons were are that the Federal Government had
passed a law encouraging a voluntary conversion to the met-
ric system. Opinion Research asked what each person thought.
the Federal Government had done about the metric system. The
overall responses were as follows.

Response

Passed a law requiring the United States
to convert to the metric system in the'
,near future 23

Passed a )aw encouraginq voluntary conver-
sion,tothe metric system in the near.
future 18

Passed a law prohibiting U.S. conversion
to the metric system 2

Hasn't passed any law one way or another
about themetric system op27

fi

Don't know 4 30

Percent -*

P

Total 100

Further analysis of the/overall responses showed that
awareness that the current-federal position is to encourage
conversion on a voluntary basis was highest (32 percent)
among male adults between ages 18iand 29. Among-respondents
who had an executive, professional, or managerial occupation,
32 peicent believed that a law had been passed requiring the
United States to convert to the metric system. This indicates
that persons in the more influential job positionb might take
'actions to move the Nation toward conversion simply becaUse
they believe it is required. Awareness of what the Governmen
has done was lower among persons who are order, have lower
incomes, live: in the Sjouth, or are nonwhite.

Views differ on who is encouraging
increased use of the metric system

As shown in the diagram below, more persons- (26percent)
believed that the Federal Government was doing more toxin-
crease metrication in the United States than business,t.unions,

J
educators, foreign businesses and governments, and con umer
groups. The announcement by the Federal Highway Admi O tra-
tion before the survey that it planned to have highway speed
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signs converted to metric by theend of 1978.and the
subsequent withdrawal of that proposal (ee ch. 10) may have,
contributed to'this response.
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Few persons were familiar with metric terms

Few persons had. sufficient understanding of the terms
meter, liter, gram, and degree Celsius--terms that .would be
in common use in, a metric society--to identify their approxi-
mate values. Opinion Research asked each person the following
questions to determine the'amount of public understanding of
common metric terms.

--If you purchased a liter of milk, would you receive
about 'a glassful,. pint, quart,-half gallon, gallon,
or don't you know?

.--If the temperature outside is 20 degrees Celsius, would
the weather be cold, requiring you'to wear a heavy
coat; be chilly requiring you to wear a light jacket;
be comfortable, so that you would not have to wear any
outer garment; be,hot, good for swimming; or don't you
know?

7-If you purchased 500 grams of luncheon meat, would you
receive about 1j4 pound, 1/2 pound, 3/4 pound, 1 pound,
2 poundsrbr don't you know?
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.--If you purchased a meter of cloth, would'you receive
about 1 inch, 6 inches, 1 foot, 1 yard, or don't you

'know?

.'The Correct responses to these questions were-

- -a liter of milk is about e quart,

was

temperature. of 20.degrees Celsius would be comfort 7
able so that a person would not have towear any
outer garment,

gram96 of luncheon meat is about 1 pound, and

:7-a Meter-of cloth.is about 1 vard.

The number of correct responses to the above questions
as follOWs.

Number questions
answered correctly

Percent of
responses

All four 4

Three 12

Two

One

0

None

19

50

Total 100

More persons responded that they did not know the answer than
any of the other responses. However, among the persons who
gave answers, overall more gave the correct answers than in-'
correct answers, as follows.

Percent response given
Measurement term . Correct Incorrect
asked about Don't know answer answer

...

Liter

Agee Celsius

Gram

Meter

47 32 21

49 24 27,

67 12 21

54 37 9
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/ Opinion Research's survey showed that-men between the
ageg of 18 ,,

and 29;'collegegraduatea heads of househOlds who
we ¢e in an executive,. managerin,. or profesSional. bccupation;
-persons whose annual income was $25,000 or:more; and persons
who had lived in a foreign country that used the metric system
ad a better knowledge of the common terms than other people

/P

//

/did. Among women-, those who were employed had a higher metric
)'/ awareness than housewives. ,

LOweat awareness-of the common metric terms occurred'
among persons who lived- in the Sodthwere older, and were
nonwhite.

Views on common items.that would change
if metric conversion occurs

'Awareness of several'items that would or would not change
was higher than for the understanding of specific measurement,
.terms. We asked each person if:the following common items--
recipes, clothing sizes, wrenchestelephone numbers, and
beirerage container sizes--would be changed:if the United.
'States converts to the metric system.

Over one-foUr.th of the persons did not knoti.r.whether any
items, would change, but among the 74 percent that responded,
most were aware of what would happen to these items. Awareness
was higher by men than women as shown in-the following diagram.
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It may be that awareness of changes in beverage container
sizes was higher because of the conversions thit have been
made in the soft drink, wine, and distilled spirits industries
(see ch. 26).: Low.awareness of changes tcl possible clothing

sizes may be due to the fact that few clothes show metric mea-
surements on the labels and many. clothing labels, particularly
those for women's and children's clothing show numerical size
codes rather than measurements.-

40
A majority -o posed converting
to the metr system

Fifty-eight percent of the persons interviewed were op-

posed to the United States converting to the metric system;
43 percent described .themserves as being strongly opposed to

converting. Twenty-eight percent.'said they favored conver-

sion, and 14 percent did not voice an opinion.

Support and opposition on converting varied by age

groups. Support diminished and opposition increased in. older

age groups as shown below.

Views on con-
g to the
c system 18

Support

Oppose

No opinion

Total

$

Ages

9

60 and
0 to 44 45 to- 59 above Overall

(percent)

41 31 20 ----I-4 28

46 58 66 64 58,

13 11 14 -22 14

100 . 100 100 100 100

But, while support diminishes in older age groups, it

increases with the education level. Support was highest
among college graduates'- -55 percent favored converting. :-But
among persons with a high school education or less, 65 percent
were opposed to converting.

_ ,



Vi.eWs on c 0 Educational level
verting 'to the Less t an High schoo Some Co ege
metric. system high school graduate college graduate

(percent)

Support 10T 26
. ,

46 55

Oppose. 67 .'63 45 38

No opinion 23 11. 9 :7

Total 100 100 100 100 :

Views on metric conversion varied by the occupation of
the head of the4household. Persons in job's with higher skill
requirements favored conversion to a much greater extent than
those with lower skill jobs or who were retired.

Occupation of head of household
Views on con- 'ETJCailye, -, -Blue'collar

verting to the professional, White
. ,,Semi-.

metric system or managerial collar. Skilled -unikilled Retired

Support

Oppose

No opinion

Total

(percent)

46 38 27. 17 15

-47 52 6? 64 64

7 10 li 19 21

100 100 , 100 100 100

Almost half the persons interviewed believed they would
not benefit by the United States converting to the metric
system.. Also, half the persons believed that converting would

.cost them money. Persons' views on whether they would benefit
or not were as folloWs.



BENEFIT AT SOME COST

BENEFIT AT NO
COST

NO'OPINION

NO BENEFIT
:AND NO COST0.

ND BENEFIT,
.

).

BUT COST MONEY

Otherpolls show public o*Positison.
to converting ',to' the metr.iosyStem

1:

Other polling organizatond.have also condo ed polls on -

the public's views toward the metric 'system.,' R..ese

generally found thdt more people oppose than suppOrtconvert-
ing to the metric system.

Por example, in November 1977 theGallUp Organization
Inc., reported that public-awareness of the metric sySteM ad

increased during 'recen't years but thatI§Upport:for cOnvert ng,
had decreased during 1977. GallUp reported, in November 197
that'74 perdent of the Oublicwas'aware of the metric syste
existence. In 1965, when Gallup first asked the public. about

the metric syStem, only-29 percent were aware of it.. By 1971:
the amount had grown to 44 percent; by 1973, 54 percentv and'
'by January 1977; 74 percent.

,

'

In 1973 Gallup found that 16 percent of the oublia
supported conversion, a n January 1977 it found that 29

percent of the public s reed conversion. However, in
November 1977 Gallup re' ted that this support had dropped
to'24 percent.

4,



.
GROtERY PRODUCTS--FtW CONVERSIONS,
Bt1T SOME PLANS

A I

About 40 percent of' the.labels on prepackaged grocery
products shdw metric eqdivalents; that is, they show both. the
Customary quantities, Such as 1 pound, and the metric .quanti-
ty, such as 454 grams.. Qne prpducer told us the practice
began over 10 years ago because the labels :for exported items
were changed to show metric quantities. The .piactice) has in-
creased during recent years so that it is' now- a common prac-
tice to show metric equivalents .even though the product is not
exported: We did not ddentify any consumer ;eaption .t9 the
inclusion of metric equivalents on grbaly product. packages,.

Very few products other thaw' beverages '( see 26); h6ve
been conVerted 'into -round metric quantities, such as,1 liter
or 1 kilogram. The grocery products industry 'saw few benefiets
In changing container size's has been reluctant to make.
c,hanges 'because Of:labelng requirements in the Tair,,gackaging
and. Labeling 'Act; and the industry feared there woalsila'e ad-

-.

verse consumer reaction.

There, appears .to e° no incentive for the grocery products ,

industry, to convert 1 products AO. metric sizes. Several
major producers in bbe industry; however ,-have looke i,nto it
-because they view metrication: as inevitable. Also, 'several
industry 'trade associations have conducted studies on metnca-n
tion.. k :

I

SOMC consumer advOca'tes view conversion of food and other
products4sold in grocery stores' as prolriding an opportunity
for, establishing size hat will-make pr ice. comparisons
easier. Some believ that 'thetr cc terms will, be more 'easily ,

understandable to. c nsamers Seciuse they are based .on a decimg1
system. ;

Whether the objective sought by consumer advocates can
be achifeved win .depen& coo (1) producers. ability .to change
the container sizeS,t (2)l their willingneV8 to abandon tradi-

% tional sizes and marketing-- teFhniquesi, (3) their. costs, (4)
government r equirtments,-od (5) pressure received from Gov-
-erinment agencies and consumers to-make changes.-

Packaging affects; 'version! flexibility ,

Converting to r tional package sizes appears u attain=
able for many prod'ac s because some containers use for ,gro-eery products cannot be easily changed. For exam e, 'cans
are used for many 'prod,uctsi.i Some standard ,can ze4 Aare .used
for more than one product. The weights of the contents 'vary

. e
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becauseof the different-densities of items placed in the

cans. .),tr -

At our request, theCanjignufacturers Institute, a trade
'
association of 56 metal can manufacturing companies that make'

'90 percent 'of the domestic cans, surveyed its membersKip about
their views on converting to the, metric.system. 'Twenty Com--;

panies responded. -

di "'Althgugh the n ber responding was not significant enough
to provide a basis, on which to estimate the views of the en-

ti.r.e can manufactOing industry, we believe the responses, pro-
vide an icati' of'how metric conversion, would affect the/0,

:industry.pWell o basis on which to judge thvextent to
which th -view .those who responded.diffemed from other
produce' it./ 6"industry.

)
I .

ahies believed that changing to the metric sys-
ble, eight thought converfing,Was not desirable,
;that it might be desirable. Companies tit
advantages: '

,
s

- -Ease in arithmetic determinations.

- -If fewer sizes are required, there potentially may be
a,lower-per-item cost' to the.consumer due to longer
production runs and fewer' inventory items.

- -Greatest advahtage noted would kit: to facilitate par-
ticipation in sorld markets.

-9

?c

--Easier product comparisbn by the bonsumer;

The companies cited the following disadvantages:

-OverwhelMing cost with no corresponding increase in
profit. , ,,'

--The writeoff of usable supplies and tooling.
.

y--Retraining cost and employee /customer .acceptance.

7: ?Eghte'en companies believed that conversion was inevit

4

-

able One said that conversion was not inevitable, and one
salCithat conversion may .be inevitable.

,:_roSt companies (13) favored voluntary conversion to the
Mptric .system as currently provided in the Metric Conversion
Amt of 1975. But five favoredsa mandatory conversion, one.

)37
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_thcught it totally unneCessaty to Convert, and one was
' undecide& on whether conversion should be mandatory or volun-
tary; ..

_.The. companies anticipated that products_hiStorically sold
in tound'cuttOmary units .Would:be converte& to round metric
quantities..' For example, cans of coffee have historicallybeen old by the pound. These cans would .be hard: converted
to 5,00 graMs-7anincrease of about 10 percent.---

Companies. anticipated that 'can sizes. will not be changed
for products, such as most fruits, 'vegetables, and liquid.
drinks, whith have historically been sold by the can. Fol
example, cans of corn -(normally:16-1/2 ounces), peaches (ap-

-, proximately' 18 .ounces ); or large fruit. drinks (46 ounces)
would not be changed The companies bel ieved that because
the_ p'roductt: are not sold..in,woUnd customary units there is ,

no jUstification for °attempting to convert them to round met -
ric -UnitS. -Further, because prOduct:densities frequently varyfrom packer to packer or from one vegetable -to another therewould be no way to develop container sizes that would hold a
round metric product amount _without vastly increasing the
number of metal container. package sizes.

. _

'Companies believed that:charOes in. can heights would be
;easier to make than in the .diameters because costs would be
lower.. -. In making Metric conversions in Canada, food producers
,did not anticipate changing can sizes when the costs: would. be
too ;high

Mgpy glaSS jais are specifically developed for individual
prOductis. New glass molds are required from time to time If
required to convert, metric glaSs molds. could be built as cps-
tomaey!molAS wear_ out to minimize .wasteHowever, coordina7
tion'alnong produters needing .glass molds would be necessary to
prevent strains on the glass industry's mold making capacity..

..
.

Canada we were told that conversions -of dry cereal
produc:s were limited hedelie the cereal industry found- it
would lo,&.much less costly to convert if it did not have to.
Chang& the sizes of Ahe bOxet: "Conversion was accomplished
'by changing the amount ofHcereal placpd in the boxes to met-
ric.quantities in 25 -gram increments. But, it was not always
possible to develop package size series that consumers could
easily use to make price domparisons.. We were told by the
Cereal Institute that no cereals sold, in ..the United. States
have been Converted to round metric quantities.
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Major food' producers' vfws on metrication

Of the large corporations we sent questionnaires to (see
ch. 5)469 'were listed as being in the food industry. We
received:usable responses from 4`T of them.

4

Most of them appeared to understand the current national
policy, believed petric.conversion is inevitable, and suppor-
ted metric conversion even though they believed that for their
industry the disadvantages outweiliihed the advantages. They
had made few plans to convert. Food coAporations appeared not

very measurement sensitive,rand most said they could convert
in a reasonable time,frame.

Sixty-six percent of the corporations were aware that the
current national policy is for Federal coordination and plan-
ning voluntary conversion to the metric system. But, 13 per-
cent believed, that conversion was mandatory. The others be-
lieved there.was no national policy and no'provision for con-
verting or replied that they did not know what the national

policy is.

Although
conversion to

most corporations. in the' foodindustry supported
the metric system stipport was not strong.

'

STRONGLY OPPOSE

SOMEWHAT
OPPOSE

NO BASIS
TOJUDGB

STRONGLY #
SUPPORT
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Most believed conversion was inevitable'

Almost 80.percent of the corporations also believed it
was inevitable that the food industry would convert to the
metric system. .Their responses to the question, "Does your
company. believe that conversion to the metric systeM is ill
evitable for. your industry?" were as follows.

DEFINITELY NO
UNDECIDED

a

N

We subsequently asked the corporations that believed con-version was inevitable why they belieyed this was true. Amongthe reasons givenxere:

--Growing participation in world mark s makes it impor-
tanetoouse a- common measurement language.

--The metric system is easier/ to ilsei'and support will
grow for 'its use because of the benefits,bf simplicity,
accuracy, and standardization.

.--TechnolOgy in the food -industry7-use of computeriZed
.checkout counters and inventory controls, unit pric-ing, and nutritional labeling--,is facilitated by useof units expressed metrically.

--The dual labeling (showing of both customaryquanti-ties and their metric equivalents), which has,occurred
in the food industry, is :a recognition of the inevit-ability of converting.
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--Society cannot successfully use two measurement
systems. It 'is logical for the United States to use

the metric system because the world will not adopt.

Ours.

--The Government has provided for eqotablishment ofa U.S.

°Metric-Board. Events in. Canada indicate that once a
Board ,is established, conversion timetables will be

estOlished.

Metricatton would mot increase exports

Metrication was not expected t6 increase the exports of

98 percent of the companies. They considered having compet-

itive pric , high quality pro ucts, and a good reputation

and reliability the most impo nt factors in promoting

their exports. But9 percent f the corporations believed
that importS to the United States by their overseas com-
petitors would increase slightly if the United States con=

vented to metric.

The..measurement 'system used was not considered a signifi

cant factor in influencing industry exports. Whether products

are in customary or metric measure seemed to have little bear-

ing on industry views toward exports.

Disadvantages outweigh advantages

Most were of the opinion that individually the disadvan-

tages of converting to the metric system outweighed' the ad-

vantages. Yet, they believed that for the United States

overS11, advantages would'outweigh the disadvantages. Their

responses on the advantages. of converting to the metric sys-

-tem versus the disadvantages were as follows.

41.
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Perceived impact

Advantages significantly
outweigh disadvantages

Advantages slightly
outweigh disadvantages

Advantages about equal
disadvantages

Disadvantages slightly
outweigh advantages

Percent
For the For the

corporation U.S.

15

26

34

Disadvantages significantly
outweigh advantages 26 8

No basis to judge 6 13

Total 100 100 A

Sixty-two percent of the corporations believed converting to metric would have little' or no impact on their productprices. Twenty-eight percent expected some increases in prod-uct prices. Only "2 percent (1 respondent) believed that major
price increases would occur. Four percent (two iespondents)
said they had no basis to judge the impact on-prices.

Moit respondents believed the princiPal role of the Fed-
eral Government should be to coordinate conversion activitiesand counsel and advise interested parties.

Fifty-two percent of the companies believed it would takebetween 5 and 10 years for them to convert to the metric sys-tem. Most.companies believed that if the United State-S con-verts to the metric system, the conversion dates.should be
established by industry associations and individual firms.

Food recipes

Metrication will mean developing new food'recipes. Peo-ple who cook will have to learn new terms. It is.not'expected
that food ingredients will need to be weighed when cooking
with metric recipes.

Some new measuring utensils will be, needed at a cost of
several dollars in order to use metric recipes; however, therewould' be no need to purchase new pots, pans, appliances,



cookie sheets, and many other items. If conversion occurs,
all items will eventually show metric quantities.

Continued use of old measuring devices and recipes is
expected to be encouraged. Because recipes cannot be easily
soft 'converted, it is expected that many pexsons will continue

to use customary recipes fOr many years. Experts say that
before recipes can be converted, they need to be retested be-
cause the" soft conversions of some, customary quantities do not
appear on metric measuring devices. Metric recipes will con-
tain slight variations of existing contents.

It can be expected that a certain amount of confusion
may occur if metric recipes are introduced. To use these,
recipes, cooks would 'need to learn to measure.liquid and dry
ingredients.by the milliliter instead of by the cup or .frac-
tions of a cup. They would also need to understand Celsius
temperatures and-how to convert temperatures if their ovens
are not metric.

Cooraination between food producers and eipipe develop-
ers. would be needed. Some food products, su as packages of
yeast and chocolate_ squares, are made in qua ties usable in
recipes. Some recipes require use of comma,. used quantities
of pioducts, such as a stick of butter (1/4 d). % persons

would" need to learn to make adjustments if acant changes
are made to package quantities they are fami iph.

COnverting to metric recipes would not make food taste
better. However, some home economists claim that metric iec-r
ipes would ,beeasier for cooks to use because fractions are
eliminated.

Unit pricing would still be needed

Unit pricihg, a consumer service first offered in super-
,

'markets over 5 years ago, is a method of pricing products'
that lets consumers compare product prices in common units,
such as pounds, ounces, quarts, or pints. A glance at a unit
price,, display. usually located directly under each food product
display, can show a consumer which size is the more economical
buy, regardless of the variety of sizes_on the shelves.

Unit pricing enables consumers to compare prices without
having to make complicated mathematical-calculations. Studies
have shown that if presented effectivelY, unit pricing can
significantIy'redute price comparison errors by consumers..
The unit pricing,labels shown on the foflowing page, provide
an example of the comparisons consumers can make.
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Comparison
measure

Price
per unit
use to
compare
prices

The retail
price
Ydo Pay

Brand and
name of
item

UNIT YOU PAY
PRICE

425 85 (I
Brand X

sA
mm

le' 21690 -12T7

Weight
of item

The larger size-
2 lb. jar is the best buy:

UNIT
PRICE

653t
T.,

YOU PAY

490
Brand Y

21670 24
um
-

UNIT
PRICE

425t
Km
U3 oo

YOU PAY

85(
Brand X

21690
W

-

CormareonNalm
To compare costs of a product in different sizes or
brands, just look at the price on the unit price side
of the label then compare that unit price. Number of
against another, checking price per measure,Commodity packages

code per case brand to brand, size to size.

Nine States haVe unit pricing regulations. Some cities,
suchas Chicago, also require unit pricing. There are no

Federal laws or regulations. concerning unit pricing.

Where unit pricing,is used, consumers can compare

- -price per pound for items, such as rice, which are
sold by weight;

--price per clUart for items, such as juice, which are
sold by liquid measure;

--price per 100 count for items, such as napkins, which
are sold by number; and

--price per 100 square feet for items, such as akuminum
foil, which aee sold by. length._.

,MetrcConversion will not end the'need for unit pricing
in supermarkets. Even if metric size series are selecte atmake price comparisons easy for consumers, not all product1s
will be Converted to' these sizes. There will still be.prod-.
ucts, such as those sold in cans, which may not be easily
converted into quantities different or more understandable
than those currently in use.
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Conversion to metric would require the. establishment of
new units of comparison. In Canada, for example, items sold
in units of volume now use 100 milliliters as the metric unit
of comparison. For items sold by weight, the unit cif compari-
son is 100 grams. Some bulk sale items, such as sugar, flour,
and dry pet foods, are unit priced by the kilogram. Ufiit

pricing was also revised to use the square meter as the unit
of comparison for items such ask aluminum foil, the meter for
paper towels, and the Liter for powdered laundry detergents
and large packages of ice cream. .

Care would reed to be taken to ensure that stores do)sip
intermingle customary and metric units of comparison.
Canada certain supermarkets converted the unit price labels
for indivi ual products at the time the products themselves
,were owe ted. This resulted in some products in a store
having uni price labels in customary units, while other pro-
ducts had their unit price labels in metric units. When this
'happened, consumers were not only faced with new and different
package sizes and measurement terms on package labels, but
could not use unit pricing to determine which products were
of better value.

Conversion could be used
to improve 2ackage sizes

Under the Fair Packaging and Labeling,Act (80 Stat. 1296,
15 U.S.C. 1451), the National Bureau of Standards has,estab-
lished 50 voluntary package quantity stand4rds 1/ for foods
and other consumer products. These standatds may have helped
to>reduce the number of product sizes in the marketplace.
dowever, more improvement is needed. Metric conversion could

`beuused as an opportunity to make desirable changes.
__-

Under the act, NBS is to determine whether the reasonable
ability of consumers to make value comparisons of packaged
consumer commodities is impaired by the undue proliferation
of the weights, measures, or guantirties in which the commodi-
ties are offered for sale at the retail level.

NBS is responsible for eliminating undue proliferation
of package sizes. TO accomplish this, voluntaty product and
package quantity standards have been developed. The Secretary.
of Commerce may recommend to the Congress th#t regulatory au-
thority be legislated when industry members do not participate

1/Standards are criteria establilled by Government or indus-
try bodies to provide rules or measures of quantity), qual-
ity, weight, extent, or value on products or services.
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in developing voluntary product standards or they do not
adhere to the voluntary standards that have been developed.

NBS is'also to promote nationwide uniformity in the la-
beling.of consumer products to facilitate the exercise of good
judgment by consumers in the marketplace. Ithas requirements,
that producers must follow when labeling their products.

0

A large number of sizes are still permitted for many
products which do not always provide consumers ease of price
comparisons. Also, producers ,do not always complyiwith the
voluntary size recommended. NBS has never recommended that
the Congress legislate sizes for products that do not adhere
to the sizes that have been established.

Metrication could be used as an opportunity to further
improve the current package sizes by converting products into
logical size series that would make price comparisons easy
between sizes and between various manufacturers' products.
Whether improvements would be realized is largely dependent
on industry Willingness and abilitypeto adjust package sizes,
Cooperation wouldbe needed between the industries involved,
and the Federal and State government agencies that regulate
package sizes.

For example, NBS would need to amend the voluntary size
standards that are used for items such as toothpaste, frozen
vegetables, soft drinks, and soaps. But States would need to
amend the size requirements for items such as milk and beer.

Metrication, however, is not essential to achieve ra-
tional package sizing. Rational package sizes can be estab-
lished using customary quantities. Products, such as flour,
bread, and butter, are sold in many States in rational sizes
established by. State laws and regulations.

If package sizes are converted to metric sizes where ra-
tional sizes are not now in use, the changes should be used
to benefit consumers and the industries involved. For ex-
ample, NBS has established a voluntary size standard for
toothpaste. Under the standard-,'producers should be using
five customary sizes--1.5 F 3,3 5, 7, and,9 ounces: According
to NBS; toothpaste was sold in 57 sizes before the size stand--
ard was established in April 1971.

A limited, 1973NBS survey showed that 13 sizes were being
sold. At one supermarket in the Washington, D.C., area we
observed in August 1977 that toothpaste was being sold'in 10
sizes. Only three of the standard sizes were among them. 'At/
another supermarket we observed in November 1977 that tooth
paste was being sold in the 5 standard sizes pills 13 others--
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2.1, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8,1,,. 4.25, 4.3, 4.5, 4.6, 6.0, 6.4, 6.5,

and 8.2 ounces. In the absence of unit pricing, it could
still be difficult for 'consumers to make price comparisons
between many of the sizes available for sale. '

The 5 standard,tobthpaste sizes established by NBS, if
used, would represent an improvement over 'the 57 sizes that
were used before. But the standard sizes established by

- NBS do not make price comparisohs as easy as if the sizes
were in multiples of one another or in a numbering. series
which can easily be compared with one another. Furthermore,,

in view of the large number of sizes still in use and the odd
weights in which toothpaste is being sold, industry compliance
with the standard cannot be considered a total success.

NBS has not been totally suCcessful in establishing pack-
age sizes for toothpaste and obtaining industry compliance
with the voluntary size standard. Would it be any more suc-
cessful with metric sizes?

The Fair Packaging and Labeling Act requires that prod-
uct labels show content weights in customary measurements.
Use of metric terms, while widespread, is optional, provided
that customary, terms are also shown..

If a conversion of grocery products is to be made, the
Fair Packaging and Labeling Act will need to be amended -4--

provide for labeling in metric'quantities, and new size
standards will need to be developed.

CLOTHING AND PATTERNS--HOPES FOR BENEFITS.

The clothing industry is in the early stages of convert-
ing its products to metric. We did not identify any clothing
being manufactured in metric sizes, but:

--At least three clothing producers have begun to-show
metric equivalents onsome clothing labels.

--A trade association of clothing manufacturers made an
' extensive study of the impact of metrication. It con-
cluded that metrication offers the industry a once in
a lifetime opportunity to. develop more uniform and
rational garmeht sizes, size intervals, and size num-
bering systems shown on clothing labels. It also con-
cluded that Government aid would be needed to,study
human body measurements so that new clhing size
standards can be developed.

--A trade association of retailers that sills clothing
through the mails also favors converting clothing
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-sizes to metftt and has begun work within the industry
to prepare for a changeover.

--The clothing pattern industry has been showihg metric
equivalent on the patterns'used in home sewi g si ce

.1971. The ractice began because of the metrid.dcin-
version bein made in the United Kingdom. Patterns

'designed in the United Statesare also sold in Austra-
lia, Canada, several European countries, South Africa,
and New Zealand. The patterns.sold in the United
States shoVhstructions in several languages and in
both customary and metric measurements.

. , .

No changes have yet been made to the sizes used for
clothing or. patterns. The clothing that has metric labels
and.the patterns that show metric measurements are still de-
signed and manufactured in customary measurements. The metric
measurements are all conversions to the nearest metric equiva-

. lents. ,

J
.

.

Voluntary clothing size,standards for wOmen.'s and chil-
dren's clothing were developed by NBS in cooperation with the
clothing. industry.. No Government clothing standards have been
dev'eloped for men's clothihg.

.

The standards for women's and children's clothing are
based largely,on body measurement studies that were made dur-
ing.the late 1930s. The data is believed to be' out-of-date
and not useful for continued use in clothing size standards.

We were told that body shapes are continually changing.
Persons are taller and slimmer than they were during the 1930s
whenthe last comprehensive study was made. Today's emphasis
on appearing youthful and maintaining a trim look have an im-
pact on the size and shape'of body measurements and therefore
on clothing size needs.

The studies made during the 1930s included data only
on white children and female adults. The clothing. industry
believed it needs data representative of all persons in the
population to develop clothing standards that would meet the
NatiOn's needs. -t

ti

The clothing industry believes'that a new body measure-
ment study should be made regardless of whether it metricates
-because the existing size standards need to be updated. How-
ever, several major clothing producers have concluded that it
will not be possible to convert tometric clothing sizes with-
out a new body measurement study because sufficient informa-
tion on body measurements is not currently available. In a
test made to try to convert to metric sizes, several clothing
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producers found, it impossible to make clothing in metric size
intervals using existing data and clothing sizing techniques.

The, clothing and pattern industries believe that the
GOvernment shouldConduct a new body measurement study. The
clothing industry is.comprised of many firms7,,_. It believed
there would be -no reasonable'way to get the' il-cooperation
of the industry to'assist in paying for a study. Furt'hermore,-
several major.. clothing producers belieVed thatthe results .of
.a.study would also ,be useful to others, such 04the furniture
and automobile 'industries, that haVe need for information on
body measurements.

In December. 1977 NBS issued a report on a-pilot.study
-it made on thelneed for'data on body measurement's and other
-factors affecting products and equipment used by Consumers
and workers. The study recommended that a.surveycbe made to
determine .(1) the needs and priorities for such data and (2)
an assessment of the alternative technologies available for
obtaining, stoting, and processing such data., ..It)stimated
that a survey would take 2 years.and would cost-$1.'1 million.

The clothing industry expects to benefit

The clothing industry believed that metrication would
provide a unique opportunity to deVelop a uniform, rational
range of metric garment sizes and size intervals. Over the .

years a proliferation of clothing sizes has occurred which n-
dustry officials believed benefits neither manufacturers,'re-
tailers,.nor consuMers. .

Size proliferation has occurred as a
result of demand from consumers, and retailers, actions by com-
petitors, and the sales and marketing operations within 'cloth-

ing companies.

The clothing industry also believed metrication would.
give it the opportunity to reduce the- number of sizes pro-i:,

duced with the possibilty of reducing' inventory costs. Iti
also believed consumers would benefit if. improvements were
made in clothing size standards because 'clothing shopld.fitt,
bettei,,even though the number of sizes may be reduced.

Only minor differences exist between some of the' sizes

now. used. Industry officials believed` elimination, of'some
sizes would not occur unless a major change was made in the
industry, such as metrication.

Some industry officials'also saw converting "to,, metric
as an opportunity to change the size coding systemsused on
labels for women's and children's clothes. They believed
that showing key body measurements, such as the waist or-hip,
which the garment is designed to fit, would benefit consumers.,
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- Because of the present coding systeM.'wqmen'd9- riot. fit
into the same size garments in all stores; many retailers do
not-use the same garment codings to Eit the salne.size
bodies. Industry officials told'us this would not ocourlif
garments showed the key body.measurement0 the olotheS were
degigned to fit.

We weretold the industry is reluctant to 'eliminate the
size coding systems used for women's'and children!s',olothing.
Many retailers, for example, are cOncerned'elat consumers will
,react unfavorably to changes in the coding systems they are*
familiar with, particularly because metric measurement
larger numbers than those currently. used,

ate

i. .

.
.

. .

Industty'officialg believe the changes theywOuld like
to see could not be achieved without-metrication. Foi. ex-
ample, they believed that metrication would farce industry
membeks to get together and examine the size6 now 11,041 for
clothing. They believed that withOut matricattOn. xl) indus-
try probably would not get together on its own.

Several major producers in the inchistry ar. e hOPeful that
metrication *ouldprovide the industry with the opportunity
to correct problems which have developed over the years and
provide. for, permanent benefits. Whether this willl?aDpen all) °

',Pars to be Speculative:at this time. Use of
would.,.standards'is voluntary, and there is no assurance

be used throughout the industry. It is eXPectsd,
that if major clothing retailers convert top.metticsiZes
otheis in the industry will adopt metric -OizeS voluntarily,

Costs of converting

According to,a,study made by the American Apparel Manu-
facturers Association, a trade association of clothing Manu.,
facturers, conversion costs are xpected to be minimal for
apparel manufacturers. Metricafron could involve modifying
some equipment into metric calibrations, maintaining dual
inventories of machine parts, modifying measuring devices and
testing equipment, educating and retraining eimPloyees, and
providing metric tools.

.

4

The Apparel Association believed that retailers would
be concerned with soft changes, such as vocabulary, labels,
and, promotional bulleting and signs. Physical changes, such
as redesigning or changing eqUiptent, need rot take Place un-
til new equipment is purchased.

An NBS official estimated that a body nee surement study
*muld cost between $5 million and $7
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Impact, on international trade is notAcnown

An official of a large retail cdffipany told us that thi
'clothing his compank imports is made overseas to the customary
sire standards Jibed in theUnited States.

Some clothing, industry members Se4eve metrication would
provide opportunities for domestic .manufacturers to increase

exports. Others, however,. believe it would further facilitate
imports of foreign garments, particular* if "sizes used in *,
other countries are chosen.

TEMPERATURES - -A DIFFERENT DEGREE 1 ..,

Consumers use temperatures f'r dete ining weather con-
17ditions, cooking, and setting ho 11 old mperatures and

9tilifreezers. Temperatures are also ed in ealth care. To con-
vert from Fahrenheit to Celsius, sdbtra 32 degrees from the
Fahrenheit temperature, then take Ah' remainder: How-

ever, if metrication occurs, few ould need .to.know

how t make this conversion because/the resumably will learn
to relate the CelsiuS temperatures .p5 the ciScumstances in-

.

volved.
,.,,

The Fahrenheit scale is commonly used in the United
States today. The metric system has its oViii scale called
Celsius. Some persons may already be acquainted with it, but
their exposure may have been when it was knoWn as Centigrade.

: ,* ,, :

People know cord and hot by.their Solises, but they deter-
mine the exactness by referring to tempee ures. For example,
20 degrees 'Celsius is a comfortable'roo t perature; 37,de-
grees CelSius.is the normal body temper t re. If the freezer
is set at 5 degrees Celsius, ice;; ream wi 7:melt.

i' ..s

Many weather forecasters xpw-r erto degrees Celsius in
daily weather forecasts (see chi
many consumers are aware of what
mean. Some hospitals use Celsius thermometers when caring
for patients.

---,

It is unpredictable how many persons would buy new ther-
mometers to replace the onesIthey have. When cooking, persons
may use conversion tables to determine proper cooking temper-
atures insteai of buying new stoves that show Celsius temper-
atures. PerSons will probably not buy new thermostats for
their homes; persons in older homes would have to remember
what a comfortable room temperatur.e is in terms of,degrees
Fahrenheit. Use of the Fahrenheit temperature scale will
continue to some extent for moy years, .

r

It is unlikely that
J.

arious temperatures
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SPORTS--AN ASSORTMENT OF METRIC AND CUSTOMARY

Because of their high visibility, sports are considered
an-excellent vehicle for teaching the public to think metric
and draw attention to the metrication of a country. For in-
stance,Canada is following this approach in its conversion
activities by-trying-to convert its highly visible sports,
such as football, 'horse racing, and golf. Canadian plans-
call for the metrication of sports by January 1979; some
sports, primarily international sports, have already convert-
ed. Australia has successfully implemented this approach.

Our discussions with representatives of selected sports
in the United States indicated that metrication is taking
place in track 'and field events and to a lesser extent in
swimming, primarily-because of international competitions.
International records in both sports are recorded primarily
in metric terms.. There is little activity in other sports
with few if any plans in professional sports.

College sports

The National Collegiate Athletic Association has'decreed
that all rules and dimensions for all sports, except football,
would be expressed in both customary and metric units of meas-
ure. However, no deadlines or time frames were established
for beginning use of metric terms. The Athletic Association
would provide the metric measurements;,for the various sports;:
if the United States adoptS the metric system. Basically, it
has left it up to each sport to do what is best for the sport
as far as conversion is concerned. A spokesperson said that
the metric'system is used in sports in other countri'es'and
it is a more logical system. Other than that, he sees no
particular benefit t9 conversion.

Track and field has made the conversion to metrics.
Some events haVe been changed to metric distances and other
events are simply being measured in metric units. For ex-
ample, in track, the 440-yard dash has been changed to the
400-meter dash, about 8 feet shorter.

Even in those events where some changes in distance have
occurred some other measurements have not been changed. Some
tracks have been modified to accommodate the metric distances,
but the width of the track and the lanes have not been changed,nor has the distance between.hurdles.

Because the distances of running events have been
changed, separate records will be maintained between the
customary and metric events. Separate records will not be
maintained for field 'events, such as the shotput, where
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Measurement is involved because the distances in customary
units can be converted to metric units.

High school t

fg,

In April 1977 the National Federation of State High
School Associations, which is the governing body for inter-,
scholastic athletics, stated that running events shall be
changed to the accepted metric distances in 1980. Sdhools
building or refurbishing track facilities were encouraged
to make accommodations for metric races. Conversion was not
made mandatory but was up to each State School Association.
The Federation stated only that starting in 1980 it will no
longer list races at the traditional English distances--either.
in the order of events, the honor,roll, or soon after in the
list of national, records.

A spokesperson for the Federation said he does not an-
ticipate conversions in other high school sports.

Swimming

Some conversion is being made and some metric events are
being added to competitions. Spokespersons for the National
Collegiate Athletic Association and the National Federation
cited the high cost of converting pools as a deterrent to
conversion in this sport but said, however, that new pools
.are built to metric dimensions.

Football

The National Football League has stated that when the
United States'thanges to 'the metric. system, it would have. to
declare itself exempt. It was the League's position that
football is based on yardage and that-to convert to meters
would alter drastically the has.it part of the game.,:To
conveet.existing yardage to its metric equivalent would'be
extremely confusing.

It is interesting to note that at the college level, a
metric football game was played in Northfield, Minnesota,
between ,Carleton and St. Olaf Colleges. The field was re-
lined to,:100 meters long (about 109 yards) by 53 meters wide
(about 58 yards) with meter lines every 10 meters.

Baeeball.

. The. Commissioner of Baseball. has taken an official
position on metritation; however, a spokesperson stated that
retricatioft would not change the sport. Existing dimensions,
etc., would simply be converted to their metric equivalent
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units. The spokesperson saw no advantage to 'converting
baseball and believes anIrconversion et this time would only
Confuse people. He-did note that at some ball parks the dis-
tances to the walls were being shown in metric units, but
this is at the initiative of the individual clubs.

Horse racing 0
An official of the Thoroughbred Racing Association in-

formed usthat it has no metric policy and is not considering
metrication. The Racing Association did contact the Jockey
Club to see what, if anythin6, it planned to do and found it
had no plans.

Golf

Neither the Professional Golfers Association nor the
U.S. Golf Association (report much metric activity. Neither
has taken anymetric e)ction:and both have adopted a wait-
'and-see attitude. A spokesperson for one' of the Golf asso-
ciations said he believed conversion would'be confusing for
both the participants nd the, public, at least until people
become familiar with metrics. Some-golf courses are now
showing distances on sore cards and on some course markers
in both yards and meters.

Basketball

A spokesperson for the National Basketball Association
said that metrication could not really affect the sport be-
cause all distances an heights would remain the same. If
the country does go me ric, these dimensions may be converted
to their metric equivalent. -

Tennis

A spokesperson fo the United States Tenpis Association
told us that court dimensions are standard in the United
States and in other co ntries. The dimensions are in custom-
ary units in. the UO.te. States and as far as he knows in other
countries also. lie'knws of no move to convert the courts
to metric size although he'believes they could easily be con-
verted to their metri. equivalents.

Soccer

The dimensions o the field gre.expressed in yards but
are in a maximum and inimum range.de A kesperson for the
U.S. Soccer.Federatio saw neither pr s in converting the
dimensions to 'their metric equivalen 4 move to do it. ,

The officfal rules in lude a table she Ing,t4eld dimensions,
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ball size, etc., in both customary and metric units. The
field sizes are different for, international competition and
are expressed' in metric units.

Ski>g

Skis, both foreign and domestically produced, are dimen-
sioned in metric units And have been for a long time. Accord-
ing to a spolvesperson for a trade association, skis were
traditionally imported and were dimensioned in metric units.
When U.S. manufacturers entered the market, they used metric
dimensions to be compatible with the foreign imports.

CONCLUSIONS

Consumer acceptance' is one of the most crucial, if not
the most crucial, areas involved in achieving a metrication
program.

Few consumers h a clear understanding of the metric
terms they would us in their daily lives. This is particu-
larly truefor persons who are older, have a lower income,
are without much education, or are in a minority.

.A m pxi:ty of consumers did not favor converting to the
metric s stem. Many saw no benefits in converting. If a con-
version is to be made, adequate steps are needed to ensure
that consumers benefit to the extent possible, have their in-
terests protected, and are informed and educated about the
system so they do not ,feel uncomfortable with it. Consumers
sh uld have a 'voice

to
the decision. Otherwise, public re7

ist ce is likely to occur which would make it difficult to
convert those sectors of the economy that believe they can

00

.If we are to. convert, the Government will need to under-
take public awareness programs. atese should be coordinated
with-Conversion and promotional activities that take place
in the public.and private sectors. Both sectors should share
the burden and will need to work together.

If the United States continues to implement its present
voluntary metrication policy, it can eXpect much confusion in
the marketplace. Without a firm Government commitment, some
.product sizes will convert; others will not. -Proliferation
of package sizes may result. Consumers may-not be able to
Anderstand many size deitqnations, and it may become difficult
for them to Make ;value comparisons.

Metrication of many products cannot be done on a volun-
tary basis. Many StateshaVe laws and regulations which
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requite the use of customary sizes for products, such as_ )

bread, flour, and butter. Most States also have weights and
measures laws or regulations that tend to limit use of metric
measurements for retail scales (see ch. 9).

At the Federal level, the Fair Packaging and Labeling
Act requirement that customary terms be used on package labels
tends to discourage conversion. Producers are permitted to
show both customary and metric quantities on their labels,
but they cannot convert to labels that show only metric quan-
tities. Product size standards for certain food and other e
items, such as detergents, prescribe customary quintities.

P

Under the current national policy, if thegrocery prod-
ucts industry decides to voluntarily convert to the metric
system, the Secretary of Commerce would need to develop new
voluntary size 'standards. It is quite likely that changes
to government laws and regulations would be needed to ensure
that rational package sizes would be used. Increasedstand-
ardization and rationalization of consumer products might
not be attainable without the imposition of government laws
and regulations.

Most of the metric changes beingOought for consumer
products are to achieve, objectives not related to the-metric
system, and some of the metric movements were influenced be-
cause producers believed that conversion was inevitable. The
objectives sought, such As to provide for improvements in the
fit of clothing, could be achieved withoutconverting to the
metric system. Whether they will be attained either with or
without a conversion is.open to debate.

For most consumer products and for 'activities such as
sports, neither producers nor consumers will receive major
benefits by converting .to the metric system. Where benefits
occur, they will be achiesied only with much effort by those
involved.

There is no compelling reason for many consumer products
and some sports to convert to metric. Many consumer products
ace not exported to other countries,; producers of those that
are, seem to have little problem with the measurement system
used. 'Other countries exporting products to the United States
change the sizes of their products to our size needs when
necessary.

Those promoting metrication have stated that consumers
will benefit. Rational package sAzes, adopted for grocery
products, will make price comparisons easier; and metric
terms are easier to understand than certain of the customary
terms. While the potential exists for establishing more
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logical systems of package sizes and adopting measurement
terms that could be more easily understood, these objectives
can be achieved without converting to the metric system.
Whether metrication would help these things happen is open to
question., For some containers, such as cans, size conversions
would require a considerable expense that quite likely would
be passed on to consumers in the form of higher prices:

It may be that increased'use of unit pricing would be of
greater benefit to consumers than converting many products to
metric. Increases in unit pricing would facilitate price com-
parisons and would be easier to understand. Also, unit pric-
ing is not dependent-on the use of standard or rational sizes
which can be difficult and costly to achieve and would permit
producers to make their products in sizes relating to their .
needs.

Under the current national policy, if the grocery prod-
ucts industry decides to yoluntarily convert to the metric
system, the U.S. Metric Board should work closely with indus-
try, government, and consumer representatives to ensure that,
when possible, rational size changes are made which benefit
consumers.

If not, consumers might find it more difficult to make
price comparisons than with the sizes now in use, such as oc-
lurred when the distilled spirits industry selected the 1.75
iter as thZ metric replacement for the 1/2 gallon (see ch.

26). Furthermore, metric'terms are not understood by most
Americans, and learning how to use them would require effort
by almost all of them.

Producers' views in the food and apparel industries
varied on whether to convert to the mefric system, but sup-
port was prevalent.. Large producers of food products believed
that for their industry, the disadvantages of metrication would
outweigh the advantages. Yet, most informed us they supported
metrication. There was a. strong feeling that conversion is
inevitable, and most producers believed that, overall, conver-
sion would be beneficial to the United*States. In the apparel
industry, major producers were hopeful that conversion would
provide an opportunity to make desired improvements.

Several sports involved in international competition have
already converted to the metric system because international
and Olympic records are in metric; U.S. athletes should not
be placed at a disadvantage when participating. But other
'bports, such as football; see no benefit and do not plan to
'Nconvert. It appears these others will not convert unless
required to by the Oovernment. j
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The clothing industry has already expressed the need for
Government -funds to conduct a body measurement study so that
metric clothing sizes can be developed. It is possible that
other sectors will ask for Government aid.

If consumer products and activities, such as sports,
are to be converted to the metric system, it'must be because
other more essential national objectives are being sought,
such as making conversion to the metric system-complete. Be-
cause the° benefits of converting these to the metric system
are so nebulous, the Board should give serious thought to hoW
the average American consumer would be affected and whether
conversion is necessary for the well-being of the consumer
and the.Nation.

vt,
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CHAPTER 28

IS METRIC WEATHER IN THE FORECAST?

The National Weather Service has developed a plan for
converting weather information to metric terminology--sched-
uled to begin in .74ne 1979. Although the plan will have its
greatest impact on the public sector, it is not the public
that has "voluntarily" made the basic decision to convert.
Rather a Federal Government agency--the Department of Com-
merce's National Weather Service--ii responsible. The plan,
is t(5 be submitted to the U.S. Metric Board for approval.,

REPORTING OF WEATHER INFORMATION

The metrication of weather will not change the weather',
but will change the units that are now psed to describe the
weather. The kinds bf veather information' contained in the
local newspaper would still be the same, but anew range of-
numbeft would need to be learned for such items as tempera-
ture and precipitation. (See pp. 28-2 & 28-3.) For instance
.25 degrees would no longer be suitable for ice skating, but
it would be okay for swimming.

Mbst weather information for the general public and spe-
cialized users, such as aviators and mariners, usually origi-
nates with the National Weather Service. This information is
transmitted to the users through such avenues as the Weather
Wire Service, which serves mass media by teletypewriter; the
Fedekal Aviation Administration's Service A Teletypewriter
syitem; the 24-hour Weather Radio btoadcast system; and the
Recorded Weather-by-Phone Systems.

Pleasure boaters generally rely on the Weather Radio sys-
tem for their:information. -However, others, such as commercial
shippers, 'rely on the Coast Guard's radio system because the
Weather Service's system is limited in range.' The Coast Guard
receives its weather information from the Weather Service and
makes some observations of its own.

Ih addition to the Weather Service, the FAA and the
Department of Defense also make weather observations. The
Weather Service receives the data collected and observed by
both organizations in order to provide itself with as broad a
data base as possible. Internationally, the information is
exchanged through a world weather information system which
uses a mixture of metric and nonmetric units--about a 50-50
split.

28-1
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CURRENT CONVERSION ACTIVITIES
- ,

The National Weather Service anticipated Federal, legisla-
tign on metrication and begah planning for conversion of pub-lic weather reporting. It even began some'conversion activi-ties before passage of the December 1975 Metric Conversion Act.

In 1974 the Weatker Service authorized ids offices along
the Canadian border tio give temperatures in dual terms when
necessary and warranted. It did this in anticipation of Can-.
ada's conversion of weather inormation to metric that wasto begin 'in April 1975. Becaue radio and television stations'in the United States and Canada; rely on advertising directed
at audiences on both sides of the border, it was felt that
these stations should be provided the option of reporting
weather in metric terms.

Although Mexico is metric, the question never came up;
therefore, authorization for dual reporting was not granted
to the Weather Service's offices along the Mexican border.
However, in 1976, the Service extended the authorization
and made dual reporting of local temperatures optional forall its 'offices.

In June 1975 the Weather Service started giving daily
temperatures in Celsius only--the way they were received--

,for select foreign cities over its wire service. By 41]. theService had decided to reert to Fahrenheit becadse ofJ\con-
siderable opposition from,the media. However, in August 19754/
the Weather Service decided to give dual temperatures which
is now the current practice. The Weather Service has received'
opposition from newspapers because of space problems in giving
both Celsius and Fahrenheit. Generally, the newspapers' solu-.tion has been to, report these temperatures in Fahrenheit only.

In the summer of 1976, the National Weather Service
started providing both Fahrenheit and Celsius temperatures_in its hourly forecasts over the wire service. It did this
lo reduce conversion errors made by the media and to-Aave timeor the media. When severe weather warnings are given, hOw-.
ever, the Celsius is dropped because of time considerations.

6PUBLIC PLAN

Weather Service officials told us that they believe the
Congress intended,_by passing the Metric Conversion Act of,1975, that the United States convert to the metric system as
soon.as practical. Therefore, the Weather Ser.iice;is prepar-ing for conversion.
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The Weather.Service believes conversion is7 olun
Vi A

V

t.,ary to
the extent that, as .a service. organization. it WT 1 Provide
whatever is demanded7-customary only,Anetric 9011y, or both-
lbe demand for public weather information,' it b%lieve,

public. Egsentially, tire,'Weather Servics. eonoiclers the media
from thefrom the media, which, in turn, receives its d?rtland

to reflect the public's opinion.

.
Weather Servic officials told us that the decision to

implement a plan fo?-Zalverting weather reportiqg rests with
the U.S. Metric Board and the media, in as much a5 either one
could prevent the-plan from being implemented. The basic
aithority to use metric units rests in the 1866 Act.

On June. 14; 1977, tilk National Weatheroservice announced
its opqsed plan to use metric terminology in issuing weather
infor ation to the public. As a result of a luqe 30, 1977,

publi hearing and other additional. input, the Alan was modi-
fied slightly and reissued in October 1977.

The plan does not apply to, aviation ormarine .weather
reporting. ,Before conversion to the metric system,ca can occur

in these sectori,ppternational agreements will need to be

changed. The publac weather reporting units that will be used

are shown beloW.

Units for Use in Public WeatherFleyel11

TEMPERATURE RELATED ELEMENTS HEIGHTS

C DEGREES CELSIUS
61 METERS AND KILOMETERS

SPEED RELATED ELEMENTS
SUNSHINE DURATION

10 cm CENTIMETERS FOR. ALL PRECIPITATION

km/h KILOMETERS PER HOUR t)

D1110:1GIRO6Nos

GIVEN sili

PRECIPITATION RELATED ELEMENTS

PERCENT OF MAXIMUM POSSIBLE
04 A ci3OU,FREE DAY AT A

LE

LOCATION

',PINTS OF COMPASS

cm/h CENTIMETERS PER HOUk FOR RATES

PRESSURE
DAisitCDIMALoNL:IETooRDEEEOSROLIFILRAETeITTUI0DNE,

kPa KILOPASCALS , AND VISTANCE FROM A LOCATION

.
SOI,A1:111AP'AioN . ;"

DISTANCES

km KILOMETERS
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Under the original plan, conversion was to begin in
June 1978, 'and be comR*eted by January 1, 1979. Under the re-
vised plani conversion Is to begin in June 1979, and be corn-pleted by June 1, 1980. These dates could be changed again
because before 1.he plan is'implemented, it must be sanctioned
by the U.S. Mefr ic Boar.

As shown below, metric terminology would be phased in
gradually with 3-month periods of dual reporting; then metric,;
-only would be 'used.

sd
.

Proposed Metrication Of Weather Reporting To The Public

' 1979

BOARD APPROVAL

TEMPERATURE

PRECIPITATION

WINDSPEED

DISTANCE, PRESSURE AND
ALL OTHER ELEMENTS

Conversion. Schedule .

1980

JUN SEP DEC MAR JUN

APPROXIMATELY
12 MONTHS.

J.

. . .' PUBLIC AWAREIYESS PROGRAM

' s- rm ap Nu DUAL UNITS AND INTENSIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM

METRIC UNITS ONLY

The Weathir Service has no detailed plans for educatingthe public; rather, it has .a general plan. The general planis to have the media 'and any, other interested parties take ,the responsiblity and initiative - -as a public service--for
educating the public.' The Weather Service sees its role ineducating the public as one of an informanion source forthe media _and others. It would provide press releases; spotannouncements; assistance in putting together newspaper anclperiodical articles; and speakers and materials fOr the media,schools, and civic organizations.

The Weather Service's field offices would be ;availableassistssist in the areas they serve to the fullest extent
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possible. The Weather Service had expected ,the.pederal
Highway Administration's. proposed conversion of-speed limit
signs to be implemented and'thus aid in educatins the public
in metric terms. However, the Federal Highway Administration
has withdrawn its proposal; and thus, this eduCational aid
may not be available. (See ch. 10.)

Comments on the plan
Di

AIL
1,

Although the Weather SerVice has more cO4act with the
public'through its weather information than many Federal
agencies, it has moved .ahea4 with metrication with no direct
attempt to gain direct input from the general.public as to how
and when, if at all, conversion should take place.-

TheWeather Service contracted with the American National
Metric Council'to assist it in obtaining evaluation comments
on its original plan. Under the contract, ANMC was to cir-
culate the draft proposal, to all "affected " sartie*S with a
request that they respond with written comments. In addi-
tion, parties "affected substantially" by the Change were in-
vited to participate, in a June 30, 1977, public meeting, at
which time they would be given an opportunity to comment
orally on the proposal.

The,determination of Which.parties were "affected" and
"affected substantially" was made by ANMC and the Weather
Service. The list of affected parties consisted of seven
categories: Radio /TV.and Commuffications, Press, Consumer
Affairs Reporters in the Washington News Bureau, Consumer/
Education, Manufacturers, Travel/Aviation, and "Others."

The Council agreed to compile and analyze the written
responses and present a report to the National Weather Ser-
vice, includieg the raw data, the analysis, and the results
of the meeting. The public meeting was announced in the
June 23, 1977, "Federal Register;" however, the proposed
plan did not appear in it. Instead, the Weather Service
relied on ANMC anda press release to inform the public

'ANMC's analysis stated that:

"* * * the National Weather Service proposal re-
ceived favorable responses from all affscted par-
ties. Official comments solicited by AMC that
expressed opinions in favor or opposed were 49 to
6 in favor of the NWS [National Weather Service]
Metrication Plan."



The analysis also commented, on th 370 general public
responses received as a result of niedi coverage.

"Well over 50 newspaper articles e plained the
plan to the general public. Public comments ran
slightly over 2 to 1 opposed except in two metro-
politan areas. _A Dallas, Texas, campaign produced
215 letters, virtually all negative and a St. Paul,
Minnesota, newspaper campaign drew 110 letters
opposed. In those areas, responses were overwhelm-
ingly opposed due to either negative or biased re-
porting by the news media. * * *These letters do
not represent any valid poll of opinion of the gen-
eral public concerning metrication or the NWS [Na-
tional Weather Service] proposal. The public for
the most part remained fairly quiet and did not
respond 40 this plan."

We agree that the letters do not represent a valid pollof the general public concerning support or opposition to theplan, but neither the Weather Service' nor ANMC attempted toobtain a valid or reliable assessment of public opinion.. Ifthe responses from the two metropolitan areas mentioned aboveare not counted, only 45,PUblic responses were received byANMC. According to a Weather $erViceofficial, public re-sponses sent direbtly te the Oeather'Service on its originalplan have been light but most f these responses have opposedthe plan.

Comments by those receive g the draft plan from ANMCdealt mainly with the plan's
iiming,

its impact on the:
public, and its proposed termnology.

Timing
,

The comments brought' oat basically two theories on thetiming of the metrication of weather information. One wasthat a truly gradual changeover would aid the public in un-derstanding metric weather in that it would slowly butmerely associate custorriry with metric measurements. Theother was that an immediate changeover would force the publicto learn and use metrics. The Weather Service's plan is acompromise between the two. The period of dual reporting forany given segment, such as precipitation, is short; but theentire conversion is over a longer period.

The timing in the proposed plan was endorsed by many ofthose responding, but it did draw criticism. No matter whichapproachgradual or immediate--was endorsed by those respond-ing, many of them expressed concern over the need to educate
and prepare the public adequately before' the change takes
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place. Under the revised plan, the dual reporting period of
1 month for temperature and 2 months for the other element's
was increased to 3 months, and the overall conversion period'
was increased from 7 to\12 months.

9,

. .

It has' been stated t a That if the period of d al rep,:"
is too long, as in the case of the United Kingdom, p± -Fill
ignore metric and use customary terms. Canada and .e..; alia

on the other hand, had Short,conversioh periods an were con-
\

sidered to have'successful conversion programs. InICanada'

there was concern that there would be a great public Uproar ,
when temperature was\ converted toCelsius, but according to
the Canadian Metric Commissionl'when-only Celsius was reported
on April 1, 1975, nting happened--only'a esOodd calls."

:

;-) I
' .

The success of Canada's conversion wa attributed to a
massive public educaron campaign launched throLigh the mass'

media. The Canadian Metric Commission provided the, media with
edlacational.materials (posters, film strips, etc.) And held
seminars across the ountry for them. The Commission made
sure that farm group , the media, consumer organizations, and
all who should know bout metrication were informed. Only
metric terms were used in these materials--no equivalent cus-
tomary units were showr otherwisel- pmmission believed
the public would ignoreithe metric 114

. n ay Yearn the

metric systems. -

Hofiever, out'20 percent of the Canadian radio 'and TV
stations' have everted td dual reporting. These stations are
along the U.S ; border and in areas with concentrations of
elderly people. .The Commission expects that these stations
will, over time, convert to metric only.

Terminology
o

Concern was expressed over some of the units in the pro -.

posed plan. The proposed unit for solar radiation, watt-hours

per square meter, drew criticism because it is not a basic

unit. Some expressed a preference for either joules per sec-
ond per square meter or kilojoules per second per square meter.
Another unit that received similar concern was the proposed
unit for windspeed,' kilometers per hour. he unit meters per
second is a preferred unit in the InterRattonal System of
Units system;.hoWever, kilometers per hour.was proposed be-
cause it is easily.related to. such things as speed limits.

Concern was also expressed over the original proposal
to use two units instead of:cme for-reporting rainfall and

snowfall. Millimeters were 'to be used to measure rainfall;
centimeters, to measure snowfall. It Was felt tOat thie
might be confusing and awkyard for the news media to report.
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The Weather Service has now modified its plan, and centimetersis the proposed unit to be used for all precipitation.

One unit that generated much discussion was the unit for
barometric pressure, the SI metric unit "kilopascal." Thealt M= lip units suggested were the millibar and millimeters

tIcr.: It was suggested that the public could moreea IT relate to millimeters of mercury because it .is similar'\,to the current practice of using inches of mercury. One ar-guMent r the millibar was that, although it is not an SI
unit,-it has been used by meteorologists for a long tilme. TheWorld Meteorological Organization has adopted it as the stand-ard unit for pressure and has not made any indication ofchanging.

It has also been argued that the kilopascal should beadopted because it will probably become the term used for suchthings as tire pressure, water pressure, and other measureswhere p*Inds per square inch are now being used. By adoptingthe kilopascal now, it is argued, instead of the millibar ormillimeters of mercury, only one change will be made instead
of two. The Weather Service has proposed that the kilopascalbe used.

Weather records

Weather data accumulated over the years (archived data)
is'used to help forecast the weather and help utilities-pro-ject how much electricity or gas will be consumed on a ginday or period. In making a projection, both the forecast And
archiv,ed weather data are used. The National Weather Service.is not going to convert archived data to metrics; ipstead,it will compute in customary units and then convert theresults.

A Weather Service official told us this approach will beof a minimal cost, r quiring only .a small amount of computertime. There will be some problems with data that has beenpublished; it will ave to be converted by the user..,

FEDERAL PLAN

As noted previously, the Weather Service's plan to con-vert to metrics applies to the public sector only. The
Weather Service also provides weather information to the De-partment of Defense, the FAA, the marine community, andvarious world weather organizations which also provide weatherdata,to theirgrespective users. Accordingly, the Weather
Service through an interdepartmental committee, is in the
process of developing a plan for the conversion of meteor-ological information exchanged between Federal agencies.
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The conversion of weather information and equipment within
each agency will remain the responsibility of that agency.
Each agency will also. be responsible for'planning.and imple-
menting metric conversion with their'users.

In developing this Federal metrication plan, regulations
and resolutions of the World Meteorological Organization, the
International Civil Aviation Organization, and the Intergov-

ernmental Marine Consultative*Organization will be given con-

sideration. These international organizations are using a
combination of SI metric, non-SI metric, and customary units.

It is anticipated that the same metric units even-
tually will be used in the Federal system; but until inter-
national agreements are reached for aviation and interna-
'tional marine purposes, current units will continue to be

used as follows. Visibility will be expressed in miles;
wind speed, in knots; heights for aviation, in feet;-pressure,
in millibars; and altimeter settings, in inches of mercury.

One metrication problem in aviation is the cost of con-

verting instrumentation. Metric units cannot be used before
.the.instrumentation is,converted without increasing safety

haZards. The National Weather Service estimates'that it would
be 1985 before general aviation could be converted. (See

ch. 15 for a discussion on aviation.)

COST AND BENEFITS OF CONVERSION

The National Weather Service, being basically scien-
tific and used to working with both metric and customary
Units, can easily convert from one to the other. It has been
making conversions in reporting to the public, aviation,
marine sectors, and world weather organizations; and it will
continue to do so.

The. Weather Service officials saw no great shortterm
benefits from the planned conversion. In the long run they
expected some benefits for the .Serviqp through the use of a
consistent, measurement system. With respect to the general
public, they saw benefits from the conversion of weather re-
porting as arising only as part of an overall conversion to
the metric system which they considered to be a.simpler.
system.

Federal

Most of the. Weather Service's equipment is in conven
tional units and would eventually have to be replaced with
metric equipment. However, through the Weather Servide's
'1979 budget, no funds have been requested for equipment
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replacement. The Weather Service estimates that it will cost
about $3 millionto retrofit observation equipment; i.e., re-
place readouts, dials, scales, etc; and purchase some new"

equipment. In some instances, it 'will have to replace items
befOre they. are fully depreciated. because the equipment and-
-readouts must be consistent. The Weather Service officials
'were unsure what assumptions were made in arriving at this
figure, but assumed it represented the total conversion cost.

Thus far, the Weather Service has been talking about'
language changes only. It has not considered going back and
replacing equipment now in service. This.could be costly.
The current policy is to purchase all new equipment that hasa life cycle of 5 years or morewith metric or dual readoutsif the-cost of such equipment does not exceed the cost of -.equipment with customary readoutp. Adcording to the Weather
Service, the cost of metric equipment has bees the same asthe cost of customary equipment.

(h,

The. Weather Service's. Equipment Development Laboratory
has implemented-a metric mechanical engineering draftingpolicy. The policy, which bedame effective January i, 1977,
,calls for all drawings, sketches, and illustrations to be
dimensioned using S; no dual. dimensions will be used. All
ongoing projects will.be finishedusing customary units and
.no.completed jObs.will be redone, in metric.

Industry

Manufacturers of weather instruments generally have beenexposed to metric. According to one manufacturer, the indus-.try has been supplying weather equipment to the United King-
dom and Canada for about 10 years.. Many companies are pro-
ducing equipment with dual scales at little Dr no additional
costs. The time and temperature signs commonly seen at bankshave in many cases been converted to readout in both Celsiusand Fahrenheit. The cost to convert these signs is relatively
small. The main concern of the manufacturers, however, is
that adequate lead time be given for conversion and that the
acceptable units are clearly stated.

Public

The Weather Service has not estimated the cost of metri-
cation to the public because it believes there will not be-much cost. The Weather Service believes the public till
buy some new equipment, such'as thermometers, as the result
of conversion; but does not believe the'purchases will beextensive. Rather, it believes the public will use conver-sion charts or overlays to ,convert the scalet on its present
equipment. We are not as sure as the Weather Service that.
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it will not directly or indirectly prompt consumers to make
extensive metric purchases.

When Canada converted, thermometer sales increased sig-
nificantly. One manufacturer doubled its previous year's.
sares This same manufacturer-felt-that-the-conversion of
weather reporting/in the United States would alsO result in
increased sales but-probabry not to the extent they increased,

in Canada.

Public educational or awareness programs used to prepare
and aid the public in converting is also a cost of metrica-
tion. Whether the Weather Service or the media or some com-
bination of the two provides_these programs, the'bost, we
believe, will eventually be borne by the public.

COORDINATION OF CONVERSION

As pointed out, the National Weather Service is moving
ahead with conversion in they public sector and not.waiting
for conversion in the specialized-sectors, such as marine and
aviation. The Weather Service believed it could not convert
in these areas at this time because of international agree-
ments.- It believed it should comply with what it thought was
the intent ofthe Congress and get on with metrication.

However, some responses. concerning the Weathe? Service's
proposed plan expressed a need for coordination throughout
government, industry, education, and the general public. The
concern for coordination was not directed just .at the Weather
Service's effort; it was also directed at any national metri-

cation effort. The concernover.government involvement is
that the metric conversion policy should be set by one offi-
cial body, coordinated with all segments of the economy, so
that policies and plans of one group or several subgroups do
not go into effect without proper coordination. Another
concern is that conversion policies be uniform throughout
all governmenf to facilitate dealings.

Coordination with industry is important so that the
industry can have sufficient lead time to prepare for'con-
vesion. Coordination of education is-important in that it
is to a person's advantage to have what is taught to him in
school coincide with what he encounters outside of school.
Coordination with the general public is critical because the
acceptance or rejection of public weather reporting will
determine the success of the Weather Service's efforiS to
truly "serve" the public.

As noted earlier, the Weather Service has not presented
its plan directly to the general public. However, has
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contacted the media, which it feels represents the public
because the,media is the public's source for weather infor-mation. .Accordingly, on October 17, 1977, the Weather
Service and ANMC.signed an agreement to have ANMC, with
the aid of the National Association of Broadcasters, survey
stationowners and-managers-concerning the Wedther Service's
plan.

With respect to obtaining public comment, Weather Sefviceofficials informed us that ty believed their actions--dib-tribution of the plan to theiledia and holding the public
hearing--were adequate. They saw little to be gained from
holding additional hearings or condudting more opinion sur-veys. They recognized, based on surveys done,by others and
the public response resulting from media reporting on the pro-
posed plan, that the public was not favorable toward metri-
cation. However, they believed the important question wa;,i,whether the public would accept metrication with reasonableease after a public-education program, after some exposure tometrication., and after it was clear that the Nation was movingtoward metrication. This question, they believed,_could not be_answered through hearings or opinion surveys. Therefore, inkeeping with their opinion that a national decision had beenreached to convert to the metric system, the. Weather Service
proceeded with the development of the plan for conversion.
To do otherwise, they believed, would have been irresponsible.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions-''

The Weather Service's,propOsed plan to convert weather
reporting to metric units points out a weakness in the theorythat metric conversion can be voluntary, particularly for theindividual... If the Weather Service does convert, the publicwill have little choice but to learn and use metric units.

If the Weather Service does not convert, then thosesegments of the public that want to receive metric weather re-ports will not receive them., Iftthe Weather Service choosesto report_in both metric and customary units, it could un-doubtedly receive opposition from the news media as it didin the past, even though the media can choose how they reportit--metric, custOmary_, or both.

The actions of one organization which, in effect, forcemetrication on others is-not unique to the Weather Serviceor to certain other Federal agencies. The same situation
can occur in the private sector when a major firm decides
to convert to metrics. This decision may force some of its
suppliers, to convert also.
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Because the role of Government agencies, including the
Weather Service, is not set forth in the Metric Conversion
Act of 1975 or its legislative history, each agency deter-
mines its own course of action in converting. We believe
the Congress or the executive branch should establish what
the .rtile of Government agencies, if 'any,-will be in con
version. As one Weather Service official said, an explicit
policy to go or not to go metric would help.

From the evidence presented by the Weather Service and
others, particularly with respect to benefits, we believe
that in the absence of a clear public demand or a national
policy to convert to the metric system, the reporting of
weather data to the general public in metric terms is not
warranted` t this time.

The Federal Government is the main source-of weather data,
and the National Weather SerVice is the primary source within
the Federal Government. The Weather Service has been using
both customary'and metric terms,in its internal operations
for years; therefore, conversion, if it takes place, will be
relatively simple for it. The impact on manufacturers of
weather equipment, if given-sufficient lead time, should be

minimal. The impact on the public will be the inconvenience
of becoming familiar with new units;, the cost of educational
programs;' and the cost of replacement--at the individual's
discretion--of weather instruments, such as thermometers.
Actual experience in Canada showed that the public did buy new
thermometers. "Thelproposed plan for public weather reporting
was generally accepted by those to whom it was presented; how-
ever, comments received' by the Weather Service from the gener-
al public generally were not favorable;

Apart from its educational value as a method of teaching
metrics, When and if the country converts, conversion of pub-
lic weather 'reporting offers no real advantages' tol.he public
and will undoubtedly involve some additional costs. . There-
fore, the public sector should have the OpportUnitytO comment
on any proposed plan that would have an impact on them, per-
haps through public hearings in various parts of the country.
It can best be summed up as one televisico weatherman asked,

"Do we really serve the public by reporting infor-
mation using a system which, while it may be: more
logical and Universal, is still unfamiliar, con-
fusing and resented .by those it is meant to inform
and serve?"



Recommendation to the Secretary of Commerce

We recommend that the Secretary instruct the National
Weather Service to delay implementing the proposed plan for
metrication Of weather reporting until there is a clear pub-
lic demand-or-a--firm-national decision to-dcinveft to the
metric system.

'AGENCY COMMENTS

A drafe'of this chapter was discussed with officials of
the National Weather Service, the National Oceanic and Atmos-
pheric Administration, and the Department of Cowerce. Theseofficials generally.disagreed with,99r-recommendation.

It was their position that metric conversion has beendeclared to be in the best interests of the United States;
that the Metric Conversion Act of 1975 constitutes a nationaldecision' to convert to the metric' system; and that the Depart-ment is committed to' ponversion. They also believed that aclear public ddfiand'for conversion' would be far in the futureand to wait for thisdemand would meaR conversion would notoccur. Accordingly; in keeping with'tbese views, the Weather
Service proceeded with the development of the conversion plan.

. .

By letter dated May 19, 1978, the Assistant Secretary for
Administration, Department of Commerce, transmitted the Nation-al Oc anic and Atmospheric AdMinistration's written comments onour aft report.: It disagreed with our recommendation andsta ed the follOwing:

"NOAA 1National 'Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
13 tionY does not see a justification for this recom-

mendation. No national, decision beyond the Metric
Conversion Act of 1975 is anticipated or foreseen,
nor is .a 'clear public demand' likely to arise in
the foreseeable future. To wait for either of
these conditions as the draft report proposes would
constitute unresponsiveness toward the Metric Con-
version Act of 1975, which was passed without a
clear public demand."

The Atmospheric Administration also stated that the
act constitutes a national decision to support increased
use and understanding of the metric system. Accordingto an official this view is more in tune with the intent'of the act than the view held while developing and promoting-their p1an.4 The Atmospheric Administration now interprets theact as being stimulative and encouraging metric conversion.
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The Atmospheric Administration farther stated that thS
Weather Service always intended and still intends to'submit
their plan for metric weather information to the Department
of Commerce and to the U.S. Metric Board for comments,
Suggested changes, and approval. They established a tenta-
-tive schedule lor-internal planning purposes to avoid long
delays once the above coordination has been completed and to
be more responsive if users, such as the media, request that
weather information be provided them in'metric units.

The act does not provide a national commitment to convert
to the metric system, nor does it intend that Federal agencies
encourage, advocate, or compel metric conversion. It does not
stipulate whether the customary or metric system should be the'
.predominant measurement system for use in the United States.
The act and its legislative history show the national policy
is not to prefer one system over the other but to provide for
either to be.predominant on the basis of the voluntary actiona
of those affected..

The voluntary aspect is particularly important when a,
Federal, State, or local gov,ernment agency voluntarily,t-akes
or proposes metric conversion actions which change the beas-':
urement systet used by large portions of the gener 1 public.
Thus, the voluntary decision by Government, in eff ct becomes.:',
mandatory on the general public.

r441,

5., 2.
t.

O.
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CHAPTER 29

CONVERSION WOULD HAVE WIDESPREAD LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

MANY LEGAL REVISIONS WOULD BE NEEDED

Many laws, regulations, ordinances, and codes at all
levels of Government contain measure-sensitive proVisions.
These include: lawi, such as those governing the speed ]imits
on our roads and highways, the terms and conditions under
which consumer products are sold, building codes, freight
tariffs, and taxes based on the measure of various products.
Metrication would require the need to review them to determine
exactly what changes would have to'be made in ()icier to adopt
the metric system.

For example, the metric equivalent of the 55-mile-per-
hour speed limit is 88.5 kilometers an hour. If highway
speeds are ever converted to:Metric, the 55-mile7per-hour .

speed limit would most likely be converted to 90 kilometers
an hour. Conversion of highway speeds would also involve the
need to coordinate the conversion of other Federal, State,
local government traffic enforcement laws. (See ch. 10.

State and local government buildingodes are another
example. It is likely that a building code that now re-
quires an 8-foot minimum ceiling height (2,438 millimeters)
would be converted to prescribea minimum ceiling height
of 2,400 millimeters. Factors, such as the sizes of paneling
and lumber, would need to be considered before changing the
codes. (See 6..16.)

The U.S. metrication policy provides for*vbluntary con-
version to the metric:system. Under this policy, laws and
other legal requireMents will be converted as.the legisla-
tive and administrative organizations see the need to con- .

vert. However, conversion. actions which are voluntarily made
by government May,not result in conversions which are volun-
tary for society,because if a government converts a provision
to metric, its use maTbecome mandatory for others.

Confusion could occur and'the position of government
could be viewed as inconsistent if some legal provisions- are.
converted and others are not. In some instances governments
may be'able to show measurement-sensitive rovisions in both
customary and metric measurements -as an alternative.

. .

fa-
Since government laws, regulations, ordinances, and codes

affect so many of the activities undertaken by businesses, any
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,changes should be coordinated with the conversion, activitiesof the industries affected. Care would be needed to ensure
that uneconomical conversions are not forced on.,industries
by legal changes 'which would require sectors' to convert and
that the health and safety of the public would not be endaii-\

; ;,gered by the changes. For example,-the Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration recognizes that air safety could be jeopardized

tduring a,conversion. Before it would convert its air opera7,
tions regulations, the impact of conversion would,require
indepth'system analyses to ensure that the safety Hof airline
passengers and crews is protected. (See ch. 15.)

Searching, the laws, regulations, and other legal cita-
tions to determine the measurement-sensitive provisions wouldbe a formidable task. However, the task may be eased to theextent that the citations needing change could be identified 0 !Using computer systems. Several computerized retrieval sys-tems exist which contain laws, regulations, and other legalreferences. For instance, the U.S. Air Force operates a
computerized-legal research service which can locate refer-ences\to terms, such as meter and foot, that are in-the U.S.
Code,,the Armed Services Procurement Regulation, and otherlegal sources. Also, several firms have the capability ofretrieving various types of legal data. But Search etf,much
material may have to be done manually.

One of the ascribed benefits of metrication is that it
causes organizations to take a new andcritical look,at theiractivities and to make other desirable changes, such as re-vising or deleting things which have become obsolete, butmetrication is not necessary to make such changes. Criticalreviews'would need to be made of legal provisions befdre converting them to metric in order,to achieve this potentialbenefit. Because the United States does not have a firm Gov-ernment commitment to convert and guidance has not been pro-videcl-to Government agencies by the Office of Management andBudget, no coordinated effort has been undertaken to determinethe legal changes that a metric conversion would entail andwhether benefits could be achieved.

Governments in several other countries have estabjisheda-firm commitment to convert to the metric sybtem. (5ae ch.30.) In carrying out this commitment, they undertook pro-grams to convert the measurement7sensitive provisions, iptheir laws. For instancev the Canadian Government plans toenact four omnibus laws to change' the measurement-sensitiveprovisions in its laws. The first omnibus law, which was en-acted in August 1977, covered measurement terms used in pack-_aging and labeling consumer products, bulk grain activities,and retail scales. This technique streamlined the process of
amending measurement-sensitive laws.
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ANTITRUST LAWS--A CONCERN IN SOME FIRMS

Various officials believed there was danger that
actions taken to reach agreements for orderly industry con-
versions could be in reted as being antitrust in nature,
subjecting-participa to lawsuits by those who believed
they were harmed. Som officials believed metric conversion
activities should be exempted fr m the Sherman Anti-Trust
Act's provisions Other offici ls, however, did not believe
metrication activities would ubject their firms to the pos-
sibility of antitrust suits.

When the Congress was considering legislation on con-
verting the United States to the metric system, it consid-
eted including provisions to provide industries immunity
from the antitrust laws for their activities of informing
and advising the U.S. Metric Board on conversion plans. But
the Metiic Conversion Act of 1975 enacted by the Congress,
does not contain any provisions which give participating

,

immunitymmunity from the antitrust laws. Firms, however,
should not presume that participation in''the metrication ac-
tivities.contemplated in the Metric Conversion. Act will nec-

--ess-arily constitute an antitrust violation.

On the othdr hand;. because adoption and implementation
of an industrywide conversion plan. may require consultation
and collaboration among competitors, metrication activities
do provide competitors an opportunity to engage in:restric
tive Pr anticompetitive practices that .may violate the anti-
trust,laws. Antitrust problems could arise if dominant mem-
bers o.f an industry.s.eek to' drive smaller competitors out of
businesS by imposing standards that smaller busineseS cannot ,

afford or by adopting an unreasonably short conyObion period.
Thus,,industries that are contemplating converdOnto the
metric system should not ignore antitrust considerations.

The Department, of Justice AntitrUsti Division has advised
business.that'when proceeding tith the.h plans'to convert to th
metric. system the.following pregautiorfay measures are rec-
ommended.

--ConSult counsel. ,Interfirm-Conversion activities
should not beflundertak'en without the advice of legal
counsel.

Consider con with the Departmenitof Justice,or
the Federal rade Commission on the proposed"course of
action for. evaluation of the conformity with.antitrust
laws
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--Subject proposed standards or conversion schedules to
the scrutiny of a wide cross section of interested
persons.

--Work with the U.S. Metric Board.

--Industry conversion standards should provide for
gradual conversion with consideration given to the
needs of small business.

--Conversion standards and timetables should be volun-
tary.

,

Determinations of antitrust violations are made by the
courts on a. case-by-case basis and frequently entail complex,
economic analyses of particular industries, , It is virtually
impossible to describe with any degree of specificity'the'con-
version-related activities that may:create antitrust problems:-

In determining whether the antitrust provisions of the
Sherman Act have been violated, the courts apply two basic
.standards depending on the type of anticompetitive behavior
involved. In most cases the "rule of reason" is applied under
which the. courts.consider all pertinent facts and circumstan-
ces surrounding a partitular restraint of trade to determine
whether the restraint is reasonable.

The second legal standard applied is the "per -se rules."
These apply only, to limited types of 'anticompetitive behav-
ior--most notably, pricefixing, group boycotts, tie-in_sales,
and market_allocatiohs. In these cases it'is not necessary
to demonstrate the unreasonableness of the xestraint of trade
through a detailed analysis.of the restraint and the industry.
involved.
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CHAPTER 30

LESSONS.LEARNED BY FOREIGN COUNTRIES

At the time the International System of Units-was
adopted, the principal countries not using some forM of
the metric system were the British Commonwealth and former
Commonwealth nations and the United States. These countries
had not converted to the metric system because they had an
established uniform system of weights and measures within
their countries and most of their trade had been with each
other. Some of these nations--Australia, Canada, New Zealand,
and the United Kingdom--since that time have converted or are
in the process of converting to the metric system.

Regardless of the differences in physi al and economic
characteristics and types of governments bet een these coun-
tries and the United States, each country's m trication ex-
perience can provide valuable assistance if he United States
decides to convert. These experiences have shown that the
following principles should be adopted if the United States
converts to a predominantly metric system of measure in an
efficient manner.

vernment commitment to convert is necessary.

--A:cen body should be established early to plan
and co rainate the conversion and inform the various
sectors of the .economy and the public of metric ac
tivity.

--A well-developed plan and.effective coordination by
industry and all sectors of the economy must be ac-
complished.

--A voluntary conversion must eventually become man-
datory through laws and regulations, etc., in order
to complete the metrication program.

-- Overall and specific target dates must be used.

--The public must be adequately informed and educated,
and responses must be made to gonsumer concerns be-
cause conversion of the retail ector is most diffi-
cult.

--Letting costs lie where-they fall can be adopted in
whole or in part.

--Government purchasing power can be used to propel the
conversion.



The conversion of certain sectors, such as sports and
weather forecast, can aid in metric education.

- -Periods of dual marking should be kept to a minimum.

- -Hard conversion of products is more desirable_than
soft conversion whenever practicable to obtain bene-
fits.

We reviewed the four country's metrication efforts on the
basis of information provided by its metric boards or commis-
sions, and each country's officials reviewed our summary of
its experiences and lessons. The data we obtained was not
evaluated in detail for its validity. In" addition, we visited
the United Kingdom: and Canada where we met with Government
and.private industry officials.

BACKGROUND OF CONVERTING NATIONS

Important conversion dates for each country we reviewed
are shown in the following table.

Date of Date metric Target
decision organizatiot date ofCountry' to convert- first met completion-

Australia ''' June 1970,..

Canada Jan: 1970

New Zealand Feb. 1969

United Kingdom May 1965

July 1970 1980

Jan. 1972 1980

Nov. 1969 1976

May 1969 1975

New Zealand has met its target date and Australia ismoving on schedule. Although metrication progress is being
made in Canada, it is uncertain whether its target will bemet because, among other things, certain elekents will haveto be coordinated with a U.S. conversion. The United Kingdomdid not meet its target date of 1975; it will be sometimein the early 1980s before its conversion will be completed.

These countries began converting principally because ofinternational trade. The United Kingdom's conversion, whichbegan a chain reaction.of other countries, was influenced bythe amount of trade it was doing with metric countries, espe-cially the members of the European Economic Community which,fit later joined. Each country believed the others were goingto convert and therefore, the international trade reason
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became,more.important to them. Also, each country was trad-
ing more with other metric countries.

There is a difference between these countries and the
United States in the area of trade and its relationship to
the Qountries' gross national product. For example, the_
United Kingdom'S and. Canada's exports represent about 20 and

g. 18 percent of their gross national product, respectively;
while exports represent only 7 percent of the U.S. gross na-
tional product.* Therefore, international trade.iS more im-
portant to 'these countries' economy than for. t United'
States. This is not to minimize the importancerof U.S.'trade
because it is important. However; it appears that an inter-
national common measurement system would be less important
for the United States. . (International trade is discussed in
ch. 4.)

4--
further, population', land mass, and economic status af-

fect other countries' metrication and have to be considered
in reviewing their experiences. Basically, the United States
has a larger' population and economy than the other countries.
However, we believe that these differences do not make the
lessons learned invalid for the United States. The table be-
low shows some physical and economic characteristics of these
countries and the United States.

.Characteristics Australia Canada
New

Zealand U.K. U.S.

Population (in
millions)

,,Area (square miles)

Gross National Product
(in billions of U.S.

14

2,900,000

22

.3,851,809

3.1

103,736

56

93,026

_- 216

'3,628,066

dollars) (note a) $89.5 $179.3 $11.6 $214.5 $1,594

Exports (in billions of
U.S. dollars)' (note a) $11.6 : '$31.9 . $2.2 $43.8 $106.2

Exports (as a percent-. .

age of gross national
product)

.

13% 18% 19% 20% 7%
.

Imports (in billions of
U.S. Aollars) (note a) 7 $9.8 $34.3 $3.2 $53.3 $103 .

a/Latest available information foF all countries isAated'1975.
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Another difference between these countries and the.
United State's is the type of governments. Basically, the
foreign countries have a parliamentary type of government in
which the executive is also the .leader of the legislative
branch. Two Of the foreign countries only had to change na-
tional laws to effect metrication. Austlalia, with six State
governments, and Canada, with ten Provinces, had to change
some local laws. The changes appeared.to be well coordinated.
The United Stat.es has a Federal Government and 50 State gov
ernments. Metrication would necessitate 'revisions in the
laws of each of these government entities. Because of the
differences in government, the other countries' decisionmaking
'process, including changes to laws, regulations, ordinanaes,
and codes, is less complex than the United States.

LESSONS CAN BE LEARNED FROM FOREIGN
COLINTAIES' EXPERIENCES

The United States can learn from the metrication experi-
ences of other countries. Because the United Kingdom is
closee to the United States in population and gross national
product than the other countries, it probably serves as .a bet-
ter country to study metrication. Unfortunately, some of the
mistakes made in the United Kingdom may be made in the United
States if the United States is to become predominantly metric.

Also because Canada has both Federal and local laws and
regulations; is adjacent to the United States, and is awaiting
U.S. conversion in some sectors, special consideration should
be given to the lesson's learned from its conversion. -There-
tore, ip discussing the various-lessons in this section of
the report, we will.highlight the experiences.of the United
Kingdom and Canada and generally discuss the other countries.

A Tirm Government commitment
on metrication is, essential

,

The gweihment's ment to metricate must be clearly
understoodv.10: If a metric tiversion is the country's.goaI,
then.the Government's poli4Vand actions must support it.
This firm-commitment is the principal lesson on which the
other lessons are based And the four countries. agreed that it
is the underlying necessary pririciple of metrication. Bas-

,

iCallyi from our Overview of foreign countries' experiences,
we found that converting with minimum problems requires this -

firm Govetnment commitment. It is not just a policy;, it:in-
cludes'establishing and supporting the Government's metric
board or commission, taking action when necessary to provide

..for: conversion in private industry, establishing an overall
date and .specific target dates, and gaining the willingness' Of
Vernment agencies to support and participate in.metricaticn
orts:
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Each foreign country's policy statement took the' position
that the metric system would be the predominant or sole sys-
tem of weights and measures. These countries' policy state-
ments also contained the wordvoluntary, like the United
States. However, voluntary conversion in -these countries
meant that the various sectors would voluntarily agree on how
and when to convert within the overall target date and goal
of the country. The governments' policy statements and ac
tions had been interpreted in Australia and New. Zealand as
firm commitments to convert. The United Kingdom's .policy and
actions were considered to be a weak commitment to convert,
and Canada's falls somewhere in between.

We believe that tgrftlays and problems that occurred in
the United Kingdom's conversion can be somewhat attributed to
the lack of an initial firm Governmen't commitment. The manu-
facturing industry, which basically supported the conversion
policy, started to'convert; and education converted. But, the
retail industry and the government agencies.took only limieed
actions to convert.

However, in 1976 after 11 years of conversion activity,
the United Kingdom passed the 1976 Weights and Measures Act
to complete the conversion. The '1963 Weights and Measures
Act, which established quantity requirements for prepackaged
retail products in'tlie United Kingdom, stated that both metric
and imperial systems were legal, but contained a section--10
(10)--whereby.the Government could not take any administrative
actions to prevent the use of imperial units in trade. As
it turned out, this section becate a major roadblock to com-
pleting metrication because it stated, in effect, that the
Government did not have the power to require metric units
only, and this included the important retail market. Finally;
the Weights and Measures Act of 1976 repealed this major
.legal obstacle to orderly completion of metrication in the
United Kingdom.

1

Of equal 'impOrtance to the metric prognamr the 1976 act
authorizes the Government to set datee, after due consulta-
tion with those affectedr, from which time on only metric
units will be used. Thiswas to be done through Government
orders which had to be approved by Parliament. There are
two statutory restrictio the use of these powers:

,

--The mile, Toot, 4. ;,:ajlon6,6pd pint may not ,be made
totally unlawfulthe.act Ades provi44(Ahat their
use, as well ass9thIVIse of other imperiOweight8 and
measures in 'partiC' ar,sectors -maybe4Ohased out



--Cut-off dates cannot .be established before April 21,
1978, for imperial packs of those goods which, when
prepackedi can be made up for retail sale only in pre-
scribed quantities.

In addition,'the British Gove,rnment stated that imperial
units will be authorized in, the retail sect.Ar where foods are
weighed out in front of the customers until at least January
1, 1980.

Orders for nonpackaged goods, suph as loose fruits and
vegetables, hardware, textiles, and floor Coverings were not
approved in 1978 because of pbblic opposition: It 46s been
reported that the-Government has abandoned further'diders
which are mandatory. These'orders wouad-bave enabled the
Government to, essentially complete the conversion in the
retail sector within a few years. It is uncertain what
effect this decision will have on the United Kingdom's con-
version program, but it indicates there is still'a lack of
a firm government, commitment.

Other foreign countries established that the voluntary
dconversion meant that the country was to be predominantly
metric and each converting sector of industry, Government
agencies,.and the general public'-were to arrive at a plan or
specific date to 'convert voluntarily. In, these countries
firm commitments were made much earlier than in the United
Kingdom. Therefore, they were able to convert in a relative-
ly shorter time frame.

The United States has no taken a policy position on
what system is to be predomiWant. The Metric Conversion
Act of 1975 did not provide a firm national commitment to
convert to the metric system. It did not stipulate whether
the customary or metric system should be the predominant meas-drementystem for use in the United States. The act and
its legislative history shows the national policy as not to
prefer one system over the other but to provide for either
to become predominant on the basis of the voluntary ,itions
of those affected.'

A separate metric organization
needs to be established

All the foreign countries established metrication boards
or commissions for the primary purpose of planning 1-coor-
dindting their conversions to a predominantly metri8 system
of weights and measures, and it seems that such a body is
needed. The metric organization gave each country a central
focal point for metric activity. Basically, all of the boards
had the power to recommend actions, but none had the power
to force the conversion.
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The United,*ingdom announced its metric conversion in
1965 but did not, establish a metrication board to plan and co-
ordinate the conversion until 1969. From 1965 to 1969 the
British Standards Institute coordinated the voluntary metric
conversion in sectors of industry.

Other countries established their metric organizations
early in the conversion process. One month after Australia
enacted its metric.legislation; e metric board had its
first meeting. 'In NewZealand/4104,- metric board had its
first meeting 10 months after decision to convert,had
been made.

The Metric Conversion Act of 1975 provides for a U.S.
Metric Board to coordinate the voluntary use of the metric
system. When an industry, a firm within'a group of indus-
tries, a Government' agency, a local government, or any other
entity wants to voluntarily convert, the U.S. Metric Board is
to aid in planning and coordinating the conversion efforts. ,
However, the Metric Board hpd not become fully operational
at the time this report went to pint, more than 2 years after
passage of the act.

Cost of operations

Below we have presented a breakdown of.metric
organizations' cost for both the United Kingdom and Canada.
These costs show the .s of and money required for.this
planning and coordinati lefunction.

In 1977 the United Kingdom's Board had a full-time staff
of 48, down from a peak of 70 in 1971. The costs of the
British Metrication Board since calendar year 1969 are pre-
sented in the following table.

9 mo.
ending

Expenses
Dec-. 31,

1969 1970 1971 1972

(U.S.

S 487,500

67,500

205,000

7,500

845,000

1973 . 1974 197i'

5 630,480

77,700

295:260

44,400

1,110,000

1976

Salaries

Administrative
expenses

Accommodations
and rates

Consultancy
contracts

Publicity

'Total

$129,060

7,170

121,890

-

126,670

$297,600

40,800

180,000

52,800

276 000

S 397,720

.

46,360

195,440

9,760

424,560-._
$1,063040..IiIMIIMal.

dollars)

$ 460,660

71,050

203,350

15,250

850,150

$ 446,940

56,160

208,260

18,720

802,120

$1,532,700ISiIiit

$ /532,800

90,000

325,800

1,323,000

$2,271,600----I..
--,---
$384,790WII--

-...../...-

5847,200WHIMMIM-.8.
$1,612,500l=111MINIIIM-- $1,661,100

3111m111MBS $2,157,840-IMMIM.V.-



c The Metric Commission Canada has 89 full-ti'me' staff,
members and about a $5.5 million budget for 1977-78'. .Thee
costs of the Commission for 1971 -72 through 1976-77 'are'
presented in the following table.

Expenses 1971-72 1972-73.

\.
Management, $33,428 $222,236
Research and
planning 5,803 32,852

Information 284 116,357
Engineering
industry plans 3,053 109,870

Industry and
service plans 1,526 54,937

Intergovern-
mental

.0,

Total $44,094 $536,252

4

1973-74 1974-75 1975-76

(in U.S. dollars)
'7

$ 309,941 $ 375,961 $ 151,312 $ .194,,021

130,651 247,630 368,578 614,383
741;447 1,439,356 1,660,708 2,764,471

253,735 375,417 474,222 635,795

155,018 248,419 280,476 553,076

- 314,482 465,004
.$1,590,792 $2,686,783 $3,24'9,778 $5,226,750

Organizational structure
-7

Each foreign country organized its board or commission
a little differently. However, one approach was, a three-tier
organization-- board, overall sector committees, and subsec-
tors committees--with full-time support staff to accomplish
and aid the detail planning and coordinaking of various sec-tors of the'econoMy. Australia, Canada nd New Zealand had'.
this three-tier organization. Each established major qommit.,
tees for an industry or sector; then within .these committees,
the sector was broken down or divided into manageable cOmpo7
nents where the planning and-coordinating took place. .For
example, transportation was a major committee or sectorwith
subcommittees or subsectors.for air trantport, rail transport,
water .transport, road transport, etc. The United Kingdom's
board did not have the smaller organizational levels.

,

In Australia the Metric Conversion Board .consisted of'13
members drawn from all States with experiences in many sec-

--tors of the economy. Each advisory committee (an overall
area) was chaired by a_member of the board.. Then sector com-
mittees- (levels within the .area) were established under this
advisory committee. Members of all committees were nominees
from appropriate organizations, national associations and .

institutes,.and Government departments.

The following is an organizational chart of Australia's
-Metric'- Conversion Board showing thkAtthteetier approach and
committee structure.

3Q-8
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Metric organizations can provide effective
planning and coordination.

Each country's metric organization is responsible for
coordinating and/or planning metric conversion.- The Metric
Commission Canada has established a detailed planning network
and developed guidelines which must be followed by all of its
sector committees in planning and coordinating their conver-sion. The Canadian planning function appears to'be very de-
tailed, and officials of the Metric Commi sion Canada advised
us that, for the type of economic struct in Canada and the
United States, they felt a detailed plan as necessary in
every 'sector. Also, the Canadian Commission has committees
to, coordinate the Federal-Government's departments and agen-
cies and the ProvinceA' laws and agencies.

The Metric Comm(ission Canada approached its metric con-.
version task as a four-phase program:

--Investigation phase. each industry or occupation is
researched to define the most appropriate metric units,
metric standards, and range of metric production sizes
or quantities to be used.

5- -Planning phase. The sequence of events and the time
needed for this conversion process in each sector are
determined, and these tentative estimatesare coordi-
nated with the requirement-estimates of suppliers andcustomers.

- -Scheduling phase. A timetable is developed for each
industry and field of endeavor so that it can be coor-
dinated with the other sectors within the overall tar-get date determined by the Metric Commission.

- -Implementation phase. Th inal stage where each sec-tor and individual organi ation impleMents the plans
laid according to the schedule. Implementation was
proposed to start in ,1975, increase to a peak -'in 1977
and 1978, and be substantially completed by 1g80.

Planning, the second phase in the four-phase progipm, is,the key to.Canada's metric conversion. Each sector plan mustfollow a detailed network model, developed by -tie Metric Com-mission with the assistance of management consultants. \

Each sector plan contains:

--A plan description with associate appendixes whichdescribes what the sector comprises; its approach toconversion; its objectives, p.Oricy, and strategy; the

30-10
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nature of any constraints 'or dependencies; and the
_present status of the program.

- -An activity breakdown which identifies the main activ-

ities in the sector-plan.

- -An activity list and associated activity-description
sheets which explain the nature of the activities to
be carried out, giving objectives and outlining the
work involved.

- -A network showing the logical relationship between the
various activities required to achieve conversion and
who is responsible for execution, timing, and duration.

oa

- -A bar chart derived from the network summarizing the
time span covered by-the major activity areas and
identifying various-key events in the conversion
proceSS.

In certain cases the plans' narrative may contain addi-
tiona material, such as lists of standards to be converted,
legislation to be amended, or products whose availability may
constrain conversion of the sector.

After the sector plan is completed and after discussion4
with related sectors, the sector committee recommends that
the steering committee concur in it. The plan is then sub-
mitted to the Metric Commission for review and approval.
Once approved, the planes published and made available to
help the individual companies plan their own conversions.

If the United States is to convert, the U.S. Metric Board
'should consider organizing like the-Metric Commission Canada. °
It should provide not only industry and retail coordinating
ommittees, but also governmental coordinating committees.

El-ken though the U.S. Metric Board was not established, certain
sectors of private industry with the assistance of the
American National Metric Council have begun some planning
efforts which may be used to assist the Board7

A voluntary conversion eventually
,becomes mandatory

Another responsibility of the metric boards and commis-
sions of the foreign countries was to advise the government
of the need for changes to legislation or regulations to aid
or, complete the conversion. The U.S. Metric Board has the
responsibility of edvising'our Government of necessary ac-
tions.
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As the sectors started converting, legislation, regula-tions, or standaids required changes. Although the changes. :(were made-to permit metric conversion,,they provided an ele-ment of compulsion which made the voluntary conversion man-datory. When the various foreign governments found it neces-
sary to amend certain laws and regulations that deal with
conversion in heath and safety areas,, conversion became man-datory.: For example, once the change -of the highway signs tometric terminology was decided and the regulations and signswere changed, it became mandatory that motorists use the met-ric system.

The'fbreign countries had problems in converting the re-tail sectori.and legislation or government regulations wererequired toaid this sector's conversion. Two significant
changes made were to (1) require labeling the contents of pre-
packaged products in metric units and (2) require the size'sof prepackaged products be changed to even-rounded metricunits of weights and volumes. Also, the conversion of the -retail scales often required new regulations because individ-ual retail stores did not want to convert unless all storesconverted for fear that the store not converting would have acompetitive advantage. Therefore, these countries establishedlaws or rmulatiohs which stated that after a certain dateonly thosliscales -which had been converted to the metric sys-tem would be'legal for use.--

In Canada the Metric Commission had recommended thatcertain laws be ,amended to change their measurement references,to the metric system. In; August 1977 the first of four plan-ned omnibus bills was passed. The first omnibus bill amended,nine Federal acts, such as Canada's Weights and Measures Act 'and the Consumer Packaging and Labeling. Act. However, theomnibUs act was neither enacted as easily nor as quickly ashad been expected. Further, some metric changes that weresought concerning farm legislation were not adopted. To amend'national laws necessary to ease the metric conversion in theUnited States may also take a considerable amount of time. '(

This first omnibus accgives the Canadian Governmerri th6
power to prevent the use of imperial, measurement units intrade and pr'bvides for the Gowrnmentt to (1) set a date afterwhich a device will mot be apftoved unless it is capable ofweighing or measuring in metric units, _(2) set dates,after.which only devices capable of weighing 'or measuring in metric,units may be used in trade, (3) regulate the units in which.`.
commodities in retail trade canbe advertised, and (4) setdatei after which traditionalJunits cannot: be used in trade.Also the act removes the requirement for dual labeling onprepackaged products. A statement of net quantity in metricunits will be mandatory and any other' declarations will be-roluntary.,
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In Australia and Canada there are local jurisdictions
which can make changes that affect °the-metrication effort.

Some Australian States and Canadian Provinces did not enact

the laws or regulations to permit conversion at the same time.

In the United States, with 50 States' laws and many local
ordinances, it would seem that revisions to legislation and
regulations that are necessary to ease the conversion would
be difficult and .a complex problem to coordinate.

The United KinAgom took action to complete its.conversion
with the passage" of the Weights and MeasureS Act of 1976

which among other provisions authorized the .GOvernment to

Set dates, after due consultation with those affected, from

which time on, only metric will be .used. This was to be

done,by means of government orders which had to be approved.

by Parliament. There were some restrictions on these powers 1

as previously discussed in 'this:chapter. Basically this

legislation moved the United_Kingdom's voluntary program into

the mandatOry stage in order to complete its conversion.pro-

'graM.

Orders have been approved byParliament fixing dates to
terminate iMperial quantities for a'number of prepackaged

foods, including sugar, salt, tea,' cornflakesibiscuits, and

edible fats. However, orders proposed in 1978 for nonpackaged

goods,, such as loose fruits and vegetables, hardware, textiles;:'`

and floor coverings were not approved because -of

.sition. It has been reported that the .government has abandoned

4tsmandatory conversion program and is reverting to its vol-

-untatTconversion program; At this: timewe do not know what

effect this action vill'have on the United Kingdom's conversioR,
program, but it is apparent that it will be some time before

conversion is complete.

The voluntary:conversion became mandatory in the foreign
countries because- an industry Sector agreed.to corvert; na-

tional standards, regulations, 'or laWs were revised; or local
jurisdictions- changed their regulationS-and laws. Once a-group

agreed. to convert or regulations were revised to permit or re-

quire use of the metric system, the individual had no choice.

Overall and s ecific target dates_
must be use

All adopted an overall target date for substantial com-
pletion to a predominant metric system. The United Kingdom
established a 10-year period for conversion from 1965 to

1975. New Zealand started in 1969 with a 1976 target date..

Australia .arid Canada both made their decision to convert 'in '

1970 with a target date of 1980. The larger countries estab.-

liShed the longer conversion period.



. To plan the Conversion an overall target date was estab-lished.: Then, as the various sectors of these countries plan-
. ned for conversion, they established a specific date withinthe overall target date. The United States does not have anoverall target, a fact that may have to change if it is to bee a predoMinantly metric country. An overall target date
shoUld be established when a firm commitment to convert is es-tablished. Then the sectors should establish specific dateswithin the overall target. The United States, because of its

(T

,charactet istics, ay need a longer conversion period to' become
predominantly met is than these other countries. 'Our reviewshowed that the optimum period for 80 percent of the firms we
contacted was 15 years.

General public education and the retail w.
trade sector should not be neglected

Educating the general public is essential for a success-,ful conversion to a predominantli metric system of weights
and uthasures. Convertipg the retail sectoE seemed to 'be the
'biggest problem in metrication.

,

In Australia, Canada, and New Zealand, efforts were' madeffom the startto-keep the general public informed. Eachcountry seemed to have a little different apprOach, but they;moved the retail conversion along with the industry conver-sion. In t United Kingdom where the .retail sector was left'for last, t e consumer opposition seemed to slow down the con-version eff rts.

The Au tralian.board published metric.handbdoks.for'var7
ious sectors of the.econoMy to alertthese.sectors to changesaffecting .th m, The information most widely disseminated wasa booklet.en itled,"Metric Conversion. and You," which wasmailed to ev ry househOld in Australia. In creating metric
awareness, -t e board believed it'Was necessary to have thecontinuin 'operation of the media. Fromthe outset,'itsought ensure uniformity in correct metric usage and fav-orable edia relations by.providing guidelines. to reporters
and to news and sports commentators.

The Australian Prices Justificationlribunal,'.whichChecks proposed pride increases sought by largef industrialand service enterprises; has reported that metric conversionhas not been a significant factor in cost increases and in-flatfon. A comparatively small number of specific complaintsof consumer "rip-offs"'have.been.rePorted.to the Metric Con7version Board and consumer protection authorities. With:theexception of one case-of. a builder unjustifiably attributing
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the increased cost of a building contract to metric conversion,
the'unfair practices reported and investigated were mainly
the result of human error rather than deliberate attempts to
take unfairadvantage during the conversion.

'New Zealand's Metric Advisory Board- made metric inform-
ation.readily'available- to the general public. At every post
office, "Metric Memos"--a series of 11 pamphlets containing
general information about metric units and its uses--were

available. A booklet; "At Home with Metrics," Was mailed to'.

every household. Metric infOrmation was published and dis-
tributed..thOse concerned, and the Board had set up an In-
formation .and' Distribution Bureau for all requests

for, inforMation. The emphasis was on a gradual-Metrid aware-
ness and.a basic facility in using. the metric system. New
Zealand's Metric' Advisory Board felt that its publicity pro-
gram was a significant factor'in accomplishing the conversion.

Metric Commission Canada published a consumer guide, pro-

vided other literature, and adyertised the conversion. It in-

stituted'a practice. to reyiewmetr oducts and material
when requested as a Means to assur ormity in usage Of

imetric symbols and terms. If- the m al or product has cor-
rect metric usage, then theCOmmissiOn s logo, "a stylized
maple leaf and an M," is allowed.to be placed'on the product

or. the material. It is not an-endorsement of thejtem but

rather allows the.consumer to identify productslhaving cot-
rect metric usage or terminology. Only that material reviewed
by or'under the Metric Commission Canada could use the logo.

While the retailers are not in.tIle "vanguard" of conver-

sion, most Canadian retailers have cooperated. with the retail
sector's' overall conversion plan. This cooperation was cou7
'pled with a detemination to achieve metric conversion at the
lowest possible cost to customers and themselves. The'intro-
dUction of metric sizes at the retail,-level' was determined
.by their suppliers and took into account existing stocks:of,
dmperial sizes, the availability-of product paCkage or.con-
tainers, and timing with other suppliers' introduct'on of

competing products.

Canada's conversion of consumer products had generally
gone along rather smoothly, but there have qeejl a few in-

.stances wheteproblems have occurred. /For example, consumers'
raised questions whenrsome relipilers .sold .2. kilograms (4.5
pounds) of sugar .at'the same. Price that 5 pounds had previt
ously:been sold._ A 'problem also arose when the 'conversion

of ice cream containers was. accompanie by an increase in
price becaUse the metric sizes were smaller than the,compar-

able imperial. sizes. The price increases, howeyer, were found
to be attributable to pricing errors in some cases (hie to the



Similarity in sizes o to overall raw material cost increasesthat were occurring the dairy industry, not to the.Cost of
'converting4to metri size products. The problems that.occur-
red early in the co ersion have led tothe adopti guide-lines by the food industry.

In September 1' 6 nine Canadian associations r :_resethe food industry endorsed a series of guidelinet that willgovern marketing procedurea during the food industry-'s conver-sion,. These guidelines are intended to ease consumer concernover possible price.increases.as a result.of metric:conversion
. and state, in effect, that the Canadian food industry intends.to do everything possible to make., the transition as equitableas possible for the Canadian.consumer. The four general.
guidelines are:

a.

--It is preferable to round up to a larger metric sizethan to round down.

--Where there is a change in product size leading to achange in product cost, a change in unit price should
reflect not more than the cost of conversion.

--Other costs, separate and distinct from adjustmentsbased bn product size conversion, will continue to behanaked as in pormV business practice.

--Information to assist the consumer in recognizing and.
understanding conversion to different metric productsizes will be provided by the industry as appropriate.

In the United Kingdom government officials, as well as,
. industrial, retail, and consumer organizations wanted to limitthe use of a dual system to as short a time'period as possible.
This highlighted the need for statutory cut-off dates whichthe 1976Weights'and Measures Act permits as diScussed pre-viously. The $ritish Government also promised, during passageof.this 1976 legislation, that it would apply adequate consumer.safeguards about prices and see'that adequate information wasgiven during; the changeover period.

$ince the 1976-adt, the process of phasing out by lawthe use of imperial unitsin sectors of trade has begun. Or-ders have been approved by Parliament fixing.dates to terminateimperial quantities for a number of prepackaged foods, includ-ing sugar, salt,-tea, cornflakes, bi'scuits, and edible fats.-However, orders for nonpackaged goods, such as loose fruitsand vegetables, meats, hardwares, textiles, and floor coverings
were not-approved in early 1978. It has been reported thatthe British Government'has abandoned its mandatory conversionprogram and is reverting to its voluntary conversion program..'
Thus, the retail sector in the United Kingdom is in a very
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,confused state. Some items are sold in mandatory metrice :,
units, and other items are remaiiiing in imperial units. ,,t,' ....

_.:.,k4..

The Br itiseGovernment has acknowledged that consumers
fear metricationrmay be used as an excuse for unjug'tiffiecL
price increases. The Department of Prices and Consumer. eFtrO,'
tection's price control tysterk'exists to prevent unwarranted.
Price increases and -has a standing order to-k\eep undtr .c on
tinuous review the ef4bt of metr:ication ort'retail
Its first report, in Ap41"1977,-dealt with 12 sepagte bran-
ded ,items of granulated sugar, yiscuits, dried peaSi and salt.
In six cases the metric pack 'wag, be'ttipr value fOr inciney, than
the imperial paCk whici-tha's replaced; in two there vas no
appreciable change in 0e;',. and in the remainiwa fOtr cases
the unit price had increased slightly, but wholly for reasons
Other than Metrication.

A change Where mietrication has frequently been blarried,
;for price increases' was that of krattingsyarn. .Thfr-;otince
bell was, changed to 25 grams. (1 oUnce 2'8435 grams This,
redtictiOn size -- about. 12 percentl-carried no correSponding
reduction in price, but this was because tix-Worlds6rice -7,

wook had increased dramatiCarly 197273...,.'

The,Metticaticen 13Oaid't.s'experience is that, if inkbrrna7
Lion is ',0.rOPerly plahned arid 'mimed ; ,the change tp. Aietric

.sents no major problems to consUmens'. 2, The Board' 'S'
that retailers are not looking for an opportimity,toi0ace.con-
ceal ed I price rises They want 'tp,.:..stay
operate in a highly Competitive.-Market .1

, 9

Also the'British_GOvernmen&believes thaer4ife:tric
inforination should be made., 'avaiiable ,76t the rio)..iyt,:exi:cr o
purchase..,::ghe :19:76 :. act provided the7letr feation Boa with
pouters to eiliforce; the display..cif,certgin information. 7It
the MetricationBbard's _primary responsibility to. see that
the consumers and general public ,are;iii"folmed and advised
about the timing of any metrie.thanges,affect#ng them and
about t)e feW common metric weight4,.:and. measure which they
need to 'know.' In carrying out thiS r.esponsibglity the Board
seeks and receives the cooperation: of presS, &roadcasting,
and trade and indUstrial

A particularly successful cha e was gox .corn fifes
Metric boXeS were first..-kntroduced by the major producer in

-.November 1;975., The deveIopmertt was svppotted by
s;

public,..rela-
',tion material prepared and issued jointly by the .cOmpany and

the Metrication Board, including a national advertising.,cam-
paign And point-of7sale-information: As it happens, pre-
sOt ibed. quantities in the United Kingdorct.fOr metric pr,epac-k-
aged products are gene-rally abdut 10 percent larger than the
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ial quantities they replace. Thus metrication involved
bcrease-in-the-quantity-of-cerear-in datli-Size. The major

producer conducted interviews with housewives and consumer
groups and decided to convert voluntarily, provided consumers
could be shelf that there was,no priceino-rease per serving.

The'plan was to retain the same size boxes so that no
ext is would be incurred in producing new ones; by shak-
ing ox while filling it, the company,found that it could
add the additional 10-percent contents. This was explained to
the consumer by the company on the box and by the Metrication
Board in the pr.ess.

1%
The coinflake conversion was cOmpleted'by mid-1976. 'In ,;%f

the end consumers, paid only 5 percent more for 10 percent more
quantity. .Since- then sugar and flour have gone'metric. Met-
ric information was printed on the packs of each and supported
by advertising and consumer personal aids: These changes have
been accepted without adverse comment :from any consumer organ-
izations, and .there were very few individual complaints'

It appearS, on the basis of the experiences of the for:-
eign countries, that if the United States wants tO. be predom-
inantly metric, the problem of general public education and ,
the major task of converting the retail trade sector Shduld
not be neglected-1,

Government financial assistance

All countries initially adopted the policy of having
costs lie where they fall, but some countries revised or
supplemented it to various degrees in providing some govern-
ment financial assistance or incentives. t

' -

, .-
Vsr

1

Australia adopted the policy that compensation for con,-
version costs would not be provfded. Howevethese tax con-

, cessions were granted which have softened the'impact of con-
version:version:

--AccelerAed write offrof capital costs incurred as a
result, of conversion.

/

--Waived,sa1es tak4on metric conversion-kits required to
cahvert equipment used for'business, purposes. 4'

--Waived import duty of conversion kit.
.

.

Alpo, the' Australian Government has provided a total of'
$18 million .(Australian) to the State governments to aid the

'
',conversion. Most of the St,te's revenues come from the Fed=

-neral Government. .;-



'*#, Canadian apProach to metric conversion was voluntary,
; and 44-ch---firm and- organization was to be guided by its evalT
uatiOn,of its own short- and long-term interests. Each firm

was expetted to identify the, opportunities, for change and to

bear its own costs. This is the same philosophy adopted'

,otitt ler, countries of letting costs, lie where they fall. How-

ever.; financial assistance has been eStablished.to.defray
conversion costs in certain areas.

The Canadian-Cabinet approved in March 1977 a $40 mil--

,lion (Canadian), 5-year assistancegrogrpm"for workers who
:.must purchase their own tools for ployMent. This new' as-

sistance'program reimburses eligible.emOlOyees with 50 percent

of the amount spent ,on purchasing new metric measurement-
Sensitive tools. It does not apply to se 4f-employed persons
norto persons who are provided tools by their employers.
Theyprogrilmbecame effective on April 1; 1977, and is sched-
uled to t4ftinateon Mirth 31, 1982.

The prograM is in response to a request made by organized

14bOr and industr. will. not only assist employees but
aldb'businesses that usually require employees to provide
their own tools.,

A spiecial unit was established within the Metric Commis-
.

Nion to.administer this program. The Commission will check
claims to insure (1) purchase slips or rece7ipts are submitted,
(2) claims are certified and verified by employers, and (3)
tools purchased are measurement sensitive. The Commission
estimate"hat a mini um requirement of 15 staff-years would
be needed tooprocess 'e estimated 100

F
000 claims each year.

'Income tax assistance is.being provided to the selkr
empldyed and 'companies for tools, scales, and other equipment=
which require changes because of metrication. . The tax, code,

revision pprmits the equipment conversion cost to be tr ate8,
as a deductible expense, rather than as a capital expenditure,
even though'there is an improvement in the cap ity or 4ual-
ity of the equipment. However; ifthccOnversi to cost hxceeds
the metric unit replacement cost, the ipmen dept' is then
cpnsideked a capital expenditure and4 deductible as a
current e xirnse.

Further assistane is I2eing provi or the conversion
of scales. Legislative amendments enacted in:June 1.9.7.7 re-
vised the Federal sales taxes and import duty on metric scales
and Fits to/convert to metric. The normal"Federal.sales tax ..

rate is 12 percent.. the Federal sales tax on conversion kits
will be exemPted; and for new scales, the Federal Sales tax
will be half of this 12-percent rate,. The import duty on
scales.andskits,,.which is normally 17.5-percent, will also be



10

exempted. Tlie relief on the scales was to aidoin the conver-
-.sion-of-tire-coneumerarea.

: The Canadian Federal Business Development Bank, which
provides financial assistance and :maneOilent services to:: all
businesse's, is to provide small buSine#40 with metric con-version

le'l:

assistance. The plans provides et sMa 1 buSinesses,:t
with. annual gross revenue not exceeding$1,500,0\,.0L (Canadian)
can guflify for financial aSsiStaAcefi# metric Conversion.,r ... .. )

tles4 ,Zealand adopted the poiicyof ,letting costs lie wherethey fall and did not provide any finanCial assistance or 'tax.,
or tariff relief to aid any sector's conversion. The United
Kingdom adopted a policy of ..lett4ng'coses:_lie where they fall.
when converting to the metric system and believes that the
policy of refusing finanCi0...e*Sistande can be mainteined./
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- =The use- of sports.-:and4weAther forecasts
14Y.'; lerit.iway to aid the general public's ed

Metric ,syst4ni.

0:10' ual labeling should be kept t the minimum
ea(isa 4nable. the publiO- to become f mil iar with

new T1 .trid
-.Flard.conVerSiOns,. rather thah-soft conversions, of

produCts shcitild be made. wheriever practicable to obtain
benefits.

r

e excel-
o f the

CONCLUSIONS

The- United' Statep ay'a Nation has a larger population,
economy, and Goverinmeht than the other foreign countries.
However,' it can learri from other foreign nations' experiences°,
gerNially and iri,'each particular sector if it is to be 'pre-
dominantly metricv

4 Generally,. the lessons learned and the current position
in the United'' States is as follows:

clear and firm Government commitment to convert is
necessary to achieve a successful conversion. The,,
United States has not adopted this policy, and there
is much confusion as to ,whether'the United S";.'at'S is-
committed to 'a metr ic, Amer ica.

after,:
bodT should be established early,:` shortly--A cent
national; commitment is made, to,oplan and co-

ordina. g the conversion d qnform the,, iiatious sectors
and the pUbl ic of ?ire tr if14,ra'cLtivity. lithe- U. S . Me tr ic
Board had riot become fully Vierational--over 2 years
after 'the passage of _the ac th,e time thisreport
went to .pr int,

. ,Ait 4...

--A well-developed plan. must' prepared fiand effectively
implemerited. There is no national plait and-Uould nIal

- 4 1 ,be under the current law and policy. 4. However,' there*Ns b
some coordination being done'by the American Nationare,,

Metric Council, though most of it is very p4eliminary.
P *

--A successful voluntary conversion must eventually be-.
come mandatory through laws and regulations, etc., 'in,
order that the metrication program can be completed.
Necessary thwerrtions should be permitted. The act did
lidt contain and the U.S. .Metric Board does not have ./any compulsory powers.

4



overall. target date must be established for the
country by,ithe government-apd specific target dates
must be established for the various sectors by those
affected. The United States does not'have an overall
target date for conversion.

- The.public must be adequately informed and educated;
and responses must be made to, consumer concerns. Con-1
version of the retail sector is the most difficult and
must receive special attention. These are'some ofithe:
responsibilities:of the U.S. Metric Board.

--The principle of letting costs lie where they fall
should be adopte'd at all possible. All the foreign
countries did this, although a tew made some excep-
tions. The 1975 Act does not provide for financial
assistance programs,. =4:

--The use of the government's purchasing power greatly
facilitates the copversion. (Government should be
careful that it.dOes not pick up the tab for an in7,
ordinate amount of private enterprise's metricatio0,
costs.) Using procurement by the Federal ,Government%r-4,-_
as a means to effect conversion is.one of; the subjects
mentioned in the 1975 Act that the U.S. Metric Board e4'4tmay examine.
/4

14--The conv rsion Rf certain sectors, such/as weather re
4.i

porting nd sports is ash excellent means of educat
the.pUbl c. The National Weather Seevice has a .plto do*jus this regardless of the 0 tonalpolicy. Some sportd,
swimming, are using the,metric eAte 1

If

'1

recordsiate in t metric system,A6
essentially in the 'Olympics. Under'
national policy, it would seem inapt
liert meather reporting and' sports fir
purpogeshe

1
W.4,

--Avoi ua labeling whenever possible and keepthetime pe iOd of dual usage to a minimum. The.7,14Met-
riCtlipar uld encourage the adoption of t As; icy-by' those that decide to voluntarily convert,-
,'would -.be more appropriate under =a national pro ramwitha firm Goverhment commitment.

-yTti assist firms and other organizationsweish the Prep-.-'earation of materials and products used flir distribu-
tion or sold to the public, the Metric Commission
Canada estpblished the capability to review proposed

.
. .



material for accuracy of Jnetric terminology and
permitted the use of its Logo'..on approved material.

.

This assures the public that the metric terminology
is accurate. It was not an endorsement of the prod-
uct. Consideration should be given to establishing
a similar procedure in the United Statee

We b1elieve, on the conversion
,

n
,

leesons
learned from the'foreign ountries' experience, that if the

sis of the c

United States is to be predominantly metric, the Conggess
should amend the Me Conversion Act of 1975 to make it the
national policy to cony rt to the metric system as, the prey
dominant system of Weigh s and measures within a certain num-
ber of years. Also, the ,U.S. Metric Soird should accept the.
lessons learned by the tiller countries.
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CI3APTER 31

METRICATION SUMMARY

.The United States is moving toward adopting the metric
system of measurement without a clear understspding of what
iinvolved in metrication, and whether the asdribed benefits
an be realistically achieved. The issue of whether the
nited Statesyshould adopt the metric system has not been

. resolved. The'public is not yet fully aware of the personal
. impact on them, and the business community in general, espec-
.sally small'bgiAnesses, does not realize the full impact on
their operatidgs: .

The teems meter, liter, and gram are appearing, some-
times alonecbut often with their "cousins," the foot, quart,
and ounce. The latter terms are the most familiar to Ameri- ..

cans and are part of what is commonly referred to as the
customary system of weights, and measures- Meter, liter, and
gram are part of t e metric system. When you hear or see
temperature in de es,Celsius, it is also part of the metric
system. U Of the metric system, is increasing, but the
custqmarY,4; em is by fatb.Lthe most predominant in the United
States. . v.

: i
,

Almgsevsihce4 iits nc5Rfion4 the United States has con-
sideVadOpting the metric'sygtem in one form or another as

A.the hational measurement system. Its use was officially au-
thorized over 10.0 years 'ago. There have been several major
movements, to replace the. customary, system with the metric
systeM, but all such aetempts.have failed. However, the
latest e4ort,which began more than 20 years ago, is begin-
ning to hlue some impact.

s
' Perions 'vino use. the metric. system seem to like it and

have few prdblems with it., t4put metxi tion is much moxe,ehan

Ill

simpIy'ledrning :and using.the'metrie: em. metrical-on-in-
cludes'deterMining the'best time to at) ert in order tOc=Min--...
imiie' costs; agreeinvon metric sizes; designing, producing,
And building in metric dime*Apna; training ,personnel in met-
ric obtaining metriesupolies; changing laws,'regulations,
ordinances and codes to accommodate the metric syseem; in-
'forming customers,about metric products; ,and remaining com-
petitive in the marketplace.

There are ac uall r two types of-con ersion, hard and
soft. Solt co sion means replacing c stomary measurement
units with equ ent metric units without any qtanges in
the size of pro ts, materials, or structures. 1 One quart,
for instan6e, becomesk0.95 liters. , Hard converaan means a
change* in the actugl dimensions of Products, materials, or

. ft.
, . t
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structures to metric dimensions--1 quart is replaced by 1 liter
which_is_ 1. 06 quarts _Generally , -hard conversion results in
rounded metric numbers which are easier to work with.

Converting to the metric system would eventually mean
thinking, hearing, and seeing distances .in terms of meters,
.volume in terms of liters, weights in terms of grams, and
temperatures in Celsius." "It would mean new sizes for screw*
and bolts, new distances on maps, new weights on scales, new
speed limits on_ highways, and new tools to repair automobiles
and other products. If ,would also mean new' sizes for bever-
ages, food, and elothing;.new recipes in the kitchen; and
revisions in educational materials. Of course, it does not
mean that all sizes, distances, and weights actually would
change, although a great many would; but the terminology and
numbers used tsly express them would: Metrication would probably
be a combination of soft and hard conversion.' The change
would not necessarily be sudden and complete.

A change,MtkieMetriesyS4.1r*otild be significant. Met-
trication woureq*ArAM6ricans_at-work, in School, at home,
in shopping, and in-their leisure activities. Every organ-
ization, firm, induatry, and level of govevtilent would feelits impact. The impact could surprise many americans.

conversion is to take place, Americans must be kept
full 4aformed of that is taking place, why the changes arebeing'-madho benefits, who spays, and how-it will affectthem. We have looked into the subject of metrication -to pro-vide.the Congress, the Ad-ministration, the Metric Board,and in torn all Americans .awith better understanding ofthese and the other issues

THE METRIC) DEBATE

The issues basically center air undthe advantages and
disadv'intages andi:ths costs and nkt,i.tg.'' Which outweighsthe other? The '40ate'has been going' on. almost since the
Nation's birth.,,The answers are complex and .in most cases
undeterMinable.,i,It Is,Very diffibult.tO detetinine the an-"'
swers for.44.siOgle firM, let aldne'an industry:- To-answer'
the guestion-ffr a Nation with 218 million people with the

riO ,'largest ecomy in,the world'is even more dgficult,*part.cUlarly when pertinent_ data Is,unavailablerhe'following
are the generally ascribed

advantages end'-disadvalltages.-

,Ascribed advantages r
e0-.

The ascribed advantages fregUently-atgiqbuted to metric-conversionlgenerally relAte or one:or more of*he following

.Z.=r1,
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A.

- -The metric system is,a better measurement system.

--The United States would join the rest of the world
in a common. measurement language.

- -CdPversion would help improiie or maintain the U.S.
foeign trade position.

- -The,process of converting would provide opportunitiei
for worthwhile changes.

- -Conversion would stimulate the economy.

- -Conversion is inevitable and would cost-mdre, later.

Ascribed disadvantages

The ascribed disadvantages frequently attributed'to met-
ric conversion ,generally relate to one or more of the follow-
ing.

- -The customary system is a better, pleasurement system.

--Conversion would be enormously,expensive.

- -Convertion would cause 9onfusi6n.

- -Conversiqn would hurt the U.S. economy.
. ,

4114v.
.

- -There is no need-to convert to, the metric system.

NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS METRIC STUDY

After .l.Q' years of similar bills being considered in the
Congress, OA MetricI cttudy Act (Public Law 90-472) became .
law in Aigust 1968. The act callecl, upon thd Secretary
:COMMerceto

,77dete;mine he impact lon the United States of, ,,th in-
creasing*use,of the metric system;

I ,

- -consider the desirability. and practicability of in-
creasing its use in the United States;

-4StUdy the'feasibility of retaining and promoting engi-
neering standar0 on the basis of the customarpsystem;

--exOTnt,the effed%s on international trade foreign
relations, nat4onal security, and also the practiCal
difficulties o greater use of'the metric system; and
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--evaluate the costs and benefits of alternative courses
of'action that the United States might take.

1

As the NBS .metric study piogressed,'ihe study .9ioup'con-_
cluded thatthe United States_is...altedy increasing its use ST'
the mvtritSysteM and:t.hat sooner or later the United States

:.2.' ,,Will probably become -predominantly metric. Thus, the study's
--,Majoi thrust, from whether the United States-should,9, ,,,,

. convert.to the metric system to how--pla ned ot unplanned.

. In JulyNo1971 the Secretary of Comme ce issued-hi! report,
."A METRICOMEgICA, A cision Whose Time as Come." The re.-
port stated ,that eventua ly the United States will join the
reseof the world in using g the metric systeMaas-,the predomi-
nant common language of measurement. Thel5asis for this con-'

`'elusion was that the United States is already metric in some
respects, that it`is becoming.more so, and that the great ,.

majorityof businessmen, educators, and other informed par--
ticipants in the study reported that the increased use of the
metric systemi.s in the best interest of the Nation. The
specific recommendations in the report were: _,..

.

.

Al :fi4
,., .

- -The United.States.shoUld change to the international
.metric system deliberatety and carefullythrdugh a
coordinated national program. - . .

-,

- -The ,Cohgress shoul) establishsa central coordinating
'body to guide the change.

--Detailed - conversion plans and timeltables shogild be
..Woi-keLout by the sect?rs'themselves within this

Iramegftk.

I, -tgarly priority should be iven to educatidgscbool-.
children and the public at arge''to think in metric
terms.

:

- -qmmediata reps should be taken by the iCongress to
foster U:SjAkArticipation in internattOhal standards
ac tivit

4

--Any conversion costs shouLd "lie.whe .bey fall.
. - ....

--The4Congress_should establish a 10-year time frame
icfor the United Statea to becpm*mmedominantly metric.

- -There should be firm gov *hitie itAnt to con-

:-

The report's r cOmmendation
'Iquestion. Bills.to implement the

vet t.'

ttla the metric-
ommendations Were debated.
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in the Congress fOr the next several' Ware; nom were passed.
Although the*advantages and disadvantages of metric conver-
sion.for the United States viere still an issue, a mayor area '

of controversy was the impartiality and completeness of the
NBS metric study. The critics, which included former members
of the-study group and -its advisory panel, contended that
NBS was biased in favor.of conversion while performing the
study and reporting theeesults. The critics did not believe
that the study, adequately addressed the costs and benefits
of converting.

'WHAT 15 THE NATIONAL POLICY?

' Many people and'organizations believe a decision,has
already been made to adopt the metric system in thesUnited
States. Passage of the Metric Conversion Act of 1975, with
its major provision, of establishing a U.S. Metric Board, is
cited by many as being the official national commitment:
-Just the name of the act connotes conversioil. The number of
firms converting is pointed to as evidence of the trend to-
ward the metric system, althoughmout,worW showed this activity
appears not .to be as significant as is generally believed.
Despite opinions and statements to the contrary, it is not
the United 'Statesr policy to convert to the metric system.

40p.r.. Metric cdhvYersion legislation was passed in .the senate
in*1972 providing for a predominantly metric America within a
10- year-period. But when introduced in the House, no action,
vas taken. In the -following years, various unsuccessful leg--
islative proposals were discussed. Further progress was not
made until 1975 when the provisions for a predominantly metric
America within 10 years was dropped. J ,

On December 23;,.10&, the Metric ConverSion Act of 1975
was enacted declaringthet'

-4 4

. Q5
le.'* the policy *1 the Unitted Statee.sh 11 be

to cciordinate and plan the increasing use f'the
. metric system in united States and.to e tab-
,lish a United StateeAstric Board-to cpordinate
the voluntarV mcotiversio-tothe metric system.?

,Wie act does not provide a national mmitment to convert to.'
thO' metric system. It does not stipara whether the cdstort-
ary or metric system should be the predominant measurement
system for use in the United States. 4he act and its legis-
lative history show the national. olid is not to refe 'one.
s steM over the. ther tit to rovi e or eit r to e pre oril

inant on t e asis o t e vo untar.y ns o t ose a ected.
Thus, a national decision has ndt,_be firiade,t0 convert to the
metric system. "

'r
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The Metric Board's responsibility under the pct is to '

devise and 'carry out a broad_program of planning,coardina-
tion, 'and public educationi6 consiptent with other national,
policy apd interests, withthe aim of implementing the policy
set forth in the act. It is to serve as'a focal, point for
voluntary conversions to the metric. system. The Boardit

,

not to advocate metrication but is to assist various sectors
when1 and- if, they_ choose to convert: At the time this .re-
port went to print, the Board had not become fully operational.
All 17-members of the"B&ard were nominated by the President
sand were confirmed by th& Senate during the first half of
.1978. Several Board meetings have been held.

natipnalpoliCy is not generally unde
80 perceht_Of whin *businesses and the gener

gp,

warp

Aiewe con
acted either 4a id not know what the nationalpo' y' is or
lank conversion is mandatory.' However, about 70 percent
of the largest, businesses did know that the national policy
is one of voluntary-conversion: There have been numerous
misstatements made throughout the country not only about the
policy but about the various aSpectt of metrication itself.
Actions by a number of individuals and organizations, includ-ing some multinational firms and agencies of the Yedexal Gov-

give the impression of a national, commitment to ametric America. The metric system is being taught in at least
half the Nation's school districe. When, parents learn about .the additional emphasis on teaching their children the metricsystem in sph ol, a natural tendency is to believe that theNation is erting.

,1c
IS VOLUNTARY OR MANDATORY?

. Under the present national policy, conversion tp the
metric system is 'to be "voluntaty"--those involved cap decidefor themselves whether or not to convert.. In other 'countries
thht are dohver t ing , "voluntary" ,means that ehe various sectors
'voluntarily agreet on how and wheri to,convert within' the,oyer,.,'All parameters °V a national commitment to convert to 'the :pre-dominant 8r ,sole use ,of the metric system durjhg a specificperiod of time, usually within 10 years Sr less. , .In other
countries voluntary' was not- a choice of whether to' convert
or not, as it is in the United' States.

In the Absence of a national policy. favoring either sys-tem, it is extremely important who makes the'voluntary de-

, jdbes not mean that each person can make an individual. deter -121

de-cision for each sector. Realistically, however, voluntary

Generally the large and (influential .oTganuzatrons,both Public and pc vate,) are making-or are eelpi ta make .the,
decisions.: A manuf turer day decide to conyer and this.Dr

1
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voluntary decision may result in ,forced or mandatory conver-
sions by'others, such as customefs-and suppliers. A customer/
may choose to buy br not buy a Inet'ric product, but only if /
rare that the productis.metric And that a competitive non-/
metric,-,product is available. -

I

The voluntary aspect is particularly important when a/
Federal,. State, or local government.agencyvoluntarily takes
or proposes metric conversion actions which change the mea-
surement system used by large portiOns of thegeneral-public.
ThUs,a voluntary dedision by.government, in effect, becomes
mandatory on the general public. For instance, the highway
sign conversion plan proposed 'in 1977 shoWed that the.Federal
Highway Adminis:tratio ".voluntarily" decided that all road
signs wouldbeAetric. .SuCh a decision, hbwever, would make
it "3mandatory31 on States, localities, motorists, and others.
After receiving national attention, the-plan was rescinded
basically because ofcongressional and-public outcry. It is
questionable whether the Federal Highway AdministrptiOn has._
the authority to require such a sweeping change which would
cost millions of dollart and resUlLin no apparent benefits.

The decisions by some giant multinational firms to con-
vert have an impaCt or ripple effect on their suppliers
cause of the. multinationals' orders for metric items, prod-
udts, or supplies.: The suppliers, unless they cgi-forego
continued busines8 with these firMs, will have to produce
metric products and may eventually convert theirentire oper-
ations to metric. This is happening today i/n the automobile
industry where the suppliers are filling mqtric orders from
the automobile manufacturers. Whether the/suppliers Will coin-
pletely convert their operations will only.be known over a ,Agi,

period of time,'but it is certain that atrleast some of their
_operations will be converted.' It must be kept in mind that of
,'those giant multinationals that decided to convert, most made
their decision when it appeared that national legislation would
be passed providing for .a predominantly metric America within
10 years.

. Many think conversion is mandatory, eppecially small
businesses and the general public, !Responses to our Oues-'
tionnaires showed that 42 percent o'f the small businesses_
and 23 percent of the people contacted in a public opinion
poll conducted for us believed conversion to the metric sys-
tem is. mandatory. In fact, less/than 20 percent know what
.thenational policy is.

Actions by Federal. agencies, multinational firms, educa-
tors, and others aided by'a 'general feeling of inevitability
and misstatements about metri'cation throughout the country
.tend to forge ,a metric policy for the entire Natioc. A
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policy-to convert to the metric system should be made by the
represehtatives of the people--the Congress. It appears tous that undet the present policy and the current trend ofevents, the United-States will eventually become a Predomi-nantly metric country.

Current policy has been misinterpreted and within this
'context attempts have, been made to convert to the metric ,system. It would seem that as a minimum, before voluntarily
deciding to convert, thereshould be

-a clear understanding,,of the policy,

--knowledge of the costs and benefits involved,

-an assessment of the-impact on the sector involved
and any related sectors, and

--a determination of the impact on consumers.

Any attempts to arbitrarily increase metrication activitycould seriously undermine existing policy and lead to un-necessary metrication. Due care; therefore, must be exer-cised' in carrying out the policy.

THE INEVITABILITY SYNDROME

A majority of the large and small businesses and buildingand construction associations responding to our questionnairesbelieve-conversionto the metric system is inevitable for44:their industries. Also;' a majority of State governments be-
lieve metrication `is inevitable for themselves. These be-liefs, as much as dny'per,ceived benefit, have been a princi-
pal impetus-for conversion activity in the United States.Conversion may well heceMe inevitable because people thinkit's

seIf-fulfilling:prophecy.'

l'Several factors aqd beliefs have Contributed to this
inevitbability syndrome:

--Passage of the MetriC Conversion Act of 1975 and its,
-major provisioh'%for a U.S. Metric'Board. Just the
name oT'the act connotes conversion.

--The United States is the only major nat.on not conver-ted or committed to using the metric system.

--Actions taken by some Federal agencies, such as the
Federal Highway Administration which attempted to re-quire conversion of highway signs; the National WeatherService plan to use the metric system for weather
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reporting; and the suggestion by the Department of
Agriculture to convert meat and poultry labels.

--The decision to convert by some of the "giants" of in-
dustry and the effect,an customers and suppliers.

,--The 1971 NBS report which stated that there was no
, question that theArnited 9 aSttes should convert within

1 a 10-year period. .,
el

--Proposed legislation in the early1970s which called-
for A predpminahtly metric America within 10 years.

-- Publicity about me tric projects and activities and
the.distribution of metric information and charts.

--The.increase in metric instruction in school programs
thtoughaut the country with many setting target dates--n
1980 for -13 States--when thei/t school systems are to
be teaching the Metric system as the predominant sys-
tem.

- -Federal giants for metric education.
.

- -Activities of the American National Metric Council
° established in 1973 by the American National Standards

Inititute to coordinate metrication for industry.. .

Actirm ,Should be taken to ensure that metrication does
not occur Merely because it is/thought to be inevitable,, which
is apparently what is taking/place today. The national- policy,
as establOhed by the Congress, is that conversion is volun-
tary. Busine4Ses or other entities generally should convert
if it is in-ti it best interests to do so or they may continue
to use-thecu4omary system, and should not embark upon a
course.of,conv,ersion meretly for the sake of conversion.

SUPPORT/OPPOSITION AND OXIERALL
ADVANTAGES/0ISADVANTAGES

ResporiSes to our oluestionnaires showed that the strongest
support for converting .to the metric system, came from State
education officials, State government officials, and the For-
tune 500 indutrial-companies. Building an constructip.n

a
as-

sociations supported conversion but not idely as'tne
above groups. Small businessesvere diVitd with slightly
more being opposed to metrication than-supporting it. The
public opinion poll showed most people in opposition to.

::,,metricationr
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----------
The respondents' support for conversiQn ks not based

entirely on the belief that they will-gain some advantage,
from conArting. More supported conversion than saw advan-
tages for themselves.' In fact, large businesses were.divided
on whether advantages outweigh disadvantages for their firms
(slightly more saw it asan advantage). The reaction of
small businesses was more pronounced in that more believed
the disadvantages outweighed the advantages for their 'firms.

However, when asked about the advantages and disadvan-
tages fOr the United States overall, both groups significantly
shifted to a mare positive opinion on advantages. A majority
of the large businesses believed the advantages to be greater
than the disadvantages, and more of the small business respond-
ents believed conversion would be advantageous than didadvan-

.tageous.

Thus the question arises as to just who benefits to, make
it worthwhile for the United States as a Nation to convert
to the metric system.

GOVERNMENT

No overall metrication policy or plan has been developedto guide Federal agencies. Many agencies have or are developing
a policy and a number have or are developing ppecific plans
to go metric. Generally, the agencies have a lblicy of fol-
lowing industry's lead and coordinating their efforts. HOW-ever, some agencies, such as the Federal Highway Administra-
tion, the National Weather, Service, and the Department of'Agriculture have been proceeding on their own and appear to
be propelling metrication. Such actions"give rise to impres-sions that the. Federal,Government is mandating aonversiOn,as23 percent of.the persons interviewed in a Oblic opinion poll
conducted for us, and 42 percent of the,smalftbUsinesses. re-sOnding to our questiOnnaires, believe.

The overall metrication activities of Federal agenciesneed direction and coordination to ensure that the Governmenttakes a consistent approach to metrication,and that Federalagencies do not force conversion activities to occur, con-.trary to the inteneof the Metric Conversion Act of 1975.

Other countries with a Government commitment to convertused Government purchasing power to aid the conversion pro-'cess. This is particularly true inyhat we identified asa "chicken and egg syndrome" that occurs.when manufacturers,are .willing .to produce in metric, once their customers ordetin metric and customers are willing to buy in metric oncethe manufacturers are producing in metric. Government
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purchasing powers could be used to breach this log jam by
ordering in metric on a sector by sector basis once a commit-
ment to convert is made as was done inCanada..

There,has been some discussion of the use of the metric
system. as a means to -achieVe stan-dardization in NATO.. The
problems of standardization within .NATO are the result of a
Multiplicity of research, development, and production probleMs
of the member countries. It is generally acknoWledged that
political, economic, and social conditions often take prior
ity over standardization efforts. However, standardization'
of NATO's weapons is a very important objective. Nonmilitary
factors, such as inflation,' unemployment, balance of payments,
and the maintenance of a strong industrial capability must
be Considered. Thus, in our opinion, even if the world was
metric today, NATO would still have its standardization prob-
lems.

U.S. Metric Board

. All 17. members of the Board were nominated by the Presi-
dent and were confirmed by the Senate during the first half.,
'af1978. Although the Board hasmet, It had not really become
fullx_sperational at the time this report went,to'print..

. .
. .

The duties of the Metric Board_putA.t in..the.position of
a central planner and coordinator.. The Board should not'place

f

itself in a position where it is perceived tobe an advocate
or opponent of metrication. . The;intent.of the Mstric Conver-.
sion Act of 1975 is that the Board is to be. neut Al.

The consensus of respondents tce our guestidnnaires was.
that the principal role of the Federal GovernMent would be to
counsel and.. advise interested parties on .metrication and co-
ordinate metrication activities. More respondents belisved
that target dates should be establishedby the-U.S. Metric
Board in' consultation with industry than:by any other grpup.
That is, 'the respondents believed they should have a say:in the
target dates.

We agree that spedific target. dates for each sector that
voluntarily decides to convert are needed. All affectedipar-
ties,:including consumers, shouldbe involved in making the
basic:decision-to convert Or not.' They also should be in-
volved'in deVeloping a plan and-setting target dates. The
debision that a sector has voluntarily decided to'convert
along with the rationale sho'uld'be made public. Public Mear-'
inga which are authorized-under the Metric Conversion Act. of,
1975 should be held for those conversion plans that affect
the ge'neralpublit. 4

e.
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Conversions have occurred without a Metric Board.
Fpr example, even before the NBS study, the pharmaceutical
industry basically converted to the metric system in some of
its internal operations. The automobile industry is pro
ceeding,with metric conversion without the involvement of the
U.S. Metric Board.' The wine and distilled spirits industry.
likeWise has planned and coordinated its conversion without
the Metric Board.

Some aspects Of these conversions have not benefited
everyone as mucH' as possible, but without compulsory, powers
the Metric Board might not have been able to solve these
problems. The Board was not provided any such powers.

States

State governments generally adopted a wait-and-see atti-
tude about converting, although many support conversion. In
discussions with State officials, we found little agreement,
even 'among'departments within States, about when, where, 'and
how conversion shquld take place within State governments.

Most States believe that their metrication efforts would
be facilitated if the U.S. Government would establish target
dates for voluntary conversion, provide financial and techni-
cal assistance to States, change all Federal laws that specify
use of the-customary system, and develop a national metrica-
tion plan. ,Slightly more than 50 percent of the States also
believe that making conversion mandatory with established
deadlines would help States convert.

\
-We identified five States which had passed l egislatiob

promoting metrication. A few others have proposed metric'
legislation but it had not been passed. Most of the States,
however, had notaSeen fit to introduce or amend laws to SUD-,
port conversion. .;

Metric conversion is seen by many State goVernments as
a noncrisis-oriented, expensive activity with very few near-
term benefits. They also question the wisdom of proceeding
into conversion out of phase with other States, thereby. :-
creating a confusing and possibly dangerous environment for
interstate travelers and those engaged in interstate commerce.
States fear becoming a "metric island" among other nonmetr.ic
neighboring States.

Any Federal metric activity should be coordinated ,with
the States.
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Education

The Office of Education; Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, has been involved in metric education since 1972
Programs funded by the Office of Education have been designed
to develop metric educatron-instrvtional materials in voca-
tional, technical, and adult education and teacher training
materials for people with sight handicaps, reading difficul-

, ties, and other learning 'deficiencies.

Other funded programs were directed toward developing
working models which/States and territories could use in
the transiticn,to metric education, and planning how the
Nation's educational institut, ons can best prepare.Ameri-

use m trics,- Those programs were
4ti,on through funds not
eitic education--elementary,

A funds. Legislation passed

cans to undettetand an
supported by the OfD±t
specifically appOpri
technical, adult,, op sea
in August 4974, honve, ,Apecifically,provided for metric

IF.
educaSion,grant ,:i3"Scal years-1976, 1977,.and 1978.
A total of $6.3,:m.,.%16n was appropriated for this grant
program: It7,4pe sAhat before additional funds for
metric educatiop,aieeconsidered, the education effort
should be',e4dined'And put,into phase with whatever
metrication;planSI arid efforts exist in industry, Govern-
ment, eecreation; M.erchandising, and other sectors.

A

.16oluCetoes stated that the metric system-is easier to
'learn,and teach and respIts in fewer errors. It has been
stgt4d that teachers would have more time for other
educational effort because metrics can be learned more
guicklbut we dAllnot find.a consensus on this

'-M,the schools the trend is toward metrics as children
akelo6.0g taught the metric system throughout the Nation.
All State education' agencies supported metrication. In fact,
13'States;had set 1980 as the target year for the school sys-
tems in tic.se States to be teaching predominantly. in met'.
jic'system. However, this trend may be harmful because such
dateehad not been coordinated with any other conversion'ac-
:tivity in our economy or society or with an anticipated. need.
hus, there may be :a generation. of children who were primarily.
educated in metric trying to function in the customary ,ystem
in the United Statet. %

The question therefore arise's as to how touch each school
system should teach and when. It is obvious'thet some met-
ric eduCation isadvisable. State education agencies' views
differed on how long aperiod of dual measurement capability
would-;be needed by students. Depending on the long-range
metrication timetable of some industries and the 'possibility
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that some segments of the economy mould not co:n'vert at all
under a Voluntary policy, It is likely that the cuptomary
system would need to be taught along with the metric system.
What is used predominantly in the community should be the
predominant system taught id the schools; Our educational
system needs guidance on the national policy and its imple-
mentation.

Legal implications

Metnication mould require reviewing laws, regulations,'
ordinances, and codeS at all levels .of Government to see
whether there are measurement -sensitiv.e provisiOns that would
need to be changed. This would bean enormous undertaking.
Under the present nattonal policy where there is no commit-
ment to.convert, it would be even more difficult.

It could be viewed as an opportunity to make improvements
and eliminate those lawe'regulations, ordinances, and codes
which are Obsolete or unneeded, but metrication is not neces-
sary to make such changes. The piocees would entail the ex-
penditure.of a Considerable amount of time and money, and
'much confusion would result if some-legal provisions were
converted and others were not.

Various officials'in the private sector have been con-
cerned that jointly planned metrication activities could
subject participants to law suits under the Sherman Anti-
Trust Act. TheDepartment of Justice hasproVided guidance
on steps4industries.can follow when carrying out their met-.
ricatkon activities\

BENEFITS

Ascribed benfits of metrication are not as closely re-
lated.to metrication'as they are claimed to be. Most are
goals. which have"previously, existed and have been achieved to
varying degrees.under the current system. Proponents view
metrication as.,the vehicle.to.achieve them (to a greater
degree). It is doubtful_that many'of these benefits would be
achievedthroUghMetrication without incurring costs which
woulcipartially or wholly offset or even' exceed the value of
the benefits. Also,.certain benefits, such as, increased
standardization and rationalization of consumer products,
might be unattainable, without the imposition of Governteht
laws, and regulations.

The often ascribed benefit that the metric system is
easier to use and results in fewer errors is generally but
not universally acceOted. There was some disagreement from
small businesses. The value of such'a benefit cannot be



determined, but it may be one.of'the few direct benefits of
metrication.

Both the proponents and opponents have expressed concern
over the effect conversion w ,puld haye on 'U.S. trade and rela-
tions with foreign countries. HoweVeri the effects of metri-
cation are not as clear cutas either the phoponents or oppo-
nents contend. We could not determine from-available sources
the extent to which U.S. trade will be affected, either in
the short or lOng term, by a decision to become predominantly
metric or to remain predominarkly.custotary. The effects of
metrication in promoting or deterring trade are presently
considered by the 'firms;ye contacted to be.relatively insig-
nificant,' and Companies in the forefront of. metrication appear
to be pursuing conversionfot reathons other than a possible
favorable impact on,trade:,

A majority of large businesses' believed cbnversion would
facilitate trade because a common measurement language would
come into use. Trade is also facilitated where the same lan-
guage is used. But an even larger majority indicated they
did not expect any significant, change in either exports or
imparts as a result of conversion. A majority of the firms
cited factors, such as competitive prices, high product qual-
ity, superior technology, and.good reputation.and reliability
as being of major significance. irk,,, promoting exports. The de-
sign anetallufacture of products and engineering standards in
either metric or customary units.Were not considered to be a
significant trade factdr.

Some view metrication as an opportunity to improve pro-
duction efficiencies, facilitate technolagical'advances, and
make other worthwhile'changes. 'While'metrication could pro-
vide the opportunity or vehicle for such changes, there. is no
assurance of achieving them. Also, it generally was undeter-
minable whethet the cast of metrication would be offse.t by
the value of the ascribed benefits. Of greater importance
was the fact that,most, if, not all, desired chapges could be
achieved under,the present measurement systet.

These benefits could also occur with the replacement of
obsolete equipment,andfacilities or when other changes.occur.
If equipment or facilities are subjected to premature obso7
lescence because of metrication, this would increase the
metrication cast. Any increased_efficienciesdue to new
,equipment would have to be weighed against the cost of the
change to determine whether or.not metrication would result
in a net benefit.

Whenever the question of metrication benefits is brought
up throughout the metric movement, increased st.andar ion
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and rationalization is given as the answer. Standardization
occurs when the numbet of standard items and products in-
creases. Rationalization occurs when a limited set of prod-
uct sizes in a rational series is established. Eventually.
all sizes not in the series are eliminated, generally result-
ing .in a reduction in the number of sizes.

Present sizes have developed over the years in the
marketplace to meet demand. For some products, industry
officials believe that most of these sizes meet their needs.
.Substantial standardization and rationalization has been
achieved under the present customary system and is a contin-
uing, goal.

There is little doubt that increased standardization and
rationalization could result in benefits, but the costs of
achieving these ascribed benefits are unknown. Increased
standardization andjationalization could:be achieved using
our customary.systeffi, but proponents view metrication as an
opportunity or vehicle to achieve the results. However, met-.
rication would result in dual inventories of customary- and
metric-size items ,for a considerable amount of time, partic-
ularly in those industries where equipment has a long
and spare parts have to be maintained. This would beya:very
critical problem for many industries, suppliers, and tetailetsand would cost an undeterminable amount. Only after the perriod of dual inventories has elapsed would it be known whether"
increased standardization and rationalization has resulted and,at what costs. Also,'if metrication Occurs, many standards
will- have to be reviewed at substantial cost in .time andponey.

There is little assurance of achieving increased stand-
ardization'and rationalization because the use of standards
and the selection of product size is generally on a voluntary
basis in the United States. Some other countries haVe more.
control over, standards and the size of products. Also, there'is little assurance that a new proliferation of sizes would
not occur even if initial standardization' and rationaliZation
can be achieved. It appears that Government controls might berequired to help ensure that standardization and rationaliz-ation would be achieved and maintained'. We believe this gen-
erally would be opposed by the American people and industry.

:SOme persons claim that consumers will benefit because
the metric system is easier to understand and price compari-
sons will be'easier to make. The premise, that. price 'compari-sons could be made easier depends on the willingness and
ability of producers to change to rational series Ofsizes.

,It is quite likely that changes to government laws and regu-
lations would be needed to ensure that rational package. sizes
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would be used. F5r some containers, such as cans, size
conversions would, require a considerable expense that quite
likely would be passed on to consumers in the form of higher
prices.

'-.It may be that-the increased use of unit pricing would
be of,greater benefit to consumers than converting, many sizes
to metric.. Unit pricing would facilitate price comparisons
and be easier to understand. Unit, pricing is.not dependent
on the use of standard or rational sizes, which can be diffi-
cult and costly to achieve, and would permit producers to make

.
their products in sizes relating to their needs.

There is no compelling reason for many consumer prod-
ucts and sports-to convert. For most consumer products and
for activities such as sports, no major benefits would, occur.
to either producers or consumers by converting to the metric
system., Many.consumer products are not exported to other
countries; producers of those that are seem to have little,
problem with the measurement system used. .Other countries
exporting-products to the United states change the sizes of
-their products to U.S.. sizes when necessary.

COSTS

The total cost of metrication for the United States has
not been determined4.and it appears that it is difficult to,
develop a valid estimate. Australia, Canada, and the United- ,

Kingdom were unable to' do this-for their conversions. The
3-year NBS study published'in 1971 also was unable to provide
such a-figure.

Proponents have claimed that while costs would be in=
curred to convert, the costs ofnot converting would be greater.
These latter.. costs are viewed as opportunities lost, by not .

converting., As difficult as it is to deterinine the cost of
conversion, it wouldbe even more difficult to estimate the
cost of not converting.

Generally, tl initial metrication cost estimates for a
company have been higher than the actual cost. This seems to
occur because an organization's initial reaction to metrica-
tion is that many machines, other'assets, and supplies will
have to-be replaced. However, once .a decision to convert is
made and suborganizations are told that they are to absorb
the cost or :a central body is appointed to review all claimed
metrication costs, the next cost estimate invariably is less.
They takecourses oractions which minimize the conversion
costs. This is not to say that the costs are hot large or'
that they would outweigh potential benefits or vice versa.
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Generally the necessary cost information is unavailable tomake'such a determination.

Most businesses that are convertingFtold us they did notkeep track of metrication costs but just absorb them in theirnormal operations. Cost information is considered proprietaryby most firms, and therefore, metrication cost data was seldom
released to us even when available. However, the majorityof firms believed that.metrication costs would be substantial..Our review showed that whatever the posts, they generallywill be passed on to the consumer.

If metrication can be'phased into an operation under anormal replacement program, the cost would be much less that]if items have to be replaced earlier than normal just to make
them metric.' Also, if a conversion kit is used ,or a part redplaced rather than,replacintl-the entire item, the cost is muchless. This is assuming some outside force or pressure doesnot dictate conversion at an inopportune time or manner. Anexample of. this would be if a major customer required all its
suppliers to provide metric products and supplies. A supplierprobably could not afford to loSe this major customer's busi-ness and would have to convert some, if,not all, operations
to metric and replace equipment before its useful life adexpired. .

Some of the major cost areas include training and educa-
ting people; converting computer systems, data bases, ancr
standards; changing laws, ,regulations, orddnaaces, And codesmaintaining dual inventories; purchasing'hand tools; changing

,product sizes; and familiarizkaa consumers with metric terms..

Personnel would have ta,sbe trained bUt the costs,can beminimized by providing only what is needed, tq thoseyho needto know, and when they need to know it. . But some .segments .of
'organized labor want a much broadeL training program fot-allworkers.. Metrication could result.indecreased,productivitytemporarily as employees acquaint theffiselves with the newterminology and product sizes.

State e Cation authorities feel that'metric educationcan be incorporated into the school program atO.ittle cost
after teachers are trained. However, costs for, travel:1-0
training sessions, payment of substitute:teachers Whfe reg-ular teacherS are being, trained, and.stipends to tea hers
for additional time in training'and purchase of materials'could be substantial. ,Onthe other hand,.in the. classroom .

metric instructional material4 and teXtbOOks can be provided

1
.at little.or no expense as expendable materials are. replace :and textbooks are obtained during a normal replacement cycl

--_,.
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In addition to formal education, there Vould also be a
cost for a public information program which would have to be
conducted both on a national and losal levellpy all,segments
involved in converting both in the 13ublic and private sectors.
They ail would have a responsibiliy in educating consumers e

inunderstanding and using the metric system.'

Conversion of computer systems ari&data bases, along with
other administrative material, could be a significant cost,
but there is very little metrication experience in this area
to date.

It is generally recognized that converting existing stan-
dards or developing new metric standardS would be costly and
time consuming. We.were notable to obtain an overall esti-
mate-mate of how much these costs would be.

Itis generally agreed that for many industries the cost
ormaintaining dual inventories of customary -,and metric-size.

.parts. for many years will be significant. Many industries
would want the shortest feasible-conversion.period to Shotten
thelpetiod of dual inventories. Others would want to extend,
the conversion period in'order to alleviate Some of the costs
of equipment adjustments and replacements by' having the
changes take place at an opportune time -- generally when a
change would have to be made for other reasons such as te-
placement dUe to obsolescence or worn-out equipment.

In some cases, workersi:MettiC tools have been-provided by
the employer,- These costsiWould be passed onto Customers in
the form of higher priCes for products or services. In other
Cases', workers must purchase their own tools,.. the cost of
%Mich then becomes a tax deduCtible'item to the extent per-
mitted. Government subsidies have been proposed by some for
the purchase of metric tools needed by U.S. workers. In this
case the cost would be passed onto the taxpayer.,

Metrication would require reviewing laws, regulations,
ordinances and codes at, all levels of government in the United
States to se'6'whether there are measurement-sensitive-provi-
sions-that would need to be changed. 'This would be an
enormous undertaking. It could be- viewed, as an opportunity
to make improvements and eliminate those laws, regulations,
ordinances and codes which are obsolete or-unneeded. However,
the processwould entail the expenditure Of a considerable
amount of time and money.

COSTS LIE WHERE THEY FALL

One of the principles of metrication adopted by all the
converting countries was to let the costs lie where they fall.'
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In other'words, metrication would not be subsidized. There
were some exceptions to this policy. The policy was recom-mended in the_1971.NBS metric study and has been adopted
internally by most converting firms. Many firms have adopted
this:principle by requiring suborganizations to absorb metri-cation costs intheir budgets and operations. If a suborgani-
zation, firm, or industry knows it will have to absorb thecosts, there is a tendency to keep the costs down-to remain-competitive. Howbver, in most cases it appears the costs will
be passed on to the customer.

If Federal financial assistance is available, there couldbe-adisincentive to control costs because'someone else, inthis case the taxpayer, would be picking up the tab. Anum-ber of industries indicated a desire'for Federal financial
assistance'in their conversion efforts. However, this would
likely proliferate because once one sector is granted assist -ce, undoubtedly others will want assistance also. Alreadyth re has been some discussion about'the need for assistance
for the scale and apparel industries, small businesses, andlabor. The 1975 Act did not establish a cost policy and didnot provide for Federal'financial assistance. Some of the
converting countries, all of whom had a national commitmentto metrication, didprovide some financial assistance. Twoof the:four converting countries, that we were able to obtaininformation on, granted exemptions,to taxes on the purchase of
equipment relating to conversion on the premise that the gov-ernment shoilld not increase its revenues through conversion.Also, Canada provided financial aid for certain workers'metric tools.

We believe that the principle of having costs lie wherethey fal*should be f011oyed with regard to conversion activi-ties. If a sector. cannot convert witout government assist-ance, then it would appear that it may not be in that sec-tor's best interest to convert to the metric system.

SAFETY HAZARDS AND ERRORS

Concern has been voiced in several areas about safetyhazards occurring during a metric conversion. One area ofconcern is domestic air operations. In the United States,all air operations use a standard for measurement which isbased entirely on the customary system. The U.S. aviationcommunity sees no reason for conversion. Aviation officials
are concerned about safety if the terms used in air operationsare converted to a total metric system. With the number of
aircraft and persons flying today, we have been told by thoseinvolved that th might be serious air safety consequencesto such a mass rsion.
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:There also has beet some concern raised in the medical
field about safety if all measurement terms are converted
taithe international 'metric syster (Si). The medical -field
currently uses some metric terms that are not accepted in
the intlrnational metric syStem.

The conversion of some home appliances where heat is
invo0ed has raised some concerns. The user might confuse
Cel -us and Fahrenheit terms and touch an appliance that was
th ght to be warm when it is actually very hot. The result
m t be a serious burn.

Industry might have a similar problem with thermometers
and pressure gauges. For example, at an aluminum'plants a
control operator set a temperature gauge dn a furnace at a
dlevel which he thought would heat an aluminum ingot to a
workable temperature. However, the gauge was in Celsius
rather than Fahrenheit and instead of a heated ingot, the
inner furnace was covered with molten aluminum.

We do not know how.setious these problems might be, but
they are'concetns that would have to be dealt:with in a metric
Conversion:

METRICATION LESSONS. LEARNED BY
OTHER COUNTRIES

Regardless of the differences in.physical and economic
characteristics and types of ,governments between the coun-
tries that haVe converted or are in the- process.Of conver-
ting--Australia, Canada,-New Zealand, and the United Kingdom- -
and the United States,.their experiences, could provide valu-
able guidance if the United States adopts a national polic-
to,convert. We believe these countries' metrication experi-
ences have shown that certain principles should be adopted
if the United States is to convert to a predominantly metric
system of measure in an efficient and economical manner and
,within an optimum period of time. These principles.or les-
sons learned and the current position in the.United StateS
are as follows:



Lessons learned by
other countries

(1) A clear and firm Govern-
ment commitment to convert
is necessary to achieve a
successful conversion.

(2) A central,body shou be
established early, ortly
after the national commit-
ment is made"to.plan,and
coordinate thdVconversion
and inform the various
sectors and the public of
metric :activity.

(3) A well-developed plan
must be prepared and
effectively implemented.

(4) A successful voluntary
conversion must even-
tually become mandatory
through lavis and regu-
lations, etc., in order
that the'metrication
program can be completed.
Necessary exceptions
'should be permitted.

(5) An overall target date
must be established for
the country by the Gov-
ernment, and spcific,
target dates mint be
established for the ,

various sectors by those
affected.
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Status ice, the
United States

The United States has
not adopted this
policY, and there is
much confusion as to
whether the United
States is committed
to a metric ,America.

The Metric Board had
not become- fully oper-
ational--over,ieyears
after the passate of
the 1975 ;ct-,at the
time this report went
to print.

Thereyis no national
plan and should not
be under the current
law and national pol-
icy. However, there
is some coordination
being done by the.
American National
Metric Council, but
most of it is very
preliminary.

The 1975 Act dl-Pnot
contain and the Metric
Bogrd does not have any
compulsory powers.

/

No overall target date
exists for conversion
in the United States.



Lessonsl.earned by
other Countries.

(6.) The public must be ad-'4r
equately inforMed and ..

educated, and responses
must be made to consumer
concerns; Conversion
of ,the retail 'sector
the' most difficult and
must -receive special)
attention.

(7) 'The principle Of letting
costs-lie where they
fall should be adopted
if at all possible. All
the foreign countries did
this, although a few made
some exceptions.

(8) The .use "of the Govern-
ment's-pUrchasing power
greatly facilitates
the conversion. . (Gov -

ernment should.bevare-
ful that it does not
pick up the tab-for an
inordinate amount of
private enterprise's
metrication costs.)

(9) The conversion ofcer-
tain sectors, such-as
sports.and weather
reporting, is an excel-
lent means of educating

-the public.

. e,
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Status in the
United States

These. are some of the
responsibilities of
the Metric Board.

To date there are no
,Federal _metric assis-
tance programs and
-none provided for in
the Metric Conversion
Act of 1975. However,
about $6.3 million has'
been provided for met-
'ric'education grants.

Using procurement by
, the Federal ,Government
as a meansYtoteffect
conversion is One of- ,

the subiects mentioned
in the 1975 Act ,that
the U.S. Metric Board
may examine.

The National Weather
Service has a plan to
do just this regard-
less of the current
national policy. Some
sports notably field
and track and swim-
ming, are -using .the
metric system because
world-records are in
the metric system.na-

tional
the current
policy-, it

would seem inappro-
priate to convert
weather and sports for
educational purposes-.
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Lessons learned by
other countries'

(10) Avoid dual labdling
(in both metric and
fhe previous system)
whenever possible, and
:kedp the time period of
dual usage to a minimum.

Status in the
.United.Statets

Many consumer food
products are dual
labeled. The Metric

t Board could encourage
the adoption of this
policy by those that

, decide, tovoluntatily
convert, but it would
be more appropriate

. under a national-pro-
grammith a firm Gov7
exnMent commitment.' '

To assist firms and other organizatiOns in the preAra-
tion'of materials and products used for distribution or saleto the public; Canada established the capability to reviewproposed material for accuracy"of metric terminology andpermitted the use of-their logo on, aPproVed material. :Thisassures the public that the metric, datwis accurate p*. Itis not intended to serve as an endOrsement of,the product.

Consumer or Tublic react.ion.tO, metrication has been amajor force in determining,whether_
a conversion to the metricsystem can be successful in these cowit.ries. .Experience hasshown that if conversions of sometcOnSumer products are not-handled properly, adVerse c6nsumer:reaction,results. et,these countries have also found that when consumers w met-,rication as not ,being harmful to their interests,conversionbecomes a !It-ion-event." It must be kept-in mind, however,that all these countries had a national commitment'by theGovernment to convert to the metric system.

In the United Kingdom, goVernment officials, as well asindustrial, retail,.and consumer organizations wanted to limitthe use of a dual system to asshort-a time period as possible.
This-highlighted the need for statutory cut-off dates which the1976 Weights and Measures ActThermits. This, was to be accom-plished by 'means of government'orders which had -to- be.oproved%by Parliament,. 'EssentFally,this moved the, program from thevoluntary to.the mandatory stage.."

Orders have been approved b Parliament fixing dates toterminate imperial quantities ajlumber,of prepackaged'foods including sugar, salt, cornflakes; biscuits, andedible fats. However, orders p posed im1978 for nonpackagedgoods,'such as loose fruits and vegetables, hardware; textiles;and floor coverings, were riot approved tecause'of public opposi-tion. It has been reported that the government has'abandoned,



its mandatory conversion 0,6gram and is reverting! to its
VOluntaryconversioR'prOgram.: Thus, the `retail sector in the
United-Kingdom Is in .a very confused. state With some. iteMS
bein sold in metric units and 'other items remaining:in-iMperial
units.. At this time we do not AnOw what effect.thisaCtion'
will have on the.UnitedKingdomLs conversion progra6 but it

`is'apparent that Zt will-he'Some time before. the retail sector, .

is metric.

USING BOTH SYSTEMS

h 2

. .

Although there is some Use of the-metric system ,t d
. _ ,

'.' United States is a predominaritly.3cystomary country. We be--:

lieve, along with most other ', that the United Stateg or any
other county cannot effectively operate under -a ttual :system
of measurement. A dual systeth--usage about equally divided_
(Ranging from 40 to 60 percent) the two Systethg7-

-Wbuld be "inefficient, uneconomical, and confusing io.evety-
'.one, especially the general,publio. Educators would, probably
be teaching both systems with somewhat egual.emphasis% Laws,
regulations, ordinancesv and-codes would _be a confusing-Atangle°
using 66-th systems. , , '

. ,,-

OVERALL CONCLUSIONS
N

No country with-a comOined economy
w eremear the,sizeof.bhe United Stlite
t the -metric system. If. ,there is a co

and ,population any-,
has ever converted
version, the spedific

-ef ct'it would have on QUr econaMY,is%undeterminable, but
the impact onkour.society would be greats

There is insufficient eNhdence to. ,support or tetute the
'belief that conversion to the metr,irsystet by.the,United
Stateg.ds ineyitable. But a nation or an 'organization Should
not convert simply becaUse-meteicatron is Oought to be inev-
itable. HoweVet, .as more people believe in inevitability and
convect because of this bellef,-thetricationthenbecOmes in
evitable.. -Before- embarking on a full-scale national met_ric

.,-program sufficient jusVificatiOp, supportedsby'eVidence, must
be providei, to the Amerioan

Most of'the cited metrication benefits are goals which
have-always.existed a d have, beeri achieved to varie0s.degrees
under lthe customary s stem. -oetrication is being Viewed by
proponents as the opport ityz oachieve them (to a greater
09rep). However, agtua ly achieving the benefits is'gUes-
tionable, and their val es are geher'ally undeterMinable...

g .

.

The total cost :of m trioation ds likewise undetermin
able, in Spite of variou estimates-that halve been cited 'in
the last decade by various' organizations and.indiVidual/.



These estimates vary widely and often are not based on detailedanalyses-of the factors involved. They generally
are low or-high depending' on the conversion experience Ofthose providing these'figures,and their position' on convert-ing'Or not converting to the metric system.

u

However, based on the limit cost data that was,available to us and the input from the various representa-tives from a wide spectrum of organizations throughout thecountry, the cost will significantin the billions of
. 'dollars. It would seem*easonable that if conversion is war-ranted., the principle of letting the costs lie where they'fall should,be adoptqd 07 ry.likely if this principle could 'not be generally adh' 'ed o and Substantial Goverhment finen7cial assists wa
justified.

In Or
or bener
change
usrng'

'tab

s uir d, then convexsioniiduld'not be

the opportunity to achieve improvements'
version must be a'hard conversion, a
imensions, rather-than a soft conversion,

alents. However, we question Ehe reason-
rig the sizes.of products where no changes

-st COuntties use-the metric systetA of measure-nited States cannot -.deny the existence of the, sys-hibbt its use. It should be noted that the extent
::eachcountiy adopted. And uses the entire interna-SII metric systeit is unknown..,

'multitude of factors affedtworld trade, and the-meas-ment system used, is considered to be of minor importance.brity (60 peicent) of the largest U.S. industrial bbsi-neisesthe Fortune 500--who responded to our questionnaire
;',believed conversion would facilitate trade thtough a common:'measurement language, but over 80 percent indicated they didnot:expect,any significant change in either expoits or importsaE a result of conversion. A majority of the firms responding"cited factors such as competitive prices, high quality, supe-rior tecnn,ology, and good reputation and reliability as being.Of major significance in promoting exports, Engineering s,tand-ards'and the design and manufacture of products in eithermetric or customary units were considered to be of major sig-nificance in promoting trade- by, relatively feW of .the respond-Less_than 5 percent of the reipondents considered mess-uielieni:uni'Ns to-be a major significance in deterring trade.

.

4111eTian firms have been trading for centuries witheeeihtrieA-phat 11) use various.-measurement systems, (2) have,different requirements and,laws that must be complied with,



a.

and (3) speak different languages. We found no evidence to
show whether the Nation's trade would be significantly affected
by converting to the, metric system.or remaining with the cus-
tomary syitem.

A matter, to be considered is whether the'demandi for the
use of the metric system in world trade-warrnt the effort
and expense'peeded to convert our day-to-day'affairs, such
as highway speed limits, cOnsumer products, tand weather report-
ing, into metric measures.

Actions by Federaflagencies, multinational firms, edu-
cator, and others aid0d by a general feeling. of inevitability

and misstatements about metrication throughout the-country tend
to forge a metric policy for the entire _NatiOn. A policy to
convert to the metric system should-be made by the representa-
tives of, the people-the congress. It'appeart to us that
under the present policy and the current trend, of events,
the United States will eventuallylbecome a predominantly
metric country.. A

Current policy has been misinterpreted, and within this
context attempts Wave been made to convert to the metric'

system. It would seem that as a minimum, before voluntarily
deciding to convert, there should be

--a clear understanding of the policy,

- -knowledge of the costs and benefits invOlved,

,--an assessment of the impact on the sector involved
and4ny related sector, and

- -a determination of the impact on consumers.

Any attempts to arbitrarily increase metrication activity
,could seriously undermine existing policy and lead to unnec-
essary metrication. Due care, therefoie, must be exercised
in carrying out the policy.

Theiti is no question that one system should be predominant
because the existence of a dual system for length of time

is impractical, inefficient, uneconomical, and confusing. > It

:is .not too late to make the decision as to whiCh system is

to be predominant. The-decision is not an easy one becaUse
valid national conversion costs and the value of any benefits

are not _available..

Since a decision. will affect every American for decades
to come, we ,believe 5the decision, which is to continue with



the current policy o'.change it, should be made by the
representatives of the peoplethe- Congress.'

We believe that this report will- provide valuable infor-.mation on metrication and the issues involved to the Congress,
the. Administration,. the U.S.-Metric Board, and to-. the American
PePPle-

Specific. recommendations pertaining to measurement
Activities,regardingfasteners, transportation, tires, petro-leum, State OvernMents, eduCation,''beverages, consumer prod-ucts, and weather are discussed in thetrespective chapters
of.,thisrepOrt and for the most part are not included in thischapter. We are making the following:recommendations to helpimplement the current national policy in aCcordance with the1.975. Act and its legislative history.- ,

RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend that/the U.S. Metric Board:

- -Inform the American pe4le that conversion is strictly
voluntary andthat our national policy does not favorthe metric system overr the, customary system, or viceversa.

--Ensure that its policies and actions do not advocate
or discourage the use of one system over the other.

- -Ensure that if a voluntary metrication proposal ,is
presented to the Board, that all affected parties are
adequately represented in,the voluntary decision-
making process.

- -Hold public hearings on those colversion plans that
affect *the general public to.obtaintheir comments

__which should be considered in finalizing such plans.

,-Make .provisions to handle queStionsand. complaints by
the general.public in an eicpeditiodS-,manner.;

-.7;Adopt a-national metric.symbol (logo) to be used only
on materials that the 'Board has reviewed-for.accuracy'
and completeness and-make'-the-publicaware Of this .:.designation.

- -In planning:` and coordinating conversion actiVitieSof--
U.S:' industries involving the adoption of international
Standards, give.consideraton to those conversion ac-.tivities that have taken 'place, such as that of the
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U.S. fastener industry in its attempt to achieve (1)
adoption of its proposals for international standards'
and (2) the benefits of standardization and rational-
ization.

--Use the experience gained in the conversion of the
wine 'and distilled spirits industries in reviewing
plans for other sectors, especially those involving
consumer products.

--Develop avenues through which the States may define
their roles and coordinate appropriate voluntary con-
version activities among other States under the cutrent
national policy.

--Ensure that State education agencies and the U.S.
Office of Education coordinate the timing of metric
conversion 'In education so that metric instruction
in chools will be in. phase with the needs of` the Na-
tion in order that time, effort, and money will.not be
expended to develop and teach a predominantly metric
program to students for a still nonmetric society.
Educators must be reminded that U.S. policy at this
time is voluntary, which includes the option not to
convert.

--Consider the information and specific recommendations
contained in thedchapters of this report in reviewing
any conversion plans submitted to the Board.

We recommend that the-Director, Office of Management and
Budget, in working with the'U.S. Metric Board: .

--Clarify for Federal agencies what they.are expected to
do in regard to planning and coordinating any increased
use of the metric system.

--Ensure that Federal agencies establish policies con-
sistent with the intent of the Metric ConversionAct
of-1-975-and inform the private Sector of°Federal met -
rication plans whenever appropriate.

--Ensure that Federal agencies convert regulations or
Mount other metrication activities when the initiative
comes' from the sectors which will bye. affected--indus-
try, the States, and the general public. Federal.
agencies should only initiate action when they can
demonstrate that such action is in the Nation's best
interest.
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--rRequire that Federal agencies inform the public of
the'impact of those conversion actions that affect
them and hold publichearings to ,Obtain their comments
which should;bekconsideredin Any final determination
on such actions:

403ENCY v:Immrs,12AND OUR EVALUATIONS

In an .August 7, 1978, letter commenting on our.report(see app. I), theU.S. Metric Board's Ad Hoc Committee (Board),established to:coMment on. our report, stated that the report
contained detaile40,information on the status of voluntary
conversion in manyseetors Of the economy which will be usedby the Board. Howevee, the BOard was in'disagreement with
some aspectS of the report. It stated that:-

"The Executive Summary does not seem to reflect
adequately some of the thoughtful analyses con-
.tained in the,body of the Report, and in some
instances the Summary distorts the objectivity
of the..body.of the. ReporL"

_-
.We.disagree,with thiscontention and" were unsuccessful

in having the Board specifically identify those statements
in the'rreport and the Executive Summary that supportclaim: 1/ The Executive. Summary is simply a summary of ematerial contained in the body of the report and cannot in-
clude all 'the detailed analyses.

The Board commented that the data obtained was not eval-.

uated in detail for its validity, as acknowledged in the re-port. Our statement, regarding the validity of the data refersonly to the information about other countries which we ob-tained from various sources, summarized, and sent to the
respective Metric Board or Commission of the four countries
cited in our report with a request for th4r review and com7.ments._We did not evaluate these responses for their validity

-because we would have had to do detailed analyses in all'four'countries. _In the United States we were able to deal directlywith the responsible individuals involved especially in the
private sector and did not have to-obtain information through
a Government metric board or commission.

1/We received an August 14, 1978, letter from a member of
the U.S. Metric' Board, disagreei g with the Ad Hoc Cdm-

_

mittee's comments, particularly he above quoted, comment.
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_The Board stated that7the Summary implies that there is
no national policy now regarding metricatiel. The Board cites
the policy set forth in the 1975 Act and continues .by stating:

,"In a letter from the White House to the Execu-
tive Director of the American National Metric
Council on December 31, 1975, President Ford
st'ated: .

'The Metric Conversion Act of 1975,
H.R.8674, which-I signed on.December.23,
sets a national policy of c nverting.to
the metric systeM and estab fished a United'
States Metric Board to coor, nate efforts
for voluntary conversion.'

"The Report states that the national policy is not
generally understood, but by the very creation of
'a Metric Board the Act has provided a mechanism for
minimizing any misunderstanding.

"In passing the Metric Conversion Act of 1975,*
Congress committed its support for Voluntary con-
version to :as metric measurement systeM and created:
a Board to'coordinate it. Now that the United
States Mettic:BOard has been Confirmed, with proper
staffing-and budgeting -, it will help to provide
a clear understanding of what ia.involvedAn. metric
conversion and what benefits the country can hope.to
realistically achieve. Representatives of various
sectors in the economy serve on the'Board so that
the impact of voluntary conversion:on each will be
fully considered.'

The report clearlystates that the national policy is not to
prefer one. system over the other but:to provide for either
to be predominant on the basis.of the: voluntary actions of
those affected.-- Our review of the legislative-history ofthe
Metric Conversion Act of 1,975 showed:thatthe Congress did not
commit'itself to conversion to the metric-system-but-allows
for conversion by the,voluntary actions of thoSe-affected.
Congressional intent is established by,the Congress and
not by a letter from the White House to a metric organization
:incorrectly stating that the act set a national policy of con-
verting to the metric. system. The quoting of such letters
especially by theMetric Board, adds to, not minimizes, the
misunderstanding of our national policy.

'.The Metric.BoarCs responsibility under the act is to
devise and carry out a. broad program of planning, coordina-
tion, and public eddcation,.consistent with other national



policy and interests, with the aim of implementing the policy
set forth in the act.. It is to serve as a foCal point for
voluntary conversions to the metric system.' The Board is
not to.advocate metrication but is to assist various sectorswhen,' and if, they choose.to .convert.

'As pointed out by the Board, this report contains infor-
mation that-will be used by-the Board. We believe this infor-
:mation will,be)peneficial and hope that the information on
benefits and costs and,advantages.and disadvantages containedin the various chapters should be provided to the public inthe Board's public information programs.

With respect.to cost, the Board pointed out that:'

"Conversion to metric can be-discussed bothfrom
the position of'advantages and disadVantages,_as
treated. in'the..RePort. The guestion'of cost, how-
,ever, cannot be easily quantified, because the Report
failS to point put.that conversion costs :are one
tim-dinvestment, 'while 'benefits ar,e'continuous44Tt.
fails ,to,provide:adeqUate analysis to support-. he'
contention that 'onversion would bd enormous
expensive.'"::

One o .the:ascribed disadvantages.frequentlY uted-
tp-Metric_COnversion is thatit would be .enormousl naj.Vef..'This. is one of`the.genetally'ascribed disadvantages as well
as'advantages mentioned in the report and discussed.morefully
in chapter-34'. 'Ile' found this was one of the principal arguMentsused in dtAcuSsing the issue of'metrication. For example,.
estimates given in tbe legislative debateHonithe,Metric Act
reached .4.to- $100. billion,-and the NationaL Federation of
Independent-Businesset advited that the major portion of.the
cost would.be passed. on to the consumer. Costs may be a.one-
time significant investment over a long period'of time, but as...shown in our beverage case study, consumers pay an increased
cost every time. they buy that product.

With respect to benefits, the results of our review._showed that feW.benefits could.be'directly attributable
to.metrication. There.-is'no assurancethat.the ascribed.
advantages (benefitsYcan be achieved-and moSt,:if-achievable,
could beaccompiisheddtnder. the customary:system. The Board
.offered.no support for beriefitS to be achieved byconverting_
to the'metric system.:

The Board stated that the status_of metric conversion
in other countries- should be uPdated.to reflect current con -ditions: This information is current ,as the' information was
Obtained ftoM these..countties'in-1978'. The only exception
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was the public reaction against metrication in the United
Kingdom which occurred when many retail areas, such as fruits
and vegetables, hardware, and floor coverings and tiles were
were scheduled for conversion very recently..

The Board in-its comments cited the following general
belief: )

"The fact that the United.States is the only
major nation not converted to the use of the
metric.system has led leaders in industry, labor,
government, and the consumer movement to recognize
that metrication is in the best interests of the
United States in the long run. Their voluntary'
metric, actions are in response to this interna-
tional situation and are' not occurring because
of the so-called 'inevitability syndrome.' There-
fore, contrary to what the Summary recommends,
no action is considered necessary to combat the'
so-called 'inevitability syndrome,' nor shobld
this lead us to ignoring domestic and international
realities. A clearer definition of this syndrome
should be provided to distinguish between the
United States when interfacing with other nations
versus factors affecting.the United States in its
internal operation."'

The fact that many companies are converting because they
believe conversion is. inevitable is supported by our question=
naires_and direct contact with knowledgeable industry repre-
sentatives. As eiplained in the report,, the inevitability syn-
drome, coupled with the ripple effect, generates an atmosphere
of conversion to the metric system which appears to be unwar.,
ranted. 4 4Y

Concerning the statement that labor has recognized that
metrication is in the best interest of the United States in'
the long tunl.we are not aware of a major international union
or affiliate of the AFL-CIO that has made such a statement.

If a company wishes to trade in a country, it must con-
form to the regulations of that country which may cover lan-
guage, labels, sizes, and so on. As officials of the U.S.
Office of the Special kepresentative for Trade informed us,
measurement has not been defined as a trade barrier. Also,
the use'df metric measures could facilitate trade, but it :

is not 'a significant factor as reported in the.1971 NBS
study and substantiated by our work.
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A majority of large businesses believed conversion would
-facilitate trade because a common measurement language would
come into use. :Trade is also facilitated where the same lan-
guage is used. But an even larger majority indicated tJey
did not expect any significant change in either exports or
imports as a result of conversion. A majority of the firms
..cited factors, such as competitive prices, high product qual-
ity, superior technology, and good reputation and reliability
as being of major significance in promoting exports The
design and manufacture of products and engineering tandards
in ei er metric or customary units were not considered to
be a. si hificant trade factor.

that:
With respect to consumer concerns, the Board stated

"The Metric Bpard recognizes that there is con-
cern on thep rt of some consumers regarding metric
conversion. is takes many forms, including the
use of metric easurements in day-to-day living and
in,the market place with such factors as package
sizing, and price in relation to metric units.
An ongoing public information and awareness pro-
gram will have high priority for Board considera-
tion. As the Report states, the public must be
adequately informed and offered useful education
and appropriate responses'must be made available
for consumer concern."

We agree and believe this report will help to properly inform
the.consumers--all Americans--of the advantages and disad-.
vantages -of metrication. Any pUblic information and awareness
.program conducted by the Board should inform the public of
the potential benefits and costs involved.

Finally the Board stated that:

"The United States Metiic Board will study the
relative merits of various'alternatives and if
it deems that any changes in the present Law are
necessary it will so recommend to Congress and
the President in its Annual Report."

We trust this report will assist the Congress,' the Ad-
ministration, the U.S. Metric Board, and all Amexicans_in
becoming familiar with what is involved if metric conver-
sion. takes place in the United States.
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UNITED STATES METRIC BOARD
Magazine Building - Suite 301

1815 North Lynn Street
Arlington, VA 22209

Honorable Elmer B. Staats-
Comptroller General of the United States

. .

General Accounting Office
Washington, D. C. 20548

-APPENDIX I

August 7, 1978

Dcar. Mr. Staats:

The United States Metric Board appreciates the opportunity

to comment oh the extensive General Accounting Office study

on "Weighing the. Alternatives: Should the United States Adopt

the Metric System?"

The body of the report contains detailed information on the

status of voluntary conversion in many sectors of the economy

and the information will be used by the United States Metric

Board. While there are areas of disagreement between the

United States MetriceBoard-and the GAO Report, there is no

desire to be disagreeable about it. Nor can the Board be

unduly concerned about its own popularity, while it devotes

its best effort to this most serious and' worthy. subject.

The Executive Summary does not seem to reflect adequately

some of the thoughtful analyses contained in the body of the

Report, and in some instances the Summary distorts the

objectivity of the body of the Report.'

It is understandable that the scope of the study was limited

as are all studies of this nature. It is iiportant to note,

however, that the data obtained was not evaluated in detail

for its validity, as acknowledged in the body of the Report.

Also no samples of questionnaires or other measuring devices

were included in the main Report, and we believe the value

of the Report would be enhanced if such references were

covered. Each section of the Report has_been reviewed in

depth by members of the United States Metric Board and de-

tailed-comments will be submitted to GAO on or before Ad-

gust 21. The following comments are directed primarily to

the Executive Summary.

The Summary implies that there is no national policy now

regarding metrication. Yet, as the Report itself points out,

in quoting from the Metric Conversion Act of 1975:
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Page 2 )

"***the policy of the UnitedStates shall be
to coordinate and plan the increasing use of
the nietric system in the United States and
to establish a United States Metric Board to
coordinate the voluntary conversion to the
metric system."

In a letter from The White House to the EXecutive Director of
the .American National Metric Council on DeCeMber 31, 1975,
President Ford stated:

"The Metric Conversion Act of 1975, H.R. 8674,
which I signed on December 231 sets a.national
policy of converting to the metric system-and
established a United.States Metric Board to,
coordinate effortssfor voluntary conversion."

The. Report states that the national policy is not generally'.
understood, but by the very creation of-a Metric Board the
Act has provided a mechanism for minimizing any misunderstand-
ing.

In passing the Metric Conversion Act of 1975, Congress committed
its support.for voluntary, conversion to a predominantly metric
measurement system and created a Board td coordinate it. Now
that. the United States- Metric'floard has been confirmed, with
proper staffing and budgeting,' it will help to provide a clear
understanding of what-is involvedin metric conversion and
what benefits the country can hope to realistically achieve.
ReOresentatives of various sectors in the economy serve oh
the Board so that the impact of voluntary conversion on each
will be fully Considered.

.Conversion to metric.can be discussed both from the position
of advantages and disadvantages, as treated in the Report.
The question of cast, however, cannot be easily quantified,
because the Report fails to point out that conversion costs
are a7 one, time investment, while benefits are continuous. It
fails to prOyide adequate analysis to support the Contention
that "conversion would be enormously expensive." A part of
the United States Metric Board responsibility is to investigate
fully the costs and benefits involved so 'that any change can
be economically and efficiently accomplished.

The Executive Sumfilary comments on the status of metric con-
version in ,other. countries- This should be updated to reflect
Current conditions. Df.course, a United States Metric Board .

must remain current in all such matters. lk

. .

1/The Board stated it inadvertently used the word "predomi-
. nantly" and requested that it be deleted.
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The fact that the United States is the only major nation not
converted to the use of the metric system has led leaders
in industry, labor, government and the consumer movement'to
recognize that metrication .is in the best interests of the
United States in the long run; Their voluntary metric actions
are in response to this international situation and are not
occurring because of "inevitability syndrome."
Therefore, contrary to w at the Summary recommends, no action
is considered necessary to *bat the so-called "inevitability
syndrome," nor should this lead us to ignoring domestic and
international realities. A clearer definition of this syndkome
should be provided, td distinguish between the United States
when interfacing with other nations versus factors affecting
the United States in its internal operations.

The. Metric Bo*.d recognizes that there is concern on the
part of some -donsumers regarding metric conversion.. This
takes many forms, including the use of metric measurements
in day-to-day living and in the market place with such factors
as package sizing, and price in relation to metric units.
An ongoing public information and'awareness program will have
high priority for Board consideration. As the Report states,
the public must be adequately informed and offered useful
education and appropriate responses must be made available
'for conspmer concern. The Act clearly defines the respon-
sibil4y of the Board on this matter, and any, action .to
contravene this can be interpreted as an effort to deprive
the/Pubric of facts concerning the metric system and its
application.

q.O.note; Material has been deleted because of changes in
final report.

*
The Report suggests that decisions which affect so many-
people in our country should be made by the repredentatives
of the people - the Congress. In passing the Metric Conversion
Act of 1975, and the Education Amendments Act of 1974,
Congress has done just that:-

The United States Metric Board 'will study the relative merits
of various alternatives and if it/deems that any changes in
the present Law are x4cessary it will so recommend to Congress
and the Predident in. its Annual. Report:
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Page 4

,
In considering the Metric Act, the Congress gave this subject
thoughtful consideration and careful analysis before, passing
the Act overwhelmingly. ,Wisdom reasons that it deserves an
opportunity to function in the best-interests of all United
States citizens. Under such circumstances'the Metric At
is a careful statement of Congressional intent.

We hope the, above comments will be. helpful to you in re-
vising the Executive Summary.

Copy: Dr. L. F. Polk
Dr. M. E. O'Hagan

Sinc

Sateirig St.
Roger. E. Tra
Co-Chairpers s,,

, Ad HocCommittee
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ANNEX. I ANNEX I

ASSOCIATIONS, COMPANIES, ORGANIZATIONS, AND GOVERNM$NTAL

AGENCIES-CONTRIBUTING INFORMATION FOR THIS REPORT

A & M Sheet Metal Co.
Abbott Laboratories
Abrams Aerial Survey
A. Brandt Company Inc.
Accoustical and Board ProdUCts Association
Ace Supply Co. .

ACF InOustries, Inc.
Acme Block & Supply Co.
Acme Foundry Inc.
Acme Industrial Products, Inc.
Acme Mills Co.
Acme Tag & Label Co.
Acorn Tool & Die'
Adam*Block & Sons, Inc.
A. Dayton Lovelady.
Addressograph MultigraPh Corp.
Adelaar Brothers, Inc.
Adele Simpson Inc.
Adelphia Automatic Sprinkler
.A. De Swaan Inc.
Adolph Coors Co.
Advance Car Mover Co., Inc.
Aerospace Industries Association of America, Inc.
A. E. Staley Manufacturing Co.
Agway Inc.
Aiken Concrete
Airguard Industries Inc.
Airco Inc.
Air-Conditioning &,Refrigeration Institute
Air Products & Chemicals Inc.,
Air Transport Association of America
Ajax Hardware Corporation
Akron Standard
Akzona Inc.
Alcan Aluminum Corp.
Alcatraz Company /

Alden Lyle Co.
Alexandria Drafting Co.
Allan S. Goodman Inc.
Allegheny Ludlum Industries.
Allen Industries, Inc.
Allied Chemical Corp.
Allis-Chalmers Corp.'
Alox Corporation
Alumax Corp.

I-1
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Aluffiinum Association, Inc.
AluminumCompany pf America
Alwin ManUfacturing Company'
AMAX,Ihc.
,Amerace Corp. - ESNA Division
Amerada Hess.Corp
American Apparel Manufacturers Association
American Architectural Iron Co.
Ametican Artstone Company-
American Asbestos .4roducts,Co.
American Associatidh of Construction Engineersr
American Association of State. Highway and
Transportition Officials

American Automobile Association
American Bakeries Co.
American Boiler Manufacturers Associati+
American Brands Inc.
American Broadcasting Cos.
American Can
American,Ceramic Society ,

American Chan and Cable Co., Inc.
American Chapter/International Real

Estate Federation
American Chemical Society
American Concrete Institute
American Concrete Pipe Association
American Congress on Surveying & Mapping
American Consultiv Engineers Council%
American Corporation
American Cyanamid Co.
American Dental Association
Atherican Device Manufacturing Co.
American Federation of Labor and CongreSs

of Industrial Organizations
,A

American Federation ofSmall Business Qa
American Frozen Food Industry

ANNEX I

4,1
American Gear Manufacturing Associatiom
American Hoist & Derrick Co.
American Home EconomicliAssociation
American Home Products Corp.
American Hospital Association
American Industrial Real Estate Association
American .Institute for Design & Draft
American Institute for Imported Steel
American Institutes or Research )

American Institute of Architects J

American Institute of Constructors
American Institute of Landscape Architects
American Institute of Merchant Shipping
American Instittite of Real Estate Appraisers

1-2
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American TnstitUte of Steel Conatruction
American Institute of Timber Construction
American Insurance Association
American Iron and Steel Institute
American Land Development Association.
American Landmark Corp.
American Lumber Standards Committee
American. Management Association
American Manufacturing Co. Inc.
American Medical Association
American Motors Corp.
American Mutual Insurance.Alliance
American National Metric Council
'American National Standards Institute.
American Paint Products Co.
American Paper Institute
American Petroleum Institute
American Pharmaceutical ASsociation
Amercan,Plastic Products Co,
American Playground Co..
American Plywood Association
American Reinforcing Bar Producers
AMerican Right of Way Association'

_American,Road Builders Association
Atherican Samoa Metrication Project
American Shipbuilders Council
American Sign and Indicator Corp,
American Society for.Engineering & Education.
American Society for Hospital Engineers
AMerican SocietTfor, Landscape Architects Inc.
American. Society for -Metals

.

American Societyfor Planning' Officials_
American Society forlquality Control, .Inc.
American:Society for Testing and Materials
'American Society of Agricultural Engineers
American Society of Appraisers
American. Society, of Architectural.Hardwape Consultants
American .SoCiety of Civil,Engineers
American Society of COncrete.Construction
American Society of Interior Designers,,Inc
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and
Air-COnditioning Engineers

American SOciety of Mechanical Engineers
AMerican Society of Plumbing Engineers
American Society of Real Estate Counselors
American Society of Sanitary Engineers
American Specifications Institute
American Supply AsSociation
American. Standard
American Steel Works

7 ANNEX I
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American Tr ucking Association
American. Welding Society
American Wood Council
American Woo&-Preservers Association
American Wood-Preservers Institute
AMF,, Inc.
AMP Inc.
Amstar Corp.
Amsted Industries Inc.
Amtel.
Amtower Or thopOic .Appliances
AnaConda Co..
Anchor Hocking Corp.
Anderson Ford Inc. .

Anderson Machinery Co,
Ander son-McGriff Co.
Andrew ObeS. Son Inc.
AnheuSer-Diisch Inc.
2;:'0.. Green Refractories C

Smith Corp.
Apartment Owners and Managers Association
Apex Corporation
Apex Tool Works* Inc.
Apex. WineS-Liquors
A. Phillips & Sons
Appalachian Hardwood Manufacturers Association
Apparel Manufacturers Association of Canada
A. R. Abrams Inc.
Arbed. Steel Co. of Luxemburg
Archer- Daniels- Midland Co.
Architectural Aluminum Manufacturers Association
Architectural .Art Manufacturing
Architectural -Woodwork . Institute
Ar is .Products Co. Inc.
Armco. Steel Corporation
Armstrong Cork Co.
Armstrong Rubber Co.
Arnold Glick & Co. Inc.
Aromatic .Red Cedar Closet Lining ManUfacturers Association
Arthur F. Schultz Co.'
Arthur H. .Feedberg Co.
Arvin Industries, Inc.
Arvin Water Co.
Asarco
Ashland.. Oil Inc. .
-Ashton Brothers Co.
AshtOn Lewis. Lumber Co. Inc.
Asphalt Institute
Associated Builders & Contractors, Inc.
Associated Food Equipment :Co. .
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Assobiated Geneial Contractors of America
Associated Milk Producers
Associated Sandblasting Contractors
Associated Specialty Contractors
Associated Student Products
Association of American Railroads,
Association of Asbestos Cement Pipe Products
Association of Asphalt Paving Technologists .

Association of Canadian Distillers
-Association of Drilled Shaft Contractors
Association of Home Appliance Manttfacturers
Association of Steel Distributors
Association of University Architects
A-T-C Ina.
Atlantic Richfield,Co.
Atlantic Varnish and.. Paints
Atlas AQtomation, Inc.
Atlas Corrugate Cale Co. IRO.

)1 Atwell Co..
Atwood Adhesive Inc.
Aufdemkampe Hardware Co.
Aurora Blacktop.Inc.
Austin A. Baker Estate
Auto Cast Inc.
'Auto Chlor System Inc.:
Automated Procedures for Engineering Consultants.
AutomotiVe Service Councils, Inc.
Auto Parts Co. Inc.
Avalon Classics Inc.
Avco Corp. .
Avery International

Avon Products Inc..
Babcock A. Wilcox Co.
Badger State Bank (WI),:dka,
Badgett:Steam Lubricatdato.
Bailey. Lumber Company
Baker International
Ball Corporation
Ballymore Company
Bank of Currituck (NC)
Bank of Hydro (OK)
Bank of LeMmon (SD)
Bank of Lyon County (KY)
Bank of Woodstock (GA)
Barker Advertising
Barmakian Brothers
Barnett Optical Co.
Barnstable County Supply Co...
Bauer Industries Inc.

4..,
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BauSch 60.4omb
.Baxter Land Co'. Inc.
Baxter Travenol Laboratories
B & B Tool'&.Die Co. Inc.
Beaco Equipment Company
Beamis,Co. Inc.
Beatrice Foods Co.
Bechtel, Inc.
Becton Dickenson .& Co.
Beech'Aircraft Corp.
Belo() Petroleum Corp.
Bell & Howell Co.
Bellas Co. Inc..
Belle Isle Apartmentg
Bendix Corp.
Berghausen'Chemicgl:Co.
Bergman & Isaac 1

Berkel Inc.
Berringer Brothers Wine,
Bethlehem Steel COrp.
Bethlehem. SubUrban Motor Sales
Better Brands of Atlanta Inc.
B. F. Goodrich Co
B
Bill Collins
Bill.Garrett Chevrolet.Inc.
Billy.the Kid'
Bilt Rite ConstructiOni CO.
Biosearch
Bishop Distributing'Co.,
Bitumi#6UgT`Ripe Institute .

BlaCk & Decker !Manufacturing Co.
Black' River Mlarry Inc.
Blakely Laundry Co.
Blissfield;State Bank (MI).
Bliss'Steel. ProduCts Corp.
B. & L. MaOhine Company.
B. L. Marder,Co.
Blom Induitries Inca
Blue Bell Inc
Bluebird Inc.:.
Blue River Sand & Gravel C
Boeing:Company - The
BOichot Concrete
.BOise Caadade:Corp.
130.and:Sarine &. Manufacturing Co. Inc.
Bone\In0;
BOOneState Bank:(:IL)
BoOnidille:Manufatturing Corp.
BOOen'Inc.:
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Borg Warner Corp.
Boro Lumber Co. Inc.
Bosak Motor" Sales'Inc.
Boston Digital Corp.,
Bouma Tile & Acoustical Co.
Bowdil Company
Brake Supply Co. Inc.
Branddn Applied Systems, Inc.
Branom Instrument. Inc.Co.
Brattle Instrument Corp.

a).Brennan Brothers
Bresee Chevrolet Co. Inc.
Brewers Association of Canada
Brick Institute of America
-Bricklayers, Masons, & Plasterers International

Union of America
'Bristol Myers Co.-
British Aircraft Corp.
British Government

British. Embassy .

British Standards Institute
Department of Prices and Consumer Protection r
Metrication Board.

BronxVille Public Schools .

Brockway ,Glass Inc.'
, Brooks Foundry
Brown Group Inc.
Brown & Root, Inc.
Brown and Sharpe Manufacturing Co.
Bruce 'H. Rittenburg III
Brunswick Box co.
Brunswick Corp.
Buchanan-Cellers Grain Co.
Buchman & Buchman
Buchyrus-Erie Co.°
Budd Co.
Buell's SpeedoMeter Serlfie
Builders' Hardware Manufacturers Association
Building Officials & Code Administrators International
Building Owners & Managers Association International
Building Research Institute

Ak Building Stone' Institute
vr Burleson,State Bank'(TX)

Burlington Industries Inc.
Burlington Sign Company
Burroughs Corporation

Controls Inc.
C. A. Briggs Company
Cabot Corp.
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Caldwell Distribution Co., Inc.
California Property Broakers Ltd.
California. Redwood AssoCiation
Calmar Manufacturing Company Inc.
Calnap Tanning Co.
Cameron Iron Works, Inc.
Campbell Soup Co,
Campbell Taggart Inc.
Canadian BOverage.& Glass Association
Canadian Cbnstruction Association
Canadian Farm and Industrial Equipment Institute.
Canadian Home Economics Association
Canadian Hospittal Association
Canadian Soft Drink ASsociation
Canadian Wine Institute
Canadian Wood Council
Can Manufacturers Institute
Cannon Mills Co.
Capital Machine Co. Inc.,
Capitol Engraving Co.
capitol Toy Distributors Inc.
Carborundum Co.
Cardunal 'Savings & Loan Association (IL)
Carl Heinrich Co. Inc.
Carl I. Schaeffer Electric Co.
Carling- National Breweries, Inc.
Carlsbad Auto Co. .

Carlton National Bank (MN)
Carnation Co.
Carney Buick Company
Carollo Construction Co.
Carrier Corp.
Carroll Independent Fuel Co..
darr011wood .State Bank (FL),
Cary Publications'Inc.
Casey Sound Systems Inc. '7

Cast Iron Pipe Research Association
Cast Iron Soil Pipe Foundation
Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute
'Castle & Cooke Inc.
Castle Cars.Inc.
Cast Specialties Inc.
Catawba College
Caterpillar Tractor Company
Caudill Rowlett ScOtt, Inc..
Cavalier Press,,Inc.
Caxtoi Printers Ltd.
CBS, Inc,
Ceiling'& Interior Systems Contractors AssoCiation
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Celanese Corp.
Cellular Concrete Association
Cel-U7Dex-Corporation

-
qpnter Chevrolet Inc.
Central-Apex EngraVing Co.
Central Beer Distributing Co., Inc.
'Central Investment Corp.
Central Liquor Store, Inc.
Central Ohio Breeding Association.
Central Rubber Co. Inc.
Central Soya Co. Inc.
Central Washington Grain Growers Inc.
Central Wood Preserving
C. E. 'Pennington,96.
Cereal Institute
Cerro-Marmon Corp..,
Certain-Teed Pioducts Corp.
Certified Ballast. Manufacturing Association
Cessna Aircraft Company
CF Industries, Inc.
Chain Link Fence Manufacturers Ihstitute ,

Chamber of Commerce of the United States
Champion International Corp.
Champion Spark Plug Co.
Charles D. Best, General Contractor
Charles H. Beckley Inc.,..
Charter Co. ..

Cheeseborough Ponds, Inc.
Chemetron Corp.
Chemray Coatings Corporation
Chem-Trand Inc.
Cherokee Industries Inc.
Chesterfield Yarn Mills Inc.
Chetek State Bank (WI).
Chicago. Bridge and Iron Company
Chicago Sanitary Rag Co.
Chicago State University
China Trade & Industrial Service
Christian Brothers Wine Company
Christian County Farmers Supply
Chiomallow American Corp.
Chrysler Corporation
Cincinnati Milacron Inc.
Cities Service go&
Citizens Bank.010).
Citizens State::Bank (KS)
Citizens StateBank (ND)
Citizens State. Bank (TX)
Citizens Telephone Co.,. Inc.
City of St. Louis Park, Minnesota
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C. J. Erickson Plumbing Co
Clarence Cardin
Clarence Dixon Cadillac Inc.
Clark Equipment Co,
Clark Oil & Refining Corp.
Clements Supply Co. Inc.
Cleveland Grocery Co.
Cleveland Ignition Co.,
Cleveland Mills Company
Cleveland State University
Cleveland Steel Container
Clipper International Corp.
Clorox Co.
Clover Farms Dairy
Cluett Peabody &,Co, Inc.
Cobbs Manufacturing Co.
Coca Cola Bottling Co. Inc. (IN)
Coca-Cola Co. ,

Colgate P'almolive Co.
Collins & Aikman Corp.
Colonial-Petz Corp.
Colt Industries Inc.* 17 .$
Columbia Pictures. Industries, Inc.
Column Research Council
Comatic Laboratories, Inc.
Combustion Engineeridg Inc.
Comfort Brick & Tile.Co.
Comfort Chair COmpany
Commercial Bank (MO)
Commercial State Bank -(IL)
Commercial Warehousing CO.
Commissioner of Baseball
CommonWealth Oil Refining Co.
Commonwealth University
Computer &.Business Equipment Manufacturers AssoCiation
Concrete Products Co.
Concrete Reinforcing Steel Institute
Cone Agra, Inc.
Cone Mills Corp
Conference of American Small Business Organizations
Consoleum Corp.
Consolidated Aluminum Corp.
ConsolidAted Foods Corp.
Construction Industry Manufactuers Association
Construction Specificationd Institute
Construction Writers Association
Consumers Association of Canada
Consumers Financial Services
Consumers Gas Co. Inc.
Container Corp. of America'

I-10
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Continental Glass Co.
Continental Group, Inc.
,Continental Oil Co',
Continental Trailways
Contractors Supply Co.
Control Data Corporation
Controlled Atmosphere Processing, Inc.

, Cook Industries
Cookson Company
Cooling Tower Institute
Cooney Industries Inc..
Co-operative Union Merc. Co.
Cooper Industries Inc.
Cooper Tire and' Rubber vCo.
Cope Rendering Co.

-

Copper &)4ass Fabrication Council
Copper Development Association, Inc.
Cora-Tx Manufacturing Co.
Corning Glass Company of Canada
Corning Glass Works
Coronet Fashions
Corra Plumbing Co. Inc.
Cotter and QQmpany
Council of Education Facility Planners
Council of State Governments
CPC International Inc.
Crane Co.
Cgeative Living System Inc.
.Creative Universal, Inc.
CeescentFoOd.Co.
Crescent Machine & Nipple
.Crest Apparel Co. Inc.
Crestview Vault & Memorial Co.
Creswell Insurance Agency
Cronin. Supply Co. Inc.
Crosby-Whipple-Oil Corp. .

Crown Central Petroleum Corp.
Crown Cork & Seal.Co., Inc.
Crown Zellerbach Cori),
-Crystal Heating & Smet Co.
C. Schmidt and Sons, Inc.
C. S. Ohm Manufacturing Company
Cultured Marble Institute 6
Custom Built Cabinet & Supply
Cummings Leather Co. Inc.
Cummins Engine Co.
Curtiss-Wright Corp,
Curtis Universal Joint Co.
Custom Fabrics Inc.

I-11
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Custom Industrial 'Park Pasco
Cutler-Hammer Inc.
Cyclops Corp. .

Cyrus W. Scott anufactwing Co..
Dairylea Cooperative, Inc.
Dana Corp.'
Dana Printing Co.
D. & S. Die and Mold.Inc.,
Dane Manufacturing Co. Inc.
Dan. River Inc.
Danside Fabrics Inc.
Dan Tucker Equipment Co.
Darby Buick Inc.
Dart Drug.
Dart Indubtries-iInc.
Data General Corporation
Davide.13,,Robinson
Daw Printing7Ink Co
Dayco Corp. .

D. B. Enterprises, Inc.
De Bourgh Manufactuing Co.
.Dedoes Industries Inc.
'Dee Nelson Flowers-Gifts .

Deer Creek Compress Co. Inc.
Deere & Co.
Delano Granite Inc.
Del Mar Die Casting Co.,
Del Monte Corporation
Delta Associated Industries
Delta Microwave
Deltide Fishing-Rentil
Demor's Northway Lincoln Mercury
Dennis Rzadko's Tires and Wheels, Inc.
Derby Grain, Inc,.
Deston Co.
DeyelopmentalSCiences Inc.
Diablo Sys4ma Indorporat.ed
Diamond Ice' Sc Coal Co.
Diamond International Corp.
Diamond Shamrock Corp.
Dick & Kirkman Inc.
Digital Equipment Corp.
Diskey Sign Corp.,
Diso Corp.
Distilled Spirits Council of the United States, Inc.
District of Columbia

City Council
Department of Education

DixieCounty State Bank (FL)
Dixie Distributing Co. Inc.

ANNEX I
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Dixie Electric Co.
Dixie Engraving Company
Dixie National Stockyards Inc.
Dixie News Co. 'Inc.
DoAll Company
Doces Sixth Avenue Inc.
Doerr Electric `Corp.
Dominion Lock Inc.
Don Jensen Construction.
Door Operator & Remote Control Manufactuting Association
Door Unit Manufacturing Corp.
Douglas Properties Corp.
Dover. Corp.
Dover Peoples Bank & Trust Co. (TN)
Dow Chemical Co.
Dow Corning Corp: ,

Dr. Chateliers Plant Food
Dresser Industries Inc.
Dudden EleVator Inc.
Dumes Salvage

qr
Dunlop & Johnston Inc.
Dupey Eniterprises Inc.
Durable Woods Institute
Durant Chevrolet Co.
Du Teau Chevrolet Co.
Eagle-Picher 'Industries
Eastern Airlines
Eastern Gas & Fuel Associations
Eastern Nebraska Telephone
Eastman Kodak Company
Eaton Corporation
-Eaton Foods Inc.
Ecolotec Inc.
Economics Laboratory, Inc.
Economy Sales- Supply
Edgebrook Development Corp.
Edgerton Co-Op Creamery
Edlund Company.Inc.
Educational Testing Service
Educators Industries. Inc.
Edwin V. Lord
E. H. Bindley & Co. Inc..
Ehler Brothers Fertilizer
E. I. Dupont de Nemours, Inc
E. J. McCarthy & Sons.
Electrification Council-The
Elias Industries Inc.
Elk State Bank (KS)
Elliots Inc.
Elmer .Logsdon

1-13
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Eltra Corp.

Embassy of 'France
Embassy of Mexico-,:
Emerson Electric CO.
Emhart.COrporation,
Empire Contracting Co.
Empire'Tool Co.
Encyclopedia Britannica Educational Corpotation
Engineer8 Joint Council, Inc.
Entwisles Concrete Block Inc.
Envirotech CorpokatiOn
Equipment. Corp. of America .

Equitable. Securities Corp., (TN)
Erickson Corp.
Erlanger Perpetual Building and Loan Association
E. R. S_ nell Contractors Inc.
Esmark Inc. s
Ethyl Corp:
European Community Information Service
Evans Products Co...
Excel Electric Service Co.
Ex-Cell-0 Corp..
Exmoor Knitwear CO. Inc.
Expanded Shale Clay and Slate Institute
Exxon Corp..
Fab-Alloy Company.
:Facing Tile Industries
Facing Tile Institute
Fairbaitn Electric Inc.
Fairchild Camera & Instrument
Fairchild Machine Co. Inc.
Fairmont Foods Co.
Famariss Oil Refining Co.
Fannin & Son
Far East Conference
Farm and_Industrial Equipment Institute
Farm and Land Institute
Farmers and MerchantS State Bank (KS):
Farmets and Merchants State Bank (MN).
Farmers Bank (MO)

°Farmers Co-op Creamery
FarmerS Co-op Elevator Co.
Farmers Co-op Exchange
Farmers Co -op Grain Association
Farmers Elevator Co.
Farmers Elevator7Merc. Co.
Farmers Grain of Dorans

I -14-
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Farmers National Bank (IL)
Farmers National Bank (MN)
Farmers Savings Bank (IA)
FaimersState Bank (NB)
Farmers State Bank (ND)
Farmers Union ElevatOr (ND)
Farmers Union, Oil Co., (ND)
Farmland Industries Inc.
Fasteners-Inc.'
Fayette Farmerd7-to170p. 1.
F. C. Mason Company
Federal Co.

. Federal-Mogu Corp.
Federal Paper Board Co.
Federal Screw Products Inc.
Federal SCrew. Works
Federal Timber Purchasers Association
Federal WholesaleToy Co.
Fedetation of Societies., for Coating Technology
Fein Container.Corp.
Felix M. Mendelson.Co.
Ferdinand Gutmann & Co.
Ferro Corp.
Ferrys GD
Fessler Knitting Co. °

Fibre Leather Manufacturing Corp.
Fielddre'st Mills Inc.
Filter Material Inc.
Financial Computer Services
Fine Hardwoods-American Walnut Association
Fir and Hemlock Door Association
Fireline Inc.
:Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.

.

.-First Growth Capital Inc. (OK)
First National ,Bank (C01
First National Bank (CT)
First National Bank (IA)
First National Bank (IL)
First National Bank (KS).
First National Bank (KY)
First,National'Bank (MO)
First National Bank (NB)
First. National Bank (ND)
FirstNational Bank (OK)
First National Bank (TX)
First National Bank (VA)
First:State Bank (MN)
First State' Bank (TX)
-Flat Glass Marketing Association
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Flavorland. Industries
Fleetwood Enterprises 01
Flexible Pavements,qnc.
Flint Creek Valley Bank (MT)
Flintkote Co.
Florida Merchant Police Inc..
Flour Corporation
Flowers Baking Co. Inc.
Floyd Rice Ford Inc.
FMC Corp.
F. N.11T. Industries Inc.
Food Marketing Institute
Ford Motor Company
Forest Products Research Society
Forke Brothers
Foster Wheeler Corp.
Foto Finishers Inc.
Fourdruner Kraft Board Institute
'Fowler-Bourg Co. Inc.
Fowler Roofing Co. Inc.
Foxboro'Co.
Frank Bancroft Co., Inc.
Frank C. Gibsonlanc.
Franzia Brothers Winery
Frederick & Herrud,. Inc.
Freeland, Gauge Co.
Freeman Co.
Freemark Abbey Winery
French Knitting Mills
French Oil Mill Machinery Co.
Friedland International Shopping Corp.
Fromm and Sichel, Ine.
Frontier Inc.
Frontier,Press Company
Frontier Wholesale Co. Inc.
Frostie Freeze
Fruehauf Co.
Fruit Auction Sales Co.
F. X. Smith & Sons Company
GAF Corp.
Gallo Wine Company
Galvanized Ware Manufacturers Council
Gamache Ranches Inc.
Gannett Co.
Garber 'Co-op Association
Gardner-Denver Co.
Gastineau Lumber Co.
Gatco Bushing Co.
Gates Learjet Corporation
Gates Rubber Co.
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GATX
Gaylord Bros. Inc.
Gay-Tred Mills Inc.
G. B. Dupont Company Inc.,
G. Buehler & Co. Inc.
G. C. G. Jewelry Manufacturing Corp.
G. C. M. Mills Inc.
G. D. Searle & Co.
Gear Works Seattle. Inc.
Geering Broach & Spline Inc.
Gene Bell Chevrolet
General Aviation Manufacturers Association
General Birch Service Corp.
General Broach.,& Engineers Co.
General Cable Co.
General Cinema Corp.
General Drafting
General Dynamics Corp.
General Electric Co.
General Foods Corp.
General Host Corp.
General Instrument Corp.
General Mills Inc.
General Motors Corporation
General Products Corp.
General Signal Corp.
General Tire and Rubber Company
General Tobacco Candy Co.
Genesco Inc. ,

George A. Cenkner
George A. Hormel & Co.
.George A. Jerry Co.
George. Washington Hospital
Georgia-Carolina Oil Co.
Georgia Coated Fabrics Co.
Georgia-Padific Corp.
Gerber Products Co.
Gerlinger Industries Corp.
GersOn & Gerson Inc.
Getty Oil Co. -"

Giant Food,. Inc.
Gibson Coal Co. Inc.
Gillette Co.
Glandorf Tile Co.
'Glass Container Council of Canada
Glasson Inc.
Glass Packaging Institute
Glenn L. Hauliht & Sons
Glenn Machine & Welding Co.
G. L. Sayles Inc.
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Goforth Industries, Inc.
Golden Belt Telephone Association Inc.
Gold 'Kist Inc.
-G.. 0. Nitzsche Sons
Good Chevrolet Motors
Good-Life Chemicals .Inc.
GoodiHousekeeping Magalkine
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Gordon Bartels Co. Inc.
Gould Inc.
Government of Australia.

Australian Metric Conver'sion.Board
Embassy of AuStralia,

Government of Canada
Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs

...Embassy of Canada
Metric Commissiom Canada
Standards Council of Canada'

G. P.Lachicotte
Graco Fertilizer Co.
'Grand Rapids Forging &.Steel Co.
'Graphic Metals Inc..
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company
Great Lakes SalessInc.
Great Northern DistribUtors
Great Western United Corp.
Green. Brothers Gravel Co.'Inc.
Green Giant Co.
Greenville News Inc.
Greyhound Corp.
Grocery ManufaCtUrers of Arrierica, Inc.
Grocery-Products Manufacturers ASSOciation of Canada
Groov Pin Corp.
Grosseurth Distillers Inc.
Groth Chevrolet Co.
Grumman Corp.
Grundy National Bank (IA)
Guarantee Iron Works
Guide for Religious Architecture
Guild Wineries & Distilleries
Gulf Oil Corp.
Gulf & Western Industries
GUstafron Ice Cream - Dairy Co.
Gust G. Larson & Sons Inc.
Gypsum Association
_Gypsum Drywall Contractors. International
Hackensack Specialty
Hallcraft Inc.
Hamilton Lumber Veneer
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Hammermill Paper Co.
Hand Tool Institute
Handy & Horman
Hanes Corp.
Hanna Mining Co.
Hanna Paint Manufacturing C
Hanson Scale Co.
Harbison & Mahony
Hardings Three Rivers Markets
Hardwood Dimension Manufacturers Association
Hardwood Plywood Manufacturers Association
Hardwood Research Council
Harnischfeger Corp.
Harper & Bowers Inc.
Harris Corp.
Harris & Frank Inc.
Harsco Corp.
Hartley Gove Sons
Hart, Schaffner, & Marx
Harvey Cadillac Co. Inc.
Hauser Chevrolet Co. Inc.
Hawkridge Brotherd`Co. Inc.
Hayes Brothers Inc.
Health Industry Manufacturers Association
Hechipgers, Inc.
Heil tguipment Philadelphia
Hendrix Wire & cable Corp.
Henry Co.
Henry F. Ortlieb Brewihg Co.
Henry Myer Thread ManDfacturing Co.
Henry Schein Inc.
Heppner Iron & Metal
Herbert Curtin Co. Inc.
Hercules Inc.
Heritase Store Inc.
Herman Market Co.
Hershey Brothers-
Hershey Foods Corp.
Herzog & CO. Inc.
Hesse Envelope Co.
Hetzel-King Association Inc.
Heublein Inc.
Hewlett-Packard Co.
Highland Manufacturing Co.
Highland Siapply Corp.
Highway Uders Federation for Safety and Mobility
Hilander Foods Ind.
Hill Box Co. Inc.
Hill Brothers & Co.
Hilton Packing Corp.

ANNEX I
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Hines Liner Co. Inc.
Hi-Ram Inc.
Hiram Walker, Inc.
Hi-Shear ,Cor
H. J. Ful
H. J. Her
H. K. Por 'Co.
H.M.& Assodi tes .

Hobart COrp.
Hobby Center-Ina.
-Hoer nerWaldorf Corp.
Hoffman-Cortes Contracting
Hoflet Seed. Co.
Holiday Caipet Co. Inc.
Holiday Hosiery, Mills Inc..
Home Economics Education Association
Home Oldsmobile
Homer .- Wright., Jr.
Honeywell, Inc.
Hoover.Ball & Bearing.Co.
Hoover Co.'
Hopeman Equipment Co. Inc.
Horedaille Industries
Horspool &. Romine Manufacturing Co.
Horta-Craft Corp.
Houston Grinding Manufacturing Co.
Howar,d*Lumbet Company
Howard Lumber & Kiln Co.
Howell and Company
H. P. Hood :inc.
H. S. .Ostlin
H. S. Sowards & Sons Inc.
Hubert M. Hilton
Hubler Brothers
Hub Oil Co. Inc.
Hudson Supply & Equipment Co-
Huebner'Supply Co..
Hughes Aircraft Company
Hughes Tool Co.-
Humboldt Brick & Tile Co.
Humphrey Auto'Lease Inc.
Huser-Paul Co..Inc.
Hyde Patk Lumber Co.
Hydraulic Accessories
Hygrade Food Products Corp.
Hyster Co.
IBP Equipment Corp.
IC Industries
Identicon Corp.
Idle Wild Foods.
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I. Lehrhoff & Col Inc.
Illinois F.W.D. Trucks Co.
Illuminating Engineering Society of North 'America
Impact Label Corp.
IMPCO Inc.
Imperial Oil of Canada (Exxon)
Imported Hardwood Products Association
Indiana "Carton Co. Inc.
Indiana Cash Drawer Co.
Indiana Limestone Institute
Indian Head Inc.
Industrial Engineering Equipment
Industrial Fastener Institute
Industrial Heating Equipment AssOciation
Industrial Machine Co.
Industrial Refrigeration-Equipment
Industrial Roofing Co. Inc.
Ingersoll Rand Co.
Ingersoll Milling Machine C .

Inland Container Corp.
Inland Products Inc.
Inland Steel Company

-.Inmont Corp.
Inshield Die & Stamping Co.
Insilco Corp.
hstantwhip - Cincinnati
Institute of Business Designers
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc.
Institute of Real Estate Management
Interco Inc.
Interlake. Inc.
Intermountain Equipment Rental
International Air Transport Association
International Association for Housing Sciences'
International Association of Electrical Inspectors
International Association of Machinists
International Association of Marble, Slate and
Stone Polishers Workers' Helpers

International Association of Plumbing and
Mechanical Officials

International Association of Wall and Ceiling Contractors
Inte4natiOnal BankATX)
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
International Brotherhood of Painters and Allied Trades
International Builders Exchange EXecutives
International Business Machines Corp.
International Civil Aviation Organization

- International Conference of Building Officials
International Council of Shopping Centers
International District Heating Association
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International Fence IndUstry ASsociation
International Grooving and.Grinding AsSoCiation
International Harvestet Co.
International Importers Inc.
International Masonry Institute
International Minerals & Chemical
International Multifoods Corp.
International Paper Co..
International Systems & Controls.Corp.
International Telephone & Telegraph

'Interstate Brands Corp.
Invo- Saline Inc.
Iowa Beef Processors Inc..
Iowa SavingS Bank
Irvin Enterprises Inc:.
Irwin - Harrisons - Whitney Inc.
.Irwin Hodson Company.
Irwin Steel Co.
Isanti County Co-op ASSociation
Israel Transfet Co. Inc.
Itel Corporation
Jack O. Kelley
Jackies.Smartwear Inc. ,

Zack.Marshall Lincoln Mercury-
Jackson Cookie Co. Inc.
J. Adams & Co. Inc.
J. .A. kulmer & Son
James Brudnick Co. Inc.
James Walker Co.
J. A. M. Taylor Tool Co., Ltd.
Janesville State. Bank (MN)
Japan Trade Center
Jay Kline CheVrolet Co.
Jay .Products Company
J. B. Pfister Co.Inc.
J. B. Ruderman. & Sons Inc.
J-B-T Instruments Inc.
J. C. Penney Company, Inc.
J. C. Procter Company
Jenkins Equipient
Jenkins Gin Co.
Jenkins PUblishing'Co.
Jeppesen-Sanderson
Jerome Duncan Ford, Inc.
Jesse Jones Box Corp.
Jim Waltei Corp.
J. J. Henry Co.
J. J. Nichting)Co..Inc.
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J. Kathy Inc.
Jo Davidss Service Co.
Joe Bokman Chevrolet Dealership
Johnathan Logan Inc.
John E. Rogers Inc.
John F. Humphrey Metal Fabr-ication
John Hassall, Inc.
John Helfrich Trucking. Co.
John P. Nissen Jr..Co.
John Seven Paint & Wallpapet
Johns-Manville Corp.
Johnson & Johnson
John Unertl Optical
John W. Daniels Pav,ing Co.
Jones &_Laughlin Steel Service Center
Jones Oil Co.
Joseph D. Withrow
Joseph. E. Seagram & Sons Inc.
Joseph M. keldman Inc.
Joseph RuziCka South Inc.
Joseph Schlitz Brewing co.
Joseph T. Ryerson and Son, Inc.
Joy Manufacturing' Co.
J. P. Stevens Co. Inc.
Jr. Row Inc.
J. Rubin & Co. Inc.
J. S. West & Company
Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp.
Kaiser Industries
Kal Equipment Co.
Kane Miller Corp.
Kansas State University
K. A. Pridjian & Co.
Karen Frocks,Inc.
Kar Go ServiCe Center Charlotte Inc.
Kaines County National Bank (TX)
Kasper Manufacturing Company
Kasser Distillery, Inc.
Keelor Steel Inc.
Kelley Electric Company
Kellogg Co.
Kellwood Co.
Kennecott Copper Corp.
Kenney Machinery Corp.
Kentucky Manufacturing Co.
Kentucky State Bank
Kerr-McGee Corp.
Kewanee Industries Inc.
Keyes Machine Works Inc.
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Keystone Prestone Bakery Inc,
Kimberly-Clark Corp.
King County Directors Association (WA)
KlingensMith Hardware Inc.
Kloster Research and Development Inc.
K. M. Biggs Tractor- Sales Inc.
Knight-Ridder NeWspapers, Inc.
Knitting Mills Inc.
Koehring Co.
Kolb - Lena Cheese Co. Inc.
Koppers. Co., Inc.
Korwall Industries Inc.
Koury Construction Inc. .

Kraftco Corp.
Kramer Service Inc.
Kresge SS Co.
Kretschmer Tredway Co.
K-TrOn Corp.
Kwik Kopy.Center No Al
LA Belle. Manufacturing Corp.
Lacchi COnstruction Co. Inc,
Lakeside Development to.
Lakeside. Fusee .Corp.
Lake Wausau Granite Co.
Lamson and Session's- .

Land O'Lakes Inc,
Landstrom Gravel Co.
Lane.Sales Pepsi
Lasham-Cartage
Latchford GlasS COMpany

, .

Latrobe Brewing
Lawrence Broom &Aop Co.. Inc.
Lawrence Intitute of Technology.
Lazy a Ranch
L. Deardorff.& Sons Inc.
Leachville State Bank (AR)
Lead Industries Association
Lear Siegler Inc.
Leep Homes, a California. Corp.
Le Fiell Manufacturing Co.
Lehmans Garage
Leo Froelich
1LeSlie-Haley & Son Inc.
T.JJetty Lane Company Inc.
!'';Lever r-Brothers Co.
Levin & Co. Inc.
':Levi Strauss & Co.
LeXbon Enterprises Inc.
Libbey - Owens - Ford Co.
Libby McNeill & Libby
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Libertyville-Lumber dli-v
Liggett Group, Inc.
Lightning Protection Co...
Lightweight Aggregate Producers Association.
Linder Furniture.Co. Inc.
Lindsey Oil CO. Inc. r- .

Little_CrOw-Milling Co.
Litton Fastening System
Litton. Industries Inc.
LivelyLook,Sportswear Inc.
L & L Distributing CO.

L Manufacturing Co.
L & L Tool-Company
Locke-Ober Co.
Lockheed Aircraft Corp,
Loeser & Sons Inc..
tone Star Industries Inc.
Loomis Farmers Co-op Co.
Loomtogs Inc.
Los ,Angeles Brush Manufacturing
Lou ,Harris & Associates, Inc.
Louis "J" SportsWear Inc,
Louisiana Land & Exploratiod-Co.
LOi-diarta- Pacific Corp,
Louisiana Tech University
LOWrafice Electronics Inc.
Lbws Electric Co; Inc.
LTV Corp..
4111bocik,Poster Co.
Lubrizol Corp.
Ludell Madufacturing Co.

. 'L.- W. Service Co.-
Lykes Corporation
Lyon Cbudty Co -op Oil C
Mabry Mill Works Inc.
Mack Sales Inc.
Macmillan, Inc,.
Madoy Publishing and Masonic Supply Co.
Mac Rae Tool Co.
.Maddox: and Associates
Magline Inc.
Maiers Motor Freight Co.
Maillards Inc.
Mainline Sales Co, Inc.
Makall Tool Co, .Inc.
Malcolm's Wholeiale Meats Inc,
Mallin Import's Inc.
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Malphrua Construction Co. Inc.
Manco Tooling inc..
Mandishjgasticw
Manhattan Industries, Inc.
Mansfield Tire ancRubber Co.
ManUfacturer of'Illumination Products
MAPCO Inc.
Maple Flooring ManUfacturers.Association
Marathon
.Marble4Institute-of:America
Marcus Paint,CoMpan.Y Inc.
Marfry
Markman Peat Co. Inc .

MarkelElectribai. Product'
Mark Hurd Aerial BurVeyai:Inc.
Marsh ,ratimber Co. c Inc.
Martindell
Martin & Herring Inc.
Martin Marrietta'Corp..
Martin Sale=SerVice Inc.
Mary BarbUzanes
MascO- Corp.
Mascoutah Grain & Feed Co:.
Mason Contractors Association of Americelk
Masonite Corp.
Massey-Ferguson IndstfiesLtd.
Mastercraft FurnitureAo'.
Mather & Sons Inc. .

Mathis Grain & Elevator:Corp.
Matsushita EleCtric--
Mattel Inc.
Maury Fence. Company
Max Silverstein'&. Son Inc.
Max Werner Fruit &: Vegetable
Mayhill Publications Inc.
MayoKnitting Mill Inc.
Mays Merchandise Co.
M..Blaustein Inc.
McAnary Ford Inc.
MCA Inc.
McCall,Chair Co. Inc.
IMcDonald Corporation
McDonnell-Douglas Corporation
McGrew.7rEdison. Co.
McGraw-Hill, Inc.

Dairy
'McCook Electric Co-op
MOKayCadillac, Inc.
Actepd:Enterprises Inc.
McLouth Steel Corporation
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McNeil Laboratories; Inc.
Mead Corp.
Meadowbrook Dairy
Means Stamping Co.
MeadteX Fabrics Co. Inc.
Mechanical Contractor-s Association of America
Meehan-Steel-Products Co.
Memorex Corp.
Menco'Products
Merck & Co. Inc.
Merco Manufacturing'Inc.
Meridian Lanes Inc.
Meskin & Davis Inc.
MesOn BleCtric Co. Inc.
Metal Building Manufacturers Association
_Metal Lath Association.
.Met-42-Wood Corp.
Metrication Board'of Zambia
Metro Park Tire Centers
Metz Shopping Center
Michaels Art Bronze4o.
Michelin Tire CompadY
Michigan .Livestock Exchange
Michigan Screw Products
Micro Craft Inc.

.

Microx Corporation
MictronInc.
Midland -Ross 'corp.
Mid- State Telephone. Co..
Midway Volkswagen Inc.'
Midwest. Products & Manufactures
Milan Screw PrOducts
Miles Laboratories
Milk Industry Foundation
Miller Brewing Company'
Milner Chevrolet. Co. Inc....
Milsco Manufacturing Co.-
Milton S. Kronheini &.Co., Inc.
Milwaukee Brush Manufacturing.Co..
Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co.
Miss Capri Sportswear, Inc..
Mitchell Electric Co.
M. Lee Goldsmith Inc.
M. Lowenstein & Sons, Inc.
Mobile Home, Dealers Association
Mobile. Oil Corp.
Mockwitz Construction Co.
Modern Chevrolet Co.
Modern Gas Co. Inc.
Mohasco Corp.
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Mokena 'State Bank (IL)
Moles-The .Monarch ManufacturingWOrkS'Inc.

,r -

Monarch Tool Gauge
Monarch Wine .Co... lac.' . f'
Mondavi Winery± . .

Monfort of Colorado Inc.
. Monroe County. Electric Co-op.

Monsanto CO.
Montgomery County .'(MD) Department es Liquor
Montgomery Wards,.
Moore Iron Works .

Moores Potato Chip Co. ,

Morgan & Culpepper Inc.
MOrtgage Ba Or's, AssOciation ,of..Amek ict
.Morton...Nor
-Mosheim B (TN):'. 3..,-'.
Morton-PrOduct Inc.q ,s 4 --

MOssbeig.,&C.O.;;,Iiids..... .,. . -

Moss Truckittg;*C6:, :Inc. ,.:'.

Motorola Inc.' , 4 :.12 ). '-. '',,, :
tMotor i'Vehic().e'ManUfactUrers, As`sot iatiop

-:14Otpr Wheel. torP.' '....

Mount 41.7r,,.rteccirdlslew's '.., 4,_
.': Mr...Aircraft Inc. i.

'iverman,-,Ea.c , :, -
'1. M St ,S Man uf,1a6E ing mpany..'i6

Moir, 1ilson& ,".Mu'ir .., .,-.
,- Maki ,rOductst: 4 'nc dip. ,...

...', Muritir4wear ?..1. .: -,7 .,..- -A,..,

Mu&Phypil ,Corp...... . .
,;'-r: Myki01,Itic,. '. ,

Nabisco .Inc. ; -- ; i
,rh. .

Np o' :Chemical Co..%
NaIrcaganSett, miziet CO'. ', 4.-

:
Tilish4.- Corn. t ) t `.' ..,,,- - .

9

.... ,t,.,,pas AO ''S ate .Barik: (IN.) ,,
,

JNas 'Bay. National Bank (TX,) ' 1'. .

1,,,,
./41,cith '', ler.
Nat ,.c, .Ohole,ic Beverage Association, Inc.

jNatlioh' 1 Apartntent Association
. ,.

'Nation 4.. Asphalt :Pavpment Association
. - National ssooiation of ArchiteCturai, 'Metal Manufacturers, . 3.

National A sOlciati.ori (1,1f Building Manufacturers
Distributors

ative Architect Finish
0L'tion Contractors

14ey.a.tor Contractors
`me_ Bbildbis

National Association o Housing Cooperatives
National Association of .I'ndeperident Fee Appraisers
''.National Association of Independent Insurers

.. . .

.
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National Association of Independent Lumbermen
National_ Association of,Industri4 Park8
National Association.of Lighting Ae-intenance Contractors
/National Association'of Miscellaneous

Ornamental, & ArchitectUral Products Contractors
National Association of Motor Bus Owners

.

----National-Association of'::,Plastic Fabricators
Plastid Pipe Institute

National Association of Plastics Distributor
National. Association .of Plumbing, Heating, &
Cooling Contractors

National. Association of. Real Estate Appraisers
National Association of Real Estate Investment Trust
Natiopal Association of RealtorS
Natiohal Association of Reinforcing Steel Contractors
National Association of Steel PipeDistributors
National Association of Stone Fixture Manufacturers
National Association of. Women in Construttion
National Auto Dealers Association
National Automatic Sprinkler & Fire Control Association
National Bark Sales
Nationdl Board of Boiler & pressure Vessel Inspectorth
National BuildersAlardware Association
National Building Materials Distributors Association

"National Can Corp.
National Cash Register
National CellUlose Insulation.Manufactueers Association
National'Clay Pipe Institute'
National Collegiate Athletic AsSociation
National CoMmittle on Uniform Traffic Laws and Ordinances
National Concrete Masonry Association
National Concrete Paving Association
National Conferend&of State LegislatUres
National COnferende of States on Building Codes & Stanclards
NatiOnal Conference on. Weights and Measures
National Construction industry Council '+
National Constrictors. Association
National CorrUgated Steel:Pipe As,sociation
National Council of AccoUttiCal Consultants
National Council of Farmers Coops .

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
Natibnal CrUshed.Stone' Association
National. Dairy CoUncil of Canada
National Distillers.& Chemical -

National Distillers Products Co.
National Ediication.ASsociation
NatiOnal.Electrical Contractors Association
National Elevator lnduetryi:Inc.
National Environmental Sxetems-Contractors. Association
National Federation of Independent BusinesseS

. National Federation .Of State High School Associations
.4)
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National Fire Protection Associatfbn
National Flag Co.
National Flexible Package Institute
National Fluid Power Association
National Forest Products Association

1

NatiOnal Frame_Hui1ders Association
National Frozen Food Association
National Geographic Society
National Governor's Conference
National Gypsum Co.
National Hardwood.Hardwood Lumber Association
National Home Improvement Council
National Institute of Automotive Service Excellence
National' Institute of Building Sciences
National Institute of Education
National Insulation Contractors Association
National Kitchen .Cabinet Association
National Landscape Asociation
National Locksmith Suppliers Association
National Limestone Institute
National Lumber. & Building Materials Dealers Association
National Lumber Exporters Association
National Machine Tool Builders Association
National Milk Producers Federation
National Mineral Wool Insulation Association
National Oak Flooring Manufacturing Association
National Oil Fuel Institute
National Paint and Coatings Association
National. Particleboard Association
National Precast Concrete Association
National Quartz Producers Council
National Ready Mixed Concrete Association
National Retail Merchants Association
National Rifle Association,
National Roofing Contractors Association
National Sand and Gravel Associatiod
National Sash and Door Jobbers Association
National Scale Men's Association
National Screw Products Co.
NdtiOnal Service Industries
National Slag Association.
National Small Business Association
National Society of Professional Engineers
National Soft Drink Association
National. Starch and Chemical Corp.
National Steel Corp.,
National Steel. Erectors Association, Inc.
National Stellar Co.
National Terrazzo. and Mosaic Association
National Tool, Die, and Machinery Association
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National Utility Contractors Association
National Wholesale Hardware Association
NatiOnal Wholesale. Lumber Distributing Yard Association
National Woodwork. Manufacturers Association
Natomas Company
Nitural Rubber Shippers. As a.tion
Nebraska - Iowa Supply Co.
Neely Manufacturing Co. Inc.
Nehi Bottling Company (TX)
Nehi-Dr. Pepper Bottling Co. (OK)
NE Lumber Manufacturers Association
Nemaha County Co-op Association
New Britain Spring Co.
New England Converters Inc.
Newmont Mining Corp.
New York City Department of Consumer Affairs
New York Times Co.
New Zealand Metric Advisory Board
Nic-Nae Grill
Nic-O-Loc Co.
N L Industries, Inc.
N. L. Kuehn Company
Norin Corp.
Norris Industries
Norris Rees
North American Knitting Co.
North American Philips Corp.
North American Wholesale Hardware Association
Northeastern Loggers Association
Northeastern Retail Lumbermen's Association
Northern Hardwood & Pine Manufacturing Association
Northrop Corporation
Northrup King Seed Co.
Northwestern Lumbermen, Inc.
Northwest Industries Inc.
Northwest' Pattern
North Wind Power Company Inc.
Norton Co. ,

Norton Simon Inc.
NVF Co. Inc.
Oaksdale Grain Growers Inc.
Occidental Petroleum
Oehlert Brothers, Inc.
Ogden Corp.-
Ohaus Scale Corp.
Ohio Nut & Washer Co.
0. K.)Auto Parts
Old Dominion Coal Corp.
Olin Corp.
Olinkraft Inc.
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Olympic Foundry Co.
Operative Plasters and Cement Masons International
Asociation of the United States and Canada

Opie Brush Co. Inc.
Opinion Research Corp.
Orange Buick Co.
Oregon Brass Works Inc.
Oro Manufacturing Company
Orville D. Thompson
Oscar Mayer & Co. Inc.
Osterbader Compressor Service
Otto Hofmann & Sons
Outdoor Marine Corp.
Owens-Corning Fiberglass Corp.
Owens Illinois Inc.
Oxmoor House, Inc.
Pabst Brewing Co.
Paccar Inc.
Pacific Cold Storage Inc.
Pacific Logging Congress
Pacific Lumber Exporters Association
Pacific Lumber Inspection Bugeau
Pacific Westbound Shipping Conference
Packaging Associates Inc.
Pacolite Plastic, Inc.'
Page Plumbing & Heating Co.
Paley Office Supply Co.
Pan American World Airways
Panhandle Construction Co.
Parker-Hannifin Corp.
Park Lane Furniture Inc.
Par-Kut International Inc.
Parsons Casket,Hardware Co.
Paternayan Brothers Inc.
Paty's Inc.
Paul Go?rin
Peabody Coal Co.
Peabody House Inc.
Peabody International Inc.
Pearson's Liquor and Wine Annex
Peavey Corp.
Peerless Sportswear Co. Inc.
Penn Needle Art Co. Inc.
pennsylvania State University
Pennivalt Corp.
Pennzoil Co.
Jeoples Bank (GA)
'Peoples Banking Co. (OH)
Peoples National Bank (IL)
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,Peoples State bank (IL)
Peoples State Bank (MN)
Pepsi Co., .Inc.
Pepsi Cola Bottling Co. (KS)

. Pepsi,Cola Bottling Co. (MD)
Perkin- Elmer--Corp.
Pet
Pfizer Inc.
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association
'Phelps Dodge Corp.
Philip Morris, Inc.
Phillipine Mahogany Association
Phillips Ford Inc.
Phillips Petroleum Co..
Picketts Food. Service Inc.
Pierce Avery Corp.
Pillsbury Co.
Pine Cone Lumber Co. Inc.
Pioneer National Bank (WI)
'Pipe Fabrication Institute
,Pitney Bowes, Inc.
'Pittsburg Brewing
Pittsburg Plate Glass Industries, Inc.
Pittson 'Co..
PlasticS in Construction Council
P. L. Robertson, Manufacturing.
.Plumbing & Drainage Institute
Plywood Research Foundation,.
Plywood Supply Inc.
Pohl ig Brothers' Inc.
Polaroid Corp.
Ponsford Brothers 'Contractors
Poole-DickielJumber Co.
Popi Fashions Inc.
Portage National Bank (IN)
Portland Cement Association
Potlatch Corp.
Power and Communication Contractors Association
Pratt- Poster Co. Inc.
Precision,Rabricating & Manufacturing
PrecisioninS6ruments
:PrecisioriSt.e.0 Warehouse
Oremium Products, Inc.
Preskill Lumber Co.
'Prestressed Concrete Institute
Preway Inc..
Pribble ,Plastic Products
Printing Iridustries ofilmerica
Proctor & mble Co.,
Proctor P ducts
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Productt Filling,& Packaging.
Professional Golf Association.
Proprietary Association .

Piyor Oldsmobile Co.
Puerto Rido

Department of Educatiap
Pulaski Robber Co.
Purdue University
Purex Corp. Ltd.
Puritan Fashions
Quaker Oats Co.
Quaker State Oil Refining Corp.
Quality Boiler & Machine Works
Qualtek Inc.
Questar Corp..
Questor Corp.
Quick. Industries Inc.
Radio Parts Co.
Rainy Day Foods
Raja Development Co. Inc.
Rajala Kill Co.
kakows Town-Country
Ralston 'Purina Co.
Ram Meter Inc. .

Rand-McNally
Ransome rty.
Rappel and Hoeing
Rath Packing Co:
Ratrie. RobbinsEchweIzer.Inc.
Ravarino &,Fretchi, Inc.
Rawdon Brothers Airdraft,
Raynal Plymouth CO.
Raytheon Co.
RCA
R. D Mann Carpet Co. Inc.
R.:& D., plasticai Inc.
Ready MiXed ConCrete-Co.
Real Estate Securities and
Realtors National Marketin
Red Seal .Electric
Reeves, Sheet,Meial
Refrigerating Engineers and
Regal-Beloit Corporation
Reichhold Chemicals Inc.
Reinforced Concrete Research Council
Reliable Contracting;Co., Inc.
Reliable TaCka4ing Inc,
Reliance'Elctric Co.
Reliance Steel Corp.
Remco Maintenance Corp.

Synd
Ins
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Renken Boat Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Renmuth, Inc.
Republic Steel Corp.
Resco Products Inc.
Resilient Tile_institute
Retail Council of Canada

ANNEX I

Revere Copper & Brass Inc.
t.ReVlon Inc.

Rexnord, Inc.
Rex ROto Corp.
Reynolds Metals Co.
R. F. Thompson Grain'Co.
Rhapsoay Blouse &.Sportswear
Rice Lake,Farmers United Co-op.

?Richard C. Greene
Richards Brick Company
Richardson - Merrell, Inc.
R'ichling Ades & Richman Inc.
Rich Oil Co.
Riney Construction Co.
Riverlands National Bank (LA)
R. 3.'Reynolds Xndustries *
Robinson Steel Co.
Rocco V. D. Andrea
Rockford Brick-Tile-Co.
-Rockford Products
Rock River Manufacturing Corp.
Rockwell' International Corp..
Roethele Building Materials
Rohm & Haas Co.
Rohr Industries Inc.
Ron Equipment Co. Inc.
Roper orp.
Roper Organi ation, Inc.
Ro/se ity Pr/ess Inc.
RassoeiInc./
layston Laboratories Inc.
R. R. Donnelly & Sons, Co..
RSE Inc.'

,

Rubber Manufacturers Association
RUnnig Supply Inc.
Russell and Company..
Russ Togs,"Inc. .

Rdtgers State University
Safety, Check Alignment and Brake Service

v.
.Safe-TMate

Safewaiz. Stores Incorporated
Safeway Tire Company
Saffer Springs Grain Co.
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Saginaw Creamery-Co.
.

'Saginaw Processing & Supply Co.
St. Alban Co-op Creamery
St. Joe Minerals Corp.
St, Mary's State-Bank (GA)
St. Reses Paper Co.
Salem Bank (KY)'
Salvatore Bruzzese

.

Samuel Cabot' Paint and Stains
Samuel M. Gertman Co. Inc.
Sanborn Savings Bank (IA)
Sanjo Dress Inc.
Sau12Brothers & Co.
Saxon Industries, Inc.
Scale Manufacturers. Association
Schachner Belt CoMpany
Schering Plough Corp.
Schlueter Manufacturing Co.
Schmidt Company .

Schooner .Corp
,Schwarz -Fish Company
SCM Corp.
Scoggin-Dickey Buick Co. /
Scott & Fetzer
Scott Paper Co. , ,voiV

ScoVill Manufacturing Co.
\Scranton Building Block' Co. .,

,

Screen Manuf4Aturers ASs ciation,

---Sears Roebuck
&\

Co_.--- 1

Scripps Found'iMachine arks

SeawayBolt. Spi-cials 06.
Security Ban (ND)
Security Sav nge Bank (I
Security St to sank (MO)
S. Edwards Inc./
Sekan Cheese Co.
Selby, Battershy & Company '4
Serta Restokraft MattiesS

L.Service ErectionErection & Machine,,:.?'
Sethness PrOduCts Co.,
Seven-Up Company .

' S. F. Sherard & Sons Inc.
S. G. Taylor Chain Co.
ShaneS Marine'& Hardware
ShastaiBeverages
.ShattuCk National Bank (OK)
Shawn Originals Inc.
Sheffield .Furniture Corp,

i .;....

.4.0.
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,.Sheller Globe Corp.
Shell &oil Co.
Shepher DistribUtors-Sales
Sherwin-Williams Co.
Sherwood Industries
Shramsberg Champagne
Shuberts Ice Cream & Candy
Sidney Rothschild Inc.
Siegels Sixth St. Supermarket
Signal Companies, Inc.
Signal Hills State tank (MN)
Signode Corp.
SI Handling Systems Inc.
Silver Loaf Baking Co.
Simmons Co.
Simplicity Patterns Co.
Singer Co.
Singer Products Co. Inc.
S. J. CarlOrk & Son Inc.
Sklar Manufacturing.Co. Inc.
Skyline Bel Air Estates Inc.
S. L. Industry
Slocomb Plastic Pipe & Products Inc.
Smaller Business of America
Smith Cookie Co.
SmithKlene Corp.
Smith Specialty Co.
mith-Willison Inc.
S. M. Jones & Co. Inc.
Snodgrass-Maner Co.
Society Brands Limited '

Society of American Registered Architects
$ociety:of Amerdcan Wood Preservers
Society of Automotive Engineers
Society of Construction Superintendents
Society of Exchange Counselors
Society of Industrial. Realtors
Society of Manufacf4ring Engineers
Society of Plastict-Eq6,gineers

Engineers.

Society of Real EttAppraise
Society of the' Gol en Section
Society of the PlaStics Industry
Society of of Turkish -Architects, Engineers, and

Scientists in America
Somerset Telephone Co.
Soniform, Inc.

Sou ,p & Tank Company
Sout 4frican Bureau of Standards
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SoutAeastern.Lumbet Manufacturers Association
Southern Forest Products Association
Southern Hardwood Lumber. Manufacturers Association
SoUthern Pine Inspection Bureau
Southern Pressure Treaters Association
Southern Sash Supply Montgomery,
Southern Wholesalers Association
Southern Woodwork Association
Southwestern Stationary-Bank Supply
Southwest Forest Industries
Southwest Recyclers Inc.
Space & Leisure Time Ltd.
Space-Linkt Inc.
Spartanburg Lumber-Millwork
Spartanics Ltd.
Specialties Wrought Iron
Spencer Foods Inc.
Sperry & Hutchinson
Sperty Rand Corp.
Springfield Aluminum & BraSs..
pringfield Ipstrument
prings'Mills Inc.:
quare D Co..

Squibb Corp.
S. R. M. MOtel Corp.
StaallIbicR Inc.
Staflex Co..
Stained Glass Association.of,America
Standard Brands Inc..
Standard Cycle Co..-Inc.
Standard Modern Tool.CO.', Ltd.
Standard Oil of California
Standard Oil Co. (Indiana)
Standard Oil Co. (Ohio)
Standard Venetian Blind Co.
Standco Industries, Inc.
Stanley Drug Products Inc.
Stanley Wotks
Stantorf'Steel Company,
Stardust Motel Inc.
Star- Headlsight."& Lantein Co.
Starr Electric Co.,
State Bank (IL)-
State Bank (MN)
State Bank (WI)

.

State governmen*Andagen'aleS4
A1abama ?

coeiartment of Education
Alaska '

:Department of Commerce and
Department of.ducation

L 38
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Arizona
Department
Department

Arkansas
Department
Department

California
Department
Department
'Department
Department
Department
.Department
Department

of Agriculture
of Education

of. Commerce
of Education

ofConsumer Affairs
of Education
of Food and Agriculture
of General Services
of Health
of Motor Vehicles
of Transportation

Division of Measurement Standards
General Assembly Agriculture Committee
Highway Patrol.

Colorado
Department of
Department of

Connecticut
Department of
Department of

Deiware
Department of

Florida
Department of

Georgia
Department of Education
Department of Transportation
MetricatLon Commission

Hawaii
Department of Education
Division of Weights and

Idaho
Department of Education

Illinois
Office of Education

Indiana -

Department of Education
Iowa
Department of Public

Kansas
Board of Agriculture
Department of Education

Kentucky
Department of Educati9

Education
Highways

Education
Transportation

Public Instruction

Education

Measures

Instruction

1-39
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Louisiana
Department*of Agrj&Itute.
DepartMent of EdueaLOn
Legislative Council

Maine
Department of Education

Maryland
Department of Education
Department of General Ser, ices

rDepartme'nt of Liquor -Control
Highway Commission

Massachusetts
Department of Education
Division of Standards

Michigan
Department of Education

Minnesota
Department of Education
MetriC Council

MissisSippi
Consumer Protection Division
-Department of Education

Missouri
Department of Agriculture,
Department of Education

Montana
Department of Education
Division of BusinesS Regulations

Nebraska
Department of"Agriculturb
Department of Education

Nevada
Department of Commerce
Department of Education

.New'Hampshire.
Department of Education
Department of Purchase and Property

New Jersey
Department of Education

New Mexico
Department of. Education

Mew York
Bureau of Weights and Measures
Department 'of Agriculture and Markets
Department of Education

'.North Carolina
Department of Administration
Department of Public Education

North Dakotk--,
Departmeill of Public Instruction

1-40
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ihio
Bureau of Weights and Measures
Department of Administrative Services

: Department of. Agriculture
Department of Education 2

Department of Control
-Department of TranspOrtation

Oklahoma
Department of Education

, Department of Transportation'
Oregon

Department of Agriculture
Department of Education

'Pennsylvania
Department of
Department of
Department of
Department of
Department of
Department of
Department of

Agriculture
Commerce
Education
Environmental Resources
General Servi6es
Labor and Industry
Transportation

Liquor Control Board
Turnpike Commission.

Rhode Island
Bureau of Weights and.Measures
Department of Education 2

South Carolina
Department of Education

South Dakota:
Depaktment of Education

Tennessee:
Department
Department

Texas
Department
Department of

Utah
Department of Education

Vermont
Department of Education
State. Planning Office

Virginia
Department of Education

WAShington
Superintendent of PubliC Instruction

'West Virginia
Department of Education
Department of. Labor
Division of Consumer Products.

of Agriculture
of Education

of Agriculture--Consumer
Education
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14eOrtme* ,.pub lc Instruction

ciltiogitig':. .

-1:) ArMent:6CEd
:. at'aie s' ,..,ogp Blank ,JMI,)

::Stat i k:lkVegpityoleo -Buffalo
' Sta. e' Whol4efiale, totid1tc.
'Star er CtipmicAr:CO,.'
StedMa jlosierY:rills Newton

7.. Sfeel.CqMpanot:Can'ada
Steel'Deek-Irlptitute
Steel bOdi Intti'tute. t

.7.Steel Forgings Inc.
;Steel Service Center-Institute
Steel. Stipply Co.
Steel Window Institute
Stellar Manufacturing Co,
Stephenson Lithograph Inc.

. Sterling -Clark Lurton Corp.-
Sterling Drug Inc. .

Sterling Outdoor Advertising Co.
Stokely-Van Camp, Inc.

.Stokes Fish Co.,
-ZA'Stolper Industries ;Inc.

Inc.
.. :

Stor Dor Fieight System n
Straford Chemical Co.
Strauss Plastic Co., Inc.
Striegel, Inc.
Strohecker Inc.

. , Strouse Adler Co. .19
Strouse & Brothers Inc.
Structural Engineers Avociation of California'
Structunal Products, IT*.
StucCo Manufacturers Association
Studebaker-Worthington Inc..
Sudlersville Bank of Maryland
!ugar Land Telephone Co. Inc. li

unbeam Corp.' .

Sun-Maid RaisiliGrowers .of California
un Petrol.eum Products Company

Sunstrand Corp. .

Superior Oil Co,
Supreme Dairy Products Co.
Susan Page Inc.
Sutherland. Farmers Co-op Co,
Sutter Products Co.
Sutton Tool:Company
.S. Vogel Sons Inc.
Swink Hosiery.Mill Inc,

AgrAcult.uts

cation.
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Sybron Corp. .

Syncro Corporation
Tatonic ManufacturOg &ibol Corp.
Talanco Motors Inc. 4
Talley Industries Inc.
Tarheel.Electric Supply Inc.
Taylor Provision Co. Inc.
Teamsters Union
Tecumseh Products Co.
Technical Research Co.
Teen Colony Inc.
Teknicote Inc.
Tektronix, Inc..
TeledyreInc.
TenqVb Inc.

. Ak
Tersco Inc: of West Texas
Tesoro Petroleum Co.
'Texaco Inc.
Texasgulf Inc.
Texas Instruments
Textronr Inc.
TherMal Insulation Manufacturers Association
Thermo Conductor Services
Thermopatdh Corp.
Thiesing Veneer Co.
-Thiokol Chemical Corp.
Thomasboro Grain'Co.
Thomas J. Lipton Inc:
Thompson Concrete Products
Thorrez Industries Inc.
Thurman Scale Co.
Timber Producers Association of Michigan 4 Wisconsin
Time Inc.'
Times Mirror Co.
'Timken ot,
Timmerman Construction Inc.
Tiny Toron Togs Inc.,
Tire and Rim .Association

.

Tire Industrk Safety Council
Toledo Scale Company
TOSCO Corp. .

Town & CountryCustoM Fixtures
¶ownecraft
Trane Co.
Transport*Stotage-Distributing Co.
Trans Union Corp.
Trans World Airlines, Inc.
Trend Industries, Inc.
T. R. Heard Inc.
Tribune - Star Publishing Co.

1743
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Iti-City Fabricating & Welding Co.
Tri-County Electric Association
TruckCabManufacturers.Inc.
Truck & Trailer Sales Corp..
Truckers Equipment Inc.
TRW Inc.
Traffic & Transport Inc.
Trailer Coach Association.
Triangle ManufacturingCo,
Truman Boyles Mattress Co. Limited
Truss Plate Institute
Tufts and Wenzel Architects
Tufts New England Medical Center
Tunis Manufacturing Corp.
Turner & Allen Chemical Co.\
Twentieth Century - pox Film Corp.
Twentieth Century Heating CO.
Twin Island Motel Inc.
Tyler Corp.
Underground Engineers Contractors Association
Underwriters Laboratories, Inc.
Union Carbide
Union Oil Company of California
Union - Whitten State Savings Bank.(IA)
Uniroyal Tire. Company
United Airlines
United Aluminum Corporation
United Association of Journeymen and Apprentices of the

Plumbing and Pipe Fitting Industry.. --
United AUto Workers
United Brands Co..
United-Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners 'of America
United Bus Owner's Association
United Camp Corp.
United-Cement, Lime & Gypsum Workers ternational Union
United,Merchants & Manufacturers
United Rubber, Cork, Linoleumt and Pla tic
.Workers of Ametica
United .Shellfish Co. Inc.
United States Filter Corp.
United States Government:

Civil Aeronautics .Board
Civil Service ComMissioh
Department of Agriculture
Department of Commerce
Bureau of Census
Domestic and International Business AdMinistratio
Maritime Administration
National Bureauof Standards

ANNEX I
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Department of Commerce (cont.)
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
National Weather Service

Patent and Trademark Office
Department of Defense
Department of the Army
'Corps of Engineers
Departure Of the Navy
Depatm of the Air Force
Defense gistics Agency
Defense Mapping Agency

Department of Energy
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Food andDrug Administration:' 4
OffiFe of Consumer Affairs
Office of Education

Department of Housin and Urban
11

Development
Department of the Int rior
Bureau of Reclamation
Geological-SurveY:

Department of Justice
Department of Labor
Bureau of Labor Statistics
Occupational Safety and Health Administration

Department of State
Department of Transportation
Federal Aviation Administration
.Federal Highway Administration.
Federal Railroad Administ tion
National HighWay Traffid ftfety Administration
Saint Lawrence Seaway Development Corp.
Urban Mass Transportation.Administration
U.S. Coast Guard

.

Department of the Treasury
Bureau. of Alcohol,Tobacco and Firearms

ental Protection Agency
Feder-aT Communications Commiasion.
Federal Maritime Commission
Fedetal Trade Commission
General Services -Administration
Federal Supply Service
Public Buildings Service

GovdrnMent Printing Office
Interstate Commerce Commission
International Trade Commission
National Aeroriautics and,Space Administration
Natiotal Labor Relations Board
National_Science Foundation
National Transportation Safety Board
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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Office of the Special Representative for
Trade Negotiations

Postal Service .

Small Business-Administration
Smithsonian Institution
Tennessee Valley Authority
Veterans Administration
Veterans AdMinistration Hospital, Washington, D.C.

United States.Steel CorPoration
United Survey, Inc.

.

United Teshnologies Corp.
Universal Bandag
Universal Instruments Corp.
Universal Leaf To., co Co.
UniVersity of Cincinnati
University of Indiana
University of Minnesota
:University of Missouri
'University of Nevada
-UniverSity State Bank (KS)
Upjohn Co.
Upper. Canada Manufacturing Ltd.
Urethane Foam Contractors Association
U.S. Brewers As cation, Inc.
U.S. Growers Col Storage'
U.S. Gypium Co.
U.S. Industries, Inc.

Metric :Association
U.S. Oil Company
'U.S. Olympic Committee
U.S. Tennis Court and Track Builders Association
Utility Equipment Co. International
Utz Potato Chip Co. Inc.
UVIndustries, Inc.
Valley Lumber Corp.
Valve Manukactvars Association
Van Cleave Properties
Van Doren Red-E-Mix
Van Horn. Co. Inc.
Van Pelt Brothers Dairy
Vans Stoke Equipment Co.
Varian AsSociates
Vaughn Construction'Co..Inc..
VDO InStrur6tnts Corp.
Veeder-Root Company
Vera M. Riley
Verson Allsteel Press Co.
VF Corp.
Vierk Distiibuting Co.
Viking Inc.
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Viking Industries Inc,
Village American Jeep, Inc.
Virgil C. Hamilton, Jr.
Virginia Polytechnical Institute Cooperative
.Extension Service

Volk lire Corp.
Volunteer Specialty Co.
Vulcan Materials Co.
Wabash Telephone Co-op.
Wade & Sons, Inc.
Waldo'Brothers Co.
Walgreen's Liquor and Wines
Walker Brothers &
Walker County Bank (GA)
Walker Pontiac Inc.
Wallace Murray Corp.
Wallace Packaging Corp.
Walicovering Manufacturers Association
Wal.Machine Inc.
Walnutport State Bank (PA
Walter Jansen & Son
Walter Kidde' & Co., Inc.
Walter Morris Investment Co.
W. A. Moyer &: Sons Inc.
Ward Foods Ina.
Ware Manufacturing Co. Inc.
Warnaco Inc,:

. Warner Communications, Inc.
Warner Farms Inc.
Warner-Lambert Co.

'Warren. Hutty
Waesaw.Black Oxide Inc.
W. A. Scheurer
Washington Post Co.
Washington Star
Washington Woodworking-
Watson Land-CattltCo. Inc.
Waulkee Engineering Co. Inc.
Wayne. Home. Equipment Co,:
Wayne Tire Company
W. C. Tingle Co. Inc
W. C. Wiedenmann & Son, Inc.
WDVM TV (WTOP)
Weatherking Products inc.
Weaver Potato Chip Co, Inc.
Webber .Glass Manufacturers Corp.
Weber & Huston Inc.- ''

E Chevrolet Sales
W. E. H. Rasmussen
Weil Oldsmobile Inc.
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Weiss Shirt CoInc.
Welders Needs Inc.
Welding Research Council
Welding ServiCe Co.
Wells Management Corp.
.West Coast Lumber Inspection. Bureau
. West End Dairy
Westerman Print,Co.
Western Builders Co. Inc.
Western. Building Material Association
We'stern Can - Company
Western Concrete Reinforcing Steel Institute
Western Electric Co. .

Western Extralite Co. Inc.
Western Forest :Industries Association.
Western Red. Cedar Lumber Association
Westirn Red ,& Northern White Cedar Association
Western leserye Bank (OH)
Western,Timb& Associatio-h
Western Wood Moulding & Millwork Producers
Western.WOOd Products Association

. Westinghouse--hectric Corp.
Westmoreland Coal "-

West Point Pepperell, Inc.
ywiEtstnaco Corp.
West Valley ConstruCtiOn Co
West Virginia Steel Corp.
Weyerhauser Co.

Wells &' Sons Inc.
WIAelabrator-FryeInc:
W eler E.E. Company
Wheeling-Fittsburg Steel Corp.
Whirlpool Corp.
.White Consolidated Industries, Inc
White Motor Corp.
Whittaker Corp.
Wight Nurseries Inc.
Wilburton State Bank (OK)
TWilhoit Gas Co. Inc.
William H. Rorer, Inc.
William. Liquors
William,L. Wallace & Sons
William R. Huey
William Wrigley,'Jr. Co.
Williamette Industries Inc.
Williams Companies
Williams Furniture Co. Inc.
Willis Bank of Texas
Wilson Court Inc,.
Wilson Manufacturing. Co. Inc.
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Windmill Nurseries Ind.
Wine and Spirits Wholesalers of America
Wine Institute
Winfred M. Berg Inc:
Winnsboro PlywOod Co. Inc.
Winslow Paints
Winthrop-Atkins Co. Inc.
Wire Reinforcement Institute
Wisconsin Can Co.
Witto:Chemical Corp.
WJAL TV (WMAL)
W. L. Meekins, Inc.
W & L Sales Co. Inc.
W. L. Sharpe Contracting Co.
WMAL Radio Station
Wolfs Inc.
Wolpin Co.'
Women Council of Realtors
Wood ISynthetic Flooring Institute
Woodcraft Industries Inc,
Woodcraft Kitchens Inc.
Woodland Paving Co. Inc.
Woodley Liquors

.Woodward and LothrUp Co.
Woodward Co.
Woolrich Woolen Mills Inc.
WorkMan Electronic Pioducts
W. R. & F. Builders
W. R. Grace&,Co.
Wright Pontiac
W. & W. ConstruCtion Co.
Wyeth Laborato'riee-
Xerox Corp.
Yankee Strew Products' Co

. Youngstown Steel -& Alloy Corp.
Zalk Steel & supply Co.
Zelda Fastener Co. Inc.
Zellwood Fruit Distributors

. Zenith Auto Screw Product.
Zenith Radio-Corp.
Zimmer Paper Products Inc.

(06631)
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